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 Single Technology Appraisal (STA) 


Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis and/or 


pulmonary embolism (ID 726) 


Dear XXXXXX 


 


The Evidence Review Group, the Liverpool Reviews and Implementation Group, and the 


technical team at NICE have now had an opportunity to take a look at the submission 


received on the 13th October 2014 by BMS / Pfizer. In general terms they felt that it is well 


presented and clear. The ERG would like to express their appreciation for having received 


the clinical study reports for the key apixaban trials alongside the company submission. 


However, the ERG and the NICE technical team would like further clarification relating to the 


clinical and cost effectiveness data.    


 


Both the ERG and the technical team at NICE will be addressing these issues in their 


reports.  


 


We request you to provide a written response to this letter to the Institute by 5pm on 20th 


November 2014. Two versions of this written response should be submitted; one with 


academic/commercial in confidence information clearly marked and one from which this 


information is removed. 


 


Please underline all confidential information, and separately highlight information that is 


submitted under ‘commercial in confidence’ in turquoise, and all information submitted under 


‘academic in confidence’ in yellow. 


 


If you present data that is not already referenced in the main body of your submission and 


that data is seen to be academic/commercial in confidence information, please complete the 


attached checklist for in confidence information. 


 


Please do not ‘embed’ documents (i.e. PDFs, spreadsheets) within your response as this 


may result in your information being displaced or unreadable. Any supporting documents 


should be emailed to us separately as attachments or sent on a CD.  


 


If you have any further queries on the technical issues raised in this letter then please 


contact Mary Hughes, Technical Lead (mary.hughes@nice.org.uk). Any procedural 


questions should be addressed to Bijal Joshi, Project Manager (bijal.joshi@nice.org.uk) in 


the first instance.  


 


Yours sincerely  


 


XXXXX XXXXXXXXX 
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Associate Director – Appraisals 


Centre for Health Technology Evaluation 


 


Encl. checklist for in confidence information 
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Section A: Clarification on effectiveness data 


Systematic review  


A1. Figure 1 on page 39 of the company submission shows that 197 studies were 


excluded from the systematic review of RCT evidence on the basis of study outcome. 


Please clarify how these studies were judged to not have reported the outcome of 


interest when only the title and abstract were available.  


A2. The ‘reasons for exclusions’ table (section 10.3, appendix 2a Appendices of the 


company submission) reports that 8 of the studies (Bamber et. al, 2013; Barrett et. al, 


2011; Campbell et. al, 2007; Kovacs et. al, 2003; Farahmand et. al, 2011; Quiroz et. al, 


2006; Raskob et. al, 2011; Vitovec et. al, 2009) were excluded as they had ‘no 


outcome of interest’. Guidance (Kirkham et. al, 2010) recommends that studies should 


not be excluded because they do not report an outcome of interest as that outcome 


may have been have measured as part of the study but not reported (outcome 


reporting bias). Please clarify whether any of the authors of the 8 studies were 


contacted in order to verify that the outcome of interest was not measured rather than 


simply not reported.  


Characteristics of participants in the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 


A3. In the company submission, the baseline demographics for the participants in the 


AMPLIFY trial are listed in Table 9. In this table under the ‘qualifying diagnosis’ criteria, 


12 people in the apixaban arm and 15 people in the enoxaparin/warfarin arm could not 


be evaluated as having had a DVT, PE or DVT with PE. Please clarify why a qualifying 


diagnosis could not be evaluated in these people.  


A4. Please provide a cross-tabulation table showing the distribution of patients randomised 


in AMPLIFY by 5 year age band (e.g. 20-24, 25-29, etc) and gender (male/female), for 


each treatment arm by index VTE event type (PE+/- DVT vs DVT only) [i.e. 4 tables].  


A5. Please provide a cross-tabulation of the distribution of patients randomised in 


AMPLIFY-EXT by 5 year age band (e.g. 20-24, 25-29, etc) and gender (male/female), 


for each treatment arm by index VTE event (PE+/- DVT vs DVT only) [i.e. 4 tables ].  


A6. Please provide a comparison of the demographic and clinical patient characteristics for 


the AMPLIFY-EXT trial between: 


 People continuing in AMPLIFY-EXT who had participated in the AMPLIFY trial,  


 People newly recruited to AMPLIFY-EXT.  
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Efficacy and safety outcomes from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


A7. In Appendices 6a and 6b of the company submission, the following statement is made 


with reference to the population included in the efficacy analyses:  


“ITT population (randomly assigned patients who received ≥1 dose of study drug 


and who had events during the 6-month treatment period, regardless of early 


discontinuation of study drug)”.  


 


Should this statement read:  


 


“ITT population (randomly assigned patients who received ≥1 dose of study 


drug). Events occurring within 6 months post randomisation were counted as 


events in the analysis regardless of early discontinuation of study drug” ? 


 


A8. In the company submission (page 74), it is stated that no clinically important 


observations were noted for the pre-specified subgroup analyses of AMPLIFY-EXT. 


However from inspection of the tests for interaction provided in the clinical study 


report, it is noted that three subgroup analyses (gender, age and geographic region) 


had p-values <0.10, (the company’s chosen cut-off point for further investigation of the 


results of subgroup analyses). Please clarify why these findings were judged to be 


clinically unimportant.  


A9. Please state the number of patients in each arm of the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


trials who experienced more than one major bleeding episode within the study period.  


A10. Please state the number of patients in each arm of the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


trials who experienced at least one major bleeding episode in addition to a recurrent 


VTE event during the study period.  


Studies included in the network meta-analyses 


A11. Please provide information on the following study characteristics for the studies 


included in network meta-analysis 1 (NMA 1) for the treatment period and network 


meta-analysis 2 (NMA 2) for the prevention period: i) study location; ii) 


inclusion/exclusion criteria; iii) primary outcomes (including scoring methods and 


timing of assessments); iv) secondary outcomes (including scoring methods and 


timings of assessments) using the table below.  
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  Study name  Study name Study name (add 
more columns as 
required) 


Study location    


Inclusion/exclusion 
criteria 


   


Primary outcome(s)    


Secondary 
outcomes 


   


 


Network meta-analysis methodology 


A12. For the treatment period (NMA 1) and prevention period (NMA 2), please provide more 


details on the statistical approach used. For each NMA, please state the number of 


iterations which were discarded as part of the burn-in period, and how much further 


iteration the final treatment effect estimates were based on.  


A13. In order to allow consideration of the sensitivity of model parameters to different 


approaches to carrying out meta-analysis estimation, please provide results from the 


following 2 alternative assumptions for the meta-analyses listed in questions A14–A26 


(for all analyses please do not include continuity adjustments for zeros):  


 First analysis: Remove the term mu[i] (study effects) and replace it with a single mu 


which would represent the log-odds of an event in 1 year for the baseline 


treatment, i.e. fit a model of the form   logit(rate_{ik}) = mu + delta_{k}  where k 


indexes treatment and delta_1 == 0 


 Second analysis:  Treat the study effects mu[i] as random effects rather than fixed 


effects, i.e. fit a model of the form 


  logit(rate_{ik}) = mu_i + delta_{k}   where mu_{i} ~ N(mu_0, sigma^2). 


In the WinBUGS code this involves using mu[i] ~ dnorm(mu_0, 1/mu_var) rather 


than  mu[i] ~ dnorm(0,.0001) and it would also require inclusion of a prior for mu_0 


and the random effects variance such as   mu_0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.0001)       mu_var ~ 


dgamma(0.001,0.001) 


A14. Priority Question: Major bleeding events in NMA2. Please present the results in the 


format of the Relative Risk tables in the ‘Bleeding’ worksheet of the company model 


(columns L:P).  
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A15. Priority Question: CRNM events in NMA2. Please present the results in the format of 


the Relative Risk tables in the ‘Bleeding’ worksheet of the company model (columns 


L:P).  


A16. Base case analysis in NMA1 (table 34 company submission).  


A17. Sensitivity analysis 1- mITT in NMA1 (table 35 in company submission).  


A18. Sensitivity analysis 1- mITT excluding dabigatran studies in NMA1 (table 35 company 


submission). 


A19. Sensitivity analysis 2-Pooled RE-COVER/RE-COVER II in NMA1 (table 35 in company 


submission).  


A20. Sensitivity analysis 3- excluding RE-COVER/RE-COVER II in NMA1 (table 35 in 


company submission).  


A21. Base case analysis in NMA 2 (table 37 in company submission).  


A22. Sensitivity analysis 4- ITT in NMA 2 (table 38 in company submission).  


A23. Sensitivity analysis 5- excluding WODIT DVT/PE in NMA 2 (table 38 in company 


submission).  


A24. Sensitivity analysis 6-excluding RE-SONATE/RE-MEDY in NMA 2 (table 38 company 


submission).  


A25. Sensitivity analysis 4-ITT excluding dabigatran studies in NMA 2 (table 38 company 


submission). 


A26. Sensitivity analysis 5- excluding dabigatran studies in NMA2 (table 38 company 


submission).  


Additional Kaplan-Meier analyses of data from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY EXT  


Please provide the Kaplan-Meier analyses requested in questions A27–A38. In these 


analyses please: 


 Do not impute events were outcomes data are missing 


 Do not exclude lost to follow-up patients (instead, please censor patients at the 


time the patient was lost to follow-up or withdrew from the trial). 


 Present the results in tabular form showing for each event time: 


o Time of event from baseline (days) 


o Product-limit estimate of survival proportion  
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o Standard error of survival proportion 


o Number of patients failed 


o Number of patients remaining at risk 


For your information an example of the output table required from the Kaplan Meier analyses 


from SAS is given at the end of this letter under additional information. 


 


A27. Priority Question: AMPLIFY trial data. Time to death from any cause K-M analysis, 


stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 


2 x 2 analyses]. This analysis should include the 30 day observation period after 


treatment discontinuation.  


A28. Priority Question: AMPLIFY trial data. Time to treatment discontinuation K-M 


analysis, stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- 


DVT) [i.e 2 x 2 analyses], censoring patients at time to death from any cause.  


A29. AMPLIFY trial data. Time to major bleed K-M analysis, stratified by treatment arm and 


by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) [i.e 2 x 2 analyses].  


A30. AMPLIFY trial data. Time to CRNM K-M analysis, stratified by treatment arm and by 


index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) [i.e 2 x 2 analyses].  


A31. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to death from any cause K-M analysis, stratified by 


treatment arm, by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) and by prior 


treatment history (apixaban vs other anti-coagulants) [i.e. 2 x 2 x 2 analyses].  


A32. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data (time adjusted by AMPLIFY trial data). For only those 


AMPLIFY patients continuing to AMPLIFY-EXT, time to death from any cause K-M 


analysis, stratified by treatment arm in AMPLIFY, by treatment arm in AMPLIFY-EXT 


and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 x 2 analyses], 


counting elapsed time from initial randomisation to the AMPLIFY trial (including the 


AMPLIFY 30 day observation period after treatment discontinuation).   


A33. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to first non-VTE death K-M analysis, stratified by 


treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT), censoring 


patients at time of death due to any VTE event.  


A34. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to first PE event (fatal or non-fatal) K-M analysis, 


stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT), 


censoring patients at time of death due to either non-VTE cause or DVT event.  


A35. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to first DVT event (fatal or non-fatal) K-M analysis, 


stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT), 


censoring patients at time of death due to either non-VTE cause or PE event.  
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A36. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to treatment discontinuation K-M analysis, stratified by 


treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT), censoring 


patients at time of death from any cause.  


A37. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to major bleed K-M analysis, stratified by treatment arm 


and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) [i.e 2 x 2 analyses].  


A38. AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to CRNM K-M analysis, stratified by treatment arm and 


by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE -+ DVT) [i.e 2 x 2 analyses].  


Additional information 


Example of output (SAS) required from specified Kaplan-Meier analyses 


- The LIFETEST Procedure 


Product-Limit Survival Estimates 


DAYS 
 


Survival Failure 
Survival 


Standard 


Error 


Number  


Failed 
Number  


Left 


0.000 
 


1.0000 0 0 0 62 


1.000 
 


. . . 1 61 


1.000 
 


0.9677 0.0323 0.0224 2 60 


3.000 
 


0.9516 0.0484 0.0273 3 59 


7.000 
 


0.9355 0.0645 0.0312 4 58 


8.000 
 


. . . 5 57 


8.000 
 


. . . 6 56 


8.000 
 


0.8871 0.1129 0.0402 7 55 


10.000 
 


0.8710 0.1290 0.0426 8 54 


SKIP… 
 


0.8548 0.1452 0.0447 9 53 


389.000 
 


0.1010 0.8990 0.0417 52 5 


411.000 
 


0.0808 0.9192 0.0379 53 4 


467.000 
 


0.0606 0.9394 0.0334 54 3 


587.000 
 


0.0404 0.9596 0.0277 55 2 


991.000 
 


0.0202 0.9798 0.0199 56 1 


999.000 
 


0 1.0000 0 57 0 
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Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis 
and/or pulmonary embolism [ID726] 


 
BMS/Pfizer Response to Evidence Review Group (ERG) Clarification questions 


20th November 2014 


Executive Summary 
  
BMS/Pfizer welcomes the opportunity to respond to the ERG’s clarification questions from 
the Liverpool Reviews and Implementation Group (LRiG) for the review of apixaban for the 
treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism 
[ID726].  
 
BMS/Pfizer note that we received no clarification questions on the economic modelling 
section of the submission. Despite this, additional Kaplan-Meier (KM) data were requested 
by the ERG for the purpose of verifying economic modelling assumptions, as confirmed by 
NICE on the 12th of November. Given that the economic modelling is an important stage of 
the appraisal process; BMS/Pfizer would like to reiterate our willingness to provide 
clarification regarding the clinical assumptions underlying the apixaban model, so as to avoid 
misinterpretation, which could lead to avoidable uncertainty for the NICE appraisal 
committee. We are happy to engage in any further dialog with the ERG to ensure that they 
receive any clarification required and any concerns are addressed. 
 
We understand and we are willing to facilitate the testing of the modelling assumptions to 
ensure a transparent evaluation of apixaban. Therefore, we have undertaken extensive 
analyses to respond to questions A1 to A26. Due to the limited time available, the number of 
new analyses requested and the need to include new variables into the data sets (including 
extensive validation and quality assurance) we have not be able to provide answers to 
questions A27-38 before the deadline date of the 20th November. We are still in the process 
of dealing with the request and we will be in touch shortly.  
 
With respect to interpretation of the data provided in this response we would like to provide 
guidance and highlight three concerns with the clarification questions received. These are:    
 


1. ERG request to re-run network meta-analysis 2 (prevention period) with a fixed 
study effect variable   


2. ERG request to provide KM data for a number of outcomes from the AMPLIFY 
study 


3. ERG request to provide KM data that is likely to be highly uncertain especially for 
DVT and PE subgroups for AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT study 


 
BMS/Pfizer believes that findings from these analyses should be interpreted with caution for 
the reasons outlined below: 
 


1. Request to re-run NMA 2 with a fixed study effect variable   
BMS/Pfizer consider that the request to re-run the NMA 2 (prevention period) with a fixed 
study effect variable (informative prior) is likely to lead to a biased estimate of the relative 
treatment effectiveness between interventions given the conceptual heterogeneity 
observed in NMA 2.  BMS/Pfizer suggests that the study effect should not be fixed for NMA 2 
given these issues.  
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2. Request to provide KM data for AMPLIFY  


BMS/Pfizer realise that the ERG may be testing assumptions within the model regarding the 
temporal distribution of events within the trial period of AMPLIFY.  However, the 
extrapolation of data beyond the end of AMPLIFY is likely to have limited applicability for the 
interpretation of apixaban effectiveness and safety, as  the 2.5 mg twice daily dose should 
be initiated, according to label, following completion of 6 months of treatment with Eliquis 5 
mg twice daily (the dose in AMPLIFY). The extrapolation of Eliquis 5mg twice daily beyond 
the six months treatment would not be appropriate and is outside our licensed indication.    
 


3. Request to provide KM data that is likely to be underpowered to detect 
differences  especially for DVT and PE subgroups for AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 
studies 


A number of the requests for KM data received from the ERG for outcomes from both 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT are likely to provide a highly uncertain estimation of the relative 
effectiveness of apixaban compared to comparators. For some of these requests there are 
only few events and this can cause the KM curves to fluctuate with large steps, which implies 
a large degree of uncertainty.  Tests between groups based on KM are sensitive to event 
counts and it is likely they will lack power to show any differences. This is especially relevant 
for the analyses conducted on the DVT and PE subgroups.  
 
BMS/Pfizer is confident that the clinical evidence of apixaban demonstrates efficacy and 
safety in both the treatment and the prevention of DVT and/or PE. Throughout the 
economic modelling we have selected conservative inputs and assumptions when data is 
limited or missing. Therefore we are confident that we have presented a conservative 
estimate of apixaban’s cost effectiveness relative to the comparators in the appraisal.  
Apixaban is a cost-effective use of NHS resources. 


 
The following sections provide responses to each of the clarification questions and 
further details on these key points for consideration. 
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Section A: Clarification on effectiveness data 


Systematic review 
 
A1.  Figure 1 on page 39 of the company submission shows that 197 studies were 


excluded from the systematic review of RCT evidence on the basis of study outcome. 
Please clarify how these studies were judged to not have reported the outcome of 
interest when only the title and abstract were available. 


 
As detailed in Table 4 (page 37 of the main submission), potentially eligible citations were 
screened to establish whether they met the pre-specified inclusion/exclusion criteria 
including efficacy and safety outcomes of interest. The pre-specified efficacy and safety 
outcomes are in line with the Apixaban for VTE final NICE scope. From the 4,966 titles ± 
abstracts excluded (Figure 1, page 39), 197 citations were due to various reasons including 
‘not outcomes of interest’, as presented below:  
 


 Cost-effectiveness 


 Cost-of-illness studies 


 Pharmacokinetics 


 Optimal time in therapeutic range 


 In vitro outcomes 


We appreciate that although we cannot be certain that the 197 excluded publications did 
not report an outcome of interest within the abstract, it is clear that the principal focus of 
these publications was not the efficacy or safety of anticoagulation for the treatment or 
prevention of VTE. Additionally, the majority of these publications were excluded for 
multiple reasons (e.g. study design, patient population). As duplicated  screening (i.e. two 
reviewers working independently) was employed at both titles ± abstracts and full-paper 
screening stages, with any disagreements resolved through team consensus or the 
involvement of a third reviewer, we are confident that all relevant citations were identified. 
 
A2.  The ‘reasons for exclusions’ table (section 10.3, appendix 2a Appendices of the 


company submission) reports that 8 of the studies (Bamber et. al, 2013; Barrett et. 
al, 2011; Campbell et. al, 2007; Kovacs et. al, 2003; Farahmand et. al, 2011; Quiroz 
et. al, 2006; Raskob et. al, 2011; Vitovec et. al, 2009) were excluded as they had ‘no 
outcome of interest’. Guidance (Kirkham et. al, 2010) recommends that studies 
should not be excluded because they do not report an outcome of interest as that 
outcome may have been have measured as part of the study but not reported 
(outcome reporting bias). Please clarify whether any of the authors of the 8 studies 
were contacted in order to verify that the outcome of interest was not measured 
rather than simply not reported  


 
The authors of the eight publications were not contacted to assess whether an outcome of 
interest had indeed been measured in the publication. However, we were confident that the 
full text information presented in the primary publications of these studies is sufficient to 
establish if the relevant outcome of interest for inclusion was measured or otherwise. For 
example, the publication by Bamber et al. (2013) reported on, “patient-reported treatment 
satisfaction”, an outcome assessed in the EINSTEIN DVT study which had previously been 
published (reference  (50) of the main submission), as no other outcomes relevant to this 
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submission were reported in either publication, we are certain that all the studies reporting 
on the outcomes of interest have been identified. 
 
Characteristics of participants in the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 
 
A3.  In the company submission, the baseline demographics for the participants in the 


AMPLIFY trial are listed in Table 9. In this table under the ‘qualifying diagnosis’ 
criteria, 12 people in the apixaban arm and 15 people in the enoxaparin/warfarin 
arm could not be evaluated as having had a DVT, PE or DVT with PE. Please clarify 
why a qualifying diagnosis could not be evaluated in these people. 


 
The 27 (12 apixaban + 15 enoxaparin/warfarin) subjects classified as “qualifying diagnosis 
could not be evaluated” in Table 9 actually represented subjects in whom the index event 
was “adjudicated as not event” (N=xx), “not evaluable” (N=x), or “not reported” (N=x), as 
summarized in Table 1 below. 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


 


 


 


 


 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
A4.  Please provide a cross-tabulation table showing the distribution of patients 


randomised in AMPLIFY by 5 year age band (e.g. 20-24, 25-29, etc) and gender 
(male/female), for each treatment arm by index VTE event type (PE+/- DVT vs. DVT 
only) [i.e. 4 tables]. 
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Table 10.1.1 in Appendix 1 presents a cross tabulation showing the distribution of 
patients by 5 year age band and gender in AMPLIFY study. 


 
A5.  Please provide a cross-tabulation of the distribution of patients randomised in 


AMPLIFY-EXT by 5 year age band (e.g. 20-24, 25-29, etc) and 
gender(male/female),for each treatment arm by index VTE event (PE+/- DVT vs. DVT 
only) [i.e. 4 tables ] 
 


Table 10.1.2 in Appendix 2 presents a cross tabulation table showing the distribution 
of patients by 5 year age band and gender in AMPLIFY-EXT study. 


A6. Please provide a comparison of the demographic and clinical patient characteristics 
for the AMPLIFY-EXT trial between:  


 
o People continuing in AMPLIFY-EXT who had participated in the AMPLIFY 


trial, 
o People newly recruited to AMPLIFY-EXT 


 


The demographic and clinical characteristics of AMPLIFY-EXT subjects who 
participated in AMPLIFY and subjects newly recruited in AMPLIFY-EXT are provided in 
Tables 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 in Appendices 3 and 4 respectively. 


Efficacy and safety outcomes from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 
 
A7.  In Appendices 6a and 6b of the company submission, the following statement is 


made with reference to the population included in the efficacy analyses: 
 


“ITT population (randomly assigned patients who received ≥1 dose of study drug and 
who had events during the 6-month treatment period, regardless of early 
discontinuation of study drug)”. 


 
Should this statement read? 


 
“ITT population (randomly assigned patients who received ≥1 dose of study 
drug). Events occurring within 6 months post randomisation were counted as 
events in the analysis regardless of early discontinuation of study drug” ? 


 
The footnote included in Appendices 6a and 6b of the main submission was taken from the 
footnote to Table 2 of the primary RE-COVER study publication (72), i.e. “The efficacy 
analysis was based on the number of randomly assigned patients who received at least one 
dose of study drug and who had events during the 6-month treatment period, regardless of 
early discontinuation of study drug.”  The efficacy analysis of data from the RECOVER trial, 
based on the ITT population included patients who received ≥1 dose of study drug. Also, all 
events occurring within 6 months post randomisation were counted as events in the analysis 
regardless of early discontinuation of study drug. Therefore, this statement should read as 
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“ITT population (randomly assigned patients who received ≥1 dose of study drug). Events 
occurring within 6 months post randomisation were counted as events in the analysis 
regardless of early discontinuation of study drug.” 
 
A8.  In the company submission (page 74), it is stated that no clinically important 


observations were noted for the pre-specified subgroup analyses of AMPLIFY-EXT. 
However from inspection of the tests for interaction provided in the clinical study 
report, it is noted that three subgroup analyses (gender, age and geographic region) 
had p-values <0.10, (the company’s chosen cut-off point for further investigation of 
the results of subgroup analyses). Please clarify why these findings were judged to 
be clinically unimportant. 


 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
 
 
A9.  Please state the number of patients in each arm of the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


trials who experienced more than one major bleeding episode within the study 
period. 


 
In the AMPLIFY study, xxx patient from the enoxaparin/warfarin arm  (n=x) and xxxx patients 
from the apixaban arm (n=x) experienced more than one major bleeding episode.  Similarly, 
xxx patient from the placebo arm (n=x) and zero patients from the apixaban arms (either 2.5 
mg or 5 mg), xx experienced more than one major bleeding episode in AMPLIFY-EXT.   
 
A10.  Please state the number of patients in each arm of the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


trials who experienced at least one major bleeding episode in addition to a recurrent 
VTE event during the study period. 


 
The number of patients who experienced at least one major bleeding episode during the 
treatment period and a recurrent VTE event during the intended treatment period was xxx 
for Apixaban and xxx for Enoxaparin/Warfarin in the AMPLIFY trial. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Reference tables are 
Table 10.3.1 and Table 10.3.2 in Appendices 5 and 6 respectively.  


A11.  Please provide information on the following study characteristics for the studies 
included in network meta-analysis 1 (NMA 1) for the treatment period and network 
meta-analysis 2 (NMA 2) for the prevention period: i) study location; ii) 
inclusion/exclusion criteria; iii) primary outcomes (including scoring methods and 
timing of assessments); iv) secondary outcomes (including scoring methods and 
timings of assessments) using the table below. Study name Study name Study name 
(add more columns as required) Study location Inclusion/exclusion criteria Primary 
outcome(s) Secondary outcomes 
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A summary of the main study characteristics for the studies included in NMA1 and NMA2 are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Full details of the 
study characteristics can be found in the primary publications, protocols, or on-line supplementary evidence of the respective studies.  
 
Table 2: Study characteristics for the studies included in NMA 1 
Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


AMPLIFY(14) International, 
multicenter (358 
clinical centres in 28 
countries) 


Patients 18 years of age 
or older and had 
objectively confirmed, 
symptomatic proximal 
DVT or PE (with or 
without DVT) 
 
 
Full details are presented  
in Table 8 (pages 45-47) of  
the main submission 


Patients were excluded if 
they had active bleeding or 
other contraindications to 
treatment with enoxaparin 
and warfarin; if they had 
cancer and long term 
treatment with LMWH was 
planned; if their DVT or PE 
was provoked; if less than 6 
months of anticoagulant 
was planned; or if they had 
another indication for long 
tern anticoagulant therapy, 
dual antiplatelet therapy, 
treatment with aspirin at a 
dose of more than 165mg 
daily or treatment with 
potent inhibitors of 
cytochrome P- 450 3A4.  
 
Full details are presented  in 
Table 8 (pages 45-47) of  
the main submission 


Efficacy 
6 month Incidence of the 
adjudicated composite of 
symptomatic, recurrent VTE 
(non-fatal DVT or non-fatal 
PE) or VTE-related death 
occurring at any time from 
randomisation until the end 
of the originally intended 
treatment period of 6 
months 
 
(PE was judged to occur 
where symptoms of PE 
were present along with 
one of the following 
including Intraluminal filling 
defect, sudden cut-off of 
vessels more than  
2.5 mm in diameter on the 
pulmonary angiogram and 
perfusion defect of at least 
75%. DVT was judged to 
occur where symptoms of 
DVT were present along 
with one of the following 
findings including abnormal 
CUS or intraluminal filling 
defect) 
 
Safety 
Incidence during treatment 
period of adjudicated major 


Efficacy 
Symptomatic non-
fatal PE, symptomatic 
non-fatal DVT, VTE 
related death, all-
cause death  
 
 
 
 
Safety 
Minor bleeding, 
composite of major or 
CRNM, total 
adjudicated bleeding, 
CRNM bleeding 
 
Full details presented in 
Table 11 (page 51 -53) 
of the main submission 


Randomised, double 
blind, non-inferiority  
study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


bleeding. 
(Bleeding defined according 
to according to ISTH 
guidelines (66)) described 
as fatal bleeding, 
symptomatic bleeding in a 
critical area or organ and 
bleeding causing  a fall in 
hemoglobin level of 20 g/L 
(1.24 mmol/L) or more, or 
leading to transfusion 
of two or more units of 
whole blood or red cells) 
 
Full details presented in 
Table 11 (page 51 -53) of the 
main submission 


RECOVER(72) International, 
multicenter (228 
clinical centres in 29 
countries) 


Patients 18 years of age 
or older who had acute, 
symptomatic, 
objectively verified 
proximal deep-vein 
thrombosis of the legs 
or pulmonary embolism 
and for whom 6 months 
of anticoagulant 
therapy was considered 
to be an appropriate 
treatment were 
potentially eligible 


Exclusion criteria were 
duration of symptoms 
longer than 14 days, 
pulmonary embolism 
with hemodynamic 
instability or requiring 
thrombolytic therapy, 
another indication for 
warfarin therapy, recent 
unstable cardiovascular 
disease, a high risk of 
bleeding, liver disease 
with an aminotransferase 
level that was two times 
the local upper limit of 
the normal range, an 
estimated creatinine 
clearance of less than 30 
ml per minute, a life 
expectancy of less than 6 
months, a 


Efficacy  
6-month incidence of 
recurrent symptomatic VTE 
and deaths related to VTE  
 
(assessed with the use of 
compression 
Ultrasonography or 
venography of leg veins and 
ventilation-perfusion lung 
scanning, angiography or 
spiral computed 
tomography of pulmonary 
arteries) 
 
 
 
 
Safety 
Major bleeding  
 


Efficacy  
Symptomatic DVT, 
symptomatic non-
fatal PE, VTE-related 
death 
 
 
 
 
  
Safety 
Major or CRNM 
bleeding, any 
bleeding event 


Randomised, double 
blind, non-inferiority  
study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


contraindication to 
heparin or to 
radiographic contrast 
material, pregnancy or 
risk of becoming 
pregnant, or a 
requirement for long-
term antiplatelet therapy 
(≤100 mg of 
acetylsalicylic acid daily 
was acceptable). There 
were no weight 
restrictions 


(Bleeding was defined as 
major if it was clinically 
overt and associated with a 
fall in haemoglobin level of 
20 g per litre or more 
resulted in the need for 
transfusion of 2 or more 
units of red cells, involved a 
critical site, or was fatal) 
 
 
 
 


RE-COVER II(73) International, 
multicenter (220 
clinical centres in 31 
countries) 


Patients 18 years or 
older who has acute 
symptomatic, 
objectively verified 
proximal DVT of the 
legs, or PE for whom 6 
months of 
anticoagulant therapy 
was considered to be an 
appropriate treatment 
were potentially eligible 


Exclusion criteria were 
persistent symptoms of 
VTE, PE requiring urgent 
intervention, use of vena 
cava filter, 
contraindications to 
anticoagulant therapy, 
allergy to study 
medications and 
elevated Aspartate-
aminotransferase (AST) 
or ALT >3x ULN or known 
liver disease expected to 
have an impact on 
survival, severe renal 
impairment.  
 


Efficacy  
6-month incidence of 
recurrent symptomatic VTE 
and deaths related to VTE  
 
(assessed with the use of 
compression 
Ultrasonography or 
venography of leg veins and 
ventilation-perfusion lung 
scanning, angiography or 
spiral computed 
tomography of pulmonary 
arteries) 
 
Safety 
Major bleeding  
 
(Bleeding was defined as 
major if it was clinically 
overt and associated with a 
fall in haemoglobin level of 
20 g per litre or more 
resulted in the need for 
transfusion of 2 or more 


Efficacy  
Symptomatic DVT, 
symptomatic non-
fatal PE, VTE-related 
death 
 
 
 
 
 
Safety 
Major or CRNM 
bleeding, any 
bleeding event 


Randomised, double 
blind, non-inferiority  
study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


units of red cells, involved a 
critical site, or was fatal) 


EINSTEIN PE(50) International, 
multicenter (300 
clinical centers in over 
30 countries) 


Patients were eligible if 
they were of legal age 
and had an acute, 
symptomatic 
pulmonary embolism 
with objective 
confirmation, with or 
without symptomatic 
deep-vein thrombosis 


Patients were ineligible if 
they had received a 
therapeutic dose of low-
molecular-weight 
heparin, fondaparinux, or 
unfractionated heparin 
for more than 48 hours 
or if they had received 
more than a single dose 
of a vitamin K antagonist 
before randomization; if 
thrombectomy had been 
performed, a vena cava 
filter placed, or a 
fibrinolytic agent 
administered for 
treatment of the current 
episode; or if they had 
any contraindication 
listed in the local 
labelling of enoxaparin, 
warfarin, or 
acenocoumarol. Other 
criteria for ineligibility 
were another indication 
for a vitamin K 
antagonist; a creatinine 
clearance below 30 ml 
per minute. 


Efficacy  
3,6,12 month incidence of 
symptomatic recurrent 
venous thromboembolism 
 
(DVT assessed using new 
non-compressible venous 
segment a substantial 
increase (4mm or more) in 
the diameter of a 
thrombus. Criteria for PE 
were a new intraluminal 
filling defect on a spiral CT 
or pulmonary angiography))  
 
Safety 
First major or CRNM 
 
(Bleeding was defined as 
major if it was clinically 
overt and associated with a 
fall in haemoglobin level of 
2.0g per decilitre or more, 
etc. CRNM defined as overt 
bleeding not meeting the 
criteria for major bleeding 
but associated with medical 
intervention) 


Efficacy and safety  
Major bleeding, 
death from any 
cause, vascular 
events (ACS, IS, TIA or 
SE) and Net clinical 
benefit (composite of 
primary efficacy 
outcome or major 
bleeding) 


Randomised, open-label 
non-inferiority  study 


EINSTEIN DVT(50) International, 
multicenter (300 
clinical centers in over 
30 countries) 


Patients were eligible if 
they were of legal age 
for consent and had 
acute, symptomatic, 
objectively confirmed 
proximal DVT, without 
symptomatic 


Patients were ineligible if 
they had received 
therapeutic doses of low-
molecular-weight 
heparin, fondaparinux, or 
unfractionated heparin 
for more than 48 hours 


Efficacy  
3,6,12 -month incidence of 
symptomatic recurrent 
venous thromboembolism  
 
(DVT assessed using a new 
non-compressible venous 


Efficacy and safety  
All cause mortality,  
vascular events (ACS, 
IS, TIA or SE) and Net 
clinical benefit 
(composite of 
primary efficacy 


Randomised, open-label 
non-inferiority  study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


pulmonary embolism or if they had received 
more than a single dose 
of a vitamin K antagonist 
before randomization; if 
they had been treated 
with thrombectomy, a 
vena cava filter, or a 
fibrinolytic agent for the 
current episode of 
thrombosis; or if they 
had any contraindication 
listed in the labelling of 
enoxaparin, warfarin, or 
acenocoumarol 


segment a substantial 
increase (4mm or more) in 
the diameter of a 
thrombus. Criteria for PE 
were a new intraluminal 
filling defect on a spiral CT 
or pulmonary angiography, 
etc.)  
 
 
Safety 
First major or CRNM 
 
(Bleeding was defined as 
major if it was clinically 
overt and associated with a 
fall in haemoglobin level of 
2.0g per decilitre or more. 
CRNM defined as overt 
bleeding not meeting the 
criteria for major bleeding 
but associated with medical 
intervention) 


outcome or major 
bleeding) 


CRNM – clinically relevant non-major; DVT – deep vein thrombosis; PE- pulmonary embolism; VTE – venous thromboembolism  


Note: Study references correspond to those presented in the main submission  
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Table 3: Study characteristics for the studies included in NMA 2 
Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


AMPLIFY-EXT (16) International, 
multicenter (328 in 28 
countries) 


Patients 18 years of age 
or older and had 
objectively confirmed, 
symptomatic proximal 
DVT or PE (with or 
without DVT); if they had 
been treated for 6 to 12 
months with standard 
anticoagulant therapy or 
had completed 
treatment with apixaban 
or enoxaparin and 
warfarin as participants 
in the AMPLIFY trial; if 
they had not had a 
symptomatic recurrence 
during prior 
anticoagulant therapy; 
and if there was clinical 
equipoise about the 
continuation or cessation 
of anticoagulant therapy  
 
 
 
Full details are presented  in 
Table 8 (pages 45-47) of 
the main submission 


Patients were ineligible if 
they had a 
contraindication to 
continued anticoagulant 
therapy or if they 
required ongoing 
anticoagulant therapy, 
dual antiplatelet therapy, 
or aspirin at a dose 
higher than 165 mg daily; 
hemoglobin level of less 
than 9 mg per deciliter, a 
platelet count of less 
than 100,000 per cubic 
millimeter, a serum 
creatinine level of more 
than 2.5 mg per deciliter 
(221 μmol per liter) or a 
calculated creatinine 
clearance of less than 25 
ml per minute 
 
 
 
 
Full details are presented  in 
Table 8 (pages 45-47) of 
the main submission 


Efficacy 
Incidence of an 
adjudicated composite of 
symptomatic, recurrent 
VTE or all-cause death 
occurring at any time 
from randomisation until 
the end of the intended 
treatment period of 6 
months  
(PE was judged to occur 
where symptoms of PE 
were present along with 
one of the following; 
Intraluminal filling defect, 
sudden cut-off of vessels 
more than 2.5 mm in 
diameter on the 
pulmonary angiogram and 
perfusion defect of at 
least 75%. DVT was 
judged to occur where 
symptoms of DVT were 
present along with one of 
the following findings 
including abnormal CUS 
or intraluminal filling 
defect) 
 
Safety 
Incidence during 
treatment period of 
adjudicated major 
bleeding. (Bleeding 
defined according to 
according to ISTH 
guidelines (66)) described 


Efficacy 
Symptomatic non-fatal 
PE, symptomatic non-
fatal DVT, VTE related 
death, all-cause death  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Safety 
Minor bleeding, composite 
of major or CRNM, total 
adjudicated bleeding, 
CRNM bleeding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Full details presented in 
Table 11 (page 51 -53) of 
the main submission 


Randomised, double 
blind, placebo 
controlled study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


as fatal bleeding, 
symptomatic bleeding in a 
critical area or organ and 
bleeding causing  a fall in 
hemoglobin level of 20 
g/L (1.24 mmol/L) or 
more, or leading to 
transfusion 
of two or more units of 
whole blood or red cells) 
Full details presented in 
Table 11 (page 51 -53) of the 
main submission 


ASPIRE (55) International, 
multicenter (Australia, 
India, Singapore, New 
Zealand and 
Argentina)  


Male and female 
patients were eligible for 
inclusion 
If, they were at least 18 
years of age and had had 
a first unprovoked 
episode of objectively 
diagnosed symptomatic 
deep-vein thrombosis 
involving the popliteal 
vein or more proximal 
leg veins or an acute 
pulmonary embolism.  All 
patients were required 
to have completed initial 
anticoagulation therapy 
with heparin followed by 
warfarin (or an effective 
alternative 
anticoagulant). The 
duration of the initial 
anticoagulation therapy 
had to be between 6 
weeks and 24 months; 
however, it was 


Patients were not eligible 
for inclusion if, the first 
unprovoked episode of 
venous 
thromboembolism 
had occurred more than 
2 years before 
enrollment; 
if they had an indication 
or contraindication for 
the use of aspirin, other 
antiplatelet 
therapy, or a non-
steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug; 
if they had an indication 
for continuing oral 
anticoagulation 
therapy; or if they had 
other medical problems 
that would interfere with 
participation 
in the trial or limit life 
expectancy 


Efficacy  
Recurrence 
of venous 
thromboembolism 
 
(The diagnosis of a 
recurrence of venous 
thromboembolism 
required the presence of 
new symptoms and 
objective evidence on 
appropriate imaging of 
new thrombosis that was 
not identified on previous 
imaging (as detailed in the 
study protocol) 
 
Safety 
Major or clinically 
relevant non-major 
bleeding 
 
(Major bleeding was 
defined as overt bleeding 
that was associated with a 


Efficacy and safety  
Major vascular events (a 
composite of venous 
thromboembolism, 
myocardial 
infarction, stroke, or 
cardiovascular death) 
and 
a measure of the net 
clinical benefit (a 
reduction 
in the rate of the 
composite of venous 
thromboembolism, 
myocardial infarction, 
stroke, major bleeding, 
or death from any cause) 


Randomised, double 
blind, placebo 
controlled study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


recommended that a 
target international 
normalized ratio of 2 to 3 
be maintained with 
warfarin therapy for 6 to 
12 months 


decrease in hemoglobin 
of at least 2 g per deciliter 
or that necessitated 
transfusion of 2 or more 
units of blood, involved a 
critical site (e.g., 
retroperitoneal or 
intracranial 
bleeding), was disabling, 
required surgical 
intervention, or 
contributed to death) 


EINSTEIN- EXT (78) International, 
multicenter (322 
clinical centres in 34 
countries) 


Patients 18 years or 
older with confirmed 
symptomatic PE or DVT 
who have been treated 
for 6 or 12 months with 
VKA or rivaroxaban 
 


Patients with another 
indication for a VKA, with 
severe renal insufficiency 
or clinically significant 
liver disease, bacterial 
endocarditis, active 
bleeding or high risk of 
bleeding, uncontrolled 
arterial hypertension, 
concomitant pregnancy 
or breast feeding, and 
coexistent use of strong 
cytochrome P450 3A4 
inhibitors or inducers 
were not included in the 
study 


Efficacy  
Incidence of symptomatic 
recurrent VTE 
 
(Events were assessed 
based on either 
compression ultrasound 
(for DVT), venography (for 
DVT), spiral computed 
tomography (CT) scanning 
(for PE), pulmonary 
angiography (for PE), 
ventilation/perfusion lung 
scan (for PE), lung 
scintigraphy (for PE), 
autopsy (for fatal PE) or 
unexplained death for 
which DVT/PE could not 
be ruled out (for fatal PE), 
and/or case summaries) 
 
Safety 
Major bleeding 
 
(Defined as overt bleeding 
associated with a fall in 


Efficacy and safety  
All-cause mortality and 
cardiovascular events 
(i.e., acute coronary 
syndrome, ischemic 
stroke, transient ischemic 
attack or systemic 
embolism) and Net 
clinical benefit (derived 
from the composite of 
the primary efficacy 
outcome and major 
bleeding) 


Randomised, double-
blind, placebo-
controlled superiority 
study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


the hemoglobin level at 
least of 20 g per litre or if 
it led to transfusion of 
two or more units of red 
cells or if it occurred in a 
critical site or contributed 
to death ) 


LAFIT (80) Multicenter (Canada 
and  
USA) 


First episode of 
symptomatically, 
objectively confirmed 
venous 
thromboembolism were 
eligible if they had 
completed three 
uninterrupted months of 
oral anticoagulant 
therapy after an initial 
course of treatment with 
unfractionated or low 
molecular-weight 
heparin. Patients with 
previous venous 
thromboembolism were 
eligible, provided such 
episodes were secondary 
to a transient risk factor 


Patients were ineligible if 
they had other 
indications for or a 
contraindication to long-
term anticoagulant 
therapy; required long-
term treatment with 
non-steroidal anti 
inflammatory drugs, 
ticlopidine, 
sulfinpyrazone, 
dipyridamole, or more 
than 160 mg of aspirin 
per day; had a familial 
bleeding diathesis; had a 
major psychiatric 
disorder, were pregnant 
or could become 
pregnant; were allergic 
to contrast medium; had 
a life expectancy of less 
than two years; were 
initially treated with a 
non-licensed preparation 
of low-molecular-weight 
heparin; were 
considered likely to be 
noncompliant; or were 
unable to complete 
follow-up visits because 
of the distance from 


Efficacy  
Symptomatic, objectively 
confirmed recurrence of 
VTE during 24 months 
after randomisation  
(DVT assessed using 
compression 
ultrasonography and PE 
was diagnosed using 
ventilation perfusion lung 
scanning  
 
Safety 
Major bleeding  
 
(Bleeding was defined as 
major if it was clinically 
overt and associated with 
either a fall in the 
hemoglobin level of at 
least 2.0 g per deciliter or 
a need for the transfusion 
of two or more units of 
red cells; if it was 
retroperitoneal or 
intracranial; or if it 
warranted the permanent 
discontinuation of the 
study drug. Deaths were 
classified as due to 
pulmonary embolism 


Efficacy and safety  
Minor bleeding, all-cause 
death, biochemical 
abnormalities  


Randomised, double-
blind study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


their residence to the 
medical center 


(when there was 
substantive evidence), 
hemorrhage, or another 
cause, or as sudden 
death)  


PREVENT (75) Multicenter (Canada, 
USA and Switzerland ) 


Men and women 30 
years of age or older with 
documented idiopathic 
venous 
thromboembolism were 
eligible if they had 
completed at least three 
uninterrupted months of 
oral anticoagulation 
therapy with full-dose 
warfarin 


Patients were ineligible 
for the trial if they had a 
history of metastatic 
cancer, major 
gastrointestinal bleeding, 
hemorrhagic stroke, or a 
life expectancy of less 
than three years. 
Patients who were being 
treated with 
dipyridamole, ticlopidine, 
clopidogrel, heparin, 
more than 325 mg of 
aspirin, or drugs that 
affect the prothrombin 
time and patients who 
had known lupus 
anticoagulant antibodies 
or antiphospholipid 
antibodies were 
excluded 


Efficacy  
clinically relevant 
recurrent 
thromboembolic events 
 
(All events were 
confirmed by objective 
criteria at the central 
clinical coordinating 
center on the basis of 
venography or reports 
from compression 
ultrasonography or 
magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) in the case 
of deep venous 
thrombosis and on the 
basis of ventilation–
perfusion scanning, 
angiography, or computed 
tomography (CT) of the 
chest in the case of 
pulmonary embolism) 


Efficacy  
Net clinical benefit 
(composite of recurrent 
VTE, major bleeding, and 
all-cause mortality) 
 
Safety 
Major hemorrhage, 
minor bleed or deaths  
 
 


Randomised, double 
blind study  


RE –SONATE (79) International, 
multinational (147 
sites in 21 countries) 


Patients ≥18 years of age 
with objectively 
confirmed, symptomatic, 
proximal DVT or PE and 
treated with an approved 
anticoagulant or with 
dabigatran in one of two 
previously conducted 
short-term clinical trials 
(RE-COVER or RE-COVER 


Indication for VKA other 
than DVT and/or PE, 
actual bacterial 
endocarditis, 
uncontrolled 
hypertension, life 
expectancy <6 months, 
active liver disease or 
liver disease decreasing 
survival, active bleeding 


Efficacy  
Recurrent symptomatic 
and objectively verified 
VTE or death associated 
with VTE or unexplained 
death 
(assessed using pre-
specified imaging studies)  
 
Safety 


Efficacy 
Symptomatic DVT, 
symptomatic non-fatal 
PE, unexplained death  
 
Safety 
Major or CRN bleeding 
event, any bleeding 
event, adverse events,  
acute coronary events 


Randomised, double 
blind, placebo 
controlled study 
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


II). The required duration 
of initial treatment 
before enrolment was 6-
18 months 
 
 


or high risk of bleeding. 
Also, shortly after 
starting the placebo-
control study, patients 
with active cancer were 
excluded  


Major bleeding 
 
(Defined as overt bleeding 
associated with a fall in 
the hemoglobin level at 
least of 20 g per litre or if 
it led to transfusion of 
two or more units of red 
cells or if it occurred in a 
critical site or contributed 
to death) 


(including 
cerebrovascular events) 
 
 
 
 
 
 


RE-MEDY (79) International, 
multinational (265 
sites in 33 countries) 


Patients ≥18 years of age 
with objectively 
confirmed, symptomatic, 
proximal DVT or PE and 
treated with an approved 
anticoagulant or with 
dabigatran in one of two 
previously conducted 
short-term clinical trials 
(RE-COVER or RE-COVER 
II). The required duration 
of  initial treatment 
before enrolment was 3-
12 months  


Actual/anticipated use of 
vena cava filter, need for 
anticoagulant treatment 
disorders other than VTE, 
interruption of 
anticoagulant therapy for 
2 or more weeks during 
the 3-6 months of 
treatment for the prior 
VTE, patients who in the 
investigator’s judgement  
are perceived as having 
an excessive risk of 
bleeding  


Efficacy  
Recurrent or fatal 
thromboembolism   
 
(assessed using pre-
specified imaging studies)  
Safety 
Major bleeding  
 
(Defined as overt bleeding 
associated with a fall in 
the hemoglobin level at 
least of 20 g per litre or if 
it led to transfusion of 
two or more units of red 
cells or if it occurred in a 
critical site or contributed 
to death) 


Efficacy 
Symptomatic DVT, 
symptomatic non-fatal 
PE, death related to 
venous 
thromboembolism  
 
Safety 
Major or CRN bleeding 
event, any bleeding 
event, adverse events, 
acute coronary events 


Randomised, double 
blind, active controlled 
study 


WARFASA (54) Multicenter (Italy, 
Austria)  


Patients ≥18 years of age 
with a first-ever, 
objectively confirmed, 
symptomatic, 
unprovoked proximal 
DVT, PE, or both and had 
been treated for 6-18 
months with VKA (target 
INR of 2.0-3.0) 


Patients with, known 
cancer, known major 
thrombophilia 
(antiphospholipid 
antibodies or lupus 
anticoagulant or 
homozygous factor V 
Leiden or prothrombin 
G21210A or double 


Efficacy 
Symptomatic, objectively 
confirmed recurrence of 
VTE  
 
(Diagnosis of recurrence 
of PE was intraluminal 
defect on computed 
tomography angiography 


Efficacy 
Non-fatal MI 
Unstable angina 
Stroke 
TIA 
Acute ischaemia of the 
lower limbs 
 
Safety 


Randomised, double 
blind study  
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


 heterozygosity for factor 
V Leiden and 
prothrombin G21210A or 
deficiency of 
antithrombin, protein C 
or S), active or high risk 
of bleeding, and 
indication for long-term 
anticoagulant therapy 
other than VTE (as atrial 
fibrillation or prosthetic 
heart valve), anticipated 
non-adherence to study 
medications 


or pulmonary angiography 
or a new high probability 
perfusion defect on lung 
scan. The criteria for 
recurrence of DVT were a 
newly non-compressible 
venous segment or a 
substantial increase in the 
diameter of the thrombus 
during full compression 
on ultrasonography or a  
new intraluminal filling 
defect on venography 
 
Safety 
Major bleeding 
 


CRNM bleeding 
All-cause mortality 


WODIT DVT  (81) Multicenter (Italy) Patients 15-85 years of 
age 
With a first episode of 
symptomatic idiopathic 
proximal DVT and had 
completed 3 months of 
uninterrupted oral 
anticoagulation without 
a recurrence of 
thromboembolism or 
bleeding 


Patients who required 
prolonged anticoagulant 
therapy for reasons 
other than venous 
thromboembolism were 
excluded from the study, 
as were patients with 
major psychiatric 
disorders, patients with a 
life expectancy shorter 
than two years, those 
who could not return for 
the follow-up visits, and 
those who declined to 
participate 


Efficacy 
Recurrence of 
symptomatic, objectively 
confirmed recurrence of 
VTE during a follow-up 
period of ≥2 years after 
randomization 
(DVT was verified using a 
compression 
ultrasonography or 
venography. PE were a 
diagnostic pulmonary 
angiogram, a ventilation–
perfusion lung scan 
indicating a high 
probability of pulmonary 
embolism, or an 
indeterminate lung scan 
with a high degree of 
clinical suspicion of 
pulmonary embolism in a 


Efficacy and safety  
Mortality, adverse events  


Randomised, open-
label study  
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


patient with an 
objectively diagnosed 
asymptomatic recurrence 
of deep venous 
thrombosis)  
 
Safety 
Major bleeding 
(Bleeding was defined as 
major if it was clinically 
overt and associated with 
either a decrease in the 
hemoglobin level of at 
least 2 g per deciliter or 
the need for the 
transfusion of 2 or more 
units of red cells, etc) 


WODIT PE (82) Multicenter (Italy) Patients 15-85 years of 
age with a first episode 
of symptomatic 
idiopathic proximal DVT 
and had completed 3 
months of uninterrupted 
oral anticoagulation 
without a recurrence of 
thromboembolism or 
bleeding 


Patients with, PE 
associated with 
permanent risk factors 
(known cancer or known 
thrombophilia), 
requirement for 
prolonged 
anticoagulation for 
reasons other than VTE, 
major psychiatric 
disorder, life expectancy 
<2 years, or unable to 
return for follow-up visits 


Efficacy 
Recurrence of 
symptomatic, objectively 
confirmed recurrence of 
VTE after the initial 3 
months of anticoagulation 
 
Safety 
Major bleeding 
 
 


Efficacy  
Cumulative incidence of 
adverse outcome events 
(i.e. VTE recurrence, 
death, major bleeding) 
 
 
Safety 
Mortality, adverse events  


Randomised, open-
label study 


ELATE (76) Multicenter (Canada 
and USA) 


Patients with ≥1 episodes 
of unprovoked VTE and 
had 
completed ≥3 months of 
oral anticoagulation at 
conventional intensity 
 


Other indications for 
warfarin therapy, 
contraindication to long-
term warfarin therapy, 
including a high risk of 
bleeding, 
antiphospholipid 
antibodies, allergy to 


Efficacy 
Recurrent VTE 
 
(Verified by means of 
objective diagnostic 
testing)  
 
Safety 


Efficacy and safety  
Major bleeding, any 
bleeding episode,  
all-cause mortality 


Randomised, double 
blind study  
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Study  
 


Study location Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria Primary outcomes  
(methods and timing of 
assessments) 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   
 


Study design  
 


contrast medium, life 
expectancy of <2 years 


Major bleeding 
(Bleeding was defined as 
major if it was clinically 
overt and associated with 
a decrease in the 
hemoglobin 
level of at least 2.0 g per 
deciliter or a need 
for transfusion of two or 
more units of red cells or 
if it involved a critical site 
(e.g., retroperitoneal or 
intracranial 
bleeding) 


ACS, acute coronary syndrome; AE, adverse event; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; ASA, acetylsalicylic acid; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; CRNM, clinically relevant, non-major; CV, cardiovascular; DVT, deep vein 
thrombosis; GI, gastrointestinal; ICH, intra-cranial haemorrhage; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; MI, myocardial infarction; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PE, pulmonary embolism; UFH, 
unfractionated heparin; ULN, upper limit of normal; SE, systemic embolism; TIA, transient ischaemic attack; VKA, vitamin K antagonist; VTE, venous thromboembolism 
Note: Study references correspond to those presented in the main submission  
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Network meta-analysis methodology 
A12.  For the treatment period (NMA 1) and prevention period (NMA 2), please provide 


more details on the statistical approach used. For each NMA, please state the 
number of iterations which were discarded as part of the burn-in period, and how 
much further iteration the final treatment effect estimates were based on. 


 
NMA1 
The NMA was conducted under a Bayesian framework. The parameters of the models were 
estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method as implemented in the 
WinBUGS 1.4.3 software package. A first series of 50,000 iterations from the WinBUGS 
sampler were discarded as ‘burn in’ and the inferences were based on an additional 50,000 
iterations using three chains. Convergence of the chains was confirmed by examining the 
Gelman-Rubin statistic. 
 
NMA2 
The NMA was conducted under a Bayesian framework. The parameters of the models were 
estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method as implemented in the 
WinBUGS 1.4.3 software package. A first series of 100,000 iterations from the WinBUGS 
sampler were discarded as ‘burn in’ and the inferences were based on an additional 50,000 
iterations using three chains. Convergence of the chains was confirmed by examining the 
Gelman-Rubin statistic. 
 
Note: A longer burn-in of 100,000 iterations was used in the prevention period network 
(compared with 50,000 in the initial/long-term network) because numerous studies reported 
on outcomes with zero events (i.e. patients did not have an event) and therefore, a longer 
‘burn-in’ was required for convergence of the chains.  


 
A13.  In order to allow consideration of the sensitivity of model parameters to different 


approaches to carrying out meta-analysis estimation, please provide results from the 
following 2 alternative assumptions for the meta-analyses listed in questions A14-
A26 (for all analyses please do not include continuity adjustments for zeros): 


 
First analysis: Remove the term mu[i] (study effects) and replace it with a single mu 
which would represent the log-odds of an event in 1 year for the baseline treatment, 
i.e. fit a model of the form logit(rate_{ik}) = mu + delta_{k} where k indexes 
treatment and delta_1 == 0 


 
Second analysis: Treat the study effects mu[i] as random effects rather than fixed 
effects, i.e. fit a model of the form logit(rate_{ik}) = mu_i + delta_{k} where mu_{i} ~ 
N(mu_0, sigma^2).  
 
In the WinBUGS code this involves using mu[i] ~ dnorm(mu_0, 1/mu_var) rather 
than mu[i] ~ dnorm(0,.0001) and it would also require inclusion of a prior for mu_0 
and the random effects variance such as mu_0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.0001) mu_var ~ 
dgamma(0.001,0.001) 
 


The ERG proposed two additional analyses that would consider the sensitivity of the model 
parameters to different approaches to carrying out meta-analysis estimation. In brief, the 
two different approaches were: 
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1. To include a more informative prior for the study effect; 


 


The standard approach to NMA is to use non-informative priors unless there is substantial 
evidence otherwise.  Informative priors recognise that an analysis is based on more than the 
available data set and therefore require considerable judgement prior to their use in any 
analysis. That is, one would expect information for an informative prior outside of the 
dataset as opposed to using the dataset itself as proposed by the ERG. We have not 
identified external data outside of the available dataset to inform the prior and therefore, 
we do not support the use of an informative prior. This argument is further supported by the 
results presented for the ‘second analysis’ which demonstrate that the alternative vague 
prior had a minimal impact on the majority of analyses. 


 
2. To use an alternative vague prior for the study effect. 


 
The NICE TSD2 outlines that a “last resort” approach to the issue of zero events in the NMA 
of binary outcomes, is to put a random effect model on the treatment baselines as well as 
the relative treatment effects.  In sparse networks in particular, where a single treatment is 
included in one trial and that trial includes a zero cell, it may not be possible to estimate a 
treatment effect. Solutions outlined in the NICE TSD2 include the use of a continuity 
correction or placing a distribution on the baseline model. 


 
In summary, both of the above methods proposed by the ERG require strong justification.  


 
First analysis proposed fixing the study effect variable, mu, at a single value representing the 
log-odds of an event in 1 year for the baseline treatment. For NMA1, the baseline treatment 
was LMWH/VKA, and for NMA2, it was placebo. The standard model used in the original 
analysis, and as taken from TSD2, uses the following equation; logit(p[i,k]) = mu[i] + d[t[i,k]] - 
d[t[i,1]] as the model for the linear predictor where mu[i] ~ dnorm(0,.0001).Therefore, using 
the proposed analysis, this equation becomes; logit(p[i,k]) = mu + d[t[i,k]] - d[t[i,1]] where 
mu is a fixed value.  
 
The fixed value for mu needed to be calculated in the code.  Furthermore, there was some 
variation in the length of study follow-up i.e. trials assessing VKA, aspirin had longer follow-
up times than those evaluating the NOACs (apixaban, dabigatran, rivaroxaban).Therefore, 
using the same approach as that of Castelucci et al.(2013) which considers only the analysis 
of events that occurred during the time period that patients received study drugs, placebo, 
or observation, this assumes comparable follow-up times across studies i.e. the majority of 
events occurring during the treatment period rather than the follow-up period. However, 
due to the time constraints in responding to the ERG questions, this assumption was not 
investigated further. 
 
 Therefore, the new value for mu was fixed as; mu=log (BR) 
 
 where BR was already defined in the original code as  
 
BR= total number of events for patients in any study reference arm / total number of patients in the 
study reference arms 
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Note: The reference arm refers to the control arm of any study and was selected based on 
the ERG suggestion (i.e. remove the term mu[i] (study effects) and replace it with a single 
mu which would represent the log-odds of an event in 1 year for the baseline treatment”).  
 
Second analysis ensures that the study effect, mu, be treated as a random effect in the 


model. This involves a change to the same line of code as the first analysis.  So, in the original 


code 


 


logit(p[i,k]) = mu[i] + d[t[i,k]] - d[t[i,1]] where mu ~ dnorm(0,.0001)  


 


and the new code contains extra lines and becomes 


 


logit(p[i,k]) = mu[i] + d[t[i,k]] - d[t[i,1]] 


 


where 


 


mu[i] ~ dnorm(m,tau.m)  


m ~ dnorm(0,.0001) # vague prior for mean 


var.m ~ dgamma(0.01,0.01) # between-trial variance 


tau.m <- 1/var.m #between trial precision 


 


Note: the var.m ~ dgamma(0.001,0.001) proposed by the ERG was too disseminated for the analysis to 


run and WinBUGS returned a “cannot bracket slice for node var.m” error.  Therefore, this term was 


adjusted to var.m ~ dgamma(0.01,0.01). 


 


By considering an alternative vague prior for the study effect, the sensitivity of the analysis 
results to the initial assumption can be determined. This approach is comparable with the 
method reported in both TSD2 and TSD5, where an alternative way to set vague priors is 
suggested using an inverse gamma prior on the between trial variance, that is a gamma prior 
on the precision, where the precision, tau = 1/variance, then tau ~ Gamma (.001,.001). Many 
other authors have also used the gamma distribution as an alternative distribution for the 
precision (Lunn et at. 2012) suggestive of gamma distributions being suitable as sampling 
distributions for positive and skewed data. (Lunn et at. 2012 and Ntzougras, 2009). 
Additionally, the TSD2 document states that 
 


“This approach gives a low prior weight to unfeasibly large σ on the logit scale. The 
disadvantage is that this puts more weight on values of σ near zero. On the other hand, there 
are occasions where it may be an advantage that this prior rules out values of σ at zero, 
because it is not uncommon, particularly when data is sparse, that MCMC sampling can “get 
stuck” at σ = 0, leading to spikes in the posterior distribution of both σ and the treatment 
effect parameters. In these cases, a Gamma prior may improve numerical stability and speed 
convergence”. 


 


Consequently, the code was altered to reflect the TSD2 approach and two outcomes; VTE and 
VTE-related death, and major bleeding for NMA2 were analysed. All the results were 
identical to those where the expression var.m ~ dgamma (0.01,0.01) to within 2 dps was 
used.  It was therefore considered that the results using the two approaches are likely to be 
equivalent for the remaining outcomes.  
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A summary of the results using both the first analysis and second analysis in comparison to 
the base case is presented in A16 to A26  
 
A14.  Priority Question: Major bleeding events in NMA2. Please present the results in the 


format of the Relative Risk tables in the ‘Bleeding’ worksheet of the company model 
(columns L:P). 


 
 First analysis NMA2 Major 


bleeds 
Second analysis NMA2 Major 


bleeds 


 
Mean 


95% CI 
Lower 


95% CI 
Upper Mean 


95% CI 
Lower 


95% CI 
Upper 


Rivaroxaban x.xx x.xx xxx x.xx x.xx Xxx 


Dabigatran x.xx x.xx Xx x.xx x.xx xx.xx 


LMWH/VKA  xx.x x.xx xxx x.xx x.xx Xxx 


LMWH 
monotherapy 1 0.9 1.1 1 0.9 1.1 


Aspirin x.xx x.xx Xx x.x x.xx xx.xx 


No treatment x.xx x.xx xx.xx x.x x.xx Xx 


 
A15.  Priority Question: CRNM events in NMA2. Please present the results in the format 


of the Relative Risk tables in the ‘Bleeding’ worksheet of the company model 
(columns L:P). 


 
 First analysis NMA2 CRNM 


bleeds 
Second analysis NMA2 CRNM 


bleeds 


 


Mean 
95% CI 
Lower 


95% CI 
Upper Mean 


95% CI 
Lower 


95% CI 
Upper 


Rivaroxaban x.xx x.xx Xxx x.xx x.xx Xxx 


Dabigatran x.xx x.xx x.xx x.xx x.xx x.xx 


LMWH/VKA  x.xx x.xx xx.x x.xx x.xx x.xx 


LMWH 
monotherapy 1 0.9 1.1 1 0.9 1.1 


Aspirin x.xx x.xx x.xx x.xx x.x x.xx 


No treatment x.xx x.xx x.xx x.xx x.xx x.xx 


 
A16.  Base case analysis in NMA1 (Table 34 in company submission) 
 
Table 4: Base case analysis for treatment period network (NMA 1) results – 6 month time point – 
fixed-effect model (statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 34 of the 
submission] 


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 


RR (95% CrI) (89) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 


RR (95% CrI) (89) 


 
Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death* 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for mu) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 


RR (95% CrI) (89) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 


RR (95% CrI) (89) 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for mu) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
Major bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for mu) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
CRNM bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for mu) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
Overall treatment discontinuation 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for mu) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
All-cause mortality 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for mu) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
*VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related deaths 


 
A17.  Sensitivity analysis 1- mITT in NMA1 (Table 35 in company submission) 
 
The mITT (SA1) and base case results for the three outcomes of major bleeding; CRNM 
bleeding; and major or CRNM bleeding are similar. Any new analyses based on the new code 
for SA1 will be similar to the new results reported for the base case in response to A16 (table 
4 above). Therefore, these were not re-assessed.  
 
Table 5: Analysis for Modified ITT population and RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis. 
Sensitivity for treatment period network (NMA 1) results– 6 month time point – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 35 of the submission] 


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death - modified ITT population 


mITT xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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(RE on mu) 


 


 
 
A18.  Sensitivity analysis 1- mITT excluding dabigatran studies in NMA1 (table 35 company 


submission) 
 
The mITT (SA1) and base case results for the three outcomes major bleeding; CRNM bleeding 
and major or CRNM bleeding are similar. Any new analyses based on new code and 
excluding dabigatran studies for SA1 will be similar to the new results reported for the base 
case in response to A20 (Table 9 below). Therefore, these were not re-assessed. 
 
Table 6: Analysis for Modified ITT population and RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis. 
Sensitivity for treatment period network (NMA 1) results– 6 month time point – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 35 of the submission] 


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death - modified ITT population 


mITT  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


mITT new analysis results 
excluding dabigatran studies for 
comparison with updated code 
 
 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for mu) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
A19.  Sensitivity analysis 2-Pooled RE-COVER/RE-COVER II in NMA1 (Table 35 in company 


submission) 
 
The analysis for VTE and VTE-related death was not re-assessed for this analysis using the 
new code. This is because the original analysis demonstrated that pooled study data had no 
impact on the analysis results. This was expected because the results from the pooled trials 
closely matched the sum of the reported data from the two individual trials. Consequently, 
the analysis results were almost identical (see xxxxxxx), the minor differences in the 2nd dp 
being due to the differing number of studies between the two models. Therefore, any new 
analyses based on the ERG’s proposed code would be identical to that obtained from re-
running the base case.    
 
Table 7: Analysis for Modified ITT population and RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis. 
Sensitivity for treatment period network (NMA 1) results– 6 month time point – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 35 of the submission] 


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 
RR (95% CrI) 


RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis 
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Major or CRNM bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Major bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


CRNM bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
 
Table 8: Comparison of analyses for base case and RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis from 
Tables 34 and 35 of original submission 


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Basecase 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related 
death 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


A20.  Sensitivity analysis 3- excluding RE-COVER/RE-COVER II in NMA1 (table 35 in 
company submission). 


 
Table 9: Analysis for Modified ITT population excluding RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis. 
Sensitivity for treatment period network (NMA 1) results– 6 month timepoint – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 35 of the submission] 


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
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Basecase 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value 
for mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Major bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value 
for mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value 
for mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


CRNM bleeding 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis (fixed value 
for mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


 
A21.  Base case analysis in NMA 2 (table 37 in company submission) 
 
For the comparison of Apixaban 2.5 mg bd vs. rivaroxaban 20 mg od on Major or CRNM 
bleeding, a reporting error was identified. The relative efficacy should be 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) as opposed to xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx currently presented in the main 
submission. The former is applicable to the 2.5mg (dose under consideration for this 
appraisal) whereas the latter is for the 5mg (not relevant to this appraisal). Given the 
outcome is a composite of the major safety outcome, this does not affect the economic 
modelling approach presented in the main submission. Additionally, all other data sets and 
results have been quality checked to ensure that no other errors are present therefore, we 
are confident that the appropriate results have been presented.  
 
 


Please note that the recurrent VTE-related death outcome would not run using the two new 
codes without applying a continuity correction first (this is identical to what occurred in the 
base case).  As the ERG specifically stated that no adjustments should be made, the results of 
these analyses have not been included. 
 
Table 10: Base case analysis for the prevention period NMA (NMA 2) – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 37 of the submission] 
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Outcome 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


dabigatran 
150 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. rivaroxaban 


20 mg od, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0), 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


aspirin 100 mg 
od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. placebo, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death* 


Basecase 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis 
(fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Recurrent VTE-related death 


Basecase 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


First analysis 
(fixed value for 
mu) 


xx xx xx xx xx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xx xx xx xx xx 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Basecase 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis 
(fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Major bleeding 


Basecase 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis 
(fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
 


CRNM bleeding 


Basecase 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis 
(fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Overall treatment discontinuation 


Basecase xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
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Outcome 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


dabigatran 
150 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. rivaroxaban 


20 mg od, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0), 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


aspirin 100 mg 
od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. placebo, 


RR (95% CrI) 


xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 
 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis 
(fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


All-cause mortality 


Basecase 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxx 
 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


First analysis 
(fixed value for 
mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on mu) 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


*VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-
related death 


 
A22.  Sensitivity analysis 4- ITT in NMA 2 (table 38 in company submission) 
 
The ITT (SA4) and base case results for the three outcomes major bleeding; CRNM bleeding 
and major or CRNM bleeding are identical due to the outcomes being analysed using the 
safety population.  Therefore, any new analyses based on new code for SA4 will be identical 
to the new results reported for the base case in response to A21 (Table 10 above). 


 
Table 11: Sensitivity analysis for prevention period network (NMA 2) results – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 38 of the submission] 


Outcom
e 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. dabigatran 


150 mg od, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. 


rivaroxaban 
20 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0), 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. aspirin 
100 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. placebo, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


ITT SA4 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


First 
analysis 
(fixed 
value for 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
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A23.  Sensitivity analysis 5- excluding WODIT DVT/PE in NMA 2 (table 38 in company 


submission) 
 
Table 12: Sensitivity analysis for prevention period network (NMA 2) results – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 38 of the submission] 


Outcom
e 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. 


dabigatran 
150 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. 


rivaroxaban 
20 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
vs. VKA (INR 2.0–


3.0), 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. aspirin 
100 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. placebo, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death SA5 


ITT 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


First 
analysis 
(fixed 
value for 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


Major bleeding SA5 (as base case excluding WODIT DVT and WODIT PE) † 


Major 
bleeding 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


First 
analysis 
(fixed 
value for 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Second 
analysis  
(RE on 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


† No continuity correction has been applied to the new results whereas it was necessary in the 
original analysis 
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A24.  Sensitivity analysis 6-excluding RE-SONATE/RE-MEDY in NMA 2 (table 38 company 


submission) 
 
The A24 results for the three outcomes major bleeding; CRNM bleeding and major or CRNM 
bleeding will be identical to those for the new analyses in response to A25 below, since the 
data input to the model for the ITT and base case populations are identical due to the data 
being based on the safety population .   
 
Table 13: Sensitivity analysis for prevention period network (NMA 2) results – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 38 of the submission] 


Outcome 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. 


rivaroxaban 
20 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0), RR (95% 
CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. aspirin 


100 mg od, RR 
(95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


placebo, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death (fixed value of mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death (RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


 
 


 
A25.  Sensitivity analysis 4-ITT excluding dabigatran studies in NMA 2 (table 38 company 


submission) 


 
Table 1: Sensitivity analysis for prevention period network (NMA 2) results – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 38 of the submission] 


Outcome 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
vs. rivaroxaban 


20 mg od, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0), RR (95% 
CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. aspirin 


100 mg od, RR 
(95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


placebo, 
RR (95% CrI) 


ITT main analysis   


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death SA4 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death (exclude 
dabigatran studies – fixed 
value of mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death (exclude 
dabigatran studies – (RE 
on mu)) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Major  bleeding SA4*† xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


Major bleeding SA6 
(exclude dabigatran 
studies) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Major  bleeding (exclude xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Outcome 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
vs. rivaroxaban 


20 mg od, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0), RR (95% 
CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. aspirin 


100 mg od, RR 
(95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


placebo, 
RR (95% CrI) 


dabigatran studies – fixed 
value of mu) 


x x xx 


Major bleeding (exclude 
dabigatran studies - (RE 
on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


Major or CRNM bleeding 
SA4* 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


Major or CRNM bleeding 
SA6 (exclude dabigatran 
studies) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Major or CRNM bleeding 
(exclude dabigatran 
studies – fixed value of 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Major or CRNM bleeding 
(exclude dabigatran 
studies – RE on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


CRNM bleeding SA4* xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


CRNM bleeding SA6 
(exclude dabigatran 
studies) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


CRNM bleeding (exclude 
dabigatran studies – fixed 
value of mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


CRNM bleeding (exclude 
dabigatran studies – RE 
on mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


*Note these results are the same as the base case 
† No continuity correction has been applied to the new results whereas it was necessary in the original analysis 
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A26.  Sensitivity analysis 5- excluding dabigatran studies in NMA2 (table 38 company 


submission) 
 
This is similar but not the same as A24.  This analysis differs from A24 because A26 is for the ITT 
population whereas A24 relates to the base case. Further, A24 only excludes the dabigatran studies 
whereas A26 excludes both WODIT trials and dabigatran studies. It is a new analysis for which we do 
not have an original analysis to compare against.  


 
Table 15 Sensitivity analysis for prevention period network (NMA 2) results – fixed-effect model 
(statistically significant results are shown in bold) [Updated Table 38 of the submission] 


Outcome 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
vs. rivaroxaban 


20 mg od, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0), RR (95% 
CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. aspirin 


100 mg od, RR 
(95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 


placebo, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death SA5 


ITT xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


First analysis (fixed value 
for mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Second analysis (RE on 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Major bleeding SA5 † 


Basecase xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


First analysis (fixed value 
for mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 


Second analysis (RE on 
mu) 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


† No continuity correction has been applied to the new results whereas it was necessary in the original analysis 
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Kaplan-Meier analyses of data from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY EXT 
The Kaplan-Meier analyses requested in questions are below. In these analyses please: 
 


 Do not impute events were outcomes data are missing 
 Do not exclude lost to follow-up patients (instead, please censor patients at the time 


the patient was lost to follow-up or withdrew from the trial). 
 Present the results in tabular form showing for each event time: 
o Time of event from baseline (days) 
o Product-limit estimate of survival proportion 
o Standard error of survival proportion 
o Number of patients failed 
o Number of patients remaining at risk 


 
For your information an example of the output table required from the Kaplan Meier 
analyses from SAS is presented on page 6. 
 
BMS/Pfizer response to additional request for KM analyses 
 
BMS/Pfizer note that we received no clarification questions on the economic modelling 
section of the submission.  Despite this, additional Kaplan-Meier (KM) data were requested 
by the ERG for the purpose of verifying economic modelling assumptions, as confirmed by 
NICE on the 12th of November in an email correspondence stating the following:  
 


“Projection of VTE event rates and patient survival are central to the estimation of 
cost-effectiveness. The submitted model is designed to represent long-term 
outcomes based on limited data from 2 short trials (AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT). The 
trial data are used in the model only in the form of binomial event rates per 3-month 
time intervals, and generally most rates obtained for the final time segment of the 
observed data are assumed to be fixed for all subsequent model cycles.  This is a very 
strong assumption, which should be tested against the temporal pattern of observed 
events for each outcome variable and their components.  Without access to the full 
Kaplan-Meier analyses it is not possible to confirm the reliability of this assumption, 
or to compare the trial evidence with other sources of relevant information in the 
published literature. 


 
We understand the need to test the modelling assumptions to ensure a transparent 
evaluation of apixaban. However, it is unclear to BMS/Pfizer from the ERG questions A27-
A38 the exact thinking that led to the request for data for each of these outcomes. Broadly 
we have two main concerns with regards to the requests for additional data, which we 
believe should be considered with regards to testing the temporal pattern of observed 
events. The first concerns the extrapolation of data beyond the end of the AMPLIFY trial and 
second regarding the request for outcomes where there is likely to a small number of 
events.  
  
Regarding the first concern, BMS/Pfizer realise that the ERG may be testing assumptions 
within the model regarding the temporal distribution of events within the trial period of 
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AMPLIFY.  However, we would like to highlight that the extrapolation of data via survival 
analysis beyond the end of AMPLIFY is likely to have limited applicability for the 
interpretation of apixaban effectiveness and safety. This is due to the differences in the 
licence doses of apixaban recommended for the treatment and prevention periods. Only the  
2.5 mg twice daily dose should be initiated following completion of 6 months of treatment 
with Eliquis 5 mg twice daily (the dose in AMPLIFY). Therefore extrapolation of Eliquis 5mg 
twice daily from the AMPLIFY study beyond the six months treatment would not be 
appropriate and off label.    
 
Our second concern relates to a number of the requests for KM data from AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFY-EXT in outcomes that have a limited number of events observed.  This data is likely 
to provide a highly uncertain estimation of the relative effectiveness of apixaban compared 
to comparators as a result. This underpowering of the outcomes will be made worse by the 
request to split further by DVT and PE subgroups. The consequence of few events is that the 
KM curves will fluctuate with large steps, which implies a large degree of uncertainty of 
where the true response line lies.  Furthermore, tests between groups based on KM are 
sensitive to event counts and it is likely they will lack power to show any differences.  
 
Despite the lack of understanding of specific ERG concerns with regards to clinical 
assumptions underlying the economic model, we have attempted to justify the assumption 
regarding each outcome requested by the ERG.  We have re-presented our scenario analyses 
from our original submission that tested these outcomes and may address some of ERG 
concerns. 
 
A27. Priority Question: AMPLIFY trial data. Time to death from any cause K-M analysis, 
stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 
analyses]. This analysis should include the 30 day observation period after treatment 
discontinuation. 
 
It is unclear whether the ERG would like to test the time to death from any cause instead of 
the approach taken in apixaban model  where  mortality effects were modelled separately  
for VTE, bleeding and CTEPH and other death events. We suggest that a modelling approach 
based on death from any cause from trial data is inappropriate, as VTE related death is the 
only type of death that could reasonable expected to be powered in a non-inferiority trial. 
The reason why VTE and VTE related death was chosen as the primary endpoint in AMPLIFY. 
 
 This is consistent with advice from clinical expert involved in our submission and agreed at 
our HTA advisory board who suggested that mortality benefits observed from anticoagulant 
treatment would be solely a result of reducing recurrent VTE or bleeding events (i.e., no 
effects of treatment on “other deaths”), therefore substantiating modelling of “other 
deaths” based on life tables and observational data, rather than directly from the trials as 
was done in the apixaban model. 
 
In the base-case analyses, age- and sex-dependent background general mortality rates based 
on UK life-tables were used to model other deaths unrelated to these events. Therefore a 
constant rate of mortality was not used, rather increased over time to reflect ageing.  
 
These rates were adjusted by a HR of mortality for patients with VTE (excluding excess 
mortality due to the events modelled) versus the general population as obtained from a 
large cohort study following up patients for 8 years (Flinterman et al. 2012). This study found 
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that even 8 years after the index event, VTE-associated mortality persists even when no 
other co-morbidities were present (Flinterman et al. 2012). 
 
Extrapolation of the trial data would be inappropriate beyond AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT as 
it may not take into account reduction of risk of VTE over time and  increased risk of 
bleeding over time due to ageing. Therefore, BMS/Pfizer suggests that the approach to 
modelling mortality in the apixaban model is the most applicable given the data available.  
 
The approach used in the submission was tested against the earlier VTE submissions for 
rivaroxaban which assumed patients with VTE who do not experience any events will follow 
the mortality pattern of the general population (NICE Rivaroxaban manufacturer 
submissions, Edwards et al. 2014, Harnan et al. 2012, Copley et al. 2012). Had we utilized the 
same previously accepted assumption results would be more favourable for apixaban as 
demonstrated in the submitted scenario analysis for both the 6 month and lifelong 
treatment durations.   
 
Table 16: Scenario analysis for mortality: apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, and 
LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 6-month treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  


Base case Dominant Dominant £2,406 


Background 
mortality set to 
equal general 
population 


Dominant Dominant £1,485 


 


The scenarios for the lifelong treatment suggest lower ICERs in comparison to LMWH/VKA, 
LMWH/VKA followed by aspirin and placebo when mortality is set equal to the general 
population.  Therefore the scenario used in the base case can be considered conservative.  


 
Table 17: Scenario analysis for mortality: apixaban vs., rivaroxaban, LMWH/dabigatran LMWH/VKA, 
LMWH/VKA and LMWH/VKA & Placebo (index VTE, lifelong treatment duration) – incremental cost 
per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  LMWH/VKA & 
Placebo 


Base case £ 809.38 £ 5,058.10 £ 16,675.53 £ 17,917.37 


 Background 


mortality set to 
equal general 
population  


£708 £4,586 £13,042 £12,324 


 
 
A28. Priority Question: AMPLIFY trial data. Time to treatment discontinuation K-M 
analysis, stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- 
DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 analyses], censoring patients at time to death from any cause. 
 
 
BMS/Pfizer agree with the ERG that constant treatment discontinuation rates unrelated to 
bleeding are subject to uncertainty in the model and we therefore tested this assumption 
through extreme one way scenarios in the model. 
 
In the apixaban model,  the first 6 months risks were obtained from AMPLIFY and 
subsequently  a constant risk of discontinuation was assumed based on AMPLIFY-EXT. 
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Treatment discontinuation was modelled as a result of bleeding or that unrelated to 
bleeding. We therefore examined in the submission two extreme scenarios in the 
submission, setting the risks of other treatment discontinuation to 0 for all treatments and 
setting the risks of other treatment discontinuation to be equal between treatments.  
 
Table 18: Scenario analysis for discontinuation apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, and 
LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 6-month treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


We provide an additional scenario in the submission in the lifetime duration setting the risks 
of discontinuation to 0 beyond the first 18 months. The scenarios for the lifelong treatment 
suggest higher ICERs in comparison to LMWH/VKA, LMWH/VKA followed by aspirin and 
placebo, however apixaban remains cost-effective at thresholds below £20,000 and £30,000 
per QALY respectively. It should be noted that the latter scenario is also conservative as it is 
unlikely that discontinuation is 0 beyond the first 18 months. 


 
Table 19: Scenario analysis for discontinuation apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran,   (index VTE, lifelong treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  LMWH/VKA & 
Placebo 


Base case £ 809.38 £ 5,058.10 £ 16,675.53 £ 17,917.37 


 Scenario: Equal 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


£ 55.45 Dominant £ 15,712.60 £ 17,882.50 


 Scenario: No 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


£ 925.16 £ 205.54 £ 17,551.73 £ 22,213.33 


 Scenario: 
Discontinuation 
set to 0 beyond 
18 months 


£ 2,206.38 £ 11,793.42 £ 19,501.65 £ 21,720.98 


 
 
A29.      Priority Question:  AMPLIFY trial data. Time to major bleed K-M analysis, stratified 


by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 
analyses]. 


 
In the apixaban model, for the first 6 months, 3 monthly probabilities were obtained from 
AMPLIFY and subsequent to that a constant risk of bleeding was assumed based on 
AMPLIFY-EXT. This indeed is a strong assumption particularly in light of evidence that the risk 
of bleeding increases with increasing age (Button et al. 2011, Fang et al. 2004, Ariesen et al. 


  Rivaroxaban Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  


Base case Dominant Dominant £2,406 


 Scenario: Equal 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


Dominant Dominant £2,402 


 Scenario: No 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


Dominant Dominant £2,525 
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2003). However, it was felt to be conservative given apixaban’s relative effectiveness for 
major and CRNM bleeds in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT.  
 
The submission therefore presents a scenario analysis where risks are adjusted by a factor of 
1.97 per decade to reflect increased risk of bleeding due to ageing using data from Ariensen 
et al. This increase in risk over time may not be evident on evaluation of the AMPLIFY trial 
data, due to a short horizon. In the 6 month treatment period the impact of these 
assumptions is negligible compared to the base case due to the limited treatment period.  
 
Table 20: Scenario analysis for bleeding apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, and 
LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 6-month treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  


Base case Dominant  Dominant  £2,406 


 Scenario: 
Adjustment 
factors for 
bleeding  


Dominant Dominant £2,428 


 
The adjustment of bleeding risks for the lifetime scenario resulted in decreased ICERs for 
apixaban across all comparisons, especially against LMWH/VKA. We therefore consider our 
base case conservative in light of this evidence of an increase in the risk of bleeding 
overtime. 
 
Table 21: Scenario analysis for bleeding: apixaban vs., rivaroxaban, LMWH/dabigatran LMWH/VKA, 
and LMWH/VKA & Placebo (index VTE, lifelong treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  LMWH/VKA & 
Placebo 


Base case £ 809.38 £ 5,058.10 £ 16,675.53 £ 17,917.37 


 Scenario: 
Adjustment 
factors for 
bleeding  


£ 634.73 £ 3,909.15 £ 14,020.30 £ 17,517.97 


 


A30.     AMPLIFY trial data. Time to CRNM K-M analysis, stratified by treatment arm 
and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 analyses]. 


 
See A28 for details of the impact of bleeding outcomes on model results for the 6 month 
treatment duration and lifelong treatment periods.   
 
A31.  AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to death from any cause K-M analysis, stratified by 


treatment arm, by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT) and by prior 
treatment history (apixaban vs. other anti-coagulants) [i.e. 2 x 2 x 2 analyses] 


 
See question A27 why BMS/Pfizer believe modelling based on death from any cause is 
inappropriate.  
 
Please note that there is limited number of events recorded in the AMPLIF-EXT for this 
event. There are 7, 4 and 14 events in the 2.5mg apixaban, 5mg apixaban and placebo arms 
respectively. 


 
A32.  AMPLIFY-EXT trial data (time adjusted by AMPLIFY trial data). For only those 


AMPLIFY patients continuing to AMPLIFY-EXT, time to death from any cause K-M 
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analysis, stratified by treatment arm in AMPLIFY, by treatment arm in AMPLIFY-EXT 
and by index event type (i.e. DVT only v. PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 x 2 analyses], counting 
elapsed time from initial randomisation to the AMPLIFY trial (including the AMPLIFY 
30 day observation period after treatment discontinuation). 


 
 
A33.    AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to first non-VTE death K-M analysis, stratified by 


treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT), censoring 
patients at time of death due to any VTE event 


 
Data not requested to be produced due to limited number of events in the AMPLIFY-EXT 
trial. There were only 5, 1, and 7 events for the 2.5mg apixaban, 5mg apixaban and placebo, 
respectively.  It was judged that there were too few events for this analysis to be meaningful 
and therefore, this analysis was not evaluated  
 
 
A34.      AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to first PE event (fatal or non-fatal) K-M analysis, 


stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT), 
censoring patients at time of death due to either non-VTE cause or DVT event. 


 
Please note that there are a limited number of events recorded in the AMPLIF-EXT for this 
event. There are 8, 4 and 15 events in the 2.5mg apixaban, 5mg apixaban and placebo arms 
respectively.  


 
 
A35.       AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to first DVT event (fatal or non-fatal) K-M analysis, 


stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT), 
censoring patients at time of death due to either non-VTE cause or PE event. 


 
Please note that there are a limited number of events recorded in the AMPLIF-EXT for this 
event. There are 6, 8 and 53 events in the 2.5mg apixaban, 5mg apixaban and placebo arms 
respectively. 
 
 
A36.      AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to treatment discontinuation K-M analysis, stratified by 


treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT), censoring 
patients at time of death from any cause. 


 
Please note that there are a limited number of events recorded in the AMPLIF-EXT for this 
event. There are 6, 8 and 53 events in the 2.5mg apixaban, 5mg apixaban and placebo arms, 
respectively. Therefore, analyses using these data sets are not likely to be meaningful.  
 
 
A37.      AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to major bleed K-M analysis, stratified by treatment 


arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 analyses]. 


 
Data not requested to be produced due to limited number of events in the AMPLIFY-EXT 
trial. There are only 5, 1, and 7 events for the 2.5mg apixaban, 5mg apixaban and placebo 


respectively. It was judged that there were too few events for this analysis to be meaningful. 
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A38.      AMPLIFY-EXT trial data. Time to CRNM K-M analysis, stratified by treatment arm and 


by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs. PE -+ DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 analyses]. 


 
Please note that there is limited number of events recorded in the AMPLIF-EXT for this 
event. There are 25, 34 and 19 events in the 2.5mg apixaban, 5mg apixaban and placebo 
arms respectively. Therefore, analyses using these data sets are not likely to be meaningful.  
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Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary 
embolism [ID726] 


 
BMS/Pfizer Response to Evidence Review Group (ERG) Clarification questions 


Addendum: 8th December 2014 
 
BMS/Pfizer welcomes the opportunity to respond to the ERG’s clarification questions from the Liverpool 
Reviews and Implementation Group (LRiG) for the review of apixaban for the treatment and secondary 
prevention of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism [ID726]. As outlined in our initial response on 
the 20th November, we were unable to undertake analyses for questions A27-38 due to time constraints. 
However, we committed to submit data for the priority questions (A27 and A28) requested by the ERG. In this 
follow-up addendum we are presenting the requested data for the two priority questions as well as the 
implications for the cost-effectiveness analyses of exploring the outcomes concerned. 
 
 
As previously noted, BMS/Pfizer is confident that the clinical evidence of apixaban demonstrates efficacy and 
an appropriate safety profile in both the treatment and the prevention of DVT and/or PE. Throughout the 
economic modelling we have selected conservative inputs and assumptions when data are limited or missing. 
Therefore we are confident that we have presented a robust and credible estimate of apixaban’s cost-
effectiveness relative to comparators in the appraisal. Apixaban is a cost-effective use of NHS resources for 
this indication with ICERs well within established thresholds. 
 
BMS/Pfizer would also like to reiterate our willingness to provide further clarification regarding the clinical 
assumptions underlying our clinical data and the apixaban model, so as to avoid misinterpretation, which 
could lead to avoidable uncertainty for the NICE Appraisal Committee. Furthermore, we would welcome the 
opportunity to undertake any additional analyses required by the ERG. 
 
 
BMS/Pfizer response to additional request for KM analyses: General 
Overall, a number of the requests for Kaplan-Meier (KM) analyses received from the ERG for outcomes from 
both AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT are likely to provide a highly uncertain estimation of the relative effectiveness 
of apixaban compared to comparators. For some of these requests there are only few events and this can cause 
the KM curves to fluctuate with large steps, which implies a large degree of uncertainty.  Tests between groups 
based on KM are sensitive to event counts and it is likely they will lack power to show any differences. This is 
especially relevant for the analyses conducted on the DVT and PE subgroups. Consequently, BMS Pfizer consider 
these analyses to have limited clinical relevance and unlikely to inform consideration of the evidence available 
for apixaban. 
 
BMS/Pfizer note that we received no clarification questions on the economic modelling section of the 
submission. Despite this, additional KM analyses were requested by the ERG for the purpose of verifying 
economic modelling assumptions, as confirmed by NICE on the 12th of November in an email correspondence 
stating the following:  
 


“Projection of VTE event rates and patient survival are central to the estimation of cost-effectiveness. 
The submitted model is designed to represent long-term outcomes based on limited data from 2 short 
trials (AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT). The trial data are used in the model only in the form of binomial 
event rates per 3-month time intervals, and generally most rates obtained for the final time segment of 
the observed data are assumed to be fixed for all subsequent model cycles.  This is a very strong 
assumption, which should be tested against the temporal pattern of observed events for each outcome 
variable and their components.  Without access to the full Kaplan-Meier analyses it is not possible to 







confirm the reliability of this assumption, or to compare the trial evidence with other sources of relevant 
information in the published literature. 


 
 
BMS/Pfizer response to additional request for KM analyses: Priority Questions A27 and A28 
We understand the need to test the modelling assumptions to ensure a transparent evaluation of apixaban. 
However, it is unclear to BMS/Pfizer from the ERG’s questions A27-A38 the exact thinking that led to the request 
for data for each of these outcomes. Our principal concern relates to the extrapolation of data beyond the end 
of the AMPLIFY trial. BMS/Pfizer appreciates that the ERG may be testing assumptions within the model 
regarding the temporal distribution of events within the trial period of AMPLIFY. However, we would like to 
highlight that the extrapolation of data via survival analysis beyond the end of AMPLIFY is likely to have limited 
applicability for the interpretation of apixaban efficacy and safety profile. This is due to the differences in the 
licensed dose of apixaban recommended for the treatment and prevention periods. Only the 2.5 mg twice daily 
dose should be initiated following completion of 6 months of treatment with Eliquis 5 mg twice daily (the dose 
in AMPLIFY). Therefore extrapolation of Eliquis 5mg twice daily from the AMPLIFY study beyond the six months 
treatment would not be appropriate and outside the product labelling. BMS/Pfizer also notes that the data 
requested do not conform to either the cycle length or definition of outcomes included in the model. 
 
Please see below the tables requested for the 2 priority questions, A27 and A28.  We have also re-presented 
scenario analyses that tested these outcomes within the cost-effectiveness model and may address some of the 
ERG’s concerns. 
 
A27. Priority Question: AMPLIFY trial data. Time to death from any cause K-M analysis, stratified by treatment 
arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 analyses]. This analysis should include the 30 
day observation period after treatment discontinuation. 
 
The results for these analyses are presented in Tables 1 to 4. 
 
Table 1: All-cause death Kaplan-Meier analysis: apixaban (PE) from AMPLIFY 


  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 


 
Number 


Failed   


 
Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


 
Table 2: All-cause death Kaplan-Meier analysis: enoxaparin/warfarin (PE) from AMPLIFY 


  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 


 
Number 


Failed   


 
Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


 
Table 3: All-cause death Kaplan-Meier analysis: apixaban (DVT) from AMPLIFY 


  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 


 
Number 


Failed   


 
Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


 
Table 4: All-cause death Kaplan-Meier analysis: enoxaparin/warfarin (DVT) from AMPLIFY 


  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 


 
Number 


Failed   


 
Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


 
It is unclear whether the ERG would like to test the time to death from any cause instead of the approach taken 
in apixaban model where  mortality effects were modelled separately  for VTE, bleeding, and CTEPH and other 
death events. We suggest that a modelling approach based on death from any cause from trial data is 
inappropriate, as VTE-related death is the only type of death that could reasonably be expected to be powered 
in a non-inferiority trial. This is the reason why VTE and VTE-related death was chosen as the primary endpoint 
in AMPLIFY. 
 
This is consistent with advice from clinical experts involved in our submission, and agreed at our HTA advisory 
board, who suggested that mortality benefits observed from anticoagulant treatment would be solely a result of 
reducing recurrent VTE or bleeding events (i.e., no effects of treatment on “other deaths”), thereby 
substantiating the modelling of “other deaths” based on life tables and observational data, rather than directly 
from the trials as was done in the apixaban model. 
 
In the base-case analyses, age- and sex-dependent background general mortality rates based on UK life-tables 
were used to model other deaths unrelated to these events. As such, a constant rate of mortality was not used, 
rather increased over time to reflect ageing.  
 
These rates were adjusted by a HR of mortality for patients with VTE (excluding excess mortality due to the 
events modelled) versus the general population as obtained from a large cohort study following up patients for 
8 years (Flinterman et al. 2012). This study found that even 8 years after the index event, VTE-associated 
mortality persists even when no other co-morbidities were present (Flinterman et al. 2012). 
 
Extrapolation of the trial data would be inappropriate beyond AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT as it may not take into 
account reduction of risk of VTE over time and  increased risk of bleeding over time due to ageing. Therefore, 
BMS/Pfizer suggests that the approach to modelling mortality in the apixaban model is the most applicable 
given the data available.  
 
The approach used in the submission was tested against the earlier VTE submissions for rivaroxaban which 
assumed patients with VTE who do not experience any events will follow the mortality pattern of the general 
population (NICE Rivaroxaban manufacturer submissions, Edwards et al. 2014, Harnan et al. 2012, Copley et al. 
2012). Had we utilized the same previously accepted assumption results would be more favourable for apixaban 
as demonstrated in the submitted scenario analysis for both the 6 month and lifelong treatment durations.   
  


 
 
Table 16: Scenario analysis for mortality: apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, and LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 6-
month treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban LMWH/Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  


Base case Dominant Dominant £2,406 







  Rivaroxaban LMWH/Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  


Background 
mortality set to 
equal general 
population 


Dominant Dominant £1,485 


 


The scenarios for the lifelong treatment suggest lower ICERs in comparison to LMWH/VKA, LMWH/VKA followed 
by aspirin and placebo when mortality is set equal to the general population.  Therefore the scenario used in the 
base case can be considered conservative.  


 
Table 17: Scenario analysis for mortality: apixaban vs., rivaroxaban, LMWH/dabigatran LMWH/VKA, LMWH/VKA and 
LMWH/VKA & Placebo (index VTE, lifelong treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban LMWH/Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  LMWH/VKA & 
Placebo 


Base case £ 809.38 £ 5,058.10 £ 16,675.53 £ 17,917.37 


 Background 
mortality set to 
equal general 
population  


£708 £4,586 £13,042 £12,324 


 
 
 
A28. Priority Question: AMPLIFY trial data. Time to treatment discontinuation K-M 


analysis, stratified by treatment arm and by index event type (i.e. DVT only vs PE +/- 
DVT) [i.e. 2 x 2 analyses], censoring patients at time to death from any cause. 
 
The results for these analyses are presented in Tables 5 to 8. Note the KM estimations were performed using the 
all-randomised dataset for AMPLIFY to minimise missing data. This dataset includes patients who interrupted 
treatment during the trial. Consequently, for this analysis, discontinuations were observed beyond AMPLIFY’s 
pre-specified treatment period. 
 
Table 5: Treatment discontinuation Kaplan-Meier analysis: apixaban (PE) 


  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 


 
Number 


Failed   


 
Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


 
Table 6: Treatment discontinuation Kaplan-Meier analysis: enoxaparin/warfarin (PE) 







  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 
 Number 


Failed   
 Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


 
Table 7: Treatment discontinuation Kaplan-Meier analysis: apixaban (DVT) 


  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 
 Number 


Failed   
 Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 







xx xx xx xx xx xx 


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
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Table 8: Treatment discontinuation Kaplan-Meier analysis: enoxaparin/warfarin (DVT) 


  Days    Survival    Failure   


 Survival 
Standard 


Error 
 Number 


Failed   
 Number 


Left   


xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
xx xx xx xx xx xx 
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xx xx xx xx xx xx 
 
 
BMS/Pfizer agrees with the ERG that constant treatment discontinuation rates unrelated to bleeding are subject 
to uncertainty in the model and we therefore tested this assumption through extreme one way scenarios in the 
model. 
 
In the apixaban model,  the first 6 months risks were obtained from AMPLIFY and subsequently  a constant risk 
of discontinuation was assumed based on AMPLIFY-EXT. Treatment discontinuation was modelled as a result of 
bleeding or that unrelated to bleeding. We therefore examined in the submission two extreme scenarios in the 
submission, setting the risks of other treatment discontinuation to 0 for all treatments and setting the risks of 
other treatment discontinuation to be equal between treatments.  
 
Table 18: Scenario analysis for discontinuation apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, and LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 
6-month treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


We provide an additional scenario in the submission in the lifetime duration setting the risks of discontinuation 
to 0 beyond the first 18 months. The scenarios for the lifelong treatment suggest higher ICERs in comparison to 


  Rivaroxaban LMWH/Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  


Base case Dominant Dominant £2,406 


 Scenario: Equal 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


Dominant Dominant £2,402 


 Scenario: No 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


Dominant Dominant £2,525 







LMWH/VKA, LMWH/VKA followed by aspirin and placebo; however apixaban remains cost-effective below 
thresholds of £20,000 and £30,000 per QALY respectively. It should be noted that the latter scenario is also 
conservative as it is unlikely that discontinuation is zero beyond the first 18 months. 


 
Table 19: Scenario analysis for discontinuation apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran,   (index 
VTE, lifelong treatment duration) – incremental cost per QALY (£) 


  Rivaroxaban LMWH/Dabigatran LMWH/VKA  LMWH/VKA & 
Placebo 


Base case £ 809.38 £ 5,058.10 £ 16,675.53 £ 17,917.37 


 Scenario: Equal 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


£ 55.45 Dominant £ 15,712.60 £ 17,882.50 


 Scenario: No 
discontinuation 
unrelated to 
bleeding 


£ 925.16 £ 205.54 £ 17,551.73 £ 22,213.33 


 Scenario: 
Discontinuation 
set to 0 beyond 
18 months 


£ 2,206.38 £ 11,793.42 £ 19,501.65 £ 21,720.98 
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (STA) 


NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Patient/carer organisation statement (STA) 


Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention 
of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism 


[ID726] 


Thank you for agreeing to give us your views on this treatment that is being 
appraised by NICE and how it could be used in the NHS. Patients, carers and 
patient organisations can provide a unique perspective on conditions and their 
treatment that is not typically available from other sources. We are interested 
in hearing about: 


 the experience of having the condition or caring for someone with the 
condition 


 the experience of receiving NHS care for the condition  


 the experience of having specific treatments for the condition  


 the outcomes of treatment that are important to patients or carers (which 
might differ from those measured in clinical studies, and including health-
related quality of life) 


 the acceptability of different treatments and how they are given 


 expectations about the risks and benefits of the treatment. 


To help you give your views, we have provided a questionnaire. You do not 
have to answer every question — the questions are there as prompts to guide 
you. The length of your response should not normally exceed 10 pages. 
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (STA) 


1. About you and your organisation 


Your name: XXXXXXXXXXX 


Name of your organisation: Your position in the organisation: Project 


Development Manager 


Brief description of the organisation:  


Independent charity – aims are the prevention of thrombosis, provision of 
information and support to people taking anticoagulant or antiplatelet 
therapies for a range of conditons – VTE, Atrial Fibrillation, mechanical valve 
replacement and thrombotic disorders.   
Membership is supported by subscriptions and resources include a website 
www.anticoagulationeurope.org, a quarterly publication INreview and a 
dedicated helpline for patients, carers and healthcare providers. We are 
committed to striving for continuous improvements in the delivery of patient 
centric  anticoagulant services across all areas of healthcare.  
 


(We are asking for your collective view as an organisation and will be asking 


patient experts for their individual input separately. If you have the condition, 


or care for someone with the condition, you may wish to complete a patient 


expert questionnaire to give your individual views as well. 


2. Living with the condition 


What is it like to live with the condition or what do carers experience 
when caring for someone with the condition? 


Experiencing a deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism for the first 


time can be devastating. A DVT can cause pain as the circulation is impaired 


and can affect mobility due to the pain,  swelling, warmth, heaviness, redness 


and tenderness within a limb with the leg being a common site. A pulmonary 


embolism which has travelled to the lungs may cause breathlessness, chest 


pain or could cause the person to collapse suddenly. Both DVT and PE are 


serious conditions that require urgent investigation and immediate treatment 


with anticoagulants. People who develop either a DVT or PE or at a 


heightened risk of further episodes and have to adjust to taking medicines to 


treat and protect them for the future. Treating a DVT promptly and effectively 


can minimise the risk of Post Thrombotic Syndrome which causes long term 


symptoms in the calf ranging from mild to severe and include: calf pain, 



http://www.anticoagulationeurope.org/
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discomfort, swelling, rashes and ulcers can form in severe cases which need 


intervention and further treatment for the patient for many years thereafter 


Untreated PE can be fatal and those who survive a PE may require intensive 
care and the recovery can take up to several months. 
 
 Individuals become worried and fearful of the risk of PE which can rise with 
age and when other factors are present. A subsequent or recurrence of VTE 
such as deep vein thrombosis can cause distress, further medication and 
patient lives are significantly disrupted; they can be hospitalised for periods of 
time, restricted in movement and unable to continue with  previous activities. 
 
Some patients will need support with mobility. 
 
Current treatments include giving Low molecular weight heparin(LMWH) 
followed by VKA warfarin which requires regular blood tests to check that their 
International Normalised Ratio(INR) is in therapeutic range. This can impact 
on their work and travel situation along with the challenges of adapting 
lifestyle in order to make adjustments required by current treatments which 
can be affected by diet and contra- indicated to many other drugs. The VKA 
drug warfarin can be a challenging treatment with patients with co-morbidities.  
 
Rivaroxaban, an oral anticoagulant has been recommended by NICE for 
treatment of DVT and prevention and recurrence of DVT and PE.  
 
The increased risk of another VTE event or serious impairment or death is of 
considerable concern to many patients and therefore, appropriate  treatment 
and prevention by way of an efficient, effective and safe medicine is of the 
upmost priority with this patient group. 


 


 


3. Current practice in treating the condition 


Which treatment outcomes are important to patients or carers? (That is, 
what would patients or carers like treatment to achieve?) Which of these 
are most important? If possible, please explain why. 


Patients/carers want to be able to access treatments which will treat and 


prevent further episodes of VTE. They want to ensure that treatment options 


are effective, safe and be made aware of the benefits and risks of any 


treatment offered. Patients and their carers will consider convenience and 


ease of administration e.g subcutaneous injections are painful for the receiver 


and may require training or involvement of community/district/ practice nurse. 


Monitoring blood levels regularly for warfarin is onerous on the patient, carer 


and NHS and may require frequents trips to the GP or anticoagulant clinic. 
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Patients often have to make lifestyle adaptations (diet, travel, taking meds for 


other conditions) and this can be disruptive, causing anxiety and concern for 


both individual and carers. 


Dosing adjustments can be frequent in order to reach theraupeutic time in 


range(TTR) and the regular monitoring can have a psychological impact on 


the health and well being of the patient as they come to terms with a diagnosis 


which could be life threatening if left untreated. New treatments such as 


Rivaroxaban and Apixaban can be first line single dose treatments which work 


quickly and do not require regular monitoring, both being non –inferior to 


warfarin. 


Patients want to be assured that any treatment will help them towards their 


recovery and maintaining their health in order to avoid future VTE events 


which could seriously harm their health 


What is your organisation’s experience of currently available NHS care 
and of specific treatments for the condition? How acceptable are these 
treatments and which are preferred and why? 


AntiCoagulation Europe is aware of the current guidelines on management of 


Venous Thromboembolic diseases(CG144) and Rivaroxaban guidelines (TA 


261) having been consultees on the TA programmes  We regularly receive 


clinical updates when attending specialist conferences such as 


AntiCoagulation in Practice (University of Birmingham) and speaking with 


specialist  clinicians who are members of our medical panel. We understand 


that the pathways to treating DVT/PE is primarily in secondary care where 


diagnosis and treatment is initiated. Choice of treatment will be dependent on 


the protocols within the setting. LMWH followed by warfarin or Rivaroxaban 


may be offered. The expectations of continuation of  treatment when 


discharged from secondary care will be reviewed with the patient’s GP. 


Patients who are offered warfarin from the offset may not be aware of 


alternative treatments and therefore may not be able to access due to local 


protocols due to commissioning within their CCG areas. We are aware that 


there are inconsistencies nationally  around access  to the new 
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anticoagulants. What do patients or carers consider to be the advantages of 


the treatment being appraised? 


Benefits of a treatment might include its effect on: 


 the course and/or outcome of the condition 


 physical symptoms 


 pain 


 level of disability 


 mental health 


 quality of life (such as lifestyle and work) 


 other people (for example, family, friends and employers) 


 ease of use (for example, tablets rather than injection) 


 where the treatment has to be used (for example, at home rather than in 
hospital) 


 any other issues not listed above 


Please list the benefits that patients or carers expect to gain from using 
the treatment being appraised. 


Oral treatment - can be given on diagnosis or suspected onset of DVT/PE – 


twice daily dosage. Works quickly, treating the condition, giving reassurance 


to the patient. Can be given in secondary and primary care. 


 No dose adjustment required by weight as required by LMWH 


No monitoring to check INR levels – no disruption to patient/carer 


No adjustments to diet or lifestyle 


Non inferior to VKA warfarin and a clinically relevant reduction in major 
bleeding*  
 
 Oral Apixaban for the Treatment of Acute Venous Thromboembolism 
Agnelli et al 
NEJM (2013);369(9):799-808 
 


Apixaban for Extended Treatment of Venous Thromboembolism 


Agnelli et al 


NEJM (2013);368(8):6 


 


Please explain any advantages that patients or carers think this 
treatment has over other NHS treatments in England. 
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If you know of any differences in opinion between patients or carers 
about the benefits of the treatment being appraised, please tell us about 
them. 


      


4. What do patients and/or carers consider to be the 


disadvantages of the treatment being appraised? 


Disadvantages of a treatment might include: 


 aspects of the condition that the treatment cannot help with or might 
make worse 


 difficulties in taking or using the treatment (for example, injection rather 
than tablets) 


 side effects (for example, type or number of problems, how often, for 
how long, how severe. Please describe which side effects patients might 
be willing to accept or tolerate and which would be difficult to accept or 
tolerate)  


 where the treatment has to be used (for example, in hospital rather than 
at home) 


 impact on others (for example, family, friends and employers) 


 financial impact on the patient and/or their family (for example, the cost 
of travel to hospital or paying a carer) 


 any other issues not listed above 


Please list any concerns patients or carers have about current NHS 
treatments in England. 


Access to new oral anticoagulants which have been approved by NICE and 


due to local CCG directives/protocols are not available for treatment. Patients 


are still being offered warfarin with the demands of INR testing by regular 


blood tests. Demanding on both patient, family and carers in terms of 


disruption to work and personal life, limiting travel and impact on taking time 


off to attend clinics. Dose adjustments required and for some patients, they 


are in difficulties in achieving stable TTR causing anxiety and concern as to 


whether they are ‘safe’ or at risk of a bleed or another clot 


 


Please list any concerns patients or carers have about the treatment 
being appraised. 


Patients who may have been treated with warfarin on a previous occasion will 


need to be advised of the importance of compliance/adherence of taking the 
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medicines as directed. Patients may also need reassurance of what protocols 


are in place should they have a bleed as they may be concerned re: 


antidotes/reversing bleeding. 


If you know of any differences in opinion between patients or carers 
about the disadvantages of the treatment being appraised, please tell us 
about them. 


None 


5. Patient population 


Are there any groups of patients who might benefit more from the 
treatment than others? If so, please describe them and explain why. 


Patients for whom a vitamin K (warfarin) is unsuitable. 


 Patients who cannot tolerate subcutaneous LMWH or fondaparinux injections 


or may be needle phobiic or unable to self – administer and need external 


support. 


Are there any groups of patients who might benefit less from the 
treatment than others? If so, please describe them and explain why. 


6. Research evidence on patient or carer views of the 


treatment 


Is your organisation familiar with the published research literature for 
the treatment? 


☐Yes  ☐ No 


If you answered ‘no’, please skip the rest of section 7 and move on to 
section 8. 


 


Please comment on whether patients’ experience of using the treatment 
as part of their routine NHS care reflects the experiences of patients in 
the clinical trials. 


 
: 
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Do you think the clinical trials have captured outcomes that are 
important to patients? Are you aware of any limitations in how the 
treatment has been assessed in clinical trials? 


We reviewed the following articles  and note that  how this  therapy compares to an existing 
treatment (warfarin and enoxaparin) as being non –inferior and associated with a significant 
reduction in major bleeding.  
 
Oral Apixaban for the Treatment of Acute Venous Thromboembolism 
Agnelli et al 
NEJM (2013);369(9):799-808 
 
Apixaban for Extended Treatment of Venous Thromboembolism 
Agnelli et al 
NEJM (2013);368(8):6 


 


If the treatment being appraised is already available in the NHS, are 
there any side effects that were not apparent in the clinical trials but 
have emerged during routine NHS care? 


None that we are aware of  


Are you aware of any relevant research on patient or carer views of the 
condition or existing treatments (for example, qualitative studies, 
surveys and polls)? 


☐ Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please provide references to the relevant studies. 


 


      Long – term psychological consequences of symptomatic 


pulmonary embolism: a qualitative study; Noble S, Lewis R, Whithers J, 


Lewis S, Bennett  BMJ Open 2014:e004561   


 


7. Equality 


NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 
discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular 
protected characteristics and others. Protected characteristics are: age; being 
or becoming a transsexual person; being married or in a civil partnership; 
being pregnant or having a child; disability; race including colour, nationality, 
ethnic or national origin; religion, belief or lack of religion/belief; sex; sexual 
orientation. 


Please let us know if you think that recommendations from this appraisal 
could have an adverse impact on any particular groups of people, such as:   
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 excluding from full consideration any people protected by the equality 
legislation who fall within the patient population for which the treatment 
is/will be licensed;  


 having a different impact on people protected by the equality legislation 
than on the wider population, e.g. by making it more difficult in practice 
for a specific group to access the treatment;  


 any adverse impact on people with a particular disability or disabilities.   


Please let us know if you think that there are any potential equality 
issues that should be considered in this appraisal. 


None that we are aware of 


Are there groups of patients who would have difficulties using the 
treatment or currently available treatments? Please tell us what evidence 
you think would help the Committee to identify and consider such 
impacts. 


Under current local CCG directives: Anticoagulation services are being re-


designed around the UK and ACE is aware of cases where patients are being 


prescribed a NOAC in secondary care and then advised in primary care that 


they cannot continue, usually due to cost implications around commissioning. 


If NICE guidelines recommend a treatment and a clinical decision is made to 


prescribe, it should be made available to the patient. It is unacceptable that 


access is denied or removed fro a NICE approved medicine which the patient 


and managing clinician; agree will optimise the patient’s treatment and 


ongoing health in reducing the risk of further VT episodes 


8. Other issues 


Do you consider the treatment to be innovative? 


☐ Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please explain what makes it significantly different from other 
treatments for the condition. 


Does not require the rigour of LMWH and warfarin 


Offers similar benefits in terms of treating and preventing further VTE with 


significant advantage to patient of reduction in major bleeding. Clinicial trial 


evidence illustrates that treatment was extended past 6 months which is the 


treatment timeframe within NICE guidelines. This may be beneficial to patients 


requiring long term treatment 
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Alternative treatment to Rivaroxaban – giving clinician and patient choice 


when considering anticoagulation options 


 


Are there any other issues that you would like the Appraisal Committee 
to consider? 


     NO 


9. Key messages 


In no more than 5 bullet points, please summarise the key messages of 
your submission. 


 Efficacy 


 Safety 


 Given on onset of diagnosis in secondary and primary care – one treatment 


pathway 


 Comparator with added benefits to warfarin and  


 No regular monitoring or dietary/lifestyle changes required 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE EXCELLENCE 
 


Single Technology Appraisal (STA) 
 
Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis 


and/or pulmonary embolism [ID726] 


 


 1 


Thank you for agreeing to give us a statement on your organisation’s view of the 
technology and the way it should be used in the NHS. 
 
Healthcare professionals can provide a unique perspective on the technology within 
the context of current clinical practice which is not typically available from the 
published literature. 
 
To help you in making your statement, we have provided a template. The questions 
are there as prompts to guide you. It is not essential that you answer all of them.  
 
Please do not exceed the 8-page limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


About you 
 
Your name: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
Name of your organisation: MANCHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY 
 
Are you (tick all that apply): 
 


- a specialist in the treatment of people with the condition for which NICE is 
considering this technology? YES 


 
- a specialist in the clinical evidence base that is to support the technology (e.g. 


involved in clinical trials for the technology)? NO 
 


- an employee of a healthcare professional organisation that represents 
clinicians treating the condition for which NICE is considering the technology? 
If so, what is your position in the organisation where appropriate (e.g. policy 
officer, trustee, member etc)? NO 


 
- other? (please specify) 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE EXCELLENCE 
 


Single Technology Appraisal (STA) 
 
Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis 


and/or pulmonary embolism [ID726] 


 


 2 


 


What is the expected place of the technology in current practice? 
 
How is the condition currently treated in the NHS? Is there significant geographical 
variation in current practice? Are there differences of opinion between professionals 
as to what current practice should be? What are the current alternatives (if any) to 
the technology, and what are their respective advantages and disadvantages? 
 
Are there any subgroups of patients with the condition who have a different prognosis 
from the typical patient? Are there differences in the capacity of different subgroups 
to benefit from or to be put at risk by the technology? 
 
In what setting should/could the technology be used – for example, primary or 
secondary care, specialist clinics? Would there be any requirements for additional 
professional input (for example, community care, specialist nursing, other healthcare 
professionals)? 
 
If the technology is already available, is there variation in how it is being used in the 
NHS? Is it always used within its licensed indications? If not, under what 
circumstances does this occur? 
 
Please tell us about any relevant clinical guidelines and comment on the 
appropriateness of the methodology used in developing the guideline and the specific 
evidence that underpinned the various recommendations. 
 
There is considerable variation in the current practice of giving anticoagulation. The 
advent of new oral anticoagulants is likely to change this. There are wide differences 
of opinion as to the current practice. For example, some physicians prefer many 
patients to be treated as outpatients while others don’t. Some physicians prefer low 
molecular weight heparin as the first treatment always. Others also think oral 
anticoagulant is reasonable for those with smaller clots 
 
The current alternatives are the LMWH/warfarin combination or rivaroxaban. The 
former is disadvantageous in that it requires injections and also close monitoring in 
the case of warfarin to achieve target INR. Latter is advantageous in these two 
respects but has the practical problem of dose de-escalation after three weeks. 
However, the new technology has the same disadvantage as latter in that it requires 
de-escalation. 
 
The patients with extensive thrombosis like massive or submassive pulmonary 
embolism or ileofemoral deep vein thrombosis may not be eligible for this new 
technology. These patients should ideally not be given this agent until further data is 
available.  
 
The technology can be used in both primary and secondary care and in specialist 
clinics. A person experienced enough in the benefits and risks should counsel the 
patients. 
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The advantages and disadvantages of the technology 
 
NICE is particularly interested in your views on how the technology, when it becomes 
available, will compare with current alternatives used in the UK. Will the technology 
be easier or more difficult to use, and are there any practical implications (for 
example, concomitant treatments, other additional clinical requirements, patient 
acceptability/ease of use or the need for additional tests) surrounding its future use? 
 
If appropriate, please give your view on the nature of any rules, informal or formal, for 
starting and stopping the use of the technology; this might include any requirements 
for additional testing to identify appropriate subgroups for treatment or to assess 
response and the potential for discontinuation. 
 
If you are familiar with the evidence base for the technology, please comment on 
whether the use of the technology under clinical trial conditions reflects that observed 
in clinical practice. Do the circumstances in which the trials were conducted reflect 
current UK practice, and if not, how could the results be extrapolated to a UK setting? 
What, in your view, are the most important outcomes, and were they measured in the 
trials? If surrogate measures of outcome were used, do they adequately predict long-
term outcomes? 
 
What is the relative significance of any side effects or adverse reactions? In what 
ways do these affect the management of the condition and the patient’s quality of 
life? Are there any adverse effects that were not apparent in clinical trials but have 
come to light subsequently during routine clinical practice? 
 
The technology will certainly be easier to use than the current standard of 
heparin/warfarin. However, it does have some drug interactions to be aware of. 
There needs to be dose reduction for renal impairment. Hence it does not completely 
eliminate the need for blood tests.  
 
As mentioned previously, there is a need for an experienced person to counsel the 
patient, a review to de-escalate the dose, close monitoring of the kidney function if 
there is renal impairment, and observance of any new adeverse effects 
 
Also the real world use is going to be a lot different to what the trials have 
demonstrated. Although the important outcomes of primary endpoint measuring any 
thrombotic events and safety measure of reduction in bleeding are in favour of the 
technology, this may be different in real world data. 
 
In routine clinical practice, no new adverse events have been noted however. 
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Any additional sources of evidence 
 
Can you provide information about any relevant evidence that might not be found by 
a technology-focused systematic review of the available trial evidence? This could be 
information on recent and informal unpublished evidence, or information from 
registries and other nationally coordinated clinical audits. Any such information must 
include sufficient detail to allow a judgement to be made as to the quality of the 
evidence and to allow potential sources of bias to be determined. 
 
 
No 
 
 
Implementation issues 
 
The NHS is required by the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to provide funding and resources for medicines and treatments that 
have been recommended by NICE technology appraisal guidance. This provision has 
to be made within 3 months from the date of publication of the guidance. 
 
If the technology is unlikely to be available in sufficient quantity, or the staff and 
facilities to fulfil the general nature of the guidance cannot be put in place within 
3 months, NICE may advise the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to vary this direction. 
 
Please note that NICE cannot suggest such a variation on the basis of budgetary 
constraints alone. 
 
How would possible NICE guidance on this technology affect the delivery of care for 
patients with this condition? Would NHS staff need extra education and training? 
Would any additional resources be required (for example, facilities or equipment)? 
 
 
NHS staff would certainly need education – how these drugs work, the importance of 
checking for interacting medications, laboratory parameters, and renal function 
monitoring. Although these will not require any additional resources 
 
 
 
 
Equality 
NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 
discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular protected 
characteristics and others.  Please let us know if you think that this appraisal:   
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 - could exclude from full consideration any people protected by the equality 
legislation who fall within the patient population for which [the treatment(s)] is/are/will 
be licensed;  
 - could lead to recommendations that have a different impact on people protected by 
the equality legislation than on the wider population, e.g. by making it more difficult in 
practice for a specific group to access the technology;  
 - could lead to recommendations that have any adverse impact on people with a 
particular disability or disabilities.   
 
Please tell us what evidence should be obtained to enable the Committee to identify 
and consider such impacts. 
 
 
 
None of the above apply 
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Thank you for agreeing to give us a statement on your organisation’s view of the 
technology and the way it should be used in the NHS. 
 
Healthcare professionals can provide a unique perspective on the technology within 
the context of current clinical practice which is not typically available from the 
published literature. 
 
To help you in making your statement, we have provided a template. The questions 
are there as prompts to guide you. It is not essential that you answer all of them.  
 
Please do not exceed the 8-page limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


About you 
 
Your name: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
Name of your organisation: British Thoracic Society 
 
Are you (tick all that apply): 
 


- a specialist in the treatment of people with the condition for which NICE 
is considering this technology?  


 
- a specialist in the clinical evidence base that is to support the technology (e.g. 


involved in clinical trials for the technology)? 
 


- an employee of a healthcare professional organisation that represents 
clinicians treating the condition for which NICE is considering the technology? 
If so, what is your position in the organisation where appropriate (e.g. policy 
officer, trustee, member etc)? 


 
- other? (please specify) 
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What is the expected place of the technology in current practice? 
 
How is the condition currently treated in the NHS? Is there significant geographical 
variation in current practice? Are there differences of opinion between professionals 
as to what current practice should be? What are the current alternatives (if any) to 
the technology, and what are their respective advantages and disadvantages? 
 
Are there any subgroups of patients with the condition who have a different prognosis 
from the typical patient? Are there differences in the capacity of different subgroups 
to benefit from or to be put at risk by the technology? 
 
In what setting should/could the technology be used – for example, primary or 
secondary care, specialist clinics? Would there be any requirements for additional 
professional input (for example, community care, specialist nursing, other healthcare 
professionals)? 
 
If the technology is already available, is there variation in how it is being used in the 
NHS? Is it always used within its licensed indications? If not, under what 
circumstances does this occur? 
 
Please tell us about any relevant clinical guidelines and comment on the 
appropriateness of the methodology used in developing the guideline and the specific 
evidence that underpinned the various recommendations. 
 
Given the Society’s specialty (thoracic medicine), this response is focussed on 
pulmonary embolism (PE) in the following: 
 
Standard management of patients with non-massive (ie non-acutely life 
threatening) PE is initial therapeutic low molecular weight heparin while 
warfarin is commenced. Warfarin is then continued for at least 3 months. 
Patients with cancer-related PE are treated with low molecular weight heparin 
rather than warfarin due to superior efficacy and lower interaction with 
chemotherapeutic agents. 
 
Over recent years 3 main developments have challenged this traditional 
approach. 
 
1. Although patients with clearly provoked PE are at low risk of recurrence, 
patients with unprovoked events have a risk of ≈20-25% recurrence in the first 
3 years following a PE on stopping anticoagulation. Increasingly  risks and 
benefits of longer-term anticoagulation are assessed in these patients. 
 
2. The safety of out-patient anticoagulation has been demonstrated in patients 
with low clinical risk scores for mortality (eg PESI, simplified PESI or HESTIA) 
+/- negative markers for right ventricular dysfunction and ischemia.  
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3. The NICE approval of the direct Xa inhibitor, rivaroxaban, for the treatment 
and prevention of recurrence of PE has provided an alternative oral therapy for 
the initial and longer-term management of PE. Rivaroxaban has several 
benefits when compared with warfarin including rapid onset of access, lack of 
requirement to monitor levels, and lower risk of intracerebral bleeding. The 
rapid onset of rivaroxaban and the trial design with no requirement for heparin 
following study randomisation means that rivaroxaban may be especially 
useful in patients treated in an ambulatory/early discharge pathway. 
 
 
The advantages and disadvantages of the technology 
 
NICE is particularly interested in your views on how the technology, when it becomes 
available, will compare with current alternatives used in the UK. Will the technology 
be easier or more difficult to use, and are there any practical implications (for 
example, concomitant treatments, other additional clinical requirements, patient 
acceptability/ease of use or the need for additional tests) surrounding its future use? 
 
If appropriate, please give your view on the nature of any rules, informal or formal, for 
starting and stopping the use of the technology; this might include any requirements 
for additional testing to identify appropriate subgroups for treatment or to assess 
response and the potential for discontinuation. 
 
If you are familiar with the evidence base for the technology, please comment on 
whether the use of the technology under clinical trial conditions reflects that observed 
in clinical practice. Do the circumstances in which the trials were conducted reflect 
current UK practice, and if not, how could the results be extrapolated to a UK setting? 
What, in your view, are the most important outcomes, and were they measured in the 
trials? If surrogate measures of outcome were used, do they adequately predict long-
term outcomes? 
 
What is the relative significance of any side effects or adverse reactions? In what 
ways do these affect the management of the condition and the patient’s quality of 
life? Are there any adverse effects that were not apparent in clinical trials but have 
come to light subsequently during routine clinical practice? 
 
 
Apixaban is a bd direct Xa inhibitor which has been demonstrated in a large 
RCT of 5295 patients with acute venous thromboembolic embolism (VTE) to be 
non-inferior to warfarin in preventing recurrent VTE or fatal PE ,while having 
significantly lower incidence of intra-cranial or gastrointestinal haemorrhages. 
No heparin was required during commencement of apixaban once patients had 
been randomised into the study. In common with other trials of novel oral 
anticoagulants (NOACs) the study population differed somewhat from that 
seen in clinical practice in that few patients >80yrs, at the extremes of body 
weight or with creatinine clearance <30 ml/min were enrolled. The AMPLIFY-
extension study of 2486 patients also demonstrated an 80% reduction in 
recurrent VTE following initial 6-12 months of anticoagulation compared with 
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placebo, while the 2.5mg bd dose was not associated with any significant 
increase in major or clinically relevant non-major bleeding risk compared with 
placebo. 
 
Conclusion: When compared with other oral Xa inhibitors, Apixaban is 
associated with a lower risk of gastrointestinal haemorrhage, and importantly 
the 2.5mg bd longer-term dose appears not to be associated with an increased 
risk of major or clinically relevant non-major bleeding. As in rivaroxban (and 
unlike in edoxaban and dabigatran, an oral direct thrombin inhibitor) a period 
of anticoagulation with heparin is not required making it a potential agent for 
ambulatory care/early discharge. Apixaban is therefore a clinically useful agent 
with several advantages over other anticoagulants and the British Thoracic 
Society specialist advisory group for pulmonary vascular disease would 
support its approval by NICE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Any additional sources of evidence 
 
Can you provide information about any relevant evidence that might not be found by 
a technology-focused systematic review of the available trial evidence? This could be 
information on recent and informal unpublished evidence, or information from 
registries and other nationally coordinated clinical audits. Any such information must 
include sufficient detail to allow a judgement to be made as to the quality of the 
evidence and to allow potential sources of bias to be determined. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Implementation issues 
 
The NHS is required by the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to provide funding and resources for medicines and treatments that 
have been recommended by NICE technology appraisal guidance. This provision has 
to be made within 3 months from the date of publication of the guidance. 
 
If the technology is unlikely to be available in sufficient quantity, or the staff and 
facilities to fulfil the general nature of the guidance cannot be put in place within 
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3 months, NICE may advise the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to vary this direction. 
 
Please note that NICE cannot suggest such a variation on the basis of budgetary 
constraints alone. 
 
How would possible NICE guidance on this technology affect the delivery of care for 
patients with this condition? Would NHS staff need extra education and training? 
Would any additional resources be required (for example, facilities or equipment)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Equality 
NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 
discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular protected 
characteristics and others.  Please let us know if you think that this appraisal:   
 
 - could exclude from full consideration any people protected by the equality 
legislation who fall within the patient population for which [the treatment(s)] is/are/will 
be licensed;  
 - could lead to recommendations that have a different impact on people protected by 
the equality legislation than on the wider population, e.g. by making it more difficult in 
practice for a specific group to access the technology;  
 - could lead to recommendations that have any adverse impact on people with a 
particular disability or disabilities.   
 
Please tell us what evidence should be obtained to enable the Committee to identify 
and consider such impacts. 
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Thank you for agreeing to give us a statement on your organisation’s view of the 
technology and the way it should be used in the NHS. 
 
Healthcare professionals can provide a unique perspective on the technology within 
the context of current clinical practice which is not typically available from the 
published literature. 
 
To help you in making your statement, we have provided a template. The questions 
are there as prompts to guide you. It is not essential that you answer all of them.  
 
Please do not exceed the 8-page limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


About you 
 
Your name: XXXXXXXXXX 
Name of your organisation: Clinical Leaders of Thrombosis 
 
Are you (tick all that apply): 
 


- a specialist in the treatment of people with the condition for which NICE is 
considering this technology?  


 
- a specialist in the clinical evidence base that is to support the technology (e.g. 


involved in clinical trials for the technology)? 
 


- an employee of a healthcare professional organisation that represents 
clinicians treating the condition for which NICE is considering the technology? 
If so, what is your position in the organisation where appropriate (e.g. policy 
officer, trustee, member etc)?  
 
Education Secretary, Clinical Leaders of Thrombosis 


 
- other? (please specify) 
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What is the expected place of the technology in current practice? 
 
How is the condition currently treated in the NHS? Is there significant geographical 
variation in current practice? Are there differences of opinion between professionals 
as to what current practice should be? What are the current alternatives (if any) to 
the technology, and what are their respective advantages and disadvantages? 
 
Are there any subgroups of patients with the condition who have a different prognosis 
from the typical patient? Are there differences in the capacity of different subgroups 
to benefit from or to be put at risk by the technology? 
 
In what setting should/could the technology be used – for example, primary or 
secondary care, specialist clinics? Would there be any requirements for additional 
professional input (for example, community care, specialist nursing, other healthcare 
professionals)? 
 
If the technology is already available, is there variation in how it is being used in the 
NHS? Is it always used within its licensed indications? If not, under what 
circumstances does this occur? 
 
Please tell us about any relevant clinical guidelines and comment on the 
appropriateness of the methodology used in developing the guideline and the specific 
evidence that underpinned the various recommendations. 
 
At present, the main comparators to Apixaban are Low molecular weight 
heparin, warfarin and Rivaroxaban. Warfarin has the disadvantages of an 
unpredictable dose response and numerous drug and food interactions and 
requires frequent monitoring. 
 
Apixaban would be particularly beneficial to those patients who find it difficult 
to attend regular monitoring visits. However, those patients who do not comply 
well would not be detected in the same way that they would be in a traditional 
warfarin clinic. IV drug abusers are a particular problem in this respect. This is 
of particular concern as the half-life of the drug is relatively short. 
 
Apixaban could be used in both the Primary and Secondary care settings for 
DVT and PE treatment and secondary prevention. It would be advantageous if a 
specialist anticoagulant practitioner could initiate therapy in order to ensure 
that the patient has all of the necessary information about medicating safely 
and to assess their renal function and other health issues. In addition, it would 
also be an advantage if they could be seen at some point during therapy to 
ensure that they have no concerns and are complying with their medication 
and again before cessation of therapy to evaluate whether they are safe to 
stop.  
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The advantages and disadvantages of the technology 
 
NICE is particularly interested in your views on how the technology, when it becomes 
available, will compare with current alternatives used in the UK. Will the technology 
be easier or more difficult to use, and are there any practical implications (for 
example, concomitant treatments, other additional clinical requirements, patient 
acceptability/ease of use or the need for additional tests) surrounding its future use? 
 
If appropriate, please give your view on the nature of any rules, informal or formal, for 
starting and stopping the use of the technology; this might include any requirements 
for additional testing to identify appropriate subgroups for treatment or to assess 
response and the potential for discontinuation. 
 
If you are familiar with the evidence base for the technology, please comment on 
whether the use of the technology under clinical trial conditions reflects that observed 
in clinical practice. Do the circumstances in which the trials were conducted reflect 
current UK practice, and if not, how could the results be extrapolated to a UK setting? 
What, in your view, are the most important outcomes, and were they measured in the 
trials? If surrogate measures of outcome were used, do they adequately predict long-
term outcomes? 
 
What is the relative significance of any side effects or adverse reactions? In what 
ways do these affect the management of the condition and the patient’s quality of 
life? Are there any adverse effects that were not apparent in clinical trials but have 
come to light subsequently during routine clinical practice? 
 
 
Apixaban would to simpler to use than warfarin, as it does not require regular 
monitoring. However, input from an anticoagulation healthcare professional 
before initiation, during therapy and before cessation would be essential. 
Renal function should be checked prior to initiating therapy. Patients should 
be adequately counselled about safe use of the drug. 
 
We have concerns that the categories of patient included in the AMPLIFY trial 
were not representative of a large percentage of the patients seen in current 
practice. Numerous patients present with hospital acquired thrombosis 
following surgery or medical treatments, many of whom require only 3 months 
anticoagulant therapy. These patients were excluded from the trial. In addition, 
many patients seen in routine anticoagulant clinics have underlying medical 
conditions such as cancer and again these patients were not included in the 
trials. Poor renal function was also an exclusion criterion which we feel limits 
the utility of the drug in normal patient populations. The outcomes for these 
cohorts of patients could be far less favourable than the results given in the 
trial. 
 
We consider that the outcomes in the published trial data do look favourable 
as the decreased risk of major bleeding with Apixaban confers an advantage 
over conventional therapy. 
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A major concern is the lack of a valid antidote. It may be that major bleeding 
events are rare in the population under consideration but the inability to 
reverse the activity of the drug to stem a major haemorrhage rapidly puts 
Apixaban at a disadvantage to warfarin. 
 
Laboratory monitoring tests for Apixaban are still not routinely available in 
most hospitals which means that an assessment of drug levels in the event of 
haemorrhage or to monitor non-compliance is not possible. 
 
 
Any additional sources of evidence 
 
Can you provide information about any relevant evidence that might not be found by 
a technology-focused systematic review of the available trial evidence? This could be 
information on recent and informal unpublished evidence, or information from 
registries and other nationally coordinated clinical audits. Any such information must 
include sufficient detail to allow a judgement to be made as to the quality of the 
evidence and to allow potential sources of bias to be determined. 
 
No comments 
 
Implementation issues 
 
The NHS is required by the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to provide funding and resources for medicines and treatments that 
have been recommended by NICE technology appraisal guidance. This provision has 
to be made within 3 months from the date of publication of the guidance. 
 
If the technology is unlikely to be available in sufficient quantity, or the staff and 
facilities to fulfil the general nature of the guidance cannot be put in place within 
3 months, NICE may advise the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to vary this direction. 
 
Please note that NICE cannot suggest such a variation on the basis of budgetary 
constraints alone. 
 
How would possible NICE guidance on this technology affect the delivery of care for 
patients with this condition? Would NHS staff need extra education and training? 
Would any additional resources be required (for example, facilities or equipment)? 
 
 
Education and training for healthcare professionals in the correct initiation of 
therapy and patient counselling would be required. Anticoagulant clinic staff 
are ideally placed to take on this role and it is anticipated that no additional 
facilities and equipment would be required. 
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Equality 
NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 
discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular protected 
characteristics and others.  Please let us know if you think that this appraisal:   
 
 - could exclude from full consideration any people protected by the equality 
legislation who fall within the patient population for which [the treatment(s)] is/are/will 
be licensed;  
 - could lead to recommendations that have a different impact on people protected by 
the equality legislation than on the wider population, e.g. by making it more difficult in 
practice for a specific group to access the technology;  
 - could lead to recommendations that have any adverse impact on people with a 
particular disability or disabilities.   
 
Please tell us what evidence should be obtained to enable the Committee to identify 
and consider such impacts. 
 
No issues 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








[Insert footer here]  1 of 1 


 


Dear Bijal and Marcia 


Please take this email as confirmation that the RCP wishes to endorse the statement submitted by 
the BTS on the above. I would be grateful if you could confirm receipt. 


Best wishes 
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Thank you for agreeing to give us a statement on your organisation’s view of the 
technology and the way it should be used in the NHS. 
 
Healthcare professionals can provide a unique perspective on the technology within 
the context of current clinical practice which is not typically available from the 
published literature. 
 
To help you in making your statement, we have provided a template. The questions 
are there as prompts to guide you. It is not essential that you answer all of them.  
 
Please do not exceed the 8-page limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


About you 
 
Your name: Elizabeth Hardy 
 
Name of your organisation:United Kingdom Clinical Pharmacy Association 
(UKCPA) Haemostasis, Anticoagulation and Thrombosis Group 
 
Is the group (tick all that apply): 


- specialist in the treatment of people with the condition for which NICE is 


considering this technology?  


- specialist in the clinical evidence base that is to support the technology (e.g. 


involved in clinical trials for the technology)?  


- employees of a healthcare professional organisation that represents clinicians 


treating the condition for which NICE is considering the technology?  If so, 


what is your position in the organisation where appropriate (e.g. policy officer, 
trustee, member etc)? 


- other?  see below 


 
The United Kingdom Clinical Pharmacy Association was established in 1981 with the 
aim of supporting and encouraging the emergence of clinical pharmacy. It brings 
together like-minded pharmacists from different practice areas to share knowledge, 
research and experiences. We provide a forum for pharmacists and technicians in all 
settings, notably community and hospital, to discuss and resolve current Clinical 
issues. 
  
The Association’s mission statement is – ‘The UKCPA promotes expert practice in 
medicines management for the benefit of patients, the public and members by 
establishing standards, workforce development and advancing innovation in all health 
care settings.  The UKCPA encourages Excellence, Leadership and Partnership’.   


 
The HAT group represents Haemostasis, Anticoagulation and Thrombosis specialist 
and consultant pharmacists. We are experts in the above areas as well as generalists 
providing acute and long term care to patients on NOACs. 
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What is the expected place of the technology in current practice? 
Patients with deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism are generally treated 
with immediate parenteral anticoagulation most commonly in the form of a low 
molecular weight heparin (LMWH). In patients with moderate to severe renal 
impairment unfractionated heparin may be used instead of LMWH due to its shorter 
half-life. Traditionally, longer term anticoagulation has been provided to patients 
using oral vitamin K antagonist anticoagulants such as warfarin started often on the 
same day as LMWH or shortly after.  The LMWH is continued for at least five days or 
until the patient’s INR is within the therapeutic range for 24 hours.  For patients 
presenting with PE and haemodynamic instability they may receive thrombolysis (or 
embolectomy if thrombolysis is contraindicated) prior to receiving warfarin.  Currently 
there a fair degree of variability in the clinical practice across the UK.  Rivaroxaban is 
now available and being used to simplify pathways/support ambulatory management. 
A number of institutions are using rivaroxaban for ambulatory management of DVT, 
thereby decreasing the need for a hospital admission.  There is also variation in 
patient pathways and whether aspects of care (such as INR monitoring and LMWH 
prescribing) are provided in primary or secondary care.  GP practices initiate 
treatment for “simple” DVTs and then send patients for an outpatient scan thereby 
reducing the need for A&E attendances. There may be variation in patient pathways 
and whether aspects of care (such as INR monitoring and LMWH prescribing) are 
provided in primary or secondary care. 
 
Advantages of the traditional combined LMWH/warfarin treatment include the 
requirement for ongoing and regular contact with healthcare professionals particularly 
for INR monitoring to ensure the patient’s treatment is optimal and reinforce key 
messages pertaining to management such as how to minimise the complications of 
post thrombotic syndrome in patients also presenting with DVT.  Self-monitoring 
using point of care tests enable patients to monitor their anticoagulation more 
frequently thereby allowing more accurate dose adjustments and potential 
improvement in health outcomes.  Other benefits include time and cost savings of 
attending clinics.  Of note is that self-monitoring is not advocated for VTE and only 
AF and valves. 
 
Disadvantages of the traditional combined LMWH/warfarin include managing the 
patient pathway particularly post-discharge from secondary care if there is not an 
ambulatory fast response service in place or if there is insufficient capacity in local 
anticoagulation clinics to ensure that patients’ INR is followed up in a timely manner.  
In addition, if it takes the patient some time to be stabilised on warfarin ensuring an 
uninterrupted supply of LMWH in areas where primary care prescribing/shared care 
is not in place can at times be challenging, putting the patient at risk of sub-optimal 
care.  Whilst regular INR monitoring can be regarded as an advantage it can also be 
regarded as a disadvantage of warfarin therapy, often referred to as time-consuming 
and inconvenient, particularly in localities where there are limited anticoagulation 
service models available for patients to choose from.  In addition, the need to take 
injections for some patients may be regarded as a disadvantage of LMWH/warfarin 
treatment.  The lack of a fixed dose and the need for dose adjustments according to 
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INR results can limit the willingness for prescribers to use it in certain patients where 
many localities and as per NPSA recommendations, warfarin is not dispensed in 
medicines compliance aids because of the changing doses.  However, there are 
some localities that have put systems in place to support safe dispensing of warfarin 
into compliance aids.  Warfarin is subject to a wide variety of drug interactions and a 
number of food interactions, which can make stabilisation of INR more challenging 
and necessitate more frequent monitoring. 
 
The introduction of apixaban has the potential to simplify the patient pathway, 
particularly if prescribed in the primary care setting.  As routine coagulation 
monitoring is not required patients no longer have to attend an anticoagulation clinic 
regularly for INR monitoring.  However, it is noted that there are instances where 
coagulation monitoring may be required for patients on apixaban and it is less 
accessible than INR monitoring currently.  In addition, reversal of apixaban is an area 
where considerable learning is still taking place.  Local and national 
protocols/guidelines for monitoring and reversal of apixaban should be utilised to 
ensure appropriate management of patients.  In addition, the use of NOACs for VTE 
does not negate the need for adequate patient investigation and follow up, for 
example cancer investigations.  Also, there is a need to ensure that the appropriate 
dose change at one week for apixaban is adequately explained and takes place 
appropriately. 
 
There is expected to be considerable variation in the uptake of apixaban for VTE.  
This is because of the lack of real-world experience of using this drug particularly for 
life-long prevention of PE/DVT.  Although apixaban is shown to be affordable, many 
health economies will shy away from this option because warfarin remains the most 
cost effective prophylactic treatment. 
 
Difficulty in choosing between rivaroxaban and apixaban (on the clinical evidence) for 
VTE is another confounding factor that will impede uptake of the newer market 
entrant.  Because the difference between the available NOACs is so difficult to 
articulate to patients it is unreasonable or impossible to offer patients an informed 
choice of NOAC.  Choice between LMWH plus warfarin versus NOAC is much easier 
to offer patients. 
 
There is an understandable perception that patients would probably choose NOAC 
over LMWH plus warfarin.  And that if patients are on a NOAC they are unlikely to 
want to change to warfarin.  This perception may well be a disincentive to full 
implementation of the NICE TA as the consequence of this is an increase in the 
number of patients on higher cost treatment at no clinical benefit. 
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The use of just one medication from initiation of treatment rather than two 
medications overlapping is an improvement to the patient pathway with the 
introduction of apixaban, particularly with the absence of LMWH injections.  The 
dosing regimen is simple and apart from reducing from 10mg twice daily to 5mg twice 
daily after 7 days no other dose adjustments are required making it easier for 
patients to take.  The dose for prevention of recurrent DVT and/or PE is 2.5mg twice 
daily which was shown to have equivalent efficacy to the 5mg twice daily dose in the 
extension trial with a more favourable bleeding profile. 
 
In addition, if required, apixaban can be dispensed in a medicines compliance aid. 
Apixaban has less drug interactions than warfarin and currently no reported food 
interactions potentially making it easier to manage particularly in patients receiving a 
number of different medicines. 
 
Given that apixaban therapy does not require routine monitoring or overlap with 
LMWH, it should be easier to prescribe and its introduction should simplify the patient 
pathway.  Potential issues with the introduction of apixaban include management of 
adherence in the absence of the requirement for clinic attendance and INR 
monitoring.  In addition there is a need to understand at the local level how to access 
monitoring and protocols for reversal, particularly in the primary care setting. 
 
Monitoring 
The BCSH clearly outline circumstances where urgent assessment of the degree of 
anticoagulation with apixaban would be required: 
 


- Before surgery or invasive procedure when a patient has taken a drug in the 
previous 24 hours (or longer if creatinine clearance <50ml/min) 


- When a patient is bleeding 
- When a patient has taken an overdose 
- When a patient has developed renal failure 
- When a patient has thrombosis on treatment (to assess whether there is 


failure of therapy or lack of adherence) 


Currently, commercial monitoring is not widely available for apixaban, making 
accurate and rapid quantitative determination of anticoagulation challenging.  More 
readily available coagulation tests such as APPT and PT can be used to determine 
the degree of anticoagulation with apixaban if the sensitivity of reagents used is 
known and if there is an appreciation of the effect of apixaban on these parameters 
(e.g. curvilinear versus linear relationships).  Commercially available apixaban 
calibrants can be used by laboratories to determine the sensitivity of the reagents 
they use.  The results of such tests give an indication of therapeutic anticoagulation, 
over-anticoagulation and under-anticoagulation but cannot be used to determine the 
plasma concentration of apixaban. At present the input of a specialist is likely to be 
required to accurately interpret laboratory coagulation results in the context of the last 
dose, half-life and consideration of factors that affect the pharmacokinetics of 
apixaban, however this should not preclude the availability of apixaban in primary 
care, rather it calls for the introduction of clear pathways and lines of communication 
to ensure optimal patient care is delivered.  The BCSH advise that non-urgent 
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quantitative tests to determine drug levels of apixaban may be required in the 
following instances: 


- Patients with deteriorating renal function 
- Establishing the optimal dose in patients taking other drugs that are known to 


significantly affect pharmacokinetics 
- Establishing the optimal dose in patients at extremes of body weight 


Quantitative assessment of apixaban can be carried out using the anti-factor Xa 
chromogenic method. 
 
Reversal 
Management options for reversal of over-anticoagulation due to VKA anticoagulants 
are well defined and benefit from the availability of vitamin K prothrombin concentrate 
complex (PCC)  and activated PCC (APCC) which act as specific antidotes to 
warfarin treatment. Currently there is no specific antidote to reverse anticoagulation 
with apixaban. As it has a relatively short half-life dose omission should suffice in 
most cases, but prescribers should keep up to date with local and national guidance 
on the management of over-anticoagulation.   Current BCSH guidance on 
management of antithrombotic induced bleeding recommends that in addition to 
treatment cessation, general haemostatic measures should be employed to minimise 
apixaban related bleeding. PCC, APCC and recombinant activated Factor 7 should 
be considered for the reversal of ongoing life threatening bleeding with apixaban.  
EHRA guidance suggests that the plasma abundance of the drug may block newly 
administered coagulation factors, however.  The EHRA guidance also suggests that 
pending more data on the clinical effectiveness of use of PCC, the choice may 
depend on their availability and experience of the treatment centre. 
 
Patient understanding and Adherence 
Warfarin has long been recognised as a high risk drug and patients on warfarin 
receive extensive counselling together with an information pack at initiation. When 
new oral anticoagulants are prescribed it will be important that prescribers counsel 
sufficiently to support their safe use. Because there is no requirement to monitor 
coagulation frequently with apixaban and no need for injections, patients may 
underestimate the importance of their anticoagulation therapy and give no thought to 
the risks of under- or over-anticoagulation. Prescribers will need to stress the 
importance of adherence. Further, given the short half-lives of the newer agents any 
missed doses could rapidly result in under-anticoagulation, leaving the patient at 
increased risk of thrombotic events, particularly soon after an event.  
 
As there is no requirement for regular monitoring it may be harder to identify non-
adherence and address concerns promptly. It is essential that side effects, cautions, 
drug interactions and monitoring requirements (eg, baseline coagulation and renal 
function) are communicated effectively because patients will not be reminded at 
regular anticoagulation clinic appointments.  
 
Patient alert cards are available for patients on apixaban to aid identification that the 
patient is on apixaban.  Systems need to be in place to ensure that patients on 
apixaban receive these cards and understand the importance of keeping them on 
their person as part of risk management.   
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Other Licences  
Apixaban is currently licensed for DVT treatment and secondary prevention; stroke 
and systemic embolism prevention in patients with non valvular Atrial Fibrillation (AF) 
and also for venous thromboembolism prevention in patients post hip or knee 
replacement.  The DVT and AF licences are relatively recent therefore the uptake of 
prescribing for these indications has been variable as have patient pathways for 
initiation and continuation of treatment.   
 
Evidence base 
In the double-blind Amplify non-inferiority study apixaban was compared with 
standard treatment of LMWH and warfarin, therefore in general the results are 
applicable to UK practice.  There were a number of study exclusions including 
patients with active bleeding, a high risk of bleeding or other contraindications to 
treatment with enoxaparin and warfarin; if they had cancer and long-term treatment 
with low molecular weight heparin was planned; if their DVT or PE was provoked in 
the absence of a persistent risk factor for recurrence; if less than 6 months of 
anticoagulant treatment was planned; or if they had another indication for long-term 
anticoagulation therapy, dual antiplatelet therapy, treatment with aspirin at a dose of 
more than 165mg daily or treatment with potent inhibitors of CYP 3A4. 
 
The standard dose of enoxaparin for VTE treatment in the UK is 1.5mg/kg once daily, 
however although not a licensed dose for VTE treatment in the UK the 1mg/kg twice 
daily dose in the Amplify study is seen in practice most often in specific 
circumstances e.g. in patients with active cancer or when treating pregnant patients.  
The specified target INR range for patients in the LMWH/warfarin arm of the study 
(2.0-3.0) is in line with current UK practice and guideline recommendations.  
Treatment durations of first provoked PE tend to be between 3-6 months, whereas 
unprovoked PE frequently warrants longer treatment durations if the risk of 
recurrence is deemed to outweigh the risk of bleeding, therefore treatment durations 
with Amplify are applicable to current practice.  The results of Amplify demonstrated 
that apixaban was non-inferior to LMWH/warfarin and no significant difference in the 
primary efficacy outcome of the rate of VTE recurrence (59 versus 71 events 
respectively).  The percentage of time patients in the LMWH/warfarin arm of the 
study were in range throughout the study was 61%.  This is comparable to levels of 
control achieved in the UK, bearing in mind the caveat that there is wide variation in 
the levels of anticoagulation control observed in clinics across the UK.   
 
The Amplify study showed that a fixed-dose regimen of oral apixaban alone was as 
effective as conventional treatment consisting of enoxaparin followed by warfarin and 
was associated with a clinically relevant reduction of 69% in major bleeding. 
 
The trial authors state that “in the apixaban group, adherence to therapy was above 
80% or more in 96% of patients”, whether this level of adherence to therapy can be 
achieved in the real world setting remains to be seen, but numerous studies on 
medication adherence would tend to suggest that particularly for longer durations of 
treatment, real-world adherence rates are not sufficient for the benefits of treatments 
observed in clinical trials to be realised.  Another important aspect related to 
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adherence is that due to the short half-life of apixaban anticoagulation cover is 
rapidly depleted with missed doses, leaving patients suboptimally anticoagulated, 
therefore sustaining patient adherence particularly soon after an even is of critical 
importance. 
 
There is no clear consensus on the optimal duration of treatment for recurrent 
provoked and unprovoked PE, however it is accepted that long-term treatment may 
be required for selected patients.  In the Amplify-Ext study, extended durations of 
treatment for patients who had completed an initial index treatment course of 6-12 
months, and where there was uncertainty about the benefit of continued 
anticoagulation were randomised to receive apixaban or placebo (double blind 
design).  Results demonstrated that there was a significantly lower rate of recurrence 
in the apixaban arm at the expense of increased clinically relevant nonmajor 
bleeding, but at reduced major bleeding. In terms of influencing clinical practice, it 
would have been useful if the comparator for the Amplify-Ext study was warfarin to 
ascertain whether it was more appropriate to continue therapy with warfarin or with 
apixaban. 
 
 
Patients with cancer 
Patients with cancer and VTE have a greater risk of recurrence.  In the UK patients 
requiring treatment for VTE who have active cancer are treated with LMWH for at 
least six months rather than LMWH/warfarin as LMWH has shown superior efficacy 
in this patient group.  Patients with cancer were excluded from Amplify. 
 
Outcomes  
The most important outcomes for patients with PE are recurrence of VTE, death, 
major bleeding and post-thrombotic syndrome for patients presenting with associated 
DVT.  VTE recurrence or death related to VTE were primary outcomes in the Amplify 
trials. The principal safety outcomes were major bleeding alone and major bleeding 
plus clinically relevant nonmajor bleeding.  
 
 
Implementation issues 
Patients receiving apixaban rather than LMWH/warfarin would benefit from not 
having to attend regular anticoagulation clinic appointments and not having to use 
LMWH injections and being maintained on a fixed dose regimen (after the dose 
reduction following the initial seven days of treatment).  However, regular follow up 
may be reduced and this might have an impact on patient understanding of their 
condition and adherence to their medication. 
 
There is no routine monitoring requirement and no need for regular dose adjustment 
so intensive training should not be required for prescribers.  Prescribers will need to 
have read the available literature and satisfy themselves that they are aware of the 
baseline and ongoing monitoring requirements (e.g. adherence, renal function), 
doses, drug interactions, cautions and contra-indications of use.  Prescribers may 
need occasional support from haematologists or other suitable specialists to interpret 
coagulation monitoring data, and to manage peri-operative anticoagulation.  Local 
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pathways and/or good communication links should facilitate access to this level of 
support.  Reversal of apixaban for life threatening bleed will be dealt with in 
secondary care with support from specialists. 
 
With the introduction of apixaban for PE alongside other indications for new oral 
anticoagulants the number of patients receiving warfarin is likely to fall, albeit over a 
protracted period.  Given the fixed costs associated with running an anticoagulation 
clinic, substantial monies are unlikely to be released from this gradual fall, until such 
time as patient case load drops sufficiently so as to allow either reduced staff count 
or reduced number of clinic operation days.  The incremental cost of apixaban will 
vary from region to region largely depending on current cost of warfarin and 
associated INR monitoring. 
 
Equality 
 
There are considerable equality issues as already demonstrated by the uptake of 
NOACs for SPAF.  Individual patients may not be offered the choice of NOAC due to 
financial rather than clinical constraints on organisations. 
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Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein 
thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism 


 
Thank you for agreeing to give us a statement on your view of the technology and the 
way it should be used in the NHS. 
 
Healthcare professionals can provide a unique perspective on the technology within 
the context of current clinical practice which is not typically available from the 
published literature. 
 
To help you in making your statement, we have provided a template. The questions 
are there as prompts to guide you. It is not essential that you answer all of them.  
 
Please do not exceed the 8-page limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


About you 
 
Your name: XXXXXXXXXX 
 
 
Name of your organisation: University Hospital Birmingham, Queen Elizabeth 
(for this statement representing the Royal College of Pathologists and British 
Society of Haematology) 
 
 
 
Are you (tick all that apply): 
 


- a specialist in the treatment of people with the condition for which NICE is 


considering this technology?  
 
- a specialist in the clinical evidence base that is to support the technology (e.g. 


involved in clinical trials for the technology) 
 
- an employee of a healthcare professional organisation that represents 


clinicians treating the condition for which NICE is considering the technology? 
If so, what is your position in the organisation where appropriate (e.g. policy 


officer, trustee, member etc.) 
 


- other? (please specify) 
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What is the expected place of the technology in current practice? 
 
How is the condition currently treated in the NHS? Is there significant geographical 
variation in current practice? Are there differences of opinion between professionals 
as to what current practice should be? What are the current alternatives (if any) to 
the technology, and what are their respective advantages and disadvantages? 
 
Are there any subgroups of patients with the condition who have a different prognosis 
from the typical patient? Are there differences in the capacity of different subgroups 
to benefit from or to be put at risk by the technology? 
 
In what setting should/could the technology be used – for example, primary or 
secondary care, specialist clinics? Would there be any requirements for additional 
professional input (for example, community care, specialist nursing, other healthcare 
professionals)? 
 
If the technology is already available, is there variation in how it is being used in the 
NHS? Is it always used within its licensed indications? If not, under what 
circumstances does this occur? 
 
Please tell us about any relevant clinical guidelines and comment on the 
appropriateness of the methodology used in developing the guideline and the specific 
evidence that underpinned the various recommendations. 
 
 
Current treatment in the NHS is predominantly with low molecular weight heparin 
(LMWH) when a diagnosis of venous thromboembolism (VTE) is suspected followed 
by introduction of warfarin (a VKA) if the diagnosis is confirmed, overlapping with 
LMWH until the INR is therapeutic. The VKA is then continued for a minimum of 3 
months and in cases where there is a high risk of recurrence, continued long term. 
The non-VKA oral anticoagulant (NOAC) Rivaroxaban is an alternative (NICE 
TA261). In some primary and secondary care institutions, Rivaroxaban is now used 
as a default treatment in preference to LMWH/VKA. The most up to date clinical 
guideline for treatment of VTE (NICE CG144) does not include the use of NOACs as 
it predates the relevant NICE TA approvals.  
Patients who struggle with a VKA (eg. brittle INR control, housebound, reliant on 
dosette boxes) potentially benefit from the fixed dose regime of a NOAC. A NOAC 
may be preferred by some patients because of convenience (avoiding the need for 
INR monitoring and dietary/alcohol restrictions). 
The use of NOACs for treatment of VTE also increases the opportunity for 
developing diagnostic/treatment pathways within primary care as the role of 
secondary care in initiation of VKAs and administration of LMWH is not required.  
A key subgroup of patients who require alternative therapy for VTE are those with 
active cancer. The current standard of care is 6 months of LMWH. The trial which 
assessed Apixaban for treatment of VTE (AMPLIFY) used warfarin as a comparator 
and excluded patients with cancer. 
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The advantages and disadvantages of the technology 
 
NICE is particularly interested in your views on how the technology, when it becomes 
available, will compare with current alternatives used in the UK. Will the technology 
be easier or more difficult to use, and are there any practical implications (for 
example, concomitant treatments, other additional clinical requirements, patient 
acceptability/ease of use or the need for additional tests) surrounding its future use? 
 
If appropriate, please give your view on the nature of any rules, informal or formal, for 
starting and stopping the use of the technology; this might include any requirements 
for additional testing to identify appropriate subgroups for treatment or to assess 
response and the potential for discontinuation. 
 
If you are familiar with the evidence base for the technology, please comment on 
whether the use of the technology under clinical trial conditions reflects that observed 
in clinical practice. Do the circumstances in which the trials were conducted reflect 
current UK practice, and if not, how could the results be extrapolated to a UK setting? 
What, in your view, are the most important outcomes, and were they measured in the 
trials? If surrogate measures of outcome were used, do they adequately predict long-
term outcomes? 
 
What is the relative significance of any side effects or adverse reactions? In what 
ways do these affect the management of the condition and the patient’s quality of 
life? Are there any adverse effects that were not apparent in clinical trials but have 
come to light subsequently during routine clinical practice? 
 
 
The innovation is similar to that of Rivaroxaban in that it avoids the need to use 
LMWH while loading with a VKA at diagnosis and the need for INR monitoring and is 
favourable in terms of dietary/alcohol and drug interactions. It is taken twiice daily 
and there is some debate about whether this is a disadvantage or advantage in 
comparison to a once daily regime (eg. Rivaroxaban).  
 
The trial data for Apixaban (AMPLIFY) suggests that major bleeding risk is lower than 
with a VKA and the lower dose of Apixaban used for prevention of VTE recurrence 
after 6 months of treatment (AMPLIFY-EXT) showed a similar bleeding risk to 
placebo but appeared similarly effective to the treatment dose of Apixaban in terms 
of VTE prevention. This could result in a different approach to management of VTE 
with an initial 6 month treatment phase dose followed by a lower dose for longer term 
prevention in appropriate cases (eg. unprokoved or recurrent VTE).  
 
NOACs which can be initiated at diagnosis of VTE without the need for LMWH 
(currently Rivaroxban and Apixaban) can be cost effective in comparison to standard 
therapy with LMWH and a VKA over a short period of time (3 months). 
 
Disadvantages of Apixaban include contraindication in severe renal failure and the 
current lack of an effective antidote. There are several drugs which contraindicate 
use of Apixaban (eg. antiretroviral and systemic anti-mycotic drugs) and others which 
may affect Apixaban levels and compromise safety/efficacy (eg. phenytoin, 
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rifampicin). Apixaban has minimal effect on basic clotting tests (INR/APTT) at 
therapeutic levels. There is a commercially available assay (anti-Xa) although this is 
difficult to perform rapidly (especially out of hours) and is currently not available in 
most laboratories) 
 


 
 


 
Equality and Diversity 
 
NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 
discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular protected 
characteristics and others.  Please let us know if you think that this appraisal: 
 
 - Could exclude from full consideration any people protected by the equality 
legislation who fall within the patient population for which [the treatment(s)] is/are/will 
be licensed; 
- Could lead to recommendations that have a different impact on people 
protected by the equality legislation than on the wider population, e.g. by making it 
more difficult in practice for a specific group to access the technology; 
- Could lead to recommendations that have any adverse impact on people with 
a particular disability or disabilities 
 
Please tell us what evidence should be obtained to enable the Committee to identify 
and consider such impacts  
 
Patients who have limited mobility or require medicines to be given in dosette box 
may benefit from this technology in comparison to use of a VKA. 
 
 
Any additional sources of evidence 
 
Can you provide information about any relevant evidence that might not be found by 
a technology-focused systematic review of the available trial evidence? This could be 
information on recent and informal unpublished evidence, or information from 
registries and other nationally coordinated clinical audits. Any such information must 
include sufficient detail to allow a judgement to be made as to the quality of the 
evidence and to allow potential sources of bias to be determined. 
 
 
Additional sub-analysis of data from Apixaban trials is likely to be published.  
Data on relative efficacy and adverse events of apixaban in comparison to a VKA 
according to time in therapeutic range was presented at the American Society of 
Haematology meeting in December 2014 (Abstract 1543).  
Data on subanalysis of vunerable patients from the AMPLIFY trial (elderly, 
underweight, renal disease) should be requested if available.  
Although laboratory monitoring of Apixaban is not routinely recommended within 
current licensed indications, any data on drug levels within the treated trial population 
and any relationship with efficacy and bleeding woiuld be relevant. 
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Implementation issues 
 
The NHS is required by the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to provide funding and resources for medicines and treatments that 
have been recommended by NICE technology appraisal guidance. This provision has 
to be made within 3 months from the date of publication of the guidance. 
 
If the technology is unlikely to be available in sufficient quantity, or the staff and 
facilities to fulfil the general nature of the guidance cannot be put in place within 
3 months, NICE may advise the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to vary this direction. 
 
Please note that NICE cannot suggest such a variation on the basis of budgetary 
constraints alone. 
 
How would possible NICE guidance on this technology affect the delivery of care for 
patients with this condition? Would NHS staff need extra education and training? 
Would any additional resources be required (for example, facilities or equipment)? 
 
 
A NICE recommendation for Apixaban would not be materially different from the 
existing approval of Rivaroxaban and Dabigatran for treatment and prevention of 
VTE. 
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Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein 
thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism 


 
Thank you for agreeing to give us a statement on your view of the technology and the 
way it should be used in the NHS. 
 
Healthcare professionals can provide a unique perspective on the technology within 
the context of current clinical practice which is not typically available from the 
published literature. 
 
To help you in making your statement, we have provided a template. The questions 
are there as prompts to guide you. It is not essential that you answer all of them.  
 
Please do not exceed the 8-page limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


About you 
 
Your name: XXXXXXXXX 
 
 
Name of your organisation Derriford Hospital 
 
 
 
Are you (tick all that apply): 
 


Ѵ a specialist in the treatment of people with the condition for which NICE is 
considering this technology? 


 
- a specialist in the clinical evidence base that is to support the technology (e.g. 


involved in clinical trials for the technology)? 
 
- an employee of a healthcare professional organisation that represents 


clinicians treating the condition for which NICE is considering the technology? 
If so, what is your position in the organisation where appropriate (e.g. policy 
officer, trustee, member etc.)? 


 


- other? (please specify) 
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What is the expected place of the technology in current practice? 
 
How is the condition currently treated in the NHS? Is there significant geographical 
variation in current practice? Are there differences of opinion between professionals 
as to what current practice should be? What are the current alternatives (if any) to 
the technology, and what are their respective advantages and disadvantages? 
 
Are there any subgroups of patients with the condition who have a different prognosis 
from the typical patient? Are there differences in the capacity of different subgroups 
to benefit from or to be put at risk by the technology? 
 
In what setting should/could the technology be used – for example, primary or 
secondary care, specialist clinics? Would there be any requirements for additional 
professional input (for example, community care, specialist nursing, other healthcare 
professionals)? 
 
If the technology is already available, is there variation in how it is being used in the 
NHS? Is it always used within its licensed indications? If not, under what 
circumstances does this occur? 
 
Please tell us about any relevant clinical guidelines and comment on the 
appropriateness of the methodology used in developing the guideline and the specific 
evidence that underpinned the various recommendations. 
 
Current treatment with Warfarin, LMWH or Rivaroxaban generally. 
I am led to believe there is a geographical variation in practice with some areas 
allowed to use Rivaroxaban liberally and others not so. 
Yes there is a difference in opinion between professionals about which drug to use 
and when. 
Current alternatives as above:  
Warfarin requires a period of LMWH for immediate anticoagulant effect until the INR 
is in the therapeutic range. Not the case for Apixaban or Rivaroxaban. The use of 
LMWH either at the start of anticoagulation or throughout, is painful for patients and 
more expensive and sometimes logistically difficult to administer, especially at the 
start of treatment. 
 
Cancer patients may have a different prognosis, partly because of the underlying 
cancer but are also more prone to bleeding. Patients with APS have a significantly 
greater thrombotic risk and it is not clear how many of these were in the trials. 
 
Apixaban could be used in primary or secondary or specialist clinics. Our current 
experience with rivaroxaban, demonstrates the feasibility of this. No need for 
increased staffing. If anything less input from HCPs as no need to monitor or teach to 
give injections. 
 
Apixaban is not currently available for use but Rivaroxaban is a very similar drug and 
is readily available and very easy to use. No clinical guidelines that currently include 
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apixaban for VTE treatment, but again, there are a number of local guidelines that 
include rivaroxaban.  
 
The advantages and disadvantages of the technology 
 
NICE is particularly interested in your views on how the technology, when it becomes 
available, will compare with current alternatives used in the UK. Will the technology 
be easier or more difficult to use, and are there any practical implications (for 
example, concomitant treatments, other additional clinical requirements, patient 
acceptability/ease of use or the need for additional tests) surrounding its future use? 
 
If appropriate, please give your view on the nature of any rules, informal or formal, for 
starting and stopping the use of the technology; this might include any requirements 
for additional testing to identify appropriate subgroups for treatment or to assess 
response and the potential for discontinuation. 
 
If you are familiar with the evidence base for the technology, please comment on 
whether the use of the technology under clinical trial conditions reflects that observed 
in clinical practice. Do the circumstances in which the trials were conducted reflect 
current UK practice, and if not, how could the results be extrapolated to a UK setting? 
What, in your view, are the most important outcomes, and were they measured in the 
trials? If surrogate measures of outcome were used, do they adequately predict long-
term outcomes? 
 
What is the relative significance of any side effects or adverse reactions? In what 
ways do these affect the management of the condition and the patient’s quality of 
life? Are there any adverse effects that were not apparent in clinical trials but have 
come to light subsequently during routine clinical practice? 
 
 
 
There is little doubt that Apixaban will be easier to use than the currently used LMWH 
+/- Warfarin (or other vitamin K antagonist, VKAs). Our experience with Rivaroxaban 
has provided the evidence for making such a statement. There are concerns 
however, that patients do need to be carefully counselled about the relative 
differences between the treatment options, together with the fact that Rivaroxaban 
and Apixaban cannot be reversed. By comparison with Apixaban, there is no 
requirement to monitor as the pharmacokinetics are far more predictable. Also, when 
a VTE event is suspected, there may well be a delay in access to radiological 
investigation. Apixaban is very much easier to organise as an anticoagulant until the 
scan has proven or otherwise the event in question, particularly in primary care. 
 
To my knowledge the main rules to be adhered to when commencing apixaban: 


1) Ensure GFR is >30 ml/min (says 15 ml/min in licence but we adopt more 
cautious stance locally for rivaroxaban). 


 


2) Check renal function regularly if GFR close to 30ml/min. 


 


3) Ensure LFTs are not significantly deranged. 
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4) Ensure patient is not already taking an anticoagulant as one would with any 
anticoagulant. Acknowledge increased bleeding risk if using apixaban in 
association with antiplatelet drugs and NSAIDs. 


 


5) Inform patient to watch out for evidence of bruising, bleeding etc 


 
As with any trial, they are performed in a select group of patients who do not have 
the spectrum of comorbidities present in the general public. Therefore, there is likely 
to be an increased bleeding risk in some patients over those in the trials, although 
the trials demonstrated significantly less bleeding than warfarin. As far as possible, 
the trial can be extrapolated to a UK setting. The most important outcomes are 
prevention of recurrent VTE, which was significantly better than warfarin in the trial. 
The other very important outcome is the safety, in particular the bleeding risk, which 
as already stated, was significantly better than warfarin. No surrogate outcome 
measures were used in trial. 
 
I am not aware of any reproducible side effects of apixaban which are evident from is 
use in patients with stroke currently. 
 


 
 


 
Equality and Diversity 
 
NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 
discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular protected 
characteristics and others.  Please let us know if you think that this appraisal: 
 
 - Could exclude from full consideration any people protected by the equality 
legislation who fall within the patient population for which [the treatment(s)] is/are/will 
be licensed; 
- Could lead to recommendations that have a different impact on people 
protected by the equality legislation than on the wider population, e.g. by making it 
more difficult in practice for a specific group to access the technology; 
- Could lead to recommendations that have any adverse impact on people with 
a particular disability or disabilities 
 
Please tell us what evidence should be obtained to enable the Committee to identify 
and consider such impacts  
 
The only people obviously ruled out from using this drug from my experience locally 
with rivaroxaban, would be those with GFR’s <30ml/min and ALT >3 ULN. 
Also, I would not use apixaban on people who are being considered to switch 
because they are poorly compliant with warfarin. The significantly shorter half-life of 
apixaban means that poor compliance would suggest even worse anticoagulation 
concerns. 
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Any additional sources of evidence 
 
Can you provide information about any relevant evidence that might not be found by 
a technology-focused systematic review of the available trial evidence? This could be 
information on recent and informal unpublished evidence, or information from 
registries and other nationally coordinated clinical audits. Any such information must 
include sufficient detail to allow a judgement to be made as to the quality of the 
evidence and to allow potential sources of bias to be determined. 
 
 
I know of no such evidence.  
I do have some anecdotal evidence from the use of rivaroxaban which is a very 
similar drug. I have concerns that junior hospital doctors in particular are unaware of 
the nature of these drugs, such that they may give a more traditional drug together 
with them. Also they tend not to understand that rivaroxaban does not need 
monitoring or that it will increase both PT & APTT.  
 
 


 
 


Implementation issues 
 
The NHS is required by the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to provide funding and resources for medicines and treatments that 
have been recommended by NICE technology appraisal guidance. This provision has 
to be made within 3 months from the date of publication of the guidance. 
 
If the technology is unlikely to be available in sufficient quantity, or the staff and 
facilities to fulfil the general nature of the guidance cannot be put in place within 
3 months, NICE may advise the Department of Health and the Welsh Assembly 
Government to vary this direction. 
 
Please note that NICE cannot suggest such a variation on the basis of budgetary 
constraints alone. 
 
How would possible NICE guidance on this technology affect the delivery of care for 
patients with this condition? Would NHS staff need extra education and training? 
Would any additional resources be required (for example, facilities or equipment)? 
 
Generally, the introduction of apixaban should be easier than rivaroxaban as the 
latter has ‘paved the way’. It should be very much easier to use apixaban than 
LMWH +/- VKA, acknowledging the absence of an injectable anticoagulant to 
commence anticoagulation and the lack of monitoring needs. 
There are some concerns about introducing a new drug after the relative experience 
with the previous options but this should be readily overcome.  
I believe that patients should be properly counselled about the relative benefits or 
otherwise of using the various anticoagulant options and this will become increasing 
difficult, particularly in busy GP clinics. It may be that secondary care clinics are a 
better option for the introduction of anticoagulation for VTE in the months to come, 
which may have resource implications. 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE EXCELLENCE 


Premeeting briefing 


Apixaban for the treatment and secondary 
prevention of deep vein thrombosis and/or 


pulmonary embolism  


This premeeting briefing presents: 


 the key evidence and views submitted by the company, the consultees and their 


nominated clinical experts and patient experts and 


 the Evidence Review Group (ERG) report.  


It highlights key issues for discussion at the first Appraisal Committee meeting and should 


be read with the full supporting documents for this appraisal.  


Please note that this document includes information from the ERG before the company 


has checked the ERG report for factual inaccuracies. 


Key issues for consideration 


Clinical effectiveness 


 The AMPLIFY trials:  


 assessed the effectiveness of anticoagulation post 6-months (AMPLIFY-


EXT) for people in whom there was uncertainty about whether continued 


anticoagulation was needed (clinical equipoise) and did not include people 


in whom continued anticoagulation was definitely indicated 


 did not include people who had a provoked VTE and were considered at 


no risk of having a recurrent event. 


Are the efficacy estimates from the AMPLIFY trials applicable to all people who would 


be indicated for apixaban according to its marketing authorisation? 
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 Are the characteristics of the populations in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT generalisable 


to the population who would receive apixaban in clinical practice in England? 


 To what extent are vitamin K antagonists and rivaroxaban used in clinical practice for 


the treatment and prevention of venous thromboembolism (VTE)? What is the main 


comparator for apixaban in this indication? 


 Is dabigatran etexilate a relevant comparator for apixaban? 


 In both network meta-analyses (NMA 1 combining trials assessing treatment and NMA 


2 combining trials assessing secondary prevention) apixaban was similarly effective in 


preventing recurrent VTE and VTE-related deaths, but the estimated rates of major or 


clinically relevant non-major bleeding were lower with apixaban than its comparators. 


Can the combining of indirect evidence in these meta-analyses provide a robust 


estimate of the relative efficacy and safety of apixaban compared with its comparators? 


 The prevention network meta-analysis (NMA 2) carried out by the company compared 


apixaban with a vitamin K antagonist (VKA), rivaroxaban, dabigatran, aspirin and 


placebo for preventing a recurrent VTE in people who had received between 6 weeks 


and 18 months treatment for their initial VTE. The studies included in NMA 2 varied in 


the length of time people received treatment for secondary prevention (6-37 months) 


and the length of follow up (10 to 37 months). The company asserted that the different 


treatment periods and follow up times would not significantly impact the size of the 


relative treatment effect, but the ERG considered that there are likely to be more events 


in studies with longer treatment follow up times and it was inappropriate to combine the 


studies included in NMA2 to estimate the relative efficacy of apixaban and its 


comparators. Are the efficacy estimates from NMA 2 robust? 


Cost effectiveness 


 The company presented base case results for a 6-month treatment duration and a 


lifelong treatment duration.  


 In the 6 month treatment duration base case the ICER for apixaban 


compared with LMWH/VKA was £2,406 per QALY gained and apixaban 


dominated (was more effective and less costly than) rivaroxaban and 


LMWH/dabigatran.  
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 In the lifelong treatment duration base case the ICER for apixaban 


compared with LMWH/VKA was £16,676 per QALY gained. Rivaroxaban 


was dominated by LMWH/VKA and LMWH/dabigatran was extendedly 


dominated by LMWH/VKA and apixaban. 


 In all sensitivity analyses for the 6 month duration base case the ICER for 


apixaban compared with its comparators remained below £20,000 per 


QALY gained.  


 The sensitivity analyses that resulted in the largest impact in the ICER for 


lifelong treatment were those in which the bleeding risk was equivalent or 


nearly equivalent between apixaban and its comparators.  


 The ERG noted that it could not test the plausibility or effect on the results of several 


assumptions because it did not have the data required to do so or the model structure 


did not allow it to. These included: 


 Testing the effect of assuming that the risks of further recurrent VTE events if a 


person has already had a recurrent VTE are higher than the risk of a first recurrent 


VTE. It is assumed in the base case that a person’s risk of a recurrent VTE is 


independent of whether they have had a recurrent VTE previously. 


 Testing whether the company’s assumption that the risks of events measured at the 


final data collection point in AMPLIFY-EXT would be expected to stay the same over 


lifelong treatment duration. 


Can the cost effectiveness results be considered a reliable basis for decision making? 


 


1 Remit and decision problems 


1.1 The remit from the Department of Health for this appraisal was: to appraise 


the clinical and cost effectiveness of apixaban within its licensed indication 


for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis and/or 


pulmonary embolism. 


Table 1 Decision problem  


 Final scope issued Decision problem Comments from the Comments from the 
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by NICE addressed in the 
submission 


company ERG 


Pop. People with deep vein thrombosis and/or 
pulmonary embolism 


none No clinical data 
presented for 
people: 


 with distal DVT; 


 who had a 
definite need for 
continued 
anticoagulation 
post 6-months; 


 who had a 
provoked VTE 
but considered at 
no risk of having 
recurrent event. 


Int. Apixaban none none 


Com.  Initial treatment 
with a low 
molecular weight 
heparin or 
fondaparinux and 
continued vitamin 
K antagonist 


 Rivaroxaban 
For people for whom 
a vitamin K 
antagonist is 
unsuitable: 


 Low molecular 
weight heparin or 
fondaparinux 
alone 


 rivaroxaban 


As stated in the final 
scope with the 
following exceptions 


 Fondaparinux/ 
VKA, and 
fondaparinux 
alone were not 
included as 
comparators in 
this submission. 


 LMWH 
monotherapy is a 
relevant 
comparator for 
the submission. 
However, no 
relevant evidence 
was identified in 
people for whom 
VKA is unsuitable 
(not including 
cancer patients) 


LMWH/ dabigatran 
was however 
considered a 
relevant comparator 
and is therefore 
included in this 
submission. 


Fondaparinux not a 
relevant comparator 
because rarely used 
in the UK and the 
Committee 
accepted that it was 
not a comparator in 
technology 
appraisal 287 
(rivaroxaban for 
treating pulmonary 
embolism and 
preventing recurrent 
venous 
thromboembolism). 


 


There is no 
evidence identified 
through systematic 
review on relative 
effectiveness of 
LMWH 
monotherapy or 
rivaroxaban 
compared with 
apixaban in a 
population in whom 
warfarin [VKA] is 
unsuitable. The 
efficacy and safety 


Agreed with 
company’s exclusion 
of fondarparinux as 
a comparator 
because clinical 
advice to ERG was 
that fondaparinux is 
rarely used in 
clinical practice in 
England and Wales 
as treatment for 
VTE. 


 


The ERG agreed 
that the company 
had tried to find 
evidence for the 
clinical effectiveness 
of apixaban in 
people in whom a 
VKA is not suitable 
(e.g. people with 
allergy/intolerance of 
VKA, people with 
cancer, pregnant 
women, people with 
highly unstable 
INRs, intravenous 
drug users, people 
with HIV, people 
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of apixaban is not 
established in 
patients with active 
cancer. 


LMWH/dabigatran is 
now licensed for the 
treatment and 
prevention of 
recurrent DVT 
and/or PE, and is 
currently being 
appraised by NICE 
for this indication.  
LMWH/dabigatran 
was acknowledged 
at the scoping 
meeting for the 
apixaban appraisal 
by the NICE Chair 
and VTE clinical 
experts as being a 
relevant 
comparator, 
however it was not 
included in the final 
scope 


with chronic 
alcoholism and 
people at high risk of 
non-compliance to 
VKA). ERG agreed 
no relevant evidence 
was available. 


 


Out.  Mortality 


 Venous 
thromboembolism 
recurrence 


 Complications 
following deep 
vein thrombosis or 
pulmonary 
embolism, 
including post 
thrombotic 
syndrome and 
chronic 
thromboembolic 
pulmonary 
hypertension 


 Adverse effects of 
treatment 
(particularly 
bleeding, including 
intracranial and 
gastrointestinal 
bleeding) 


No difference with 
the exception of post 
thrombotic 
syndrome, chronic 
thromboembolic 
pulmonary 
hypertension and 
health-related quality 
of life which were 
not addressed in the 
submission. 


 The ERG 
commented that the 
lack of health related 
quality of life data 
[from a clinical trial] 
was disappointing. 
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 Health-related 
quality of life. 


 


2 The technology and the treatment pathway 


2.1 Apixaban (Eliquis, Bristol-Myers Squibb and Pfizer) is an anticoagulant which 


affects the blood coagulation cascade by directly inhibiting activated factor X 


(factor Xa), which inhibits thrombin formation and the development of thrombi 


(blood clots). It is administered orally. To treat deep vein thrombosis (DVT) or 


pulmonary embolism (PE) 10 mg apixaban should be taken twice a day for 


the first 7 days, followed by 5 mg twice a day for at least 3 months. For the 


prevention of recurrent DVT or PE people who have completed 6 months of 


treatment of their initial DVT or PE should take 2.5 mg twice a day. The 


Summary of Product Characteristics states that apixaban should be used 


with caution in people with severe renal impairment.  
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Figure 1: anticoagulant treatment regimens following a deep vein thrombosis or 


pulmonary embolism 


 


2.2 NICE clinical guideline 144 recommends offering people with confirmed 


proximal deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism a choice of low 


molecular weight heparin (LMWH) or fondaparinux to be started as soon as 


possible and a vitamin K antagonist such as warfarin should be started within 


24 hours. Unfractionated heparin is recommended for some patient groups 


as an alternative option to LMWH or fondaparinux including people with 


severe renal failure, people with a pulmonary embolism with haemodynamic 


instability or people at increased risk of bleeding. Treatment with LMWH, 


fondaparinux or unfractionated heparin should continue for at least 5 days or 


until an international normalised ratio (INR) of greater than or equal to 2 is 


reached for at least 24 hours, whichever is longer. The guidance states that 


treatment with a vitamin K antagonist should continue for at least 3 months 


and may be continued depending on the person’s risk of bleeding. Monitoring 


and possible adjustment of dose is needed with the use of vitamin K 



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/CG144
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antagonists. For people in whom a vitamin K antagonist is not considered an 


appropriate treatment, unfractionated heparin or LMWH may be continued 


instead. In particular, it is recommended that people with active cancer 


should receive LMWH monotherapy for at least 6 months. NICE technology 


appraisals 261 and 287 also recommend rivaroxaban as an option for 


treating deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism respectively. NICE 


technology appraisal 327 recommends dabigatran etexilate for treating deep 


vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism.  


Table 2 Technology  


 Apixaban Dabigatran 
etexilate 


Rivaroxaban Vitamin K 
antagonist 
(VKA) 
warfarin 


Low 
molecular 
weight 
heparin 


Marketing 
authorisation‡ 


Treatment of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and 
pulmonary embolism (PE) and prevention of 
recurrent DVT, and PE in adults. 


Prophylaxis 
and treatment 
of venous 
thrombosis 
and pulmonary 
embolism 


The treatment 
of venous 
thrombotic 
disease 
presenting 
with deep vein 
thrombosis, 
pulmonary 
embolism or 
both 


Administration 
method  


Oral 


apixaban 
10 mg twice 
daily for 7 
days, 5 mg 
twice daily 
for at least 3 
months. If 
needed past 
6 months 
dose is 
2.5 mg twice 
daily. 


Oral 
dabigatran 
150 mg twice 
daily preceded 
by acute 
parenteral 
treatment 
(LMWH) for at 
least 5 days 


Oral 
rivaroxaban 
15 mg twice 
daily for 3 
weeks, then 
20 mg once 
daily 


Oral warfarin 
dosed to 
achieve a 
target INR of 
2.0 to 3.0, 
preceded by 
acute 
parenteral 
treatment 


Subcutaneous 
injection. Dose 
by body weight 
(dose varies 
by LMWH), 
once or twice 
daily 


Setting Inpatient or outpatient 


Acquisition 
cost/day 


£4.40 first 7 
days, £2.20 
thereafter 


£2.20* £4.20 first 21 
days £2.10 
thereafter. 


£0.009* £9.02 


Duration of 
treatment 


At least 3 months Around 5-8 
days (if used 
with warfarin 



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/TA261

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/TA287

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/TA327

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/TA327
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or dabigatran). 
At least 6 
months for 
people with 
cancer with 
DVT and or 
PE. 


‡ showing indications relating to DVT/PE only; *Does not include costs of initial parenteral 
treatment 


 


 


3 Comments from consultees  


3.1 Patient and professional groups stated that the available treatment options 


for people who have a PE or DVT are LMWH with warfarin or rivaroxaban 


(see section 2.2). The groups noted that apixaban can be used in both 


primary and secondary care and specialist clinics and the initiation of 


anticoagulation treatment is primarily in secondary care. The professional 


groups stated that apixaban (and rivaroxaban), unlike warfarin, does not 


need monitoring of anticoagulation and dose adjustments and as such is 


expected by professional groups to be simpler to use than LMWH with 


warfarin. However they noted that the dose of both apixaban and rivaroxaban 


needs to be reduced after 7 and 21 days of treatment respectively. A 


professional group stated that doctors should discuss the different treatment 


options with the patient when deciding which treatment is the best option but 


the differences between rivaroxaban and apixaban may be difficult to explain 


to patients. They noted that although the level of anticoagulation experienced 


does not need to be routinely monitored during treatment with apixaban, 


dose adjustments are needed for people with renal impairment, and renal 


function needs to be monitored while on apixaban. 


3.2 The patient group explained the experience of having a DVT or PE and the 


impact of warfarin monitoring on patients’ lives. It stated that a DVT can 


cause pain, swelling, a feeling of heaviness, warmth, redness and 


tenderness of the affected limb and a person’s mobility may be affected. A 
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PE may cause breathlessness, chest pain or cause the person to collapse 


and in some cases it can be fatal. It stated that recovery from a PE may 


require intensive care and can take up to several months and the increased 


risk of having another venous thromboembolism (VTE) is of considerable 


concern to patients. Treatment with warfarin requires frequent monitoring, 


involving multiple blood tests to check that the person’s INR is in the 


therapeutic range and they are taking the correct dose. This monitoring can 


impact on a person’s work and lifestyle because they have to attend 


monitoring appointments and because warfarin can be affected by diet and is 


contraindicated to other drugs. 


3.3 Professional groups highlighted that because apixaban (and rivaroxaban) do 


not need routine monitoring and dose adjustment, there are less 


opportunities to assess whether people are taking their treatment. They 


noted that if people miss dose(s) of apixaban, they may not be getting the 


anticoagulation they need, particularly as apixaban has a short half-life. The 


professional groups further noted that there is no routine blood test for the 


level of anticoagulation and there is no antidote to reverse the effect of 


apixaban if a person experienced a bleed whilst taking the drug. 


3.4 One professional group highlighted that the AMPLIFY trial excluded: people 


with hospital acquired thrombosis following surgery or medical treatment and 


these people would typically need only 3 months of anticoagulant therapy; 


people with cancer and people with poor renal function. It therefore noted 


that AMPLIFY may not reflect all people who need anticoagulation for 


treating and preventing DVT and PE in current UK practice. One professional 


group noted that there may be people with extensive thrombosis (e.g. 


massive or sub-massive pulmonary embolism or ileofemoral deep vein 


thrombosis) who may not be eligible for apixaban. 
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4 Clinical-effectiveness evidence 


Overview of the clinical trials 


4.1 The company submission presented clinical effectiveness data from 2 trials: 


AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT. AMPLIFY was a randomised, active 


controlled, parallel-group, double blind, triple dummy study carried out in 28 


countries including 14 in Europe. There were no study centres in the UK. The 


aim of AMPLIFY was to determine if apixaban was non-inferior to 


LMWH/warfarin for the composite endpoint of adjudicated recurrent 


symptomatic VTE (non-fatal DVT or non-fatal PE) or VTE-related death over 


6 months of therapy. The criteria to demonstrate non-inferiority were a 


relative risk (RR) of less than 1.8 and a risk difference of less than 3%. 


Participants were randomised 1:1 to apixaban (n=2691) or LMWH/warfarin 


(n=2704). The dose of apixaban was 10 mg twice a day for 7 days followed 


by 5 mg twice a day. People in the LMWH/warfarin arm received 1 mg/kg 


subcutaneous enoxaparin (a LMWH) twice a day for at least 5 days and 


warfarin to achieve an INR of between 2 and 3. People stopped enoxaparin 


when they had met the target INR and the median duration of enoxaparin 


treatment was 6.5 days (interquartile range 5.0 to 8.0). Participants were 


treated for 6 months and were followed up for a further 30 days after they 


stopped treatment. 


4.2 AMPLIFY-EXT was a randomised, parallel-group, double-blind, placebo-


controlled study carried out in 28 countries including 7 centres in the UK. The 


aim of AMPLIFY-EXT was to determine if 2.5 mg or 5 mg twice daily 


apixaban was superior to placebo for the composite endpoint of symptomatic, 


recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT or non-fatal PE) or all cause death in people 


who had an objectively documented index event of a proximal symptomatic 


DVT or symptomatic PE, who had completed 6 to 12 months of anticoagulant 


therapy for the treatment of their index event. The study included people who 


were considered to be at ‘clinical equipoise’ meaning that there was 


uncertainty about whether continued anticoagulation was needed (people 
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who definitely needed further anticoagulation were excluded from the study). 


People were randomised 1:1:1 to apixaban 2.5 mg twice daily (n=840); 


apixaban 5 mg twice daily (n=813) or placebo (n=829). People were treated 


for 12 months and were followed for a further 20 days after they stopped 


treatment. The company presented the results for the 2.5 mg dose of 


apixaban compared with placebo because it is the licensed dose if 


anticoagulation with apixaban is continued post-6 months (see section 2.1). 


4.3 The mean age of people in AMPLIFY was 57 years and 58% of the 


population were male. The majority of people in the study (65%) had been 


randomised following a DVT, 25% had a PE and 9% had both a DVT and PE 


(the qualifying diagnosis for entry into the study could not be evaluated in the 


remaining people). The majority of people (90%) had a VTE which was 


considered unprovoked. Sixty six people (2.5%) in the apixaban arm and 77 


people (2.9%) in the LMWH/warfarin arm had active cancer. Please see table 


9 on page 48 of the company’s submission for the full list of baseline 


characteristics in AMPLIFY. The mean age in AMPLIFY-EXT was also 57 


years and 57% of the population were male. The qualifying diagnosis for 


inclusion in the study was DVT in 65% of the population and PE in 35% and 


92% had a VTE considered unprovoked. Fifteen people (1.8%) in the 


apixaban 2.5 mg arm and 18 people (2.2%) in the placebo arm had active 


cancer. Please see table 10 on page 49 of the company’s submission for the 


full list of baseline characteristics in AMPLIFY-EXT. 


ERG comments 


4.4 The ERG noted that the participants in both AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


were younger than the patients seen in clinical practice and that relatively few 


people were aged 75 years or over (14.3% in AMPLIFY and 13.3% in 


AMPLIFY- EXT). The ERG stated that a UK cohort study had found that the 


mean age of people having an unprovoked PE was 64 years and that 47% of 


these people were male. The ERG further commented that the proportion of 


males in the UK cohort study was smaller than the proportion of males in 


AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT (58% and 56% respectively). 
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4.5 The ERG discussed whether the population in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


was representative of people who would receive apixaban for treating and 


preventing recurrent VTE. The ERG noted that both trials recruited patients 


who had a proximal DVT or PE and excluded people who had distal DVT. 


The ERG considered that the exclusion of patients with distal DVT may be 


appropriate because clinical advice to the ERG was that the duration of 


treatment for patients with distal DVT was likely to be 6 weeks, whereas for a 


proximal DVT people would be treated for at least 3 months. The ERG 


commented that AMPLIFY-EXT included people considered to be at clinical 


equipoise meaning that the risks and benefits of having continued 


anticoagulation were unclear. People who definitely needed extended 


anticoagulation were not included in this trial and the ERG noted that the 


extent to which the results of the AMPLIFY-EXT trial are directly applicable to 


patients who definitely require anticoagulation past 6 months was not 


discussed by the company in its submission. The ERG further commented 


that the clinical equipoise population in AMPLIFY-EXT was not clearly 


defined and open to subjectivity, noting that similar concerns had been raised 


about trials of extended treatment with rivaroxaban and dabigatran etexilate 


in populations described as being in clinical equipoise in previous NICE 


appraisals. The ERG lastly noted that there were no clinical data for people 


who had a provoked index event but were not considered to be at risk of a 


recurrent event because these people were not included in the trial. 


4.6 The ERG commented that the company had stated that apixaban is not 


licensed for people with active cancer. It further noted that people with active 


cancer for whom treatment with LMWH was planned were excluded from 


AMPLIFY and these people were unlikely to meet the clinical equipoise 


criteria for AMPLIFY–EXT because patients with active cancer are treated 


with LMWH for extended periods of time. However, it noted that there were a 


small number of people with active cancer in AMPLIFY and it was unclear 


how these people had been recruited to the study given the study’s inclusion 


and exclusion criteria.  
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4.7 The ERG noted that company reported the results from the trials for the 


majority of outcomes listed in the final scope issued by NICE. The exceptions 


were that trial data on post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS), chronic 


thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension and health related quality of life was 


not collected in the AMPLIFY trials.  


Clinical trial results 


4.8 In AMPLIFY, the efficacy population was the ‘efficacy evaluable patients for 


primary endpoint’ defined as the intention-to-treat population for whom the 


outcome status at 6 months was documented (2609 people in the apixaban 


arm and 2635 people in the LMWH/warfarin arm). In the apixaban arm 59 


people (2.3%) and 71 people (2.7%) in the LMWH/warfarin arm had a 


recurrent VTE or died because of a VTE (relative risk RR 0.84, 95% CI 0.60 


to 1.18, p<0.01 for non-inferiority). Secondary outcomes from AMPLIFY are 


reported in table 19 on page 65 of the company’s submission. 


4.9 In AMPLIFY-EXT, all efficacy outcomes were analysed in the ITT population. 


Results for the primary outcome were imputed so that patients who were lost 


to follow-up were counted as having had a primary outcome event. There 


were 13 people in the apixaban arm (1.5%) and 19 people in the placebo arm 


(2.3%) who were lost to follow up. In this ITT analysis 33 people (3.8%) in the 


apixaban 2.5 mg arm and 96 people (11.6%) in the placebo arm had 


recurrent VTE or died by 12 months (RR 0.33, 95% CI 0.22 to 0.48, *******). 


The company carried out sensitivity analyses in which it used different 


approaches to input missing data from people who were lost to follow up. The 


results of the sensitivity analyses were reported in the clinical study report for 


AMPLIFY-EXT and were consistent with the findings of the primary efficacy 


analysis, demonstrating a statistically significantly lower number of recurrent 


VTE events or VTE related deaths with apixaban in comparison to placebo. 


Secondary outcomes from AMPLIFY-EXT are reported in table 26 on page 


72 of the company submission. 
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ERG comments 


4.10 The ERG commented that the dose of the LMWH enoxaparin used in 


AMPLIFY (1 mg/kg twice daily) was different from the dose administered to 


patients in clinical practice in England and Wales (1.5mg/kg once daily). The 


ERG noted that the company stated that published evidence suggested that 


once or twice daily doses of enoxaparin are as effective as unfractionated 


heparin for the treatment of VTE and that the 1 mg/kg twice daily dose of 


enoxaparin had been used in the trials that provided the key evidence in 


NICE technology appraisal 261. The ERG further commented that advice 


from its clinical experts was that the difference in the doses of enoxaparin 


used in the AMPLIFY trial and in clinical practice in England and Wales was 


unlikely to have any impact on the outcomes of the AMPLIFY trial. 


Adverse effects of treatment  


4.11 In AMPLIFY the proportion of people who discontinued treatment in the 


apixaban and LMWH/warfarin groups was comparable (14.0% vs. 15.3% 


respectively). The most frequent reason for discontinuation was having an 


adverse event (5.6% of people in the apixaban arm and 6.7% of people in the 


LMWH/warfarin arm). In AMPLIFY-EXT fewer people discontinued treatment 


before 12 months in the apixaban arm (13.6%) than the placebo arm 


(22.7%). The proportion of people who discontinued due to adverse events 


(which included recurrent VTE) was 7.7% in the apixaban arm and 15.2% in 


the placebo arm.  


4.12 In AMPLIFY, fewer people (15 [0.6%]) in the apixaban arm had a major bleed 


than the LMWH/warfarin arm (49 [1.8%]) (RR 0.31, 95% CI 0.17 to 0.55; 


p<0.001). Three people (0.1%) in the apixaban arm and 6 people (0.2%) in 


the LMWH/warfarin arm had an intracranial bleed. Seven people (0.3%) in 


the apixaban arm and 18 people (0.7%) in the LMWH/warfarin arm had a 


major gastrointestinal bleed. One person in the apixaban arm and 2 people in 


the LMWH/ warfarin arm died because of their bleed. The company noted 


that the rates of major bleeds across the pre-specified subgroups were 
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consistent with the full population. Fewer people had a clinically relevant non-


major bleed with apixaban (103, 3.8%) than LMWH/warfarin (215, 8.0%) (RR 


0.48, 95% CI 0.38 to 0.60). In AMPLIFY 67.1% of people in the apixaban arm 


and 71.5% of people in the LMWH/warfarin arm had an adverse event; 


15.6% of people in the apixaban arm and 15.2% of people in the 


LMWH/warfarin arm had a serious adverse event. 


4.13 In AMPLIFY-EXT similar proportions of people in the 2.5 mg apixaban arm 


(71.0%) and the placebo arm (73.4%) had an adverse event and a higher 


proportion of people in the placebo group (19.1%) had a serious adverse 


event than the 2.5 mg apixaban group (13.3%). DVT was classed as an 


adverse event. In AMPLIFY-EXT similar proportions of people in the 2.5 mg 


apixaban arm (3.2%) and placebo arm (2.7%) had major or clinically relevant 


non-major bleeding RR 1.20, 95% CI 0.69 to 2.10. 


ERG comments 


4.14 The ERG noted that in the LMWH/warfarin arm of AMPLIFY a greater 


proportion of people whose index event was a PE (with or without DVT) had 


a major bleed (25/902, 2.8%) than people whose index event was a DVT 


(24/1772, 1.4%). 


Meta-analyses  


4.15 The company did not identify any head-to-head trials comparing apixaban 


with rivaroxaban or dabigatran etexilate for treating DVT or PE or the 


secondary prevention of recurrent VTE. It therefore carried out 2 network 


meta-analyses; the first (NMA 1) included trials which assessed 


anticoagulant therapy for the treatment of an initial VTE event and the 


second (NMA2) included trials which assessed extended anticoagulant 


therapy in people who had already received treatment for a VTE event and 


were receiving continued treatment with an anticoagulant for secondary 


prevention of a recurrent event. 
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4.16 NMA 1 was carried out to estimate the relative treatment effect and safety of 


apixaban compared with rivaroxaban and dabigatran etexilate for the 


treatment of an initial VTE event and included the following trials: 


 AMPLIFY- comparing apixaban (10 mg twice daily for 7 days followed by 


5 mg twice daily) with LMWH/warfarin. The ITT data set was used for efficacy 


analyses and the on-treatment population was used for safety analyses. 


 RE-COVER and RE-COVER II. These were 2 trials, identical in design, 


comparing unfractionated heparin (UFH) or LMWH/ dabigatran etexilate with 


UFH or LMWH/warfarin. A modified ITT data set was used for efficacy 


analyses in which people who did not receive any study drug were excluded. 


The on-treatment population was used for safety analyses. 


 EINSTEIN DVT and EINSTEIN PE. These 2 trials differed by the index event 


a person had (DVT or PE). Both trials compared rivaroxaban (15 mg twice 


daily for 21 days followed by 20 mg once daily). The company used a pooled 


data set from these trials. The ITT data set was used for efficacy analyses, 


the on-treatment population was used for safety analyses. 


The company noted that the majority of trials in the network used a modified 


ITT analysis that is, people from the ITT population who had no outcome 


data were excluded from the analysis. The company presented results using 


a fixed effects model, because there were a small number of studies in the 


network. 


4.17 The results for the treatment period network meta-analysis (NMA1) are 


presented in table 3. There were no differences in the number of recurrent 


VTE or VTE- related deaths with apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA, 


LMWH/dabigatran or rivaroxaban. There were statistically significantly lower 


rates of bleeding (the composite outcome of major or clinically relevant non 


major bleeding, major bleeding assessed separately and clinically relevant 


non-major bleeding) with apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA, 


LMWH/dabigatran and rivaroxaban. In response to clarification, the company 


re-ran the meta-analysis different statistical modelling assumptions requested 
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by the ERG (these included using an alternative vague prior for the trial effect 


and treating the trial effect as random rather than fixed). These results, 


shown in table 3 and labelled ‘analysis requested by ERG’, resulted in 


marginal differences to the company’s base case results. The company 


carried out 3 further sensitivity analyses in which it used a modified ITT 


population rather than the ITT population, used published pooled results from 


RE-COVER and RE-COVER II rather than using the results from each trial 


separately and in which it excluded the dabigatran trials from the meta-


analysis. The impact of these sensitivity analyses were marginal (for the 


results please see table 35 on pages 90 to 91 of the company’s submission). 


Table 3: Base case analysis for treatment period network (NMA 1) results – 6 month 


timepoint – fixed-effect model (statistically significant results are shown in bold) 


(Company submission table 34 page 90, clarification response table 4 page 25, ERG 


report table 26 page 76). 


Outcome 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 


RR (95% CrI)  


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 


RR (95% CrI)  


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death* 


Base case 
***************** 0.76 (0.46, 1.27) 0.93 (0.59, 1.46) 


Analysis requested 
by ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Base case ***************** 0.69 (0.51, 0.94) 0.47 (0.36, 0.61) 


Analysis requested 
by ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** 


Major bleeding 


Base case ***************** 0.40 (0.19, 0.81) 0.55 (0.27, 1.09) 


Analysis requested 
by ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** 


CRNM bleeding 


Base case ***************** 0.80 (0.57, 1.12) 0.47 (0.36, 0.62) 
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Analysis requested 
by ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** 


Overall treatment discontinuation 


Base case 
***************** ***************** ***************** 


Analysis requested 
by ERG 


******************* ***************** ****************** 


All-cause mortality 


Base case ***************** 0.79 (0.44, 1.41) 0.82 (0.50, 1.34) 


Analysis requested 
by ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** 


CrI: Credible interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: 
Low molecular weight heparin; PE: Pulmonary embolism; RR: Relative risk; UFH: Unfractionated 
heparin; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
*VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, 
DVT and VTE-related death 


 


4.18 No head-to-head trials comparing apixaban with rivaroxaban or dabigatran 


etexilate for secondary prevention were identified through systematic review. 


NMA 2 included the trials listed in table 4. The Company noted that the 


network of studies included a mixture of open label and double-blind studies 


and differences in the proportions of people who had an unprovoked VTE 


rather than a VTE which could be attributed to a specific cause. Other 


differences between the studies were the proportion of people with active 


cancer, treatment duration with anticoagulants prior to entering the 


secondary prevention trials and the study follow up. The company also noted 


that there may have been differences with respect to clinical judgement 


regarding the need for continuation of anticoagulation across the trials and 


the participants in the trials may have had different baseline characteristics. 


The company tested statistically for heterogeneity of the studies included in 


the network meta-analysis using the I2 statistic and found little evidence for 


heterogeneity. The network meta-analysis was performed using a random 


effects model.  
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Table 4: RCTs included in NMA 2 (Prevention Period) (table 31 page 81 of 


company’s submission and table 24 page 72 ERG report).  


Trial Treatment (as described 
in the trial) 


Comparator (as described 
in the trial) 


Treatment and follow 
up period 


AMPLIFY-EXT  Apixaban 2.5 mg bd/ 
5 mg bd 


Placebo Initial 6 to 12 months 
treatment 


Trial: 12 months 
preventative period 30 
day observation 
period 


EINSTEIN-EXT  Rivaroxaban 20 mg od Placebo Initial 6 to 12 months 
treatment 


Trial: 6 to 12 months 
treatment. 


One month 
observation period 


WARFASA  Aspirin 100 mg od Placebo 6 to 18 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 2 years 
treatment with option 
of extending 


Median treatment 
period: 23.9 months. 


Median study period 
24.6 months 


RE-SONATE  Dabigatran 150 mg bd Placebo 6 to 18 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 6 months 
treatment 


RE-MEDY  Dabigatran 150 mg bd Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) 3 to 12 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 6 to 36 months 


ASPIRE  Aspirin 100 mg od Placebo Initial treatment 6 to 
24 weeks 


Trial: 2 to 4 years  


Mean: 37.2 months 


LAFIT  Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) Placebo 3 months initial 
treatment. 


Trial: 24 months 
treatment. 


Mean: 10 months 


ELATE  Warfarin (INR 1.5–1.9) Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) 3 months initial 
treatment  


Duration of trial period 
not specified. 
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Trial Treatment (as described 
in the trial) 


Comparator (as described 
in the trial) 


Treatment and follow 
up period 


Mean: 2.4 years 


WODIT DVT  VKA continuation 


VKA discontinuation/ 
observation 


3 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 9 months 
treatment 


Observation period 
not specified 


Mean: 37.8 months in 
patients with recurrent 
VTE 


WODIT PE  VKA continuation 


VKA discontinuation/ 
observation 


Idiopathic 


3 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 9 months 


Provoked  


3 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 3 months 


Observation period 
not specified 


Mean: 33.8 months in 
patients with recurrent 
VTE 


PREVENT  Warfarin (INR 1.5–1.9) Placebo At least 3 months 
initial treatment. 


Duration of trial period 
not specified. 


Mean: 2.1 years 


Bd: Twice daily; INR: International normalised ratio; od: Once daily; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 


4.19 The results of the company’s network meta-analysis for secondary 


prevention (NMA2) are presented in table 5. There were no statistically 


significant differences between apixaban, LMWH/dabigatran, rivaroxaban or 


LMWH/VKA in the rates of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. Apixaban 


was associated with fewer recurrent VTE or VTE-related deaths than aspirin 


or placebo. Apixaban was associated with statistically significantly fewer 


major or clinically relevant non major bleeding events (assessed as a 


composite outcome) than LMWH/VKA; LMWH/dabigatran and rivaroxaban. 


When major bleeding and clinically relevant non-major bleeding were 


assessed as separate outcomes, people receiving apixaban had statistically 
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significantly fewer bleeds of either severity than people receiving LMWH/VKA 


or rivaroxaban, but the rates of bleeds were not statistically significantly 


different between apixaban and LMWH/dabigatran. In response to 


clarification, the company re-ran the meta-analysis using different statistical 


modelling assumptions requested by the ERG (these included using an 


alternative vague prior for the trial effect and treating the trial effect as 


random rather than fixed). The results of these analyses are presented in 


table 5. The results of these analyses were broadly consistent with the 


company’s base case but the likelihood of a major bleed was no longer 


statistically significantly lower with apixaban than with rivaroxaban. The 


company carried out 3 further sensitivity analyses: using ITT population from 


the trials, excluding the WODIT trials and excluding the dabigatran trials. 


These sensitivity analyses gave similar results to the company’s base case. 


In the ITT sensitivity analysis apixaban was associated with statistically 


significantly fewer recurrent VTE events or VTE-related deaths than 


LMWH/VKA ******************************. 


Table 5: Base case analysis for the prevention period NMA (NMA 2) – fixed-effect 


model (statistically significant results are shown in bold) (Company submission 


table 37 page 94, clarification responses table 10 page 29 and ERG report table 30 


page 80). 


Outcome 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
dabigatran 
150 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI)  


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
rivaroxaban 
20 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 
2.0–3.0), 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
aspirin 100 mg 
od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
placebo, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death* 


Base case ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Analyses 
requested by 
ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Recurrent VTE-related death 


Base case ******************* ******************* ****************** ******************* ****************** 
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Outcome 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
dabigatran 
150 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI)  


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
rivaroxaban 
20 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. VKA (INR 
2.0–3.0), 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
aspirin 100 mg 
od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd vs. 
placebo, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Analyses 
requested by 
ERG 


** ** ** ** ** 


Major or clinically relevant non-major bleeding 


Base case ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Analyses 
requested by 
ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Major bleeding 


Base case ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Analyses 
requested by 
ERG 


**************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Clinically relevant non-major bleeding 


Base case ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Analyses 
requested by 
ERG 


***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** ***************** 


Overall treatment discontinuation 


Base case ***************** ***************** ****************** ****************** ***************** 


Analyses 
requested by 
ERG 


***************** ***************** 


***************** ***************** ***************** 


All-cause mortality 


Base case 
****************** ****************** 


****************** ****************** ***************** 


Analyses 
requested by 
ERG 


***************** ****************** 
***************** ***************** ***************** 


Bd: twice daily; CrI: Credible interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; DVT: Deep vein 
thrombosis; INR: International normalised ratio; PE: Pulmonary  
embolism; od: once daily; RR: Relative risk; VTE: Venous thromboembolism; VKA: Vitamin K 
antagonist  
*Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-
fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related death 
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ERG comments 


4.20 The ERG considered that the key characteristics of the trials included in the 


initial treatment period NMA 1 were similar enough to allow appropriate 


combination of the results from these trials. It noted however that the trials of 


rivaroxaban compared with LMWH/VKA included a higher proportion of 


people with PE (58%) than the other trials in the network of evidence (the 


percentage of patients with PE across the other trials ranged from 21.2% to 


25.2%). 


4.21 The ERG were concerned that there were substantial differences between 


the time spent on treatment (from 6 months in RE-SONATE to 37.2 months 


in ASPIRE) and the follow-up periods of trials (from 10 months in LAFIT to 


37.2 months in ASPIRE) in the prevention network meta-analysis (NMA2) 


which included trials that had assessed anticoagulants for secondary 


prevention. The ERG did not consider it appropriate to combine data from 


these trials and did not agree with the company’s assertion that the different 


treatment periods and follow-up times would not significantly impact the size 


of the relative treatment effects. The ERG stated that there are likely to be 


more events in studies with longer treatment periods and follow-up times. It 


concluded that because of this, the prevention network meta-analysis was 


not appropriate and only direct clinical evidence for apixaban from AMPLIFY–


EXT was appropriate to assess the clinical effectiveness of apixaban for 


secondary prevention of recurrent VTE.  


4.22 The ERG noted that the company had provided continuity correction factors 


for outcomes in which there were no events in one of the study arms in the 


trials and that this had resulted in high estimates of relative risk for some 


outcomes presenting the example that the relative risk for major bleeding for 


apixaban compared with rivaroxaban was *************************. The ERG 


were satisfied however that the company’s analyses provided in response to 


clarification resulted in less extreme estimates of the underlying treatment 


effect (were less likely to overestimate or under-estimate the treatment 


effect). Using the ERG’s preferred meta-analysis model assumptions the 
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relative risk for major bleeding for apixaban compared with rivaroxaban was 


*************************. 


4.23 The ERG commented that in the prevention network meta-analysis (NMA2) 


the company had included some trials in which people receiving warfarin had 


an INR which was in the range 1.5 to 1.9 which is lower than the standard 


target range of 2.0 to 3.0 and included data from the 5 mg apixaban arm from 


AMPLIFY–EXT (noting the 5 mg dose is not licensed for secondary 


prevention). The ERG accepted that the company had included these trials to 


include an additional indirect evidence loop which it used to assess 


inconsistency between direct and indirect evidence from the treatment loops 


as a validity check of the model. 


5 Cost-effectiveness evidence 


Model structure 


5.1 The company developed a new Markov model, with a 3 month cycle length 


and lifelong time horizon (people were assumed to live to a maximum age of 


100 years). People entered the model following a PE or a DVT. It was 


assumed that ***** of people had a PE and ***** of people had a DVT. The 


company modelled two treatment regimens: ‘treatment’ in which people 


received 6 months treatment and ‘prevention’ in which people received initial 


treatment for 6 months with continued treatment for secondary prevention for 


the remainder of their lives. In the model it was assumed people could have a 


recurrent DVT/PE, have a bleed (an intracranial bleed, a non-intracranial 


major bleed or a clinically relevant non major bleed), discontinue treatment or 


die (either because of a recurrent DVT/PE, bleed or other reasons). People 


who had an intracranial bleed were assumed to discontinue treatment 


permanently. The company assumed that ****** of people who survived a 


non-intracranial major bleed would discontinue treatment permanently and 


the remaining people would have a 2 week treatment break and resume 


treatment. People who had a clinically relevant non-major bleed were 
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assumed to have a 2-day treatment break then resume treatment. People 


who had a PE could develop chronic thromboembolic pulmonary 


hypertension (CTEPH). People who had a DVT could develop PTS. The 


company only modelled the cost and effect on quality of life of severe PTS 


because it stated that mild or moderate PTS had little effect on a person’s 


utility or resource use. 


Figure 2: diagram of company’s model. (Company’s submission figure 26 page 143) 


 
CRNMbleed; clinically relevant non-major bleed; CTEPH, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; 
DVT, deep vein thrombosis; IC, intracranial; MajBleed, major bleed; PE, pulmonary embolism; RecDVT, 
recurrent deep vein thrombosis; RecPE, recurrent pulmonary embolism; RecVTE, recurrent venous 
thromboembolism; TxDiscontinue, treatment discontinuation; VTE, venous thromboembolism; VTEdie, death 
from venous thromboembolism
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5.2 The risks of having a recurrent DVT/PE or bleeding for people treated 


with LMWH/VKA or apixaban in the first 6 months were derived from 


the absolute risks of these events in AMPLIFY, and for patients treated 


with apixaban or no treatment after this period from AMPLIFY-EXT. 


The company used the estimates from the two network meta-analyses 


of the risks of DVT/PE or bleeding relative to apixaban for rivaroxaban, 


dabigatran etexilate (and aspirin) which it applied in its model. The 


company noted that the clinical trial evidence showed that the risk of 


recurrent DVT/PE decreased over time. The company ran the model 


for two treatment durations: a 6-month treatment followed by no 


treatment for the remainder of a person’s life and lifelong treatment 


duration. In the 6 month treatment duration analysis, the risks of 


recurrent DVT/PE for people receiving no treatment after 6 months 


were derived from the rates in a prospective cohort of 1,626 patients 


over 10 years. In the lifelong treatment duration analysis, the risks of 


recurrent VTE for people receiving no treatment were derived from 


AMPLIFY-EXT (for the period 6 to 18 months post index event) and 


from the prospective cohort study (for the period 18 months to 10 years 


post index event). In the model the risks of major bleeding were derived 


from the AMPLIFY trials and the network meta-analyses. In the base 


case the risks of bleeding were unadjusted for aging. The company 


said that this was a conservative assumption because bleeding risks 


were lower for apixaban compared with the other comparators and the 


risk of bleeding would be expected to increase as the age of the 


modelled cohort increased. In the base case it was also assumed that 


13.46% major bleeds would be fatal and of the remaining non-fatal 


bleeds, 13.97% would be intracranial bleeds. These proportions were 


based on a published pooled analysis of randomised trials in which 


people who had received anticoagulant treatment for at least 6 months 


and were assumed to be consistent across different types of 


anticoagulant. The model assumed a constant risk of CTEPH and PTS 
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over time and that the risk of these complications would be the same 


irrespective of the treatment a person had. People who had an 


intracranial bleed or CTEPH were assumed to have a higher mortality 


rate (hazard ratios [HR] 2.6, 95% CI 2.2 to 3.0 and HR 1.3, 95% CI 


0.98 to 1.73 respectively).  


ERG comments 


5.3 The ERG commented that for the lifelong model the efficacy estimates 


of apixaban over the first 6 months were based on AMPLIFY and past 


this time data from AMPLIFY-EXT were used. The ERG noted the 


characteristics of the populations included in these 2 trials differed and 


only a third of people from AMPLIFY had gone on to participate in 


AMPLIFY-EXT. The ERG noted that AMPLIFY-EXT excluded people 


who had a recurrent VTE event during earlier treatment of their index 


VTE event and so at 6 months the characteristics of the modelled 


cohort effectively changes. The ERG suggested that 2 distinct decision 


models should have been developed, each based exclusively on a 


single trial; short-term use of apixaban compared with comparators 


using AMPLIFY data and long-term use of apixaban compared with no-


treatment using AMPLIFY-EXT data. 


5.4 The ERG noted that the model used age-specific mortality rates for all-


cause death but did not adjust the model parameters (such as the risk 


of VTE event or bleeding) by age or sex. The ERG further commented 


that the age-specific mortality rates did not take into account that the 


ratio of men to women in the model cohort would be expected to 


change over time as women tend to live longer than men. The ERG 


stated that the company’s approach would be expected to over-


estimate the mortality rates of the modelled cohort by up to 4% per 


year. 
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5.5 The ERG noted that the model structure (in which people who have a 


non-fatal VTE without a permanent adverse event return to the index 


DVT or PE health state after 3 months) means that the model implicitly 


assumed that the risk of a second or third recurrent VTE was the same 


as the risk of having a first recurrent VTE. The ERG stated that there 


was no evidence to support this assumption and that a published study 


had suggested that the risk of a second recurrent VTE relative to a first 


recurrence of VTE was about 2-fold (RR 2.1, p=0.02). The ERG stated 


that as a consequence the long-term estimates of future VTE events 


(including deaths) were likely to be underestimated and this would 


mean that the costs and disutility value of events would be 


underestimated. The ERG noted that it was unable to test the effect of 


progressively increasing VTE recurrence rates in sensitivity analyses 


because the model structure did not allow this. 


5.6 The ERG stated that there were differences in the proportion of people 


who had discontinued treatment in the model compared with the 


AMPLIFY trial results at a 90 days. At this time, **** of people 


randomised to apixaban, and **** of people randomised to LMWH/VKA 


in AMPLIFY had discontinued but the model indicated 7.7% and 13.0% 


of people randomised to apixaban and LMWH/VKA respectively had 


discontinued.  The ERG further commented that it was unable to 


validate other model parameters against the trial data to determine 


whether a similar error had been made across the whole range of time-


to-event model variables because the Kaplan Meier data it requested 


during the clarification process had not been provided. 


Model details  


5.7 No quality of life data were collected in the AMPLIFY or AMPLIFY-EXT 


trials and the company used utility values from published studies 


identified through systematic review in its model. The utility values used 


in the model are summarised in table 6. 
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Table 6: Summary of quality of life values for the cost-effectiveness analysis 


(table 67 company’s submission page 170) 


Utility scores for baseline, 
IC bleed, and CTEPH  


Utility 
score 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


Baseline Utility 0.825 EQ-5D Kind et al. 
1998  
(NICE 
TA261; NICE 
TA287) 


- - 


IC Bleed 


Acute care period 0.33 Time trade off Locadia et al. 
2004  
(NICE 
TA261; NICE 
TA287) 


91 days Locadia et 
al. 2004  


Post-acute care 0.61 EQ-5D Pickard et al. 
2004  
(NICE 
TA287) 


Beyond 91 
days 


CTEPH 


Acute care period 0.65 EQ-5D Ghofrani et 
al. 2013  


30 days Ghofrani 
et al. 2013  Post-acute care 0.65 Beyond 30 


days 


Utility decrements 
associated with clinical 
events and use of 
anticoagulants 


Utility 
decrement 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


PE
 


-0.32 Time trade off Locadia et al. 
2004 (NICE 
TA261; NICE 
TA287) 


30 days Hogg et al. 
2013  DVT


 
-0.11 


Bleeding 


Major non-IC bleed
 


-0.30 Time trade off Locadia et al. 
2004 (NICE 
TA261; NICE 
TA287) 


30 days Expert 
opinion  


CRNM bleed
 


-0.0054 EQ-5D Sullivan et al. 
2011  


2 days Dorian et 
al. 2014  


Severe PTS
 


-0.07 Standard 
gamble 


Lenert et al. 
1997 (NICE 
TA261; NICE 
TA287) 


Throughout Lenert et 
al. 1997  


Anticoagulation 


Apixaban
 


-0.002 Time trade off Gage et al. 
1996  


Whilst on 
treatment 


Gage et 
al. 1996  Rivaroxaban -0.002 


LMWH/dabigatran -0.002 


LMWH/VKA -0.013 


Aspirin -0.002 


AC: Anticoagulant; CRNM: Clinically Relevant Non-Major; CTEPH: Chronic Thromboembolic 
Pulmonary Hypertension; DVT: Deep Vein Thrombosis; IC: Intracranial; LMWH: Low Molecular 
Weight Heparin; PE: Pulmonary Embolism; PTS: Post-Thrombotic Syndrome; SG: Standard gamble; 
TTO: Time trade-off; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist,  
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5.8 The company used the NHS list prices for apixaban, rivaroxaban, 


dabigatran and enoxaparin. The costs and dosing regimen for each 


drug is summarised in table 7. The company modelled the cost of 


enoxaparin and noted that the recommended dose for enoxaparin in 


the UK is 1.5 mg/kg, but the dose of enoxaparin in AMPLIFY was 


1.0 mg/kg. The company used the cost of the lower UK dose in its 


model, but the efficacy estimates were based on the higher dose. For 


people receiving LMWH it was assumed that 92% people would self-


inject following a one-off training cost of £17. It was assumed that 8% 


of patients would have their LMWH administered by a nurse at a cost of 


£8.78. 


Table 7: Drug costs used in model 


Treatment Detail Daily 
Price 
Induction 
(duration 
in model) 


Daily Price 
Maintenance 


Daily Price 
Prevention 


LMWH/VKA 1 x 1 mg and 1 x 5 mg VKA 


Enoxaparin sodium 300 mg/1 ml 
solution for injection pre-filled 
syringes (7.64 days induction) 


LMWH: 
£9.02 


(7.64 
days) 


VKA: 
£0.009 


(5 days) 


VKA: £0.009 VKA: £0.009 


Apixaban 4 x 5 mg (induction) 


2 x 5 mg (maintenance) 


2 x 2.5 mg (maintenance and 
prevention) 


£4.40 


(7 days) 


£2.20 


 


£2.20 


Rivaroxaban 2 x 15 mg (induction) 


1 x 20 mg (maintenance and 
prevention) 


£4.20 


(21 days) 


£2.10 £2.10 


LMWH/dabigatran 22 x 150 mg dabigatran 
(maintenance and prevention) 


Enoxaparin sodium 300 mg/1 ml 
solution for injection pre-filled 
syringes (5 days) 


LMWH: 
£9.02 


(5 days) 


Dabigatran: 
£2.20 


Dabigatran: £2.20 


Aspirin 1.33 x 75 mg - - £0.005 


LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 
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5.9 For people receiving a VKA it was assumed that 6 monitoring visits 


would be needed in the first 3 months followed by 3 visits every 3 


months thereafter. It was assumed that 66.45% of INR monitoring visits 


would be carried out in primary care and 33.55% would be undertaken 


in secondary care. It was further assumed that half the first INR 


monitoring visits conducted in primary care would be delivered by a GP 


with the remainder delivered by a nurse. The resulting annual cost of 


monitoring in the first year of the model was £319.19 and £252.52 in 


subsequent years. 


5.10 It was assumed in the model that 67% of people who had a DVT and 


17% of people who had a PE would be treated as an outpatient. Longer 


term monitoring and post-acute care was assumed to be carried out in 


primary care. Treatment of bleeds or CTEPH were assumed to be 


carried out in secondary care. Hospital costs were calculated using 


2012/13 NHS reference costs where HRG codes were available. Unit 


costs associated with primary care were calculated from the Personal 


Social Services Research Unit (PSSRU) 2013. Where costs could not 


be identified from these sources unit costs were obtained from the 


published literature. The inpatient and outpatient treatment costs are 


summarised in tables 74 and 75 of the company submission pages 181 


and 182. The costs of treating adverse events are summarised in table 


76 and 77 on pages 183 and 184 of the company’s submission. 


ERG comments  


5.11 The ERG commented on the baseline utility value assumed in the 


model which the company stated came from Kind et al. 1999. The ERG 


stated that the utility values referred to in Kind et al were published in 


the Centre for Health Economics (CHE) discussion paper 172 reporting 


data from the Measurement and Valuation of Health Survey. It further 


noted that the mean values in the company’s model did not match 


utility values in this publication which were presented grouped by age 


and sex and the standard errors around the utility values in the 
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company’s model were standard deviations. As a consequence the 


ERG stated that the utility values had been attributed to people of the 


wrong age in the model and the uncertainty surrounding the estimates 


were overstated by the company. The ERG further considered that the 


company’s assumption surrounding baseline utility was flawed because 


the model did not account for the mean utility value in the modelled 


cohort decreasing as the age of the cohort increased over time.   


5.12 The ERG commented that in the model the cost of anti-thromboembolic 


therapies for each 3 month cycle was based on the average number of 


patients alive and on treatment over the course of the cycle. The ERG 


considered that this may underestimate the true costs because oral 


medications prescribed at the start of a 3 month treatment cycle would 


not be able to be returned if they are not used. 


5.13 The ERG commented that the cost of LMWH treatment in the model 


was based on a daily dose of 1.5 mg/kg assuming a mean body weight 


of 84.6kg (based on the mean weight of participants in AMPLIFY). 


However the ERG considered this to be considerably higher than the 


mean adult weight of 77.4 kg reported in the Health Survey for England 


2012. 


5.14 The ERG commented on the company’s approach to discounting. It 


noted that the company had assumed a 3.5% discount rate which is 


consistent with the NICE reference case. However, the ERG noted that 


the company applied discounting at a different rate for every 3-month 


model cycle based on the time elapsed rather than using a more 


conventional approach of applying the discount every 4 cycles (that is, 


yearly) after the first year. The ERG noted that using the yearly 


discount method had a minimal impact on the company’s base case 


results. 
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Company's base-case results and sensitivity analysis 


5.15 The company presented deterministic pairwise and fully incremental 


results for a 6 month treatment duration and a lifelong treatment 


duration. If taken for 6 months the incremental cost effectiveness ratio 


(ICER) for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA was £2,406 per quality 


adjusted life year (QALY) gained. Apixaban dominated (was less costly 


and more effective than) rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran. If taken 


lifelong, the ICER for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA was 


£16,676 per QALY gained; rivaroxaban was dominated by LMWH/VKA 


and LMWH/dabigatran was extendedly dominated by LMWH/VKA and 


apixaban. The company did not present probabilistic ICERs. 


Table 8: Company's base case results (tables 81 and 84 company's 


submission pages 193 and 194). 


6- month treatment duration 


Technology Total 
costs 
(£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Inc. 
costs 
(£) 


Inc. 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Incremental 


LMWH/VKA £4,955 8.389 - - - - 


Apixaban £5,035 8.422 £80 0.033 £2,406 £2,406 


Rivaroxaban £5,069 8.412 £114 0.023 £5,017 Dominated 


LMWH/dabigatran £5,100 8.396 £145 0.007 £19,782 Dominated 


Lifelong treatment duration 


Technology Total 
costs 
(£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Inc. 
costs 
(£) 


Inc. 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Incremental 


LMWH/VKA £6,136 8.472 - - - - 


Rivaroxaban £9,013 8.075 £2,877 -0.397 Dominated Dominated 


LMWH/dabigatran £9,083 8.591 £2,947 0.120 £24,622 Extendedly 
dominated 


Apixaban £9,497 8.673 £3,361 0.202 £16,676 £16,676 


ICER: incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; 
QALY: quality adjusted life year; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 


 


Company scenarios 


5.16 The company carried out one-way sensitivity analyses and scenario 


analyses. For the 6 month time period, in the one-way sensitivity 


analyses, the ICER for the comparison of apixaban compared with 
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LMWH/VKA varied between £1,628 and £5,330 per QALY gained. The 


highest ICER per QALY gained (£5,330) resulted from decreasing the 


baseline utility value to 0.385. For the lifelong treatment period, the 


ICER for the comparison of apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA 


varied from £2,157 to £41,394 per QALY gained. The three analyses 


resulting in an ICER above £30,000 per QALY gained were: reducing 


the relative risk of major bleeding for LMWH/VKA compared with 


apixaban to **** (from *** in the base case), setting the risk of bleeding 


to 0 and reducing the baseline utility to 0.385. The company tested the 


effect of over 30 scenarios. These are listed in section 7.6.1 pages 185 


to 186 of the company’s submission. The results of these scenario 


analyses were presented for a 6 month treatment duration in table 87 


page 212, and for a lifelong treatment duration in table 89 page 215 of 


the company’s submission. For a 6 month treatment duration apixaban 


dominated rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran in all scenarios. The 


ICER for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA was under £5,000 per 


QALY gained in all scenarios. The scenarios that resulted in the 


greatest impact were assuming fewer warfarin monitoring costs and 


excluding the costs of LMWH. For a lifelong treatment duration, 


assuming fewer warfarin monitoring visits (4 visits on initiation, 1 visit 


subsequent) increased the ICER for apixaban compared with 


LMWH/VKA from £16,676 per QALY gained in the base case to 


£21,301 per QALY gained. The only other scenarios that increased the 


ICER for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA over £20,000 per QALY 


gained were: assuming that the utility decrements for all treatments 


were the same as that assumed for VKA (that is a utility decrement of -


0.0013) resulting in an ICER of £25,999 per QALY gained, and 


assuming an alternative distribution of fatal major bleeds and non-fatal 


intracranial bleeds for people who had a major bleed resulting in an 


ICER of £24,038 per QALY gained. The sensitivity and scenario 


analyses that resulted in an ICER for apixaban compared with 


LMWH/VKA of over £20,000 per QALY gained are summarised in table 


9. 
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Table 9: Company’s sensitivity analyses having the largest impact on the ICER 


for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA lifelong treatment duration. 


Assumption/parameter Company base case Sensitivity analysis ICER 
apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Company’s univariate sensitivity analyses 


Relative risk of major bleed 
LMWH/VKA vs. apixaban 
during the prevention period 


*** 


(estimate from NMA 
2) 


**** (lower 95% CI 
surrounding 
estimate) 


£41,394 


Risk of bleeding Rates for apixaban 
from AMPLIFY-EXT, 
relative risk of 
bleeding from NMA2 
applied for 
comparators 


Assuming no 
bleeding on any 
treatment in the 
prevention period 


£41,285 


Baseline utility value of 
modelled population 


0.825 0.385 £31,822 


Starting age of modelled 
cohort 


** 70 £22,055 


Discounting QALYs 3.5% 6% £20,718 


Discounting costs 3.5% 0% £20,987 


Company’s scenario analyses 


Frequency of VKA monitoring 
visits 


6 visits in first 3 
months, 3 visits every 
3 months thereafter 


4 visits in first 3 
months, 1 visit 
every subsequent 
3 months 


£21,301 


Utility decrement associated 
with treatment 


LMWH/VKA: -0.013 


All other treatments: -
0.002 


All treatments: -
0.013 


£25,999 


Proportion of major bleeds 
that are fatal 


13.46% fatal  8.75% fatal £24,038 


ICER: incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: Vitamin K 
Antagonist 


 


ERG comments 


5.17 The ERG commented that results of sensitivity analyses show that the 


main drivers of cost effectiveness are baseline utility and starting age 


(6-month model) and baseline utility and risk of major bleed (lifelong 


model). The ERG considered that starting age should be a parameter 


for which there is general agreement. The ERG considered that there 


was uncertainty around the most plausible baseline utility as no 


HRQOL data were collected during the trials. 
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ERG exploratory analyses 


5.18 The ERG stated that its ability to fully critique the company’s economic 


model was limited by a lack of data. In particular it stated that without 


all 12 Kaplan Meier analyses it requested during the clarification 


process, it was unable to: 


 verify key model parameters against the original data,  


 Look at how the risks of events varied over time to determine whether it 


was reasonable to assume that the risks of events would remain 


constant past the time of the last measures taken in AMPLIFY-EXT 


 Test how applying different hazard functions past the time of the last 


measures taken in AMPLIFY-EXT would impact on the results.  


5.19 The ERG carried out a number of exploratory analyses including: 


 Age/sex modelling: To assess the effect of the changing age and sex 


distribution of the modelled cohort over time on survival the ERG 


carried out multiple runs of the model for separate age/ sex/VTE 


subgroups from AMPLIFY from which it produced an overall weighted 


survival estimate stratified by type of index VTE event. 


 Treatment costs: the treatment costs were calculated using the full 


number of patients who began treatment at the start of each 3 month 


cycle rather than assuming that people who discontinue treatment at 


any time during a cycle incur drug costs for only half the days in a 


cycle.  


 Age-varying MVH: incorporating the baseline utility values by 10 year 


age band (under 25, 25-34 up to 65-74, and 75+) from the MVH 


(Measurement and Valuation of Health Survey, which is the source 


data in Kind et al 1999) in the model rather than the fixed mean value 


of 0.825 used by the company in its base case. 


 Discounting method: using annual discounting rather than discounting 


at a different rate for every 3-month cycle based on the time elapsed. 
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 Body weight: assuming a mean adult body weight of 77.4 kg rather 


than 84.6 kg when calculating amount of LMWH administered to 


achieve a 1.5 mg/kg dose. 


 Rebase prevention model (lifelong treatment duration): To address its 


concerns that the modelled assumption in the first 6-months of a 


lifelong treatment duration (based on the AMPLIFY population) did not 


reflect the experience of people on whom life-long treatment estimates 


were based (the population from AMPLIFY-EXT), the ERG excluded 


the first 2 cycles from the model to determine the lifelong treatment 


duration results. The ERG noted that this would reflect the third of 


patients who received 6 month treatment in the AMPLIFY trial before 


joining AMPLIFY-EXT.  


 HRs requested by ERG: using the results from network meta-analysis 2 


which incorporated the changes to the meta-analysis modelling 


approach requested by the ERG during clarification (these included 


using an alternative vague prior for the trial effect and treating the trial 


effect as random rather than fixed). See table 30 ERG report page 79.  


 HRs Poisson (Bayesian and non-Bayesian): Using Poisson 


distributions in the model used for NMA 2 with and without Bayesian 


assumptions. The ERG carried out these analyses because the trials in 


NMA2 have different follow up lengths. Using a Poisson assumption in 


the model relates the incidence of events to the length of time that 


people are exposed to the risk of event and so it limits the potential 


bias of different follow up times in the meta-analysis. 


5.20 The results of the ERG’s exploratory analyses are presented in tables 


10 and 11. Overall, the exploratory analyses had a small impact on the 


company’s base case ICERs in the 6-month treatment duration 


analyses. The ICER for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA remained 


under £3000 per QALY gained and apixaban dominated rivaroxaban 


and LMWH/dabigatran in all analyses. In the lifelong treatment duration 


analyses the majority of the ERG’s exploratory analyses had a small 


impact on the company’s base case ICERs. Only using data from the 


network meta-analyses incorporating Poisson assumptions increased 
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the ICER for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA to over £20,000 per 


QALY gained.  


Table 10: ERG exploratory analyses  


6-month treatment duration 


Scenario ICER 
apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


ICER apixaban 
vs. rivaroxaban 


ICER 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran 


Company’s base case £2,406 Apixaban 
dominant 


Apixaban dominant 


ERG R1: age sex modelling £2,454 Apixaban 
dominant 


Apixaban dominant 


ERG R2: Treatment costs  £2,538 Apixaban 
dominant 


Apixaban dominant 


ERG R3: Age-varying MVH 
utility 


£2,412 Apixaban 
dominant 


Apixaban dominant 


ERG R4: Discounting method £2,397 Apixaban 
dominant 


Apixaban dominant 


ERG R5: Body weight £2,577 Apixaban 
dominant 


Apixaban dominant 


R1-R5 £2,850 Apixaban 
dominant 


Apixaban dominant 


ICER: incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: 
Vitamin K Antagonist 


Table 11: ERG exploratory analyses lifelong treatment duration. 


Lifelong treatment duration  


Scenario ICER 
apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


ICER 
apixaban 
vs. 
rivaroxaban 


ICER 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran 


ICER apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA 
followed by no 
treatment 


Company’s 
base case 


£16,676 £809 £5,058 £17,917 


ERG R1: age 
sex modelling 


£15,137 £627 £4,441 £15,353 


ERG R2: 
treatment 
costs 


£17,043 £800 £5,009 £18,207 


ERG R3: age 
varying MVH 
utility 


£17,516 £867 £5,425 £17,965 


ERG R4: 
discounting 
method 


£16,671 £810 £5,064 £17,920 


ERG R5: body £16,704 £810 £5,104 £17,944 
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weight 


ERG R6: 
Rebase 
prevention 
model 


£19,283 £885 £7,758 £19,876 


ERG S1: HRs 
requested by 
ERG 


£14,837 £5,025 £5,617 £17,936 


ERG s2: HRs- 
ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


£20,227 £6,938 £7,624 £17,936 


ERG S3: HRs- 
ERG Poisson 
(non-
Bayesian) 


£31,501 £8,981 £9,532 £17, 936 


B. R1-R6 + S1 £15,837 £4,869 £6,801 £17,700 


C. R1-R6 + S2 £23,224 £6,801 £10,573 £17,700 


D. R1-R6 + S3 £42,918 £8,875 £15,149 £17,700 


ICER: incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: 
Vitamin K Antagonist 


 


5.21 The ERG carried out a further scenario analysis in which it assumed 


that the efficacy and bleeding risks of apixaban, rivaroxaban and 


dabigatran were the same over the secondary prevention period. In this 


scenario the ERG also applied its preferred assumptions R1-5 (see 


tables 9 and 10). In this scenario the ICER for apixaban compared with 


rivaroxaban increased from £809 per QALY gained to £21,798 per 


QALY gained. The ICER for apixaban compared with 


LMWH/dabigatran increased from £5,058 to £9,139 per QALY gained. 


6 Equality issues 


6.1 No equalities issues were raised by the company, patient or 


professional groups or the ERG. 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Patient/carer expert statement (STA) 


Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention 
of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism 
 
Thank you for agreeing to give us your views on this treatment that is being 
appraised by NICE and how it could be used in the NHS. Patients, carers and 
patient organisations can provide a unique perspective on conditions and their 
treatment that is not typically available from other sources. We are interested 
in hearing about: 


 the experience of having the condition or caring for someone with the 
condition 


 the experience of receiving NHS care for the condition  


 the experience of having specific treatments for the condition  


 the outcomes of treatment that are important to patients or carers (which 
might differ from those measured in clinical studies, including health-
related quality of life) 


 preferences for different treatments and how they are given 


 expectations about the risks and benefits of the treatment. 


 


We have already asked your nominating organisation to provide an 
organisation’s view. We are asking you to give your views as an individual 
whether you are: 


 a patient 


 a carer (who may be voicing views for a patient who is unable to) or 


 somebody who works or volunteers for a patient organisation. 


 


To help you give your views, we have provided a questionnaire. You do not 
have to answer every question — the questions are there as prompts to guide 
you. The response area will expand as you type. The length of your response 
should not normally exceed 10 pages. 
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1. About you 


Your name: XXXXXXXXXXXX 
Name of your nominating organisation: Lifeblood 
Do you know if your nominating organisation has submitted a 
statement? 


 


☐x Yes  ☐ No 


Do you wish to agree with your nominating organisation’s statement? 


 


☐x Yes  ☐ No 


(We would encourage you to complete this form even if you agree with your 


nominating organisation’s statement.) 


Are you: 


 a patient with the condition?  


 


☐ Yes  ☐x No 


 


 a carer of a patient with the condition? 


 


☐ Yes  ☐x No 


 


 a patient organisation employee or volunteer? 


  


☐ Yes  ☐x No 


 


Do you have experience of the treatment being appraised? 


☐x Yes  ☐ No 


If you wrote the organisation submission and do not have anything to add, tick 


here  (If you tick this box, the rest of this form will be deleted after 


submission.) 
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2. Living with the condition 


What is your experience of living with the condition as a patient or 
carer? 


NAD 


3. Current practice in treating the condition 


Which treatment outcomes are important to you? (That is, what would 
you like treatment to achieve?) Which of these are most important? If 
possible, please explain why. 


Improved clinical outcome 


What is your experience of currently available NHS care and of specific 
treatments? How acceptable are these treatments – which did you prefer 
and why? 


Al of them. NOACs are more convenient for the patients but different set of 


S/E 


4. What do you consider to be the advantages of the 


treatment being appraised? 


Benefits of a treatment might include its effect on: 


 the course and/or outcome of the condition 


 physical symptoms 


 pain 


 level of disability 


 mental health 


 quality of life (such as lifestyle and work) 


 other people (for example, family, friends and employers) 


 ease of use (for example, tablets rather than injection) 


 where the treatment has to be used (for example, at home rather than in 
hospital) 


 any other issues not listed above 


Please list the benefits that you expect to gain from using the treatment 
being appraised. 


Convenience, improved patient safety 
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Please explain any advantages that you think this treatment has over 
other NHS treatments in England. 


Convenience, improved patient safety 


If you know of any differences in opinion between you and other 
patients or carers about the benefits of the treatment being appraised, 
please tell us about them. 


      


5. What do you consider to be the disadvantages of the 


treatment being appraised? 


Disadvantages of a treatment might include: 


 aspects of the condition that the treatment cannot help with or might 
make worse 


 difficulties in taking or using the treatment (for example, injection rather 
than tablets) 


 side effects (for example, type or number of problems, how often, for 
how long, how severe. Please describe which side effects patients might 
be willing to accept or tolerate and which would be difficult to accept or 
tolerate)  


 where the treatment has to be used (for example, in hospital rather than 
at home) 


 impact on others (for example, family, friends and employers) 


 financial impact on the patient and/or their family (for example, the cost 
of travel to hospital or paying a carer) 


 any other issues not listed above 


Please list any concerns you have about current NHS treatments in 
England. 


      


Please list any concerns you have about the treatment being appraised. 


      


If you know of any differences in opinion between you and other 
patients or carers about the disadvantages of the treatment being 
appraised, please tell us about them. 


      


6. Patient population 


Do you think some patients might benefit more from the treatment than 
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others? If so, please describe them and explain why. 


      


Do you think some patients might benefit less from the treatment than 
others? If so, please describe them and explain why. 


      


7. Research evidence on patient or carer views of the 


treatment  


Are you familiar with the published research literature for the treatment? 


☐x Yes  ☐ No 


If you answered ‘no’, please skip the rest of section 7 and move on to 
section 8. 


Please comment on whether your experience of using the treatment as 
part of routine NHS care reflects the experience of patients in the clinical 
trials. 


      


Do you think the clinical trials have captured outcomes that are 
important to patients? Are you aware of any limitations in how the 
treatment has been assessed in clinical trials? 


Not captured quality of life adequately 


If the treatment being appraised is already available in the NHS, are 
there any side effects that were not apparent in the clinical trials but 
have emerged during routine NHS care? 


      


Are you aware of any relevant research on patient or carer views of the 
condition or existing treatments? 


☐ Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please provide references to the relevant studies. 
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8. Equality 


NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity and eliminating 
discrimination. Please let us know if you think that recommendations 
from this appraisal could have an adverse impact on any particular 
groups of people, who they are and why. 


Patients whose GPs refuse to prescribe NOACs 


9. Other issues 


Do you consider the treatment to be innovative? 


☐x Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please explain what makes it significantly different from other 
treatments for the condition. 


Convenience 


Is there anything else that you would like the Appraisal Committee to 
consider? 


      


10. Key messages 


In no more than 5 bullet points, please summarise the key messages of 
your submission. 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Patient/carer expert statement (STA) 


Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention 
of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism 
 
Thank you for agreeing to give us your views on this treatment that is being 
appraised by NICE and how it could be used in the NHS. Patients, carers and 
patient organisations can provide a unique perspective on conditions and their 
treatment that is not typically available from other sources. We are interested 
in hearing about: 


 the experience of having the condition or caring for someone with the 
condition 


 the experience of receiving NHS care for the condition  


 the experience of having specific treatments for the condition  


 the outcomes of treatment that are important to patients or carers (which 
might differ from those measured in clinical studies, including health-
related quality of life) 


 preferences for different treatments and how they are given 


 expectations about the risks and benefits of the treatment. 


 


We have already asked your nominating organisation to provide an 
organisation’s view. We are asking you to give your views as an individual 
whether you are: 


 a patient 


 a carer (who may be voicing views for a patient who is unable to) or 


 somebody who works or volunteers for a patient organisation. 


 


To help you give your views, we have provided a questionnaire. You do not 
have to answer every question — the questions are there as prompts to guide 
you. The response area will expand as you type. The length of your response 
should not normally exceed 10 pages. 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (STA) 


1. About you 


Your name: XXXXXXXXXX 
Name of your nominating organisation: AntiCoagulation Europe 
Do you know if your nominating organisation has submitted a 
statement? 


 


☐x Yes  ☐ No 


Do you wish to agree with your nominating organisation’s statement? 


 


x☐ Yes  ☐ No 


(We would encourage you to complete this form even if you agree with your 


nominating organisation’s statement.) 


Are you: 


 a patient with the condition?  


 


x☐ Yes  ☐ No 


 


 a carer of a patient with the condition? 


 


☐ Yes  ☐ No 


 


 a patient organisation employee or volunteer? 


  


☐x Yes  ☐ No 


 


Do you have experience of the treatment being appraised? 


☐ Yes  ☐ No x 


If you wrote the organisation submission and do not have anything to add, tick 


here  (If you tick this box, the rest of this form will be deleted after 


submission.) 
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2. Living with the condition 


What is your experience of living with the condition as a patient or 
carer? 


 I have a congenital antithrombin deficiency disorder  that causes my blood to 


clot more than normal. In my teenage years, I developed a DVT in my leg and 


was told I would require life long anticoagulation therapy. At the time of 


diagnosis, my leg became red, swollen and extremely painful to touch. I was 


unable to walk on the leg and was hospitalised for a two week period. I was 


advised that I would be at risk of further DVT or pulmonary embolism in my 


lifetime and my chronic disorder would need careful clinical management 


during surgery. I was given compression stockings to wear to help with 


impairment to the circulation and swelling and told to restrain from playing 


sport (netball and hockey). I was advised not to have children…  


The impact of the diagnosis at this time of my life was significant;  it influenced 


educational decisions around moving away from the hospital that was 


managing my care and whilst knowing I had no option, I struggled with sitting 


in anticoagulation clinics for long periods of time being  constantly reminded 


that I had a chronic health condition which required blood thinners for my 


lifetime. It was difficult to come to terms with and subsequently, I had to adjust 


to this new development and learn how to manage my health to reduce 


anxiety around potential risk of another VTE. 


 For the last  40 years plus, I have been taking warfarin, a VKA oral 


anticoagulant which requires regular monitoring to check that my blood levels 


are in range to prevent further clotting or a bleeding event. For  25 years, I  


attended secondary and primary care settings for my blood tests and this 


could have been as frequent as weekly visits to 6 weekly visits. After a 


bleeding event following a holiday, I embarked upon a  self –testing regime 


using a handheld device which monitors INR levels using a pin –prick of 


blood. Depending on the readings, I am able to adjust my daily dosage, if 


necessary. I undertake this will the consent of my prescribing GP. I have 


several family members who are affected by this condition (including a child) 


and all take warfarin for this condition having suffered a range of DVT, PE and  
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One self-manages with the others combining self testing with testing at 


GP/hospital clinic as required. When my teenage son presented with a DVT 


and PE, I knew from my personal experience  the impact and anxieties that he 


may encounter in coming to terms with heightened VTE risk and 


anticoagulation for life. He struggled with attending the AC clinic at the 


hospital and eventually was allowed to self test which he continues to do 


today.  For any individual who has had a VTE event, the priority is to know 


that  you have the most effective treatment available to help you manage your 


condition and prevent any future risk of pain, distress and anxiety which 


impacts on physical and mental well-being and I am pleased that there are 


now new oral treatments available for patients which have been clinically 


proven to be safe, effective and don’t require regular monitoring for the  


treatment or prevention of VTE  


      


3. Current practice in treating the condition 


Which treatment outcomes are important to you? (That is, what would 
you like treatment to achieve?) Which of these are most important? If 
possible, please explain why. 


Efficacy and safety – a treatment that can be given on diagnosis(suspected) 


from the onset and  will treat and prevent recurrences of further clots 


protecting and reassuring patients, essential for those on short term and long 


term anticoagulation treatments for many conditions 


 Oral treatments which are easy to use ( fixed dose) and do not require 


monitoring which can affect individuals who may be working, studying, caring 


for others and needing to factor the  monitoring visits into their everyday lives.  


No dietary interactions (as with warfarin) which can  greatly impact on what 


people eat and can cause elimination of  healthy food groups(vegtables/fruit) 


from diet 


Less interactions with other medications that may be required for treating co-


morbidities as with warfarin. This is especially of concern now  due to the 
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aging process and need medication for other conditions. I research as much 


as possible to look for options which do not interact with warfarin.  


What is your experience of currently available NHS care and of specific 
treatments? How acceptable are these treatments – which did you prefer 
and why? 


Currently available 


Low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) Injection needs patient to administer 


or intervention from healthcare professional or family/carer 


Low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) administered by subcutaneous 


injection proceeded by  warfarin  for treatment and secondary prevention (as 


above) with regard to the LMWH.   Warfarin needs regular monitoring either 


by attending anticoagulation clinics or using self –testing/management 


options. NICE has recently issued guidelines around the use of 


Coagulometers for monitoring INR levels for warfarin users. I am aware as 


warfarin taker and through my work with AntiCoagulation Europe, self –testing 


is not routinely offered to new or existing warfarinised patients across the UK 


with some patients who would like to be considered for self – monitoring  


being denied access to the test strips by their CCGs/ GPs even when 


purchasing their own devices. 


Warfarin as prevention – given lifelong 


Dabigatran – LMWH and then oral daily dose (NOAC) 


Rivaroxaban – oral daily dose (NOAC) 


4. What do you consider to be the advantages of the 


treatment being appraised? 


Benefits of a treatment might include its effect on: 


 the course and/or outcome of the condition 


 physical symptoms 


 pain 


 level of disability 


 mental health 
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 quality of life (such as lifestyle and work) 


 other people (for example, family, friends and employers) 


 ease of use (for example, tablets rather than injection) 


 where the treatment has to be used (for example, at home rather than in 
hospital) 


 any other issues not listed above 


Please list the benefits that you expect to gain from using the treatment 
being appraised. 


Treatment can be given on diagnosis or suspected in secondary or primary 


care setting 


Fixed dosing – reduces confusion for people when having to change doses of 


warfarin to stay within therapeutic range 


No monitoring required to check INR levels which greatly impacts and can 


cause disruption for  individuals in terms of time, travel, cost and 


convenience.e.g. taking time off work for clinic visits, parking costs, finger 


prick or venous sampling(pain and anxiety) damage to veins and digits 


occurring.  Attending clinics for INR monitoring are a constant reminder that 


an individual is ‘unwell’ and waiting for results and dose alterations can cause 


anxiety and concern coined  The ‘yellow book syndrome’ 


 General Well – being, daily dose,  return to normal everyday activities as 


quickly as possible 


Please explain any advantages that you think this treatment has over 
other NHS treatments in England. 


Twice daily treatment, no monitoring, proven efficacy and safety. Can be 


started immediately upon diagnosis of DVT or PE 


If you know of any differences in opinion between you and other 
patients or carers about the benefits of the treatment being appraised, 
please tell us about them. 
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5. What do you consider to be the disadvantages of the 


treatment being appraised? 


Disadvantages of a treatment might include: 


 aspects of the condition that the treatment cannot help with or might 
make worse 


 difficulties in taking or using the treatment (for example, injection rather 
than tablets) 


 side effects (for example, type or number of problems, how often, for 
how long, how severe. Please describe which side effects patients might 
be willing to accept or tolerate and which would be difficult to accept or 
tolerate)  


 where the treatment has to be used (for example, in hospital rather than 
at home) 


 impact on others (for example, family, friends and employers) 


 financial impact on the patient and/or their family (for example, the cost 
of travel to hospital or paying a carer) 


 any other issues not listed above 


Please list any concerns you have about current NHS treatments in 
England. 


Access to NOACS are inconsistent across the UK with local CCG directives 


leaning towards prescribing warfarin and only considering a NOAC if patient 


cannot reach therapeutic time in range or cannot tolerate warfarin. Patients 


should be advised of all anticoagulant options available and have an informed 


discussion as to the most suitable for their clinical needs in addition to  taking 


into account their personal preferences 


Please list any concerns you have about the treatment being appraised. 


None at this stage 


If you know of any differences in opinion between you and other 
patients or carers about the disadvantages of the treatment being 
appraised, please tell us about them. 


     None known  
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Do you think some patients might benefit more from the treatment than 
others? If so, please describe them and explain why. 


Patients who present with a VTE who would not want to undertake a course of 


LMWH injections and then have to be weaned onto either to  warfarin or a 


NOAC. 


Patients on warfarin who cannot maintain therapeutic range with INR levels 


 Individuals who would not want to make considerable adjustments  to meet 


warfarin regimes such as attending for regular blood tests and changing 


dietary and lifestyle habits. Vitamin K containing foods influence warfarin’s 


blood thinning effect.  


Do you think some patients might benefit less from the treatment than 
others? If so, please describe them and explain why. 


     Some people may have had previous experience of warfarin treatment 


and therefore would consider warfarin unless they had experienced any 


adverse effects. They may also be concerned about the lack of monitoring 


required? Apixaban is twice daily. Antidotes are not yet available for any of the 


new oral anticoagulants. 


 


6. Research evidence on patient or carer views of the 


treatment  


Are you familiar with the published research literature for the treatment? 


☐x Yes (from lay perspective)   ☐ No 


If you answered ‘no’, please skip the rest of section 7 and move on to 
section 8. 


Please comment on whether your experience of using the treatment as 
part of routine NHS care reflects the experience of patients in the clinical 
trials. 


     No knowledge 
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Do you think the clinical trials have captured outcomes that are 
important to patients? Are you aware of any limitations in how the 
treatment has been assessed in clinical trials? 


     Safety and efficacy are important outcomes from the patient 


perspective. From clinical studies it appears that Apixaban is as effective as 


warfarin with less major bleeding with Apixaban compared to warfarin 


Agnelli G et al. Oral Apixaban for the Treatment of Acute Venous 


Thromboembolism. N Engl J Med 2013, 369j:799 - 808 


If the treatment being appraised is already available in the NHS, are 
there any side effects that were not apparent in the clinical trials but 
have emerged during routine NHS care? 


Not to my personal knowledge. Aware of NICE guidelines for Apixaban for  


prevention of VTE in hip and knee surgery and for Atrial Fibrillation 


Are you aware of any relevant research on patient or carer views of the 
condition or existing treatments? 


☐ Yes  ☐x No 


If yes, please provide references to the relevant studies. 


      


7. Equality 


NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity and eliminating 
discrimination. Please let us know if you think that recommendations 
from this appraisal could have an adverse impact on any particular 
groups of people, who they are and why. 


      


8. Other issues 


Do you consider the treatment to be innovative? 


☐ Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please explain what makes it significantly different from other 
treatments for the condition. 


LMWH/Warfarin v Apixaban  no monitoring, fixed dose 


Dabigatran requires LMWH before initiation with treatment 
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Is there anything else that you would like the Appraisal Committee to 
consider? 


      


9. Key messages 


In no more than 5 bullet points, please summarise the key messages of 
your submission. 


 Efficacy and safety. Can provide an effective alternative anticoagulant 


therapy to other treatments available. Non inferior to warfarin with less 


bleeding outcomes 


 No monitoring required 


 Fixed dose      


 No known food interactions and limited drug interactions 
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1 SUMMARY 


1.1 Scope of the submission 


The remit of the Evidence Review Group (ERG) is to comment on the clinical and cost 


effectiveness evidence submitted to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 


(NICE) as part of the single technology appraisal (STA) process. Clinical and economic 


evidence were submitted to NICE from Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals Ltd together 


with Pfizer Ltd (hereafter referred to as ‘the company’) in support of the use of apixaban 


(Eliquis®) for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and/or 


pulmonary embolism (PE).  


On 28 July 2014, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) issued an extension to the existing 


marketing authorisation for apixaban. The EMA approved apixaban for the treatment of DVT 


and PE and prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in adults. 


Apixaban is also licensed for: i) the prevention of venous thromboembolism (VTE) in patients 


who have undergone elective hip or knee surgery and ii) the prevention of stroke and 


systemic embolism in adult patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation with one or more risk 


factors. 


1.2 Critique of the decision problem in the company submission 


The company has submitted evidence for the clinical effectiveness of apixaban for the short-


term treatment of patients with a VTE and for extended treatment of up to 1 year for a cohort 


of patients who are considered to be at clinical equipoise (i.e. those for whom the risks and 


benefits of extended anticoagulation treatment are uncertain). The company does not 


provide evidence to support the clinical effectiveness of apixaban for: i) patients for whom 


extended treatment is definitely required; ii) patients with active cancer; iii) patients for whom 


treatment with a vitamin K antagonist (VKA) is unsuitable; iv) patients with distal DVT or v) 


patients with provoked DVT with no other risk factors for VTE recurrence. 


The ERG asked the company (via the clarification process) to carry out a series of 12 


Kaplan-Meier (K-M) analyses. These were required to allow the ERG to validate the 


parameters used in the company’s economic model. In response to the ERG’s clarification 


request only two K-M analyses were provided. One of these revealed a significant error in 


the company’s calculation of the risk of treatment discontinuation, and the other showed a 


significant difference between survival gain estimated by the model and that shown by the 


AMPLIFY trial results. The ERG believes that it is likely that other discrepancies and errors 
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may remain undetected in the submitted economic model but this cannot be confirmed 


without access to the other ten requested analyses of trial data (from both the AMPLIFY and 


AMPLIFY-EXT studies). Without the requested K-M analyses, the ERG is unable to check 


the company’s estimates and can only conclude that the company economic model may not 


be reliable and that any cost effectiveness results generated by it cannot be confirmed to be 


robust. 


1.3 Summary of clinical effectiveness evidence submitted by the 
company 


The company has presented direct evidence to support the use of apixaban for the treatment 


and secondary prevention of VTE. Direct evidence from the AMPLIFY trial suggests that for 


the initial treatment of VTE (up to 6 months), apixaban is non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin 


for the primary outcome of VTE/VTE-related death (Relative risk [**] 


***********************************; apixaban was not shown to be superior to 


enoxaparin/warfarin. In addition, a statistically significant reduction in major bleeding events 


was associated with the comparison of apixaban with enoxaparin/warfarin (RR 0.31; 95% CI 


0.17 to 0.55; p<0.001).  


Direct evidence from the AMPLIFY-EXT trial supports the use of apixaban rather than 


placebo for the secondary prevention of VTEs in a population of patients at clinical 


equipoise. Treatment with apixaban for 12 months statistically significantly reduced the risk 


of recurrent VTE or all-cause death (RR: 0.33; 95% CI 0.22 to 0.48; ********). Apixaban was 


not statistically significantly different to placebo for major bleeding events. There is currently 


no direct evidence comparing apixaban with rivaroxaban and dabigatran. Hence, the 


company carried out two network meta-analyses (NMAs).  


Results of the company’s NMA that was undertaken for the initial treatment period suggest 


that there is no statistically significant difference between apixaban and any of the 


comparators in terms of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. Treatment with apixaban 


statistically significantly reduced the risk of all bleeding outcomes in comparison to treatment 


with the combination of low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) and VKA. Apixaban also 


reduced the risk of major or clinically relevant non-major bleeding (CRNM) bleeding in 


comparison to rivaroxaban and dabigatran, and reduced the likelihood of major bleeding in 


comparison to dabigatran and CRNM bleeding in comparison to rivaroxaban. 


Results of the company’s secondary prevention period NMA suggest that there is no 


statistically significant difference between apixaban and either dabigatran, rivaroxaban or 


LMWH/VKA in terms of risk of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. Apixaban statistically 
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significantly reduced the likelihood of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death when compared to 


treatment with either aspirin or placebo. For safety outcomes, apixaban was shown to 


statistically significantly reduce the likelihood of major or CRNM bleeding (composite 


outcome) in comparison to dabigatran, rivaroxaban or LMWH/VKA. There were no 


statistically significant differences between treatment with apixaban and aspirin or treatment 


with apixaban and placebo for any of the safety outcomes.  


1.4 Summary of the ERG’s critique of clinical effectiveness evidence 
submitted 


The ERG considers both the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials to be robust and of good 


quality. The ERG notes that patients in the trials were younger than those seen in clinical 


practice in England and Wales and that none of the participating treatment centres in 


AMPLIFY were based in the UK. The ERG considers that the lack of health-related quality of 


life (HRQoL) data from the trials is a significant omission. The ERG notes that the AMPLIFY 


study populations do not include patients with provoked VTE (with no risk factors for 


recurrence) or distal DVT and that the study population of AMPLIFY-EXT comprises patients 


in whom the risks and benefits of extended long-term anticoagulation treatment are 


uncertain. The use of apixaban by patients at a lower risk of VTE recurrence (i.e. those with 


provoked VTE) or by patients at a higher risk of VTE recurrence in whom long-term 


anticoagulation is definitely indicated, has not been evaluated by the company. 


The ERG identified significant flaws in the methodology used by the company to carry out 


the secondary prevention period NMA and advises caution when considering the results of 


this analysis. Specifically, data from the included studies should not have been combined as 


there was considerable variation in the time on treatment and follow-up times reported for 


the included studies.      


The ERG also had concerns about the company’s use of continuity corrections to take 


account of the fact that some of the included studies reported no events for some of the 


outcomes of interest. In both the initial treatment and secondary prevention period NMAs this 


approach led to high estimates of relative risks (RR) for some of the relevant comparisons. 


The ERG asked the company to re-run their NMAs using a vague prior. The revised RRs 


were less extreme and were used alongside the ERG’s own estimates of incremental cost 


effectiveness ratios (ICERs). 


1.5 Summary of cost effectiveness evidence submitted by the company 


The company developed a de novo Markov state transition model which comprised 13 


health states. The 11 main health states are: index PE, index DVT, recurrent PE, recurrent 
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DVT, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH), intracranial (IC) bleed, 


non-IC major bleed, CRNM bleed, PE off treatment, DVT off treatment and death; whilst two 


further health states, PE second-line and DVT second-line, are only used in the sensitivity 


analyses. Patients enter the model having experienced either an index PE (*****) or an index 


DVT (*****). The base-case evaluation compares treatment with apixaban with three 


alternatives: LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran; and results are presented for 


two scenarios: 6-month treatment duration and lifelong treatment duration. 


The model has been developed in Microsoft Excel using a 3-month cycle length. It includes a 


half-cycle correction and the time horizon is set to patient lifetime (i.e. a maximum follow-up 


of 65 years and a maximum age of 100 years). As recommended by NICE, a discount rate of 


3.5% has been used for both costs and outcomes; outcomes are measured in quality 


adjusted life years (QALYs). The model perspective is that of the UK NHS. Resource use, 


costs and utilities were estimated based on information from AMPLIFY, AMPLIFY-EXT, 


published sources and clinical experts. The company reports that their modelling approach is 


consistent with the approach adopted in published NICE rivaroxaban submissions (TA287 


and TA261). 


For the 6-month treatment duration scenario, the ICER for the comparison of apixaban 


versus LMWH/VKA is estimated to be £2,406 per QALY gained. When compared with either 


rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran, apixaban is dominant. For the lifelong treatment scenario, 


the ICER for apixaban versus LMWH/VKA is estimated by the company to be £16,676 per 


QALY gained, whilst the company’s ICERs per QALY gained for apixaban compared with 


rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran are £809 and £5,058 respectively. In addition, the 


company undertook an analysis in which lifelong apixaban treatment was compared with 


LMWH/VKA for 6 months followed by no treatment for the remaining lifetime. The company’s 


model generated an ICER per QALY gained of £17,917 for this analysis. 


The company carried out a wide range of deterministic sensitivity analyses. For the 6-month 


treatment time period, the ICER for the comparison of apixaban versus LMWH/VKA varied 


from £1,628 to £5,330 per QALY gained, whilst for the lifelong time period, it varied from 


£2,157 to £41,394 per QALY gained.  


The results of the company’s probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) suggest that, for the 6-


month treatment period, the comparison of apixaban versus LMWH/VKA results in an ICER 


of less than £20,000 per QALY gained in 100% of runs. However, when considering the 


lifelong treatment period, this comparison was shown to be 54% cost effective at a threshold 
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of £20,000 per QALY gained and 77% cost effective at a threshold of £30,000 per QALY 


gained. 


1.6 Summary of the ERG’s critique of cost effectiveness evidence 
submitted 


The ERG is satisfied with the search strategy employed by the company to identify cost 


effectiveness studies, and is reasonably confident that no other relevant published articles 


exist.  


A single economic model, constructed in MS Excel, has been submitted by the company. 


However, the decision problem encompasses two distinct assessments based on the results 


from two clinical trials in two quite different populations over two different time periods. The 


ERG considers that two separate models should have been developed to avoid 


compromising either assessment. 


The company failed to provide sufficient information to allow the ERG to validate many of the 


company model parameters. First, the company’s approach to deriving key model parameter 


values is not transparent (often referenced as ‘AMPLIFY secondary analysis’) and the ERG 


considers that substantiating evidence for important assumptions concerning the long-term 


level of key risk variables has not been provided. Second, as previously described, the 


company only provided two of the 12 K-M analyses that were requested as part of the 


clarification process. Analyses of these two data sets identified parameter estimation errors 


and a mis-match between the model and an important trial result. There are, therefore, 


concerns that parameter values derived from the outstanding ten K-M analyses that were not 


carried out by the company may be similarly flawed.  


The ERG is concerned about the use, within the model, of a number of the RR values 


generated by the company’s secondary prevention period NMA. These RR values are 


unrealistic and lead to the generation of ICERs per QALY gained that appear to unduly 


favour treatment with apixaban.  


In addition, the company model does not incorporate the impact of an accumulating history 


of recurrent VTE events on future risks; an omission that is likely to lead to exaggerated 


estimates of long-term health gains for apixaban. Furthermore, the ERG considers that 


background age is inadequately represented, treatment costs have been underestimated, 


incorrect UK utility values have been employed, and an excessive mean body weight 


estimate for a UK population has been applied. 


1.7 End of life criteria 
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The company has not put forward a case for apixaban to be considered under NICE’s  end 


of life criteria. The ERG considers this to be appropriate. 


1.8 ERG commentary on the robustness of evidence submitted by the 
company 


1.8.1 Strengths 


Clinical effectiveness 


 The company provided a detailed submission. The ERG’s requests for further clinical 
information were fulfilled promptly and to a good standard 


 The key clinical evidence is derived from two good quality randomised controlled 
trials (RCTs), AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


 Data are provided from the AMPLIFY trial for the initial treatment of patients and for a 
treatment period of 6 months 


 Data are provided from the AMPLIFY-EXT trial for the treatment of patients for whom 
the risks and benefits of extended anticoagulation treatment are uncertain 


 The company included dabigatran as a comparator in the decision problem even 
though it was not included in the NICE scope 


 In the absence of direct evidence comparing apixaban with rivaroxaban and 
dabigatran, the company carried out two NMAs, one relevant to the initial treatment 
period, the other to the secondary prevention period 


Cost effectiveness 


The model used cost assumptions that had been accepted by the Appraisal Committee 


during earlier appraisals of rivaroxaban (TA287 and TA296). 


1.8.2 Weaknesses and areas of uncertainty 


Clinical effectiveness 


 There are no data for patients with distal DVT or for those with provoked DVT who 
are at lower risk of VTE recurrence. This means that the applicability of the AMPLIFY 
trial results to these patients is uncertain. The use of apixaban in patients with active 
cancer has not been evaluated 


 The secondary prevention period NMA only included patients for whom the risks and 
benefits of extended long-term anticoagulation were unclear. This means that the 
clinical effectiveness of apixaban in patients at a higher risk of recurrence – due to 
persisting risk factors or who suffered a recurrence in the first 6 months of treatment 
– has not been demonstrated 


 There are no new HRQoL data provided in the submission. This means that the 
patient experience of treatment with apixaban compared with enoxaparin/warfarin 
(initial treatment period) and compared with placebo/no treatment (secondary 
prevention period) is unknown 


 There are no trials that directly compare apixaban with rivaroxaban or with 
dabigatran for either initial treatment or secondary prevention. The ERG considers 
that the company’s NMA comparing apixaban with rivaroxaban and dabigatran in the 
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secondary prevention setting is flawed due to differences in the time on treatment 
and follow-up times reported for each of the included trials 


 In the NMAs, to allow the use of data from treatment arms of the included studies in 
which no events had occurred for some outcomes, the company used continuity 
correction factors. This approach resulted in unrealistically high estimates of RR for 
some relevant comparisons; the company then used these values in the economic 
model. The ERG did not agree with the company’s approach and asked the company 
to re-run the NMAs using a vague prior to allow the ERG to calculate revised ICERs 


 There were small numbers of events for many trial outcomes and this resulted in 
wide confidence intervals for many of the RR estimates in the company’s NMAs  


Cost effectiveness 


 The decision problem encompasses two distinct assessments based on results from 
two clinical trials in two quite different populations. The company submitted a single 
model which risks compromising both assessments 


 The company failed, both within the CS and during the clarification process, to 
provide sufficient information to allow the ERG to validate many of the parameters in 
the company’s submitted model  


 The use of unrealistic RR values (generated by the company’s secondary prevention 
period NMA) leads to the generation of ICERs per QALY gained which appear to 
unduly favour treatment with apixaban 


 The company model does not incorporate the impact of an accumulating history of 
recurrent VTE events on future risks; an omission that is likely to lead to exaggerated 
estimates of long-term health gains for apixaban 


 The ERG considers that, within the company model, background age is inadequately 
represented, treatment costs have been underestimated, incorrect UK utility values 
have been employed and an excessive mean body weight estimate for a UK 
population has been applied 


1.9 Summary of exploratory and sensitivity analyses undertaken by the 
ERG 


The ERG applied six specific model changes using the ERG’s preferred alternative 


parameter values or formulae. These changes were in relation to age/sex mortality rates, 


treatment costs, age-varying utility, annual discounting, use of a body weight value based on 


an English population (rather than trial data) and rebasing of the model for assessment of 


treatment in the prevention period. The impact of each of these changes on the company’s 


long-term base-case results for the comparisons between apixaban and either LMWH/VKA, 


rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran were small, with changes to the ICERs per QALY gained 


of ±£2,700 in the most extreme cases. The impact of the ERG’s changes on the company’s 


short-term base-case results for the comparisons between apixaban and all three of the 


comparators was, again, modest with changes in the ICERs per QALY gained being less 


than ±£300. The ERG also generated model results using parameter values that had been 


generated by three different alternative methods of calculating RRs from the secondary 


prevention period NMA. In addition, the ERG carried out a single stand-alone scenario 
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analysis. The results from all of the ERG’s analyses should be viewed with caution due to 


the underlying uncertainty with regard to the magnitude of the various model parameter 


values that the ERG has been unable to verify. 


1.10 ERG conclusions 


The ERG has identified a number of concerns with regard to the company’s submitted 


economic model. Resultant model modifications implemented by the ERG have only resulted 


in small changes to the company’s base-case cost effectiveness results. However, the 


ERG’s review of the model has been severely hampered by the lack of information provided 


by the company. This has resulted in the ERG being unable to verify the magnitude of a 


number of model parameters. The ERG is, therefore, forced to conclude that cost 


effectiveness results generated by the company’s model (even with the 


amendments/corrections proposed by the ERG) cannot currently be considered to be a 


reliable basis for estimating the relative cost effectiveness of apixaban, compared with 


LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran, for the initial treatment of either DVT and/or 


PE or when used for the secondary prevention of DVT and/or PE in adults. 
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2 BACKGROUND 


2.1 Critique of company’s description of underlying health problems 


The context section (Section 2) of the company submission CS1 presents the key issues 


relating to the underlying health problem including clinical features, prognosis and incidence. 


This information is summarised in Box 1. 


Box 1 Pathophysiology, prognosis and incidence of venous thromboembolism (VTE) in the 
UK 


Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a condition in which a blood clot (thrombus) forms in a vein.  Deep 
vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE) are manifestations of VTE with serious and 
potentially fatal outcomes.


2
  A DVT most commonly occurs in the deep veins of the legs, and can 


cause a spectrum of symptoms such as cramping pain, redness and/or swelling of the leg, or have no 
symptoms at all.


3
 A PE is caused when a thrombus detaches and travels to block the main pulmonary 


artery or one of its branches, which delivers de-oxygenated blood to the lungs. A PE can cause 
breathlessness, chest pain, and sudden death. 
 
DVT may also result in poor venous circulation causing venous ulceration and/or development of 
post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) which is characterised by chronic pain, swelling and skin changes; 
the prevalence of severe PTS has been reported as 8.1% amongst patients with DVT.


4
 


 
Following an episode of PE, the embolus may also increase blood flow resistance leading to chronic 
thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) which can eventually lead to heart failure.


5
 The 


rate of CTEPH amongst patients with PE is reported to be 1.25% over a period of 2.1 years.
6
 


 
Approximately two-thirds of patients with a VTE present with a DVT and one third present with a PE.


7
  


Up to 50% of patients with symptomatic DVT may have an asymptomatic PE and less than a third of 
patients with PE exhibit signs or symptoms of DVT.


8
 When VTE is associated with an identifiable (and 


often reversible or transient) risk factor(s), such as surgery, trauma, or prolonged immobilisation, it is 
referred to as a provoked VTE.


3,9
  A VTE is considered unprovoked (idiopathic) if it occurs without a 


clearly identifiable provoking factor. 
 
Mortality from VTE can be as high as 22% in the year following the first event.


10
 Of those who sustain 


an acute event, a proportion will die immediately. Overall, approximately 6% of patients die within 30 
days after their first DVT event, while 12% die within 30 days of a PE.


7
 


 
Patients who experience a first episode of VTE have an increased risk of recurrence. The risk of 
recurrence decreases over time following the first event (being highest during the first 6 to 12 
months), however the risk never falls to zero.


11,12
 The reported cumulative incidence of recurrent VTE 


in patients not receiving any treatment [following an initial course of anticoagulation] is reported to be 
11.0% after 1 year, 19.6% after 3 years, 29.1% after 5 years, and 39.9% after 10 years.


13
 Recurrent 


DVT is associated with a substantially higher likelihood of PTS,
14


 whilst PE predisposes patients to 
CTEPH,


15
 and recurrent PE is fatal in up to 9% of cases.


12
 


 
In the UK, the incidence of people presenting with clinical symptoms of VTE each year is 2 in 1000.


16
 


The incidence of VTE varies with age; for people under 40 years the annual incidence of VTE is 1 in 
10,000, rising to 1 in 100 for those over 80 years.


16
 It is estimated that there will be 58,392 incident 


patients in England and Wales who will begin treatment for VTE in 2015, rising to 60,045 in 2019.
1
 


 


The ERG notes that a 2014 study by Martinez et al17 reported the rates of DVT compared 


with PE as 54% to 46% (rather than 66% to 33% cited in the CS1). The Martinez et al17 study 


is based on data collected in primary care and on hospital data collected in the UK.  
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The ERG also notes that the incidence rate (as cited in the CS1) for people presenting with 


symptoms of  VTE each year is widely reported as 2 in 1000; however data from the 


Martinez et al17 study suggest that the incidence rate is closer to 1 in 1000. 


The ERG considers the company’s description of the underlying health problem to be 


relevant and appropriate. 


The ERG notes that in NICE Clinical Guideline CG92,3 a number of risk factors for the 


development of a VTE are identified. For information, the ERG lists these in Box 2. 


Box 2 Underlying risk factors for VTE 


 Active cancer or cancer treatment 


 Age over 60 years 


 Critical care admission 


 Dehydration 


 Known thrombophilias 


 Obesity (body mass index over 30 kg/m2) 


 One or more significant medical comorbidities (for example: heart disease; metabolic 


      endocrine or respiratory pathologies; acute infectious diseases; inflammatory 


      conditions) 


 Personal history or first-degree relative with a history of VTE 


 Use of hormone replacement therapy 


 Use of oestrogen-containing contraceptive therapy 


 Varicose veins with phlebitis 


 


There are two types of DVT that occur in the legs, proximal DVT or isolated distal DVT. 


Proximal DVTs are located in the popliteal, femoral, or iliac veins. Isolated distal DVTs have 


no proximal component and are confined to the calf veins below the knee.18 Clinical advice 


to the ERG suggests that the duration of treatment for proximal and distal DVTs might differ. 


Patients with isolated distal calf DVT are likely to be given 6 weeks of anticoagulation 


treatment; this is in contrast to patients with proximal DVT or PE who are likely to be treated 


for at least 3 months.19,20 


In clinical practice in England and Wales a number of tests are available to aid in the 


diagnosis of DVT. These include a D-dimer test, ultrasound scan or venogram.21 A PE may 


be diagnosed using a blood test, a D-dimer test, computerised tomography pulmonary 


angiography or ventilation-perfusion scan.22 
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2.2 Critique of company’s overview of current service provision 


The company’s overview of current service provision is presented in Section 2.4 and 2.5 of 


the CS.1 The CS1 includes an overview of current NICE guidelines (CG14420) and a 


summary of NICE guidance (TA261,23 TA28724) relevant to this appraisal. These are 


summarised in Box 3 and Box 4.  


Box 3 Overview of CG144 (CS) 


NICE Clinical Guideline 144
20


 (CG144, June 2012): Venous thromboembolic diseases: the 
management of venous thromboembolic diseases and the role of thrombophilia testing. 
 
This guideline gives best practice advice on the treatment and care of adults with VTE. It also gives 
recommendations for DVT and PE diagnostic investigations. The guideline was produced prior to the 
first NICE Technology Appraisal for the first factor Xa inhibitor, rivaroxaban (Xarelto®), and therefore 
considers only the older treatment options, i.e. low molecular weight heparin (LMWH), fondaparinux 
(Arixtra®) and vitamin K antagonists (VKAs). CG144


19,20
 recommends: 


 
• patients presenting with confirmed proximal DVT or PE are offered a choice of LMWH, 


unfractionated heparin (UFH) or fondaparinux for at least 5 days or until the international 
normalised ratio (INR) is ≥2 for at least 24 hours. A VKA should be started concomitantly 
and continued for 3 months.  


• reassessing the need for continued VKA treatment at 3 months, taking into account the 
risk of bleeding versus. the risk of recurrent VTE.  


• where patients have idiopathic VTE, extend treatment beyond 3 months. The exact 
treatment duration is not specified. 


 
Recommendations in NICE CG144


20
 for patient subgroups  


• The recommendation for treatment in patients with PE and haemodynamic instability 
includes unfractionated heparin (UFH) and other thrombolytic therapies.  


• The recommendation for the treatment and prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in 
patients with active cancer is LMWH. This should be used for duration of 6 months, at 
which point the risk/benefit ratio of continued anticoagulation is assessed 


• The recommendations for patients with severe renal impairment or established renal 
failure (estimated glomerular filtration rate <30 ml/min/1.73 m


2
) includes UFH or LMWH.  


• The treatment recommendation for patients with an increased risk of bleeding is UFH. 
 


 


Box 4 Current NICE Guidance (CS) 


NICE recommended rivaroxaban in the following two appraisals: 
• NICE TA287.


24
 Rivaroxaban for treating pulmonary embolism and preventing recurrent 


venous thromboembolism. June 2013 
• NICE TA261.


23
 Rivaroxaban for the treatment of deep vein thrombosis and prevention of 


recurrent deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism. July 2012 
Dabigatran etexilate (Pradaxa®) 
Dabigatran etexilate is currently being appraised by NICE for the treatment and secondary prevention 
of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism 


 


During the course of this appraisal (31 October 2014) NICE issued a final appraisal 


determination25 recommending the use of dabigatran etexilate as an option for the treatment 


and secondary prevention of DVT and/or PE. For brevity, this ERG report refers to 


dabigatran etexilate as dabigatran. 
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In addition to the guidance and guidelines described, the ERG is aware that NICE has 


published quality standards (QS2926) for the diagnosis and treatment of VTE disease. Of 


relevance to the current appraisal, QS2926 advises that: 


 people with active cancer and confirmed proximal DVT or PE are offered 
anticoagulation therapy 


 people with active cancer who receive anticoagulation therapy have a clinical review 
within 6 months of confirmed diagnosis of proximal DVT or PE to discuss the risks 
and benefits of continuing anticoagulation therapy 


 people without cancer who receive anticoagulation therapy have a clinical review 
within 3 months of diagnosis of confirmed proximal DVT or PE to discuss the risks 
and benefits of continuing anticoagulation therapy 


 
The CS1 also discusses related international guidance documents. These are summarised in 


Box 5.  


Box 5 International guidelines 


 SIGN 122
27


 Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network 122, Prevention and management of 
venous thromboembolism (2010). 


 European Society of Cardiology (ESC) Guidelines on the diagnosis and management of acute 
pulmonary embolism, 2014


28
  


 American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) Antithrombotic therapy for VTE disease (9th 
Edition, 2012).


9
 


 
The ESC


28
 guidelines cover only PE, whereas the SIGN


27
 and ACCP


9
 guidelines cover both DVT and 


PE. As the published evidence base has rapidly developed over the time period covering the 
publication of these guidelines, there are some differences in the interventions that are 
recommended. The 2010 SIGN


27
 guidelines do not discuss novel oral anticoagulant (NOAC) use, the 


2012 ACCP
9
 guidelines mention the paucity of data available for NOACs at the time of guideline 


preparation, whilst the 2014 ESC
28


 guidelines recommend NOACs as alternatives to treatment with 
LMWH/VKA. Aspirin is not recommended as a sole prophylactic agent in the SIGN


27
 guidelines and is 


not mentioned in the ACCP
9
 guidelines; however, the ESC


28
 guidelines recommend the use of aspirin 


for patients who refuse or are unable to take anticoagulants. 


2.3 Current pathway of care 


The CS1 presents the current pathway of care for patients with VTE in the NHS in England 
and Wales and the proposed place in the pathway for apixaban. This is summarised in Box 6 
and  


Box 7. The ERG notes that the recommendations made in CG14420 are pertinent only to 


patients with confirmed proximal DVT and PE. Patients with a distal DVT do not appear to be 


included in the guideline. 


The ERG is satisfied with the description provided in the CS,1 but notes that the pathway 


described is not relevant to patients with active cancer, who should be treated with low 


molecular weight heparin (LMWH) for 6 months instead of a vitamin K antagonist (VKA), 


rivaroxaban or unfractionated heparin.20 
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Box 6 Current pathway of care (CG144) 


The current pathway of care is described in NICE CG144.
20


 Between suspicion and diagnosis of VTE 
parenteral anticoagulants are administered. Patients with a confirmed diagnosis of proximal DVT or 
PE may undergo a combination of pharmacological therapy, thrombolytic therapy and/or mechanical 
interventions. Pharmacological treatment is currently initiated in secondary care and may involve a 
hospital admission; however, with the NICE approval of the oral treatment, rivaroxaban, treatment is 
being increasingly managed in a primary care setting.


29
 


 
Currently, treatment with VKA (warfarin) is the recommended pharmacological therapy for treatment 
of VTE.


20
 As a result of the delayed onset of action of VKA, which takes at least 5 days to achieve 


therapeutic levels, there is a sub-therapeutic gap bridged with a parenteral anticoagulant, such as 
LMWH (most commonly enoxaparin in England), fondaparinux or UFH. Once therapeutic oral 
anticoagulation is achieved, parenteral therapy is discontinued and oral therapy with VKA continued 
for the remaining treatment period, the duration of which is dependent upon individual assessment of 
patient risk factors for VTE recurrence versus their risk of bleeding from the anticoagulant. Patients 
receiving a VKA initially require more frequent blood tests for INR monitoring and dose adjustments 
until their INR is within therapeutic range (INR of 2–3). 
 
CG144


20
 recommends 3 months of treatment in those with a provoked VTE and assessment of the 


risk/benefit of continuing treatment and or prevention at 3 months. Clinical experts at a recent 
advisory board meeting indicated that in routine practice, patients may receive between 3–6 months 
of initial treatment because of the delay in stabilising patients on VKA, or there may be a delay in 
patients being seen by their GP or anticoagulation service.


30
 Recent analysis using the Clinical 


Practice Research Datalink (CPRD)
31


 database indicates that the time to discontinuation of 
anticoagulation after an acute VTE in UK routine practice is between 3 and 6 months (see Appendix 
13g, Section 10.32). VKAs should be offered “beyond 3 months to patients with unprovoked PE or 
unprovoked proximal DVT, if their risk of VTE recurrence is high and there is no increased risk of 
bleeding or major bleeding”.


20
 The guideline does not specify the duration of treatment for preventing 


recurrent events. In clinical practice it is up to the clinician to evaluate the individual risk/benefit ratio 
of continuing anticoagulation or stopping treatment. 


 


Box 7 NICE recommended treatment options for VTE 


For initial treatment and prevention of VTE 


 Treatment with LMWH plus initiation of oral VKA within 24 hours. LMWH continued for at least 
5 days or until INR ≥2 for at least 24 hours, whichever is longer. INR monitoring to ensure 
warfarin is within therapeutic range 


 Rivaroxaban monotherapy (15mg twice daily for 21 days, 20mg once daily thereafter).28,29 


 Dabigatran (150mg twice daily) following treatment with LMWH for at least 5 days 


 Apixaban monotherapy (10mg twice daily for 7 days, 5mg twice daily thereafter) 
 


Treatment should be for at least 3 months, according to risk/benefit. 
 
For long term prevention of VTE 
Treatment is continued according to risks and benefits. 


 Dosing schedule as above 


 Apixaban 2.5mg twice daily 


 Aspirin and no preventative therapy are also treatment options 


 


The ERG agrees with the company that warfarin is the vitamin K antagonist (VKA) therapy 


that is most commonly used in clinical practice in England and Wales. The ERG is aware 


that patients who are treated with warfarin are required to undergo frequent blood tests. 


Blood tests are used to assess the efficacy of warfarin to prevent blood clots as measured 


against the international normalised ratio (INR) level. If the INR level is too high, the patient 
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is at risk of bleeding; if the INR level is too low, the patient is at risk of further blood clots. 


Warfarin doses are adjusted in order to ensure that the INR level lies between 2 and 3.32  


2.4 Estimated size of the eligible population 


The CS1 (Section 2.2) provides an estimate of the number of people in England and Wales 


who are eligible for treatment with apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of 


VTE. The CS1 also provides an estimate of the number of people who are eligible for 


treatment with apixaban within its other licensed indications (i.e. for the prevention of VTE in 


patients who have undergone elective hip or knee surgery and for the prevention of stroke 


and systemic embolism in adult patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation with one or more 


risk factors). The company calculations are presented in  


Box 8. 


Box 8 Eligible population in England and Wales  


It is estimated that there will be 58,392 incident patients in England and Wales who will begin 
treatment for VTE in 2015, rising to 60,045 in 2019.


1
 


 
The number of patients covered by the other indications not under consideration in this submission 
were estimated in the relevant NICE technology appraisals, TA245


33
 [for use in the prevention of VTE 


after hip and knee surgery] and TA275
34


 [for use in the prevention of VTE in patients with atrial 
fibrillation]. The submission for TA245


33
 estimated that in 2014 to 15 the number of eligible patients 


would be 98,459 while the submission for TA275
34


 estimated that in 2014 the number of eligible 
patients would be 456,000. 


 


The ERG considers that the company’s estimate of the number of people in England and 


Wales likely to be eligible for treatment with apixaban for the treatment of VTE is reasonable 


but notes that the company’s calculations do not appear to allow for changes in the age-


structure of the population in England and Wales over time. However, the number of patients 


estimated to be eligible for treatment with apixaban are within 10% of the number of patients 


who were estimated to be eligible for treatment in the in the evidence submission for the 


appraisal of dabigatran.25 


2.5 Equality 


No issues relating to equality were noted in the CS.1 


2.6 Innovation 


The company (CS1 Section 4) asserts that apixaban offers a number of advantages 


compared with current care. These are summarised in   
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Box 9. 
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Box 9 Comparison of apixaban with current treatment options 


Compared with LMWH/VKA  
• Apixaban is a single oral treatment without the need for parenteral therapy 
• Apixaban does not require laboratory INR monitoring or subsequent dose adjustments 
• Apixaban significantly reduces the risk of the composite of major or clinically relevant 


non-major (CRNM) bleeding and major bleeding compared with LMWH/VKA 
 
Compared with other NOACs 


• Apixaban requires only 1 week of higher initial dose therapy versus rivaroxaban which 
requires 3 weeks 


• Apixaban does not require parenteral therapy compared to dabigatran  
• Apixaban provides comparable effectiveness in terms of recurrent VTE or VTE-related 


death compared to dabigatran and rivaroxaban, but has significantly lower rates of major 
or CRNM bleeding  
 


Compared with no treatment 
• Some patients who may benefit from long-term anticoagulation to prevent VTE 


recurrence currently receive no treatment, due to high risk of bleeding. Apixaban offers a 
step-change in treatment options by providing considerable benefit by reducing the risk of 
recurrent VTE and VTE-related death with a bleeding risk comparable to placebo/no 
treatment 


  


It is emphasised in the CS1 (p31), that compared to LMWH and VKA treatment, the use of 


apixaban offers simple treatment administration, negates the need for regular injection/INR 


monitoring/dose adjustments and has minimal food and drug interactions. In addition, 


compared with patients treated with a VKA, patients treated with apixaban need not be 


concerned about the consequences of not remaining within the set INR range. The ERG 


notes that rivaroxaban and dabigatran are also oral treatments that do not require INR 


monitoring and have few drug or food interactions. Patients treated with dabigatran are 


required to have concomitant treatment with LMWH for 7 days and patients treated with 


rivaroxaban are required to take a higher initial dose of rivaroxaban for 3 weeks. 


The ERG notes that patients treated with apixaban do not require regular blood monitoring to 


ensure that anticoagulation treatment is optimal. This means that there is no measure of 


treatment compliance with apixaban. For patients who are treated with apixaban, failure to 


take the prescribed doses of apixaban result in sub-therapeutic levels of anticoagulation. 


Authors of a recently published paper35 suggest that missing doses of novel oral 


anticoagulants (NOACs) may be more serious than missing doses of warfarin as NOACs 


have a shorter half-life than warfarin. Therefore, only patients likely to be fully compliant with 


the apixaban treatment regimen will be recommended for treatment with apixaban. 


The ERG is also aware that at present there is no antidote to apixaban or other NOACs; 


however clinical advice to the ERG is that most bleeds experienced by patients treated with 


NOACs are manageable. The CS1 (p28) states that research in this area is in progress. 
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3 CRITIQUE OF COMPANY’S DEFINITION OF DECISION 
PROBLEM 


The decision problem described in the final scope16 issued by NICE and the company 


rationale for any deviation from the scope are presented in Section 5 of the CS1 and this 


information is reproduced in Table 1. 


Table 1 Decision problem issued by NICE (reproduced from CS) 


 Final scope issued by 
NICE 


Decision problem 
addressed in the 
submission 


Rationale if different from the 
scope 


Population  People with DVT and/or PE No difference  Not applicable   


Intervention Apixaban No difference Not applicable 


Comparator(s)  Initial treatment with a 
LMWH  or fondaparinux 
and continued  VKA 


 Rivaroxaban  


 


For people for whom a 
vitamin K antagonist is 
unsuitable:  


 LWMH  or fondaparinux 
alone  


 Rivaroxaban  


As stated with the following 
exceptions: 


 Fondaparinux/VKA, 
and fondaparinux 
alone were not 
included as 
comparators in this 
submission 


 


 LMWH monotherapy is 
a relevant comparator 
for the submission. 
However, no relevant 
evidence was 
identified in people for 
whom VKA is 
unsuitable (not 
including cancer 
patients). 


 


 LMWH/dabigatran 
etexilate was however 
considered a relevant 
comparator and is 
therefore included in 
this submission. 


 We believe that fondaparinux is 
not a relevant comparator for this 
appraisal, as in Section 4.2 of 
the NICE technology appraisals 
of rivaroxaban (TA287


24
), the 


NICE Appraisal Committee 
stated that fondaparinux is rarely 
used and it was accepted that it 
was not a relevant comparator. 


 There is no evidence identified in 
the systematic review on the use 
of LMWH monotherapy and 
rivaroxaban relative to apixaban 
for treatment and prevention of 
DVT and/or PE in unsuitable for 
warfarin population (not including 
cancer patients). The efficacy 
and safety of apixaban is not 
established in patients with 
active cancer.  


 LMWH/dabigatran etexilate  is 
now licensed for the treatment 
and prevention of recurrent DVT 
and /or PE, and is currently 
being appraised by NICE for this 
indication.


25
  LMWH/dabigatran 


was acknowledged at the 
scoping meeting for the 
apixaban appraisal by the NICE 
Chair and VTE clinical experts 
as being a relevant comparator; 
however it was not included in 
the final scope. Based on the 
discussion with stakeholders at 
the scoping meeting, we have 
included LMWH/dabigatran as a 
comparator for this submission. 


Outcomes The outcome measures to 
be considered include:  


Mortality 


 Venous 
thromboembolism 
recurrence 


 Complications following 
deep vein thrombosis or 


No difference with the 
exception of post 
thrombotic syndrome, 
chronic thromboembolic 
pulmonary hypertension 
and health-related quality 
of life which were not 
addressed in the 
submission. 


 There were insufficient data on 
post thrombotic syndrome and 
chronic thromboembolic 
pulmonary hypertension from the 
included trials to allow for any 
analysis to be carried out. 
However these have been 
included in the economic model 
from the published literature.  
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pulmonary embolism, 
including post 
thrombotic syndrome 
and chronic 
thromboembolic 
pulmonary hypertension 


 Adverse effects of 
treatment (particularly 
bleeding, including 
intracranial and 
gastrointestinal 
bleeding) 


 Health-related quality of 
life.  


  Health-related quality of life was 
not measured in the AMPLIFY


36
 


and AMPLFY-EXT
37


 trials nor in 
any of the other NOAC trials 
identified in the systematic 
review.  


Economic 
analysis 


The reference case 
stipulates that the cost 
effectiveness of treatments 
should be expressed in 
terms of incremental cost 
per quality-adjusted life 
year. 


 


The reference case 
stipulates that the time 
horizon for estimating 
clinical and cost 
effectiveness should be 
sufficiently long to reflect 
any differences in costs or 
outcomes between the 
technologies being 
compared. 


 


Costs will be considered 
from an NHS and Personal 
Social Services perspective. 


No difference  Not applicable as no difference 
between scope and evidence 
submission 


Subgroups to 
be considered 


If evidence allows, 
subgroups will be 
considered by type of 
venous thromboembolism 
(pulmonary embolism or 
deep vein thrombosis). 


 


The analysis should 
consider both those who 
require a limited period of 
anticoagulation (3 to 6 
months) and those who 
require long-term 
anticoagulation (usually 
lifelong). If evidence allows 
the analysis should also 
consider people for whom 
the need for long-term 
anticoagulation is uncertain 
and aspirin or no 
preventative treatment might 
be considered. 


 


If the evidence allows, the 
analysis should consider 
separately people with 
active cancer and include 
any effect on the person’s 


No difference with the 
exception that a subgroup 
of patients with active 
cancer was not considered 


There were no trials in this specific 
population and the safety and 
efficacy of apixaban is not 
established in patients with active 
cancer.


12
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3.1 Population 


The clinical evidence submitted by the company consists of two published randomised 


controlled trials (RCTs), AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT.37  


The AMPLIFY36 trial recruited patients who required initial treatment for a VTE event. The 


trial compared apixaban versus enoxaparin/warfarin in adult patients with symptomatic 


proximal DVT or PE (with or without DVT) over a 6-month period.   


The AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial recruited patients with symptomatic, proximal DVT or PE (with or 


without DVT), who were treated with standard anticoagulation therapy for between 6 and 12 


months without VTE event recurrence. A number of patients had completed the AMPLIFY36 


trial. The patients recruited to the trial were people considered to be at clinical equipoise 


wherein the risks and benefits of extended anticoagulation treatment were unclear. Patients 


who definitely required extended anticoagulant treatment were not included. The ERG 


considers that the results of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial are relevant only to one of the 


subgroups of patients identified in the NICE scope,16 i.e., to patients for whom the risks and 


benefits of extended anticoagulation are uncertain. The extent to which the results of the 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial are directly applicable to patients who definitely require extended 


anticoagulation treatment is not discussed in the CS.1  


No definition of clinical equipoise is described in the published paper for AMPLIFY-EXT37 or 


in the CS.1 The ERG is concerned that the patient population in the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial 


may not be easily identifiable in clinical practice in England and Wales. The European Public 


Assessment Report (EPAR)38 for apixaban published by the European Medicines Agency 


(EMA) states that the population in the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial was poorly defined and open to 


subjectivity. The ERG notes that similar concerns were raised in the ERG reports submitted 


during the NICE appraisals of rivaroxaban23 and dabigatran25 regarding the pivotal trials for 


treatment extension in cohorts of patients described as being at clinical equipoise.25  


cancer or cancer treatment.  


Special 
considerations, 
including 
issues related 
to equity or 
equality  


Guidance will only be issued 
in accordance with the 
marketing authorisation. 
Where the wording of the 
therapeutic indication does 
not include specific 
treatment combinations 
guidance will be issued in 
the context of the evidence 
that has underpinned the 
marketing authorisation 
granted by the regulator. 


No difference Not applicable   
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The ERG agrees that the trial populations in AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 include 


patients with DVT and/or PE as identified in the NICE scope.16 However, the ERG notes that 


the main inclusion criteria for the AMPLIFY36,37 trials have led to the exclusion of two 


subgroups of patients who are treated in clinical practice in England and Wales, patients with 


distal DVT and patients who have a provoked index event without risk of VTE recurrence. 


In the AMPLIFY36,37 trials, the inclusion criteria explicitly state that for patients with DVT, only 


those with a proximal DVT were eligible for inclusion in the trial. This means that patients 


with distal DVT were excluded from the AMPLIFY36 trial. The ERG considers that the 


exclusion of patients with distal DVT may be appropriate as clinical advice to the ERG is that 


the duration of treatment for patients with distal DVT is likely to be for 6 weeks, whereas the 


duration of treatment for proximal DVT and/or PE is likely to be at least 3 months.19 


The AMPLIFY36,37 trials inclusion criteria explicitly limited entry to patients who had 


experienced an unprovoked index event or a provoked index event with a risk factor for VTE 


recurrence. Patients who had a provoked event without risk of VTE recurrence were 


therefore excluded from the trial. This is in line with the aims of the trial which were to assess 


the effectiveness of treatment in patients who required at least 6 months of treatment for 


VTE. The ERG is aware that patients with a provoked VTE with no other risk factors are 


likely to receive treatment for less than 6 months. The ERG also notes that in the EPAR38 for 


apixaban, the EMA concluded that patients who are treated for only 3 months are at lower 


risk of VTE recurrence than the patients included in  the AMPLIFY36 trial. The EMA also 


concluded that since apixaban is effective in patients with a high risk of recurrence, it can be 


assumed to be effective in patients at lower risk.  The ERG has some concerns about this 


assumption as no clinical data are available from the AMPLIFY36 trial to support the use of 


apixaban in patients with a provoked index event without risk of recurrence or in patients 


with distal DVT. 


3.2 Intervention 


The intervention described in the CS1 is apixaban and this matches the intervention defined 


in the scope.16 Apixaban is an orally active selective inhibitor of Factor Xa. It inhibits free 


Factor Xa, thrombus associated Factor Xa and Factor Xa within the prothrombinase 


complex. The inhibition of Factor Xa decreases thrombin generation and reduces fibrin 


formation, coagulation and platelet activation.  


On 28 July 2014, the EMA approved an extension to the existing marketing authorisation for 


the use of apixaban for the treatment of DVT and PE and prevention of recurrent DVT and 


PE in adults.38 
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Apixaban is formulated as film-coated tablets of either 2.5mg or 5mg. The recommended 


dose of apixaban for the treatment of initial VTE is 10mg taken orally twice daily for the first 7 


days followed by 5mg taken orally twice daily.39 


The recommended dose of apixaban for the secondary prevention of recurrent VTE is 2.5mg 


taken orally twice daily. When prevention of recurrent VTE is indicated, the 2.5mg twice daily 


dose should be initiated following completion of 6 months of treatment with either apixaban 


5mg twice daily or with another anticoagulant.39 


The Summary of Product Characteristics39 (SPC) states that whether a short duration of 


treatment (at least 3 months) is required the decision should be based on the presence of 


transient risk factors (e.g., recent surgery, trauma, immobilisation). The SPC39 further states 


that the duration of overall therapy should be individualised after careful assessment of the 


treatment benefit against the risk of bleeding. 


Apixaban should be used with caution in patients with severe renal impairment (creatinine 


clearance 15-29 mL/min). It is not recommended in patients with creatinine clearance 


<15ml/min or in patients undergoing dialysis. Patients with serum creatinine ≥ 1.5mg/dL 


(133micromole/L) associated with age ≥ 80 years or body weight ≤ 60 kg should receive the 


lower dose of apixaban 2.5mg twice daily.39 


3.3 Comparators 


The final scope16 issued by NICE states that the comparators to apixaban are: 


 initial treatment with a LMWH or  


 fondaparinux and continued VKA or  


 rivaroxaban 


 


3.3.1 Initial treatment with a LMWH 


In the CS,1 the evidence for  the  clinical effectiveness of  treatment with apixaban versus 


LMWH and continued VKA is derived from the AMPLIFY36 trial. Patients in the AMPLIFY36 


trial were treated for 6 months. The LMWH used in the AMPLIFY36 trial is enoxaparin and 


the VKA used is warfarin. The CS1 states that enoxaparin and warfarin are the standard 


treatments used in clinical practice in the NHS in England and Wales. Clinical advice to the 


ERG agrees with the company’s statement. 
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3.3.2 Fondaparinux 


The CS1 does not provide a comparison of apixaban versus fondaparinux and continued 


VKA or apixaban versus fondaparinux monotherapy. The company states that fondaparinux 


is not a relevant comparator and supports this claim by referring to the appraisal of 


rivaroxaban described in TA28724 (rivaroxaban for the treatment of PE). The CS1 states that 


in TA28724 the appraisal committee (AC): i) noted that fondaparinux is rarely used in clinical 


practice in England and Wales and ii) accepted that fondaparinux is not a relevant 


comparator. The ERG agrees with the company’s exclusion of fondaparinux as a comparator 


for this appraisal. Clinical advice to the ERG is that fondaparinux is rarely used in clinical 


practice in England and Wales as a treatment for VTE. 


3.3.3 Rivaroxaban 


In the absence of any direct trials that compare apixaban versus rivaroxaban, the company 


conducted two NMAs.  


The NICE scope16 also states that for patients who are unsuitable for treatment with a VKA, 


the comparators are: 


 continued treatment with LMWH 


 fondaparinux or 


 rivaroxaban 


 
The CS1 does not provide a comparison of apixaban versus LMWH monotherapy or 


apixaban versus rivaroxaban in patients for whom VKA is unsuitable. The ERG understands 


that this patient group consists of people with an allergy to or intolerance of VKA, people with 


cancer, pregnant women, people with highly unstable INRs, intravenous drug users, people 


with human immunodeficiency virus, people with chronic alcoholism and patients at high risk 


of non-compliance with VKA therapy. The company sought clinical effectiveness evidence to 


support the use of apixaban in all of these patient populations (with the exception of patients 


with cancer). No evidence was identified. The ERG considers that the company has 


endeavoured to find evidence relevant to these subgroups and that none is available.  


The company states that it did not seek evidence of the effectiveness of apixaban in patients 


with active cancer as apixaban is not licensed for use in patients with cancer. The CS1 


advises that the apixaban SPC40 is referred to when considering the use of apixaban in 


patients unsuitable for warfarin. 


The ERG notes that a small percentage of the patient population in the AMPLIFY36 and 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials (2.5% and 2% respectively) were reported to have active cancer. The 


ERG considers that the characteristics of patients with active cancer who were recruited to 
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the trials are not clearly defined. The ERG notes that patients with active cancer for whom 


treatment with LWMH was planned were excluded from the AMPLIFY36 trial. The ERG 


agrees that this is reasonable given that the recommended treatment for patients with active 


cancer is LMWH. As LMWH is the standard of care for this patient group, it is unclear to the 


ERG why some patients with active cancer were recruited to the AMPLIFY36 trial.  


Similarly, the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial excluded patients with cancer who were to be treated 


indefinitely with anticoagulation therapy. The ERG is aware that in clinical practice in 


England and Wales, the majority of patients with active cancer are routinely treated with 


indefinite periods of anticoagulation and therefore they are not at clinical equipoise as there 


is no doubt about the course of treatment. 


The ERG is aware of the EMA’s38 criticism of the inclusion of patients with active cancer in 


the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials. The EPAR38 highlights that LMWH is the 


recommended treatment for patients with cancer rather than a VKA (the comparator in 


AMPLIFY36) and therefore patients with cancer in the AMPLIFY36 trial may have received 


sub-optimal treatment. With reference to extended treatment (as received in the AMPLIFY-


EXT37 trial), the EPAR38 points out that in clinical practice, patients with active cancer are 


treated with LMWH for extended periods and therefore would not meet the clinical equipoise 


criteria for inclusion in the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial.  


3.3.4 Dabigatran  


The company has included dabigatran as a relevant comparator to apixaban; however, the 


CS1 acknowledges that dabigatran is not specified as a comparator in the NICE scope.16 The 


company justifies the inclusion of dabigatran as a comparator on the grounds that it is 


licensed for the initial treatment and secondary prevention of recurrent DVT and/or PE and 


(at the time of preparing the CS1) dabigatran was being appraised by NICE. In addition, the 


CS1 states that LMWH/dabigatran was acknowledged at the scoping meeting as being a 


relevant comparator to apixaban.  


NICE has recently (31 October 2014) recommended dabigatran25 for use in the NHS and the 


ERG agrees that dabigatran is a relevant comparator to apixaban. The ERG highlights that 


in the absence of any direct evidence comparing apixaban to dabigatran, the company has 


included dabigatran in two NMAs. 


3.4 Outcomes 


The outcomes specified in the NICE final scope16 include mortality, VTE recurrence, 


complications following DVT or PE including post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS), CTEPH, 
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adverse events (AEs), particularly bleeding including intracranial (IC) and gastrointestinal 


bleeding and HRQoL. 


The majority of the specified outcomes are described in the CS;1 however, the company 


reports that the exceptions are PTS and CTEPH and HRQoL. The CS1 states that there 


were insufficient data available from the included trials to allow for any analyses of PTS or 


CTEPH events to be undertaken. The company states that HRQoL data were not collected 


during the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials and that this is the same for all other trials 


of NOACs identified by the company’s systematic review. The ERG is of the opinion that the 


lack of any HRQoL data is a disappointing omission from the CS.1 


3.5 Economic analysis 


As specified in the NICE scope,16 the cost effectiveness of treatments is expressed in terms 


of the incremental cost per quality adjusted life year (QALY) gained. The time horizon is up 


to 65 years (maximum) which is sufficiently long to capture any differences in costs or 


outcomes between the technologies. Costs are considered from an NHS and Social 


Services perspective. 


3.6 Subgroups to be considered 


The final NICE scope16 states that, subject to available evidence, a number of patient 


subgroups should be considered including: 


 outcomes by type of VTE event 


 outcomes for patients requiring treatment for a limited period (3 to 6 months)   


 long-term treatment (usually lifelong) 


 people for whom the long-term need for treatment with anticoagulation is uncertain 
and for whom aspirin and no preventative treatment might be considered 


 patients with active cancer and any effect on the person’s cancer or treatment 


 
The ERG notes that subgroup data relevant to the type of VTE event for the clinical 


effectiveness of apixaban versus enoxaparin/warfarin are available from the AMPLIFY36 trial. 


Data are also available from the AMPLIFY36 trial regarding the effectiveness of apixaban 


versus enoxaparin/warfarin for a limited initial treatment period up to 6 months.  


There are no data available to support the clinical effectiveness of long-term or lifelong 


treatment with apixaban.  


Data describing the clinical effectiveness of apixaban versus no treatment in people for 


whom the long-term risks and benefits of extended anticoagulation are uncertain are 
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available from the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial. The ERG notes that the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial only 


compares apixaban with no preventative therapy in a subgroup of patients who were 


considered to be at clinical equipoise. The AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial does not include patients for 


whom anticoagulation for longer than 12 months was planned. This issue was discussed in 


Section 3.1 of this ERG report. The ERG also notes that the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial does not 


compare apixaban with active treatment. The company states that the results of the 


secondary prevention treatment NMA allow a comparison of apixaban versus aspirin in 


patients for whom the risks and benefits of extended anticoagulation are uncertain.  


The lack of clinical effectiveness evidence to support the use of apixaban in the treatment of 


patients with active cancer is discussed in Section 3.3 of this ERG report. 


3.7 Other relevant factors 


No equality issues were identified by the company. The ERG is unaware of any Patient 


Access Scheme application submitted by the company. 
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4 CLINICAL EFFECTIVENESS 


This section provides a structured critique of the clinical evidence submitted by the company 


in support of apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of DVT and/or PE.  


4.1 Critique of the methods of review(s) 


The company conducted two main systematic reviews. One systematic review was designed 


to identify RCT evidence relevant to the efficacy and safety of NOACs and relevant 


comparators in the treatment and secondary prevention of VTE. The second systematic 


review was designed to identify non-RCT evidence relevant to the efficacy and safety of 


apixaban in the treatment and secondary prevention of VTE.  


The CS1 reports that additional systematic reviews were carried out to identify evidence 


relevant to patients who are unsuitable for treatment with a VKA. The company states that 


this search was not intended to identify evidence relevant to patients with active cancer as 


the clinical effectiveness of apixaban is not established in patients with active cancer. 


The methods used by the company to identify relevant articles for inclusion in the systematic 


are reported in Section 6 of the CS1 and in the Appendices of the CS1 (10.2 and 10.22). 


4.1.1 Searches 


Searches for  evidence from randomised controlled trials  


The searches for RCT evidence aimed to identify clinical data on the efficacy and safety of 


NOACs  were conducted on 14 July 2014 and the following databases were searched:  


 Medline (OVID) 


 Medline In-Process Citations and Daily Update (OVID) 


 Embase (OVID)  


 The Cochrane Library, incorporating; 
o Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR)  
o Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE)  
o Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)  
o Health Technology Assessment Database (HTA)  
o NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHS EED)  


 
The search strategy included comprehensive terms covering DVT, VTE and PE and 


‘secondary’ and ‘treatment’ to isolate the second-line treatment for DVT. This may have 


excluded relevant results if papers did not specifically use the terms secondary or treatment 


(i.e., 2nd line or treat). The search included the drug terms and all the comparator drugs. An 


RCT filter was user and case reports, letters, historical articles and case reviews were 


removed from the results using ‘NOT’.  
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The company also ran searches for grey literature on the following websites: 
 


 American Society of Hematology (ASH) 


 International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) 


 European Hematology Society (EHS) 


 European Society of Cardiology (ESC) 


 American College of Cardiology(ACC) 


 American Heart Association (AHA) 


Searches for non-randomised evidence 


The search strategy for non-RCTs aimed to identify clinical data on the efficacy and safety of 


apixaban in the treatment and secondary prevention of recurrent DVT and/or PE. The 


strategy included comprehensive terms covering DVT, VTE and PE and ‘secondary’ and 


‘treatment’ to isolate the second-line treatment for DVT. The search only included the drug 


terms for apixaban and no comparator drugs. A non-RCT filter was used for this search 


strategy. This search was conducted on 14 July 2014 using the major databases listed 


previously and was also run within the grey literature websites as listed above. 


Searches for evidence of effectiveness in VKA-unsuitable patients 


These searches were run on 6 October 2014 and the searches were run in the databases 


listed previously. No grey literature searches were completed.  


Overall, the searches for RCTs, non-RCTs and VKA-unsuitable patients are of reasonable 


quality and appear to include all of the terms required to identify relevant papers. The ERG is 


confident that the search strategies employed by the company are appropriate and 


sufficiently comprehensive to be able to identify all relevant studies.  


4.1.2 Eligibility criteria 


The study selection process used by the company is presented in Section 6.2 of the CS1 
(see Table 2 and  


Table 3). The ERG is satisfied that the eligibility criteria are relevant to the aims of the 


company’s systematic reviews. 
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Table 2 Eligibility criteria for systematic review of RCTs 


Inclusion criteria Description 


Population Adult patients (≥18) with symptomatic objectively 
confirmed VTE (DVT and/or PE) 


Interventions Treatment Secondary prevention 


Apixaban Apixaban 


Dabigatran Dabigatran 


Rivaroxaban Rivaroxaban 


LMWH/VKA (any allowed) LMWH/VKA (any allowed) 


 Aspirin 


 Placebo 


Outcomes Recurrent VTE (DVT and/or PE) 


VTE-related death  


Major bleeding  


CRNM bleeding 


Intracranial bleeding  


Other major bleeding  


Other deaths  


Overall treatment discontinuation  


All-cause mortality 


Study design Prospective, RCTs, with open-label or double-blind 
designs 


Trials on both VTE treatment and/or secondary 
prevention of recurrence were included 


CRNM=clinically relevant non-major bleeding; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; LMWH/VKA=low molecular weight heparin/vitamin K 
antagonist; PE=pulmonary embolism; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Table 4 of CS


1
 


 


Table 3 Eligibility criteria for systematic review of non-RCTs 


Inclusion criteria Description 


Population Adult patients (≥18) with symptomatic objectively 
confirmed VTE (DVT and/or PE) 


Interventions Apixaban 


Outcomes Recurrent VTE (PE/DVT) 


VTE-related death  


Major bleeding  


CRNM bleeding  


Intracranial bleeding  


Other major bleeding  


Other deaths  


Overall treatment discontinuation  


All-cause mortality 


Study design Observational non-RCTs 


CRNM=clinically relevant non-major bleeding; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; LMWH/VKA=low molecular weight heparin/vitamin K 
antagonist; PE=pulmonary embolism; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Table 5 of CS


1
 


4.2 Results of the company’s searches 


The company’s search for RCT evidence identified 5021 non-duplicate records and 55 were 


selected for full-text screening. A total of 16 publications met the full inclusion criteria, six of 


these were relevant for initial treatment for VTE and a further ten were relevant for the 
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secondary prevention of VTE. The company’s PRISMA diagram outlining the inclusion 


process is presented in Figure 1 of the CS.1 


The ERG notes that in Figure 1 of the CS,1 197 studies were reported to be excluded on the 


basis of study outcome. The ERG asked the company (via the clarification process) how 


these 197 studies were judged to not have reported the outcome of interest when only the 


title and abstract were available. In its response, the company stated that they could not be 


certain that the 197 publications did not report an outcome of interest; however, it was clear 


from the abstracts that the principal focus of the reported investigations was not the efficacy 


or safety of anticoagulation for the initial treatment or secondary prevention of VTE. The 


company also pointed out that the majority of the publications were excluded for multiple 


reasons. The company further stated that as two independent reviewers conducted the 


screening process (with disagreements resolved by a third or through team consensus), they 


are confident that all relevant citations were identified. 


The company’s search for non-RCT evidence for the clinical effectiveness of apixaban 


identified 40 non-duplicate records all of which were excluded from the review on the basis 


of title and abstract. The company’s PRISMA diagram outlining the inclusion process is 


presented in Figure 1 of the CS.1 


The company’s search for evidence (RCT and non-RCT) for the clinical effectiveness of 


apixaban in patients for whom treatment with a VKA is unsuitable did not identify any 


relevant articles for inclusion in a systematic review. 


4.2.1 Identified studies 


Two RCTs were identified that are relevant to the treatment of VTE with apixaban. The 


AMPLIFY36 trial compares apixaban with enoxaparin/warfarin in a population of untreated 


patients with VTE. The AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial compares apixaban with placebo/no treatment 


in a population of patients with VTE who had completed 6 to 12 months of anticoagulation 


therapy and for whom there was clinical equipoise regarding further anticoagulation 


treatment. 


The CS1 reports that the report of a phase II dose-ranging trial of apixaban versus 


LMWH/VKA (the BOTTICELLI41 trial) was excluded from the review as the doses of 


apixaban administered in the trial are not the licensed doses. The ERG agrees with the 


exclusion of the BOTTICELLI et al41 publication from the review. 


The CS1 also reports that there is an on-going RCT of apixaban versus unfractionated 


heparin followed by warfarin. The CS1 states that the results of the trial are due to be 
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published in a conference abstract in April 2015. The CS1 states that the results of the trial 


are not relevant to the present appraisal as the INR therapeutic range used was 1.5 to 2.5 


and the trial was conducted in a Japanese population. The INR used in clinical practice in 


England and Wales is 2 to 3. The ERG agrees with the company’s assessment.  


The ERG is not aware of any other studies of apixaban relevant to the present appraisal.   


4.2.2 Critique of data extraction 


The CS1 reports that two reviewers independently assessed titles and abstracts of the 


studies identified from the searches and two reviewers applied inclusion criteria to the 


publications selected for full text review. Throughout the process, any disagreements were 


discussed with a third reviewer or were resolved through team discussion. The ERG 


considers this to be good standard practice. 


The ERG notes that the CS1 does not report the methods used by the company to extract 


the data from the included studies. 


4.2.3 Quality assessment 


The company conducted a quality assessment of all included studies using the checklist 


recommended for RCTs published in NICE’s guide to the methods of technology appraisal.42  


4.2.4 Evidence synthesis 


No data synthesis was conducted using the results of the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 


trials as the trials included different patient populations. The results of each trial  are reported 


narratively.  


In the absence of any direct evidence, the company conducted two NMAs. The initial 


treatment period NMA was conducted to allow a comparison of treatment with apixaban 


versus rivaroxaban and apixaban versus dabigatran for the initial treatment period of VTE; 


fondaparinux was not included in the analysis for reasons discussed in Section 3 of this ERG 


report. The secondary prevention period NMA was conducted to compare apixaban to 


rivaroxaban, dabigatran, aspirin, warfarin and no treatment in a secondary prevention 


setting. The ERG’s critique of the company’s NMAs is presented in Section 4.7 of this ERG 


report. 
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4.3 Critique of the direct evidence: AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


The AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials are published in a peer reviewed journal and the 


company also provided the clinical study report for each trial. 


The AMPLIFY36 trial compared apixaban versus enoxaparin/warfarin for the treatment of 


VTE over a 6-month period. Treatment with apixaban was 5mg twice daily for 7 days, then 


5mg twice daily. Treatment with enoxaparin was 1mg/kg twice daily and warfarin was 


administered at a dose required to achieve an INR of 2.0 to 3.0. 


The AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial compares apixaban 2.5mg (twice daily) and 5mg (twice daily) to 


placebo/no treatment in patients who had been treated for 6 to 12 months with standard 


anticoagulant therapy, for the secondary prevention of recurrent VTE over a 12-month 


period. The company states that only the 2.5mg apixaban arm and placebo/no treatment 


arm from the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial were considered in the submission, as 2.5mg is the EMA 


licensed dose.38  


4.3.1 Trial characteristics 


The key characteristics of AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 are summarised in Table 4.  


AMPLIFY 


The AMPLIFY
36


 trial was conducted internationally and randomised a substantial number of 


patients (N=5395) in a 1:1 ratio to receive either apixaban or enoxaparin/warfarin. The trial 


follow-up period was 6 months. The ERG considers that the trial is well-designed and 


conducted with satisfactory methods of randomisation and blinding. The ERG notes that 


none of the participating treatment centres were located in England and Wales, however 


clinical advice to the ERG is that clinical practice in the 28 countries in which the trial was 


conducted would be representative of clinical practice in England and Wales.  


The ERG also notes that the dose of enoxaparin as administered in the AMPLIFY trial36 


(1mg/kg twice daily) is different to that administered to patients in clinical practice in England 


and Wales (1.5mg/kg once daily). The company (CS, p131) states the dose administered in 


the trial is that licensed in the US. The company cites evidence from a published paper43 that 


demonstrates that once daily or twice daily doses of enoxaparin are as effective as 


unfractionated heparin in the treatment of VTE. The company further reports that the US 


dose of enoxaparin was used in the two trials44,45 that provided the key evidence in the 


recent NICE appraisals of rivaroxaban.23,24 In TA26123,24 it was accepted that even although 


dosing  differed between the trials and clinical practice in England and Wales, the difference 


did not appear to lead to clinically significant differences in efficacy or safety. Clinical advice 
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to the ERG suggests that the difference in the dose of enoxaparin as used in the AMPLIFY36 


trial and that used in clinical practice in England and Wales is unlikely to have any impact on 


the outcomes of the AMPLIFY36 trial. 


AMPLIFY–EXT 


The AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial was conducted internationally (including seven centres in the UK); 


1669 patients were randomised in a 1:1:1 ratio to receive apixaban 2.5mg (twice daily), 


apixaban 5mg (twice daily) or placebo/no treatment. The trial follow-up period was 12 


months. The ERG is of the opinion that the trial is well-designed and conducted.  


Table 4 Summary of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 


  AMPLIFY
36


 AMPLIFY-EXT
37


 


Primary objective  To determine if apixaban was non-inferior 
to standard enoxaparin/warfarin therapy for 
the composite endpoint of adjudicated 
recurrent symptomatic VTE (non-fatal DVT 
or non-fatal PE) or VTE-related death over 
6-months of therapy 


To determine if at least one of the apixaban 
dose regimens was superior to placebo/no 
treatment for the composite endpoint of 
symptomatic, recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT 
or non-fatal PE) or all-cause death in 
patients who had completed 6 to 12-months 
of anticoagulant therapy 


Location Multicentre (N=358) in 28 countries. There 
were no centres in the UK 


Multicentre (N=328) in 28 countries. There 
were 7 centres in the UK 


Design  Phase III, randomised, active controlled, 
parallel-group, double-blind, triple-dummy 
trial 


Phase III, randomised, parallel-group, 
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial 


Duration of trial 6 months (plus 30-day follow-up) 12 months (plus 30-day follow-up) 


Method of 
randomisation 


Patients were randomised 1:1 to apixaban 
5mg bd or enoxaparin (1mg/kg bd) 
/warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) therapy via IVRS 


Patients were randomised 1:1:1 to 
apixaban 2.5mg bd, apixaban 5mg bd or 
placebo using the IVRS method 


Method of blinding 
(care provider, 
patient and 
outcome assessor) 


Trial medications were prepared using 
placebo that matched the active treatments 


The trial used blinded INR monitoring.  


All outcomes were adjudicated by a 
blinded, independent adjudication 
committee 


Trial medications were prepared using 
placebo that matched the active treatments 


Patients, investigators, members of any of 
the administrative and adjudicating 
committees, and the sponsors’ staff 
involved in the conduct of the trial did not 
have access to individual subject treatment 
assignments 


Intervention(s) 
(n = ) and 
comparator(s) (n = ) 


Apixaban 10mg bd x 7 days, then 5mg bd 
(n=2691) 


Enoxaparin 1mg/kg bd SC/warfarin (INR 2-
3) (n=2704) 


 


Apixaban 2.5mg (n=840) bd 


Apixaban 5mg (n=813) bd 


Placebo (n=829) 


bd=twice daily; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; INR=international normalised ratio; IVRS=interactive voice-response system; 
PE=pulmonary embolism; SC=subcutaneous; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Table 7 of the CS


1
 


4.3.2 Participant characteristics 


The participant characteristics of AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 are summarised in Table 


5 and Table 6. Overall, the ERG agrees with the company’s conclusion that demographic 


and baseline disease characteristics are well balanced between treatment arms in both 
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trials. The ERG notes that the participants in both trials are younger than the patients seen in 


clinical practice in England and Wales, with relatively few patients aged ≥75 (14.3% and 


13.3% in AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 respectively). The authors of a recent cohort 


study17 found that the mean age of UK unprovoked VTE patients was 64 years, which is 


older than the age of the populations in the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials. The 


cohort study17 also comprised 47.1% males, which is a substantially smaller percentage than 


the percentages of males in the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials (58% and 56% 


respectively). This means that female VTE patients are under-represented in both RCTs. 


The ERG notes that the eligibility criteria for AMPLIFY36 (see Appendix 1 for the full eligibility 


criteria) mean that the patient population is likely to be somewhat different to the population 


treated in standard clinical practice in England and Wales, as the trial excluded patients with 


provoked DVT who had no other risk factors for recurrence, and those with distal DVT.  
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Table 5 Baseline demographic and disease characteristics (AMPLIFY trial) 


AMPLIFY
36


 
Apixaban 


(N=2691) 


Enoxaparin/warfarin 


(N=2704) 


Age, years  Mean (SD) 57.2 (16.0) 56.7 (16.0) 


Male, n (%) 1569 (58.3) 1598 (59.1) 


Race, n (%) 


White 


Black or African American 


American Indian or Alaska Native 


Asian 


Other race 


Not reported 


 


2218 (82.4) 


106 (3.9) 


6 (0.2) 


227 (8.4) 


89 (3.3) 


45 (1.7) 


 


2243 (83.0) 


98 (3.6) 


2 (<0.1) 


226 (8.4) 


85 (3.1) 


50 (1.8) 


Weight, kg  Mean (SD) 84.6 (19.8) 84.6 (19.8) 


Weight distribution, n (%) 


≤60 kg  


>60 to <100 kg  


≥100 kg  


Data missing 


 


231 (8.6) 


1932 (71.8) 


522 (19.4) 


6 (0.2) 


 


245 (9.1) 


1936 (71.6) 


518 (19.2) 


5 (0.2) 


Creatinine clearance, n (%) 


≤30 ml/min 


>30 to ≤50 ml/min 


>50 to ≤80 ml/min 


>80 ml/min 


Data missing 


 


14 (0.5) 


161 (6.0) 


549 (20.4) 


1721 (64.0) 


246 (9.1) 


 


15 (0.6) 


148 (5.5) 


544 (20.1) 


1757 (65.0) 


240 (8.9) 


Qualifying diagnosis, n (%) 


DVT  


PE 


PE with DVT 


Could not be evaluated 


 


1749 (65.0) 


678 (25.2) 


252 (9.4) 


12 (0.4) 


 


1783 (65.9) 


681 (25.2) 


225 (8.3) 


15 (0.6) 


VTE clinical presentation, n (%) 


Unprovoked  


Provoked with risk factor(s) 


Not reported 


 


2416 (89.8) 


272 (10.1) 


3 (0.1) 


 


2429 (89.8) 


272 (10.1) 


3 (0.1) 


Location of qualifying DVT, n (%) 


Popliteal vein  


Femoral vein 


Common femoral or iliac vein  


Distal vein 


 


426/1749 (24.4) 


570/1749 (32.6) 


753/1749 (43.1) 


0/1749 (0.0) 


 


441/1783 (24.7) 


585/1783 (32.8) 


754/1783 (42.3) 


3/1783 (0.2) 


Anatomic extent of qualifying PE, n (%) 


Limited 


Intermediate 


Extensive 


Not assessable 


 


79/930 (8.5) 


392/930 (42.2) 


357/930 (38.4) 


102/930 (11.0) 


 


89/906 (9.8) 


395/906 (43.6) 


326/906 (36.0) 


96/906 (10.6) 


Risk factors for recurrent VTE, n (%) 


Previous PE or proximal DVT 


Known thrombophilia 


Active cancer† 


 


463 (17.2) 


74 (2.8) 


66 (2.5) 


 


409 (15.1) 


59 (2.2) 


77 (2.9) 


† Data are from the AMPLIFY
36


 clinical trial report; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE=pulmonary embolism; SD=standard 
deviation; VTE=venous thromboembolism. Source: Table 9 of the CS


1
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Table 6 Baseline demographic and disease characteristics (AMPLIFY-EXT trial) 


AMPLIFY-EXT
37


 
Apixaban 2.5mg bd  


(N=840) 


Placebo 


(N=829) 


Age, years Mean (SD) 56.6 (15.3) 57.1 (15.2) 


Male, n (%) 487 (58.0) 468 (56.5) 


Weight, kg Mean (SD) 85.7 (19.8) 84.7 (18.6) 


Weight distribution, n (%) 


≤60 kg  


>60 kg 


Data missing 


 


58 (6.9) 


780 (92.9) 


2 (0.2) 


 


48 (5.8) 


778 (93.8) 


3 (0.4) 


Creatinine clearance, n (%) 


≤30 ml/min 


>30 to ≤50 ml/min 


>50 to ≤80 ml/min 


>80 ml/min 


Data missing 


 


1 (0.1) 


47 (5.6) 


174 (20.7) 


595 (70.8) 


23 (2.7) 


 


2 (0.2) 


44 (5.3) 


194 (23.4) 


564 (68.0) 


25 (3.0) 


Qualifying diagnosis, n (%) 


DVT  


PE 


 


544 (64.8) 


296 (35.2) 


 


551 (66.5) 


278 (33.5) 


VTE clinical presentation, n (%) 


Unprovoked  


Associated with transient or reversible risk factor  


Not reported 


 


783 (93.2) 


56 (6.7) 


1 (0.1) 


 


755 (91.1) 


72 (8.7) 


2 (0.2) 


Risk factors for recurrent VTE, n (%) 


Active cancer  


Persistent or permanent immobilisation 


Previous DVT or PE 


Known prothrombotic genotype  


Use of antiplatelet agents 


 


15 (1.8) 


19 (2.3) 


99 (11.8) 


32 (3.8) 


120 (14.3) 


 


18 (2.2) 


22 (2.7) 


99 (11.9) 


36 (4.3) 


107 (13.0) 


bd=twice daily; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE=pulmonary embolism; SD=standard deviation; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Table 10 of the CS


1
 


4.4 Description and critique of the statistical approach 


4.4.1 AMPLIFY 


Information relevant to the statistical approach taken by the company to analyse data from 


the AMPLIFY36 trial is taken from the trial statistical analysis plan (TSAP) described in the 


trial protocol,46 the clinical study report47 (CSR) and the CS.1  


Sample size calculation  


Details of the sample size calculation performed by the company are reported in the CS1 


(p56). Using the Farrington and Manning method,48 the trial was powered (at the 90% level) 


to test the non-inferiority of apixaban in comparison to enoxaparin/warfarin for the primary 


efficacy outcome (assuming an incidence rate of 3% over 6 months of therapy). The test 


assumed the true relative risk (RR) to be 1 (non-inferiority margin of RR <1.8 and risk 
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difference <3%). The test determined that the trial would require a sample of 4094 patients; 


this number was increased to 4816 patients to allow for 15% of patients discontinuing 


treatment early and continuing to complete all scheduled treatment visits up to 6 months 


after randomisation. Finally, after reviewing the overall incidence of the primary efficacy 


outcome after 80% of patients had been enrolled (as specified in the protocol), the sample 


size was increased to 5400. The ERG checked the sample size calculation and agrees that 


the chosen sample size had sufficient power to test the trial hypothesis. 


Protocol amendments 


A list of amendments is included in the AMPLIFY protocol46 (pp2-3). Several minor changes 


were made in April 2008. All of these changes were implemented before recruitment began, 


and so could not have been influenced by the results of the trial. Further amendments were 


made in April 2011, before analyses began. Therefore, these changes were not driven by 


the results of the trial. The ERG is satisfied that none of the listed protocol amendments 


influenced the outcomes or analyses of the AMPLIFY36 trial. 


Clinical endpoints and statistical analyses 


The company provides a list of outcome measures used in AMPLIFY36 (summarised in 


Appendix 2 of this ERG report). The ERG is satisfied that all outcomes were pre-specified in 


the TSAP46 and reported in full in the CSR.47  


All efficacy analyses included data for patients who had an outcome measure available at 6 


months. This population is referred to as the efficacy evaluable population. All safety 


analyses included data from the safety population, which is the group of patients who 


received at least one dose of the trial medication.  


The TSAP46 provides information relating to how the efficacy analyses were conducted. The 


composite primary outcome of symptomatic, recurrent VTE or VTE-related death was 


investigated using the Yanagawa, Tango and Hiejima (YTH) relative risk method49 to detect 


non-inferiority. Descriptive statistics, such as RR and the corresponding 95% confidence 


interval (CI), were computed using Mantel-Haenszel’s50 method stratified by index event. 


The secondary outcomes are listed fully in Table 11 of the CS1 (pp51-53) and in Appendix 2 


of this ERG report. For time to first occurrence of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, and 


recurrent VTE or all-cause death, graphical summaries were used to present Kaplan-Meier 


(K-M) estimates of cumulative incidence by treatment group along with a log-rank p-value for 


treatment differences. For all dichotomous secondary outcomes, analyses were designed to 
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detect superiority of apixaban in comparison to enoxaparin/warfarin. These tests were 


performed using the Mantel-Haenszel50 test stratified by index event. 


The trial was designed to detect non-inferiority of apixaban in relation to enoxaparin/warfarin 


in terms of the primary efficacy outcome, recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. All analyses 


of secondary outcomes were designed to detect superiority. Table 13 in the CS1 (p56) 


describes the hierarchical statistical testing order used for the analyses of efficacy and safety 


outcomes, as follows: 


 testing of non-inferiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin at a 1-sided 
α=0.025 for recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


 if non-inferiority was demonstrated for both the RR and risk difference (RD), then 
superiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin for major bleeding was tested 
at a 2-sided α=0.05 


 if superiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin for major bleeding was 
demonstrated, then superiority of apixaban relative to control treatment for recurrent 
VTE or VTE-related death was tested at a 2-sided α=0.05 


 if superiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin for recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death was demonstrated, then superiority of apixaban relative to control 
treatment for major bleeding/CRNM bleeding was tested at a 2-sided α=0.05 


Sensitivity analyses 


Sensitivity analyses were pre-specified in the TSAP,46 which would assess robustness of the 


results of the primary efficacy analysis to missing data. These sensitivity analyses repeated 


the primary analysis using a variety of imputation methods. The ERG is satisfied that all 


sensitivity analyses are reported in full in the CSR.47 


4.4.2 AMPLIFY-EXT 


Information relevant to the statistical approach taken by the company to analyse data from 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 is taken from the TSAP described in the  trial protocol,51 the CSR52 and the 


CS.1  
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Sample size calculation  


Details of the sample size calculation performed by the company are reported in the CS1 


(p57). Using the Hochberg53 multiple-testing method, the company performed a two-sided 


α=0.05 superiority test to ensure that the trial was powered (at the 90% level) to detect 


superiority of apixaban in comparison to placebo/no treatment for the primary efficacy 


outcome. The company assumed an incidence rate of 6.8% for the primary outcome for the 


placebo/no treatment group at 12 months and a decrease in the primary outcome of 41% 


with apixaban as compared with placebo/no treatment. This required a sample size of 810 


patients. The ERG is satisfied that the company’s pre-specified sample size calculation is 


correct. 


Protocol amendments 


A list of changes implemented to the protocol is included in the protocol51 (p70). Minor 


changes were made in April 2008. As these changes were all implemented before 


recruitment began, they could not have been influenced by the results of the trial. Further 


amendments were made in April 2011. These changes were made before analyses began, 


and so were not driven by the results of the trial. The ERG is satisfied that none of the listed 


protocol amendments influenced the outcomes or analyses of AMPLIFY-EXT.37  


Clinical endpoints and statistical analyses 


The company provides a list of outcome measures used in AMPLIFY-EXT37 in Table 11 


(pp51-53) of the CS1 (also summarised in Appendix 2 of this ERG report). The ERG is 


satisfied that all outcomes were pre-specified in the TSAP51 and reported in full in the CSR.47  


All efficacy endpoints were analysed using the ITT population. All safety analyses were 


conducted using the safety population, which consisted of patients who received at least one 


dose of trial medication. In the case of missing outcome data, imputation methods were 


employed. These methods are pre-specified in the TSAP,51 and sensitivity analyses were 


performed to assess the robustness of the chosen imputation method. 


Superiority of apixaban in comparison to placebo/no treatment was tested for the primary 


endpoint, of recurrent VTE or all-cause death, using the Mantel-Haenszel50 statistic stratified 


by the index event and previous treatment. Superiority was achieved if the Hochberg53 


adjusted p-value was ≤0.05 and the RR was <1.   


A full list of secondary outcomes is provided in Appendix 2 of this ERG report. For 


dichotomous outcomes, the estimated RR and corresponding 95% CI were provided using a 


stratified analysis. Continuous variables were summarised by the mean and standard 
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deviation; categorical variables were summarised using the proportion of patients who 


experienced an event. Summaries of time-to-event data were displayed in graphical format 


using K-M curves. 


Sensitivity analyses 


Sensitivity analyses were pre-specified in the TSAP,51 which would assess robustness of the 


results of the primary efficacy analysis to missing data. As the primary efficacy analysis 


assumed that all patients with missing data had experienced the event, the sensitivity 


analyses repeated the primary analysis using a variety of other imputation methods. The 


ERG is satisfied that all sensitivity analyses are reported in full in the CSR.47 


Subgroup analyses for AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


Pre-specified subgroup analyses were listed in the trial protocols for both AMPLIFY36 and 


AMPLIFY-EXT;37 these analyses are presented in Table 7. There were also a number of 


post-hoc subgroup analyses conducted for the AMPLIFY36 trial. The ERG notes that there 


are a large number of subgroup analyses but is satisfied that the results of all of the pre-


specified and post-hoc subgroup analyses are provided in the CSRs47,52 for both trials.  
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Table 7 Pre-specified subgroups analysed (AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT) 


 AMPLIFY
36


 trial subgroups AMPLIFY-EXT
37


 trial 
subgroups 


Index event PE (with or without DVT); DVT only PE (with or without DVT); DVT only  


Geographic region 
North America; Latin America; 
Europe; Asia/Pacific 


North America; Latin America; 
Europe; Asia/Pacific 


Age Category I 
<65 years; ≥65 to <75 years; ≥75 
years 


<65 years; ≥65 to <75 years; ≥75 
years 


Age Category II <75 years; ≥75 years - 


Gender Male; female Male; female 


Race 
White; black or African American; 
Asian; other 


White; black or African American; 
Asian; other 


Ethnicity Hispanic/Latino; not Hispanic/Latino Hispanic/Latino; not Hispanic/Latino 


Weight ≤60 kg; >60 kg to <100 kg; ≥100 kg ≤60 kg; >60 kg 


BMI Category I 
≤28 kg/m


2
; >28 kg/m


2 
to ≤33 kg/m


2
; 


>33 kg/m
2
 


≤28 kg/m
2
; >28 kg/m


2
 to ≤33 kg/m


2
; 


>33 kg/m
2
 


BMI Category II 
≤25 kg/m


2
; >25 to ≤30 kg/m


2
; >30 to 


≤35 kg/m
2
; >35 kg/m


2
 


- 


Level of renal function 
Category I 


Normal; mild; moderate/severe Normal; mild; moderate/severe 


Level of renal function 
Category II 


Normal; mild; moderate; severe - 


Fragile/not fragile 
patients 


Fragile (those meeting at least two 
of age ≥80, creatinine clearance 
≥1.5mg/dL, body weight ≤60 kg); 
Patients not meeting these criteria 


- 


Age, weight and 
serum creatinine 
criteria 


Patients meeting at least one of age 
≥75, creatinine clearance 
≤50 ml/min, body weight ≤50 kg; 
Patients not meeting these criteria 


- 


Cancer 
Active cancer at baseline; no active 
cancer at baseline 


- 


Centre TTR quartile Q1; Q2; Q3; Q4 - 


BMI=body mass index; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE=pulmonary embolism; Q=quartile; TTR=time in therapeutic range 
Source: Table 14 of the CS


1
 


4.4.3 Quality assessment 


The company conducted a quality assessment exercise for both trials36,37 following the 


recommended format in the NICE submission template and the results are presented in 


Appendix 3 of this ERG report. The ERG is satisfied with the quality assessment presented 


in the CS1 and agrees that the trials are of good quality.  


4.5 Results from the direct evidence 


4.5.1 AMPLIFY 


The CS1 reports that median duration of enoxaparin treatment was 6.5 days (interquartile 


range, 5.0 to 8.0). Treatment was discontinued when a blinded INR for warfarin of 2 or more 


was achieved. The CS1 also states that patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin group spent 61% 


of trial time in the therapeutic range (2 to 3), excluding the first 15 days of treatment and 
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during any interruptions of treatment. The ERG considers the time in therapeutic range in the 


trial to be similar to that expected in patients in clinical practice in England and Wales. 


Sham INR measurements were conducted in the apixaban arm to preserve blinding. In the 


intervention arm, apixaban 10mg was administered for 7 days, followed by 5mg for the 


remainder of the trial period. 


Treatment compliance with apixaban was measured via pill counts. The company reports 


(CS, p135) that treatment compliance in both arms of the AMPLIFY36  trial was high (>80% 


of patients in the apixaban arm had a measured compliance rate of ***** and >80% of 


patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin arm had a compliance rate of *****). 


The CS1 states that discontinuation rates of trial drugs were similar between apixaban and 


enoxaparin/warfarin (14.0% versus 15.3%, respectively).  


Primary efficacy outcome 


The results of the primary efficacy analysis, for the composite outcome of symptomatic, 


recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, are provided in Table 8. For the efficacy evaluable 


population, apixaban was shown to be non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin, demonstrated by 


the significant p-value (p<0.001). As all of the previous conditions of the pre-specified 


hierarchical statistical testing order were satisfied (Section 4.4), the company also performed 


a superiority test for the primary outcome, which suggested that there was no statistically 


significant difference between apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin (********). 


In Figure 5 of the CS1 the company presents a K-M plot for the full ITT population and the 


results are presented alongside the efficacy evaluable population (Table 8). A number of 


patients from the ITT population (82 [3.05%] in the apixaban arm and 69 [2.55%] from the 


enoxaparin/warfarin arm) are not included in the efficacy evaluable population. Apixaban 


was also shown to be non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin in the ITT population. 


Table 8 Summary of primary efficacy outcome (AMPLIFY trial) 


 


Primary outcome n (%) recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


Apixaban 
Enoxaparin/ 


warfarin  


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


p-value 


Efficacy evaluable population
 


59/2609 (2.3) 71/2635 (2.7) 
0.84  


(0.60 to 1.18) 


<0.001
§ 


******* 


ITT population ************* ************* 
******************


** 
******


*
 


CI=confidence interval; ITT=intention-to-treat; VTE=venous thromboembolism  
§The p-value tests for non-inferiority with respect to the RR of the primary efficacy outcome 
*The p-value tests for superiority with respect to the RR of the primary efficacy outcome, as a secondary analysis 
Source: Table 18 of the CS


1 
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Primary efficacy outcome: subgroup analyses 


Treatment effect estimates for the primary efficacy endpoint are provided for several pre-


specified and post-hoc subgroups in the CS1 (Figure 6, p67). The results from the subgroup 


analyses suggested that there were no significant differences between apixaban and 


enoxaparin/warfarin in terms of the primary efficacy outcome for any of the analysed 


subgroups. The subgroup results are consistent with the findings from the primary efficacy 


analysis.   


*********************************************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************************************
**********************************************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************************************
******************************************************************************************* 


Primary efficacy outcome by index event type 


The company also investigated the primary efficacy endpoint by DVT and PE subgroups 


(Table 9). The results show that in the subgroups of DVT and PE patients, events were less 


likely to occur in the apixaban group than in the enoxaparin/warfarin group, although these 


differences were not found to be statistically significant. The RRs between the PE and DVT 


subgroups were similar. 


Table 9 Summary of the primary efficacy outcome for DVT/PE subgroups indexed by type 
(AMPLIFY trial) 


 


Primary efficacy outcome: recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


 n/N (%) 


Apixaban 
Enoxaparin/ 


warfarin 
RR (95% CI) 


PE (with or without DVT) 
subgroup 


21/900 (2.3) 23/886 (2.6) ******************* 


DVT subgroup 38/1698 (2.2) 47/1736 (2.7) ******************* 


CI=confidence interval; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE=pulmonary embolism; RR=relative risk; VTE=venous 
thromboembolism 
Efficacy evaluable population included data for patients in the ITT population for whom the outcome status at 6 months was 
documented 
Source: Table 20 of the CS


1
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Sensitivity analyses 


For the primary efficacy analysis, no imputation methods were used in the case of missing 


data. 


*********************************************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


***  


Secondary outcomes 


The results for the secondary outcomes are provided in Table 10; secondary outcomes are 


categorised into efficacy, composite, or death outcomes. Analyses were performed in order 


to detect the superiority of apixaban in relation to enoxaparin/warfarin in terms of each of the 


secondary outcomes.  


The company states that the results describing the secondary outcomes are consistent with 


the findings of the primary efficacy analysis; apixaban was not shown to be superior in 


comparison to enoxaparin/warfarin for the primary efficacy outcome (********) and similarly, 


apixaban was not shown to be superior for the secondary outcomes, recurrent VTE or all-


cause death and recurrent VTE or cardiovascular (CV) related death. Superiority of apixaban 


was demonstrated for the composite outcomes of recurrent VTE, VTE-related death or major 


bleeding (p=0.001), and recurrent VTE, CV-related death, MI, stroke, major bleeding or 


CRNM bleeding (********). 
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Table 10 Summary of secondary outcomes (AMPLIFY efficacy evaluable population)  


 


Apixaban 
N=2609 


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin 
N=2635 


RR (95% CI) 
Risk 


difference 
p-value


§
 


Efficacy outcomes: type of first recurrent VTE n/N (%) 


Non-fatal PE  27/2609 (1.0)  
23/2635 


(0.9) 
- - - 


Non-fatal DVT 20/2609 (0.8)  
33/2635 


(1.3) 
- - - 


Composite outcomes n/N (%) 


Recurrent VTE or all-
cause death 


84/2609 (3.2) 
104/2635 


(3.9) 


0.82 


(0.61 to 1.08) 


********************
**** 


0.16 


Recurrent VTE or CV-
related death 


61/2609 (2.3) 
77/2635 


(2.9) 


0.80 


(0.57 to 1.11) 


********************
**** 


0.18 


Recurrent VTE, VTE-
related death or major 
bleeding 


73/2609 (2.8) 
118/2635 


(4.5) 


0.62 


(0.47 to 0.83) 


********************
***** 


0.001 


Recurrent VTE, CV-
related death, MI, stroke, 
major bleeding or CRNM 
bleeding


a 
 


************** 
*************


** 
***************


**** 
********************


***** 
******* 


Death outcomes n/N (%) 


VTE-related death ************* ************* 
***************


**** 
********************


**** 
* 


CV-related death 
(including VTE-related 
death) 


************* ************* 
***************


**** 
********************


**** 
* 


All-cause death 41*********** 
52**********


* 


0.79  


(0.53 to 1.19) 


********************
**** 


* 


CI=confidence interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; CV=cardiovascular; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE=pulmonary 
embolism; RR=relative risk; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
The secondary efficacy outcomes included events that occurred at any time from randomisation until the end of the intended 
treatment period regardless of whether patients were receiving study medication (using the intention-to-treat principle). All 
efficacy analyses included data for patients in the intention-to-treat population for whom the outcome status (for each particular 
outcome) at 6 months was documented (efficacy evaluable population). Subjects with missing endpoint data were excluded 
from the analysis. As some patients had missing data for some outcomes but not others, the N numbers differ between the 
outcomes 
a
Patients not in the efficacy evaluable population with a bleeding event that occurred during the initial treatment period were 


included in the analysis 
§
The p-value tests for superiority with respect to the relative risk of the composite secondary efficacy outcomes 


Source: Table 19 of the CS
1
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Secondary outcomes by index event type 


The company performed analyses in order to assess the superiority of apixaban in relation to 


enoxaparin/warfarin in terms of each of the secondary outcomes, stratified by index event 


type (Table 11). Secondary outcomes are split into efficacy and composite outcomes. The 


company observes that results were similar between the two groups of patients and the ERG 


agrees with this conclusion.  


Table 11 Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes for DVT/PE subgroups indexed by type 
(AMPLIFY trial efficacy evaluable population)  


 
Apixaban 


Enoxaparin/ 


warfarin 
RR (95% CI) 


DVT 


Efficacy outcomes: type of first recurrent VTE  n/N (%) 


 Non-fatal DVT ************* ************* ******************* 


 Non-fatal PE ************* ************* ******************* 


Composite outcomes, n/N (%) 


Recurrent VTE or all-cause death ************* ************* ******************* 


Recurrent VTE or CV-related death ************* ************* ******************* 


Recurrent VTE, VTE-related death or 
major bleeding 


************* ************* ******************* 


PE 


Efficacy outcomes: type of first recurrent VTE, n/N (%) 


 Non-fatal DVT *********** ************ ******************* 


 Non-fatal PE  *********** *********** ******************* 


Composite outcomes, n/N (%) 


Recurrent VTE or all-cause death ************ ************ ******************* 


Recurrent VTE or CV-related death ************ ************ ******************* 


Recurrent VTE, VTE-related death or 
major bleeding 


************ ************ ******************* 


CI=confidence interval; CV=cardiovascular; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE=pulmonary embolism; RR=relative risk; 
VTE=venous thromboembolism 
N, total number of evaluated patients in the respective groups 
Source: Table 21 of the CS


1
 


 


Primary efficacy outcome in cancer patients 


The company provided primary efficacy results for the subset of patients with active cancer 


at baseline; these results are provided in Table 12. The results were consistent with those 


observed in the primary analysis. However, the ERG observes that the number of patients in 


this subgroup is very small, and so it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the 


effectiveness of apixaban in comparison to enoxaparin/warfarin within this patient group. As 


noted in Section 2 of this ERG report, the AMPLIFY36 trial excluded all patients with active 


cancer for whom treatment with LMWH was planned. As LMWH is the standard of care for 
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patients with active cancer, the ERG is unclear as to why patients with active cancer were 


recruited into the  AMPLIFY36 trial. 


Table 12 Subgroup results in the pre-specified group of patients with active cancer at 
baseline (AMPLIFY trial) 


 


Primary efficacy outcome: recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


 n/N (%) 


Apixaban 
Enoxaparin/ 


warfarin 
RR (95% CI) 


Treatment 
interaction 


p value 


Active cancer at baseline ********** ********** ******************* ****** 


No active cancer at baseline ************* ************* ******************* 


CI=confidence interval; RR=relative risk; VTE=venous thromboembolism 


Source: Table 22 of the CS
1
 


Post-hoc analysis of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death to prior 6 months 


The company provided the results of an analysis investigating the comparison of event rates 


at a range of time-points up to the time of the primary efficacy analysis at 6 months. These 


results are provided in the CS1 (Table 23, p69) and in Appendix 4 of this ERG report. The 


results from the early time-points (7 days, 21 days and 3 months) were similar to those from 


the analysis at 6 months.  


Hospitalisation 


The company conducted an analysis investigating the effect of apixaban versus 


enoxaparin/warfarin on all-cause hospitalisation. The results are presented in the CS1 (Table 


24, p70) and in Appendix 4 of this ERG report. The findings suggest that apixaban 


statistically significantly reduces the likelihood of hospitalisation and increases the median 


time to first hospitalisation in comparison to enoxaparin/warfarin. 


Health-related quality of life 


No HRQoL data were collected during the AMPLIFY36 trial. The ERG considers this to be a 


disappointing omission from the CS.1  


4.5.2 AMPLIFY-EXT  


For the primary efficacy analyses of AMPLIFY-EXT,37 patients who were lost to follow-up 


were assumed to have experienced a primary efficacy event. The company has clarified that 


these patients were not included in the time-to-event analysis. There were 19 patients in the 


placebo/no treatment group (2.3%) and 13 patients in the 2.5mg apixaban group (1.5%) who 


were lost to follow-up. 
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Treatment compliance with apixaban was measured via pill counts. The company reports 


(CS, p135) that treatment compliance in both arms of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial was high 


(>80% of patients in the apixaban arm had a measured compliance rate of ***** and >80% of 


patients in the placebo/no treatment arm had a compliance rate of *****). 


Fewer patients in the apixaban arm discontinued treatment than in the placebo/no treatment 


arm (13.6% versus 22.7%, respectively). 


Primary efficacy outcome 


The results from the primary efficacy analysis are provided in the CS.1 Apixaban was found 


to statistically significantly reduce the risk of experiencing recurrent VTE or all-cause death 


(RR 0.33; 95% CI 0.22 to 0.48; ********) compared with placebo/no treatment. The company 


presents the K-M plot in Figure 7 of the 1. 


Subgroup analyses 


Treatment effect estimates for the primary efficacy endpoint, recurrent VTE or all-cause 


death, are provided for several of the pre-specified subgroups in the CS1 (Figure 9, p75). 


The company states that no clinically important subgroup differences were observed, 


however, on inspection of the tests for interaction, the ERG notes that p-values <0.10 (the 


company chose this value to indicate an important result for the AMPLIFY36 subgroup 


analyses) were observed for the subgroup analyses of gender, age and geographic region.  


The company explains in their response to the ERG’s clarification letter that the reason 


these subgroup analyses were not considered to be clinically relevant was due to the fact 


that imputation for missing observations may have distorted results, and so the company 


preferred to consider the results of parallel subgroup analyses, considering VTE or VTE-


related death, without imputation. These subgroup analyses were also pre-specified and the 


results are tabulated in the CS1 (CS, Appendix 10.5). 


Furthermore, the company explains that all subgroup RRs were <1.0, most subgroup RRs 


had a 95% CI upper limit <1.0, and no adjustments were made for multiple testing, so 


significant tests for interaction may have been spurious. The ERG is satisfied with this 


response, and does not consider there to be any important subgroup differences. 
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Primary efficacy outcome by index event type 


The company also stratified the primary efficacy outcome by the index event type, i.e. DVT 


or PE event. The results are presented in the CS.1 The RRs for the two subgroups were 


fairly similar (PE subgroup: *************************** and DVT subgroup: 


****************************). The beneficial effect of apixaban in comparison to 


enoxaparin/warfarin remained statistically significant in both subgroups.  


Sensitivity analyses 


For the primary efficacy analysis, it was assumed that all patients with missing outcome data 


had experienced a primary outcome event. However, sensitivity analyses were conducted 


using a range of other imputation methods. The results of these sensitivity analyses 


(provided in the CSR52) supported the findings of the primary efficacy analysis, 


demonstrating superiority of apixaban in comparison to placebo/no treatment.  


Secondary outcomes 


Results for each of the secondary outcomes are provided in Table 13. Secondary outcomes 


are split into efficacy, composite, or death outcomes. Patients in the apixaban 2.5mg group 


were shown to be significantly less likely to experience recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


in comparison to patients in the placebo/no treatment group. Apixaban was also shown to be 


superior in terms of the composite outcome of VTE/CV-related death. The company 


presented event rates and time-to-event analyses in the CS1 (Figure 8, p74).  
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Table 13  Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes (AMPLIFY-EXT, ITT) 


 


Apixaban 
2.5mg 
N=840 


Place
bo 


N=829 


RR (95% CI) Risk difference p-value 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n (%) 


Non-fatal PE ******* ******** - - - 


Non-fatal DVT ******* ******** - - - 


Composite outcomes, n (%) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death 


14 (1.7) 
73 


(8.8) 


0.19 


(0.11 to 0.33) 


*******************
*** 


******** 


VTE or CV-related death ******** ******** ******************* 
*******************


*** 
******** 


Non–VTE-related CV death, 
myocardial infarction, or stroke 


4 (0.5) 
11 


(1.3) 


0.36 


(0.11 to 1.12) 
- - 


VTE, VTE-related death, 
myocardial infarction, stroke, or 
cardiovascular disease–related 
death 


18 (2.1) 
83 


(10.0) 


0.21 


(0.13 to 0.35) 
- - 


VTE, VTE-related death, 
myocardial infarction, stroke, 
cardiovascular disease–related 
death, or major bleeding as 
outcome 


20 (2.4) 
86 


(10.4) 


0.23 


(0.14 to 0.37) 
- - 


Death outcomes, n (%)
 


VTE-related death ******* ******* 
*****************


** 
********************


**** 
***** 


CV-related death ******* ******** 
*****************


** 
********************


***** 
***** 


All-cause death ******* ******** 
*****************


** 
********************


**** 
***** 


CI=confidence interval; CV= cardiovascular; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; ITT= intention-to-treat; PE= pulmonary embolism; 
RR=relative risk; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
For the analyses of the secondary outcomes patients who were lost to follow-up were classified as not having had an outcome 
event 
Source: Table 28 in the CS


1
 


Secondary efficacy outcome by index event type 


The company also stratified by whether patients experienced a DVT or PE event, the results 


of which are presented in Table 14. The company observes that outcomes were consistent 


across DVT and PE subgroups, and the ERG agrees with this conclusion. 
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Table 14 Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes for DVT/ PE subgroups indexed by type 
(AMPLIFY-EXT)  


 


Apixaban 2.5mg 


(N=840) 


Placebo 


(N=829) 


DVT N1=544 N1=551 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n (%)  


 Non-fatal PE ******** ******** 


 Non-fatal DVT ******** ******** 


Composite outcomes, n (%)  


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death 


******** ********* 


VTE or CV-related death ******** ********* 


PE N2=296 N2=278 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n (%)  


 Non-fatal PE  ******** ******** 


 Non-fatal DVT ******* ******** 


Composite outcomes, n (%)  


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death 


******** ********* 


VTE or CV-related death ******** ********* 


CV=cardiovascular; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; ITT=intention-to-treat; PE=pulmonary embolism; VTE=venous 
thromboembolism 
Source: Table 28 of the CS


1
 


Hospitalisation 


The company conducted an analysis investigating the effect of apixaban 2.5mg versus 


placebo on the rate of all-cause hospitalisations. The results are presented in the CS1 (Table 


29, p77) and in Appendix 4 of this ERG report. The findings suggest that apixaban 


significantly reduces the likelihood of hospitalisation and increased the mean time to 


hospitalisation in comparison to placebo/no treatment.  


Health related quality of life 


No HRQoL data were collected during the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial. The ERG considers this to 


be a disappointing omission in the CS.1 


4.6 Adverse events 


The CS1 reports the AEs relevant to the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials on pages 113 


to 127. The AEs of key interest are those related to bleeding events. In the CS,1 the 


company reports the rates of different types of bleeding events. For clarity, the ERG 


describes each type of bleeding event in Table 15. 
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Table 15 Definition of bleeding events used in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 


Event Definition 


Major bleeding 


(Taken from guidelines published by the International 
Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis.


54
) 


Acute clinically overt bleeding accompanied by one or 
more of the following: 


 A decrease in haemoglobin of ≥2 grams per 
decilitre   


 A transfusion of 2 or more units of packed red 
blood cells 


 Bleeding that occurs in at least one of the 
following critical sites: intracranial, intraspinal 
intraocular, pericardial, intraarticular, intramuscular 
with compartment syndrome, retroperitoneal 


 Bleeding that is fatal 


Clinically relevant non-major bleeding  Acute clinically overt bleeding that consists of: 


 any bleeding compromising hemodynamics 


 any bleeding leading to hospitalization 


 subcutaneous haematoma larger than 25cm
2
, or 


100cm
2
 if there was a traumatic cause 


 intramuscular haematoma documented by 
ultrasonography 


 epistaxis that lasted for more than 5 minutes, was 
repetitive or led to an intervention (e.g., packing or 
electrocoagulation) 


 gingival bleeding occurring spontaneously or 
lasting for more than 5 minutes 


 haematuria that was macroscopic and was 
spontaneous or lasted for more than 24 hours 
after instrumentation (e.g., catheter placement or 
surgery) of the urogenital tract 


 macroscopic gastrointestinal haemorrhage, 
including at least one episode of rectal blood loss 


 haemoptysis, if more than a few speckles in the 
sputum and not occurring within the context of PE 


 any other bleeding type considered to have clinical 
consequences for a patient such as medical 
intervention, the need for unscheduled contact 
with a physician, or temporary cessation of a study 
drug, or associated with pain or impairment of 
activities of daily life 


Minor bleeding All acute clinically overt bleeding events not meeting 
the criteria for either major bleeding or clinically 
relevant non-major bleeding 


Fatal bleeding A bleeding event that the independent adjudication 


committee determined was the primary cause of death 
or contributed directly to death 
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4.6.1 AMPLIFY  


The ERG notes that the mean number of days of treatment in the apixaban arm  is 154 and 


is 152 in the enoxaparin/warfarin arm.38 


The company states that the safety endpoints and AE data are derived from patients during 


study treatment. Study treatment is defined as the time from the administration of the first 


treatment until 48 hours after the treatment was administered.   


For the primary safety outcome of major bleeding a statistically significant reduction in major 


bleeding events is associated with apixaban compared with enoxaparin/warfarin (RR 0.31; 


95% CI 0.17 to 0.55; p<0.001). 


A K-M analysis of major bleeding in the AMPLIFY36 trial is presented in Figure 19 of the CS1 


and indicates that the rate of events between apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin separate at 


the beginning of the trial and that the separation is maintained across time, thus 


demonstrating that the difference between treatment with apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin 


begins early and is maintained.   


The CS1 presents a summary of major bleeding events by anatomical site (Table 16) and  


reports that one patient in the apixaban arm and two patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin arm 


experienced fatal bleeds. The company emphasises the reduction in gastrointestinal bleeds 


associated with apixaban compared with enoxaparin/warfarin. 


Table 16 Summary of major bleeding (non-fatal) by anatomical site (AMPLIFY trial) 


 Apixaban 


N=2676 


n (%) 


Enoxaparin/warfarin 


N=2689 


n (%) 


Intracranial 3 (0.1) 6 (0.2) 


Retroperitoneal 1 (<0.1) 3 (0.1) 


Intraocular 0 2 (0.1) 


Intra-articular 0 2 (0.1) 


Intrathoracic 0 1 (<0.1) 


Gastrointestinal 7 (0.3) 18 (0.7) 


Intramuscular bleeding 0 5 (0.2) 


Epistaxis 1 (<0.1) 1 (<0.1) 


Urogenital bleeding 1 (<0.1) 3 (0.1) 


Subcutaneous haematoma 1 (<0.1) 6 (0.2) 


Source: Table 43 of the CS
1
 


 


The company conducted analyses of the outcome of major bleeding across a range of 


subgroups including type of index event, male or female, age, level of renal impairment, 


weight, body mass index (BMI), extent of index event, use of LMWH or unfractionated 
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heparin. The results of the subgroup analyses are consistent with the safety outcomes of the 


overall population. The CS1 reports that treatment by subgroup interactions with a p-value of 


<0.10 were subject to further investigation although no clinically important observations were 


noted.  


The CS1 reports that major bleeding events are consistent across patients with a PE and/or 


DVT and patients with only a DVT (Table 17). The ERG notes there is a greater percentage 


of major bleeding in the PE subgroup compared with the DVT only subgroup (2.8% and 


1.4% respectively).  


Table 17 Major bleeding by event type (AMPLIFY trial) 


Event type 


 


Apixaban 


n/N (%) 


Enoxaparin/warfarin 


n/N (%) 


Relative risk 


 (95% CI) 


PE (with or without DVT)  4/928 (0.4) 25/902 (2.8) ******************** 


DVT subgroup 11/1738 (0.6) 24/1773 (1.4) ******************* 


DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE; pulmonary embolism 
Source: Table 45 of the CS


1
 


 


An analysis of the outcomes of major bleeding in patients with active cancer is provided in 


Table 46 of the CS1. As noted in Section 3 of this ERG report, it is unclear to the ERG why 


patients with cancer were eligible for inclusion in the AMPLIFY36 trial. The company reports 


that the number of patients with cancer was small, but that the pre-specified subgroup 


analyses demonstrate consistency with the overall findings of the AMPLIFY36 trial. 


The company also conducted a post-hoc analysis of major bleeding and clinically relevant 


non-major bleeding at 3 months. The results demonstrated a statistically significantly lower 


risk for patients treated with apixaban compared with patients treated with 


enoxaparin/warfarin (**********  


Other bleeding outcomes 


Secondary bleeding outcomes are presented in Table 18. Statistically significant differences 


in favour of apixaban compared to enoxaparin/warfarin are recorded across all of the 


outcomes. 
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Table 18 Secondary bleeding outcomes (AMPLIFY trial) 


 Apixaban 


N=2676 


n (%) 


Enoxaparin/warfarin 


N=2689 


n (%) 


Relative risk 


 (95% CI) 


 


p-value 


 


Major  or CRNM 
bleeding  


115 (4.3) 261 (9.7) 0.44 (0.36 to  0.55) <0.001 


CRNM bleeding 103 (3.8) 215 (8.0) 0.48 (0.38 to 0.60) ******* 


Minor bleeding ********** ********** ******************* ******* 


Total bleeding ********** ********** ******************* ******* 


CRNM=clinically relevant non-major bleeding; RR= relative risk; 
Source: Table 44 of the CS


1
 


Other safety outcomes 


The CS1 summarises the type and frequency of the AEs recorded during the AMPLIFY36 trial 


(Table 19). The ERG notes that the percentage of AEs and serious AEs (SAEs) is similar in 


both apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin arms of the trial (67.1% versus 71.5% and 15.6% 


versus 15.2% respectively). The percentage of people discontinuing treatment due to AEs is 


also similar in both arms and is low (6.1% versus 7.4%). The percentage of deaths is 


comparable in both arms of the trial. 


There are fewer AEs due to bleeding recorded in the apixaban arm than in the 


enoxaparin/warfarin (15.5% versus 25.8%). 


*********************************************************************************************************


****************************************************************************************************** 


The  CS1 reports that the incidence of VTE-related complications during the AMPLIFY36 trial 


was 


*********************************************************************************************************


**************************************************************************************The results of 


liver safety assessments did not indicate any cause for concern associated with the use of 


apixaban. 
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Table 19 Adverse events (AMPLIFY trial) 


Event type 


 


Apixaban N=2676 


n/N (%) 


Enoxaparin/warfarin N=2689 


n/N (%) 


Adverse events 1795 (67.1) 1923 (71.5) 


Serious adverse events 417 (15.6) 410 (15.2) 


Bleeding adverse events 415 (15.5) 695 (25.8) 


Discontinuations due to  adverse event 162 (6.1) 199 (7.4) 


Deaths ******** ******** 


Adverse events occurring in ≥5% of patients in either arm 


Headache ********* ********* 


Epistaxis ******** ********* 


Source: Table 48 of the CS
1
 


 


In summary, the ERG agrees with the company that in comparison to patients in the 


enoxaparin/warfarin arm of the AMPLIFY36 trial, patients treated with apixaban experienced 


statistically significantly fewer bleeding events, in terms of both major bleeding and for 


secondary measures of bleeding. The ERG also agrees that the overall incidence of AEs 


and SAE experienced by patients is similar for patients treated with apixaban and patients 


treated with enoxaparin/warfarin. 


4.6.2 AMPLIFY-EXT  


The CS1 reports the safety outcomes only for the patients in the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial who 


were treated with 2.5mg twice daily apixaban compared with placebo/no treatment. The 


results for patients in the 5mg of apixaban twice daily arm of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial are 


reported in the Appendices of the CS.1 The ERG considers this appropriate as 2.5mg twice 


daily is the EMA39 licensed dose of apixaban for the secondary prevention of VTE. The 


number of major bleeding events is low in both the apixaban and placebo/no treatment arms 


of the trial (2 versus 4) and the CS1 reports that apixaban was not statistically significantly 


different to placebo/no treatment.  


Secondary bleeding outcomes are summarised in the CS1 ( 


Table 20). Across all outcomes, no statistically significant differences were observed in 


treatment with apixaban compared with placebo/no treatment.  
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Table 20 Secondary bleeding outcomes (AMPLIFY-EXT trial) 


 Apixaban 2.5mg bd 


N=840 


n(%) 


Placebo 


N=826 


n(%) 


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


 


p-value 


(for 
superiority) 


 


Major or CRNM bleeding  27 (3.2) 22 (2.7) 1.20 (0.69 to 2.10) ********* 


CRNM bleeding 25 (3.0) 19 (2.3) 1.29 (0.72 to  2.33) ********* 


Minor bleeding ******** ******** ******************* ********* 


Total bleeding ********* ******** ******************* ********* 


* Hochberg adjusted p-value for superiority 
CRNM=clinically relevant major bleeding; RR= relative risk; * Hochberg adjusted p-value for superiority 
Source Table 50 of the CS


1
 


 


Subgroup analyses (event type, gender, age, level of renal impairment, weight) for the 


composite outcome of major bleeding or CRNM bleeding are reported in Figure 24 of the 


CS.1 The company reports that no clinically important differences were noted between the 


apixaban and placebo/no treatment arms of the trial. The ERG notes from the forest plot in 


the CS1 that the risk of bleeding appears to be greater for people ≥75 years who were 


treated with apixaban; however, the number of events is small and the CIs are wide. 


Other safety outcomes 


The CS1 summarises the type and frequency of the AEs recorded during the AMPLIFY-


EXT37 trial (Table 21). The ERG notes that the percentage of AEs and SAEs is similar in 


both apixaban and placebo/no treatment arms of the trial (71% versus 73.4% and 13.3% 


versus 19.1% respectively). The percentage of people discontinuing treatment due to AEs is 


lower in the apixaban arm compared to placebo/no treatment (8% versus 16.2%). The 


company reports that the difference in the discontinuation rate was due to higher numbers of 


VTE events in the placebo/no treatment arm. The percentage of deaths is greater in the 


placebo/no treatment arm compared with the apixaban arm (1.7% versus 0.8%).  


Of the AEs that were experienced by ≥5% of patients in either arm, 


*********************************************************************************************************


******************************* 


*********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


************************ The liver safety assessments did not indicate any cause for concern 


associated with the use of apixaban. 
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Table 21 Adverse events (AMPLIFY-EXT trial) 


Event type 


 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd 


N=840 


n(%) 


Placebo 


N=826 


n(%) 


Adverse events 596 (71.0) 606 (73.4) 


Serious adverse events 112 (13.3) 158 (19.1) 


Discontinuations due to adverse events 67 (8.0) 134 (16.2) 


Adverse events occurring in ≥5% of patients in either arm 


***************** ******** ******** 


******** ******** ******** 


*** ******** ******** 


Adverse events, n/N (%) – ITT population 


Deaths, through to end of intended treatment 


period  n/N (%) 
7/840 (0.8) 14/829 (1.7) 


Bd=twice daily; ITT=intention to treat 
Source: Table 51 of the CS


1
 


 


In summary, the ERG agrees with the company that in the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial the rates of 


bleeding were low in both trial arms and were not statistically significantly different. The ERG 


also agrees that the overall incidence of AEs and SAEs experienced by patients is similar for 


those treated with apixaban and those in the placebo/no treatment arm. The number of 


discontinuations and deaths was greater in the placebo/no treatment arm than in the 


apixaban arm; the higher discontinuation rate in the placebo/no treatment arm was the result 


of more patients experiencing recurrence of VTE events. 
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4.7 Critique of the indirect evidence 


4.7.1 Key points of  the ERG critique  of indirect evidence 


 To allow the ERG to investigate the robustness of the company’s RR estimates, 
the ERG requested that the company re-run both the initial treatment period and 
secondary prevention period NMAs using an alternative vague prior for the trial 
effect and asked for the analysis to treat the trial effect as random rather than 
fixed. The results of the company’s original analyses and the analyses requested 
by the ERG are presented in this section 


 The ERG is satisfied that the methodology used to conduct the initial treatment 
period NMA is appropriate and the results can be used to support the use of 
apixaban versus rivaroxaban and dabigatran in this setting 


 The ERG considers the methods used to combine data in the secondary 
prevention period NMA to be inappropriate due to the different lengths of 
treatment periods and stated follow-up times of the included trials. This means 
that the results cannot be used to support the use of apixababn versus any active 
treatment in this setting 


4.7.2 Included trials in the network meta-analyses and statistical 


approach  


Sixteen trials in fourteen publications36,37,55-66 were included in the review of the indirect 


evidence. The company performed NMAs using two networks of evidence; the first included 


trials which assessed anticoagulant therapy for the treatment of an initial VTE event (referred 


to as the “initial treatment period NMA”), and the second included trials which assessed 


extended anticoagulant therapy in patients who had already received treatment for an initial 


VTE event (referred to as the “secondary prevention period NMA”). 


In addition to the comparators specified in the scope issued by NICE,16 the company 


considered dabigatran to be a relevant comparator and so included dabigatran in both the 


initial treatment period and secondary prevention period networks of evidence. For reasons 


outlined in Section 2, the ERG agrees that dabigatran is a relevant comparator.  


Five trials in four publications36,55,56,57 were included in the initial treatment period NMA, 


creating a network of evidence as shown in Figure 1. The remaining eleven trials in ten 


publications37,58-66 were included in the secondary prevention period NMA, forming an 


evidence network as shown Figure 2. 


The ERG did not identify any additional trials that met the company’s eligibility criteria. 
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Figure 1 Network diagram for the initial treatment period NMA 


bd=twice daily; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; od=once daily; UFH=unfractionated heparin; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
*EINSTEIN pooled analysis


57
 was used for the initial  treatment period NMA 


Source: Figure 10 of the CS
1
 


 
 


 


Figure 2 Network diagram for thte secondary prevention period NMA 


bd=twice daily; INR=international normalised ratio; od=once daily; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: Figure 11 of the CS


1
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The company states that no evidence was identified for the population of patients for whom 


treatment with a VKA would be unsuitable and therefore it was not possible to conduct an 


NMA in this population.  


4.7.3 Treatment period NMA: overview of trials and statistical approach 


The company performed NMAs for both efficacy and safety outcomes. Efficacy outcomes 


reported by all included trials were: recurrent-VTE or VTE-related death, non-fatal PE, DVT, 


VTE-related death, all-cause death, and overall discontinuation. Safety outcomes reported 


by all included trials were: major or CRNM bleeding, major bleeding, CRNM bleeding, IC 


bleeding, and other major bleeding. The company presented results only for certain key 


outcomes, and therefore the ERG has also focused on these key outcomes only. 


The trials included in the initial treatment period NMA are summarised in Table 22. All trials 


included in the initial treatment period NMA were open-label, double blind RCTs.  


Table 22: RCTs included in the initial treatment period NMA 


Trial Treatment  
(as described in trial) 


Comparator  
(as described in trial) 


Population used for analyses 


AMPLIFY
36


  Apixaban 10mg bd 
(initial 7 
days)/apixaban 5mg 
bd 


Enoxaparin/warfarin All efficacy analyses were based on an ITT 
population, i.e. patients who had an outcome 
reported at 6 months. 


Safety analyses were conducted for the on 
treatment population. 


RE-COVER
55


  UFH or 
LMWH/dabigatran 
150mg bd 


UFH or 
LMWH/warfarin  


Efficacy analyses were based on an mITT 
principle, i.e., patients who did not receive 
any study drug were excluded. 


Safety analyses were conducted for the on 
treatment population.  


RE-COVER II
56


  UFH or 
LMWH/dabigatran 
150mg bd 


UFH or 
LMWH/warfarin  


Efficacy analyses were based on an mITT 
principle, i.e., patients who did not receive 
any study drug were excluded. 


The safety population also consisted of all 
randomised patients who took ≥1 dose of 
study drug. 


EINSTEIN DVT 
and PE pooled 
data set


57
  


Rivaroxaban 15mg 
bd (initial 21 
days)/rivaroxaban 
20mg od 


Enoxaparin/VKA 
(INR 2.0–3.0) 


The primary efficacy analysis was based on 
the ITT principle. 


Safety analyses were conducted for all 
patients who received ≥1 dose of study drug.  


bd=twice daily; INR=international normalised ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; od=once daily; UFH=unfractionated 
heparin; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; INR 2.0–3.0 
Source: Table 30 of the CS


1
 


 


The company assumed that the clinical effectiveness of all LMWH used in these trials was 


comparable. As discussed in Section 2 of this ERG report, the company is of the opinion that 


fondaparinux is not an appropriate comparator for this appraisal, and has not included 


fondaparinux in the network of evidence. The ERG is satisfied with the company’s rationale. 
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The company reports that data from the EINSTEIN-PE and EINSTEIN-DVT trials were 


pooled,57 to ensure that the results are applicable to a general VTE population. The ERG is 


satisfied that the pooling of results from these trials was performed adequately and is not a 


cause for concern with regards to this NMA. 


The company uses data from the ITT population from the AMPLIFY36 trial for efficacy 


outcomes, i.e. all patients were analysed according to the treatment they were originally 


assigned to, wherever possible. However, the ERG notes that majority of trials included in 


the network performed analyses using the modified ITT (mITT) population, i.e. patients with 


no outcome data were excluded from the analysis. 


Data assumptions 


The company lists several assumptions for the calculation of outcome event data (CS, p84). 


These assumptions were largely necessary due to inconsistency in the definitions of the 


outcomes reported across trials. The ERG is of the opinion that the assumptions made were 


reasonable and unlikely to affect the validity of the NMA results.  


Sensitivity analyses 


Sensitivity analyses were conducted to investigate the effect of the following adjustments on 


the results of the NMAs: 


 using the mITT population instead of the ITT population   


 using pooled data for RE-COVER55 and RE-COVER II56 which seemed to differ from 
the individual RE-COVER trials, in terms of the adjudication of events 


 excluding dabigatran trials (RE-COVER55 and RE-COVER II56) 


Statistical approach 


The company used WinBUGS software and a Bayesian framework to implement Markov 


Chain Monte Carlo methods, in order to estimate the parameters of the model for the initial 


treatment period NMA. The company used a burn-in period of 50,000 simulations, and 


inferences were based on a further sample of 50,000 simulations, using three chains. The 


company ensured that convergence had been achieved by considering the Gelman-Rubin 


statistic.67  


4.7.4 Secondary prevention period NMA: overview of trials and 
statistical approach  


The company performed NMAs for both efficacy and safety outcomes. For each outcome, as 


many trials as possible were incorporated into the NMA. The company notes that trials did 


not consistently report the same outcomes and it was not possible for the company to carry 
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out an NMA using the primary outcome of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial (recurrent VTE or all-


cause death). NMAs were conducted for the following efficacy outcomes: recurrent-VTE or 


VTE-related death, non-fatal PE, DVT, VTE-related death, all-cause death, and overall 


discontinuation. NMAs were conducted for the following safety outcomes: major or CRNM 


bleeding, major bleeding, and CRNM bleeding. The company presented results only for 


certain key outcomes, and therefore the ERG has also focused on these key results only. 


The trials included in the secondary prevention period NMA are summarised in Table 23. All 


trials included in the secondary prevention period NMA were open-label, double blind RCTs, 


which required patients to have at least 3 months of anticoagulation prior to treatment 


commencement. 
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Table 23: RCTs included in secondary prevention period NMA 


Trial Treatment  
(as described in the trial) 


Comparator 
(as described in the trial) 


Population used for analyses 


AMPLIFY-
EXT


37
  


Apixaban 2.5mg bd/ 
5mg bd 


Placebo All efficacy analyses included data from 
the ITT population.  


All safety analyses included data from 
patients during the time they were 
receiving treatment. 


EINSTEIN-
EXT


58
  


Rivaroxaban 20mg od Placebo Primary efficacy analysis was performed 
on an ITT basis.  


The safety analysis included all patients 
who received the assigned study drug. 


WARFASA
59


  Aspirin 100mg od Placebo The primary efficacy analysis was 
performed according to an mITT principle; 
all patients who received at least one 
dose of the assigned study drug after 
randomisation were included in the 
analysis.  


The safety analysis included all patients 
who received at least one dose of the 
study drug. 


RE-
SONATE


60
  


Dabigatran 150mg bd Placebo For efficacy, an mTT analysis was 
performed with exclusion of patients who 
did not receive any dose of the study 
drug.  


All events during the initial  treatment 
period were included in the safety 
analysis.  


RE-MEDY
60


  Dabigatran 150mg bd Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) For efficacy, an mITT analysis was 
performed with exclusion of patients who 
did not receive any dose of the study 
drug.  


All events during the initia treatment 
period were included in the safety 
analysis. 


ASPIRE
61


  Aspirin 100mg od Placebo Primary analysis used the ITT population. 


LAFIT
62


  Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) Placebo Main efficacy and safety outcomes were 
reported for all randomised patients. 


ELATE
63


  Warfarin (INR 1.5–1.9) Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) Main efficacy and safety outcomes 
reported for all randomised patients. 


WODIT 
DVT


64
  


VKA continuation 
VKA discontinuation/ 
observation 


Primary analysis used the ITT population. 


WODIT PE
65


  VKA continuation 
VKA discontinuation/ 
observation 


Primary analysis used the ITT population. 


PREVENT
66


  Warfarin (INR 1.5–1.9) Placebo Primary analysis used the ITT population. 


bd=twice daily; INR=international normalised ratio; od=once daily; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: Table 31 of the CS


1
 


 
The company justifies including the low warfarin INR range treatments in the network of 


evidence, despite this low range not being regularly used in current clinical practice, as it 


provides an additional ‘loop’ of evidence, improving the reliability of the NMA treatment effect 


estimates. The ERG also notes that apixaban 5mg is not a relevant comparator for the 


appraisal. The inclusion of both of these treatments in the network of evidence does not 


concern the ERG, as they do provide additional indirect evidence. The company utilises 
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these studies to assess inconsistency between direct and indirect evidence from the 


treatment loops within the secondary prevention period network (see CS, p110-111). 


Assessing inconsistency in a NMA is an informative way of assessing the validity of the 


results from the NMA; if estimates of treatment effect differ greatly between the direct and 


indirect evidence, this suggests that the results from the NMA may not be valid.  


In the secondary prevention period NMA, events were included from the planned treatment 


period only, and the NMA was designed to minimise the level of bias in the network from 


trials with an extended follow-up period. The exceptions to this were the ASPIRE61 and 


ELATE63 trials, in which outcome events were reported as those which took place during the 


follow-up period of each trial.  


Data assumptions 


The company lists several assumptions for the calculation of outcome event data (CS,1 


pp85-86). These assumptions were largely necessary due to the differences in the 


definitions of outcomes reported across the trials. The ERG is of the opinion that the 


assumptions related to outcome definitions made were reasonable and are unlikely to affect 


the validity of the NMA results.  


Sensitivity analyses 


Sensitivity analyses were conducted to investigate the effect of the following adjustments on 


the results of the NMAs: 


 incorporating data from the treatment and follow-up period, as the primary analysis 
included events from the planned treatment period only 


 excluding the WODIT DVT64/PE65 trials, which had a considerably longer follow-up 
period (including a period when patients were not receiving treatment, and when the 
majority of primary outcome events occurred) than other trials in this NMA 


 excluding dabigatran trials (RE-SONATE60 and RE-MEDY60) 


Statistical approach 


The company used WinBUGS software and a Bayesian framework to implement Markov 


Chain Monte Carlo methods, in order to estimate the parameters of the model for the 


secondary prevention period NMA. The company used a burn-in period of 100,000 


simulations, and inferences were based on a further sample of 50,000 simulations, using 


three chains. A longer burn-in period was required than for the initial treatment period NMA, 


as many of the trials reported groups that experienced zero events, and so more iterations 


were required to achieve convergence. The company ensured that convergence had been 


achieved by considering the Gelman-Rubin statistic.67  
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4.7.5 Characteristics of the included trials 


The characteristics of the trials included in the initial treatment period NMA and secondary 


prevention period NMA are summarised in Table 24 and Table 25.  


The ERG is of the opinion that the key characteristics of the trials included in the initial 


treatment period NMA are similar enough to justify combining the results from these trials. 


The EINSTEIN57 trials were the only trials to report results at time-points other than 6 


months, as patients were treated for either 3, 6 or 12 months, depending on the 


recommendation provided by the physician. The ERG sought clinical advice as to whether 


this issue would greatly affect the comparability of the data from the included trials, and 


came to the conclusion that, as events are much more likely to occur in the first few months 


of treatment, it would be unlikely that there would be notable differences in the number of 


events observed between patients followed up at 3, 6 and 12 months. In addition, the 


majority of patients in both EINSTEIN-PE and EINSTEIN DVT trials57 were followed up at 6 


months (57% and 63%, respectively). 


The ERG is more concerned about the comparability of trials in the secondary prevention 


period NMA as there are substantial differences between the time spent on treatment and 


the follow-up periods between the trials. This issue is discussed further in Section 4.8.3 of 


this ERG report, as the ERG is of the opinion that these differences render the results of the 


secondary prevention period NMA to be flawed.  


Baseline patient characteristics for the trials included in the initial treatment period NMA and 


secondary prevention period NMA are summarised in Table 39 and Table 40 of the CS.1 For 


the initial treatment period NMA, patient characteristics seem to be broadly comparable 


across trials, with the exception of the rates of index DVT and index PE within the EINSTEIN 


DVT/PE57 trials. The ERG notes that a greater percentage of index events are PE events in 


both rivaroxaban and enoxaparin/VKA arms of the trials (58.3% and 58.4%, respectively), in 


comparison to the other trials within this network of evidence (percentage of patients with PE 


ranges from 21.2% to 25.2%). Subsequently, there are fewer patients with DVT in the 


EINSTEIN DVT/PE57 trials than in the other included trials. For the secondary prevention 


period NMA, the trials are similar in terms of patient characteristics.  
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Table 24 Characteristics of trials included in the initial treatment period NMA  


Trial & location 


 


Primary outcomes  


 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   


 


Time on 
treatment 


AMPLIFY
36


 


Randomised, double 
blind, non-inferiority  
trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy 


6 month incidence of the 
adjudicated composite of 
symptomatic, recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death  


 


Safety 


Incidence during treatment period 
of adjudicated major bleeding.  


Efficacy 


Symptomatic non-fatal PE, 
symptomatic non-fatal DVT, VTE-
related death, all-cause death  


 


Safety 


Minor bleeding, composite of major 
or CRNM, total adjudicated bleeding, 
CRNM bleeding 


6 months 


RE-COVER
55


 


Randomised, double 
blind, non-inferiority  
trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy  


6-month incidence of recurrent 
symptomatic VTE and deaths 
related to VTE  


 


Safety 


Major bleeding  


Efficacy  


Symptomatic DVT, symptomatic 
non-fatal PE, VTE-related death 


 


Safety 


Major or CRNM bleeding, any 
bleeding event 


6 months 


RE-COVER II
56


 


Randomised, double 
blind, non-inferiority  
trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy  


6-month incidence of recurrent 
symptomatic VTE and deaths 
related to VTE  


 


Safety 


Major bleeding  


Efficacy  


Symptomatic DVT, symptomatic 
non-fatal PE, VTE-related death 


 


Safety 


Major or CRNM bleeding, any 
bleeding event 


6 months 


EINSTEIN PE
57


 


Randomised, open-
label non-inferiority  
trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy  


3,6,12 month incidence of 
symptomatic recurrent venous 
thromboembolism 


 


Safety 


First major or CRNM 


Efficacy and safety  


Major bleeding, death from any 
cause, vascular events and net 
clinical benefit (composite of 
primary efficacy outcome or major 
bleeding) 


Outcomes 
measured at 
either 3, 6 or 
12 months  


EINSTEIN DVT
57


 


Randomised, open-
label non-inferiority  
trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy  


3,6,12-month incidence of 
symptomatic recurrent venous 
thromboembolism  


 


Safety 


First major or CRNM 


Efficacy and safety  


All-cause mortality, vascular 
events and net clinical benefit 
(composite of primary efficacy 
outcome or major bleeding) 


Outcomes 
measured at 
either 3, 6 or 
12 months 


CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; PE=pulmonary embolism; VTE=venous thromboembolism  
Source: Company clarification response 
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Table 25 Characteristics of trials included in secondary prevention period NMA 


Trial & location Primary outcomes  


 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   


 


Treatment and 
follow-up period 


AMPLIFY-EXT
37


 


Randomised, double 
blind, placebo 
controlled trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy 


Incidence of an adjudicated 
composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE or all-cause 
death  


 


Safety 


Incidence during treatment 
period of adjudicated major 
bleeding.  


Efficacy 


Symptomatic non-fatal PE, 
symptomatic non-fatal DVT, 
VTE-related death, all-cause 
death  


 


Safety 


Minor bleeding, composite of 
major or CRNM, total 
adjudicated bleeding, CRNM 
bleeding 


 


Initial 6 to12 months 
treatment 


Trial: 12 months 
preventive period  


30 day observation  
period  


ASPIRE
61


  


Randomised, double 
blind, placebo 
controlled trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy  


Recurrence of venous 
thromboembolism 


 


Safety 


Major or clinically relevant 
non-major bleeding 


Efficacy and safety  


Major vascular events 
(composite of VTE, MI, 
stroke, or cardiovascular 
death) and a measure of the 
net clinical benefit (a 
reduction in the rate of the 
composite of VTE, MI, stroke, 
major bleeding, or death from 
any cause) 


Initial treatment 6 to 
24 weeks 


Trial: 2 to 4 years 


Mean: 37.2 months 


EINSTEIN-EXT
58


 


Randomised, double-
blind, placebo-
controlled superiority 
trial 


International, 
multicentre  


Efficacy  


Incidence of symptomatic 
recurrent VTE 


 


Safety 


Major bleeding 


Efficacy and safety  


All-cause mortality and 
cardiovascular events  


Initial 6 to 12 months 
treatment 


Trial: 6 to12 months 
treatment.  


One month 
observation period 


 


LAFIT
62


  


Randomised, double-
blind trial  


Multicentre(Canada 
and USA) 


Efficacy  


Symptomatic, objectively 
confirmed recurrence of VTE 
during 24 months after 
randomisation  


 


Safety 


Major bleeding  


Efficacy and safety  


Minor bleeding, all-cause 
death, biochemical 
abnormalities  


3 months initial 
treatment. 


Trial: 24 months 
treatment. 


Mean: 10 months 


PREVENT
66


 


Randomised, double 
blind trial 


Multicentre (Canada, 
USA and Switzerland )  


Efficacy  


clinically relevant recurrent 
thromboembolic events 


Efficacy  


Net clinical benefit (composite 
of recurrent VTE, major 
bleeding, and all-cause 
mortality) 


 


Safety 


Major hemorrhage, minor 
bleed or deaths  


At least 3 months 
initial treatment. 
Duration of trial 
period not specified.  


Mean: 2.1 years 


RE–SONATE
60


 


Randomised, double 
blind, placebo 
controlled trial 


International, 
multinational  


Efficacy  


Recurrent symptomatic and 
objectively verified VTE or 
death associated with VTE or 
unexplained death 


 


Safety 


Major bleeding 


Efficacy 


Symptomatic DVT, 
symptomatic non-fatal PE, 
unexplained death  


 


Safety 


Major or CRN bleeding event, 
any bleeding event, adverse 


6 to 18 months initial 
treatment  


Trial: 6 months 
treatment 
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Trial & location Primary outcomes  


 


Secondary efficacy 
outcomes   


 


Treatment and 
follow-up period 


events,  acute coronary 
events (including 
cerebrovascular events)  


RE-MEDY
60


 


Randomised, double 
blind, active controlled 
trial 


International, 
multinational  


Efficacy  


Recurrent or fatal 
thromboembolism   


 


Safety 


Major bleeding  


Efficacy 


Symptomatic DVT, 
symptomatic non-fatal PE, 
death related to venous 
thromboembolism  


 


Safety 


Major or CRN bleeding event, 
any bleeding event, adverse 
events, acute coronary events 


3 to 12 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 6 to 36 months 


WARFASA
59


 


Randomised, double 
blind trial 


Multicentre (Italy, 
Austria)   


Efficacy 


Symptomatic, objectively 
confirmed recurrence of VTE  


 


Safety 


Major bleeding 


 


Efficacy 


Non-fatal MI 


Unstable angina 


Stroke 


TIA 


Acute ischaemia of the lower 
limbs 


 


Safety 


CRNM bleeding 


All-cause mortality 


6 to 18 months initial 
treatment  


Trial: 2 years 
treatment with option 
of extending  


Median treatment 
period: 23.9 months, 
Median study period: 
24.6 months 


WODIT DVT
64


 


Randomised, open-
label trial 


Multicentre (Italy)   


Efficacy 


Recurrence of symptomatic, 
objectively confirmed 
recurrence of VTE during a 
follow-up period of ≥2 years 
after randomization 


 


Safety 


Major bleeding 


Efficacy and safety  


Mortality, adverse events  


3 months initial 
treatment  


Trial: 9 months 
treatment 


Observation period 
not specified  


Mean: 37.8 months in 
patients with 
recurrent VTE 


WODIT PE
65


  


Multicentre (Italy) 


Efficacy 


Recurrence of symptomatic, 
objectively confirmed 
recurrence of VTE after the 
initial 3 months of 
anticoagulation 


 


Safety 


Major bleeding 


Efficacy  


Cumulative incidence of 
adverse outcome events (i.e. 
VTE recurrence, death, major 
bleeding) 


 


Safety 


Mortality, adverse events  


Idiopathic 


3 months initial 
treatment 


Trial: 9 months 


 


Provoked   


3 months initial 
treatment  


Trial: 3 months 


 


Observation period 
not specified  


Mean: 33.8 months in 
patients with 
recurrent VTE 


ELATE
63


  


Randomised, double 
blind trial 


Multicentre (Canada 
and USA) 


Efficacy 


Recurrent VTE 


 


Safety 


Major bleeding 


Efficacy and safety  


Major bleeding, any bleeding 
episode, all-cause mortality 


3 months initial 
treatment 


Duration of trial 
period not specified.  


Mean: 2.4 years 


CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; MI=myocardial infection; PE=pulmonary embolism 
VTE=venous thromboembolism Source: Table 3 of the company’s clarification response 
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4.7.6 Quality assessment 


The company conducted a quality assessment of each of the trials included in the two NMAs 


and results are presented in the CS1 in Appendix 10.8. The assessments are summarised in 


Appendix 5. The ERG considers that the conclusions drawn by the company are valid and 


that the included trials are of good quality.  


4.7.7 Individual trial findings 


The company provides results from the individual trials from the initial treatment period NMA 


(CS, Appendix 6a) and the secondary prevention period NMA (CS, Appendix 6b). The ERG 


provides summary tables of these results in Appendix 6 of this ERG report. 


4.8 Results of the network meta-analyses 


The ERG has concerns about the methodology employed by the company to obtain 


estimates of treatment effect in the NMAs and these are discussed fully in Section 4.8.3 of 


this report. The ERG asked for the company to repeat the NMAs as part of the clarification 


process. The requested analyses were to use an alternative vague prior for the trial effect, 


treating the trial effect as random rather than fixed, in order to investigate the robustness of 


the estimated treatment effects. It is the results from this analysis which are presented in this 


ERG report.  


The ERG did also request an analysis which included a more informative prior for the study 


effect, which the company conducted and submitted. However, after further discussion, and 


taking into consideration the company’s concerns about the appropriateness of the 


informative prior analysis, the ERG decided that this analysis was not appropriate. The 


results from the informative prior analysis are not presented in this ERG report.   


In the following results section, the main analysis for each NMA is referred to as the “base-


case analysis”. For each NMA, the results of the base-case analysis and its corresponding 


sensitivity analyses are presented, using both the company’s original analysis method 


(referred to in the tables as “original analysis”), and the “alternative vague prior” analysis 


method requested by the ERG (referred to in the tables as “analysis requested by the 


ERG”). Statistically significant results are shown in bold. 


4.8.1 Initial treatment period network meta-analysis results 


Base-case analysis 


The results from the base-case analysis for the initial treatment period NMA are provided in 


Table 26. There were no statistically significant differences between apixaban and any of the 


comparators in terms of the primary efficacy outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, 
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in either the original analysis or the alternative analysis requested by the ERG. There were 


no differences in the conclusions drawn for any of the safety outcomes when the alternative 


analysis method was used. The RRs for all the bleeding related outcomes were significantly 


reduced for apixaban in comparison to LMWH/VKA. Apixaban was shown to statistically 


significantly reduce the likelihood of major or CRNM bleeding in comparison to both 


dabigatran and rivaroxaban, to reduce the likelihood of major bleeding in comparison to 


dabigatran, and to reduce the likelihood of CRNM bleeding to rivaroxaban.  


Table 26 Base-case analysis for initial treatment period NMA (6-month time point)  


Outcome 


Apixaban vs 
LMWH/VKA 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs 
LMWH/dabigatran 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs 
rivaroxaban 


RR (95% CrI) 


 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death* 


Original analysis ******************* 0.76 (0.46 to 1.27) 0.93 (0.59 to 1.46) 


Analysis requested by 
ERG 


******************* ******************* ******************* 


 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* 0.69 (0.51 to 0.94) 0.47 (0.36 to 0.61) 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* ******************* ******************* 


 


Major bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* 0.40 (0.19 to 0.81) 0.55 (0.27 to 1.09) 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* ******************* ******************* 


 


CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* 0.80 (0.57 to 1.12) 0.47 (0.36 to 0.62) 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* ******************* ******************* 


 


Overall treatment discontinuation 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* ******************* ******************* 


 


All-cause mortality 


Original analysis ******************* 0.79 (0.44 to 1.41) 0.82 (0.50 to 1.34) 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* ******************* ******************* 


CrI=credible interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; ERG=Evidence Review Group; LMWH=low molecular weight 
heparin; RR=relative risk; vs=versus; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
*VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related deaths 
Source: Company clarification response 


Sensitivity analysis: modified ITT population 
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The results from the sensitivity analysis using the mITT population for the initial treatment 


period NMA are provided in Table 27. The company’s original analyses had shown that the 


results for the safety outcomes were not affected by changing from the base-case analysis 


to the sensitivity analysis including the mITT population (CS, Table 35, p90). Therefore, the 


company did not redo the analyses for the safety outcomes using the analysis method 


requested by the ERG, as it was assumed that the results from the safety outcomes would 


be very similar to those presented in the base-case analysis using the analysis method 


requested by the ERG.  


The results show that there were no significant differences between apixaban and any of the 


relevant comparators in terms of the primary efficacy outcome, recurrent VTE or VTE-related 


death, when using the mITT population. These results are consistent with the results from 


the base-case analysis.  


Table 27 Sensitivity analysis using mITT for initial treatment period NMA (6-month time 
point)  


Outcome 


Apixaban vs 
LMWH/VKA 


RR (95% CI) 


Apixaban vs 
LMWH/dabigatran 


RR (95% CI) 


Apixaban vs 
rivaroxaban 


RR (95% CI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death - mITT population 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* 


CrI=credible interval; ERG=Evidence Review Group; mITT=modified intention-to-treat; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; 
RR=relative risk; vs=versus; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Company clarification response 


Sensitivity analysis: pooled RE-COVER/RE-COVER II data set 


The results from the sensitivity analysis using the pooled RE-COVER55/RE-COVER II56 data 


set for the initial treatment period NMA are provided in Table 28. The company’s original 


analyses had shown that the results for the primary efficacy outcome were not affected by 


changing from the base-case analysis to the sensitivity analysis using the pooled RE-


COVER55,56/RE-COVER II data set (CS, Table 35, p90). The company explains in their 


response to the ERG’s clarification letter that this was to be expected because the results 


from the pooled trials closely matched the sum of the reported data from the two individual 


trials.  


The company did not redo the analyses for the primary efficacy outcome using the analysis 


method requested by the ERG, as it was assumed that the results for the primary efficacy 


outcome would be very similar to those presented in the base-case analysis, using the 


analysis method requested by the ERG.  
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The results from the sensitivity analysis using pooled RE-COVER55/RE-COVER II56 data 


were consistent with those from the base-case analysis.  


Table 28 Sensitivity analysis using RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled data for initial 
treatment period NMA (6-month time point)  


Outcome Apixaban vs 
LMWH/VKA 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs 
LMWH/dabigatran 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs 
rivaroxaban 


RR (95% CrI) 


RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Major bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* 


CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* 


CrI=credible interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; ERG=Evidence Review Group; LMWH=low molecular weight 
heparin; RR=relative risk; vs=versus; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: Company clarification response 


Sensitivity analysis: excluding dabigatran trials (RE-COVER/RE-COVER II) 


The results from the sensitivity analysis excluding dabigatran trials for the initial treatment 


period NMA are provided in Table 29. None of the conclusions drawn from this sensitivity 


analyses differed to those from the base-case analysis. Therefore, the ERG is further 


reassured that the inclusion of dabigatran is appropriate and unlikely to impact the 


conclusions drawn from the NMA. 
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Table 29 Sensitivity analysis excluding dabigatran trials for initial treatment period NMA (6-
month timepoint)  


Outcome Apixaban vs 
LMWH/VKA 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs 
LMWH/dabigatran 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs 
rivaroxaban 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


Original analysis ******************* - ******************* 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* - ******************* 


Major bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* - ******************* 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* - ******************* 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* - ******************* 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* - ******************* 


CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* - ******************* 


Analysis requested by 
ERG  


******************* - ******************* 


CrI=credible interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; ERG=Evidence Review Group; LMWH=low molecular weight 
heparin; RR=relative risk; vs=versus;  VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Company clarification response 


4.8.2 Secondary prevention network meta-analysis results 


Base-case analysis  


The results from the base-case analysis for the secondary prevention NMA are provided in 


Table 30. The company found that it was not possible to produce results for the recurrent 


VTE-related death outcome without applying continuity correction as requested by the ERG. 


Therefore, the estimates from the company’s original analyses must be relied upon.  


There were no significant differences between apixaban and dabigatran, rivaroxaban or VKA 


in terms of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. Apixaban was shown to statistically 


significantly reduce the likelihood of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death in comparison to 


aspirin and placebo/no treatment.  


With regards to the safety outcomes, apixaban was shown to statistically signficantly reduce 


the likelihood of major or CRNM bleeding (composite outcome) in comparison to dabigatran, 


rivaroxaban and VKA, and to reduce the likelihood of major bleeding and CRNM bleeding 


(as separate outcomes) in comparison to rivaroxaban and VKA. However, apixaban was 


only found to statistically significantly reduce the likelihood of major bleeding in comparison 


to rivaroxaban when using the treatment effect estimate from the company’s original 
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analysis. When the ERG’s requested analyses are conducted, this result was no longer 


statistically significant. There were no statistically significant differences between apixaban 


and aspirin or placebo/no treatment for any of the safety outcomes. 
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Page superseded by erratum 


Table 30 Base-case analysis for the secondary prevention period NMA  


Outcome Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
dabigatran 150mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
rivaroxaban 20mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
VKA (INR 2.0–3.0) 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
aspirin 100mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
placebo 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death* 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Recurrent VTE-related death 


Original analysis ********************* ********************* ******************** ********************* ******************** 


Analysis requested by ERG  ** ** ** ** ** 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* ******************** ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Major bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ********************* 


CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis * ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Overall treatment discontinuation 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************** ******************** ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


All-cause mortality 


Original analysis ******************** ******************** ******************** ******************** ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************** ******************* ******************* ******************* 


bd=twice daily; CrI=credible interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; ERG=Evidence Review Group; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; vs=versus; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous 
thromboembolism 
*VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related death 
Source: Company clarification response 
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Sensitivity analysis: ITT population 


The results from the sensitivity analysis using the ITT population for the secondary 


prevention NMA are provided in Table 31. As the analyses for safety outcomes were based 


on the safety population, only the efficacy outcomes would be affected by changing from the 


population used in the base-case analysis to the ITT population (as shown in Table 38 of the 


CS1).  


In the sensitivity analysis using the ITT population, apixaban was shown to statistically 


significantly reduce the likelihood of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death in comparison to 


LMWH/VKA. This is in contrast to the finding for this outcome from the base-case analysis, 


which showed that there were no statistically significant differences between apixaban and 


LMWH/VKA. All other results were consistent with those obtained from the base-case 


analysis. 


Table 31 Sensitivity analysis using the ITT population for secondary prevention period NMA 
results  


Outcome Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vs dabigatran 


150mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vs 


rivaroxaban 
20mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vs VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0) 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vsaspirin 


100mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vs placebo 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


Original 
analysis 


******************** ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis 
requested by 
ERG  


******************** ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


bd=twice daily; CrI=credible interval; ERG=Evidence Review Group; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; VKA=vitamin K 
antagonist; vs;versus; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Company clarification response 


Sensitivity analysis: excluding WODIT DVT/PE trials 


The results from the sensitivity analysis excluding the WODIT DVT/PE64,65 trials for the 


secondary prevention period NMA are provided in Table 32. The results were consistent with 


those reported in the base-case analysis.  
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Table 32 Sensitivity analysis for secondary prevention period NMA results  


Outcome Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd versus 


dabigatran 150mg 
od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd versus 


rivaroxaban 20mg 
od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd versus VKA 
(INR 2.0–3.0) 


 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd versus 


aspirin 100mg 
od 


 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd versus 
placebo 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


Original 
analysis 


******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis 
requested by 
ERG  


******************** ******************** ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Major bleeding† 


Original 
analysis 


******************** ******************** ******************* ******************* ******************** 


Analysis 
requested by 
ERG  


******************** ******************** ******************** ******************* ******************* 


bd=twice daily; CrI=credible interval; ERG=Evidence Review Group; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; vs=versus; VKA=vitamin 
K antagonist; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
† No continuity correction has been applied to the new results whereas it was necessary in the original analysis 
Source: Company clarification response 


Sensitivity analysis: excluding dabigatran trials (RE-SONATE /RE-MEDY) 


The results from the sensitivity analysis excluding the dabigatran trials for the secondary 


prevention period NMA are provided in Table 33. Due to lack of data, results were not 


reported for CRNM bleeding or the composite outcome of major or CRNM bleeding. In 


contrast to the base-case analysis, there was no statistically significant difference between 


apixaban and VKA treatments in terms of major bleeding, although this result was only non-


significant when using the company’s original analysis. The results of the analysis requested 


by the ERG were consistent with the results from the base-case analysis. There were no 


other major differences between conclusions drawn from the base-case analysis and the 


results of the sensitivity analysis. 
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Table 33 Sensitivity analysis for secondary prevention period NMA results  


Outcome Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vs 


rivaroxaban 
20mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vs VKA (INR 


2.0–3.0) 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd vs aspirin 


100mg od 


 RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 
2.5mg bd vs 


placebo 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by the ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Major  bleeding† 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by the ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* * ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by the ERG  ******************* * ******************* ******************* 


CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* * ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by the ERG  ******************* * ******************* ******************* 


bd=twice daily; CrI=credible interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; ERG=Evidence Review Group; od=once daily; 
RR=relative risk; vs=versus; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
† No continuity correction has been applied to the new results whereas it was necessary in the original analysis 
Source: Company clarification response 


4.8.3 ERG critique of the network meta-analyses 


The ERG is satisfied that the methodology used to conduct the initial treatment period NMA 


was appropriate, and that the indirect evidence provided by the company can be used to 


assess apixaban in terms of both efficacy and safety in comparison to relevant treatment 


comparators. 


The ERG is of the opinion that the methods used to combine data in the secondary 


prevention period NMA are not appropriate due to the different lengths of treatment periods 


and stated follow-up times of the included trials. Time on treatment ranged from 6 months 


(RE-SONATE60) to 37.2 months (ASPIRE61) and follow-up times ranged from 10 months 


(LAFIT62) to 37.2 months (ASPIRE61). The company discusses both of these sources of 


heterogeneity in the CS1 and explains that consultation with experts suggested that use of 


different treatment periods and follow-up times would not significantly impact the size of the 


relative treatment effects. The ERG does not agree that the outcome data from the studies 


included in the secondary prevention period NMA have been produced using sufficiently 


similar assumptions; the ERG considers that there are likely to be more events in studies 


with longer treatment periods and follow-up times than in studies with shorter treatment 


periods and follow-up times. This is a fundamental flaw in the secondary prevention period 


NMA and the ERG considers that the efficacy (and safety) of apixaban versus any active 
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comparator as secondary prevention is not yet confirmed and that the results of the 


secondary prevention period NMA analysis should be interpreted with caution. Therefore, 


the ERG considers that only the direct clinical effectiveness evidence for apixaban from the 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial may be used to provide evidence for the use of apixaban as secondary 


prevention for recurrent VTE.  


In addition, the ERG has concerns about the methodology used for the initial treatment 


period and secondary prevention period NMAs. The company applied continuity correction 


factors for instances of zero events for certain outcomes. This led to high estimates of RRs 


for some comparisons, which in turn were used in the economic model and so affected the 


size of the ICERs. For example, the company calculated the RR for major bleeding for 


apixaban versus rivaroxaban to be ************************** in the secondary prevention 


period NMA, which the ERG considered to be extremely small.  


In order to investigate the robustness of the company’s estimates, the ERG asked for both 


the initial treatment period and secondary prevention period NMAs to be re-run using an 


alternative vague prior for the trial effect, and for the analysis to treat the trial effect as 


random rather than fixed. The company provided the requested analyses, and the ERG is 


satisfied that the results of the re-analysis yield less extreme estimates of underlying 


treatment effect than those provided in the company’s original analyses, i.e. less likely to be 


overestimating or underestimating treatment effect. The new estimate for the RR for major 


bleeding for apixaban versus rivaroxaban in the secondary prevention period 


(****************************) is more acceptable than that provided in the company’s original 


analysis. The results from the requested analyses were used in the ERG’s calculations of 


ICERs.  


A minor concern that the ERG has in relation to the initial treatment period NMA is that it is 


unclear whether the company included aspirin and no treatment in the network of evidence 


for this NMA. Tables 58, 61 and 63 in the CS1 all show RRs for aspirin and no treatment 


versus apixaban for the initial treatment period. It is unclear to the ERG how these RRs were 


calculated and whether the initial treatment period NMA has also taken these treatments into 


consideration. The ERG has tried to replicate the company’s findings from the initial 


treatment period NMA using the network of evidence as provided in Figure 10 of the CS,1 


but was unable to obtain the same results. In addition, the ERG is uncertain about how the 


estimates from the initial treatment period NMA were obtained used in the economic 


evaluation.   
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4.9 Conclusions of the clinical effectiveness section 


The main source of clinical evidence described in the CS1 is derived from two key RCTs that 


included two distinct patient populations. Patients in the AMPLIFY36 trial required initial 


treatment for a VTE event. The AMPLIFY36 trial compared apixaban versus 


enoxaparin/warfarin in adult patients with symptomatic proximal DVT or PE (with or without 


DVT) over a 6-month period.  Patients recruited to the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial have 


symptomatic, proximal DVT or PE (with or without DVT) and were treated with standard 


anticoagulation therapy for 6 to 12 months without VTE recurrence. Patients in AMPLIFY-


EXT37 were considered to be at clinical equipoise meaning that the risks and benefits of 


extended anticoagulation treatment were uncertain. 


The results of the AMPLIFY36 trial demonstrate that for the initial treatment period of VTE 


apixaban is non-inferior to, but not superior to, treatment with enoxaparin/warfarin for the 


primary efficacy outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (p<0.001). This finding is 


consistent across a range of secondary outcomes and pre-specified subgroup analyses. A 


statistically significant reduction in major bleeding events is reported for apixaban-treated 


patients compared with enoxaparin/warfarin-treated patients (RR 0.31; 95% CI 0.17 to 0.55; 


p<0.001). This finding is consistent across a range of secondary outcomes and pre-specified 


subgroup analyses. The rate of AEs between the two arms of the trial is similar.  


The results of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial demonstrate that for patients at clinical equipoise, 


apixaban significantly reduces the risk of recurrent VTE or all-cause death compared to 


placebo/no treatment (RR 0.83; 95% CI 0.22 to 0.48; ********). This finding is consistent 


across a range of secondary outcomes and pre-specified subgroup analyses. For the 


outcome of major bleeding, apixaban is not statistically significantly different compared to 


placebo/no treatment and this finding is consistent across a range of secondary outcomes 


and pre-specified subgroup analyses. The rate of AEs between the two arms of the trial is 


similar.  


No HRQoL data were collected during either of the trials and therefore patients’ experience 


of treatment with apixaban versus enoxaparin/warfarin or apixaban versus placebo/no 


treatment remains unknown. 


Due to the absence of direct data for the comparisons of apixaban versus rivaroxaban and 


apixaban versus dabigatran for the initial treatment period of VTE, the company conducted 


an initial treatment period NMA using treatment with LMWH/VKA as the common link. For 


the assessment of treatments used as secondary prevention of VTE, there were also no 
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direct data and the company conducted a secondary prevention NMA to compare apixaban 


versus either rivaroxaban, dabigatran, VKA, aspirin and placebo/no treatment. 


The results of the initial treatment period NMA demonstrated that there were no statistically 


significant differences between apixaban and any of the comparators in terms of the primary 


efficacy outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, in either the original analysis or the 


alternative analysis requested by the ERG via clarification. There were no differences in the 


conclusions drawn for any of the safety outcomes when the alternative analysis method was 


used. The RRs for all bleeding related outcomes were statistically significantly reduced for 


apixaban in comparison to LMWH/VKA. Apixaban was shown to statistically significantly 


reduce the likelihood of major or CRNM bleeding in comparison to both dabigatran and 


rivaroxaban, to reduce the likelihood of major bleeding in comparison to dabigatran, and to 


reduce the likelihood of CRNM bleeding in comparison to rivaroxaban. The ERG is satisfied 


with the results of the initial treatment period NMA after it was re-run by the company  in 


response to the ERG request. 


The results for the secondary prevention period NMA demonstrated that there were no 


significant differences between apixaban and dabigatran, rivaroxaban or VKA in terms of 


recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. Apixaban was shown to reduce the likelihood of 


recurrent VTE or VTE-related death in comparison to aspirin and placebo/no treatment. With 


regards to the safety outcomes, apixaban was shown to reduce the likelihood of major or 


CRNM bleeding (composite outcome) in comparison to dabigatran, rivaroxaban and VKA, 


and to reduce the likelihood of major bleeding and CRNM bleeding (as separate outcomes) 


in comparison to rivaroxaban and VKA. There were no statistically significant differences 


between apixaban and aspirin or placebo/no treatment for any of the safety outcomes. 


The ERG considers that the methodology used in the secondary prevention treatment period 


NMA has serious flaws. The ERG is of the opinion that the methods used to combine data in 


the secondary prevention period NMA are not appropriate due to the different lengths of 


treatment periods and stated follow-up times of the included trials. The ERG does not agree 


that the outcome data from the studies included in this NMA have been produced using 


sufficiently similar assumptions; the ERG considers that there are likely to be more events in 


studies with longer treatment periods and follow-up times than in studies with shorter 


treatment periods and follow-up times. The ERG recommends that the results of the 


secondary prevention period NMA are treated with caution.  


The results of the key apixaban trials36,37 appear to be generalisable to the majority of 


patients treated in clinical practice in England and Wales, with the caveat that the patients in 
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both of the key trials are a younger cohort. This criticism extends to all the trials of NOACs 


that are included in the company’s NMAs. 


However, no data are presented in the CS1 for a number of patient populations. These 


populations include: 


 patients who require long-term or lifelong anticoagulation treatment. The treatment 
period in the AMPLIFY36 trial was for a maximum of 6 months and in the AMPLIFY-
EXT37 trial, patients who were at clinical equipoise were treated for a further 12 
months (following a pre-treatment period of 6 to 12 months) 


 patients with distal only DVT 


 patients with provoked DVT and no other risk factors for recurrence 


 patients for whom treatment with a VKA is unsuitable 


 patients with active cancer 


The clinical effectiveness of apixaban in these patient groups is therefore unknown. 


. 
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5 COST EFFECTIVENESS 


5.1 Introduction 


This section provides a structured critique of the economic evidence submitted by Bristol 


Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals Ltd and Pfizer Ltd in support of the use of apixaban for the 


treatment of DVT and PE, and the prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in adults. The two 


key components of the economic evidence presented in the CS1 are (i) a systematic review 


of the relevant literature and (ii) a report of the company’s de novo economic evaluation. The 


company also provided an electronic copy of their economic model (developed in Microsoft 


Excel).  


5.2 ERG comment on company’s review of cost effectiveness evidence 


5.2.1 Objective of the company’s cost effectiveness review 


The company updated an existing systematic review conducted for the rivaroxaban NICE 


submission (TA287).24 The TA28724 review considered articles published between 1 July 


2011 and 25 October 2015 and was an update and refinement of a review carried out to 


inform NICE CG14420 guidance (Venous thromboembolic diseases: the management of 


venous thromboembolic diseases and the role of thrombophilia testing). The objective of the 


CG14420 review was to identify “health economic evidence within published literature 


relevant to the review questions”. The time period for the CG14420 search had no lower limit 


and included articles published up until 1 August 2011. 


Details of the cost effectiveness search strategies employed by the company are included in 


Appendix 10.33 of the CS.1 Medline (via Ovid), Medline R-In Process (Ovid), EMBASE 


(Ovid), EconLit (EBSCO) and The Cochrane Library (incorporating the NHS Economic 


Evaluations Database (NHS EED) and the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) database 


were searched for published economic evaluations. The time horizon for the search was 25 


October 2014 to 15 July 2013. Searches of grey literature and completed and on-going 


studies were also carried out. In addition, the NICE website was searched for potentially 


relevant company and ERG reports. 
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5.2.2 Eligibility criteria used in the study selection  


The inclusion/exclusion criteria used in the study selection process are presented in Table 


34. The ERG is satisfied that these criteria are relevant to the decision problem.  


Table 34 Economic evaluation search inclusion/exclusion criteria 


Category Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 


Study type Relevant economic study design: 


o Cost-utility analysis 


o Cost-benefit analysis 


o Cost effectiveness analysis 


o Cost-consequence analysis 


o Comparative cost analysis 


 


Outcomes Costs: 


 Quality adjusted life years (QALYs) 


 Incremental costs and QALYs 


 Any other measure of effectiveness reported 
together with costs 


 


Population Patients with suspected or confirmed PE or DVT  


Interventions  Any pharmaceutical for the treatment of VTE 


 


 


 


Publication type   Unpublished reports 


 Abstract-only studies at full paper 
screening  


 Letters 


 Editorials 


 Reviews of economic evaluations 
(although reference lists of these 
will be checked) 


Language  Non-English language articles. 


Source: CS,
1
 Table 52 


5.2.3 Included and excluded studies 


Although this search identified 12 studies that met the inclusion criteria none of the identified 


studies were directly relevant to the decision problem, i.e. they did not include apixaban. 


Furthermore, nine of the included studies were excluded at the full text review stage as they 


did not consider a UK population. The three identified studies were the two rivaroxaban 


NICE STAs (TA26123 and TA28724) and a poster68 which included evidence for the cost 


effectiveness of dabigatran versus placebo for the secondary prevention of recurrent DVT 


and PE.  


5.2.4 Conclusions of the cost effectiveness review  


The company concluded that the two rivaroxaban models that were presented as evidence 


to inform the two NICE STAs (TA26123 and TA28723) were high quality and very informative. 
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However, the poster68 considering the cost effectiveness of dabigatran was less informative 


due to limited reporting of relevant data.  


5.3 ERG critique of the company’s literature review 


Apixaban only received a full marketing authorisation from the EMA for the treatment of DVT 


and PE and prevention of recurrent DVT and/or PE in adults in July 2014. As this date 


coincides with the date of the final searches carried out by the company, a lack of economic 


evaluations of direct relevance to the decision problem is not unexpected. The ERG is, 


therefore, satisfied that company’s search strategy and stated inclusion/exclusion criteria did 


not lead to any relevant studies being missed.  


The ERG acknowledges that the company has carried out a series of literature reviews to 


inform the parameterisation of the model and that these are reported at appropriate points in 


the CS;1 the ERG considers this information to be helpful. 
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5.4 Summary and critique of the company’s submitted economic 
evaluation by the ERG 


5.4.1 NICE reference case checklist  


Table 35 NICE Reference case checklist completed by ERG 


Attribute Reference case 
Does the de novo economic 
evaluation match the reference case? 


Decision problem The scope developed by NICE Yes – although the use of a single model to 
carry out two distinct evaluations (short-term 
treatment and long-term prevention) is 
questionable 


Comparator(s) Alternative therapies routinely used 
in the NHS 


Yes 


Perspective costs NHS and Personal Social Services  Partial - only NHS costs were included in the 
model 


Perspective benefits All health effects on individuals Yes, health effects to the individual are 
captured via QALYs 


Form of economic 
evaluation 


Cost effectiveness analysis Cost effectiveness analysis 


Time horizon Sufficient to capture differences in 
costs and outcomes 


Lifetime horizon was used (up to 100 years of 
age) 


Synthesis of evidence 
on outcomes 


Systematic review Yes 


Outcome measure Quality adjusted life years (QALYs) Yes 


Health states for QALY Described using a standardised and 
validated instrument 


Yes 


Benefit valuation Time-trade off or standard gamble Yes 


Source of preference 
data for valuation of 
changes in HRQoL  


Representative sample of the public Yes 


Discount rate An annual rate of 3.5% on both 
costs and health effects  


Benefits and costs were discounted at the 
3.5% rate 


Equity  An additional QALY has the same 
weight regardless of the other 
characteristics of the individuals 
receiving the health benefit  


All QALYs estimated by the model have the 
same weight 


Sensitivity analysis Probabilistic sensitivity analysis  Deterministic, scenario and probabilistic 
sensitivity analyses were undertaken by the 
company 


QALY=quality adjusted life year; HRQoL=health related quality of life 
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Table 36 Critical appraisal checklist for the economic analysis completed by ERG 


Question 
Critical 


appraisal 
ERG comment 


Was a well-defined question posed in 
answerable form? 


 Two distinct questions are posed, relating 
to early post-event treatment and lomg-
term secondary prevention. It is 
questionable whether the submitted 
decision model accurately accommodates 
both issues within a single model 


Was a comprehensive description of the 
competing alternatives given? 


Yes - 


Was the effectiveness of the programme or 
services established? 


Partially The AMPLIFY
36


 trial indicates non-
inferiority vs conventional therapy in 
reducing recurrent VTE events, but 
superiority in reducing incidence of major 
bleeding. The AMPLIFY-EXT


37
 trial 


demonstrated superiority in reducing 
recurrent VTE events vs placebo, but not 
for reducing bleeding events. Relative 
effectiveness and  safety depend on use 
of network meta-analyses, which are of 
questionable validity 


Were all the important and relevant costs and 
consequences for each alternative identified? 


Yes - 


Were costs and consequences measured 
accurately in appropriate physical units? 


Yes Generally in agreement with practice in 
similar recent appraisals 


Were the cost and consequences valued 
credibly? 


Uncertain Key effectiveness and safety model 
parameters could not be validated as the 
relevant trial evidence was not made 
available to the ERG 


Were costs and consequences adjusted for 
differential timing? 


Yes - 


Was an incremental analysis of costs and 
consequences of alternatives performed? 


Yes ICERs were calculated correctly 


Was allowance made for uncertainty in the 
estimates of costs and consequences? 


Yes Deterministic, scenario and probabilistic 
sensitivity analyses were undertaken 


Did the presentation and discussion of study 
results include all issues of concern to users? 


Yes - 


QALY=quality adjusted life year; HRQoL=health related quality of life; ERG=evidence review group; ICERs=incremental cost 
effectiveness analysis 
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5.4.2 Description of the company’s economic model 


The company’s cost effectiveness model is a Markov state transition model which comprises 


13 health states. The 11 main health states are: index PE, index DVT, recurrent PE, 


recurrent DVT, CTEPH, IC bleed, non-IC major bleed, CRNM bleed, PE off treatment, DVT 


off treatment and death; whilst two further health states, PE second-line and DVT second-


line, are only used in sensitivity analyses. Patients enter the model having experienced 


either an index PE or index DVT. At each cycle, patients are at risk of experiencing a 


recurrent DVT or recurrent PE event, IC bleed, non-IC major bleed, CRNM bleed, CTEPH, 


treatment discontinuation or death. A constant proportion of patients within the DVT health 


states were assumed to experience PTS.  


The possible patient routes through the model are as displayed in Figure 3 and the Markov 


model health states are described in Table 37. 


The model was developed in Microsoft Excel. It uses a 3-month cycle length, includes a half-


cycle correction and the time horizon is up to 65 years. Health effects are measured in 


quality adjusted life years (QALYs). The company reports that their modelling approach is 


consistent with the approach adopted in earlier rivaroxaban NICE submissions (TA261 and 


TA287).23,24  


 


 


Figure 3 Schematic of company’s model 
CRNM bleed=clinically relevant non-major bleed; CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT=deep vein 
thrombosis; IC=intracranial; MajBleed=major bleed; PE=pulmonary embolism; RecDVT=recurrent deep vein thrombosis; 
RecPE=recurrent pulmonary embolism; RecVTE=recurrent venous thromboembolism; TxDiscontinue=treatment 
discontinuation; VTE=venous thromboembolism; VTEdie=death from venous thromboembolis 
Source: CS,


1
 Figure 26  
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Table 37 Markov model health states 


Health state Description 


Index PE Patients who enter the model having experienced an index PE event or who entered 
with an index DVT event and subsequently experienced a recurrent symptomatic PE 
event. 


Index DVT Patients who enter the model having experienced an index DVT event. 


Recurrent PE Patients who experience a non-fatal recurrent symptomatic PE enter this state for 
one cycle length before moving to the index PE health state. 


Recurrent DVT Patients who experience a non-fatal recurrent symptomatic DVT enter this state for 
one cycle length before moving back to the index VTE health state they were in 
before the recurrent event. 


CTEPH Patients who experience non-fatal CTEPH transition to a semi-absorbing post 
CTEPH health state and remain in this state unless they die. 


IC bleed Patients who experience a non-fatal IC bleed transition to a semi-absorbing post IC 
bleed health state and remain in this state unless they die. 


Non-IC major bleed Patients who experience a non-fatal non-IC major bleed transition to this transient 
health state, where they incur a disutility and acute care costs. Patients remaining 
on their current anticoagulation return to the index VTE health state. Patients 
discontinuing treatment transition to either the second-line VTE health state 
(sensitivity analysis) or the off treatment VTE health state (base case analysis). 


CRNM bleed Patients who experience a CRNM bleed transition to this transient health state, 
incurring a disutility and acute care costs. Patients transition back to the index VTE 
health state. 


PE second-line 
treatment 


In the base case, patients who discontinue first-line treatment move directly to the 
off treatment health states. 


In sensitivity analyses patients who discontinue first-line treatment are able to move 
to the second-line treatment health states. The events modelled in the second-line 
treatment health states are identical to those in the first-line health states. 


DVT second-line 
treatment 


PE off treatment Patients originating from the index PE health state enter this health state after 
permanently discontinuing treatment. The events modelled in this health state are 
identical to the first- and second-line treatment health states without the option for 
further treatment switching. 


DVT off treatment Patients originating from the index DVT health state enter this health state after 
permanently discontinuing treatment. The events modelled in this health state are 
identical to the first- and second-line treatment health states without the option for 
further treatment switching. 


Death Patients enter the death state due to background mortality, death due to a recurrent 
symptomatic VTE event, fatal major bleeding, or fatal CTEPH. 


CRNM= clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH= chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT= deep vein thrombosis; 
IC=intracranial; PE=pulmonary embolism; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: CS,


1
 Table 54 


 


The model considers two scenarios: 6-month treatment duration and lifelong treatment 


duration. The company reports that these durations were chosen on the basis of advice from 


experts that was included in NICE CG14420 and because the majority of NOAC trials report 


at these timepoints. The company recognised that some patients may only require 3 months 


of treatment and so a 3-month treatment period was considered in a scenario analysis. 


5.4.3 Population 


The company states that the base-case population reflects the licensed population, i.e. 


patients who require anticoagulation for treatment of an index VTE event up to 6 months and 


subsequent lifelong therapy for the prevention of recurrent VTE events. Specifically, and 
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based on the AMPLIFY36 trial population, the population included in the economic analyses 


comprises ****** female, ****** males, patients are assumed to weigh 84.6kg and be **** 


years of age. Patients enter the model having experienced either an index PE (*****) or an 


index DVT (*****).36  


5.4.4 Interventions and comparators 


The company’s base-case economic evaluation compares treatment with apixaban with the 


current standard of care (LMWH/VKA) as well as with rivaroxaban and with 


LMWH/dabigatran. The interventions are implemented in the model in accordance with their 


UK marketing authorisations and doses (Table 38). 


Table 38 Daily treatment schedule for the drugs considered in the economic analyses 


 Induction 
length 


Induction 
length 
concomitant 
LMWH 


Induction 
dose 


Long-term 
dose (post 
induction to 6 
months) 


Extended 
dose (beyond 
6 months) 


Apixaban 7 days  20mg 10mg 5mg 


Rivaroxaban 21 days  30mg 20mg 20mg 


Dabigatran 5 days 5.00 days N/A 300mg 300mg 


VKA (LMWH regimen) 7.64 days 7.64 days 6mg 6mg 6mg 


LMWH monotherapy 91 days  1.5mg/kg 1.5mg/kg 1.5mg/kg 


Aspirin 
    100mg 


 


LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: Company model


1
 


5.4.5 Perspective, time horizon and discounting 


The company states that the economic evaluation is undertaken from the perspective of the 


NHS and Personal Social Services. The model considers a period of up to a maximum of 65 


years. Both costs and outcomes are discounted at 3.5% in line with the NICE Methods 


Guide to Technology Appraisal.42 


5.4.6 Treatment effectiveness and extrapolation 


A description of each of the health states in the company’s Markov model is included in the 


CS1 and reproduced in Table 37 of this ERG report. 


Risks of clinical events for patients treated with apixaban or LMWH/VKA in the first 6 months 


were derived from the AMPLIFY36 trial; whilst risks for patients treated with apixaban or who 


receive no treatment after the initial 6-month period were derived from AMPLIFY-EXT.37 


Risks for all efficacy endpoints were derived from analyses of ITT data; whilst risks for safety 


endpoints (i.e. bleeding) were derived from analysing data relating to the treated population. 
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For all other NOACs (rivaroxaban, LMWH/dabigatran, VKA and aspirin), RRs for efficacy 


and AEs, were generated by the company’s two NMAs.1 The calculated RRs were applied to 


absolute risks extracted from AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial data. Absolute and RRs 


for recurrent VTE and VTE related death are presented in Table 39 and Table 40 whilst 


those for major bleeding are presented in Table 41 and Table 42. Based on a pooled 


analysis of randomised trials of patients who received anticoagulant therapy for 6 months,69 


the base-case assumption was that 13.46% of major bleeds would be fatal and, of the 


remaining non-fatal bleeds, 13.97% would be IC bleeds. The proportion of non-IC major 


bleeds was calculated as the remainder of non-fatal major bleeds that were not IC bleeds. 


Table 39 Absolute risks for recurrent VTE and VTE-related death 


6-month treatment duration Apixaban (95% CI) LMWH/VKA (95% CI) 


0–3 months ************************* ************************* 


3–6 months ************************* ************************* 


Lifelong treatment duration Apixaban (95% CI) Placebo (95% CI) 


6–9 months ************************* ************************* 


9–12 months ************************* ************************* 


12–15 months ************************* ************************* 


15–18 months ************************* ************************* 


CI=confidence Interval; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K antagonist  
Source: CS,


1
 Table 57 


 


Table 40 Relative risks of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


 6-month treatment duration
a
 Lifelong treatment duration


b
 


RR vs apixaban 95% CI RR vs apixaban 95% CI 


LMWH/VKA **** ************ **** ************ 


Rivaroxaban 1.08
d
 0.69 to 1.69


d
 **** ************ 


LMWH/dabigatran 1.31
70


 0.79 to 2.16
70


 **** ************ 


No treatment* **** ************ **** ************ 


Aspirin
c
 **** ************ **** ************ 


CI=confidence Interval; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; RR=relative risk; VKA=vitamin K antagonist  
a NMA1 
b NMA2 
c 6-month relative risk used only for second-line treatment 
Source CS,


1
 Table 58 
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Table 41 Event rates for major bleeding 


6-month treatment duration Apixaban (95% CI) LMWH/VKA (95% CI) 


Event rate (95% CI)   


0–3 months ************************* ************************* 


3–6 months ************************* ************************* 


Lifelong treatment duration Apixaban (95% CI) Placebo (95% CI) 


>6 months ************************* ************************* 


CI=confidence Interval; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; RR=relative risk; VKA=vitamin K antagonist  
Source: CS,


1
 Table 61 


Table 42 Relative risks of major bleeds 


 6-month treatment duration
a
 Lifelong treatment duration


b
 


 RR vs apixaban (95% CI) RR vs apixaban (95% CI) 


LMWH/VKA **** ************ **** ************ 


Rivaroxaban 1.83
† 


0.92 to 3.76
†
 ***** ************ 


LMWH/dabigatran 2.51
70


 1.23 to 5.34
70†


 **** ************* 


No treatment* **** *********** **** ************* 


Aspirin **** *********** **** ************* 


CI=confidence Interval; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; RR=relative risk; VKA=vitamin K antagonist  
a NMA1 
b NMA2 
c 6-month relative risk used only for second-line treatment 
Source CS,


1
 Table 61 


A constant risk of CTEPH was applied in the model following a PE event. The model also 


assumed a constant prevalence of severe PTS amongst patients with DVT. The company 


notes that this is a simplified approach similar to that used in the rivaroxaban model23,24 and 


is likely to underestimate patient risk in the first 5 years but overestimate it thereafter.  


Details of the risks for CRNM bleeding and severe PTS are provided in the CS1 (pp156-7).  


Treatment discontinuation 


Treatment discontinuation related assumptions used in the model following bleeding events 


were as follows: 


 CRNM bleed - treatment interrupted for 2 days 


 IC bleed - treatment discontinued treatment permanently  


 non-IC major bleed - ****** of patients discontinued treatment permanently. 
Remainder interrupted treatment for 14 days 


In the base case, the event rate for treatment discontinuation unrelated to the modelled 


events was obtained from the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials for apixaban and 


LMWH/VKA. For the other model comparators, discontinuation rates for events unrelated to 


modelled events were obtained from the two NMAs carried out by the company. 
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Risks of recurrent VTE and bleed events in patients who had discontinued treatment (i.e. 


those in the post-CTEPH and post-IC health states) were based on data from the placebo 


arm of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial. The risks of recurrent VTE events beyond the end of the 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial were based on those reported in a prospective cohort study.4  


Other deaths 


In the base case, deaths from causes unrelated to VTE recurrences, VTE complications or 


bleeding were modelled as age- and sex-dependent background general mortality rates 


based on data from the Office of National Statistics 2010-2012.71 These background rates 


were adjusted by a hazard ratio (4.41 [95% CI 3.63 to 5.36])72 to reflect the excess mortality 


associated with a diagnosis of VTE. The risk of death was assumed to be equal across 


treatments. However, patients entering the non-fatal IC bleed and CTEPH semi-absorbing 


health states were modelled as having a higher risk of mortality, HR 2.6 (95% CI 2.2 to 3.0)73 


and HR 1.3 (95% CI 0.98 to 1.73)74 respectively 


Health related quality of life 


No HRQoL data were collected in either the AMPLIFY36 or AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials. In the 


model a baseline utility (0.825) was applied to all patients. The company reports that this 


figure was based on a UK population-average score from Kind et al75 and was updated upon 


the occurrence of an IC bleed and CTEPH (permanent changes). In addition, utility 


decrements were added to the baseline utility for PE, DVT, non-IC major bleed, CRNM bleed 


or severe PTS events. Model utility scores for baseline, IC bleed, and CTEPH are presented 


in . 


Table 43 and utility decrements associated with clinical events and those associated with the 


use of anticoagulants are presented in Table 44. 
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Page superseded by erratum 


Table 43 Summary of model quality of life values for baseline, IC bleed and CTEPH  


Utility scores 
for baseline, 
IC bleed, and 
CTEPH  


Utility 
score 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


Baseline utility 0.8224 EQ-5D Kind et al1998
75


  (NICE 
TA261;


23
 NICE TA287


24
) 


  


IC bleed 


Acute care period 0.33 TTO Locadia et al 2004
76


 (NICE 
TA261;


23
 NICE TA287


24
) 


91 days Locadia 
et al 
2004


76
 


Post-acute care 0.61 EQ-5D Pickard et al 2004;
77


 (NICE 
TA287


24
) 


Beyond 91 
days 


CTEPH 


Acute care period 0.65 EQ-5D Ghofrani et al 2013
78


 30 days Ghofrani 
et al 
2013


78
 


Post-acute care 0.65 Beyond 30 
days 


AC=anticoagulant; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT=deep 
vein thrombosis; IC=intracranial; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; PE=pulmonary embolism; PTS=post-thrombotic 
syndrome; SG=standard gamble; TTO=time trade-off; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS


1
 Table 67  


 


Table 44 Model utility decrements associated with clinical events and use of anticoagulants 


Utility 
decrements 
associated with 
clinical events 
and use of ACs 


Utility 
decrement 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


PE
 


-0.32 TTO Locadia et al 2004
76


 
(NICE TA261


23
; NICE 


TA287
24


) 


30 days Hogg et al 
2013


79
 


DVT
 


-0.11 


Bleeding 


Major non-IC bleed
 


-0.30 TTO Locadia et al  2004
76


 
(NICE TA261


23
; NICE 


TA287
24


) 


30 days Expert 
opinion 


CRNM bleed
 


-0.0054 EQ-5D Sullivan et al 2011
80


 2 days Dorian et 
al 2014


81
 


Severe PTS
 


-0.07 SG Lenert et al 1997
82


 (NICE 
TA261;


23
 NICE TA287


24
) 


Throughout Lenert et 
al 1997


82
 


Anticoagulation 


Apixaban
 


-0.002 TTO Gage et al 1996
83


 Whilst on 
treatment 


Gage et 
al 1996


83
 


Rivaroxaban -0.002 


LMWH/dabigatran -0.002 


LMWH/VKA -0.013 


Aspirin -0.002 


AC=anticoagulant; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT=deep 
vein thrombosis; IC=intracranial; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; PE=pulmonary embolism; PTS=post-thrombotic 
syndrome; SG=standard gamble; TTO=time trade-off; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS,


1
 Table 67  
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5.4.7 Resources and costs 


Drug acquisition costs 


A summary of the modelled daily drug costs for each comparator can be found in Table 45. 


It is noted in the CS1 that enoxaparin is the most widely used LMWH in England and Wales 


for VTE treatment and that, therefore, this drug was used in the model to represent LMWH 


treatment. However, the dose used in the AMPLIFY36 trial was 2mg/kg whereas the 


recommended dose in the UK is 1mg/kg. The lower (UK) dose has been used by the 


company in their model. 


Table 45 Daily drug costs used in the company model 


 Unit size Unit cost Daily cost 
(induction) 


Daily cost long-
term (post 
induction to 


6 months) 


Daily cost 
extended 
period 
(beyond 


6 months) 


Apixaban
84


  
2.5mg 


£1.10 £4.40 £2.20 £2.20 
5mg 


Rivaroxaban
84


 
15mg 


£2.10 £4.20 £2.10 £2.10 
20mg 


Dabigatran
84


 150mg £1.10  £2.20 £2.20 


LMWH
a84


 300mg £21.33 £9.02   


VKA
b85


 6mg £0.009 £0.009 £0.009 £0.009 


Aspirin
c85


 75mg £0.004   £0.005 


LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
* See Table 38 
a Multi-dose vial 
b 5mg and 1mg unit prices added 
c 75mg gastroresistant packsize 56 
Source: Company model


1
  


Administration and monitoring costs 


Within the model it is assumed that 92% of patients taking LMWH would self-inject and the 


remainder would need to be injected by a health professional (note that this assumption was 


used in previous NICE submissions).23,24 All patients initiating LMWH were assigned a one-


off training cost of £1786 (based on half an hour spent with a nurse at a GP practice). For 


those requiring professional administration of the injection a cost, equivalent to 15.5 minutes 


contact with a nurse at a GP practice (£8.78),86 was applied. These costs were only applied 


to the proportion of patients treated as outpatients for index and recurrent events – it was 


assumed that costs for inpatients would be included in hospital charges. 


The model includes a number of assumptions relating to who carries out the INR monitoring 


and where it is carried out (GP or a nurse in the primary care setting, or in the secondary 


care setting). It was assumed that six monitoring visits would be required in the first 3 
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months followed by three visits every 3 months.87 The resulting annual cost of monitoring in 


the first year of the model was £319.19 with the cost in subsequent years being £252.52.  


No other administration or monitoring costs were included in the model. 


Health state costs 


The cost of treating VTE was included in the model. Events were assumed to be treated in 


the outpatient setting for 69% of DVT patients and 17% of PE patients, with the remainder 


being treated as inpatients. This assumption is in line with that used in the rivaroxaban NICE 


submissions.23,24 The cost of treating PE was estimated as £1,525.72 and the cost of treating 


DVT was estimated as £747.18. These costs were calculated using NHS Reference Costs 


(2012-13) (Codes DZ09D-DZ09H).88  


Resource use in the outpatient setting wasobtained from earlier economic evaluations 23,24 


which, in turn, were based on NICE Clinical Guideline 92.3 Costs were extracted from NHS 


Reference Costs (2012-13),88 except for the cost of D-dimer test which was obtained from 


the TA287).24 Treatment for a DVT event was assumed to comprise a Doppler ultrasound, a 


D-dimer test, and an emergency room visit (total £194.93). The cost of treating a PE event 


was assumed to comprise a computer tomography pulmonary angiogram (CTPA), a chest X-


ray, an echocardiogram, a D-dimer test and an emergency room visit (total £323.94). 


Adverse events costs 


The costs of AEs are summarised in Table 46 and Table 47 for the 6-month and lifelong 


treatment models respectively. In the case of non-fatal bleeds and CTEPH, maintenance 


costs were applied until death. Based on information in NICE Clinical Guideline 92,3 treating 


an acute CTEPH event was assumed to include a chest x-ray, lung function test, walk test, 


ECG, echocardiogram, blood tests, CT lung scan and right-heart catheter study. In addition, 


9.6% of patients received a pulmonary endocarterectomy (PEA).  


In line with previous NICE submissions,23,24 two different maintenance costs were specified 


for IC bleed, one for the first 3 months after the acute event (14 days of stroke rehabilitation) 


and one for subsequent 3-month periods.89 


In TA26123 the cost of severe PTS was assumed to comprise three vascular surgery 


outpatient visits in the first year and two GP visits annually thereafter.90 In the company’s 


model PTS has the potential to occur in PE patients who have a recurrent DVT but the 


Markov structure of the model makes it impossible to track the incidence of PTS in the first 


year. However, the company has shown the results to be robust to varying the cost of PTS in 


one-way sensitivity analyses. 
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Table 46 Adverse events costs (acute) 


 Cost Lower 
interval 


Upper 
interval 


NHS Reference Costs
88


 codes 


Semi-absorbing health states  


IC bleed
 


£2,589.48 £1,689.11 £3,154.86 Codes AA23C-AA23G. Elective, non-elective, 
regular day or night admissions, day cases 


 


CTEPH
 


£1,251.46 £1,009.08 £1,426.56 Codes AA23C-AA23G. Elective, non-elective, 
regular day or night admissions, day cases 


Codes DAPF, DZ45Z, DZ32Z, EA47Z, 
RA60A, DAPS05, RA10Z, EA36H, REHABL1-
3 admitted patient care and other 


Transient health states  


Non-IC major bleed
 


£1,064.08 £802.21 £1,239.77 Codes FZ38G-H, FZ38J-N, FZ38P, FZ24G-H 
and FZ24J 


CRNM bleed
 


£137.81 £119.17 £152.66 Code VB07Z 


Fatal events  


Fatal major bleed
 


£2,589.48 £1,689.11 £3,154.86 Codes AA23C-AA23G. Elective, non-elective, 
regular day or night admissions, day cases 


Fatal CTEPH
 


£1,251.46 £1,009.08 £1,426.56 Assumed to be the same as CTEPH 


VTE-related death
  


£1,525.72 £1,141.53 £1,787.63 Assumed to be the same as non-fatal 
pulmonary embolism event 


CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; IC=intracranial; VTE=venous 
thromboembolism  Source: CS,


1
 Table 76 


  


Table 47 Adverse event costs (maintenance) 


 Mean cost Lower 
interval 


Upper 
interval 


NHS Reference Costs
88


 codes 


First 3-month cycle following acute care  


IC bleed
 


£4,692.13 £3,914.32 £5,565.39 National Schedule of Reference Costs Year 
2012-2013;


88
 VC04Z, RH Assumed 14 days 


of stroke rehabilitation similarly to TA261.
91


 


CTEPH £4,232.34 £2,962.64 £5,502.04 Advised by experts that the long term 
maintenance costs would be also be applied  
in the first 3 months, NICE CG92


3
 inflated 


using PSSRU indices.
86


  


Long term (per 3-month cycle)  


IC bleed
c 


£680.53 £478.64 £905.58 Luengo Fernandez et al
89


 inflated using 
PSSRU


86
 indices and an exchange rate of 


0.64 to convert from US dollars.
86


 


CTEPH
d 


 £4,232.34 £2,962.64 £5,502.04 NICE CG92
3
 inflated using PSSRU indices.


86
  


PTS
e 


£188.92 £132.24 £245.60 NICE CG92,
3
 as advised by experts.  


CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; IC=intracranial; PTS=post-thrombotic syndrome 
Source CS,


1
 Table 77  
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5.4.8 Model validation  


The company reports that a number of steps were taken to validate and quality assure the 


model, namely: 


 clinical face validity was established by presenting the initial model concept, the 
Markov diagram and final model structure to key opinion leaders attending an 
advisory board 


 technical accuracy was determined by carrying out extreme-value sensitivity 
analyses to check for logical consistency 


 two independent external experts undertook a quality check which included validating 
the logical structure of the model, mathematical formulae, sequences of calculations 
and the values of model inputs 


 predictive validity was checked by comparing key outcomes to the source data 


5.4.9 Results included in the company’s model 


The base-case and incremental cost effectiveness results (6-month treatment duration) 


generated by the company’s economic model are presented in Table 48 and Table 49 


respectively. The ICER for apixaban versus LMWH/VKA is estimated by the company to be 


£2,406 per QALY gained. When compared with either rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran 


apixaban is dominant. 


Table 48 Company’s base-case cost effectiveness results for apixaban versus each 
comparator: 6-month treatment duration 


Technolog
-ies 


Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
LYG 


Total 
QALY 


Inc 
costs 
(£) 


Inc 
LYG 


Inc 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 
per LY 
gained 


 


ICER (£) 


per  


QALY 
gained 


Apixaban £5,034.96 10.323 8.422 - - - - - 


LMWH/VKA £4,954.94 10.292 8.389 £80.02 0.031 0.033 £2,570 £2,406 


Rivaroxaban £5,069.16 10.311 8.412 
-


£34.20 
0.012 0.010 Dominant Dominant 


LMWH/ 
dabigatran 


£5,100.37 10.293 8.396 
-


£65.41 
0.030 0.026 Dominant Dominant 


 
Inc=incremental; ICER=incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; LY=life year; QALY=quality-
adjusted life year; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS,


1
 Table 80 
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Table 49 Company’s base-case incremental analysis: 6 month treatment duration  


Technolog-
ies 


Total costs 
(£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Inc costs (£) Inc 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 
per LY 
gained 


 


ICER (£) 


per  


QALY 
gained 


LMWH/VKA £4,954.94 8.389 - - - - 


Apixaban £5,034.96 8.422 £80.02 0.033 £2,405.53 £2,405.53 


Rivaroxaban £5,069.16 8.412 £114.22 0.023 £5,016.99 Dominated 


LMWH/ 
dabigatran 


£5,100.37 8.396 £145.43 0.007 £19,782.46 Dominated 


Inc=incremental; ICER=incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; LY=life year; QALY=quality-
adjusted life year; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS,


1
 Table 81 


 
The base-case and incremental cost effectiveness results (lifelong treatment duration) 


generated by the company’s economic model are presented in Table 50 and Table 51 


respectively. The ICER for apixaban versus LMWH/VKA is estimated by the company to be 


£16,676 per QALY gained, whilst the ICERs per QALY gained for apixaban compared with 


rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran are £809 and £5,058 per QALY gained respectively. 


Table 50 Base-case cost effectiveness results for apixaban versus each comparator: lifelong 
treatment duration 


Technolog
-ies 


Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
LYG 


Total 
QALY 


Inc costs 
(£) 


Inc 
LYG 


Inc 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 
per LY 
gained 


 


ICER (£) 


per  


QALY 
gained 


Apixaban £9,497.37 10.635 8.673 - - - - - 


LMWH/VKA £6,136.28 10.481 8.472 £3,361.09 0.154 0.201 £21,803 £16,676 


Rivaroxaban £9,013.16 9.981 8.075 £484.21 0.654 0.598 £741 £809 


LMWH/ 
dabigatran 


£9,083.28 10.544 8.591 £414.09 0.091 0.082 £4,540 £5,058 


Inc=incremental; ICER=incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; LY=life year; QALY=quality-
adjusted life year; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS,


1
 Table 83 


 


Table 51 Base case incremental analysis: lifelong treatment duration 


Technologi
es 


Total costs 
(£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Inc costs (£) Inc QALYs ICER (£) 
per LY 
gained 


 


ICER (£) 


per  


QALY 
gained 


LMWH/VKA £6,136.28 8.472 - - - - 


Rivaroxaban £9,013.16 8.075 £2,876.88 -0.397 Dominated Dominated 


LMWH/ 
dabigatran 


£9,083.28 8.591 £2,947.00 0.120 £24,621.57 
Extendedly 
dominated 


Apixaban £9,497.37 8.673 £3,361.09 0.202 £16,675.53 £16,675.53 


Inc=incremental; ICER=incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; LY=life year; QALY=quality-
adjusted life year; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS,


1
 Table 84 
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In addition, the company undertook an analysis in which lifelong apixaban treatment was 


compared with LMWH/VKA for 6 months followed by no treatment for the remaining lifetime. 


The aim of this analysis was to reflect costs and outcomes for the subgroup of patients who 


would benefit from lifelong treatment with an anticoagulant but who may not currently be 


receiving treatment due to bleeding risk; a group for whom there is currently no therapeutic 


option. The company’s model generated an ICER per QALY gained of £17,917 for this 


analysis. 


5.4.10 Sensitivity analyses 


Deterministic sensitivity analyses – 6 month treatment period 


Univariate deterministic sensitivity analysis was performed by varying each parameter 


according to the 95% CIs and standard deviations where applicable, while holding all other 


parameters constant.  


For the 6-month time period, the ICER for the comparison of apixaban vs LMWH/VKA varied 


between £1,628 and £5,330 per QALY gained (see Figure 4). The highest ICER per QALY 


gained (£5,330) resulted from decreasing the baseline utility value from 0.825 to 0.385. 


Source: CS,
1
 Figure 29 


Figure 4: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for 
incremental cost per QALY gained vs LMWH/VKA (index VTE, 6-month treatment duration) 


 


For the lifelong treatment period, the ICER per QALY gained for the comparison of apixaban 


versus LMWH/VKA varied from £2,157 to £41,394 (see Figure 5). The three scenarios 


resulting in an ICER above £30,000 per QALY gained were: reducing the RR of major 


bleeding for LMWH/VKA vs apixaban to **** (*** in the base case), setting the risk of major 


bleeding for apixaban to 0 (i.e. no difference between the two drugs in terms of major bleed 


outcomes) and reducing the baseline utility value to 0.385 
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Source: CS,
1
 Figure 34  


Figure 5: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for 
incremental cost per QALY gained vs LMWH/VKA (index VTE, lifelong treatment duration) 


Probabilistic sensitivity analyses  


The company undertook probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA) to derive the mean ICERs 


per QALY gained for apixaban vs the three comparators considered in this appraisal 


(LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran).   


When considering the 6-month time period, the comparison of apixaban versus LMWH/VKA 


resulted in an ICER of less than £20,000 per QALY gained in 100% of runs. When 


considering the lifelong time period, this comparison was shown to be 54% cost effective at 


a threshold of £20,000 and 77% cost effective at a threshold of £30,000. Results for all 


comparisons are shown in Table 52 with cost effectiveness acceptability curves displayed in  


Figure 41 


Figure 6 and Figure 7. 


Table 52 Proportion of runs resulting in which the comparison resulted in apixaban being 
cost effective  


 6-month treatment Lifelong treatment 


ICER per QALY gained threshold 


< £20,000 <£20,000 < £30,000 


LMWH/VKA 100% 54% 77% 


Rivaroxaban 85% 96% 98% 


LMWH/dabigatran 98% 86% 89% 


ICER=incremental cost effectiveness ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; QALY=quality-adjusted life year 
Source: CS,


1
p208 
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LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; QALY=quality adjusted life year; VKA=vitamin K antagonist  
Source: CS


1
 Figure 41 


Figure 6 Multi-way cost effectiveness acceptability curve, index VTE, 6-month treatment 
duration 


 
LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; QALY=quality adjusted life year; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS


1
 Figure 45 


 


Figure 7 Multi-way cost effectiveness acceptability curve, index VTE, lifelong treatment 
duration 
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Scenario analyses 


The company also undertook 30 different scenario analyses for each of the treatment 


strategies considered in the base case (i.e. 6-month treatment, lifelong treatment and 


apixaban versus LMWH/VKA/no treatment for remaining lifetime). The scenario analyses 


explored how varying factors including distribution/risk of events, utility values, time on 


treatment, cost of care and population characteristics might affect the results of the 


economic evaluation. The results of these scenario analyses are displayed in Tables 87 to 


93 in the CS.1 


The company concluded that for all scenario analyses that considered treatment durations of 


either 3, 6 or 18 months, apixaban was dominant or cost effective at a willingness to pay 


threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained compared to LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 


LMWH/dabigatron.  


For scenario analyses conducted with a lifelong treatment duration, apixaban was cost 


effective at a willingness to pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained versus LMWH/VKA in 


all but three scenarios (utility decrements for all treatments set to equal those of VKA, use of 


a treatment dependent distribution of fatal bleeds and non-fatal IC bleeds and use of lower 


INR monitoring resource). In addition, apixaban was dominant or cost effective at a 


willingness to pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained in all scenarios when compared to 


LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran.  
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5.5 Detailed critique of company’s economic model  


5.5.1 Model structure and design 


Trial populations 


The design of the company model includes the initial treatment of the index VTE event for 


the first 3-6 months, as well as subsequent preventive treatment with apixaban, or no 


preventive treatment over the remaining lifetime of surviving patients. Model variables are 


calibrated with data taken from the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 clinical trials. This 


approach to model design is problematic since the populations included in the two trials36,37 


are clearly dissimilar. The recruitment criteria for AMPLIFY-EXT37 explicitly exclude patients 


surviving a recurrent VTE event during earlier treatment of their index event. Moreover, only 


a third of AMPLIFY-EXT37 patients were recruited from AMPLIFY,36 of whom, presumably, 


half had previously received apixaban (i.e. a sixth of the total cohort). 


This has implications for modelling the cost effectiveness of long-term preventive treatment 


with apixaban, since the model begins with a pure AMPLIFY36 population then applies long-


term outcome effectiveness parameters derived from a very mixed population from which all 


patients surviving a prior recurrent VTE have been excluded. This essential incompatibility of 


the two parts of the model seriously compromises the results of the long-term preventive 


assessment of apixaban. The results of the assessment of short-term apixaban treatment 


may also be called into question if the parameters drawn from AMPLIFY-EXT37 to represent 


long-term survival cannot be shown to be relevant to the AMPLIFY36 population.   


Ideally, two distinct decision models should be available, each based exclusively on a single 


trial; short-term use of apixaban versus comparators using AMPLIFY36 data, and long-term 


use of apixaban versus no treatment using AMPLIFY-EXT37 data. The ERG has devised a 


model modification (rebase prevention model) to improve the long-term assessment results 


by effectively excluding the first two 3-month model cycles of the submitted model. This is 


adequate to reflect the experience of those patients (one-third) who received 6 months initial 


treatment in the AMPLIFY36 trial before joining AMPLIFY-EXT37, but may not give accurate 


results for other AMPLIFY-EXT37 patients who may have received active treatment for up to 


12 months following their index VTE event. 


Age, sex and index event 


The submitted model uses a Markov state-transition structure to project the expected 


experience of a mixed cohort of male and female patients of varying ages (18-99 in the 


AMPLIFY36 clinical trial) and who may have experienced either an index DVT alone or an 
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index PE with or without DVT. In general, differences in age or sex are not taken into 


account in any of the main model parameters, other than through the use of UK national life 


tables to represent background (i.e. all other causes) mortality through calculation of a 


weighted average age-specific mortality rate. Unfortunately this is inaccurately calculated 


since the overall sex ratio of any incident cohort varies over time (mortality rates for females 


being lower than those for males) so that an incident cohort of 20 year olds with ***** males 


will contain only 31.1% males at 100 years of age. As a consequence, a simple weighted 


cohort averaging of age-specific mortality rates over a whole lifetime leads to an over-


estimation of cohort mortality rates by up to 4% per annum. 


Ideally, the model should be constructed with multiple age/sex/VTE type specific parallel 


models aggregated to an overall result. However, the existing model can be used to assess 


the impact of including the age/sex/VTE type population structure on the estimated ICERs by 


carrying out multiple runs of the model for separate age/sex/VTE type subgroups of the 


AMPLIFY36 trial population, and then creating an overall weighted average result. Since the 


submitted model systematically overestimates mortality rates, taking account of age and sex 


tends to increase slightly the gains in both survival and QALYs.  


When preventive apixaban is compared with LMWH/VKA the base-case long-term ICER 


reduces from £16,676 to £15,137 per QALY gained. Similarly, the ICER for apixaban versus 


rivaroxaban reduces from £809 to £627 per QALY gained, and the ICER for apixaban versus 


dabigatran reduces from £5,058 to £4,441 per QALY gained. By contrast, when only short-


term apixaban use is assessed versus LMWH/VKA, the ICER increases from £2,406 to 


£2,454 per QALY gained. 


In principle, other model parameters should also be differentiated by age and/or sex as well 


as by type of index VTE event. However, the data to carry out these refinements are not 


currently available to the ERG. 
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Recurrent VTE events 


The model structure adopted by the company incorporates features intended to avoid 


complexity and duplication of features when projecting patients’ long-term experience. The 


methods employed incorporate implicit assumptions which warrant careful examination. 


At first sight two distinct populations are represented by parallel sub-models of very similar 


structure which distinguish between patients by their index event (PE+/-DVT versus DVT 


only). However, these sub-models are in fact linked; it is assumed that experiencing a PE 


event at any time has more serious consequences than experiencing a DVT event. To reflect 


this assumption, index DVT patients who suffer a subsequent PE event are removed from 


the DVT sub-model and permanently transferred to the PE sub-model. However, index PE 


patients suffering any number of subsequent DVT events remain in the PE sub-model 


indefinitely. Therefore, over time there is a steady transfer of patients between the separate 


cohorts, a factor which must be carefully considered when interpreting model results. 


A closely related feature of the company model is that any patient who suffers a non-fatal 


VTE event without permanent AEs (i.e. bleeding, PTS or CTEPH) is returned to the pool of 


index PE or DVT patients after one cycle of event-related treatment. This implicitly assumes 


that the risk of a first recurrent VTE event is the same as the conditional risk of experiencing 


a second or third VTE event. No evidence is offered in support of this assumption. Published 


evidence of recurrence risks with long-term follow-up is rare. However, in 1995 Beyth and 


colleagues92 reported on 6 to 8 years follow-up of 124 DVT patients to ascertain the 


incidence of recurrent VTE events and mortality. Of the 124 patients, 18 (14.5%) suffered a 


first recurrent event (15 DVT and 3 PE), but six of these (33.3%) suffered at least one 


subsequent VTE event. The RR of second recurrence, compared with first recurrent, 


therefore increased significantly (RR 2.1, p=0.02). This finding was supported by the 


authors’ Cox proportional hazards modelling that indicated that the risk of a first recurrence 


was significantly related to a baseline prior history of VTE (relative hazard 2.9, p=0.03). 


The natural consequence of the company model design is, therefore, that long-term 


estimates of future VTE events (including deaths) will be increasingly underestimated, 


resulting in understated event costs and disutilities, and overestimated cohort survival. The 


company acknowledges this limitation in their model and considers that its effect is to 


understate the advantage from apixaban treatment through reduced risk of bleeding events. 


The ERG recognises this argument in relation to long-term apixaban treatment, but 


considers it of limited applicability to the assessment of short-term apixaban use. However, 


there is no obvious model modification available to the ERG that would correct this important 
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weakness in model structure; the only reliable approach would be to redesign the model 


completely to incorporate progressively increasing VTE recurrence rates by introducing 


several additional patient states for those experiencing second and subsequent recurrent 


events. 


5.5.2 Long-term mortality rates 


In the submitted model, background mortality is applied to reflect deaths due to all causes 


other than VTE-related events as a function of age and gender. Based on a study describing 


the survival of patients suffering venous embolism by Flinterman et al,72 a single overall risk 


ratio has been estimated by the ERG and applied to uplift all general population mortality 


risks irrespective of age and gender, to reflect increased mortality risks from causes 


unrelated to VTE.  


However, this does not take into account the fact that the risks of recurrent VTE events and 


of mortality from all causes increase progressively with each additional VTE event. A paper 


by Klok et al93 compared outcomes for PE and non-PE patients for up to 5.5 years. This 


showed that in the long-term (3+ years) mortality rates in all patients increased and 


accelerated over time. Patients with PE showed higher mortality rates than non-PE patients, 


and the long-term mortality hazard ratio (PE versus non-PE) increased by 2.7% per year.  


Beyth et al92 reported an analysis of mortality in non-cancer DVT patients indicating a 


statistically significant higher long-term mortality risk for patients aged 75 years or over, and 


for those with prior history of stroke (long-term hazard ratio 5.4). In addition, the long-term 


risk of recurrent VTE was three times greater for patients younger than 65 years who had a 


previous history of VTE. 


Also, stroke and IC haemorrhage events can result in the development or worsening of 


disability, which is known to be associated with increased subsequent mortality. In the NICE 


appraisal of clopidogrel and modified-release dipyridamole for the prevention of occlusive 


vascular events (review of Technology Appraisal No. 9094) it was found that risks of all types 


of stroke, MIs, other vascular deaths and non-vascular deaths (i.e. background deaths) 


increased with age, and were also increased if the patient had suffered prior serious stroke-


related disability (modified Rankin score 3+). The risk of suffering a new haemorrhagic 


stroke multiplied by 1.93 due to existing disability, and the risk of non-vascular death 


multiplied by 1.87. In addition, it was found that the odds ratio for fatality from MI and stroke 


events increased by 2.44 for a second event and by 5.56 for a third event. There is, 
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therefore, good reason to expect that the RR risk applied to standard life-table mortality risks 


may increase over time as additional VTE events accumulate among the ‘at risk’ population.  


The impact on the model of increasing recurrent event incidence, fatality rates and general 


mortality rates over time would be to increase the net cost of further events while also 


reducing the average survival estimates in both trial arms and thereby proportionately 


reducing the estimated survival gain and incremental QALYs attributable to treatment with 


apixaban. The net effect on cost effectiveness of incorporating these time-varying risk 


parameters into the submitted economic model is difficult to anticipate without much more 


detailed analysis of the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37
 trial data together with data from 


longer-term trials of apixaban and comparator products. 


5.5.3 Treatment costs 


The cost of anti-thromboembolic therapies is calculated in the company’s model for each 3-


month cycle based on the average number of patients alive and on treatment during the 


cycle (i.e. the number of patients incurring costs is estimated as the average of those 


patients on treatment at the beginning of the cycle and those remaining on treatment at the 


end of the cycle). This method of calculation is inaccurate for both the first cycle and for 


subsequent cycles.  


The first cycle cost includes the initial treatment of the DVT/PE event which generally lasts 


only a few days (5, 7-8 or a maximum of 21 days); all VTE patients entering the model incur 


this cost in full. After this initial phase, patients move to continuing therapy for the rest of the 


first cycle, using prescribed medication sufficient to treat them for the remainder of the first 


cycle. However, the company’s model assumes that those patients discontinuing treatment 


at any time during the first cycle incur this cost only for half a cycle. The ERG considers that 


this understates the true cost since oral medications prescribed early in the cycle cannot be 


returned and must be discarded. The cost incurred for treatment in the first 3 months is more 


accurately estimated using the full number of patients who begin treatment. 


For second and subsequent cycles of extended treatment, the ERG considers it reasonable 


to assume that all patients remaining on long-term medication would receive repeat 


prescriptions quarterly. The only exception would be for patients receiving LMWH 


monotherapy who require regular injections. In this case it would be more appropriate to 


calculate medication and administration costs averaged across each cycle (including the first 


cycle). 
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Applying these model modifications produces small increases in the long-term base-case 


ICER for apixaban versus LMWH/VKA or LMWH monotherapy (+£367 or +£79 per QALY 


gained) and small reductions in the ICER for apixaban versus rivaroxaban or dabigatran (-£9 


or -£49 per QALY gained respectively).   


5.5.4 Population utility values 


The company model provides two options for applying population EQ-5D utility values to the 


cohort of patients: 


 in the base-case analysis, a single average EQ-5D value is used for all patients and 
is considered static over time (i.e. patients surviving until age 100 years are still 
accorded the same utility value as at any earlier age) 


 alternatively, five EQ-5D values are used to represent the utility experienced by all 
patients (males and females combined) within 10 year age-bands from 50-59 up to 
90+ years 


These values are referenced by the company to an article published by Kind et al75  in 1998. 


However, the Kindet al paper
75


 does not include any utility values. The original source 


document for this UK national survey is the Centre for Health Economics (CHE) Discussion 


Paper 172
95


 published in 1999. Table A in that document provides mean EQ-5D index 


values by sex and for seven 10-year age bands (under 25, 25-34 up to 65-74, and 75+ 


years), together with the standard deviation and responder count in each category. 


There are two important differences between the utility parameter values in the company 


model and the original source document:  


 the mean values do not match those published, and are ascribed to different age-
bands 


 the standard error figures in the company model are in fact standard deviations 


 


The consequence of these errors is that mean utility values are incorrect, having been 


attributed to patients at the wrong ages, and also that the uncertainty associated with these 


utility parameters are seriously overstated (by more than 17 times in individual age-bands, 


and by 58 times for the overall utility estimate) calling into question the results of the PSA. 


These same errors apply even when only a single overall utility value is applied independent 


of age. The model results are further flawed by failing to recognise that mean utility in the 


general population decreases significantly over a lifetime. 
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The ERG has considered four possible options for estimating the value for the population 


utility:  


1) The company model fixed mean value (0.825) 


2) A fixed mean value consistent with Measurement and Valuation of Health Survey 


(MVH95) values (0.823) 


3) The company model age-related values 


4) Age-related values consistent with MVH values 


The estimated ICER increases steadily as options two, three and four are selected, ranging 


from the company’s long-term base-case result for apixaban versus LMWH/VKA (£16,676 


per QALY gained) to £17,516 per QALY gained for option four, the ERG’s preferred method. 


5.5.5 Discounting method 


The submitted model applies discounting at a different rate for every 3-month model cycle 


based on the time elapsed. By convention in the UK, in line with the use of annual public 


sector budgets, discounting is applied annually considering the first 12-month period as 


involving current costs and each subsequent 12-month period requiring discounting for an 


additional year’s delay. In some models with extended survival and multiple future events, 


the choice of discounting method may have a large impact on the size of the modelled 


ICERs. However, using annual discounting in the company model for this appraisal has only 


a minor effect, increasing the estimated long-term base-case ICERs by £0-6 per QALY 


gained. 


5.5.6 Body weight 


The cost of LMWH treatment is based on a daily dose of 1.5mg/kg of body weight. In the 


company model the mean body weight is 84.6kg as reported for the AMPLIFY36 trial 


population. However, this is noticeably higher than the mean adult population weight of 


77.4kg reported from the Health Survey for England for 2012.96 Applying this lower value 


affects treatment costs for all regimens during induction therapy for the index VTE event, 


and long-term preventive costs where LMWH (monotherapy or with VKA) is used. The base-


case estimated ICER for short-term treatment with apixaban versus LMWH/VKA increases 


from £2,406 to £2,577 per QALY gained. For long-term preventive treatment with apixaban 


the base-case estimated ICER versus LMWH/VKA increases from £16,676 to £16,704 per 


QALY gained. 
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5.5.7 Revised relative risks 


The company was asked during the clarification process to undertake alternative NMA 


calculations for selected model variables (see Clarification letter). These are discussed in 


detail in Section 4.8 of this ERG report. The resultant RR values estimated by the company 


for VTE recurrence and related deaths, major bleeding and CRNM have been applied as 


model revisions by the ERG. However, the ERG has continuing concerns relating to the 


estimation of RR parameters for major bleeding and CRNM derived from the secondary 


prevention period NMA. Model results are especially sensitive to these variables, and some 


parameter estimates in the company’s base-case model appear excessively large (e.g. RR 


of ***** for major bleeding for rivaroxaban versus apixaban). As previously discussed, this 


may be related to the wide range of follow-up periods in the included trials. The ERG carried 


out two additional analyses using a Poisson assumption (relating risk to the time of follow-up 


exposure), using Bayesian and non-Bayesian methods (Appendix 7 of this ERG report). 


The company’s base-case ICER is reliant on the original company model RR parameters. 


Using the results of the analysis method requested by the ERG in the clarification process 


and the two Poisson-based methods, a range of alternative parameter value sets are 


available. The impact of these alternatives on cost effectiveness estimates are compared in 


Section 6. 


5.5.8 Time-to-event analysis and projective model coefficients 


The submitted model uses parameter values derived from the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-


EXT37 clinical trials to represent the various AEs suffered by VTE patients during the trial 


follow-up periods (i.e. recurrent VTE events, VTE related fatality, death from other causes, 


major bleeding events, CRNM events, IC bleeding, CTPH and PTS), as well as treatment 


duration. The sources for these model parameters are described in the model as 


“AMPLIFY/AMPLIFY-EXT secondary analysis” but without any supporting information 


describing the original evidence or the analytic methods used to generate the values used. 


As neither the trial publications36,37 nor the related CSRs47,52 provide relevant information, the 


ERG submitted a set of 12 clarification requests for K-M time-to-event analysis relating to the 


main model variables used to populate the model. The ERG intended to use this information 


to address three important issues: 


 to validate the model parameter values against the original data 
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 to assess whether temporal trends in the risk of key events are consistent with 


the modellers’ general assumption that risks evident in the last 3-month cycle of 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 follow-up can be projected indefinitely at a constant level 


 to formulate alternative projective hazard functions, where varying hazard trends 


are evident in any of the time-to-event variables, as a basis for providing revised 


ICER per QALY gained estimates 


Of the 12 analyses requested by the ERG, the company supplied only two.  The two 


analyses relate to overall survival and time to treatment discontinuation in the AMPLIFY 


trial.36 As the ERG received the analyses 8 days prior to the submission date for the ERG 


report, the time available for the ERG to assess the data was limited.  A brief discussion of 


the data is presented in this section.  


Time to treatment discontinuation 


Examination of the time to treatment discontinuation results by the ERG from the AMPLIFY36 


trial has revealed that an important error has been made in calibrating this feature of the 


company model. The rate of discontinuation of treatment in the two 3-month cycles of the 


model has been estimated as though the duration of the trial was 12 months, rather than the 


true duration of 6 months. As a consequence, the calculated rate used in the model is only 


half the true rate of discontinuation. 


This finding confirms the ERG belief that all similar model parameters should be 


independently validated against the original trial data. Without access to the 


requested K-M analyses, it is not possible for the ERG to determine whether or not 


this calculation error has been repeated across the whole range of time-to-event 


model variables, rendering the calculated ICERs wholly unreliable. 
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Time to death from any cause 


The ERG has undertaken a preliminary examination of the overall survival K-M results from 


the AMPLIFY36 trial (time to death from any cause), focussing attention on the larger index 


DVT cohort.  


It is clear that a survival advantage for apixaban-treated index DVT patients is established in 


the first few weeks of the trial, which is evidenced by the separation of the two survival 


curves (Figure 8). However, after a short time the two curves appear to follow a parallel 


course. Figure 8 also shows a straightforward 2-phase survival model fitted to the trial data, 


using separate exponential functions for the initial ‘separation’ period, followed by a common 


long-term exponential model used in both arms. This can be confirmed by time-shifting the 


comparator plot forward until the curves cross (arrows on Figure 9). This occurs when a shift 


of 46 days is used, at which point the long-term trends of the time trial arms are 


indistinguishable. This shows that the long term survival prognosis is the same beyond this 


point, indicating that the full mean survival benefit has been established and is preserved 


thereafter.  


Using the area under curve (AUC) method, the advantage up to the point of convergence in 


Figure 9 is confirmed as 45.8 days. The company’s base-case short-term model results 


indicate an undiscounted survival advantage for apixaban of only 15.6 days, 


suggesting that the submitted model is incorrectly calibrated from the AMPLIFY36 trial 


data. 
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Figure 8 Time to death from any cause – 2-phase model fitted to index DVT data (AMPLIFY 
trial) 
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Figure 9 Time to death from any cause – results for index DVT patients (AMPLIFY trial) 
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5.5.9 Cost effectiveness summary 


The ERG has reviewed the decision model submitted by the company and has identified a 


number of areas of concern: 


 The decision problem encompasses two distinct assessments based on results 


from two clinical trials36,37 in quite different populations. The model design 


attempts to encompass both assessments within one structure, despite the 


evident incompatibility of the two sets of evidence. It is the ERG’s view that two 


separate models should have been developed to avoid compromising either 


assessment. 


 The company acknowledges that no attempt has been made to incorporate the 


impact of accumulating history of recurrent VTE events through increasing future 


risks (including background mortality), as is attested in the literature. This is likely 


to lead to exaggerated estimates of long-term health gains for apixaban. 


 The model structure operates on the assumption that all patients begin with the 


same average age, and that background mortality rates are adequately 


represented by a simple weighted average of life-table values. The ERG has 


demonstrated that this is inappropriate and leads to biased results which tend to 


overstate estimated ICERs per QALY gained. 


 In the model, treatment costs have been underestimated, incorrect UK utility 


values have been employed, and an excessive mean body weight estimate for a 


UK population has been used. 


 The ERG notes that the company’s INR monitoring costs are in line with previous 


NICE appraisals of rivaroxaban23,24and dabigatran25 and do not significantly 


impact the size of the ERG’s estimated ICERs. 


 The method used to derive hazard ratios for the long-term secondary preventive 


treatment period comparisons has been shown to yield unrealistic values in some 


instances, tending to improve the estimated ICERs per QALY gained in favour of 


apixaban. Alternative approaches considered by the ERG have been shown to 


produce very different ICERs per QALY gained in some cases, indicating 


substantial unresolved uncertainty. 


 The company only provided two of the requested 12 time-to-event analyses 


requested by the ERG. One of these revealed a significant error in calculating the 


risk of treatment discontinuation, and the other showed a significant difference 


between survival gain estimated by the model and that shown in the AMPLIFY36 


trial results. The ERG considers that it is likely that other discrepancies and errors 
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may remain undetected in the model but this cannot be confirmed without access 


to the other ten analyses of trial data (from both the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-


EXT37 studies) requested by the ERG. 


 The derivation of key model parameter values is not transparent (often 


referenced as ‘AMPLIFY/AMPLIFY-EXT secondary analysis’), and substantiating 


evidence for important assumptions concerning the long-term level of key risk 


variables has not been provided. 


 Results of sensitivity analyses show that the main drivers of cost effectiveness 


are baseline utility and starting age (6-month model) and baseline utility and risk 


of major bleed (lifelong model). Starting age should be a parameter for which 


there is general agreement. The ERG considers that there is uncertainty around 


the most plausible baseline utility as no HRQOL data were collected during the 


trials.36,37  


In summary, the ERG considers that the company model (even with the 


amendments/corrections proposed by the ERG) does not provide a reliable basis for 


estimating the relative cost effectiveness of apixaban for the treatment and secondary 


prevention of DVT and/or PE.   
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6 ADDITIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN BY THE ERG 


The various model amendments and corrections implemented by the ERG to rectify 


problems described earlier in this report are exemplified in Table 53-59. These feature six 


specific model changes (R1 to R6) using the ERG preferred alternative parameter values or 


formulae and three alternative methods of calculating hazard ratios from the secondary 


prevention period NMA which are presented as incremental changes to the company’s base-


case analysis (S1 to S3) and as a component of three illustrative scenarios (B to D). The 


model amendments made by the ERG are described in Appendix 8 of this ERG report.   


In addition, the ERG carried out a scenario analysis. The analysis assumes that the three 


NOACs (rivaroxaban, dabigatran and apixaban) are equally effective and expose patients to 


equivalent risks of major bleeding and CRNM when used for secondary prevention of 


recurrent VTE events. This ERG analysis represents an alternative approach to estimating 


the cost effectiveness of apixaban versus other treatments when used for 3 to 6 months 


following an index VTE event. The results are shown in Table 60. 


It should be noted that the magnitude of individual parameters can have a disproportionate 


influence on cost effectiveness results; as shown in Table 60, there is a 3-fold difference in 


the size of the ICER due to a change in a single major bleeding parameter value.  


In the absence of the K-M data analysis results requested from the company by the ERG, it 


is not known whether any of the results reported in Table 53-60 will require major revision in 


the light of the missing information. 
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Table 53 Cost effectiveness results for apixaban vs LMWH/VKA with ERG revisions to company’s long-term base-case comparison 


Model scenarios & ERG 
revisions 


Apixaban LMWH/VKA Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life years Cost QALYs Life 
years 


£/QALY Change 


A. Company’s base-case £9,497 8.673 14.181 £6,136 8.472 13.942 £3,361 0.202 0.239 £16,676 - 


R1. Age/sex modelling £9,617 8.425 15.243 £6,580 8.224 14.953 £3,038 0.201 0.291 £15,137 - £1,538 


R2. Treatment costs £9,576 8.673 14.181 £6.141 8.472 13.942 £3,435 0.202 0.239 £17,043 + £368 


R3. Age-varying MVH utility £9,497 8.294 14.181 £6,136 8.102 13.942 £3,361 0.192 0.239 £17,516 + £841 


R4. Discounting method £9,609 8.785 14.181 £6,204 8.581 13.942 £3,405 0.204 0.239 £16,671 + £4 


R5. Body weight £9,496 8.673 14.181 £6,129 8.472 13.942 £3,367 0.202 0.239 £16,704 + £28 


R6. Rebase prevention model £8,842 8.725 14.265 £5,241 8.538 14.051 £3,601 0.187 0.214 £19,283 + £2,607 


S1. HRs requested by ERG  £9,498 8.673 14.181 £6,174 8.449 13.903 £3,324 0.224 0.179 £14,837 - £1,839 


S2. HRs – ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


£9,498 8.673 14.181 £6,089 8.505 13.999 £3,409 0.169 0.117 £20,227 + £3,552 


S3. HRs – ERG Poisson   
(non-Bayesian) 


£9,498 8.673 14.181 £5,993 8.562 14.099 £3,504 0.111 0.053 £31,501 + £14,825 


B.     R1-R6 + S1 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £5,797 8.282 15.017 £3,350 0.212 0.317 £15,837 - £838 


C.     R1-R6 + S2 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £5,700 8,345 15.143 £3,447 0.148 0.191 £23,224 + £6,549 


D.     R1-R6 + S3 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £5,590 8.411 15.275 £3,557 0.083 0.059 £42,918 + £26,242 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALYs=quality adjusted life years 
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Table 54 Cost effectiveness results for apixaban vs rivaroxaban with ERG revisions to company’s long-term base-case comparison 


Model scenarios & ERG 
revisions 


Apixaban Rivaroxaban Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


£/QALY Change 


A. Company’s base-case £9,497 8.673 14.181 £9,013 8.075 13.179 £484 0.598 1.002 £809 - 


R1. Age/sex modelling £9,617 8.425 15.243 £9,243 7.827 14.093 £374 0.597 1.150 £627 - £183 


R2. Treatment costs £9,576 8.673 14.181 £9,098 8.075 13.179 £479 0.598 1.002 £800 - £9 


R3. Age-varying MVH utility £9,497 8.294 14.181 £9,013 7.735 13.179 £484 0.558 1.002 £867 + £58 


R4. Discounting method £9,609 8.785 14.181 £9,119 8.179 13.179 £491 0.606 1.002 £810 + £0 


R5. Body weight  £9,496 8.673 14.181 £9,012 8.075 13.179 £484 0.598 1.002 £810 + £1 


R6. Rebase prevention model £8,842 8.725 14.265 £8,261 8.068 13.175 £581 0.657 1.090 £885 + £76 


S1. HRs requested by ERG  £9,497 8.673 14.181 £8,261 8.539 13.948 £672 0.134 0.232 £5,025 + £4,216 


S2. HRs – ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


£9,497 8.673 14.181 £8,824 8.576 14.010 £674 0.097 0.109 £6,938 + £6,129 


S3. HRs – ERG Poisson   
(non-Bayesian) 


£9,497 8.673 14.181 £8,812 8.597 14.045 £685 0.076 0.135 £8,981 + £8,171 


B.     R1-R6 + S1 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £8,428 8.346 15.028 £719 0.148 0.306 £4,869 + £4,059 


C.     R1-R6 + S2 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £8,420 8.386 15.108 £727 0.107 0.226 £6,801 + £5,991 


D.     R1-R6 + S3 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £8,405 8.410 15.153 £742 0.084 0.181 £8,875 + £8,066 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALY=quality adjusted life years 
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Table 55 Cost effectiveness results for apixaban vs LMWH/dabigatran with ERG revisions to company’s long-term base-case comparison 


Model scenarios & ERG 
revisions 


Apixaban LMWH/dabigatran Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


£/QALY Change 


A. Company’s base-case £9,497 8.673 14.181 £9,083 8.591 14.041 £414 0.082 0.140 £5,058 - 


R1. Age/sex modelling £9,617 8.425 15.243 £9,237 8.339 15.070 £379 0.086 0.173 £4,441 - £617 


R2. Treatment costs £9,576 8.673 14.181 £9,166 8.591 14.041 £410 0.082 0.140 £5,009 - £49 


R3. Age-varying MVH utility £9,497 8.294 14.181 £9,083 8.217 14.041 £414 0.076 0.140 £5,425 + £366 


R4. Discounting method £9,609 8.785 14.181 £9,189 8.702 14.041 £420 0.083 0.140 £5,064 + £6 


R5. Body weight  £9,496 8.673 14.181 £9,078 8.591 14.041 £418 0.082 0.140 £5,104 + £46 


R6. Rebase prevention model £8,842 8.725 14.265 £8,378 8.665 14.160 £465 0.060 0.105 £7,758 + £2,700 


S1. HRs requested by ERG  £9,498 8.673 14.181 £9,079 8.598 14.052 £419 0.075 0.128 £5,617 + £554 


S2. HRs – ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


£9,498 8.673 14.181 £9,078 8.618 14.086 £419 0.055 0.095 £7,624 + £2,566 


S3. HRs – ERG Poisson   
(non-Bayesian) 


£9,498 8.673 14.181 £9,075 8.629 14.104 £423 0.044 0.077 £9,532 + £4,473 


B.     R1-R6 + S1 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £8,710 8.429 15.196 £437 0.064 0.138 £6,801 + £1,743 


C.     R1-R6 + S2 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £8,707 8.452 15.241 £440 0.042 0.093 £10,573 + £5,515 


D.     R1-R6 + S3 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £8,701 8.464 15.265 £446 0.029 0.069 £15,149 + £10,091 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALY=quality adjusted life year 
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Table 56 Cost effectiveness results for apixaban vs LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment with ERG revisions to company’s long-term base-
case comparison 


Model scenarios & ERG 
revisions 


Apixaban LMWH/VKA Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


£/QALY Change 


A. Company’s base-case £9,497 8.673 14.181 £4,892 8.416 13.720 £4,606 0.257 0.461 £17,917 - 


R1. Age/sex modelling £9,617 8.425 15.243 £5,525 8.158 14.688 £4,092 0.267 0.555 £15,353 - £2,565 


R2. Treatment costs £9,576 8.673 14.181 £4,896 8.416 13.720 £4,680 0.257 0.461 £18,207 + £290 


R3. Age-varying MVH utility £9,497 8.652 14.181 £4,892 8.396 13.720 £4,606 0.256 0.461 £17,965 + £48 


R4. Discounting method £9,609 8.785 14.181 £4,943 8.524 13.720 £4,667 0.260 0.461 £17,920 + £3 


R5. Body weight  £9,496 8.673 14.181 £4,884 8.416 13.720 £4,613 0.257 0.461 £17,944 + £27 


R6. Rebase prevention model £8,842 8.725 14.265 £3,859 8.474 13.803 £4,983 0.251 0.372 £19,876 + £1,959 


S1. HRs requested by ERG  £9,498 8.673 14.181 £4,892 8.416 13.720 £4,606 0.257 0.460 £17,936 + £18 


S2. HRs – ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


£9,498 8.673 14.181 £4,892 8.416 13.720 £4,606 0.257 0.460 £17,936 + £18 


S3. HRs – ERG Poisson   
(non-Bayesian) 


£9,498 8.673 14.181 £4,892 8.416 13.720 £4,606 0.257 0.460 £17,936 + £18 


B.     R1-R6 + S1 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £4,556 8.234 14.775 £4,591 0.256 0.558 £17,700 - £217 


C.     R1-R6 + S2 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £4,556 8.234 14.775 £4,591 0.256 0.558 £17,700 - £217 


D.     R1-R6 + S3 £9,147 8.493 15.334 £4,556 8.234 14.775 £4,591 0.256 0.558 £17,700 - £217 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALY=quality adjusted life year 
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Table 57 Cost effectiveness results for apixaban vs LMWH/VKA with ERG revisions to company’s short-term base-case comparison 


Model scenarios & ERG 
revisions 


Apixaban LMWH/VKA Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life years Cost QALYs Life 
years 


£/QALY Change 


A. Company’s base-case £5,035 8.422 13.720 £4,955 8.389 13.677 £80 0.033 0.043 £2,406 - 


R1. Age/sex modelling £5,669 8.164 14.687 £5,591 8.132 14.642 £78 0.032 0.044 £2,454 + £48 


R2. Treatment costs £5,044 8.422 13.720 £4,959 8.389 13.677 £84 0.033 0.043 £2,538 + £132 


R3. Age-varying MVH utility £5,035 8.402 13.720 £4,955 8.369 13.677 £80 0.033 0.043 £2,412 + £6 


R4. Discounting method £5,088 8.530 13.720 £5,007 8.497 13.677 £81 0.034 0.043 £2,397 - £8 


R5. Body weight £5,032 8.422 13.720 £4,947 8.389 13.677 £86 0.033 0.043 £2,577 + £171 


R6. Rebase prevention model NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S1. HRs requested by ERG  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S2. HRs – ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S3. HRs – ERG Poisson   
(non-Bayesian) 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


B.      R1-R5 £5,739 8.184 14.687 £5,648 8.153 14.642 £90 0.032 0.044 £2,850 + £444 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALY=quality adjusted life year 
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Table 58 Cost effectiveness results for apixaban vs rivaroxaban with ERG revisions to company’s short-term base-case comparison 


Model scenarios & ERG 
revisions 


Apixaban Rivaroxaban Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life years Cost QALYs Life years Cost QALYs Life years £/QALY Change 


A. Company’s base-case £5,035 8.422 13.720 £5,069 8.412 13.704 - £34 0.010 0.016 -£3,258 
(Dominant) 


- 


R1. Age/sex modelling £5,669 8.164 14.687 £5,703 8.154 14.670 - £34 0.010 0.017 
-£3,448 


(Dominant) 
- £190 


R2. Treatment costs £5,044 8.422 13.720 £5,081 8.412 13.704 - £37 0.010 0.017 
-£3,512 


(Dominant) 
- £254 


R3. Age-varying MVH utility £5,035 8.057 13.720 £5,069 8.047 13.704 - £34 0.010 0.016 
-£3,443 


(Dominant) 
- £185 


R4. Discounting method £5,088 8.530 13.720 £5,122 8.520 13.704 - £34 0.011 0.016 -£3,229 + £29 


R5. Body weight  £5,032 8.422 13.720 £5,067 8.412 13.704 - £34 0.010 0.016 -£3,258 £0 


R6. Rebase prevention model NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S1. HRs requested by ERG  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S2. HRs – ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S3. HRs – ERG Poisson   
(non-Bayesian) 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


B.      R1-R5 £5,739 8.184 14.687 £5,776 8.112 14.670 -£37 0.010 0.017 -£3,729 
(Dominant) 


- £471 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALY=quality adjusted life year 
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Table 59 Cost effectiveness results for apixaban vs LMWH/dabigatran with ERG revisions to company’s short-term base-case comparison 


Model scenarios & ERG 
revisions 


Apixaban Dabigatran Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


£/QALY Change 


A. Company’s base-case £5,035 8.422 13.720 £5,100 8.396 13.680 - £65 0.026 0.040 -£2,524 
(Dominant) 


- 


R1. Age/sex modelling £5,669 8.164 14.687 £5,735 8.139 14.645 - £66 0.025 0.042 
-£2,689 


(Dominant) 
- £145 


R2. Treatment costs £5,044 8.422 13.720 £5,112 8.396 13.680 - £68 0.026 0.040 
-£2,641 


(Dominant) 
- £117 


R3. Age-varying MVH utility £5,035 8.057 13.720 £5,100 8.032 13.680 - £65 0.025 0.040 
-£2,662 


(Dominant) 
- £138 


R4. Discounting method £5,088 8.530 13.720 £5,153 8.504 13.680 - £66 0.026 0.040 
-£2,505 


(Dominant) 
+ £19 


R5. Body weight  £5,032 8.422 13.720 £5,094 8.396 13.680 - £62 0.026 0.040 
-£2,380 


(Dominant) 
+ £144 


R6. Rebase prevention model NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S1. HRs requested by ERG  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S2. HRs – ERG Poisson 
(Bayesian) 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


S3. HRs – ERG Poisson   
(non-Bayesian) 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


B.      R1-R5 £5,739 8.184 14.687 £5,804 8.160 14.645 - £66 0.025 0.042 -£2,668 
(Dominant) 


- £143 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALY=quality adjusted life year 
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Table 60 Scenario analysis assuming equal efficacy and bleeding risks for all NOACs in secondary prevention.  Cost effectiveness results for 
initial treatment with apixaban vs rivaroxaban and apixaban vs dabigatran with ERG revisions R1-R5 applied 


Model scenario  
Apixaban Comparator Incremental ICER ICER 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


Cost QALYs Life 
years 


£/QALY Change 


Rivaroxaban as comparator            


Company base case £9,497 8.673 14.181 £9,013 8.075 13.179 £484 0.598 1.002 £809 - 


Equal efficacy & bleeding risks £9,812 8.444 15.243 £9,107 8.411 15.167 £705 0.032 0.077 £21,798 + £20,988 


Dabigatran as comparator            


Company base case £9,497 8.673 14.181 £9,083 8.591 14.041 £414 0.082 0.140 £5,058 - 


Equal efficacy & bleeding risks £9,812 8.444 15.243 £9,404 8.399 15.149 £408 0.045 0.094 £9,139 + 4,080 


Costs and QALYs discounted; life years undiscounted; HR=hazard ratio; MVH=Measurement and Valuation of Health survey; QALY=quality adjusted life year 
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7 END OF LIFE 


NICE has set out supplementary advice97 that should be taken into account by the AC when 


appraising treatments that may be life-extending for patients with a short life expectancy. 


This advice only applies if a treatment fulfils the following three criteria:  


1. The treatment is indicated for patients with a short life expectancy, normally less than 
24 months 


2. There is sufficient evidence to indicate that the treatment offers an extension to life, 
normally of at least an additional 3 months, compared to current NHS treatment  


3. The treatment is licensed or otherwise indicated, for small patient populations.  


The CS1 includes the following points:  


1. The company model generates an estimates that the mean undiscounted survival for 
patients is between 13 and 14 years 


2. The company model generates survival gains of about 3 months for some 
comparisons; however, these figures do not seem to be borne out by the results of 
the AMPLIFY36,37 trials  


3. The company estimates that there will be 58,392 incident patients in England and 
Wales who will begin treatment for VTE in 2015, rising to 60,045 in 2019 


The ERG, therefore, considers that the company has correctly not put forward a case for 


apixaban to be considered under the NICE end of life criteria. 
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8 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 


The company provided a detailed submission that partially addressed the NICE scope; the 


ERG notes that the company did not provide any clinical effectiveness data to support the 


use of apixaban in patients who definitely required long-term treatment with an 


anticoagulant.  


This STA was complicated by the fact that evidence from two trials36,37 was presented by the 


company for two populations, who were followed for two different time periods and who 


received two different doses of apixaban (Table 61).  


Table 61 Evidence presented by the company 


 AMPLIFY
36


 AMPLIFY-EXT
37


 


Population  Adult patients with an unprovoked 
index event or a provoked index event 
with a risk of recurrence. The index 
event being symptomatic, proximal 
DVT or PE (with or without DVT) 


Adult patients with symptomatic, proximal 
DVT or PE (with or without DVT): 


 Who had been treated for 6 to 12 
months with standard anticoagulant 
therapy, or had competed the 
AMPLIFY study 


 Who had not had a symptomatic 
recurrence during prior anti-
coagulation therapy 


 For whom there was clinical 
equipoise about the continuation or 
cessation of anticoagulant therapy 


Time period Up to 6 months following the index 
event 


12 months following a post index 
treatment period of 6 to 12 months 


Apixaban dose 10mg twice daily for 7 days, then 5mg 
twice daily for 6 months 


2.5mg twice daily for 12 months 


8.1 Direct evidence 


The key clinical evidence for the efficacy and safety of apixaban was derived from two good 


quality RCTs. Data from the AMPLIFY36 trial provided supporting evidence for the use of 


apixaban in patients for the 6-month period following an index event. Data from AMPLIFY-


EXT37 provided information, over a 12-month period, for patients for whom it was unclear 


whether extended anticoagulant therapy would be beneficial (i.e. clinical equipoise). The 


direct evidence from AMPLIFY36 suggests that, for the initial treatment period of VTE, 


apixaban is non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin for the primary composite outcome of VTE or 


VTE-related death. Similarly, over a 12-month period, the direct evidence from AMPLIFY-


EXT37 supports the use of apixaban rather than placebo/no treatment for the secondary 


prevention of symptomatic, recurrent VTE or all-cause mortality in a population of patients 


for whom the risks and benefits of extended anticoagulant therapy are uncertain. 
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8.1.1 Issues relating to study populations 


The ERG has some concerns about whether the populations recruited to AMPLIFY36 and 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 represent patients routinely treated in the NHS. In particular, the mean age 


of patients participating in AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 was approximately 57 years and 


almost two-thirds of the patients were male. This contrasts with findings from a recent cohort 


study17 which suggested that the mean age of patients in the UK with unprovoked VTE was 


64 years and just over half of the patients were female.  


According to the results of one of the company’s subgroup analyses, patients ≥ 75 years of 


age who are in receipt of apixaban may have an increased RR of bleeding events compared 


to those in receipt of placebo/no treatment.37 The ERG supports the EMA recommendation38 


that patients ≥75 years of age are under-represented in the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial and that 


more data are required to describe the efficacy and safety profile of apixaban for this 


vulnerable patient group. 


The inclusion criteria for both AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 led to the exclusion of 


patients with a provoked index event without risk of recurrence and to the exclusion of 


patients with distal DVT. Patients in these subgroups may have a lower risk of VTE 


recurrence and may be more likely to require shorter treatment periods than patients who 


took part in the AMPLIFY36,37 trials.  


The ERG is aware that the EMA38 was satisfied that, having been shown to be clinically 


effective in patients at higher risk of recurrence, apixaban is also likely to be effective in 


patients who are at a lower risk of recurrence. The ERG has some concerns about this 


assumption as no clinical data are available from the AMPLIFY36 trials to support the use of 


apixaban in patients with a provoked index event without risk of recurrence or in patients 


with distal DVT. 


NOACs have a potentially important role to play in the management of cancer patients. 


However, the ERG notes that apixaban is not currently licensed39 in Europe for use in 


patients with active cancer. Patients with active cancer and for whom treatment with LMWH 


was planned were excluded from the AMPLIFY36,37 trials, although baseline data show that a 


small number of patients actually participated in these trials. However, no clinical data are 


available from the AMPLIFY36,37 trials to support the use of apixaban in patients with active 


cancer. 


The NICE scope listed two key patient populations to be considered via subgroup analyses: 


(i) patients who require a limited period of anticoagulation (3–6 months) and (ii) patients who 
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require long-term anticoagulation (usually lifelong). The scope also stated that, if the 


evidence allowed, patients for whom the risks and benefits of long-term anticoagulation are 


uncertain should also be considered via subgroup analysis. In the CS,1 only patients who 


required a limited period of anticoagulation and patients whose need for long-term 


anticoagulation is uncertain were considered. No clinical data are therefore available from 


the AMPLIFY36,37 trials to support the explicit use of apixaban in patients who definitely 


require long-term anticoagulation (i.e. high risk patients). The ERG notes that previous NICE 


guidance23-25 has not distinguished between patients who definitely need long-term 


treatment and patients whose need for treatment is uncertain. 


The ERG has some comments on the company’s analyses that are reliant on data from 


AMPLIFY-EXT.37 In this trial the clinical equipoise population is poorly defined and so the 


extent to which the trial population is truly representative of patients for whom the risks and 


benefits of long-term treatment with an anticoagulant are uncertain is unknown. Clinical 


advisors to the ERG are of the opinion that clinical equipoise patients may be difficult to 


identify in clinical practice. The size of this population relative to the size of the population 


known to definitely require long-term treatment because of the presence of risk factors 


(including a recurrent VTE, thrombophilia or immobility) is unclear. If the patients in this 


subgroup are truly representative of patients for whom the benefits of long-term treatment 


could be considered to be uncertain, then the results of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial 


demonstrate that, over a 12-month period, treatment with apixaban compared to placebo/no 


treatment is clinically effective.  


8.1.2 Outcome data 


No HRQoL data were available from either the AMPLIFY36 or AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials. This 


means there is no clear evidence of patient experience of treatment with apixaban compared 


with enoxaparin/warfarin or placebo/no treatment. Similarly, no direct evidence was available 


for the incidence or risks of PTS or CTEPH.  


8.2 Indirect evidence 


As there was no direct evidence available to compare the efficacy and safety of apixaban 


with rivaroxaban or dabigatran in the first 6 months after an index event or with rivaroxaban, 


dabigatran or VKA as secondary prevention, the company carried out two NMAs. The results 


of both the initial treatment period and the secondary prevention period NMAs demonstrate 


that there is no significant difference in efficacy when apixaban is compared with dabigatran, 


rivaroxaban or VKA in patients who received apixaban as initial treatment or as secondary 


prevention. The ERG is satisfied with the methods used in the initial treatment period NMA. 
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The ERG, however, is not confident that the methods used in the secondary prevention 


period NMA are robust and considers that the results from this NMA are not credible.   


8.2.1 Issues relating to NMA methodology 


The ERG was unable to reproduce the results of either the company’s initial treatment period 


or the company’s secondary prevention period NMA using the information included in the 


CS.1 The ERG notes that the information about the comparators included in the initial 


treatment period NMA that is presented in the clinical section of the CS1 is not the same as 


the information that is presented in the economics section. Specifically there are results for 


two additional comparators (no treatment and aspirin) listed in Table 58 of the economics 


section. The legend for Table 58 is not sufficiently detailed to allow understanding of any 


additional assumptions/analyses that have been carried out by the company to explain this 


discrepancy.  


There were small numbers of events for many of the outcomes reported in the AMPLIFY36,37 


trials and this led to wide confidence intervals for many of the RR estimates resulting from 


both initial treatment period NMA and the secondary prevention period NMA.  


The ERG has an additional major concern about the methodology and assumptions 


underpinning the secondary prevention period NMA. There is marked variation in the lengths 


of the included trial treatment periods (before recruitment into the trial, the trial treatment 


period and also of the observation period after the end of treatment). However, the number 


of events, and hence RRs, for these different periods were used in the analyses as if all of 


the trials had the same follow-up period. To illustrate, in AMPLIFY-EXT37 apixaban is used 


for a 12-month treatment period following an initial treatment period of 6 to 12 months; in 


other trials2-4,6,8,15,36,37,78,82 the initial treatment period varies from 3 to 18 months and the trial 


treatment period varies from 6 months to longer than 2 years. The advice given to the 


company was that the RRs between different treatment options were not likely to differ over 


time. However, recent evidence from Martinez et al17 demonstrates that the risk of 


recurrence is highest in the first 6 months after an index event but then falls progressively 


between 6 months and 4 years, at which point it plateaus. The trials included in the 


secondary prevention period NMA37,58-66 evaluate the effects of different therapies at different 


time-points during this decline in risk and the ERG is not aware of any data to justify the 


assumption that a comparison of the results of these trials is valid.   


8.2.2 Economic model 


The ERG’s critique of the company’s submitted economic modeI was severely hampered by 


a lack of information. This lack of information meant that the ERG was unable to verify key 
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model parameters. Although the company was asked, via the clarification process, to carry 


out a series of 12 K-M analyses, only two analyses were provided. Examination of these 


data revealed issues with both the company’s calculation of the risk of treatment 


discontinuation, and a significant difference between the survival gain estimated by the 


model and that shown by the AMPLIFY36 trial results. The fact that there are outstanding 


issues relating to the parameters that had been estimated from both of the provided data 


sets raises concern that there may be other issues relating to the ten analyses carried for 


which  no results were made available to the ERG. 


The company created one model, combining the risks and benefits resulting from treatment 


with apixaban over an initial treatment period of 6 months with those associated with long-


term secondary prevention. Risks of VTE-related events calculated from AMPLIFY36 data 


were used to estimate risks in the initial 6-month period, whilst risks for VTE-related events 


calculated from AMPLIFY-EXT37 data were used to estimate long-term risks beyond 6 


months. As previously discussed, the population in AMPLIFY-EXT37 only represents patients 


for whom there is uncertainty regarding the risks and benefits of treatment as patients who 


had a recurrent VTE within 6 months of an index event were excluded from this trial. The 


ERG considers that the risks of recurrent events for the whole population receiving apixaban 


are, therefore, likely to have been underestimated in the company’s economic model. 


Furthermore, it is not clear whether the RRs for the comparator treatments described in the 


CS1 are valid for patients who definitely require lifelong treatment (i.e. patients at overall 


higher risk of VTE recurrence). From the information in the CS,1 it appears that the RRs for 


the comparator treatments are mainly derived from data relating to the clinical equipoise 


population (AMPLIFY-EXT37 and EINSTEIN-EXT58). This is an important consideration as 


these RRs are used in the economic model to generate the (lifelong) ICERs per QALY 


gained. This means that the company’s economic model may yield an ICER that is not 


relevant to all patients who require lifelong treatment, including those with persistent factors 


who are at higher risk of recurrence.  


The results from the company’s secondary prevention period NMA were used as the basis 


for assessing lifelong use of apixaban in the economic model despite some values being 


unrealistic and despite the follow-up data for apixaban only being available for 12 months. 


The ERG also had minor concerns about the modelling of background mortality risk, 


treatment costs, utility and the discounting methods used in the model.  


The ERG acknowledges that their adjustments to the company’s model had minimal effects 


on the sizes of the ICERs per QALY gained. However, the ERG is very concerned that their 
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critique was restricted by the failure of the company to provide requested data. 


Unfortunately, the currently available cost effectiveness estimates cannot be considered 


robust unless the ERG is given the opportunity to check the parameter estimates and 


assumptions used in the company model. 


8.3 Implications for research 


Due to the paucity of long-term evidence for both the continued benefit and safety of 


treatment with NOACs, close monitoring and surveillance of patients undergoing treatment 


with NOACs is necessary. 


In addition, access to, support and best use of currently available clinical data from patient 


registries and hospital audits should be encouraged in order to explore the substantial 


uncertainty around key clinical issues for patients with VTE. 


A robust study of quality of life in patients treated with NOACs compared to patients treated 


with warfarin would be welcome. 
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10 APPENDICES 


APPENDIX 1 


Eligibility criteria AMPLIFYand AMPLIFY-EXT 


 


Eligibility criteria in the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT  RCTs 


Trial Acronym Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


AMPLIFY
36


 Target Population 


Patients who had an unprovoked index event or a 
provoked index event with a risk for recurrence 


Patients who had acute, symptomatic, proximal 
DVT with evidence of proximal thrombosis that 
involved at least the popliteal vein or a more 
proximal vein, demonstrated by imaging with 
compression ultrasound, or ascending contrast 
venography 


Or 


Patients who had acute symptomatic PE with 
evidence of thrombosis demonstrated by imaging 
showing: 


An intraluminal filling defect in segmental or more 
proximal branches on spiral computed tomography 
scan, or  


An intraluminal filling defect or a sudden cut-off of 
vessels more than 2.5 mm in diameter on the 
pulmonary angiogram, or  


A perfusion defect of at least 75% of a segment 
with a local normal ventilation result (high-
probability) on ventilation/perfusion lung scan 


 


Age and Sex 


Men and women, aged 18 years or over 


Women of childbearing potential must have been 


Sex and Reproductive Status 


Pregnancy or breastfeeding 


Target Disease Exceptions: 


Less than 6 months of anticoagulation planned for the most recent DVT or PE (index event) 


Thrombectomy, insertion of a caval filter, or use of a fibrinolytic agent to treat the concurrent episode 
of VTE 


Active bleeding, or high risk for bleeding, contraindicating treatment with LMWH and a VKA 


Patients with cancer who were treated for ≥6 months with LMWH therapy 


Patients with contraindications according to the local prescribing information of enoxaparin or 
warfarin 


Medical History and Concurrent Diseases: 


Patients with indications for long-term treatment with a VKA, such as: 


Mechanical valve 


Atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter with moderate to high risk of systemic thromboembolism 


Active and clinically significant liver disease (e.g. hepatorenal syndrome) 


Life expectancy <6 months 


Bacterial endocarditis 


Uncontrolled hypertension: systolic blood pressure (BP) >180 mm Hg or diastolic BP >100 mm Hg 


Physical and Laboratory Test Findings: 


Platelet count <100,000/mm
3
 


Haemoglobin <9 g/dL 


Serum creatinine >2.5mg/dL (221 µmol/L) 


Calculated creatinine clearance <25 ml/min 


Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) or Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) >2 times upper limit of normal 
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Trial Acronym Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


using an adequate method of contraception to 
avoid pregnancy throughout the trial in such a 
manner that the risk of pregnancy was minimised 


(ULN) 


Total bilirubin >1.5 times ULN (unless an alternative causative factor was identified [e.g. Gilbert’s 
syndrome]) 


Allergies and Adverse Drug Reactions: 


Heparin induced thrombocytopaenia 


Allergic reaction to UFH, LMWH, fondaparinux or any VKA. 


Prohibited Treatments and/or Therapies: 


DVT or PE treatment with more than 2 doses of fondaparinux or a LMWH that was labelled for once 
daily (od) dosing, or more than 3 doses of a LMWH that was labelled for twice daily (bd) dosing, or 
continuous infusion of UFH for more than 36 hours, before the first administration of trial drug; and/or  


DVT or PE treatment with more than 2 doses of oral VKA therapy before the first administration of 
trial drug 


Treatment with apixaban in a previous clinical trial 


Patients who required acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) >165mg/day at randomisation 


Patients who required dual antiplatelet therapy (such as ASA plus clopidogrel or ASA plus 
ticlopidine) at randomisation. Patients who transitioned from dual antiplatelet therapy to monotherapy 
prior to randomisation were eligible for the trial 


AMPLIFY-EXT
37


 Target population: 


Patients who had an objectively documented index 
event of symptomatic, proximal thrombosis, 
demonstrated by imaging with CUS, including grey-
scale colour-coded Doppler, or ascending contrast 
venography 


 


Symptomatic PE with evidence of thrombosis 
demonstrated by imaging as follows: 


 


An intraluminal filling defect in segmental or more 
proximal branches on a spiral CT scan; or 


An intraluminal filling defect or a sudden cut-off of 
vessels more than 2.5 mm in diameter on the 
pulmonary angiogram; or 


A perfusion defect of at least 75% of a segment 
with a local normal ventilation result (high-


Sex and Reproductive Status: 


Pregnancy or breastfeeding 


Medical History and Concurrent Diseases: 


Patients with a provoked index event without the existence of a persistent risk factor  


More than 12 months of anticoagulation planned for the most recent DVT or PE (index event) 


Patients with indications for long-term treatment with a VKA, such as: 


Mechanical valve 


Atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter with moderate to high risk of systemic thromboembolism 


Multiple episodes of unprovoked DVT or PE 


Documented anti-phospholipid antibodies, AT III deficiency, protein C deficiency, protein S 
deficiency, homozygous factor V Leiden, or homozygous prothrombin gene mutation. 


Patients with cancer who were treated indefinitely with anticoagulation therapy 


Active and clinically significant liver disease (e.g. hepatorenal syndrome) 


Life expectancy <12 months 


Bacterial endocarditis 


Uncontrolled hypertension: systolic blood pressure (BP) >180 mm Hg or diastolic BP >100 mm Hg 
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Trial Acronym Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


probability) on ventilation/perfusion lung scan 


Had been treated for 6 to 12 months with standard 
anticoagulant therapy or had completed treatment 
with apixaban or enoxaparin and warfarin as 
participants in the AMPLIFY


36
 trial 


Had not had a symptomatic recurrence during prior 
anticoagulant therapy 


There was clinical equipoise about the continuation 
or cessation of anticoagulant therapy 


Age and sex: 


Men and women, aged 18 years or over 


Women of childbearing potential must have been 
using an adequate method of contraception to 
avoid pregnancy throughout the trial in such a 
manner that the risk of pregnancy was minimised 


Physical and Laboratory Test Findings: 


Platelet count <100,000/mm
3
 


Haemoglobin <9 g/dL 


Serum creatinine >2.5mg/dL (221 µmol/L) 


Calculated creatinine clearance <25 ml/min 


Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) or Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) >2 times upper limit of normal 
(ULN) 


Total bilirubin >1.5 times ULN (unless an alternative causative factor was identified [e.g. Gilbert’s 
syndrome]) 


Prohibited Treatments and/or Therapies: 


Patients requiring acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) >165mg/day at randomisation 


Patients who required dual antiplatelet therapy (such as ASA plus clopidogrel or ASA plus 
ticlopidine) at randomisation. Patients who transitioned from dual antiplatelet therapy to monotherapy 
prior to randomisation were eligible for the trial 


Patients who had used any oral direct factor Xa inhibitor, any oral direct thrombin inhibitor, or any 
investigational antithrombotic agent during the period between the onset of the index event to 
randomisation. Patients who participated in the AMPLIFY


36
 trial could have participated in this trial 


and were exempt from this exclusion 


ALT=alanine aminotransferase; ASA=acetylsalicylic acid; AST=aspartate aminotransferase; AT=antithrombin; bd=twice daily; BP=blood pressure; CUS=compression ultrasonography; DVT=deep vein 
thrombosis; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; No.=number; PE=pulmonary embolism; UFH=unfractionated heparin; ULN=upper limit of normal; VKA; vitamin K Antagonist; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Table 8 of the CS


1
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APPENDIX 2 


Outcome measures in the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 


Primary and secondary outcomes in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT RCTs 


Trial  Primary outcome(s) Secondary outcome(s) Outcome measures 


AMPLIFY
36


  Efficacy 


Incidence of the adjudicated 
composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT or 
non-fatal PE) or VTE-related 
death occurring at any time from 
randomisation until the end of the 
originally intended treatment 
period (6 months). 


 


Safety 


Incidence during treatment period 
of adjudicated major bleeding. 


Efficacy 


Incidence of the following adjudicated events: 


symptomatic non-fatal PE 


symptomatic non-fatal DVT 


composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE or all-cause 
death 


composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE or CV-related 
death 


composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE, VTE-related 
death or major bleeding 


composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE, myocardial 
infarction, stroke, CV-related death, major bleeding, 
CRNM bleeding 


VTE-related death 


CV-related death 


All-cause death 


 


Time to first occurrence of: 


Adjudicated composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE 
and all-cause death 


Adjudicated composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE 
and VTE-related death 


 


Safety 


Incidence of the following adjudicated events: 


composite of major or CRNM bleeding  


minor bleeding 


composite of major, CRNM bleeding, or minor bleeding 
(total adjudicated bleeding) 


CRNM bleeding 


PE was judged to occur where symptoms of PE were 


present along with one of the following findings: 


Intraluminal filling defect  


Sudden cut-off of vessels more than  
2.5 mm in diameter on the pulmonary angiogram 


Perfusion defect of at least 75%  


 


DVT was judged to occur where symptoms of DVT 


were present along with one of the following findings: 


Abnormal CUS 


Intraluminal filling defect 


 


Bleeding was defined according to ISTH guidelines : 


Major bleeding: 


Clinically overt bleeding accompanied by a decrease in 
haemoglobin of ≥2 g/dL and/or transfusion of ≥2 units 
of packed red blood cells 


Bleeding that occurred in a critical site 


Bleeding that was fatal 


 


CRNM bleeding – clinically overt bleeding that did not 
satisfy the criteria for major bleeding and that led to 
either: 


Hospital admission 


Physician guided medical or surgical treatment 


A change in antithrombotic therapy 


 


All acute clinically overt bleeding events not meeting 
criteria for major bleeding or clinically relevant non-
major bleeding were classified as minor bleeding 
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Trial  Primary outcome(s) Secondary outcome(s) Outcome measures 


 


Time to first occurrence during treatment period of: 


Adjudicated major bleeding 


Adjudicated composite of major or CRNM bleeding 


Additional analyses 


Incidence of the adjudicated composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT or non-fatal PE) or VTE-
related death occurring at any time from randomisation 
until the end of: 


7 days 


21 days 


3 months 


Rate of all-cause hospitalisations  


Time from randomisation to first hospitalisation 


 


Hospitalisations were captured by dedicated case 
report forms. Patients were censored at death, loss to 
follow-up (<2.5% in all treatment arms), or end of trial, 
whichever came first.  


 


 


AMPLIFY-EXT
37


 


 


Efficacy 


Incidence of an adjudicated 
composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT or 
non-fatal PE) or all-cause death 
occurring at any time from 
randomisation until the end of the 
originally intended treatment 
period (6 months). 


 


Safety 


Incidence during treatment period 
of adjudicated major bleeding. 


Efficacy 


Incidence of the following adjudicated events: 


Symptomatic non-fatal PE 


Symptomatic non-fatal DVT 


Composite of recurrent symptomatic recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death 


Composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE or CV-related 
death 


VTE-related death 


CV-related death 


All-cause death 


 


Time to first occurrence of: 


Adjudicated composite of symptomatic, recurrent VTE or 
all-cause death 


Adjudicated composite of symptomatic, recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death 


 


Safety 


Incidence during treatment period of: 


As for AMPLIFY
36
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Trial  Primary outcome(s) Secondary outcome(s) Outcome measures 


Adjudicated composite of major and CRNM bleeding 


Adjudicated minor bleeding 


Adjudicated major, CRNM, or minor bleeding (total 
adjudicated bleeding) 


 


Time to first occurrence during treatment period of:  


Adjudicated major bleed 


Adjudicated composite of major and CRNM bleeding 


 


Additional analyses 


Rate of all-cause hospitalisations  


Time from randomisation to first hospitalisation 


AE=adverse event; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; CUS=compression ultrasonography; CV=cardiovascular; DVT=deep vein thrombosis; ISTH=International Society on Thrombosis and 
Haemostasis; No.=number; PE=pulmonary embolism; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Source: Table 11 of the CS


1
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Appendix 3  


Company’s quality assessment for the AMPLIFY trials 


Company’s quality assessment results (AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT) 


Assessment criteria AMPLIFY
36


 
AMPLIFY-
EXT


37
 


Was randomisation carried out appropriately? Yes Yes 


Was the concealment of treatment allocation adequate? Yes Yes 


Were the groups similar at the outset of the trial in terms of prognostic 
factors?  


Yes Yes 


Were the care providers, participants and outcome assessors blind to 
treatment allocation? 


Yes Yes 


Were there any unexpected imbalances in drop-outs between groups? No No 


Is there any evidence to suggest that the authors measured more 
outcomes than they reported? 


No No 


Did the analysis include an intention-to-treat analysis? If so, was this 
appropriate and were appropriate methods used to account for missing 
data? 


Yes Yes 


Source: Table 17 of the CS
1
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APPENDIX 4 
Post-hoc analyses from the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 


 Post-hoc analysis of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death at early timepoints (AMPLIFY  efficacy evaluable population)  


 
Apixaban  


Enoxaparin/warfar
in  


RR (95% CI) 
p-value for non-
inferiority 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, n/N (%) 


7 days  18/2661 (0.68) 23/2676 (0.86) 0.79 (0.43 to 1.46) 0.0033 


21 days 29/2652 (1.09) 35/2667 (1.31) 0.83 (0.51 to 1.36) 0.0008 


3 months ************** ************** ******************* ******* 


CI=Confidence interval; RR=relative risk; VTE=Venous thromboembolism 
Efficacy evaluable population included data for patients in the intention-to-treat population for whom the outcome status at the investigated timepoint was documented. 
Source: Table 23 of the CS


1
 


 


Summary of hospitalisation outcomes (AMPLIFY36)  


 


Apixaban 
N=2676 


Enoxaparin/ warfarin 


N=2689 
HR (95% CI) p-value 


Hospitalisation outcomes 


Number of patients hospitalised during intended 6 month 
treatment period 153 190 


0.81 


(0.65 to 1.00) 
p=0.048 


Rate of hospitalisation per year 11.1% 13.8% - - 


Rate of hospitalisation in the first 30 days after VTE index 
event 2.3% 3.4% 


0.68 


(0.49 to 0.94) 
p=0.019 


Median time to first hospitalisation (days) 63.0 34.5 - - 


CI=confidence interval; HR=hazard ratio; VTE=venous thromboembolism 
Analysis is based on the safety population (those patients who received at least one dose of trial medication) 
Source: Table 24 of the CS


1
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Summary of hospitalisation outcomes (AMPLIFY-EXT)  


 
Apixaban N=840 Placebo N=829 HR (95% CI) p-value 


Hospitalisation outcomes 


Number of patients hospitalised during intended 12 month 
treatment period 


42 62 0.65 (0.44 to 0.96) p=0.030 


Rate of hospitalisation per year 4.8% 7.5% - - 


Mean time to first hospitalisation (days) 196.9 153.7 - - 


CI=confidence interval; HR=hazard ratio 
Analysis performed on the intention-to-treat (ITT) population 
Source: Table 29 of the CS


1
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APPENDIX 5 
 
The company’s quality assessment of trials included in the initial treatment and secondary prevention period NMAs 
 


Results of the company’s quality assessment of trials included in the initial treatment period NMA 


Trial question RECOVER
55


 EINSTEIN-PE
45


 EINSTEIN-DVT
44


 RECOVER-II
56


 


Was randomisation carried out appropriately?  Yes  Yes Yes Yes 


Was the concealment of treatment allocation 
adequate? 


 Yes  Not clear Not clear Not clear 


Were the groups similar at the outset of the trial in 
terms of prognostic factors, for example severity of 
disease? 


 Yes  Yes Yes Yes 


Were the care providers, participants and outcome 
assessors blind to treatment allocation? If any of these 
people were not blinded, what might be the likely 
impact on the risk of bias (for each outcome)? 


Yes  Yes/No No Yes 


Were there any unexpected imbalances in drop-outs 
between groups? If so, were they explained or adjusted 
for? 


 No  No No No 


Is there any evidence to suggest that the authors 
measured more outcomes than they reported? 


 No  No No No 


Did the analysis include an intention-to-treat analysis? 
If so, was this appropriate and were appropriate 
methods used to account for missing data? 


Yes  Yes Yes No 


Source: Appendix 5 of the CS
1
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Results of the company’s quality assessment of trials included in the secondary prevention period NMA 


Trial question EINSTEIN-
EXT


58
 


WARFASA
59


 RE-
SONATE


60
 


RE-
MEDY


60
 


ASPIRE
61


 LAFIT
62


 ELATE
63


 WODIT 
DVT


64
 


PREVENT
6


6
 


WODIT 
PE


65
 


Was randomisation carried out 
appropriately? 


Yes Not clear Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Not clear Yes Not clear 


Was the concealment of treatment 
allocation adequate? 


Not clear Not clear Not clear Not clear Not clear Not clear Not clear Not clear Not clear  Not clear 


Were the groups similar at the outset 
of the trial in terms of prognostic 
factors, for example severity of 
disease? 


Yes Yes Yes  Yes  Yes Yes  Yes  Yes Yes Yes 


Were the care providers, participants 
and outcome assessors blind to 
treatment allocation? If any of these 
people were not blinded, what might 
be the likely impact on the risk of bias 
(for each outcome)? 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes/No Yes Yes/No 


Were there any unexpected 
imbalances in drop-outs between 
groups? If so, were they explained or 
adjusted for? 


No No No No No No No No No No 


Is there any evidence to suggest that 
the authors measured more 
outcomes than they reported? 


No No No No No No No No No No 


Did the analysis include an intention-
to-treat analysis? If so, was this 
appropriate and were appropriate 
methods used to account for missing 
data? 


Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Source: Appendix 5 of the CS
1
 


 YES/NO= blinding procedures were implemented in some, but not all aspects of the trial. 
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APPENDIX 6 
 
Efficacy outcomes of initial treatment period NMA and secondary prevention period NMA. 


Key efficacy outcomes from trials included in the initial treatment period NMA 


 Trial Intervention and comparator 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death


c
 


Overall treatment 
discontinuation 


All-cause mortality 


No. of 
events/n 


RR
†
 (95% CI) 


No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 


events/n 
RR (95% CI) 


AMPLIFY
36


,
a
 


Apixaban 5mg bd 59/2691 
0.84 (0.59 to 1.17) 


377/2691 
0.92 (0.81 to 1.04) 


41/2691 
0.79 (0.53 to 


1.19) 
Enoxaparin/warfarin INR 2.0-3.0 71/2704 413/2704 52/2704 


RE-COVER
55


,
b
 


UFH or LMWH/dabigatran 150mg bd 30/1274 
1.10 (0.66 to 1.85) 


204/1274 
1.11 (0.92 to 1.33) 


21/1274 
0.99 (0.55 to 


1.81) 
UFH or LMWH/warfarin INR 2.0-3.0 27/1265 183/1265 21/1265 


RE-COVER II
56


,
b
 


UFH or LMWH/dabigatran 150mg bd 30/1279 
1.08 (0.65 to 1.80) 


188/1279 
1.04 (0.86 to 1.26) 


25/1279 
1.01 (0.58 to 


1.75) 
UFH or LMWH/warfarin INR 2.0-3.0 28/1289 182/1289 25/1289 


EINSTEIN DVT & PE 
pooled


57
,
a
 


Rivaroxaban 15mg bd/20mg od 86/4150 
0.90 (0.68 to 1.20) 


454/4150 
0.84 (0.74 to 0.94) 


96/4150 
0.97 (0.73 to 


1.27) 
Enoxaparin/VKA 95/4131 541/4131 99/4131 


bd=twice daily; CI=confidence interval; INR=international normalised ratio; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; HR=hazard ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; 
VTE=venous thromboembolism; ITT=intention-to-treat; UFH=unfractionated heparin  
a
ITT population used for efficacy analysis.  


b
ITT population (randomly assigned patients who received ≥1 dose of trial drug). Events occurring within 6 months post randomisation were counted as events in the analysis regardless of early 


discontinuation of trial drug.  
c
Outcome reported as: ‘first recurrent VTE or VTE-related death’ in AMPLIFY;


36
 ‘VTE or related death during the trial period’ (data also reported for events during the trial period plus an additional 


30-day follow-up) in RE-COVER; ‘VTE or related death during 6 months’ (data also reported for events during the trial period plus an additional 30-day follow-up) in RE-COVER-II; ‘first-recurrent 
VTE’ in EINSTEIN DVT & PE pooled. 
†
Calculated from the reported raw data (AMPLIFY


36
 trial reports RR for certain outcomes; remaining trials report HR). 


Source: Appendix 6a of the CS
1
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Key safety outcomes from trials included in the treatment period NMA 


Trial 
Intervention and 
comparator 


Major or CRNM bleeding Major bleeding event CRNM bleeding
e
 


No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 


AMPLIFY
36


,
a 


Apixaban 5mg bd 115/2676 0.44 (0.36 to 
0.55) 


15/2676 0.31 (0.17 to 
0.55) 


103/2676 0.48 (0.38 to 
0.61) Enoxaparin/warfarin INR 2.0-3.0 261/2689 49/2689 215/2689 


RE-COVER
55


,
b
 


UFH or LMWH/dabigatran 
150mg bd 


71/1273 
0.64 (0.48 to 


0.85) 


20/1273 
0.83 (0.46 to 


1.49) 


51/1273 
0.58 (0.42 to 


0.82) UFH or LMWH/warfarin INR 2.0-
3.0 


111/1266 24/1266 87/1266 


RE-COVER II
56


,
c
 


UFH or LMWH/dabigatran 
150mg bd 


64/1280 
0.63 (0.47 to 


0.86) 


15/1280 
0.69 (0.36 to 


1.32) 


49/1280 
0.62 (0.44 to 


0.87) UFH or LMWH/warfarin INR 2.0-
3.0 


102/1288 22/1288 80/1288 


EINSTEIN DVT & PE pooled
57


,
d
 


Rivaroxaban 15mg bd/20mg od 388/4130 0.94 (0.82 to 
1.07) 


40/4130 0.55 (0.38 to 
0.81) 


354/4130 1.02 (0.89 to 
1.18) Enoxaparin/VKA 412/4116 72/4116 346/4116 


bd=twice daily; CI=confidence interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; INR=international normalised ratio; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin 
K antagonist; UFH=unfractionated heparin  
aSafety population used for safety analyses; defined as data obtained from patients during the trial treatment, defined as time from the administration of the first dose until 48 hours after the last 
dose was administered. 
bSafety analysis of bleeding events was performed on the basis of the number of patients treated with dabigatran or warfarin rather than the number assigned to treatment. Events that occurred 
during the 6-month treatment period plus a 6-day washout period were included. 
cSafety analysis of bleeding events was performed on the basis of the number of patients treated with dabigatran or warfarin rather than the number assigned to treatment. Events that occurred 
during the 6-month treatment period plus a 6-day washout period were included. 
dSafety population defined as all patients who received trial drug (included in analysis if events occurred during treatment or within 2 days after discontinuation of the trial drug) 
eCalculated as “‘major or CRNM bleeding event’ - ‘major bleeding event’” in RE-COVER, RE-COVER II, and reported as ‘non-major clinically relevant bleeding (all events, not just the first event)’ in 
EINSTEIN DVT & PE POOLED. 
Source: Appendix 6a of the CS


1
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Key efficacy outcomes from trials included in the secondary prevention period NMA 


 Trial 
Intervention 
and 
comparator 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death


e
 


VTE-related death
f
 


Overall treatment 
discontinuation 


All-cause mortality 


No. of 
events/
n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 
events/
n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 
events/
n 


RR (95% CI) 


AMPLIFY-
EXT


37
,
a
 


Apixaban 
2.5mg bd 


14/840 0.19
 
(0.11 to 


0.33) 


2/840 
******************* 


114/840 0.60
 
(0.48 to 


0.74) 


7/840 
****


*
************** 


Placebo 73/829 7/829 188/829 14/829 


EINSTEIN-
EXT


58a
 


Rivaroxaban 
20mg od 


8/602 0.19 (0.09 to 
0.40) 


1/602 0.99 (0.06 to 
15.74) 


76/602 0.81 (0.61 to 
1.07) 


1/602 
0.49 (0.05 to 5.43) 


Placebo 42/594 1/594 93/594 2/594 


WARFASA
59b


 


Aspirin 100mg 
od 


23/205 0.57 (0.35 to 
0.91) 


NR 
NR 


16/205 1.03 (0.52 to 
2.02) 


NR 
NR 


Placebo 39/197 NR 15/197 NR 


RESONATE
60c


 


Dabigatran 
150mg bd 


3/681 0.08 (0.02 to 
0.25) 


0*/681 0.97 (0.02 to 
48.92) 


71/681 0.70 (0.52 to 
0.93) 


NR 
NR 


Placebo 37/662 0*/662 99/662 NR 


REMEDY
60c


 


Dabigatran 
150mg bd 


26/1430 
1.44 (0.79 to 


2.62) 


1/1430 


1 (0.06 to 15.93) 


276/1430 
0.98 (0.84 to 


1.14) 


17/1430 


0.89 (0.47 to 1.71) 
Warfarin INR 
2.0-3.0 


18/1426 1/1426 281/1426 19/1426 


ASPIRE
61d


 


Aspirin 100mg 
od 


57/411 0.78 (0.57 to 
1.07) 


1/411 
1 (0.06 to 15.93) 


117/411 0.89 (0.72 to 
1.09) 


16/411 
0.89 (0.46 to 1.72) 


Placebo 73/411 1/411 132/411 18/411 


LAFIT
62d


 


Warfarin INR 
2.0-3.0 


1/79 0.06 (0.01 to 
0.45) 


0*/79 0.35 (0.01 to 
8.47) 


14/79 1.13 (0.57 to 
2.25) 


1/79 
0.35 (0.04 to 3.30) 


Placebo 17/83 1/83 13/83 3/83 


ELATE
63d


 


Warfarin INR 
1.5-1.9 


16/369 
2.67 (1.06 to 


6.74) 


1/369 


0.5 (0.05 to 5.49) 


84/369 
1.45 (1.07 to 


1.96) 


16/369 


2.00 (0.87 to 4.62) 
Warfarin INR 
2.0-3.0 


6/369 2/369 58/369 8/369 
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WODIT DVT
64a


 


VKA 
continuation 


1/134 


0.09 (0.012 to 
0.69) 


0*/134 


0.99 (0.02 to 
49.66) 


NR 


NR 


NR 


NR VKA 
discontinuation 
/ observation 


11/133 0*/133 NR NR 


PREVENT
66d


 


Warfarin INR 
1.5-1.9 


14/255 0.38 (0.21 to 
0.68) 


0*/255 
0.2 (0.01 to 4.11) 


64/255 1.13 (0.83 to 
1.55) 


4/255 
0.50 (0.15 to 1.63) 


Placebo 37/253 2/253 56/253 8/253 


WODIT PE
65


 


VKA 
continuation 


NR 


NR 


NR 


NR 


NR 


NR 


NR 


NR VKA 
discontinuation 
/ observation 


NR NR NR NR 


bd=twice daily; CI=confidence interval; INR=international normalised ratio; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous thromboembolism; ITT=intention-to-treat  
a
 ITT population used for efficacy analyses. 


b 
Modified ITT population used for efficacy analyses (all patients who received at least one dose of the assigned trial drug post randomisation). 


c
 Modified ITT population used for efficacy analyses (excluding patients who did not receive any dose of the trial drug).


 


d 
All randomised patients used in efficacy analyses. 


e
 Outcome reported as ‘recurrent VTE’ in EINSTEIN-EXT, ELATE and PREVENT; ‘recurrent VTE episodes’ in WARFASA; ‘recurrent or fatal VTE or unexplained death’ in RE-SONATE; ‘recurrent 


VTE (composite of symptomatic, objectively confirmed DVT, non-fatal PE, or fatal PE)’ in ASPIRE; ‘VTE’ in LAFIT; ‘risk of VTE recurrence during the first 9 months of follow-up’ in WODIT-DVT 
f
 Outcome reported as ‘death unexplained, PE could not be ruled out’ in AMPLIFY-EXT;


37
 calculated from ‘fatal PE’ and ‘recurrent VTE: PE cannot be ruled out’ in EINSTEIN-EXT; ‘death from any 


cause: PE’ in ASPIRE; RESONATE specified that ‘there were no cases of objectively verified fatal PE or of any other deaths’; LAFIT states that ‘one of the three deaths in the placebo group was 
reported as due to PE’; ELATE states the number of fatal PE events out of the recurrent VTE episodes; WODIT states that ‘all episodes of recurrent VTE were idiopathic, and none were fatal’; 
PREVENT state that ‘two deaths in the placebo group were due to fatal PE’. 
*There were insufficient patient / trial data to ensure the WinBUGS model converged without applying a continuity correction. Therefore, where zero outcome events were reported, a correction of 
0.5 was added as per the Cochrane Handbook.  


Source: Appendix 6b of the CS
1
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Key safety outcomes from trials included in the secondary prevention period NMA 


 Trial 
 Intervention 
and 
comparator 


Major or CRNM bleeding
a
 Major bleeding event CRNM bleeding


b
 


No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 
No. of 
events/n 


RR (95% CI) 


AMPLIFY-
EXT


37i
 


Apixaban 2.5mg 
bd 


27/840 
1.21


 
(0.69 to 2.10) 


2/840 
0.49


 
(0.09 to 2.68) 


25/840 
1.29


 
(0.72 to 2.33) 


Placebo 22/826 4/826 19/826 


EINSTEIN-
EXT


58v
 


Rivaroxaban 
20mg od 


36/598 
5.07 (2.28 to 11.31) 


4/598 
8.88 (0.48 to 164.57) 


32/598 
4.51 (2.01 to 10.14) 


Placebo 7/590 0*/590 7/590 


WARFASA
59vi


 


Aspirin 100mg 
od 


4/205 
0.96 (0.24 to 3.79) 


1/205 
0.96 (0.06 to 15.26) 


3/205 
0.96 (0.20 to 4.71) 


Placebo 4/197 1/197 3/197 


RESONATE
60iii


 


Dabigatran 
150mg bd 


36/684 
2.89 (1.52 to 5.51) 


2/684 
4.82 (0.23 to 100.16) 


34/684 
2.73 (1.43 to 5.23) 


Placebo 12/659 0*/659 12/659 


REMEDY
60iv


 


Dabigatran 
150mg bd 


80/1430 


0.55 (0.42 to 0.72) 


13/1430 


0.52 (0.27 to 1.01) 


67/1430 


0.56 (0.42 to 0.74) 
Warfarin INR 


2.0-3.0 
145/1426 25/1426 120/1426 


ASPIRE
61ii


 


Aspirin 100mg 
od 


14/411 
1.75 (0.74 to 4.13) 


8/411 
1.33 (0.47 to 3.81) 


6/411 
3.00 (0.61 to 14.78) 


Placebo 8/411 6/411 2/411 


LAFIT
62ii


 


Warfarin INR 
2.0-3.0 


NR 
NR 


3/79 
7.35 (0.39 to 140.09) 


NR 
NR 


Placebo NR 0*/83 NR 


ELATE
63ii


 


Warfarin INR 
1.5-1.9 


NR 


NR 


9/369 


1.13 (0.44 to 2.88) 


NR 


NR 
Warfarin INR 


2.0-3.0 
NR 8/369 NR 
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WODIT DVT
64ii


 


VKA 
continuation 


NR 


NR 


4/134 


1.99 (0.37 to 10.66) 


NR 


NR VKA 
discontinuation / 


observation 
NR 2/133 NR 


PREVENT
66ii


 


Warfarin INR 
1.5-1.9 


NR 
NR 


5/255 
2.48 (0.49 to 12.67) 


NR 
NR 


Placebo NR 2/253 NR 


WODIT PE
65ii 


VKA continuation NR 


NR 


3/165 


2.93 (0.31 to 27.85) 


NR 


NR VKA 
discontinuation / 
observation 


NR 1/161 NR 


bd=twice daily; CI=confidence interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; INR=international normalised ratio; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous 
thromboembolism 
a
 Outcome calculated from addition of major bleed and CRNM bleeding in ASPIRE; reported as ‘major bleeding events’ in RESONATE and REMEDY; reported as ‘first major or CRNM bleeding’ in 


EINSTEIN-EXT. 
b 
Outcome calculated by subtracting major bleed from ‘major or CRNM bleeding’ in REMEDY and RESONATE. 


i 
Safety analyses included data from patients during the time they were receiving treatment, defined as the time between administration of the first dose of a trial drug and 48 hours after 


administration of the last dose. 
ii 
Safety analyses included all randomised patients 


iii 
Safety analyses included 684 patients who received dabigatran and 659 who received placebo. Three patients in the placebo group mistakenly received dabigatran throughout the trial. 


iv 
Safety analyses were based on the treatment period and a 3-day washout period after the end of treatment. 


v 
Safety analyses included all patients who received the assigned trial drug. Bleeding events were included in the analysis if they occurred during treatment or within 2 days after discontinuation of 


the trial drug. 
vi 


Safety analyses included all patients who received at least one dose of the trial drug. 
*There were insufficient patient / trial data to ensure the WinBUGS model converged without applying a continuity correction. Therefore, where zero outcome events were reported, a correction of 
0.5 was added as per the Cochrane Handbook.  


Source: Appendix 6b of the CS
1
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Appendix 7 


Poisson rate modelling as an alternative approach to generating RRs for major and 


CRNM bleeds during the prevention period 


Background 


The original prevention period NMA presented by the company considered a fixed trial 


effect, random treatment effect model for assessing relative risks of bleeding events. The 


ERG considered that this model was inappropriate due both to the presence of zero counts 


for some treatment arms of some trials and because some of the treatments were only 


included in a single trial. In particular, the model parameters were only estimable if continuity 


corrections were applied for the zero counts. In addition, results were sensitive to the value 


of the continuity correction that was applied.  


The ERG requested an alternative analysis which was based on a random trial effect and a 


fixed treatment effect. This model had the advantage that it required fewer input parameters. 


It generated less extreme, and more plausible, estimates, particularly for treatment with 


rivaroxaban.  


A further issue was the fact that the company’s prevention period NMA combined data from 


trials with differing durations of follow-up and no adjustment was made to take the 


differences into account. This approach effectively assumes that the risk of a bleeding event 


at 6 months following treatment for a VTE is the same as the risk at 36 months after the 


index event. and is likely to cause systematic bias unless it can be assumed that the vast 


majority of events occur at the start of the preventative period. Several trials in the network 


involving warfarin had much longer mean follow-up times (e.g. ASPIRE61 = 37 months, 


WARFASA=2459 months) than the 12 months follow-up in the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial. As a 


consequence, there is a potential for the relative risk of bleeding associated with warfarin 


treatment to be overstated when compared with treatment with apixaban. 


Without detailed data on the timing of bleeding events in individual trials, adjusting for 


differing study lengths requires the assumption that the rate of bleeding events for a given 


treatment is constant with respect to time during the whole of preventative treatment. If the 


incidence rates of bleeding events decrease with time then there is potential for the Poisson 


this method to under-estimate the risks derived from studies with a longer follow-up period. 


There is, therefore, some possibility that the Poisson method underestimates the relative risk 


of bleeding events associated with treatment with warfarin compared to treatment with 


apixaban. Nevertheless, the method provides a way of presenting estimates based on 
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assumptions that are at least as, if not more, realistic than those used in the company’s 


original prevention period NMA. 


Methods 


Fixed effects 


Assume the number of major bleeding events for treatment  𝑖 in trial 𝑗 is Poisson distributed 


with mean 𝜇0 × 𝑅𝑅𝑖 × 𝑃𝑌𝑖𝑗, where  𝜇0 is the rate of events per year for the baseline treatment 


(here apixaban 2.5mg), 𝑅𝑅𝑖 is the treatment effect of treatment  𝑖 compared to the baseline 


(RR = 1 for apixaban) and 𝑃𝑌𝑖𝑗 is the total person-years of follow-up for treatment 𝑖 in trial 𝑗.  


Random effects 


For the random treatment effects model the number of events conditional on trial effect 𝜑𝑗 is 


Poisson with mean 𝜇0 × 𝑅𝑅𝑖 × 𝑃𝑌𝑖𝑗 × 𝜑𝑗, where the trial effects are log-normally distributed 


with log-mean 0 and an estimated variance. For the Bayesian analysis, a U[0,2] prior is 


specified for the log-standard deviation. In each case 𝑃𝑌𝑖𝑗 is estimated by taking the “Time 


on treatment” figure for the respective trials from Table 41 of the company’s submission and 


multiplying by the number of patients in the respective arm of the trial. 


Major bleeding 


Data for the number of events and as well as those for the number of patients are taken from 


Table 22 of the Appendix to the company’s submission. 


Bayesian analysis 


Results generated using WinBUGS from 50000 samples following a burn-in of 50000 are 


shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The model assumes fixed treatment effects 


nd random trial effect. 
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Table 62 Major bleed results (Bayesian analysis) 


 


INR=international normalised ratio; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 


Non-Bayesian analysis 


A maximum likelihood mixed Poisson model with a fixed treatment effect and a random trial 


effect resulted in an estimated random effects variance of 0 (boundary estimate), suggesting 


no evidence of heterogeneity, e.g. slight under dispersion of counts. The resulting model is 


then a fixed treatment and trial effects Poisson Generalised Linear Model. Results are 


shown in Table 63. 


Table 63 Major bleed results (non-Bayesian analysis) 


Treatment Rate ratio (MLE) 95% Confidence interval 


Lower limit Upper limit 


Apixaban (2.5mg) 1 - - 


Rivaroxaban 3.87 0.71 21.12 


Dabigatran 2.53 0.58 11.08 


LMWH/VKA (INR 2-3) 4.64 1.12 19.14 


Aspirin 2.24 0.48 10.39 


No treatment/Placebo 1.43 0.33 6.21 


INR=international normalised ratio; MLE=maximum likelihood estimator; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K 
antagonist 
 


Discussion 


The rate ratio of treatment with LMWH/VKA compared to treatment with apixaban is 


considerably lower than that generated by either of the company’s prevention period NMAs 


(the original or that generated as part of the clarification process). This is unsurprising since 


the Poisson method assumes the total person-years follow-up for warfarin (INR 2-3) is 


3894.6 years whereas the original risk based approach effective assumed 2173 years. The 


person-years follow-up for apixaban is unaffected (as the AMPLIFY-EXT37 follow-up is 


assumed to be 12 months). 


Treatment Rate ratio 


(Posterior 
Median) 


95% Credible interval 


Lower limit Upper limit 


Apixaban (2.5mg) 1 - - 


Rivaroxaban 5.04 0.80 48.38 


Dabigatran 3.10 0.71 24.32 


LMWH/VKA (INR 2-3) 5.79 1.48 43.91 


Aspirin 2.61 0.54 20.49 


No treatment/Placebo 1.80 0.46 13.17 
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CRNM bleeding 


Data for the number of events and patients are taken from Table 23 of the Appendix to the 


manufacturer’s submission. 


Bayesian analysis 


Results generated using WinBUGS from 50000 samples following a burn-in of 50000. The 


model assumes fixed treatment effects and random trial effects. Results are shown in Table 


64. 


Table 64 CRNM bleed results (Bayesian analysis) 


Treatment Rate ratio (MLE) 95% Confidence interval 


Lower limit Upper limit 


Apixaban (2.5mg) 1 - - 


Rivaroxaban 3.65 1.39 10.24 


Dabigatran 2.29 0.96 5.75 


LMWH/VKA (INR 2-3) 4.12 1.63 10.75 


Aspirin 0.95 0.29 3.25 


No treatment/Placebo 0.74 0.40 1.33 


INR=international normalised ratio; MLE=maximum likelihood estimator; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K 
antagonist 


Non-Bayesian analysis 


Fitting a model with random trial effects indicated the presence of heterogeneity across trials 


(study random effects variance 0.537). The resulting model is therefore a fixed treatment, 


random trial effects model. The maximum likelihood estimates are similar to those of the 


Bayesian estimate. Results are shown in Table . 


Table 4 CRNM bleed results (non- Bayesian analysis) 


Treatment Rate ratio (MLE) 95% Confidence interval 


Lower limit Upper limit 


Apixaban (2.5mg) 1 - - 


Rivaroxaban 3.50 1.33 9.20 


Dabigatran 2.25 0.96 5.26 


LMWH/VKA (INR 2-3) 4.02 1.65 9.80 


Aspirin 0.80 0.28 2.31 


No treatment/Placebo 0.73 0.40 1.32 


INR=international normalised ratio; MLE=maximum likelihood estimator; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; VKA=vitamin K 
antagonist 
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Discussion 


The impact of adjusting for trial length is less evident for the CRNM bleeding network 


compared to the network associated with major bleeding. This is primarily a consequence of 


the exclusion of several of the longer warfarin versus comparator trials from the network due 


to the absence of reporting of CRNM bleeds. 
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Appendix 8  


Implementation of ERG decision model amendments 
 
Model amendments implemented by the ERG are activated by a series of modification logic 


switches; these take the value 0 when the original model logic is active, and positive integer 


values (1, 2,…,n) when alternative values or assumptions are active.  The logic switches are 


labelled Mod_1 to Mod_7. 


1. REBASING THE LONG-TERM PREVENTIVE TREATMENT MODEL TO COMMENCE 
AFTER 6 MONTHS VTE RECURRENCE EVENT-FREE (Mod_1) 


Create range name Mod_1 (binary variable taking values 0 or 1) 
On Sheet ‘Parameters’,  


Modify formula in cell K34 as follows: 
=IF(Settings!$F$13="Lifetime",516-6*Mod_1,Settings!$F$13) 
On Sheet ‘Markov Apixaban’,  
 Modify formula in cell L32 as follows: 
=IF(Extonly="Yes",IF(K32=1,2,3),(IF(AND(K32=1,B32<=1),1,IF(AND(K32=1,B32>=2),2,3))))
*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*IF(Extonly="Yes",IF(K32=1,2,3),(IF(AND(K32=1,B32<0),1,IF(AND(
K32=1,B32>=0),2,3)))) 


Copy formulae in cell L32 to range L33: L292 
 Modify formula in cell P32 as follows: 
='RecVTE Curves'!AE9*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*'RecVTE Curves'!AE11 
 Modify formula in cell Q32 as follows: 
='RecVTE Curves'!AF9*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*'RecVTE Curves'!AF11 


Copy formulae in range P32:Q32 to range P33: Q292 
 Modify formula in cell R32 as follows: 
=F10*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$F$10,$G$10,$H$10)*MBriskadjustme
ntCycle^$C32) 
 Modify formula in cell S32 as follows: 
=L10*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$L$10,$M$10,$N$10)*MBriskadjustme
ntCycle^$C32) 
 Modify formula in cell T32 as follows: 
=F14*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$F$14,$G$14,$H$14)*CRNMBriskadju
stmentCycle^$C32) 
 Modify formula in cell U32 as follows: 
=L14*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$L$14,$M$14,$N$14)*CRNMBriskadju
stmentCycle^$C32) 


Copy formulae in range R32:U32 to range R33: U33 
 Modify formula in cell L330 as follows: 
=IF(Extonly="Yes",IF(K32=1,2,3),(IF(AND(K32=1,B32<=1),1,IF(AND(K32=1,B32>=2),2,3))))
*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*IF(Extonly="Yes",IF(K32=1,2,3),(IF(AND(K32=1,B32<0),1,IF(AND(
K32=1,B32>=0),2,3)))) 


Copy formulae in cell L330 to range L331: L590 
 Modify formula in cell P330 as follows: 
='RecVTE Curves'!AE9*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*'RecVTE Curves'!AE11 
 Modify formula in cell Q330 as follows: 
='RecVTE Curves'!AF9*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*'RecVTE Curves'!AF11 


Copy formulae in range P330:Q330 to range P331: Q590 
 Modify formula in cell R330 as follows: 
=F10*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$F$10,$G$10,$H$10)*MBriskadjustme
ntCycle^$C32) 
 Modify formula in cell S330 as follows: 
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=L10*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$L$10,$M$10,$N$10)*MBriskadjustme
ntCycle^$C32) 
 Modify formula in cell T330 as follows: 
=F14*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$F$14,$G$14,$H$14)*CRNMBriskadju
stmentCycle^$C32) 
 Modify formula in cell U330 as follows: 
=L14*(Mod_1=0)+(Mod_1>0)*MIN(1,CHOOSE($L32,$L$14,$M$14,$N$14)*CRNMBriskadju
stmentCycle^$C32) 


Copy formulae in range R330:U330 to range R331: U331 
On Sheet ‘Markov Comp2’,  
Repeat the above modifications as specified for Sheet ‘Markov Apixaban’ 
 
2. USE ANNUAL DISCOUNTING INSTEAD OF CONTINUOUS DISCOUNTING (Mod_2) 


Create range name Mod_2 (binary variable taking values 0 or 1) 
On Sheet ‘Markov Apixaban’,  


Modify formula in cell H33 as follows: 
=1/(1+discC)^IF(Mod_2=0,E33,INT(E33)) 


Modify formula in cell I33 as follows: 
=1/(1+discH)^IF(Mod_2=0,E33,INT(E33)) 


Copy formulae in range H33:I33 to range H34: I292 
Modify formula in cell H331 as follows: 


=1/(1+discC)^IF(Mod_2=0,E331,INT(E331)) 
Modify formula in cell I331 as follows: 


=1/(1+discH)^IF(Mod_2=0,E331,INT(E331)) 
Copy formulae in range H331:I331 to range H332: H590 


On Sheet ‘Markov Comp2’,  
Modify formula in cell H33 as follows: 


=1/(1+discC)^IF(Mod_2=0,E33,INT(E33)) 
Modify formula in cell I33 as follows: 


=1/(1+discH)^IF(Mod_2=0,E33,INT(E33)) 
Copy formulae in range H33:I33 to range H34: H292 
Modify formula in cell H331 as follows: 


=1/(1+discC)^IF(Mod_2=0,E331,INT(E331)) 
Modify formula in cell I331 as follows: 


=1/(1+discH)^IF(Mod_2=0,E331,INT(E331)) 
Copy formulae in range H331:I331 to range H332: H590 


 
3. REVISED TIMING OF TREATMENT COSTS (Mod_3) 


Create range name Mod_3 (binary variable taking values 0 or 1) 
On Sheet ‘Markov Apixaban’,  


Modify formula in cell CH33 as follows: 
=(IF(Mod_3=0,AVERAGE($AL32:$AL33),$AL32)*CHOOSE($CG33,CH$27,CH$28,CH$29,$
CH$30))*$H32  


Copy formula in cell CH33 to range CH34:CH292 
Modify formula in cell CH331 as follows: 


=(IF(Mod_3=0,AVERAGE($AL330:$AL331),$AL330)*CHOOSE($CG331,CH$325,CH$326,C
H$327,$CH$328))*$H330 


Copy formula in cell CH33 to range CH332:CH590 
On Sheet ‘Markov Comp2’,  


Modify formula in cell CH33 as follows: 
=(IF(OR(Mod_3=0,comp2=5),AVERAGE($AL32:$AL33),$AL32)*CHOOSE($CG33,CH$27,C
H$28,CH$29,$CH$30))*$H32 


Copy formula in cell CH33 to range CH34:CH292 
Modify formula in cell CH331 as follows: 
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=(IF(OR(Mod_3=0,comp2=5),AVERAGE($AL330:$AL331),$AL330)*CHOOSE($CG331,CH$
325,CH$326,CH$327,$CH$328))*$H330 


Copy formula in cell CH33 to range CH332:CH590 
 
4. Use English mean body weight in place of trial mean weight (Mod_4) 


Create range name Mod_4 (binary variable taking values 0 or 1) 
On Sheet ‘Parameters’,  


Modify formula in cell K44 as follows: 
=IF(Mod_4=0,Population!$F$24,77.4) 
 
5. Alternative hazard ratios for long-term Major Bleeding, CRNM, and VTE 
events/deaths (Mod_5) 


Create range name Mod_5 (binary variable taking values 0 or 1) 
Modify various cell formulae as follows: 


Sheet Cell Revised formula 


Recurrent 
VTE 


F29 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.08,0.9901) 


 F30 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.31,1.1236) 


 F31 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.2,1.1111) 


 G29 =IF(Mod_5=0,0.69,0.6803) 


 G30 =IF(Mod_5=0,0.79,0.7576) 


 G31 =IF(Mod_5=0,0.85,0.8264) 


 H29 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.69,1.4706) 


 H30 =IF(Mod_5=0,2.16,1.7241) 


 H31 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.7,1.5385) 


 M29 =IF(Mod_8=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X29,AA29),1) 


 M30 =IF(Mod_8=0,IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X30,AA30),0.5882),1) 


 M31 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X31,AA31),0.4098) 


 M33 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X33,AA33),3.7037) 


 M34 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X34,AA34),5.2632) 


 N29 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y29,AB29),0.369) 


 N30 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y30,AB30),0.2222) 


 N31 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y31,AB31),0.1587) 


 N33 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y33,AB33),2.0408) 


 N34 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y34,AB34),3.125) 


 O29 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z29,AC29),2.5) 


 O30 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z30,AC30),1.4925) 


 O31 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z31,AC31),1.0309) 


 O33 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z33,AC33),7.1429) 


 O34 =IF(Mod_5=0,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z34,AC34),10) 


Bleeding G24 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.83,1.7857) 


 G25 =IF(Mod_5=0,2.51,2.5) 


 G26 =IF(Mod_5=0,3.33,3.2258) 


 H24 =IF(Mod_5=0,0.92,0.9615) 


 H25 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.23,1.3333) 


 H26 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.89,1.9608) 


 I24 =IF(Mod_5=0,3.76,3.4483) 


 I25 =IF(Mod_5=0,5.34,4.7619) 


 I26 =IF(Mod_5=0,6.25,5.8824) 


 G77 =IF(Mod_5=0,2.12,2.1277) 


 G78 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.25,1.1364) 


 G79 =IF(Mod_5=0,2.08,2.0408) 


 H77 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.62,1.6667) 
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 H78 =IF(Mod_5=0,0.89,0.8264) 


 H79 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.67,1.6393) 


 I77 =IF(Mod_5=0,2.8,2.7778) 


 I78 =IF(Mod_5=0,1.75,1.5873) 


 I79 =IF(Mod_5=0,2.63,2.5641) 


 N24 =IF(Mod_8=0,CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X24,AA24), 
7.14,5.04,3.87),1) 


 N25 =IF(Mod_8=0,CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X25,AA25), 
4.17,3.1,2.53),1) 


 N26 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X26,AA26),9.09,5.79,2.53) 


 N28 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X28,AA28),3.7,2.61,2.24) 


 N29 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X29,AA29),2.5,1.8,1.43) 


 O24 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y24,AB24),0.75,0.8,0.71) 


 O25 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y25,AB25),0.68,0.71,0.58) 


 O26 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y26,AB26),1.54,1.48,0.58) 


 O28 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y28,AB28),0.57,0.54,0.48) 


 O29 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y29,AB29),0.53,0.46,0.33) 


 P24 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z24,AC24),100,48.38,21.12) 


 P25 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z25,AC25),33.33,24.32,11.08) 


 P26 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z26,AC26),100,43.91,11.08) 


 P28 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z28,AC28),33.33,20.49,10.39) 


 P29 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z29,AC29),20,13.17,6.21) 


 N77 =IF(Mod_8=0,CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X77,AA77), 
3.03,3.65,3.5),1) 


 N78 =IF(Mod_8=0,CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X78,AA78), 
2.04,2.29,2.25),1) 


 N79 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X79,AA79),3.85,4.12,4.02) 


 N81 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X81,AA81),0.91,0.95,0.8) 


 N82 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,X82,AA82),0.75,0.74,0.73) 


 O77 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y77,AB77),1.25,1.39,1.33) 


 O78 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y78,AB78),0.91,0.96,0.96) 


 O79 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y79,AB79),1.64,1.63,1.65) 


 O81 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y81,AB81),0.3,0.29,0.28) 


 O82 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Y82,AB82),0.41,0.4,0.4) 


 P77 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z77,AC77),100,10.24,9.2) 


 P78 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z78,AC78),4.76,5.75,5.26) 


 P79 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z79,AC79),9.09,10.75,9.8) 


 P81 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z81,AC81),2.86,3.25,2.31) 


 P82 =CHOOSE(Mod_5+1,CHOOSE(s_apixExt,Z82,AC82),1.33,1.33,1.32) 


 
6. Correct formula error for LMWH monotherapy administration (Mod_6) 
 NB this amendment is not used in the ERG report as it is not normally relevant to the 
main assessment scenarios 


Create range name Mod_6 (binary variable taking values 0 or 1) 
On Sheet ‘per cycle calculations’,  


Modify formula in cell F102 as follows: 
=IF(Mod_6=0,(c_training)+((1-c_pSuccessEduc)*c_admin*timeDaysinCycle)*(1-
pPEInpatient),((c_training)+((1-c_pSuccessEduc)*c_admin*timeDaysinCycle))*(1-
pPEInpatient)) 


Modify formula in cell G102 as follows: 
=IF(Mod_6=0,(c_training)+((1-c_pSuccessEduc)*c_admin*timeDaysinCycle)*(1-
pDVTInpatient),((c_training)+((1-c_pSuccessEduc)*c_admin*timeDaysinCycle))*(1-
pDVTInpatient)) 
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7. ALTERNATIVE MEAN POPULATION UTILITY VALUES (Mod_7) 


Create range name Mod_7 (variable taking values 0, 1, 2 or 3) 
On Sheet ‘Utility’,  


Modify formula in cell H11 as follows: 
=IF(Mod_7=0,0.825,0.823) 


Modify formula in cell I11 as follows: 
=IF(Mod_7=0,0.17,0.004) 


Create new ERG utility table in range K12:M18, and define its range name as 
‘ERG_utils’ 


Enter table values as follows: 


18 0.94 0.0069 


25 0.93 0.0055 


35 0.91 0.0068 


45 0.85 0.0113 


55 0.80 0.0118 


65 0.78 0.0118 


75 0.73 0.0152 


 
On Sheet ‘Markov Apixaban’,  


Modify formula in cell G32 as follows: 
=CHOOSE(Mod_7+1,Baselineutility,Baselineutility,INDEX(UtilityByAge,MATCH(F32,UtilityB
yAgeCat,1)),VLOOKUP(F32,ERG_utils,2))*timeDaysinCycle/timeDaysInYear  


Copy formula in cell G32 to range G33:G292 
On Sheet ‘Markov Comp2’,  


Modify formula in cell G32 as follows: 
=CHOOSE(Mod_7+1,Baselineutility,Baselineutility,INDEX(UtilityByAge,MATCH(F32,UtilityB
yAgeCat,1)),VLOOKUP(F32,ERG_utils,2))*timeDaysinCycle/timeDaysInYear 


Copy formula in cell G32 to range G33:G292 
8. SCENARIO ANALYSIS: EQUAL EFFICACY & BLEEDING RISKS FOR ALL NOACs 
(Mod_8) 


Create range name Mod_8 (binary variable taking values 0 or 1) 
This is implemented by the formula changes shown above for Mod_5. 
 
9. AGE/SEX/EVENT POPULATION WEIGHTED AVERAGE RESULTS 
This modification to the company model requires use of a new VBA macro GetICER  
(activated by pressing Ctrl+Shift+I). The calculations are carried out in a new worksheet 
(ByAge) which is included in the ERG modified version of the model, together with the new 
macro code. 
On Sheet ‘Population’,  
Set the value of cell F4 = 0 (default value when macro is not active) 


Modify formula in cell F7 as follows: 
=IF(F4=1,ByAge!C2,0.342) 


Modify formula in cell F13 as follows: 
=IF(F4=1,ByAge!B2,0.5871) 


Modify formula in cell F19 as follows: 
=IF(F4=1,ByAge!A2,56.9) 
On Sheet ‘Markov Apixaban’,  


Modify formula in cell BY33 as follows: 
=(AVERAGE(CD32:CD33)*timeDaysinCycle/timeDaysInYear) 


Copy formula in cell BY33 to range BY34:BY292 
Modify formula in cell BY295 as follows: 


=SUMIFS(BY32:BY292,$E$32:$E$292,"<="&timeHorizon,$E$32:$E$292,">"&0) 
Modify formula in cell BY331 as follows: 
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=(AVERAGE(CD330:CD331)*timeDaysinCycle/timeDaysInYear) 
Copy formula in cell BY331 to range BY332:BY590 
Modify formula in cell BY592 as follows: 


=SUMIFS(BY330:BY590,$E$32:$E$292,"<="&timeHorizon,$E$32:$E$292,">"&0) 
On Sheet ‘Markov Comp2’,  
Repeat the same amendments as shown above for 
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Apixaban for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep vein 
thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism [ID726] 


BMS/Pfizer Response to ERG report 
14th January 2015 


 
BMS and Pfizer would like to thank NICE for the opportunity to review the Evidence Review Group (ERG) 
report from Liverpool Review and Implementation Group (LRIG) for apixaban for the treatment and 
prevention of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and/or pulmonary embolism (PE). We welcome the fact the ERG 
has acknowledged that apixaban is a clinically effective therapy in the treatment period, and that the 
indirect evidence from the treatment network meta-analysis (NMA) can be considered reliable. However, we 
are disappointed that their conclusions do not acknowledge the bleeding advantages of apixaban in the 
treatment and prevention periods and by their failure to accept the long term clinical benefit of apixaban 
based on the prevention period NMA.   
 
We believe the robust AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials have demonstrated the clinical benefit of apixaban 
for long term anticoagulation use. This evidence is consistent with that available for other novel oral anti-
coagulants (NOACs) accepted by NICE for this indication. In terms of the evidence supporting the long term 
benefits of apixaban we accept that there is uncertainty associated with the prevention period NMA. 
However, we would suggest that we have included the best available evidence, extensively tested for 
inconsistency and/or heterogeneity across trials and presented numerous sensitivity analyses in order to 
produce the most plausible estimates of treatment effect.  Moreover, we would like to take this opportunity 
to raise our concerns regarding the alternative approaches (vague prior and Poisson) proposed by the ERG in 
their new set of analyses, which we believe are not appropriate or consistent with methods described in the 
NICE Decision Support Unit (DSU) Technical Support Documents (TSDs). Therefore, we continue to believe 
that the prevention NMA in our submission provides the most reliable estimate of the true treatment effect 
of anticoagulants despite the limitations in the evidence base.  
 
We are also disappointed that the ERG has failed to review the ‘secondary analyses’ of the AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFY-EXT trials, which contained post-hoc analyses from the apixaban trials to support the economic 
model. These data, along with the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT clinical study reports (CSRs), were provided to 
the ERG with the submission and we believe should have been sufficient to validate the economic model 
without the need of additional analyses of the apixaban trials requested by the ERG. Failing to review these 
documents has led to a misunderstanding of the modelling approach which we attempted to avoid by 
offering on a number of occasions to engage further with the ERG during the clarification process. We 
believe this raises significant concerns and casts doubt over the ERG conclusions regarding the economic 
model, given that we do not believe there are any fundamental errors contained within the model. Despite 
confirmation from NICE that the ERG intends to review the secondary analyses ahead of the Appraisal 
Committee meeting, we believe this is insufficient to rectify this oversight by the ERG or the conclusions 
contained within the ERG report. 
 
The modelling approach is based upon that used in the NICE rivaroxaban appraisals and is also similar to the 
approach used in the dabigatran appraisal (TA327) which have previously been accepted by NICE as 
appropriate. We are therefore surprised that the ERG has called into question the validity of the model for 
this appraisal.  Furthermore, we are concerned that this will lead to alternative recommendations for 
apixaban compared to the other two NOACs (rivaroxaban and dabigatran). This is despite the comparative 
efficacy and price of NOACs and the evidence provided in the treatment and prevention NMAs to suggest 
apixaban offers patients and clinicians a treatment option with a more favourable bleeding profile.  
 
We would ask the Appraisal Committee to consider these issues in its deliberations. BMS/Pfizer continue to 
believe the model results represent a credible and robust estimation of apixaban’s cost-effectiveness 
compared to the other anticoagulants considered.    







 
Factual inaccuracies – summary 
 
We have identified a number of factual inaccuracies contained within the ERG report with regards to the 
interpretation of the evidence presented in the manufacturer’s submission (MS). We would highlight the 
following three major themes based largely on the misinterpretation of the evidence presented in the MS 
which we discuss in more detail below: 
 
1. The results of the AMPLIFY-EXT trial are generalisable to the VTE population requiring long-term 


anticoagulation in England and Wales and apixaban’s long term benefit should be clarified in the ERG 
report  
1.1 Apixaban provides a novel treatment for patients who require long term anticoagulation and 


apixaban 2.5 mg BD is the only treatment which has demonstrated both superior efficacy to, and 
most importantly, a similar bleeding profile to placebo. 


1.2 The evidence from AMPLIFY-EXT is clinically relevant to the broad population requiring long term 
anticoagulation identified in the scope for this appraisal. This is consistent with evidence accepted in 
TA261, TA287 and TA327 to support long term anticoagulation for rivaroxaban and dabigatran. 


1.3 AMPLIFY-EXT is generalisable to clinical practice in England and Wales. Patients were included on the 
basis of prior risk factors for VTE recurrence and these are readily identifiable in clinical practice. 


1.4 The concept of clinical equipoise explored in the AMPLIFY-EXT publication is consistent with the 
published NICE Guidelines (CG144) that state a patient with an unprovoked PE should be offered a 
VKA beyond 3 months, taking into account the patient’s risk of VTE recurrence and whether they are 
at increased risk of bleeding.  
 


2. The prevention period NMA provides a reliable estimation of the treatment effect , we undertook 
extensive testing and scenario analyses which had negligible impact on cost effectiveness results, 
which has not been highlighted in the ERG report 
2.1 The prevention period NMA includes the best available evidence and produces the most plausible 


estimates of treatment effect. Extensive sensitivity analyses were undertaken to explore the 
uncertainty but none substantially change the conclusion of the economic model results.  


2.2 The prevention period NMA’s methods and results are largely consistent with the recent peer 
reviewed publication by independent Canadian researchers published in the British Medical Journal 
(Castellucci et al 2013).  


2.3 The treatment effects from indirect comparison of other NOACs (rivaroxaban and dabigatran) 
accepted by NICE in TA327 are similar to those presented in our submission. 


2.4 Alternative methods proposed by the ERG have not previously been tested in this disease area and 
should be interpreted with caution. 
  


3. The economic model is a reliable estimate of apixaban’s cost-effectiveness, and the results generated 
can be considered robust for NICE Appraisal Committee’s decision making 
3.1 The ERG has misinterpreted assumptions in our model leading to incorrect identification of errors, 


specifically treatment discontinuation and all-cause mortality.  
3.2 Failure by the ERG to review important ‘secondary analyses’ of the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 


that support the clinical evidence and assumptions used in the economic model has led to concerns 
regarding the original evidence and/or the analytic methods. If this data had been taken into 
consideration during the modelling review then this may have avoided the ERG unnecessarily calling 
into question the reliability of the model. 


3.3 Despite the changes/criticisms made by the ERG the resultant ICERs have not changed the 
conclusion that apixaban is a cost-effectiveness treatment option for the treatment and prevention 
of DVT and/or PE.  


 







In conclusion, apixaban represents a cost-effective option compared to the standard of care 
(LMWH/warfarin), and other available oral anticoagulants rivaroxaban and dabigatran, for the treatment 
and long-term prevention of DVT and/or PE. Based on the evidence that we submitted, BMS/Pfizer believe 
that apixaban should be recommended in line with other NOACs for the treatment and prevention of DVT 
and/or PE. 
 
 The following sections provide further details on these key points for consideration. 
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Major factual inaccuracies regarding the ERG report 


Issue 1  The results of the AMPLIFY-EXT trial are generalisable to the VTE population requiring long-term anticoagulation in 
England and Wales and the long term benefit should be clarified in the ERG report 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment ERG Response 


 


No evidence in patients for 
whom long term 
anticoagulation is required  


In; Section 3.1, para 1, pg. 25 
‘the ERG considers that the 
results of the AMPLIFY-EXT trial 
are only relevant to one of the 
subgroups of patients identified 
in the NICE scope i.e., to 
patients for whom the risks and 
benefits of extended 
anticoagulation are uncertain. 
The extent to which the results 
of the AMPLIFY-EXT trial are 
directly applicable to patients 
who definitely require extended 
anticoagulation treatment is not 
discussed in the CS.’ Similar 
points are made in Section 1.4, 
pg.9 and Section 8.1.1, pg.134. 


Later, in section 3.6, pg. 30, the 
ERG notes that there is no data 
available to support the clinical 
effectiveness of long term or 
lifelong treatment with apixaban.  


 We disagree with this 


It should be clarified 
that apixaban provides 
a novel treatment for 
patients who require 
long term 
anticoagulation and 
apixaban 2.5 mg BD is 
the only treatment 
which has 
demonstrated both 
superior efficacy to 
placebo and most 
importantly a similar 
bleeding profile to 
placebo. 


We would ask that the 
ERG conclusions in 
Section 8.2.1 are 
reflected in the Section 
1 (Summary) regarding 
that “if patients in this 
subgroup are truly 
representative of 
patients who whom the 
benefits of long term 
treatment could be 
considered to be 


We believe that the evidence from AMPLIFY-EXT is 
clinically relevant to the broad population identified in 
the scope for this appraisal requiring long term 
anticoagulation. The ERG report states that there is 
no evidence to support the clinical effectiveness of 
long term treatment, however we believe that 
AMPLIFY-EXT does provide appropriate evidence. 
This is consistent with evidence accepted in TA261


1
, 


TA287
2
 and TA327


3
 to support long term 


anticoagulation with rivaroxaban and dabigatran.  


At the time AMPLIFY-EXT was initiated, it was 
observed in individuals who completed 6 to 12 
months of standard anticoagulation therapy for a DVT 
or PE, that a risk of recurrent VTE remained even 
after the initial 6-12 months of treatment ended 
(~3%/year over 10 years).  No anticoagulant was 
approved for the extended treatment of a DVT and/or 
PE at the time and so AMPLIFY-EXT was designed 
as a placebo-controlled trial to fully evaluate both 
safety and efficacy of prolonged anticoagulation. 


Greater than 90% of the study population in 
AMPLIFY-EXT consisted of patients with an index 
VTE that was unprovoked (93.2% for apixaban 2.5 
mg and 91.1% for placebo), and the remaining study 
patients consisted of those with a provoked index 
VTE event who also had an additional risk for 
recurrence. It is generally acknowledged that the 


This is not a factual error 


The ERG agrees that the data from the 
AMPLIFY-EXT trial demonstrated clinical 
benefit compared to placebo in patients for 
whom the risks and benefit of continued 
anticoagulation are uncertain (clinical 
equipoise).   


The AMPLIFY-EXT trial did not include patients 
for whom extended treatment with 
anticoagulants was clearly appropriate.  


The ERG is uncertain as to whether the two 
patient populations can be considered to be the 
same. 


The question of long-term treatment depends 
on what is considered long term.  The ERG 
notes that CG144 states that a clinical trial with 
5-year follow-up is needed in order to 
determine the long-term risks and benefits of 
anticoagulation treatment for VTE.  


In the AMPLIFY-EXT trial, treatment was given 
for 12 months (following pre-treatment of 6 to 
12 months). This is similar to the other EXT 
trials for the other NOACs, rivaroxaban and 
dabigatran. There are no data available for 
treatment beyond this duration. 
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assessment of the 
AMPLIFY-EXT trial and 
with the ERGs assertion 
that the data from the trial 
does not support the 
clinical effectiveness of 
long term treatment with 
apixaban.  


 


uncertain, then the 
results of AMPLIFY-
EXT trial demonstrate 
that, over a 12 month 
period, treatment with 
apixaban compared to 
placebo/no treatment is 
clinically effective.”  


patients with thromboembolic events of unknown 
origin have a more than two–fold rate of recurrent 
VTE in comparison to patients who thrombosis is 
based on transient risk factors


4
.   


Therefore, the AMPLIFY-EXT study included patients 
at high risk for VTE recurrence and who would have 
definitely required extended anticoagulation treatment 
beyond their initial 6-12 months of anticoagulation 
treatment just simply on the basis of risk for 
recurrence alone. The reason why these patients 
were entered into a placebo-controlled trial ( 
AMPLIFY-EXT) is because the treating physicians 
were not certain whether the risk of bleeding with 
conventional therapy (i.e. vitamin K antagonists 
[VKA]) would be worth the potential benefit of 
extended anticoagulation compared to no treatment.  
The benefit-risk ratio with extended VKA treatment 
varies among patients with regard to bleeding risk, 
reliance on INR monitoring, and maintaining 
consistent anticoagulation due to the multiple drug-
drug and drug-food interactions known to affect VKA 
therapy.  Therefore, the risk of bleeding with extended 
VKA therapy could outweigh the potential benefit in 
preventing recurrent VTE once the patient had 
reached equipoise. The results of AMPLIFY-EXT 
show unequivocally that the potential benefit of 
reducing the risk of recurrent VTE with extended 
treatment with apixaban 2.5 mg twice daily for 12 
months beyond the initial 6 to 12 months of therapy 
for the acute VTE event outweighs the potential risk 
of bleeding (and particularly major bleeding) with 
apixaban which was found to be no greater than that 
with placebo. 


No amendment is required. 


 


 


Generalisability of the clinical 
equipoise population to UK 
VTE population  


In section 3.1, para 3, pg. 25, 


We believe that 
population in 
AMPLIFY-EXT is 
generalisable to a 


Patients were included in AMPLIFY-EXT on the basis 
of prior risk factors for VTE recurrence and these are 
readily identifiable in clinical practice. For this reason 
we believe that AMPLIFY-EXT is generalisable to 


This is a matter of opinion and not a factual 
error.   


The ERG report states that the patient 
population in the AMPLIFY-EXT trial may not 
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the ERG state that no definition 
of clinical equipoise is described 
in the published paper for 
AMPLIFY-EXT or in the CS. The 
ERG is concerned that the 
patient population in the 
AMPLIFY-EXT trial may not be 
easily identifiable in clinical 
practice in England and Wales. 
A similar point is made in 
Section 8.1.1, pg.135. 


 


 We believe the trial 
population of AMPLIFY-
EXT does represent a 
clinically relevant 
population within England 
and Wales.  


 


clinical population in 
England and Wales 
and this should be 
clarified in the ERG 
report.  


 


clinical practice in England and Wales.   


In the absence of a universally accepted explicit 
definition of clinical equipoise, the NICE guidelines 
advise that a VKA should only be extended if the risk 
of recurrence is high and there is no additional risk of 
major bleeding. However, all patients receiving an 
anticoagulant are at risk of a bleed and there is no 
unified algorithm in clinical practice to determine a 
patient’s risk of a bleed; the assessment of clinical 
equipoise is left to the treating physician.  


To this point, the NICE Guidelines also state that a 
patient with an unprovoked PE should be offered a 
VKA beyond 3 months taking into account the 
patient’s risk of VTE recurrence and whether they are 
at increased risk of bleeding – this is consistent with 
the concept of clinical equipoise studied in AMPLIFY-
EXT.  


Furthermore, both RE-SONATE (dabigatran) and 
EINSTEIN-EXT (rivaroxaban) studied similar 
populations to AMPLIFY-EXT and were included in 
the prevention NMA for the dabigatran STA (TA327), 
which NICE has previously accepted as evidence of 
dabigatran equivalence to rivaroxaban. 


 


 


be easily identifiable in clinical practice. This is 
consistent with clinical advice given to the 
ERG.  


The ERG agrees the population of the 
AMPLIFY-EXT trial is similar to the populations 
of the RE-SONATE (dabigatran) and 
EINSTEIN-EXT (rivaroxaban) trials that 
provided the key clinical evidence in the 
appraisals of dabigatran and rivaroxaban 
respectively. 


No amendment is required. 


 


 


 


Issue 2  The prevention period NMA provides  a reliable estimation of the treatment effect: we undertook extensive testing and 
scenario analyses which had negligible impact on cost effectiveness results, which has not been highlighted in the ERG report 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Appropriateness of the 
This section and in the 
introduction and the 


We acknowledged within the manufacturer’s 
submission (MS) that there may be uncertainty with 


This is not a factual error.  The ERG 
appreciates that the company took steps to 
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secondary prevention NMA 
submitted in the MS 


 
In section, 4.8.3, pg. 84-5, the 
ERG considers the methods used 
to combine data in the secondary 
prevention period NMA to be 
inappropriate due to the different 
lengths of treatment and stated 
follow-up times of the included 
trial.  
 
The ERG further notes that ‘the 
company discusses both of these 
sources of heterogeneity in the 
MS and explains that consultation 
with experts suggested that the 
use of different treatment periods 
and follow up times would not 
significantly impact the size of 
relative treatment effects. The 
ERG does not agree that the 
outcome data from studies 
included in the secondary 
prevention period NMA have 
been produced using sufficiently 
similar assumptions; the ERG 
considers that there are likely to 
be more events in studies with 
longer treatment periods and 
follow up times than in studies 
with shorter treatment periods 
and follow up times.  This is a 
fundamental flaw in the 
secondary prevention period 
NMA and the ERG considers that 
the efficacy (and safety) of 
apixaban versus any active 


conclusion should be 
amended to reflect the 
following: 


We would ask the ERG 
to amend the relevant 
sections in their 
summary, critique of 
our NMA and 
conclusions such that 
they acknowledge that 
the manufacturer has 
tested this important 
assumption extensively 
in sensitivity analyses 
and demonstrated that 
apixaban remains cost 
effective at an 
acceptable level. 
Therefore, the 
prevention NMA should 
not be regarding as 
‘fundamentally flawed’ 
and references to this 
should be removed. 


regards to the prevention period NMA and the 
differences in the follow up times and treatments 
periods in the trials included in the NMA resulting in 
heterogeneity in the network of evidence. However, 
the ERG has failed to acknowledge a number of 
important pieces of evidence that suggest that this 
uncertainty is not unduly biasing the relative 
treatment effects of the NMA:  


A number of tests were conducted in the MS that 
suggested that there was no evidence of statistical 
heterogeneity (pg.103-4, MS) or any statistical 
inconsistency within the network for the prevention 
NMA (pg110-111, MS). Furthermore, a number of 
sensitivity analyses were conducted to explore the 
impact of different follow ups and treatment periods 
between and across trials. ‘These analyses 
demonstrated that the base case conclusions were 
broadly consistent regardless of changes to the 
network’ and also in terms of trials with different 
follow up or treatment periods (pg.105, MS). 
 


The prevention NMAs methods and approach is 
consistent with the independent NMA approach 
published by Castellucci et al (2013) in the British 
Medical Journal (pg.82, MS). Overall, the treatment 
effects for VKA and other NOACs from this study 
conducted by Canadian researchers are broadly 
consistent with those presented in our submission.  
 
Moreover, for example, the results of the accepted 
meta-analysis conducted as part of the recent 
dabigatran submission to NICE (NICE TA327).3 
demonstrated that the relative risks of dabigatran 
versus rivaroxaban and warfarin for major bleeding 
are comparable to the estimates we included in our 
analysis. Our analysis suggests a relative risk of 
dabigatran versus rivaroxaban of 0.11 and 
dabigatran versus VKA of 0.55 (calculated by 


measure statistical heterogeneity for each 
pairwise comparison within the network, and 
statistical inconsistencies within the network; 
however, besides the results of statistical tests 
there are other important considerations when 
assessing heterogeneity. If the included 
studies are fundamentally different, as they are 
in the case of the prevention period network, 
then it is still inappropriate to perform a NMA 
despite the results of the statistical tests. 
 
Furthermore, in response to the statement that 
a “number of sensitivity analyses were 
conducted to explore the impact of different 
follow ups and treatment periods between and 
across trials”, the ERG notes that the only 
sensitivity analysis which investigated the 
effects of inherent differences between 
included trials, was the analysis that excluded 
the WODIT DVT/PE studies due to the 
significantly longer follow-up periods within 
these trials. This sensitivity analysis does not 
fully address the fact that there are important 
differences between the remaining trials in the 
network; for example, time on treatment 
ranged from 6 months (RE-SONATE) to 37.2 
months (ASPIRE) in the remaining trials. 
Therefore, the ERG remains of the opinion that 
the trials in the prevention period are not 
sufficiently comparable to be combined in a 
NMA. 
 
Although the company shows that the base 
case clinical effectiveness conclusions, and the 
cost-effectiveness conclusions are not altered 
in a number of sensitivity analyses undertaken 
by the company, none of these sensitivity 
analyses adequately address the fact that the 
studies included in the network are not 
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comparator as secondary 
prevention is not yet confirmed 
and that the results of the 
secondary prevention NMA 
analysis should be interpreted 
with caution.’ A similar point is 
made in 8.2.1, pg.136.  
 
 We believe that the 


secondary prevention NMA 
provides an appropriate 
estimation of the relative 
treatment effects of 
apixaban compared to 
other therapies. This is 
supported by the evidence 
included in the MS, which 
the ERG has not included 
nor acknowledged in their 
report  


 
  


dividing the relative risk of dabigatran by the relative 
risk of comparators). This is comparable to the 
relative risks computed in the dabigatran appraisal of 
0.19 versus rivaroxaban and 0.55 versus warfarin. 
 
The ERG is concerned that there is a fundamental 
flaw in our prevention NMA relating to the likelihood 
that there are more events in studies with longer 
treatment periods and follow up times than in studies 
with shorter treatment periods and follow up times; 
however fails to address the point around whether 
this would impact the relative treatment effect of 
therapies. 
 
Finally, whilst acknowledging that there may be 
some uncertainty with regards to the prevention 
NMA, we note that the ERG is unable to suggest an 
alternative network of evidence to reduce bias or 
uncertainty of the results. We believe that the 
prevention NMA provides a reliable estimate of the 
relative effectiveness of apixaban based on a 
published methodological approach, and is 
consistent with other published NMAs and the 
network of evidence demonstrating limited or no 
statistical heterogeneity or inconsistency. 
Furthermore, the results of the NMA remain largely 
consistent despite thorough sensitivity testing. It 
should be noted that the sensitivity analyses were 
tested in the economic model and these did not 
change the overall conclusion that apixaban remains 
cost effective option at acceptable levels. 


comparable.  


No amendment is required 


 
Appropriateness of the 
continuity corrections used in 
the treatment and prevention 
NMA 
 
In addition, in Section 4.8.3, 
pg.85, para 4-5 the ERG has 


The methodology we 
have utilised should be 
acknowledged as an 
appropriate method for 
handling zero events as 
recommended in NICE 
TSDs. 


The NMA method we have employed in our analysis 
is appropriate and is a recognised approach for 
handling zero events, as stated in NICE technical 
support document (TSD) 2, when the networks are 
sparse and some treatment links are only informed 
by one trial.


5
 We did add continuity corrections 


where the analyses would not converge in the base 


This is not a factual error. The ERG’s 
comments relate to the robustness of the 
results obtained from the prevention NMA, not 
the appropriateness of the methodology used.  
 
The ERG acknowledges that the continuity 
correction method is appropriate for handling 
zero events. However, the ERG raises 
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concerns about the methodology 
used for the initial and secondary 
prevention period NMA. The 
company applied continuity 
correction factors for instance of 
zero events for certain outcomes. 
This led to high estimates of RRs 
for some comparisons, which in 
turn were used in the economic 
model and so affected the size of 
the ICERs. A similar point is 
made in 8.2.1, pg.136.  
 


 The continuity correction 
used in the submitted 
treatment and prevention 
NMAs are appropriate 
methods recommended in 
the NICE TSD documents. 
There are limitations with 
the ERG-preferred NMA 
that should be highlighted.  


We believe the ERG 
should acknowledge 
the limitations of the 
alternative vague prior 
NMA approach 
favoured by the ERG. 


 


 


case due to the zero events. 


We note the ERG preference for the alternative 
vague prior however they fail to note the strong 
assumptions required for this distribution to be valid. 
The NICE decision support unit (DSU) TSD 2 
outlines this as a “last resort” approach to the issue 
of zero events in the NMA of binary outcomes. This 
is unlikely to be an appropriate method for every 
outcome or every treatment comparison when there 
is sufficient evidence in the network available and no 
zero events. We believe the ERG should be 
transparent in noting the limitations of this approach 
both in the main body of their report and in their 
summary of our evidence.  
 
On pg.85 of the ERG report, the ERG provides an 
example to illustrate their concerns with our 
approach specifically related to the major bleeding 
estimate of apixaban versus rivaroxaban. In this 
example, the rate for rivaroxaban is a product of a 
zero event in the placebo arm (0/590) compared to 
four events in the rivaroxaban arm (4/598) of 
EINSTEIN-EXT. This has resulted in an uncertain 
estimate of effect for rivaroxaban for major bleeding 
in the prevention period, which has been noted 
previously by Castellucci et al. Please note that in 
our submission, we identified this as an area of 
uncertainty in the prevention NMA network and took 
steps to try and reduce this by searching the 
published literature to identify alternative data 
sources but unfortunately none were available. That 
said we would like to point out that rivaroxaban does 
not form a ‘loop’ of evidence within the network, and 
as a consequence this uncertainty in terms of 
treatment effect will not unduly affect the other 
treatments in the network of evidence for major 
bleeding. 
 


concerns about an implausibly large treatment 
effect estimated by the company’s analysis, 
and for this reason the ERG asked for 
alternative analyses to be undertaken to 
investigate the robustness of the company 
methodology. 
 
Despite the fact that the company identified the 
area of uncertainty in the estimate of apixaban 
versus rivaroxaban in terms of major bleeding, 
this does not give an idea of how this effect 
estimate may vary when using alternative 
methodology. For this reason, the ERG 
requested the analysis using the vague prior. 
 
The company’s original analysis uses fixed trial 
effects in combination with random treatment 
effects, whereas the ERG requested analysis 
uses random trial effects in combination with 
fixed treatment effects. The justification for the 
ERG requested methodology is that the 
prevention period network is very sparse with 
evidence for some treatments being provided 
by one trial only. Effectively, this means that 
two parameters (the trial effect and the mean 
treatment effect for the “unique” treatment) 
have to be estimated solely from the two 
counts from the trial. The treatment effect for 
the unique treatment is then entirely driven by 
its relative difference in relation to the other 
treatment and the absolute count is effectively 
irrelevant. If instead a random trial effect is 
adopted then the absolute level of the count for 
the unique treatment is used within the 
estimate (and the relative difference is still 
used).  
 
The company states that the ERG requested 
analysis “is unlikely to be an appropriate 
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Overall, we believe the continuity correction 
methodology utilised in the treatment and prevention 
NMAs is an appropriate and validated approach 
which has previously been accepted by NICE and 
the DSU. Accordingly, the results we have produced 
in our treatment and prevention NMAs are robust 
and credible. 


method for every outcome or every treatment 
comparison when there is sufficient evidence in 
the network available and no zero events”.  
The ERG is of the opinion that whilst the issue 
of not considering the absolute difference 
becomes more acute when there are zero 
counts, it is always questionable to use fixed 
trial effects when there are treatments that 
occur only in a single trial. 
 
For the reasons above, the ERG believes that 
their requested analyses using a vague prior 
were an appropriate alternative analysis to 
investigate the robustness of the results from 
the company’s original analysis. The ERG 
would like to highlight that results from network 
meta-analyses are often sensitive to the choice 
of analysis method, and it is very difficult to 
assess the appropriateness of either random or 
fixed effects to fit the data set in question. 
Therefore, it is a sensible approach to 
investigate an alternative methodology in 
situations where implausibly large treatment 
effects have been estimated. 


Appropriateness of the 
alternative ERG NMA derived 
using a Poisson assumption  
 
The ERG note in Section 5.5.7, 
pg.117 that they carried out two 
additional analyses using a 
Poisson assumption relating risk 
to the time of follow up exposure, 
using Bayesian and non-
Bayesian methods, which are 
highlighted in Appendix 7.  
 
 It should be noted in the 


ERG that the NMA derived 


In the main body of 
their report and 
appendix 7, we would 
ask the ERG to 
highlight the strong 
assumptions required 
regarding the use of a 
Poisson distribution to 
be justified within their 
report. Furthermore, we 
note that ERG has not 
tested this assumption 
and this should be 
flagged as a limitation 


NICE DSU TSD2 states that “a key assumption of 
the Poisson model is that in each arm of each trial 
the hazard is constant over the follow-up period. This 
can only be the case in homogeneous populations 
where all patients have the same hazard rate. In 
populations with constant but heterogeneous rates, 
the average hazard must necessarily decrease over 
time, as those with higher hazard rates tend to reach 
their end-points earlier and exit from the risk set”. As 
suggested by expert opinion consulted and noted in 
the ERG conclusion (section 8.2.1, pg.136), the 
events of interest were assumed to occur in higher 
frequency early on (i.e. hazards of treatment arms 
will not be constant over the treatment and follow up 
periods). 


This is not a factual error. The alternative 
Poisson model approach is appropriate in 
situations where the risk of events is 
approximately proportional to the exposure 
time, and is therefore a natural basis for 
assessing most outcome measures.  By 
contrast comparisons which make no 
adjustment for different durations of follow-up 
implicitly make the very strong assumption that 
all risk is confined to the follow-up period of the 
shortest trial, and that no further risk exists 
from extended exposure to any other 
treatment.  The ERG considers this to be an 
unreasonable basis for comparison. 
No amendment is required. 
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using a Poisson 
assumptions requires 
strong assumptions that 
may not necessarily be 
valid with regards to the 
disease area and calls into 
question the validity of 
their results 


of their approach. We 
would suggest that 
these analyses should 
be reviewed with 
caution. For this reason 
we continue to believe 
the submitted 
prevention NMA 
remains the most 
credible estimate of 
treatment effects. 


In addition, we note that the use of the Poisson 
distribution requires the calculation of hazard rates 
using an appropriate measure of follow up for each 
study. It would have been difficult to identify which 
time point would be used for each study (inconsistent 
reporting of follow up- mean, median etc.) and the 
calculation of the hazard rates would also require a 
number of assumptions. The assumptions and 
methods used by the ERG are not clear on this point 
and should be clarified to ensure the reliability of the 
estimates produced.  


Issue 3  The economic model is a reliable estimate of apixaban’s cost-effectiveness, and the result generated by it can be 
considered robust for NICE Appraisal Committee’s decisions 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 
trial secondary analyses to 
support the economic model 
 
In section 1.6 (para. 3, pg. 11) and 
section 5.5.8 (para. 1, pg. 117) the 
ERG suggests that “The 
submitted model uses parameter 
values derived from the AMPLIFY 
and AMPLIFYEXT clinical trials to 
represent the various AEs 
suffered by VTE patients during 
the trial follow-up periods (i.e. 
recurrent VTE events, VTE related 
fatality, death from other causes, 
major bleeding events, CRNM 
events, IC bleeding, CTPH and 


The statement that any 
supporting information 
was not provided and 
should be deleted. 


When we submitted on the 13
th
 October 2014 we 


included in the reference pack ‘secondary analyses’ of 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT, which included analyses 
that were undertaken to support the development of 
the economic model. Specifically, this contained the 
event rates and risks per model cycle including 
outcomes such as VTE and VTE related death and 
major bleeding.  


This document may have addressed the concerns 
regarding the original evidence and/or the analytic 
methods used to generate the clinical (model) 
parameters. Consequently, if this data had been taken 
into consideration in the modelling review then this 
may have avoided the ERG unnecessarily calling into 
question the reliability of the model.  


 


The ERG accepts that the secondary 
analyses were missed and the text in the 
ERG report will be amended accordingly. 


However the secondary analyses did not 
include the ERG’s requested information 
concerning the time-to-event variables 
analysis, where the secondary analyses 
provided only the same parameter values 
included in the model without any supporting 
trial data. 
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PTS), as well as treatment 
duration. 
The sources for these model 
parameters are described in the 
model as “AMPLIFY/AMPLIFY-
EXT secondary analysis” but 
without any supporting information 
describing the original evidence or 
the analytic methods used to 
generate the values used.”  
 
 These documents were 


provided in the reference 
pack along with the 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 
CSRs 


 


Incorrect identification of an 
error in the time to treatment 
discontinuation used in the 
model  
 
In section 5.58 (para. 4, pg. 118) 
the ERG suggests that “The rate 
of discontinuation of treatment in 
the two 3-month cycles of the 
model has been estimated as 
though the duration of the trial 
was 12 months, rather than the 
true duration of 6 months. As a 
consequence, the calculated rate 
used in the model is only half the 
true rate of discontinuation.” This 
is also referred to in other 
sections: Section 1.6, para 2, Pg. 
8; Section 1.6, para 3, pg. 11; and 
Section 5.5.8, para 5-6, pg. 118. 
 
 This statement is an 


The ERG found no 
error in the calculation 
of parameters; rather 
they misinterpreted 
assumptions used in 
the model. The ERG’s 
incorrect suggestion 
concerning an error in 
the rate of 
discontinuation in the 
model should be 
deleted. 


The ERG suggestion that applied discontinuation rates 
in the model contain an error is incorrect. Instead, the 
ERG appears to have misunderstood the definition of 
‘other’ treatment discontinuation used in the model.   


In the model, the rates were not estimated over a 12 
month period, rather a 6 month period. Treatment 
discontinuation was modelled as a result of bleeding 
events or as a result of adverse events unrelated to 
bleeding and VTE events. Discontinuation due to 
withdrawal of consent, loss of follow-up, administrative 
reasons, subject to no longer meeting study inclusion 
criteria or other reasons were not included in the 
discontinuation rates due to: 


 These reasons not being incrementally 
different between the treatments 


 These reasons not reflecting reasons of 
discontinuation in the real-world 


 Maintaining conservatism in the model as 


The ERG accepts that the disparity between 
the Kaplan-Meier (K-M) time to 
discontinuation data and the model 
estimates is not attributable to the 
calculation of model parameters.  However, 
closer comparison of the K-M data and the 
model trace results at 90 days confirms the 
existence of important discrepancies. 


Section 5.5.8 of the ERG report will be 
amended to read: 


Time to treatment discontinuation 


The ERG’s comparison of the time to 
treatment discontinuation results from the 
AMPLIFY trial with the corresponding 
Markov trace model results has revealed 
important discrepancies. After 90 days 
treatment 8.7% of apixaban patients had 
discontinued treatment, whereas the 
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incorrect interpretation of 
the time to event data 
provided to the ERG to 
validate the model  


 
Reliability of the model and the 
cost effectiveness results  
 
Based on the apparent error 
highlighted above, in section 5.58 
(para, 5, pg. 118) the ERG 
questions the validity of the 
economic model and notes that 
“This finding confirms the ERG 
belief that all similar model 
parameters should be 
independently validated against 
the original trial data. Without 
access to the requested K-M 
analyses, it is not possible for the 
ERG to determine whether or not 
this calculation error has been 
repeated across the whole range 
of time-to-event model variables, 
rendering the calculated ICERs 
wholly unreliable” 
 
 ERG has found no error in 


the calculation of 
parameters; rather they 
have misinterpreted 
assumptions used in the 
model and therefore the 
model results can be 
regarded as reliable 
estimates of the cost-
effectiveness of apixaban 


 


higher discontinuation rates benefit apixaban 


Discontinuation due to adverse events excluding 
bleeding and VTE was used as adverse events can 
vary between treatments causing incremental 
differences. 


Furthermore as demonstrated in scenario analysis 
setting treatment discontinuation to 0 (MS, pg.212, 
215, 218) resulted in higher ICERs for apixaban. 
Therefore, it is evident that higher discontinuation rates 
benefit apixaban versus LMWH/VKA regimens, 
suggesting that the assumption used is conservative.  


Use of lower discontinuation rates is consistent with 
approaches used in TA261


2
 and TA287


3
 which chose 


lower discontinuation rates from their review for the 
long-term period for conservatism. The rate of other 
treatment discontinuation included in the submission 
for the LMWH/VKA arm of 0.0521 per 6 months is 
comparable to the risk used in TA261,


1
 TA287,


2
 and 


published evaluations of rivaroxaban
6
, which was 


0.019 and 0.0213 for DVT and PE patients respectively 
per 3 month cycle base (converted to 6-month event 
rate of 0.038 and 0.043 respectively). We therefore find 
that discontinuation rates have not been 
underestimated in the model. However, as noted in the 
submission, we find treatment discontinuation of 
anticoagulants over time to be a parameter of 
uncertainty, therefore conservative estimates were 
used and extensive scenario analysis was conducted 
in the submission. Please note that had all cause 
discontinuation been included in the model, results 
produced would have been much more favourable for 
apixaban.  


In addition predictive validation in the MS (pg.189-190) 
showed that the model replicated AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFY-EXT with some deviations in all-cause 
mortality and treatment discontinuation which were 
justified and found to be unfavourable to apixaban. 


company model indicates only 7.7% 
discontinuations. For patients assigned to 
conventional therapy the trial data show 
9.8% of patients had stopped treatment 
compared to 13.0% estimated by the model. 


This finding confirms the ERG belief that 
all similar model parameters should be 
independently validated against the 
original trial data. Without access to the 
requested K-M analyses, it is not possible 
for the ERG to determine whether or not 
similar discrepancies are present in other 
time-to-event model variables, which may 
render the calculated ICERs unreliable. 
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“When evaluating all-cause mortality excluding events 
modelled in AMPLIFY, apixaban had a benefit vs. VKA 
in the trial beyond the mortality benefit observed due to 
reduction in VTE and bleeding events. This is not 
included when assuming the same background 
mortality resulting in a less favourable but conservative 
model prediction for apixaban. Treatment 
discontinuation reported in the model was that related 
to discontinuation due to non-IC major bleeds and 
discontinuation unrelated to the events modelled. The 
lower number of discontinuations observed can be 
attributed to patients discontinuing treatment on the 
occurrence of VTE or CRNM bleeds in the trial, 
whereas in the model we allowed for these patients to 
remain on treatment.”  
 
 In addition we note that the predictive validation 
included numbers from AMPLIFY to denote treatment 
discontinuation from adverse events, which could have 
been cross-referenced back to Table 2 in the AMPLIFY 
publication,


7
 highlighting the definition used for 


treatment discontinuation. The ERG however did not 
seek any clarifications on this matter. 
 
Therefore, the model provides an accurate and correct 
estimation of the cost effectiveness of apixaban. 
Furthermore, the predictive validation of the model, 
demonstrated that the calculated ICERs represent a 
conservative estimation of the cost effectiveness of 
apixaban compared to LWMH/VKA. 


 


Incorrect calibration of all-
cause mortality from AMPLIFY 
trial by the ERG 
 
In section 5.5.8 (paragraph 3, 
page 119) the ERG suggests that 
“The company’s base-case short-


We believe that the 
approach that we have 
taken in appropriate 
and that there is no 
error in the all-cause 
mortality in the model 


The ERG’s analysis is flawed with respect to several 
key aspects: 


 Use of an exponential function to model all-
cause mortality, assuming a constant risk of 
death over time 


This is not a factual error.  
 
The ERG has carried out an exploratory 
analysis of the AMPLIFY trial results in order 
to assess the degree of correspondence 
between the submitted model and the data 
from which it was calibrated – a standard 
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term model results indicate an 
undiscounted survival advantage 
for apixaban of only 15.6 days, 
suggesting that the submitted 
model is incorrectly calibrated 
from the AMPLIFY trial data” 
using the area under the curve 
method of a 2-phase survival 
model fitted by the ERG as 
evidence 
 
 This statement is factually 


inaccurate as the ERG’s 
analysis has limitations and 
cannot be used to assess 
mortality benefit. The model 
has not been incorrectly 
calibrated to AMPLIFY trial 
data. 


 


and we ask that this is 
acknowledged in the 
ERG report.   


We would suggest that 
the section in the ERG 
report titled “Time to 
death from any cause” 
should be amended as 
the ERG evidence 
provided suffers from 
lack of validity as well 
as being inconsistent 
with the methods 
described in the 
published NICE 
methods guidance. We 
would also ask that the 
section be amended to 
reflect the limitations 
associated with the 
ERG’s analysis, rather 
than refer to it as a 
gold standard. 


 Lack of compliance with published NICE 
methods guidance in terms of internal and 
external validity 


 Extrapolation based on less than 2% of the 
modelled population dying 


 Incorrect comparison of all-cause mortality in 
the DVT population to all-cause mortality in the 
overall VTE population   


These issues are further expanded in the sections 
below.  


The ERG’s analysis suffers from lack of internal and 
external validity and does not follow NICE methods 
guidance as they have not assessed the validity of 
their approach in relation to historical cohort datasets 
and/or clinical trials.


8
  NICE suggests that: 


 “The external validity of the extrapolation should be 
assessed by considering both clinical and biological 
plausibility of the inferred outcome as well as its 
coherence with external data sources such as 
historical cohort data sets or other relevant clinical 
trials.”


8
 


The ERG has provided external data sources 
surrounding the patterns of all-cause mortality in their 
report to criticise lack of accumulation of history of 
recurrent VTE, rather than validate their findings. We 
therefore refer to section 5.5.2 of the ERG report which 
provides evidence that the risk of mortality in patients 
with VTE increases over time, at odds to the 
distribution used by the ERG to extrapolate long-term 
mortality which assumes a constant risk.  


Furthermore, the ERG’s analysis suffers from lack of 
incorporation of time-varying effects as their analysis 
uses a constant risk without accounting for ageing. The 
ERG has extrapolated all-cause mortality based on 
less than 2% of the population in AMPLIFY


7
 dying 


approach to validating the reliability of any 
decision model.  The methods used for this 
analysis have been used previously on 
multiple occasions in NICE appraisals and 
accepted by Appraisal Committees.  
 
Where the methods used by the ERG do not 
correspond with those contained in a 
Decision Support Unit document this simply 
reflects the fact that there are a variety of 
academic opinions on most of the issues 
considered by the DSU. It should be noted 
that DSU reports always contain the 
following statement 
“Please be aware that whilst the DSU is 
funded by NICE, these documents do not 
constitute formal NICE guidance or policy.” 
 
It should also be noted that the method used 
by the ERG for estimating survival gain in 
the AMPLIFY trial is independent of the 
selection of any specific parametric 
projective function, since the only 
requirement is that when time-shifted the 
long-term portions of the two survival curves 
converge to follow the same trend and that 
there is clinical reason to believe that the 
long-term experience of surviving patients in 
both arms of the trial would be similar if they 
continue thereafter to receive similar 
treatment. 
 
No amendment is required. 
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rendering their estimates highly uncertain. 


The published NICE methods guide also states:   


“Internal validity should be explored and when 
statistical measures are used to assess the internal 
validity of alternative models of extrapolation based on 
their relative fit to the observed trial data, the limitations 
of these statistical measures should be documented”.


8 
 


The ERG has not presented any details of alternative 
statistical distribution or outputs of their analysis. We 
have therefore been unable to exactly replicate their 
analysis. However, based on the graphs presented in 
Figure 9 of the ERG report it would appear that the 
annual rate of mortality post 46 days would be 
approximately 0.03 annually. This suggests that using 
the ERG’s analysis that the annual mortality rate of 
patients with VTE at the age of 76 and above is lower 
than that of the general population (e.g. mortality rate 
for general population aged 80 is 0.05).


3
  


Finally the ERG compares all-cause mortality figures 
from the DVT population to the overall VTE population 
which is not appropriate and is flawed. 


Overall, we agree with the ERG that mortality benefit 
has been conservatively underestimated in our model 
as acknowledged in the predictive validation (MS 
pg.189-190): 


“When evaluating all-cause mortality excluding events 
modelled in AMPLIFY, apixaban had a benefit vs. VKA 
in the trial beyond the mortality benefit observed due to 
reduction in VTE and bleeding events. This is not 
included when assuming the same background 
mortality resulting in a less favourable but conservative 
model prediction for apixaban.” 


That said, had the ERG’s estimate of all-cause 
mortality been incorporated into the model as an 
alternative scenario, results produced would have been 
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even more favourable for apixaban as demonstrated 
by the scenario analysis setting other cause mortality 
rates to be equal to the general population as used in 
TA261,


1
 TA287


2
 and TA327,


3
 a scenario that 


highlighted more favourable ICERs for apixaban (MS, 
pg.212,215, 218).  


In conclusion, we do not agree with the suggested 
ERG approach as it is not appropriate for the VTE 
treatment population. We believe that our approach 
utilising conservative estimates of all-cause mortality 
have enabled a more accurate prediction of costs and 
QALYs gained albeit potentially overestimating 
mortality and the ICERs of apixaban. 


Kaplan-Meier analyses 
requested in clarification 
questions  
 
In section 1.6, para. 3, pg.11 
 
The ERG state that the company 
was asked via the clarification 
process to provide 12 K-M 
analyses. Only two analyses were 
provided to the ERG.  


We would ask that the 
wording is changed to 
reflect that BMS/Pfizer 
provide responses to 
all priority question the 
two K-M analyses.  


   


We would like to emphasise that during the clarification 
process we endeavoured to respond to all questions 
and provided the two Kaplan-Meier questions that were 
marked ‘Priority Question 27 and Priority Question 28’.  


Please note we believe that if the ‘secondary analyses’ 
had been reviewed by the ERG this would have been 
sufficient to validate the economic model without the 
need of additional analyses of the apixaban trials. 


Furthermore, during the clarification process, no 
economic questions were received despite BMS/Pfizer 
raising this issue with NICE.   


This is not a factual error. It is incorrect that 
there were no economic clarification 
questions. The ERG requested a number of 
K-M analyses as Economic Issues since 
they are needed to allow assessment of the 
company’s cost effectiveness submission. 
However, the letter that was sent from NICE 
had been modified to combine these with the 
Clinical Effectiveness questions. 


Both NICE and the ERG were expecting 
responses to all clarification questions. 


The ERG notes from the company letter 
accompanying this form indicates that the 
company had offered on a number of 
occasions to engage further with the ERG 
during the clarification process.  The ERG 
was not made aware of any such requests.   
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Further factual inaccuracies regarding the interpretation of the evidence by the ERG   


Issue 4    Evidence in provoked VTE patients   


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Evidence in provoked VTE 
patients   


The ERG notes that the 
AMPLIFY study population 
does not include patients with 
provoked VTE (with no risk 
factors for recurrence). Section 
1.4, para. 1, pg. 9 & Section 
3.1, para. 7, pg. 26 & Section 
8.1.1, para. 3. 


The ERG has some concerns 
about this assumption as no 
clinical data are available from 
the AMPLIFY trial to support 
the use of apixaban in patients 
with a provoked index event 
without risk of recurrence. 


 It should be noted that 
the apixaban 3-month 
efficacy and safety data 
is consistent with the 
apixaban’s SPC and the 
EMA decision regarding 
apixaban in this 
population.  


It should be clarified that 
apixaban is effective in 
patients with provoked 
VTE as efficacy and 
safety has been 
demonstrated at 3 or 6 
months.  


 


As described in the MS (pg.97), AMPLIFY studied 
patients with a persistent risk factor for recurrence as 
this warranted six months of treatment. In clinical 
practice and per the guidelines patients with provoked 
VTE with no persistent risk factor for recurrence and 
patients with unprovoked VTE receive the same drug 
and dosing regimen but for differing treatment 
durations. The 3-month efficacy and safety data 
provided to the ERG confirms that apixaban is 
suitable for 3 or 6 month treatment and is consistent 
with the apixaban SPC based on the EMA decision, 
which states that short duration of treatment (at least 
3 months) with apixaban should be based on 
transient risk factors (e.g. recent surgery, trauma, 
immobilisation).  


This is not a factual error.  


The ERG is concerned that the AMPLIFY trial 
did not recruit patients with a provoked DVT 
and no risk of recurrence.  Thus, there are no 
specific clinical data available from the 
AMPLIFY trial to support the use of apixaban in 
patients with a provoked index event without 
risk of recurrence or in patients with distal DVT. 


The ERG is aware and noted in the ERG report 
(p25 and p133) that the EMA was satisfied that, 
having been shown to be clinically effective in 
patients at higher risk of recurrence, apixaban 
is also likely to be effective in patients who are 
at a lower risk of recurrence.  


The CS presented a subgroup analysis of the 
AMPLIFY trial that demonstrated the clinical 
effectiveness of apixaban vs warfarin at 3 
months. This was reported in the ERG report 
(p51). 


. 


No amendment is required. 


Issue 5 Age and generalizability of the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials    
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Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Age and generalizability of 
the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-
EXT trials    
 
The ERG suggest that the 
mean age of patients with VTE 
in UK clinical practice is 
different from the mean age of 
patients participating in 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 
trials. The ERG notes that the 
eligibility criteria of AMPLIFY 
mean that the patient 
population is likely to be 
somewhat different the 
population treated in standard 
clinical practice in England and 
Wales. Section 1.4, para.1, 
pg.9 & Section 4.3.2 para.1, pg. 
39 & Section 4.9, para.9, pg.88 
& Section 8.1.1, para1, pg.134. 


 It should be noted that 
the apixaban trials are 
likely to be  eneralizable 
to a population in 
England and Wales and 
that the age of patients 
within the trials are within 
the range of patients 
seen in England and 
Wales. 


The amendment should 
acknowledge that the 
age range in Martinez et 
al. 2014 is 45 to 82.9 
years. Therefore, this 
statement should be 
amended to indicate that 
the mean age of patients 
recruited in AMPLIFY 
and AMPLIFY-EXT trials 
falls within the age range 
expected to be routinely 
treated in clinical 
practice.  


 


 


Although there were no trial sites for the AMPLIFY 
study in the UK, there were 7 trial sites in the UK 
which participated in the AMPLIFY-EXT study. The 
UK withdrew participation prior to initiation of the 
AMPLIFY trial due to the colour of the warfarin 
tablets used as a comparator.  The colour was 
different to that used in the UK and was a concern 
for confusion. 


Data on the age distribution of patients in AMPLIFY 
and AMPLIFY have been presented have been 
presented in Table 10.1.1 (AMPLIFY CSR) and 
Table 10.1.2 (AMPLIFY-EXT CSR). It should be 
acknowledged that patients in the Martinez cohort 
study referred to by the ERG presents a mean age of 
64±18.9 and therefore, age of patients with 
unprovoked VTE ranged from 45 to 82.9. This range 
encompasses the mean age of population recruited 
in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials. Therefore, this 
is reflective of patients routinely treated in the NHS 


 


This is a matter of opinion and not a factual 
error. No amendment is required. 
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Issue 6  Dose reduction not applicable for the treatment and prevention of DVT and/or PE 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Dose reduction not 
applicable for the treatment 
and prevention of DVT and/or 
PE 


In Section 3.2, para.5, pg.27 it 
is reported that patients with 
serum creatinine ≥1.5mg/ml 
(133 micromole/L) associated 
with age ≥ 80 years or body 
weight ≤ 60 kg should receive 
the lower dose of apixaban 
2.5mg twice daily.    


 This is not relevant for 
treatment and prevention 
of DVT and/or PE 
indication  


The referred text should 
be removed. There are 
no dose reduction 
criteria for the treatment 
or prevention of DVT 
and Pes with apixaban.   


Per Section 4.2 of the apixaban SPC, there are no 
dose reductions required when treating patients for 
DVTs and/or Pes and for long term prevention of 
DVTs and/or Pes.   


Dose reductions are only applicable to patients with 
non-valvular AF who are receiving apixaban for 
stroke prevention and who fulfill the criteria described 
in the SPC.  


Apixaban 2.5 mg is a licensed dose for the long-term 
prevention of DVTs and Pes. 


This is an error and the text will be amended. 


 


Issue 7 Data and interpretation should be marked academic in confidence 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Request for text to be marked 
academic in confidence 


We request the following 


section (Section 4.5.1 para.10, 


We request that this 
section of text is marked 
academic in confidence.  


This is data from the AMPLIFY CSR and should be 
considered academic in confidence, as this data has 
not been published yet.  


The text will be marked accordingly. 
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pg.49) should be marked 
academic in confidence given 
the data and interpretation is 
taken from the AMPLIFY 
(clinical study report) CSR :  


For the primary analysis no 
imputation methods were used 
in the case of missing data. 
************************************
************************************
************************************
************************************
************************************
************************************
************************************
************************************
************************************
************************************  


 We request that this 
section of the text is 
marked academic in 
confidence. 


 


Issue 8  Aspirin and no treatment inclusion in the treatment period NMA 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Aspirin and no treatment 
inclusion in the treatment 
period NMA 
 
In Section 4.8.3, para 6, pg.85 it 
notes that the ERG have a 
minor concern in relation to the 


To confirm that these 
comparators were not 
included in the treatment 
period NMA and this 
paragraph can be 
removed. 


The RRs used in table 58, 61 and 63 of the MS 
represent the RRs used for aspirin and no treatment 
when patients are switched to these treatments for 
second line use. They are derived from the 
prevention NMA.  


Thank you for confirming this.  
Section 4.8.3 will be amended to: 
A minor concern that the ERG has in relation to 
the initial treatment period NMA is that the 
description of the NMA data and analysis is 
unclear. Tables 58, 61 and 63 in the CS all 
show RRs for aspirin and no treatment versus 
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treatment period NMA and 
whether we included aspirin and 
no treatment in the network of 
evidence for this NMA. This is 
also referred to in Section 8.2.1, 
pg. 136.  


 
 Aspirin and no treatment 


were not included in the 
treatment period NMA 


apixaban for the initial treatment period, 
although further clarification (via the factual 
error check) reveals that aspirin and 'no 
treatment' were not included in the treatment 
period NMA, and that these RRs were derived 
from the prevention period NMA. The ERG has 
tried to replicate the company’s findings from 
the initial treatment period NMA using the 
network of evidence as provided in Figure 10 of 
the CS, but was unable to obtain the same 
results as the company. 
 
Section 8.2.1 will be amended to: 
The ERG was unable to reproduce the results 
of either the company’s initial treatment period 
or the company’s secondary prevention period 
NMA using the information included in the CS. 
The ERG notes that the information about the 
comparators included in the initial treatment 
period NMA that is presented in the clinical 
section of the CS is not the same as the 
information that is presented in the economics 
section. Specifically there are results for two 
additional comparators (no treatment and 
aspirin) listed in Table 58 of the economics 
section. The legend for Table 58 is not 
sufficiently detailed to allow understanding of 
any additional assumptions/analyses that have 
been carried out by the company to explain this 
discrepancy. Further clarification (via the 
company’s factual error check) has revealed 
that ‘aspirin’ and ’no treatment’ were not 
included in the meta-analysis calculations for 
the treatment period NMA. 
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Issue 9  Inconsistency in the bolding of significant differences  


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


In Table 30, pg.81 of the ERG 
report, a number of significant 
differences have not been 
highlighted that demonstrate that 
apixaban reduces major or CRNM 
bleeding compared to other 
treatments.  


 
 There is inconsistency 


in the highlighting of 
significant differences 
in Table 30, pg. 81 


Please consistently 
highlight the statistically 
significant differences 
between comparators 


Inconsistency in the highlighting of the statistical 
differences may be misleading for the reader.  


Table 30 will be amended accordingly. 


Issue 10  Similarity in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT population and modelling approach 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Similarity in AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFY-EXT population and 
modelling approach 


In section 1.6 (para.2, pg.11) 
and section 5.5.1 (para.1-2, 
pg.110) the ERG suggests that 
two separate models should 
have been developed to model 
short term versus long-term 
treatment and states that “This 
approach to model design is 
problematic since the 
populations included in the two 


This suggestion of 
separate models is at 
odds to submitted 
models previously 
accepted by NICE 
(TA327)


3
 as well as the 


clinical course of VTE 
and should therefore be 
removed. 


The populations of 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-
EXT are similar based 
on the baseline 


The most recent dabigatran appraisal (TA327) 
utilised data from their short term trial (RE-COVER)


9
 


to model the first 6 months of treatment and data 
from their extended trials (RE-MEDY and RE-
SONATE)


10
 when comparing to warfarin and 


rivaroxaban for treatment and secondary 
prevention.


11
 As RE-MEDY included only patients at 


high risk of VTE
10


 and RE-SONATE specifically 
excluded these, use of this data in their model would 
be subject to the same limitations. We note however 
that despite this, NICE and their ERG has previously 
accepted this approach.


3
 This approach is consistent 


with the disease course of VTE, that is, a continuous 


There is no factual error relating to the ERG’s 
opinion that two separate models is preferable 
to a combined model. Essentially apixaban is 
being considered for two distinct indications 
(early preventive treatment of an index event, 
and long-term continuation treatment of 
patients without recent VTE recurrence) and 
each comparison would be more simply and 
clearly presented separately. 


 


The ERG’s concern about incompatibility 
between the two apixaban trials does not 
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trials are clearly dissimilar. ” 


 The statement is 
inaccurate as the baseline 
characteristics of the trials 
are similar and the 
modelling approach is 
consistent with previously 
accepted approaches by 
NICE.  


characteristics. 
Therefore, this statement 
to the contrary should be 
revised. 


disease state as well as evaluating the resource 
implications of initiating therapy.  


Furthermore we note that baseline characteristics 
between AMPLIFY


7
 and AMPLIFY-EXT


12
 are largely 


similar in terms of age, gender, initial VTE diagnosis, 
clinical presentation and active cancer (MS, pg. 48-
49). AMPLIFY enrolled approximately 16% 


5
of 


patients with previous VTE whilst AMPLIFY-EXT 
enrolled 13%.


12
  


The ERG note in Section 5.5.1, patients who have 
previously experienced a recurrence are at a higher 
risk of subsequent recurrences. Scenario analysis 
submitted in the MS pg.212, 215, 218 where the 
baseline risks of recurrent VTE were increased to the 
upper confidence interval test this assumption 
highlighted a negligible difference (-6% to -
3%change) in the ICERs when compared to 
LMWH/VKA, LMWH/dabigatran and rivaroxaban but 
a substantial reduction in the ICER versus 
LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment (MS, pg. 218) 
(from £17,917 to £11,902). We therefore find the 
impact of our modelling approach to be negligible in 
terms of cost-effectiveness results and favouring 
comparators. 


relate to disparities in baseline characteristics, 
but to the incompatibility of transitioning 
patients from a pure AMPLIFY cohort to a 
mixed population with different types of prior 
treatment and durations of treatment. 


 


The ERG accepts that the last sentence in 
paragraph 2 of section 5.5.1 is inaccurate. 


See amendment below. 


Reliability of short term 
analysis based on long-term 
survival parameters 


In Section 4.5.1 (para.2, pg.110) 
the ERG states that “The results 
of the assessment of short-term 
apixaban treatment may also be 
called into question if the 
parameters drawn from 
AMPLIFY-EXT to represent long-
term survival cannot be shown to 
be relevant to the AMPLIFY 


This statement should 
be removed as 
parameters to represent 
long-term survival are 
not drawn from 
AMPLIFY-EXT. 


The ERG has misunderstood the use of data from 
AMPLIFY-EXT in the short term (treatment period) 
analysis and we have outlined the use of data in the 
model for recurrent VTE, bleeding and mortality in 
the model below. 


 Risk of recurrent VTE post 6 month treatment in the 
short term analysis was based on the prospective 
cohort study


4
 consistently with TA261,


1 
TA287


2
 and 


TA327
3
.  


Risks of bleeding post 6 month treatment were drawn 
upon from the AMPLIFY-EXT placebo arm. It should 


Paragraph 2  of section 5.5.1 will  be amended 
to read: 


This has implications for modelling the cost 
effectiveness of long-term preventive 
treatment with apixaban, since the model 
begins with a pure AMPLIFY population then 
applies long-term outcome effectiveness 
parameters derived from a very mixed 
population from which all patients surviving a 
prior recurrent VTE have been excluded. This 
essential incompatibility of the two parts of the 
model may compromise the results of the 
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population.” 


 The statement is factually 
inaccurate as long term 
survival parameters in the 
short-term analysis are not 
drawn from AMPLIFY-EXT 


 


be noted that post the 6 month treatment duration 
patients are exposed to the same risks regardless of 
treatment initiated on in the model. Use of risks of 
major and CRNM bleedings post the 6 month period 
is at odds to assumptions used in TA261,


1
 TA287


2
 


and TA327.
3
 In these models no risk of bleeding was 


assumed post the 6 month duration. Modelling of a 
background bleeding risk post discontinuation is 
conservative to the apixaban arm as it exposes 
patients who have survived the first 6 months to a 
risk of bleeding and death that decreases overall 
survival and QALY gains. Given the risk of events is 
the same between treatments post 6 months, and 
more patients are alive in the apixaban arm at the 
end of 6 months it is evident that this assumption 
decreases the QALY gains associated with apixaban  


Long-term survival was modelled based on UK life-
tables and adjusted using a hazard ratio


13
 to reflect 


excess mortality in patients who did not experience 
any events. For patients in the semi-absorbing health 
states of IC bleeds


14
 and CTEPH


15
 a similar 


approach was used. Data from published literature
13-


15 
was utilised to do so, therefore data from 


AMPLIFY-EXT was used to represent long-term 
survival. 


long-term preventive assessment of apixaban. 


 


Issue 11  Incorrect assessment of impact of lack of incorporation of the history of recurrent VTE events  


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Incorrect assessment of the 
impact of lack of incorporation 
of history of recurrent VTE 
events 


Statements suggesting 
that the effects of 
apixaban health gains 
are exaggerated should 


This assumption is unfavourable to apixaban for both 
the short-term and long-term analysis, the latter 
acknowledged by the ERG. Despite this 
acknowledgement the summary on page 11 


The ERG has amended several of the 
identified paragraphs in light of the concerns 


expressed by the company. 
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In section 1.6. (para.5 pg.11) and 
section 5.5.1 (para.12 pg.112) the 
ERG states that lack of 
accumulation of history of 
recurrent VTE events is “likely to 
lead to exaggerated estimates of 
the long-term health gains for 
apixaban” and that “The company 
acknowledges this limitation in 
their model and considers that its 
effect is to understate the 
advantage from apixaban 
treatment through reduced risk of 
bleeding events. The ERG 
recognises this argument in 
relation to long-term apixaban 
treatment, but considers it of 
limited applicability to the 
assessment of short-term 
apixaban use.” 
 
 Both statements are 


inaccurate as this 
assumption would lead to 
more favourable results for 
apixaban and the argument 
provided is applicable to 
both short and long term 
analysis 


 


be removed, as should 
the statement referring 
to the limited 
applicability to short-
term apixaban use.  


A statement that the 
exclusion of an age-
adjusted bleeding risk in 
the model was 
conservative should be 
added. 


 


suggests that the ERG considers this assumption to 
exaggerate health benefits across all analyses. 


It may be that the ERG is unclear as to the impact in 
the short-term analysis as we have shown a slight 
increase in the number of recurrent VTE events in 
the apixaban arm, observed due to longer life-
expectancy in apixaban treated patients that 
exposes them to the risk of recurrent VTE over a 
longer period of time. This argument is however 
applicable for short-term apixaban use as the 
submission has shown that the treatment effects in 
reducing recurrent VTE in the acute period are 
favourable for apixaban. 


The impact of including accumulation of history of 
recurrent VTE events would be increased costs, 
mortality and utility decrements associated with 
patients in the recurrent VTE health states i.e. the 
consequence of applying a high recurrence risk to 
patients in the recurrent VTE health state.  


Varying these parameters by their 95% confidence 
intervals keeping all else equal did not appear in the 
tornado diagrams versus LMWH/VKA in the short 
term analysis due to negligible impact.  


Further to the above the ERG fails to comment on 
the overall conservatism in the model with regards to 
adjustment in major bleeding and rather only 
mentions recurrent VTE. A systematic review of case 
control and cohort studies on risk factor for 
intracranial haemorrhage (ICH) conducted on the 
general population found that the risk increased by 
age, with a crude relative risk for age every 10 year 
increase to be 1.97 (1.79-2.16).


16
 Further to the 


above evidence, an open cohort study using data 
from general practices in England showed that the 
risk of gastrointestinal bleeding increased with age,


17
 


and older age is a commonly cited risk factor for 
gastrointestinal bleeding.


18
 These studies also cite 


1.6 last paragraph will be amended to read: 


In addition, the company model does not 
incorporate the impact of an accumulating 
history of recurrent VTE events on future 
risks; an omission that may lead to unreliable 
estimates of long-term health gains for 
apixaban. Furthermore, the ERG considers 
that background mortality is inadequately 
represented, treatment costs have been 
underestimated, incorrect UK utility values 
have been employed, and an excessive mean 
body weight estimate for a UK population has 
been applied. 


1.8 final 2 bullet points will read: 


• The company model does not 
incorporate the impact of an accumulating 
history of recurrent VTE events on future 
risks; an omission that may lead to unreliable 
estimates of long-term health gains for 
apixaban 


• The ERG considers that, within the 
company model, background mortality is 
inadequately represented, treatment costs 
have been underestimated, incorrect UK utility 
values have been employed and an excessive 
mean body weight estimate for a UK 
population has been applied 


5.5.9 second bullet point will read: 


The company acknowledges that no attempt 
has been made to incorporate the impact of 
accumulating history of recurrent VTE events 
through increasing future risks (including 
background mortality), as is attested in the 
literature. This may lead to unreliable 
estimates of long-term health gains for 
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prior bleeding as a factor that increases the risk of 
future bleeding,


17,18
 which highlights a further 


conservative aspect in our model as the risk of 
bleeding was not increased to account for increased 
risk in recurrent bleeds or haemorrhages. This  
approach has been accepted by  NICE in their 


assessment of NOACs in atrial fibrillation.19,20,21
  


apixaban. 


5.5.1 last paragraph will to read: 


The natural consequence of the company 
model design is, therefore, that long-term 
estimates of future VTE events (including 
deaths) will be increasingly underestimated, 
resulting in understated event costs and 
disutilities, and overestimated cohort survival. 
The company acknowledges this limitation in 
their model and considers that its effect is to 
understate the advantage from apixaban 
treatment through reduced risk of bleeding 
events. The ERG recognises this argument in 
relation to long-term apixaban treatment, but 
considers it of limited applicability to the 
assessment of short-term apixaban use 
where initial apixaban therapy replaced by 
long-term conventional therapy. However, 
there is no obvious model modification 
available to the ERG that would correct this 
important weakness in model structure; the 
only reliable approach would be to redesign 
the model completely to incorporate 
progressively increasing VTE recurrence 
rates by introducing several additional patient 
states for those experiencing second and 
subsequent recurrent events. Populating such 
a model may prove challenging. 


 


 


Incorrect assessment of impact 
of increasing recurrent event 
incidence, fatality rates and 
general mortality rates over 
time 
 


This sentence should be 
removed or revised 
appropriately to 
demonstrate the impact 
of the assumptions 


The impact of the model on increasing recurrent 
event incidence and case fatality rates within 
recurrent VTEs would increase survival gain and 
decrease event-related costs for apixaban as noted 
above. This is due to favourable treatment effects for 


The ERG will amend the identified paragraph 
in light of the concerns expressed by the 
company: 


The impact on the model of increasing 
recurrent event incidence, fatality rates and 
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In section 5.5.2 (para.1, pg.114) 
the ERG suggests “The impact 
on the model of increasing 
recurrent event incidence, fatality 
rates and general mortality rates 
over time would be to increase 
the net cost of further events 
while also reducing the average 
survival estimates in both trial 
arms and thereby proportionately 
reducing the estimated survival 
gain and incremental QALYs 
attributable to treatment with 
apixaban.” 


 
 The statement is incorrect 


as the impact of increasing 
risks of VTE recurrence 
and case fatality (on 
recurrence), would 
increase QALY gains for 
apixaban and increase the 
reduction in event related 
costs. 


 


being unfavourable to 
apixaban. 


apixaban in the short term, and reduction in VTE 
events in the long-term analysis as highlighted 
above. Therefore we believe the ERG’s statement is 
inaccurate.  


The ERG’s statement with regards to the impact of 
increasing mortality rates over time is true; however 
increasing mortality estimates is contradictory to 
arguments posed in section 5.5.8 which suggest 
mortality rates were overestimated. 


 


general mortality rates over time would be to 
increase the net cost of further events while 
also reducing the average survival estimates 
in both trial arms. The net effect on cost 
effectiveness of incorporating these time-
varying risk parameters into the submitted 
economic model is difficult to anticipate 
without much more detailed analysis of the 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trial data 
together with data from longer-term trials of 
apixaban and comparator products. 


Appropriateness of data 
available to model increasing 
risk of recurrence for VTE 
 
The ERG use the Beyth et al 
study of evidence of VTE 
recurrence in patients with 
second recurrence in Section 
5.5.1, pg.112 para.3. The ERG 
go on to conclude that there is no 
obvious model modification 
available to the ERG that would 
correct this important weakness 
in model structure; the only 


We believe that the ERG 
should acknowledge that 
redesigning the model 
on this basis relies on 
appropriate data to 
model the assumption.  


We are not aware of 
data that would support 
this change in the model 
to predict second and 
subsequent recurrent 
events. The data 
provided by the ERG is 


We are unaware of data that would be able to 
support this modification of the model. Furthermore, 
the ERG state that there is evidence for VTE 
recurrence on the basis of a patient cohort of 124 
patients who underwent unilateral venography 
between 1984-5 in the USA.


22 
The cohort is unlikely 


to be representative of patients currently receiving 
therapy in the UK. The high percentage of patients 
with cancer (27%)


22
 means the rate of recurrence is 


likely to be over stated in this study and is, therefore, 
inappropriate for the population modelled in the 
economic evaluation.   


As noted for Issue 11 (Incorrect assessment 
of the impact of lack of incorporation of history 
of recurrent VTE events) above,  the last 
paragraph of Section 5.5.1 will be amended  
to read: 
 
The natural consequence of the company 
model design is, therefore, that long-term 
estimates of future VTE events (including 
deaths) will be increasingly underestimated, 
resulting in understated event costs and 
disutilities, and overestimated cohort survival. 
The company acknowledges this limitation in 
their model and considers that its effect is to 
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reliable approach would be to 
redesign the model completely to 
incorporate progressively 
increasing VTE recurrence rates 
by introducing several additional 
patient states for those 
experiencing second and 
subsequent recurrent events. 
 The ERG implies that the 


model should have been 
designed to increase the 
risk of recurrence without 
acknowledging the data 
gaps 


 


inappropriate given that 
there is low 
generalisability to the 
current UK clinical 
practice and a high 
proportion of patients in 
the study had cancer. 
The ERG should 
acknowledge the 
limitations of the data 
provided as evidence of 
the rate of recurrence or 
remove the data.  


understate the advantage from apixaban 
treatment through reduced risk of bleeding 
events. The ERG recognises this argument in 
relation to long-term apixaban treatment, but 
considers it of limited applicability to the 
assessment of short-term apixaban use 
where initial apixaban therapy would be 
replaced by long-term conventional therapy. 
However, there is no obvious model 
modification available to the ERG that would 
correct this important weakness in model 
structure; the only reliable approach would be 
to redesign the model completely to 
incorporate progressively increasing VTE 
recurrence rates by introducing several 
additional patient states for those 
experiencing second and subsequent 
recurrent events. Populating such a model 
may prove challenging. 


 


 


 


Issue 12  Increasing hazard ratio of mortality versus the general population 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Misinterpretation of other 
cause mortality and its 
constituents 
 
In section 5.5.2 (para. 2, pg.113) 
the ERG suggests the hazard 
ratio applied to background 
mortality rates to estimate 


The ERG should either 
move this statement to 
section 5.5.1 where this 
criticism is relevant or 
completely remove this 
from section 5.5.2. 
Alternatively, paragraph 


The statement the ERG makes, suggests that death 
unrelated to VTE should incorporate increase in the 
risks of recurrent VTE events. However mortality 
related to recurrent VTE was taken into account in 
its respective disease state and was omitted from 
the background mortality to avoid double-counting. 
As the model assesses VTE-related death and other 


This is not a factual error.  It is more a 
difference of opinion. 


The point being made here is that the 
sequelae of multiple VTE events include 
general deterioration in a patients condition 
including  progressively worsening disability 
(unrelated to specific past VTE events), which 
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mortality unrelated to VTE events 
“do not take into account that the 
risks of recurrent VTE events and 
that mortality increase 
progressively with each VTE 
event.” 
 
 The statement is correct 


however the implication is 
factually incorrect. As per 
the definition of other 
cause mortality in the 
model (i.e. excluding 
deaths related to VTE), 
increased deaths due to 
VTE should not be 
accounted for in this 
outcome. 


 


1 on page 113 should 
be removed and 
replaced by a 
description of all-cause 
mortality. 


cause mortality separately this statement is not 
applicable to other cause mortality, rather VTE 
recurrence and VTE related death and overall all-
cause mortality projections. The criticisms provided 
by the ERG are not relevant to other cause 
mortality. 


in turn increase the risk of both cardiovascular 
and non-CVD events unrelated to new VTE 
events. The result is that ‘other cause’ 
mortality increases more rapidly over time than 
is reflected in a simple multiple of the general 
population mortality rate. To capture this effect 
would require a more sophisticated model 
structure which can accumulate events and 
measures of disability as modifiers of ‘other 
cause’ mortality rates. 


 


The derivation of a single hazard ratio (4.41) 
from the Flinterman results is not clear, and is 
not obviously consistent with some of the 
evidence shown (e.g. calculating the ratio of 
cumulative incidence for Idiopathic vs Control 
in Table 2 suggests a rapidly accelerating 
multiplier over time which seem unlikely to be 
attributable wholly to VTE related deaths). It is 
difficult to see how adjustment could be made 
to exclude VTE and bleeding deaths in a 
consistent manner since these data were not 
included in the Flinterman paper. 


No amendment is required. 


Irrelevant evidence to denote 
that the hazard ratio of 
mortality versus the general 
population for patients with 
VTE increases over time 
 
In section 5.5.2 (para.2-3, pg.113) 
the ERG provides evidence on 
increasing mortality risks for 
patients with PE and DVT as well 
risk of death due to stroke, MI, 
other vascular deaths increasing 
over time and suggest this is 


The evidence provided 
by the ERG could be 
misleading and should 
be removed. 


The ERG has not provided evidence to suggest the 
hazard ratio of mortality versus the general 
population increases over time. The ERG has also 
suggested that mortality rates and risk of death 
increases over time. However this does not suggest 
whether the increase is proportional, lower or higher 
than the increase in mortality rates observed in the 
general population. Therefore providing such 
evidence to suggest the hazard ratio (being the rate 
of mortality [unrelated to bleeds and VTE] in VTE 
patients divided by the rate of mortality in the 
general population) increases over time is 


Please see above (Misinterpretation of other 
cause mortality and its constituents) 
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evidence that “the RR risk applied 
to standard life table mortality 
risks may increase over time as 
additional VTE events accumulate 
among the ‘at risk’ population”  
 The statement is 


assumption-based and 
could be misleading as the 
ERG has provided no 
evidence of an increasing 
hazard ratio, rather 
evidence of an increasing 
risk which by definition is 
different. Evidence from the 
literature does not suggest 
the hazard ratio increases 
over time. 


 


misleading to the reader. 


Further critique on the evidence provided by the 
ERG is detailed below: 


The ERG refers to the long-term mortality hazard 
ratio (PE versus non-PE) in their report increasing 
by 2.7% each year; however this analysis and 
number are not reported in Klok et al,


23
 nor are any 


statistical tests to determine whether these effects 
are significant.


23
 Examination of the overall survival 


curves in Klok et al do not suggest an increasing 
hazard ratio rather one that appears to decrease 
and increase at different time-points which is 
consistent with findings from Flinterman et al.


13
 The 


Flinterman paper suggests that the relative risk of 
death was highest in the first three years, with the 
calculated HRs provided thereafter not following a 
distinct increasing or decreasing pattern (HRs of 
mortality are 14.4, 7.1, 4.2, 1.7, 2.5, 1.8, 2.1 and 3.8 
in years 1-8 respectively


13
). We therefore conclude 


that there is no evidence to suggest the HR 
increases over time.


13
 Use of an average HR over 


an 8 year follow-up is therefore deemed 
appropriate. 


Risk of death due to stroke, MI and other vascular 
deaths is included in the Flinterman estimates. This 
study is one of the largest conducted on VTE 
mortality following up 4,947 patients with first 
venous thrombosis following up patients over a 
period of 8 years (mean follow-up of 5.5 years).


13
 


Therefore patients with these co-morbidities would 
be included and followed up over time, with their 
natural progression being reflected in mortality 
estimates, We note this would also be included in 
background life-table for the general population, 
therefore we find the evidence provided by the ERG 
to be irrelevant. 


Finally with regards to increasing mortality and 
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disability due to IC bleeds as above in relation to 
recurrent VTE, this evidence is only relevant to the 
IC bleed state. If this aspect were incorporated the 
outcome would be beneficial to apixaban due to its 
favourable bleeding profile. 


 


Issue 13  Suggestion that treatment costs have been calculated incorrectly 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Suggestion of incorrect 
calculation of treatment costs 
and flawed revision 
 
In section 1.6 (para.5, pg.11) 
and section 5.5.3 (para.1-2, 
pg.114) the ERG suggests that 
the method of calculation of 
treatment costs is inaccurate for 
both the first cycle and 
subsequent cycles. The ERG 
offers an alternative method of 
calculation, assuming wastage 
associated with oral 
anticoagulants and that these 
are prescribed on a quarterly 
basis. 
 
 We believe the alternative 


method of calculation of 
treatment costs is 
inaccurate.  


 
 


Statements suggesting 
treatment costs are 
calculated inaccurately 
should be removed. 
Alternatively the ERG 
should clarify that 
treatment costs have 
been calculated 
assuming no wastage 
and comment on the 
appropriateness of the 
assumption also taking 
into account the potential 
wastage associated with 
enoxaparin, rather than 
just oral anticoagulants.  


A consistent approach was used in calculating 
treatment costs which assumed no wastage across 
treatments. Treatment costs were calculated using 
the widely accepted and recommended half-cycle 
correction for Markov models.


24
 Therefore the 


method of calculation is not incorrect; rather the 
ERG may be concerned with the assumption of no 
wastage which should be clarified. 


Although we understand the ERG’s rationale, the 
correction proposed is one-sided as it assumes 
wastage associated with oral anticoagulants but 
disregards that associated with enoxaparin. Sacco 
et al. suggest that the costs of drugs that are 
administered based on weight or body surface area, 
are underestimated when the mean weight or  body 
surface area is used and the underlying distribution 
of weight and thereby distribution of vials/syringes 
required in the average population is not 
considered.


25
  


Including the true wastage for enoxaparin would 
increase its cost and potentially lead to more 
favourable ICERs even when incorporating the 
ERG’s correction. We note that the ERG’s correction 


This is not a factual error. 


This model amendment applies a sensitivity 
analysis which indicates the extent of possible 
uncertainty involved in costing oral 
medications. The use of the average number 
of patients on treatment at the start and end of 
each period implies no wastage at all, which is 
clearly unrealistic for patients who spend any 
time during each 3-month cycle in the 
community. The alternative of assuming the 
full cost of prescriptions applies from day 1 of 
each cycle demonstrates the maximum 
possible wastage of oral medications on 
discontinuation. Various intermediate 
scenarios are possible with corresponding 
intermediate estimates of wastage. Clinical 
advice suggests that monthly prescribing may 
be most likely, so that the effect on the ICER 
would be approximately mid-way between the 
two extremes.  Testing this model amendment 
also on enoxaparin costs has a very small 
effect on the ICER (+£8/QALY). 


No amendment is required. 
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improved estimates versus dabigatran and 
rivaroxaban. Therefore the ERG should 
acknowledge that assuming no wastage for all 
treatments is conservative for apixaban, or provide 
estimates incorporating wastage for enoxaparin. 


Further to the above as highlighted in the KM 
analysis provided to the ERG patients can 
discontinue treatment or die within the first 5-7 days. 
As a large proportion of these patients are 
hospitalised on index VTE, oral medications would 
not necessarily be discarded if patients discontinue 
or die within that time-period. Moreover clinical 
experts suggest that follow-up of patients is more 
frequent upon initiation of therapy, therefore it is 
likely that prescriptions are filled monthly decreasing 
wastage. As the ERG assumes these are filled 
quarterly it should be stated that this is an 
assumption that is not necessarily validated with 
experts and may overestimate costs. 


Issue 14  Suggestion of incorrect utility values 


Description of problem  Description of proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment ERG response 


Suggestion of incorrect utility values 
attributed to wrong age bands 
 
In section 1.6 (para.5, pg. 11) and section 
5.5.4 (para.4-6, pg.115-116) the ERG 
suggests that the mean utility values are 
incorrect and attributed to patients at the 
wrong ages  


 “However, the Kind et al paper 
does not include any utility 
values. The original source 
document for this UK national 
survey is the Centre for Health 


The statements regarding mean 
values being attributed to the 
wrong ages and not matching 
those published are incorrect 
and should be removed. Further 
the ERG should note that the 
baseline utility value used 
reflects EQ-5D VAS that was 
previously used in the 
appraisals of rivaroxaban, 
marginally different from the 
utility used by the ERG (0.825 


The Kind et al. paper
26


 provides a 
figure (Figure 1) with the age-
varying EQ-5D values that are 
consistent with those included in 
the model. These values are 
extracted from the Kind paper in 
Szende et al. 2004.


27
. Whilst we 


agree with the ERG that these 
values are based on the EQ-5D 
survey using the visual analogue 
scale, rather than aggregated using 
NICE’s preferred time trade off, 


This is not a factual error.   


Referencing a secondary source which 
misrepresents original published study results 
cannot be considered a valid justification for 
using erroneous data. The MVH time-trade-off 
is accepted as the primary UK EQ-5D utility 
tariff, as VAS values were only used as 
confirmatory to the main analysis (being 
inherent biased by the absence of negative 
scores in VAS). 


No amendment is required. 
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Economics (CHE) Discussion 
Paper 172 published in 1999.” 


 “the mean values do not match 
those published, and are ascribed 
to different age-bands” 


 “The consequence of these errors 
is that mean utility values are 
incorrect, having been attributed 
to patients at the wrong ages”  


 
 The mean values match those 


published and are attributed to 
patients in the right ages.  


 
 


vs. 0.823). these values were used for 
consistency with TA261


1
 and 


TA287
2
.  We note that the ERG’s 


amendments did not alter the 
conclusions of the base case 
analysis. 


Overstating the impact of using 
standard deviation in the PSA 
 
In section 5.5.4 (paragraphs 3-4 pages 
115-116) the ERG states that “The 
standard error figures in the company 
model are in fact standard deviations. The 
uncertainty associated with these utility 
parameters are seriously overstated (by 
more than 17 times in individual age-
bands, and by 58 times for the overall 
utility estimate) calling into question the 
results of the PSA” 
 
 The ERG inaccurately implies that 


use of standard deviations has a 
major impact on results, despite 
this being negligible 


 


The statement should be 
revised, to provide clarifications 
as to how the PSA results are 
called into question and allude 
to the potential impact of this 
error as the ERG inaccurately 
implies that this has a major 
impact. 


 


We agree with the ERG that in fact 
the utility parameters were varied 
using standard deviations instead 
of standard errors. The ERG 
however inaccurately implies that 
this has a substantial impact when 
in fact the correction has negligible 
to no impact on PSA results. 


This is not a factual error.   


The statement is factually accurate.  It is for 
the Appraisal Committee to consider its 
significance. 


 


No amendment is required. 
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Issue 15  Suggestion that mean body weight used is excessive 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Suggestion that the mean 
body weight applied is 
excessive 
 
In sections 1.6 (para.5, pg. 11) 
and section 5.5.6 (para.1, pg. 
116) the ERG suggests that the 
mean weight used should reflect 
that reported in the Health 
survey for England “The cost of 
LMWH treatment is based on a 
daily dose of 1.5mg/kg of body 
weight. In the company model 
the mean body weight is 84.6kg 
as reported for the AMPLIFY 
trial population. However, this is 
noticeably higher than the mean 
adult population weight of 
77.4kg reported from the Health 
Survey for England for 2012.” 
 The ERG inaccurately 


suggests that excessive 
mean body weight has 
been used disregarding 
evidence relevant to the 
UK VTE population 


 


 


The ERG should remove 
statements suggesting 
use of excessive mean 
body weight. We 
suggest that the body 
weight of the VTE UK 
population rather the 
average UK population 
or provide rationale as to 
why the general 
population would be a 
better reflection in 
comparison to the VTE 
population. 


It is unclear, why the ERG believe that that Health 
Survey for England is more appropriate than the 
AMPLIFY study. We note the CPRD analysis 
provided in the (MS, Appendix 13f, Section 10.31) 
on patients with VTE suggests that the mean body 
weight is 84.07 much closer to the average weight 
observed in AMPLIFY. This analysis was examined 
in scenario analysis highlighting no incremental 
difference on results.  


In addition if the weight of the population was indeed 
77.4kg, assuming no wastage this would merit use 
of the cost of enoxaparin of the 120mg syringe used 
TA261


1
 and TA287


2
 which would result in a daily 


cost of £9.45 as compared to £9.02 in the base 
case. This would suggest that the ERG’s estimated 
ICER using this scenario is incorrect assuming no 
wastage. Incorporation of wastage may have 
resulted in a higher estimate of enoxaparin costs 
than the base case even with the lower weight 
estimate of 77.4kg.  


This is not a factual error. 


Although the CPRD study shows a similar 
mean body weight to that of patients in the 
AMPLIFY trial, there are important differences 
which suggest that the similarity may be 
coincidental: the mean CPRD age is **** years 
vs 56.9 years in AMPLIFY. Males constitute 
***** of the CPRD cohort vs 58.7% in 
AMPLIFY. Index PE was only ***** of the 
CPRD cohort vs 43.5% in AMPLIFY. The 
company acknowledges that the two 
populations are not comparable.  The ERG 
applied body weight data from the general UK 
population matched by age and sex as an 
exploratory sensitivity analysis to indicate the 
potential uncertainty associated with body 
weight estimation. 


No amendment is required. 
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Issue 16   Secondary analyses not provided within the submission 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trial 
secondary analyses to support 
the economic model 
 
In section 1.6 (para. 3, pg. 11) and 
section 5.5.8 (para. 1, pg. 117) the 
ERG suggests that “The submitted 
model uses parameter values 
derived from the AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFYEXT clinical trials to 
represent the various AEs suffered 
by VTE patients during the trial 
follow-up periods (i.e. recurrent 
VTE events, VTE related fatality, 
death from other causes, major 
bleeding events, CRNM events, IC 
bleeding, CTPH and PTS), as well 
as treatment duration. 
The sources for these model 
parameters are described in the 
model as “AMPLIFY/AMPLIFY-
EXT secondary analysis” but 
without any supporting information 
describing the original evidence or 
the analytic methods used to 
generate the values used.” 
 
 These documents were 


provided in the reference 
pack along with the 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 
CSRs 


The statement that any 
supporting information 
was not provided and 
should be deleted. 


When we submitted on the 13
th
 October 2014 we 


included in the reference pack ‘secondary analyses’ 
of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT, which included 
analyses that were specifically undertaken to 
support the development of the economic model. 
Specifically, this contained the event rates and risks 
per model cycle including outcomes such as VTE 
and VTE related death and major bleeding.  


This may have addressed the concerns regarding 
the original evidence and/or the analytic methods 
used to generate the clinical (model) parameters. 
Consequently, if this data had been taken into 
consideration in the modelling review then this may 
have avoided the ERG unnecessarily calling into 
question the reliability of the model.  


 


. 


The ERG accepts that the secondary 
analyses were missed and the text in the ERG 
will be amended accordingly. 


However the secondary analyses did not 
include the ERG’s requested information 
concerning the time-to-event variables 
analysis, where the secondary analyses 
provided only the same parameter values 
included in the model without any supporting 
trial data. 
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Issue 17  Minor typographical errors in description of model and inputs 


Description of problem  Description of 
proposed 
amendment  


Justification for amendment  


Typographical error in 
description of model 
 
In section 5.4.6, pg. 99 the ERG 
states that “Risks of recurrent VTE 
and bleed events in patients who 
had discontinued treatment (i.e. 
those in the post-CTEPH and 
post-IC health states) were based 
on data from the placebo arm of 
the AMPLIFY-EXT trial. The risks 
of recurrent VTE events beyond 
the end of the AMPLIFY-EXT trial 
were based on those reported in a 
prospective cohort study.” 


 
 The description is 


inaccurate for the short 
term analysis and contains 
a typographical error  


 


This statement should 
be revised to clarify that 
in the 6-month analysis 
recurrent VTE risks 
post-treatment cessation 
were based on the data 
from the prospective 
cohort study (Pradoni et 
al). Data from AMPLIFY-
EXT were only used for 
treatment durations 
above 6 months. In 
addition the parenthesis 
should be revised to (i.e. 
those in post DVT and 
post PE health states) 
as this appears to be an 
error. 


This statement is only true for the long-term 
treatment and secondary prevention analysis. As 
the ERG calls into question the applicability of short 
term apixaban results in light of use of data from 
AMPLIFY-EXT it should be clearly stated the risks 
of recurrent VTE post the 6 month duration in the 
short term analysis were not based on AMPLIFY-
EXT rather the prospective cohort study


4
 


consistently with TA261,
1 
TA287


2
 and TA327


3
.  


Post CTEPH and post-IC health states are semi-
absorbing health states indicating that patients are 
not exposed to any further risks other than death. 
We therefore believe that inclusion of these health 
states in the parenthesis to denote patients who 
had discontinued treatment may have been a 
typographical error. 


The text will be amended in line with the 
company’s suggestion. 


Typographical error in 
description of model input 
 
On page 100, Table 43 Baseline 
utility value the ERG states that 
the baseline utility value used in 
the model is 0.8224 


 
 Typographical error in the 


The baseline utility value 
should be revised to 
0.825 


Typographical error in the description of the 
baseline utility value that is inconsistent with the 
model input. 


0.8224 is the baseline utility value presented 
in the company’s report (Table 67, p170). 
However, the ERG acknowledges that the 
value of 0.825 is that which is actually used in 
the company model. An appropriate 
amendment will be made to the ERG report. 
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utility value 
 


Typographical error in the date 
of the searches  
 
In Section 5.2.1, para. 1, page 89 
ERG report, paragraph 1, line 2. 
There appears to be some minor 
typographical errors with regards 
to the dates used in the searches:  


 
‘ERG states that ‘the TA287 
review considered articles 
published between 1 July 2011 
and 25 October 2015...’ 
 
‘The ERG state that the ‘time 
horizon for the search was 25 
October 2014 to 15 July 2013’ 
 
 Typographical error in the 


date 
 


The dates of the 
searches need to be 
revised.   


  
The rivaroxaban NICE submission systematic 
review was conducted up to the 25


th
 October 2012. 


The update of the Systematic Review was carried 
on the 15


th
 July 2014 (Date span: 25


th
 October 2012 


to 15
th
 July 2014).  


 


 


 
The ERG will amend their report to correct the 
typographical errors identified by the company 
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1.6 Summary of the ERG’s critique of cost effectiveness evidence 
submitted 


The ERG is satisfied with the search strategy employed by the company to identify cost 


effectiveness studies, and is reasonably confident that no other relevant published articles 


exist.  


A single economic model, constructed in MS Excel, has been submitted by the company. 


However, the decision problem encompasses two distinct assessments based on the results 


from two clinical trials in two quite different populations over two different time periods. The 


ERG considers that two separate models should have been developed to avoid 


compromising either assessment. 


The company failed to provide sufficient information to allow the ERG to validate many of the 


company model parameters. The company only provided two of the 12 K-M analyses that 


were requested as part of the clarification process. Analyses of these two data sets identified 


parameter estimation errors and a mis-match between the model and an important trial 


result. There are, therefore, concerns that parameter values derived from the outstanding 


ten K-M analyses that were not carried out by the company may be similarly flawed.  


The ERG is concerned about the use, within the model, of a number of the RR values 


generated by the company’s secondary prevention period NMA. These RR values are 


unrealistic and lead to the generation of ICERs per QALY gained that appear to unduly 


favour treatment with apixaban.  


In addition, the company model does not incorporate the impact of an accumulating history 


of recurrent VTE events on future risks; an omission that may lead to unreliable estimates of 


long-term health gains for apixaban. Furthermore, the ERG considers that background 


mortality is inadequately represented, treatment costs have been underestimated, incorrect 


UK utility values have been employed, and an excessive mean body weight estimate for a 


UK population has been applied. 


1.7 End of life criteria 


The company has not put forward a case for apixaban to be considered under NICE’s end of 


life criteria. The ERG considers this to be appropriate. 
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 correction factors. This approach resulted in unrealistically high estimates of RR for 
some relevant comparisons; the company then used these values in the economic 
model. The ERG did not agree with the company’s approach and asked the company 
to re-run the NMAs using a vague prior to allow the ERG to calculate revised ICERs 


 There were small numbers of events for many trial outcomes and this resulted in 
wide confidence intervals for many of the RR estimates in the company’s NMAs  


Cost effectiveness 


 The decision problem encompasses two distinct assessments based on results from 
two clinical trials in two quite different populations. The company submitted a single 
model which risks compromising both assessments 


 The company failed, both within the CS and during the clarification process, to 
provide sufficient information to allow the ERG to validate many of the parameters in 
the company’s submitted model  


 The use of unrealistic RR values (generated by the company’s secondary prevention 
period NMA) leads to the generation of ICERs per QALY gained which appear to 
unduly favour treatment with apixaban 


 The company model does not incorporate the impact of an accumulating history of 
recurrent VTE events on future risks; an omission that may lead to unreliable 
estimates of long-term health gains for apixaban 


 The ERG considers that, within the company model, background mortality is 
inadequately represented, treatment costs have been underestimated, incorrect UK 
utility values have been employed and an excessive mean body weight estimate for a 
UK population has been applied 


1.9 Summary of exploratory and sensitivity analyses undertaken by 
the ERG 


The ERG applied six specific model changes using the ERG’s preferred alternative 


parameter values or formulae. These changes were in relation to age/sex mortality rates, 


treatment costs, age-varying utility, annual discounting, use of a body weight value based on 


an English population (rather than trial data) and rebasing of the model for assessment of 


treatment in the prevention period. The impact of each of these changes on the company’s 


long-term base-case results for the comparisons between apixaban and either LMWH/VKA, 


rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran were small, with changes to the ICERs per QALY gained 


of ±£2,700 in the most extreme cases. The impact of the ERG’s changes on the company’s 


short-term base-case results for the comparisons between apixaban and all three of the 


comparators was, again, modest with changes in the ICERs per QALY gained being less 


than ±£300. The ERG also generated model results using parameter values that had been 


generated by three different alternative methods of calculating RRs from the secondary 


prevention period NMA. In addition, the ERG carried out a single stand-alone scenario 


analysis. The results from all of the ERG’s analyses should be viewed with caution due to 


the underlying uncertainty with regard to the magnitude of the various model parameter 


values that the ERG has been unable to verify. 
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Apixaban is formulated as film-coated tablets of either 2.5mg or 5mg. The recommended 


dose of apixaban for the treatment of initial VTE is 10mg taken orally twice daily for the first 7 


days followed by 5mg taken orally twice daily.39 


The recommended dose of apixaban for the secondary prevention of recurrent VTE is 2.5mg 


taken orally twice daily. When prevention of recurrent VTE is indicated, the 2.5mg twice daily 


dose should be initiated following completion of 6 months of treatment with either apixaban 


5mg twice daily or with another anticoagulant.39 


The Summary of Product Characteristics39 (SPC) states that whether a short duration of 


treatment (at least 3 months) is required the decision should be based on the presence of 


transient risk factors (e.g., recent surgery, trauma, immobilisation). The SPC39 further states 


that the duration of overall therapy should be individualised after careful assessment of the 


treatment benefit against the risk of bleeding. 


Apixaban should be used with caution in patients with severe renal impairment (creatinine 


clearance 15-29 mL/min). It is not recommended in patients with creatinine clearance 


<15ml/min or in patients undergoing dialysis. 39 


3.3  Comparators 


The final scope16 issued by NICE states that the comparators to apixaban are: 


 initial treatment with a LMWH or  


 fondaparinux and continued VKA or  


 rivaroxaban 


 


3.3.1  Initial treatment with a LMWH 


In the CS,1 the evidence for  the  clinical effectiveness of  treatment with apixaban versus 


LMWH and continued VKA is derived from the AMPLIFY36 trial. Patients in the AMPLIFY36 


trial were treated for 6 months. The LMWH used in the AMPLIFY36 trial is enoxaparin and 


the VKA used is warfarin. The CS1 states that enoxaparin and warfarin are the standard 


treatments used in clinical practice in the NHS in England and Wales. Clinical advice to the 


ERG agrees with the company’s statement. 
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Sensitivity analyses 


For the primary efficacy analysis, no imputation methods were used in the case of missing 


data****************************************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************************************


**********  


Secondary outcomes 


The results for the secondary outcomes are provided in Error! Reference source not 


found.; secondary outcomes are categorised into efficacy, composite, or death outcomes. 


Analyses were performed in order to detect the superiority of apixaban in relation to 


enoxaparin/warfarin in terms of each of the secondary outcomes.  


The company states that the results describing the secondary outcomes are consistent with 


the findings of the primary efficacy analysis; apixaban was not shown to be superior in 


comparison to enoxaparin/warfarin for the primary efficacy outcome (********) and similarly, 


apixaban was not shown to be superior for the secondary outcomes, recurrent VTE or all-


cause death and recurrent VTE or cardiovascular (CV) related death. Superiority of apixaban 


was demonstrated for the composite outcomes of recurrent VTE, VTE-related death or major 


bleeding (p=0.001), and recurrent VTE, CV-related death, MI, stroke, major bleeding or 


CRNM bleeding (********). 
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Table 1 Base-case analysis for the secondary prevention period NMA  


Outcome Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
dabigatran 150mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
rivaroxaban 20mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
VKA (INR 2.0–3.0) 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
aspirin 100mg od 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5mg bd vs 
placebo 


RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death* 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Recurrent VTE-related death 


Original analysis ********************* ********************* ******************** ********************* ******************** 


Analysis requested by ERG  ** ** ** ** ** 


Major or CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* ******************** ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Major bleeding 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ********************* 


CRNM bleeding 


Original analysis * ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


Overall treatment discontinuation 


Original analysis ******************* ******************* ******************** ******************** ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* ******************* 


All-cause mortality 


Original analysis ******************** ******************** ******************** ******************** ******************* 


Analysis requested by ERG  ******************* ******************** ******************* ******************* ******************* 


bd=twice daily; CrI=credible interval; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; ERG=Evidence Review Group; od=once daily; RR=relative risk; vs=versus; VKA=vitamin K antagonist; VTE=venous 
thromboembolism 
*VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related death 
Source: Company clarification response. 
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included in the secondary prevention period NMA have been produced using sufficiently 


similar assumptions; the ERG considers that there are likely to be more events in studies 


with longer treatment periods and follow-up times than in studies with shorter treatment 


periods and follow-up times. This is a fundamental flaw in the secondary prevention period 


NMA and the ERG considers that the efficacy (and safety) of apixaban versus any active 


comparator as secondary prevention is not yet confirmed and that the results of the 


secondary prevention period NMA analysis should be interpreted with caution. Therefore, 


the ERG considers that only the direct clinical effectiveness evidence for apixaban from the 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial may be used to provide evidence for the use of apixaban as secondary 


prevention for recurrent VTE.  


In addition, the ERG has concerns about the methodology used for the initial treatment 


period and secondary prevention period NMAs. The company applied continuity correction 


factors for instances of zero events for certain outcomes. This led to high estimates of RRs 


for some comparisons, which in turn were used in the economic model and so affected the 


size of the ICERs. For example, the company calculated the RR for major bleeding for 


apixaban versus rivaroxaban to be ************************** in the secondary prevention 


period NMA, which the ERG considered to be extremely small.  


In order to investigate the robustness of the company’s estimates, the ERG asked for both 


the initial treatment period and secondary prevention period NMAs to be re-run using an 


alternative vague prior for the trial effect, and for the analysis to treat the trial effect as 


random rather than fixed. The company provided the requested analyses, and the ERG is 


satisfied that the results of the re-analysis yield less extreme estimates of underlying 


treatment effect than those provided in the company’s original analyses, i.e. less likely to be 


overestimating or underestimating treatment effect. The new estimate for the RR for major 


bleeding for apixaban versus rivaroxaban in the secondary prevention period 


(****************************) is more acceptable than that provided in the company’s original 


analysis. The results from the requested analyses were used in the ERG’s calculations of 


ICERs.  


A minor concern that the ERG has in relation to the initial treatment period NMA is that the 


description of the NMA data and analysis is unclear. Tables 58, 61 and 63 in the CS1 all 


show RRs for ‘aspirin’ and ‘no treatment’ versus apixaban for the initial treatment period, 


although further clarification (via the factual error check) reveals that ‘aspirin’ and ‘no 


treatment’ were not included in the treatment period NMA and that these RRs were derived 


from the prevention period NMA. The ERG has tried to replicate the company’s 
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findings from the initial treatment period NMA using the network of evidence as provided in 


Figure 10 of the CS,1 but was unable to obtain the same results. In addition, the ERG is 


uncertain about how the estimates from the initial treatment period NMA were obtained and 


used in the economic evaluation.   


4.9   Conclusions of the clinical effectiveness section 


The main source of clinical evidence described in the CS1 is derived from two key RCTs that 


included two distinct patient populations. Patients in the AMPLIFY36 trial required initial 


treatment for a VTE event. The AMPLIFY36 trial compared apixaban versus 


enoxaparin/warfarin in adult patients with symptomatic proximal DVT or PE (with or without 


DVT) over a 6-month period. Patients recruited to the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial have 


symptomatic, proximal DVT or PE (with or without DVT) and were treated with standard 


anticoagulation therapy for 6 to 12 months without VTE recurrence. Patients in AMPLIFY-


EXT37 were considered to be at clinical equipoise meaning that the risks and benefits of 


extended anticoagulation treatment were uncertain. 


The results of the AMPLIFY36 trial demonstrate that for the initial treatment period of VTE 


apixaban is non-inferior to, but not superior to, treatment with enoxaparin/warfarin for the 


primary efficacy outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (p<0.001). This finding is 


consistent across a range of secondary outcomes and pre-specified subgroup analyses. A 


statistically significant reduction in major bleeding events is reported for apixaban-treated 


patients compared with enoxaparin/warfarin-treated patients (RR 0.31; 95% CI 0.17 to 0.55; 


p<0.001). This finding is consistent across a range of secondary outcomes and pre-specified 


subgroup analyses. The rate of AEs between the two arms of the trial is similar.  


The results of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial demonstrate that for patients at clinical equipoise, 


apixaban significantly reduces the risk of recurrent VTE or all-cause death compared to 


placebo/no treatment (RR 0.83; 95% CI 0.22 to 0.48; ********). This finding is consistent 


across a range of secondary outcomes and pre-specified subgroups. For the outcome of 


major bleeding, apixaban is not statistically significantly different compared to placebo/no 


treatment and this finding is consistent across a range of secondary outcomes and pre-


specified subgroup analyses. The rate of AEs between the two arms of the trial is similar.  


No HRQoL data were collected during either of the trials and therefore patients’ experience 


of treatment with apixaban versus enoxaparin/warfarin or apixaban versus placebo/no 


treatment remains unknown.  


Due to the absence of direct data for the comparisons of apixaban versus rivaroxaban and 


apixaban versus dabigatran for the initial treatment period of VTE, the company conducted
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5  COST EFFECTIVENESS 


5.1 Introduction 


This section provides a structured critique of the economic evidence submitted by Bristol 


Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals Ltd and Pfizer Ltd in support of the use of apixaban for the 


treatment of DVT and PE, and the prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in adults. The two 


key components of the economic evidence presented in the CS1 are (i) a systematic review 


of the relevant literature and (ii) a report of the company’s de novo economic evaluation. The 


company also provided an electronic copy of their economic model (developed in Microsoft 


Excel). 


5.2 ERG comment on company’s review of cost effectiveness 
evidence 


5.2.1 Objective of the company’s cost effectiveness review 


The company updated an existing systematic review conducted for the rivaroxaban NICE 


submission (TA287).24 The TA28724 review considered articles published between 1 July 


2011 and 25 October 2012 and was an update and refinement of a review carried out to 


inform NICE CG14420 guidance (Venous thromboembolic diseases: the management of 


venous thromboembolic diseases and the role of thrombophilia testing). The objective of the 


CG14420 review was to identify “health economic evidence within published literature 


relevant to the review questions”. The time period for the CG14420 search had no lower limit 


and included articles published up until 1 August 2011. 


Details of the cost effectiveness search strategies employed by the company are included in 


Appendix 10.33 of the CS.1 Medline (via Ovid), Medline R-In Process (Ovid), EMBASE 


(Ovid), EconLit (EBSCO) and The Cochrane Library (incorporating the NHS Economic 


Evaluations Database (NHS EED) and the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) database 


were searched for published economic evaluations. The time horizon for the search was 25 


October 2012 to 15 July 2014. Searches of grey literature and completed and on-going 


studies were also carried out. In addition, the NICE website was searched for potentially 


relevant company and ERG reports. 
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For patients who had discontinued treatment, the risks of recurrent VTE events beyond the 


end of the AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial or, in the treatment duration scenario beyond the end of the 


AMPLIFY36 trial, were based on those reported in a prospective cohort study.4  


Other deaths 


In the base case, deaths from causes unrelated to VTE recurrences, VTE complications or 


bleeding were modelled as age- and sex-dependent background general mortality rates 


based on data from the Office of National Statistics 2010-2012.71 These background rates 


were adjusted by a hazard ratio (4.41 [95% CI 3.63 to 5.36])72 to reflect the excess mortality 


associated with a diagnosis of VTE. The risk of death was assumed to be equal across 


treatments. However, patients entering the non-fatal IC bleed and CTEPH semi-absorbing 


health states were modelled as having a higher risk of mortality, HR 2.6 (95% CI 2.2 to 3.0)73 


and HR 1.3 (95% CI 0.98 to 1.73)74 respectively 


Health related quality of life 


No HRQoL data were collected in either the AMPLIFY36 or AMPLIFY-EXT37 trials. In the 


model a baseline utility (0.825) was applied to all patients. The company reports that this 


figure was based on a UK population-average score from Kind et al75 and was updated upon 


the occurrence of an IC bleed and CTEPH (permanent changes). In addition, utility 


decrements were added to the baseline utility for PE, DVT, non-IC major bleed, CRNM bleed 


or severe PTS events. Model utility scores for baseline, IC bleed, and CTEPH are presented 


in Error! Reference source not found. and utility decrements associated with clinical 


events and those associated with the use of anticoagulants are presented in Table 3. 
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Table 2 Summary of model quality of life values for baseline, IC bleed and CTEPH  


Utility scores 
for baseline, 
IC bleed, and 
CTEPH  


Utility 
score 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


Baseline utility 0.825 EQ-5D Kind et al1998
75


  (NICE 
TA261;


23
 NICE TA287


24
) 


  


IC bleed 


Acute care period 0.33 TTO Locadia et al 2004
76


 (NICE 
TA261;


23
 NICE TA287


24
) 


91 days Locadia 
et al 
2004


76
 


Post-acute care 0.61 EQ-5D Pickard et al 2004;
77


 (NICE 
TA287


24
) 


Beyond 91 
days 


CTEPH 


Acute care period 0.65 EQ-5D Ghofrani et al 2013
78


 30 days Ghofrani 
et al 
2013


78
 


Post-acute care 0.65 Beyond 30 
days 


AC=anticoagulant; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT=deep 
vein thrombosis; IC=intracranial; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; PE=pulmonary embolism; PTS=post-thrombotic 
syndrome; SG=standard gamble; TTO=time trade-off; VKA=vitamin K antagonist Source: CS


1
 Table 67  


 


Table 3 Model utility decrements associated with clinical events and use of anticoagulants 


Utility 
decrements 
associated with 
clinical events 
and use of ACs 


Utility 
decrement 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


PE
 


-0.32 TTO Locadia et al 2004
76


 
(NICE TA261


23
; NICE 


TA287
24


) 


30 days Hogg et al 
2013


79
 


DVT
 


-0.11 


Bleeding 


Major non-IC bleed
 


-0.30 TTO Locadia et al  2004
76


 
(NICE TA261


23
; NICE 


TA287
24


) 


30 days Expert 
opinion 


CRNM bleed
 


-0.0054 EQ-5D Sullivan et al 2011
80


 2 days Dorian et 
al 2014


81
 


Severe PTS
 


-0.07 SG Lenert et al 1997
82


 (NICE 
TA261;


23
 NICE TA287


24
) 


Throughout Lenert et 
al 1997


82
 


Anticoagulation 


Apixaban
 


-0.002 TTO Gage et al 1996
83


 Whilst on 
treatment 


Gage et 
al 1996


83
 


Rivaroxaban -0.002 


LMWH/dabigatran -0.002 


LMWH/VKA -0.013 


Aspirin -0.002 


AC=anticoagulant; CRNM=clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH=chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT=deep 
vein thrombosis; IC=intracranial; LMWH=low molecular weight heparin; PE=pulmonary embolism; PTS=post-thrombotic 
syndrome; SG=standard gamble; TTO=time trade-off; VKA=vitamin K antagonist 
Source: CS,


1
 Table 67  
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5.5   Detailed critique of company’s economic model  


5.5.1   Model structure and design 


Trial populations 


The design of the company model includes the initial treatment of the index VTE event for 


the first 3-6 months, as well as subsequent preventive treatment with apixaban, or no 


preventive treatment over the remaining lifetime of surviving patients. Model variables are 


calibrated with data taken from the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 clinical trials. This 


approach to model design is problematic since the populations included in the two trials36,37 


are clearly dissimilar. The recruitment criteria for AMPLIFY-EXT37 explicitly exclude patients 


surviving a recurrent VTE event during earlier treatment of their index event. Moreover, only 


a third of AMPLIFY-EXT37 patients were recruited from AMPLIFY,36 of whom, presumably, 


half had previously received apixaban (i.e. a sixth of the total cohort). 


This has implications for modelling the cost effectiveness of long-term preventive treatment 


with apixaban, since the model begins with a pure AMPLIFY36 population then applies long-


term outcome effectiveness parameters derived from a very mixed population from which all 


patients surviving a prior recurrent VTE have been excluded. This essential incompatibility of 


the two parts of the model seriously compromises the results of the long-term preventive 


assessment of apixaban.  


Ideally, two distinct decision models should be available, each based exclusively on a single 


trial; short-term use of apixaban versus comparators using AMPLIFY36 data, and long-term 


use of apixaban versus no treatment using AMPLIFY-EXT37 data. The ERG has devised a 


model modification (rebase prevention model) to improve the long-term assessment results 


by effectively excluding the first two 3-month model cycles of the submitted model. This is 


adequate to reflect the experience of those patients (one-third) who received 6 months initial 


treatment in the AMPLIFY36 trial before joining AMPLIFY-EXT37, but may not give accurate 


results for other AMPLIFY-EXT37 patients who may have received active treatment for up to 


12 months following their index VTE event. 


Age, sex and index event 


The submitted model uses a Markov state-transition structure to project the expected 


experience of a mixed cohort of male and female patients of varying ages (18-99 in the 


AMPLIFY36 clinical trial) and who may have experienced either an index DVT alone or an
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Recurrent VTE events 


The model structure adopted by the company incorporates features intended to avoid 


complexity and duplication of features when projecting patients’ long-term experience. The 


methods employed incorporate implicit assumptions which warrant careful examination. 


At first sight two distinct populations are represented by parallel sub-models of very similar 


structure which distinguish between patients by their index event (PE+/-DVT versus DVT 


only). However, these sub-models are in fact linked; it is assumed that experiencing a PE 


event at any time has more serious consequences than experiencing a DVT event. To reflect 


this assumption, index DVT patients who suffer a subsequent PE event are removed from 


the DVT sub-model and permanently transferred to the PE sub-model. However, index PE 


patients suffering any number of subsequent DVT events remain in the PE sub-model 


indefinitely. Therefore, over time there is a steady transfer of patients between the separate 


cohorts, a factor which must be carefully considered when interpreting model results. 


A closely related feature of the company model is that any patient who suffers a non-fatal 


VTE event without permanent AEs (i.e. bleeding, PTS or CTEPH) is returned to the pool of 


index PE or DVT patients after one cycle of event-related treatment. This implicitly assumes 


that the risk of a first recurrent VTE event is the same as the conditional risk of experiencing 


a second or third VTE event. No evidence is offered in support of this assumption. Published 


evidence of recurrence risks with long-term follow-up is rare. However, in 1995 Beyth and 


colleagues92 reported on 6 to 8 years follow-up of 124 DVT patients to ascertain the 


incidence of recurrent VTE events and mortality. Of the 124 patients, 18 (14.5%) suffered a 


first recurrent event (15 DVT and 3 PE), but six of these (33.3%) suffered at least one 


subsequent VTE event. The RR of second recurrence, compared with first recurrent, 


therefore increased significantly (RR 2.1, p=0.02). This finding was supported by the 


authors’ Cox proportional hazards modelling that indicated that the risk of a first recurrence 


was significantly related to a baseline prior history of VTE (relative hazard 2.9, p=0.03). 


The natural consequence of the company model design is, therefore, that long-term 


estimates of future VTE events (including deaths) will be increasingly underestimated, 


resulting in understated event costs and disutilities, and overestimated cohort survival. The 


company acknowledges this limitation in their model and considers that its effect is to 


understate the advantage from apixaban treatment through reduced risk of bleeding events. 


The ERG recognises this argument in relation to long-term apixaban treatment, but 


considers it of limited applicability to the assessment of short-term apixaban use where initial 


apixaban therapy would be replaced by conventional long-term therapy. However, there is
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no obvious model modification available to the ERG that would correct this important 


weakness in model structure; the only reliable approach would be to redesign the model 


completely to incorporate progressively increasing VTE recurrence rates by introducing 


several additional patient states for those experiencing second and subsequent recurrent 


events. Populating such a model may prove challenging 


5.5.2   Long-term mortality rates 


In the submitted model, background mortality is applied to reflect deaths due to all causes 


other than VTE-related events as a function of age and gender. Based on a study describing 


the survival of patients suffering venous embolism by Flinterman et al,72 a single overall risk 


ratio has been estimated by the ERG and applied to uplift all general population mortality 


risks irrespective of age and gender, to reflect increased mortality risks from causes 


unrelated to VTE.  


However, this does not take into account the fact that the risks of recurrent VTE events and 


of mortality from all causes increase progressively with each additional VTE event. A paper 


by Klok et al93 compared outcomes for PE and non-PE patients for up to 5.5 years. This 


showed that in the long-term (3+ years) mortality rates in all patients increased and 


accelerated over time. Patients with PE showed higher mortality rates than non-PE patients, 


and the long-term mortality hazard ratio (PE versus non-PE) increased by 2.7% per year.  


Beyth et al92 reported an analysis of mortality in non-cancer DVT patients indicating a 


statistically significant higher long-term mortality risk for patients aged 75 years or over, and 


for those with prior history of stroke (long-term hazard ratio 5.4). In addition, the long-term 


risk of recurrent VTE was three times greater for patients younger than 65 years who had a 


previous history of VTE. 


Also, stroke and IC haemorrhage events can result in the development or worsening of 


disability, which is known to be associated with increased subsequent mortality. In the NICE 


appraisal of clopidogrel and modified-release dipyridamole for the prevention of occlusive 


vascular events (review of Technology Appraisal No. 9094) it was found that risks of all types 


of stroke, MIs, other vascular deaths and non-vascular deaths (i.e. background deaths) 


increased with age, and were also increased if the patient had suffered prior serious stroke-


related disability (modified Rankin score 3+). The risk of suffering a new haemorrhagic 


stroke multiplied by 1.93 due to existing disability, and the risk of non-vascular death 


multiplied by 1.87. In addition, it was found that the odds ratio for fatality from MI and stroke 


events increased by 2.44 for a second event and by 5.56 for a third event. There is,
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therefore, good reason to expect that the RR risk applied to standard life-table mortality risks 


may increase over time as additional VTE events accumulate among the ‘at risk’ population.  


The impact on the model of increasing recurrent event incidence, fatality rates and general 


mortality rates over time would be to increase the net cost of further events while also 


reducing the average survival estimates in both trial arms. The net effect on cost 


effectiveness of incorporating these time-varying risk parameters into the submitted 


economic model is difficult to anticipate without much more detailed analysis of the 


AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 trial data together with data from longer-term trials of 


apixaban and comparator products. 


5.5.3   Treatment costs 


The cost of anti-thromboembolic therapies is calculated in the company’s model for each 3-


month cycle based on the average number of patients alive and on treatment during the 


cycle (i.e. the number of patients incurring costs is estimated as the average of those 


patients on treatment at the beginning of the cycle and those remaining on treatment at the 


end of the cycle). This method of calculation is inaccurate for both the first cycle and for 


subsequent cycles.  


The first cycle cost includes the initial treatment of the DVT/PE event which generally lasts 


only a few days (5, 7-8 or a maximum of 21 days); all VTE patients entering the model incur 


this cost in full. After this initial phase, patients move to continuing therapy for the rest of the 


first cycle, using prescribed medication sufficient to treat them for the remainder of the first 


cycle. However, the company’s model assumes that those patients discontinuing treatment 


at any time during the first cycle incur this cost only for half a cycle. The ERG considers that 


this understates the true cost since oral medications prescribed early in the cycle cannot be 


returned and must be discarded. The cost incurred for treatment in the first 3 months is more 


accurately estimated using the full number of patients who begin treatment. 


For second and subsequent cycles of extended treatment, the ERG considers it reasonable 


to assume that all patients remaining on long-term medication would receive repeat 


prescriptions quarterly. The only exception would be for patients receiving LMWH 


monotherapy who require regular injections. In this case it would be more appropriate to 


calculate medication and administration costs averaged across each cycle (including the first 


cycle).
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5.5.7   Revised relative risks 


The company was asked during the clarification process to undertake alternative NMA 


calculations for selected model variables (see Clarification letter). These are discussed in 


detail in Section 4.8 of this ERG report. The resultant RR values estimated by the company 


for VTE recurrence and related deaths, major bleeding and CRNM have been applied as 


model revisions by the ERG. However, the ERG has continuing concerns relating to the 


estimation of RR parameters for major bleeding and CRNM derived from the secondary 


prevention period NMA. Model results are especially sensitive to these variables, and some 


parameter estimates in the company’s base-case model appear excessively large (e.g. RR 


of ***** for major bleeding for rivaroxaban versus apixaban). As previously discussed, this 


may be related to the wide range of follow-up periods in the included trials. The ERG carried 


out two additional analyses using a Poisson assumption (relating risk to the time of follow-up 


exposure), using Bayesian and non-Bayesian methods (Appendix 7 of this ERG report). 


The company’s base-case ICER is reliant on the original company model RR parameters. 


Using the results of the analysis method requested by the ERG in the clarification process 


and the two Poisson-based methods, a range of alternative parameter value sets are 


available. The impact of these alternatives on cost effectiveness estimates are compared in 


Section 6. 


5.5.8  Time-to-event analysis and projective model coefficients 


The submitted model uses parameter values derived from the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-


EXT37 clinical trials to represent the various AEs suffered by VTE patients during the trial 


follow-up periods (i.e. recurrent VTE events, VTE related fatality, death from other causes, 


major bleeding events, CRNM events, IC bleeding, CTPH and PTS), as well as treatment 


duration.  


As neither the trial publications36,37 nor the related CSRs47,52 provide relevant information, the 


ERG submitted a set of 12 clarification requests for K-M time-to-event analysis relating to the 


main model variables used to populate the model. The ERG intended to use this information 


to address three important issues: 


 to validate the model parameter values against the original data
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 to assess whether temporal trends in the risk of key events are consistent with 


the modellers’ general assumption that risks evident in the last 3-month cycle of 


AMPLIFY-EXT37 follow-up can be projected indefinitely at a constant level 


 to formulate alternative projective hazard functions, where varying hazard trends 


are evident in any of the time-to-event variables, as a basis for providing revised 


ICER per QALY gained estimates 


Of the 12 analyses requested by the ERG, the company supplied only two.  The two 


analyses relate to overall survival and time to treatment discontinuation in the AMPLIFY 


trial.36 As the ERG received the analyses 8 days prior to the submission date for the ERG 


report, the time available for the ERG to assess the data was limited.  A brief discussion of 


the data is presented in this section.  


Time to treatment discontinuation 


The ERG’s comparison of the time to treatment discontinuation results from the AMPLIFY36 


trial with the corresponding Markov trace model results has revealed important 


discrepancies. After 90 days treatment **** of apixaban patients had discontinued treatment, 


whereas the company model indicates only 7.7% discontinuations. For patients assigned to 


conventional therapy the trial data show **** of patients had stopped treatment compared to 


13.0% estimated by the model. 


This finding confirms the ERG belief that all similar model parameters should be 


independently validated against the original trial data. Without access to the 


requested K-M analyses, it is not possible for the ERG to determine whether or not 


similar discrepancies are present in other time-to-event model variables, which may 


render the calculated ICERs unreliable. 
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5.5.9  Cost effectiveness summary 


The ERG has reviewed the decision model submitted by the company and has identified a 


number of areas of concern: 


 The decision problem encompasses two distinct assessments based on results 


from two clinical trials36,37 in quite different populations. The model design 


attempts to encompass both assessments within one structure, despite the 


evident incompatibility of the two sets of evidence. It is the ERG’s view that two 


separate models should have been developed to avoid compromising either 


assessment. 


 The company acknowledges that no attempt has been made to incorporate the 


impact of accumulating history of recurrent VTE events through increasing future 


risks (including background mortality), as is attested in the literature. This may 


lead to unreliable estimates of long-term health gains for apixaban. 


 The model structure operates on the assumption that all patients begin with the 


same average age, and that background mortality rates are adequately 


represented by a simple weighted average of life-table values. The ERG has 


demonstrated that this is inappropriate and leads to biased results which tend to 


overstate estimated ICERs per QALY gained. 


 In the model, treatment costs have been underestimated, incorrect UK utility 


values have been employed, and an excessive mean body weight estimate for a 


UK population has been used. 


 The ERG notes that the company’s INR monitoring costs are in line with previous 


NICE appraisals of rivaroxaban23,24 and dabigatran25 and do not significantly 


impact the size of the ERG’s estimated ICERs. 


 The method used to derive hazard ratios for the long-term secondary preventive 


treatment period comparisons has been shown to yield unrealistic values in some 


instances, tending to improve the estimated ICERs per QALY gained in favour of 


apixaban. Alternative approaches considered by the ERG have been shown to 


produce very different ICERs per QALY gained in some cases, indicating 


substantial unresolved uncertainty. 


 The company only provided two of the requested 12 time-to-event analyses 


requested by the ERG. One of these revealed a significant error in calculating the 


risk of treatment discontinuation, and the other showed a significant difference 


between survival gain estimated by the model and that shown in the AMPLIFY36 


trial results. The ERG considers that it is likely that other discrepancies and errors 


may remain undetected in the model but this cannot be confirmed
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without access to the other ten trial results. The ERG considers that it is likely 


that other discrepancies and errors may remain undetected in the model but this 


cannot be confirmed without access to the other ten analyses of trial data (from 


both the AMPLIFY36 and AMPLIFY-EXT37 studies) requested by the ERG. 


 Results of sensitivity analyses show that the main drivers of cost effectiveness 


are baseline utility and starting age (6-month model) and baseline utility and risk 


of major bleed (lifelong model). Starting age should be a parameter for which 


there is general agreement. The ERG considers that there is uncertainty around 


the most plausible baseline utility as no HRQOL data were collected during the 


trials.36,37  


In summary, the ERG considers that the company model (even with the 


amendments/corrections proposed by the ERG) does not provide a reliable basis for 


estimating the relative cost effectiveness of apixaban for the treatment and secondary 


prevention of DVT and/or PE.   
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The ERG, however, is not confident that the methods used in the secondary prevention 


period NMA are robust and considers that the results from this NMA are not credible.   


8.2.1  Issues relating to NMA methodology 


The ERG was unable to reproduce the results of either the company’s initial treatment period 


or the secondary prevention period NMA using the information included in the CS.1 The ERG 


notes that the information about the comparators included in the initial treatment period NMA 


presented in the clinical section of the CS1 is not the same as the information presented in 


the economics section. Specifically there are results for two additional comparators (no 


treatment and aspirin) listed in Table 58 of the economics section. The legend for Table 58 is 


not sufficiently detailed to allow understanding of any additional assumptions/analyses that 


have been carried out by the company to explain this discrepancy. Further clarification (via 


the company’s factual error check) has revealed that ‘aspirin’ and ’no treatment’ were not 


included in the calculations for the treatment period NMA. 


There were small numbers of events for many of the outcomes reported in the AMPLIFY36,37 


trials and this led to wide confidence intervals for many of the RR estimates resulting from 


both initial treatment period NMA and the secondary prevention period NMA.  


 


The ERG has an additional major concern about the methodology and assumptions 


underpinning the secondary prevention period NMA. There is marked variation in the lengths 


of the included trial treatment periods (before recruitment into the trial, the trial treatment 


period and also of the observation period after the end of treatment). However, the number 


of events, and hence RRs, for these different periods were used in the analyses as if all of 


the trials had the same follow-up period. To illustrate, in AMPLIFY-EXT37 apixaban is used 


for a 12-month treatment period following an initial treatment period of 6 to 12 months; in 


other trials2-4,6,8,15,36,37,78,82 the initial treatment period varies from 3 to 18 months and the trial 


treatment period varies from 6 months to longer than 2 years. The advice given to the 


company was that the RRs between different treatment options were not likely to differ over 


time. However, recent evidence from Martinez et al17 demonstrates that the risk of 


recurrence is highest in the first 6 months after an index event but then falls progressively 


between 6 months and 4 years, at which point it plateaus. The trials included in the 


secondary prevention period NMA37,58-66 evaluate the effects of different therapies at different 


time-points during this decline in risk and the ERG is not aware of any data to justify the 


assumption that a comparison of the results of these trials is valid. 
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8.2.2   Economic model 


The ERG’s critique of the company’s submitted economic modeI was severely hampered by 


a lack of information. This lack of information meant that the ERG was unable to verify key 


model parameters. Although the company was asked, via the clarification process, to carry 


out a series of 12 K-M analyses, only two analyses were provided. Examination of these 


data revealed issues with both the company’s calculation of the risk of treatment 


discontinuation, and a significant difference between the survival gain estimated by the 


model and that shown by the AMPLIFY36 trial results. The fact that there are outstanding 


issues relating to the parameters that had been estimated from both of the provided data 


sets raises concern that there may be other issues relating to the ten analyses carried for 


which  no results were made available to the ERG. 


The company created one model, combining the risks and benefits resulting from treatment 


with apixaban over an initial treatment period of 6 months with those associated with long-


term secondary prevention. Risks of VTE-related events calculated from AMPLIFY36 data 


were used to estimate risks in the initial 6-month period, whilst risks for VTE-related events 


calculated from AMPLIFY-EXT37 data were used to estimate long-term risks beyond 6 


months. As previously discussed, the population in AMPLIFY-EXT37 only represents patients 


for whom there is uncertainty regarding the risks and benefits of treatment as patients who 


had a recurrent VTE within 6 months of an index event were excluded from this trial. The 


ERG considers that the risks of recurrent events for the whole population receiving apixaban 


are, therefore, likely to have been underestimated in the company’s economic model. 


Furthermore, it is not clear whether the RRs for the comparator treatments described in the 


CS1 are valid for patients who definitely require lifelong treatment (i.e. patients at overall 


higher risk of VTE recurrence). From the information in the CS,1 it appears that the RRs for 


the comparator treatments are mainly derived from data relating to the clinical equipoise 


population (AMPLIFY-EXT37 and EINSTEIN-EXT58). This is an important consideration as 


these RRs are used in the economic model to generate the (lifelong) ICERs per QALY 


gained. This means that the company’s economic model may yield an ICER that is not 


relevant to all patients who require lifelong treatment, including those with persistent factors 


who are at higher risk of recurrence.  


The results from the company’s secondary prevention period NMA were used as the basis 


for assessing lifelong use of apixaban in the economic model despite some values being 


unrealistic and despite the follow-up data for apixaban only being available for 12 months. 


The ERG also had minor concerns about the modelling of background mortality risk, 


treatment costs, utility and the discounting methods used in the model.  
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The ERG acknowledges that their adjustments to the company’s model had minimal effects 


on the sizes of the ICERs per QALY gained. However, the ERG is very concerned that their 


critique was restricted by the failure of the company to provide requested data. 


Unfortunately, the currently available cost effectiveness estimates cannot be considered 


robust unless the ERG is given the opportunity to check the parameter estimates and 


assumptions used in the company model. 


8.3  Implications for research 


Due to the paucity of long-term evidence for both the continued benefit and safety of 


treatment with NOACs, close monitoring and surveillance of patients undergoing treatment 


with NOACs is necessary. 


In addition, access to, support and best use of currently available clinical data from patient 


registries and hospital audits should be encouraged in order to explore the substantial 


uncertainty around key clinical issues for patients with VTE. 


A robust study of quality of life in patients treated with NOACs compared to patients treated 


with warfarin would be welcome. 
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Executive summary 


Background 


Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a collective term for deep vein thrombosis (DVT) or pulmonary 
embolism (PE), a prevalent and potentially fatal condition.(1-3) It represents a considerable morbidity 
and mortality burden and is a costly public health problem; hospitalisations and inpatient 
management of VTE account for >50% of the total associated costs.(1) In England during 2012–
2013, there were 23,578 hospital admissions for PE and 25,165 admissions for DVT.(4) VTE is 
estimated to be responsible for 25,000 hospital deaths annually in the UK,(1) and PE is one of the 
most common preventable causes of death in hospitalised patients.(5) It is estimated that 1.4% of 
patients with DVT, and 22.6% of patients with a PE, die within one month of the event occurring.(2) 
An episode of VTE also carries an increased risk of a recurrent VTE event – the cumulative risk of 
recurrent VTE over 10 years has been determined to be 25.2%. (6, 7) Incidence rates for VTE 
recurrence following a first DVT are highest in younger patients, particularly young males. 
Furthermore, complications for DVT and PE include post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) and chronic 
thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH),(8) which carry significant morbidity in 
themselves. 
 
The current NICE Clinical Guideline CG144 recommends that VTE events should be treated with a 
vitamin K antagonist (VKA) for at least 3 months and that long-term continuation of VKA may be 
appropriate in patients at risk of a VTE recurrence.(8) Warfarin is the oral VKA of choice in England 
and Wales.(8) Based on expert opinion on current clinical practice, patients with VTE in England and 
Wales may be treated for 3 to 6 months, at which point a decision is made on whether to continue 
long-term anticoagulation.(9) The effectiveness of warfarin anticoagulation may be compromised due 
to the difficulty of maintaining an optimal therapeutic level (balancing efficacy of treatment with risk of 
bleeding). Due to the limitations of warfarin, some patients will receive less effective treatments for 
prevention of recurrent VTE, such as aspirin or even no pharmacological treatment. (10) This has led 
to the need for new therapies, such as novel oral anticoagulants (NOACs), which have been 
developed for the treatment and long-term prevention of recurrent VTE. Since the publication of  
NICE CG144  in 2012, rivaroxaban, a NOAC, has been accepted for use by NICE, while dabigatran, 
another NOAC, is currently being appraised.(11-13) Warfarin and the other currently available 
treatments are all associated with a risk of bleeding, which is a serious and costly complication.(10) 
There remains a need for effective oral anticoagulation with a lower risk of bleeding than currently 
available treatments. 
 
Eliquis® (apixaban), a direct factor Xa inhibitor, is newly indicated for the treatment of DVT and PE, 
and the prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in adults. It is available in the UK as 2.5 and 5 mg 
tablets. The recommended dose for the treatment of DVT or PE is 10 mg bd for the first 7 days, 
followed by 5 mg bd. Following the completion of 6 months of treatment for DVT or PE, 2.5 mg bd is 
recommended for the prevention of recurrent DVT and/or PE. 
 
Clinical Evidence 


Apixaban has been studied in two large double-blind, randomised controlled trials involving 7881 
patients (see Section 6.5): 


 AMPLIFY confirmed apixaban to be similarly effective to enoxaparin followed by warfarin in 
treating VTE as determined by preventing recurrent symptomatic VTE1 or VTE-related death, 
but with a significantly lower risk of bleeding, specifically a reduction in the risk of major 
bleeding of 69% over a 6 month period.(14) 


                                            
 
1
 Recurrent symptomatic VTE will for the remainder of the document be referred to as ‘recurrent VTE’. 
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 Apixaban significantly reduced the risk of all-cause hospitalisation by 19% vs. 
enoxaparin/warfarin and significantly reduced the rate of all-cause hospitalisations by 32% 
within the first 30 days of acute VTE treatment vs. enoxaparin/warfarin.(15)  


 AMPLIFY-EXT demonstrated that following 6 to 12 months of prior anticoagulation, long-term 
apixaban (2.5 mg bd) was superior to ‘no treatment’ (placebo) in reducing recurrent VTE or 
all-cause death by 67% and was associated with a similar risk of bleeding over a 12 month 
period.(16) 


 Apixaban significantly reduced all-cause hospitalisations compared to placebo during the 
intended treatment period (p=0.030).(17) 


 
In the absence of head-to-head RCT evidence, network meta-analyses were conducted to determine 
the relative efficacy and safety of apixaban compared to other NOACs for VTE in the treatment and 
prevention periods, and additionally to VKA and aspirin in the prevention period (NMA; Section 6.7): 
 
For the treatment of VTE: 


 There were no significant differences between apixaban and rivaroxaban or 
LMWH/dabigatran for the outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death at 6 months 
(Section 6.7.5.1).  


 Bleeding outcomes were significantly lower for apixaban compared with: rivaroxaban (major 
or clinically relevant non-major bleeds [CRNM]; and CRNM bleeds) and LMWH/dabigatran 
(major or CRNM bleeds; major bleeds). 
 


For long-term therapy to prevent VTE recurrence: 


 Apixaban had similar efficacy to warfarin, rivaroxaban and dabigatran for prevention of 
recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (Section 6.7.5.2) 


 Bleeding outcomes were significantly lower for apixaban compared with: rivaroxaban (major 
or CRNM bleeds; major bleeds; and CRNM bleeds), dabigatran (major or CRNM bleeds) and 
warfarin (major or CRNM bleeds; major bleeds; and CRNM bleeds). 


 
Cost-effectiveness and Budget Impact Analysis 


The cost-effectiveness of apixaban was assessed using a Markov model similar to that used in 
previous rivaroxaban NICE appraisals (see Section 7.2).(18, 19)  
 
For the treatment of VTE (6-month duration) apixaban was dominant vs. rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran, and cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA with an ICER of £2,406 per QALY gained in 
the incremental analysis (Table 1 and Section 7.7.6). Apixaban was associated with a reduced 
number of major and CRNM bleeds compared to all other treatments over this period which resulted 
in QALY gains for apixaban. Apixaban was associated with fewer costs compared to rivaroxaban due 
to a shorter initiation period (7 days vs. 21 days, respectively) and dabigatran which requires initial 
parenteral anticoagulant injections. In patients treated with LMWH/VKA, the high cost of LMWH and 
the cost of VKA monitoring are the main contributors to the cost of treatment vs. apixaban. 
 
For the treatment and prevention of VTE recurrence (lifelong duration), rivaroxaban was dominated 
by LMWH/VKA, dabigatran was extendedly dominated by apixaban and apixaban was cost effective 
vs. LMWH/VKA with an ICER of £16,676 per QALY gained. Patients treated with apixaban have 
greater QALY gains compared to other treatments due to a reduced number of major bleeding 
events. However patients treated with apixaban incur additional costs in comparison to other 
treatments because they remain on treatment for longer periods due to fewer discontinuations 
associated with bleeding. (Section 7.7.6). 
 
A conservative analysis explored apixaban for the treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE (lifelong 
duration) compared with LMWH/VKA for 6 months followed by no preventative therapy (‘no 
treatment’), which resulted in an ICER of £17,917 per QALY gained (Section 7.7.6). This scenario 
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demonstrates that apixaban is cost-effective for patients who would benefit from long-term 
anticoagulation but who are currently not receiving long term preventative therapy. In a scenario 
analysis, a similar comparison between lifelong treatment with apixaban and 6-month treatment with 
LMWH/VKA followed by aspirin, apixaban had an ICER of £22,595 per QALY gained (Section 7.7.6). 
 
In subgroup analyses (Section 7.9), apixaban was cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA for the 6-month 
treatment duration for the index PE and index DVT subgroups. One-way sensitivity analyses, 
scenario analyses and probabilistic sensitivity analysis demonstrated that the findings were robust to 
changes in key parameters (Sections 7.7.7 to 7.7.9). 
 
Table 1: Incremental cost-effectiveness results 


Technology 
(and 
comparators) 


Total cost Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
cost for 
comparator 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Incremental 
QALYs for 
comparator 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


ICERs for 
comparator 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Incremental 
analysis 


6-month treatment duration 


LMWH/VKA £4,954.94 8.389 - - - - 


Apixaban £5,034.96 8.422 £80.02 0.033 £2,405.53 £2,405.53 


Rivaroxaban £5,069.16 8.412 £114.22 0.023 £5,016.99 Dominated 


LMWH/ 


dabigatran 
£5,100.37 8.396 £145.43 0.007 £19,782.46 Dominated 


Lifelong treatment duration (including treatment and prevention periods) 


LMWH/VKA £6,136.28 8.472 - - - - 


Rivaroxaban £9,013.16 8.075 £2,876.88 -0.397 Dominated Dominated 


LMWH/ 


dabigatran 
£9,083.28 8.591 £2,947.00 0.120 £24,621.57 


Extendedly 


dominated 


Apixaban £9,497.37 8.673 £3,361.09 0.202 £16,675.53 £16,675.53 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALY: Quality adjusted life year; 
VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 
Budget impact analysis estimated that the number of patients beginning treatment for VTE in 
England and Wales will be 58,392 in 2015, rising to 60,045 in 2019 (Section 8.1.1). The cumulative 
total budget impact of apixaban is estimated to be £4,878,956 for the 5-year period to 2019. This is a 
conservative analysis which does not include potential savings from reduced hospitalisations and 
bleeding events avoided (Section 8.1.7). 
 
Conclusions 


Apixaban should be recommended as an option for the treatment of DVT and PE and 
prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in adults because:  


 It is similarly effective as LMWH/VKA for the treatment of DVT and PE and causes 
significantly fewer bleeds 


 It has superior efficacy to ‘no treatment’ (placebo) with similar bleeding risk in patients 
undergoing long-term therapy to prevent VTE recurrence 
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 Indirect comparisons show that apixaban has similar efficacy and causes significantly fewer 
major or CRNM bleeds compared with LMWH/VKA, LMWH/dabigatran and rivaroxaban in the 
treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE 


 It is not associated with the cost and inconvenience of initial parenteral LMWH therapy or INR 
monitoring, and it does not have the same degree of food and drug interactions as warfarin 


 It dominates rivaroxaban and LWMH/dabigatran and is cost effective versus LWMH/VKA 
(£2,405.53 per QALY gained) for the treatment of  DVT and PE (6-month duration)  


 It is the most cost effective treatment compared to LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran at a willingness to pay of £20,000 per QALY  for the treatment and 
prevention of recurrent DVT and PE (lifelong duration) 


 It is estimated to have an incremental budget impact for the population of England and Wales 
of £2,996,857 over 5 years  


 
Apixaban addresses the unmet need for an effective oral anticoagulant with a lower risk of bleeding 
compared to the currently available treatments. 
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Section A – Decision problem 


1 Description of technology under assessment  


1.1 Give the brand name, approved name and, when appropriate, therapeutic class. For 


devices, provide details of any different versions of the same device. 


Brand name:   Eliquis®  
Approved name:  Apixaban 
Therapeutic class:  Direct Factor Xa inhibitors (oral anticoagulants) 
ATC code:   B01AF02 


1.2 What is the principal mechanism of action of the technology? 


Apixaban is a potent, oral, direct and highly selective active site inhibitor of Factor Xa (20). It does not 
require antithrombin III for antithrombotic activity and inhibits Factor Xa activity both within and 
outside the prothrombinase complex. Apixaban has no direct effects on platelet aggregation, but 
indirectly inhibits platelet aggregation induced by thrombin. By inhibiting Factor Xa, apixaban 
prevents both thrombin generation and thrombus development. 


1.3 Does the technology have a UK marketing authorisation/CE marking for the 


indications detailed in this submission? If so, give the date on which authorisation 


was received. If not, state current UK regulatory status, with relevant dates (for 


example, date of application and/or expected approval dates).  


Eliquis® (apixaban) received European marketing authorisation on 28th July 2014 for the treatment of 
deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE), and prevention of recurrent DVT and/or 
PE in adults. 
 
Eliquis® (apixaban) has received previous European marketing authorisations for the following 
indications: 
 


 In May 2011, for the prevention of venous thromboembolic events (VTE) in adult patients who 
have undergone elective hip or knee replacement surgery. 


 


 In November 2012, for the prevention of stroke and systemic embolism in adult patients with 
non-valvular atrial fibrillation (NVAF), with one or more risk factors, such as prior stroke or 
transient ischaemic attack (TIA); age ≥ 75 years; hypertension; diabetes mellitus; 
symptomatic heart failure (New York Heart Association [NYHA] Class ≥ II). 


1.4 Describe the main issues discussed by the regulatory organisation (preferably by 


referring to the [draft] assessment report [for example, the EPAR]). If appropriate, 


state any special conditions attached to the marketing authorisation (for example, 


exceptional circumstances/conditions to the marketing authorisation).  


During the assessment of apixaban for the new Marketing Authorisation (MA): ‘for the treatment of 
deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism and prevention of recurrent DVT and/or PE in adults’, 
the following issues were discussed by the Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use 
(CHMP) in the European Public Assessment Report (EPAR):(21) 
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Clinical Aspects 
 
From a clinical perspective, the efficacy and safety of apixaban for the treatment and prevention of 
VTE indications were investigated in one Phase 2 study (CV185017, BOTTICELLI) and two pivotal 
Phase 3 studies (CV185056, AMPLIFY and CV185057, AMPLIFY-EXT). The EPAR concluded that 
‘the benefit/risk balance for the requested indication both in terms of treatment and prevention is 
positive.’ 
 
Risk Management Plan 
 
As part of the marketing authorisation (MA) for apixaban, and in addition to regular periodic safety 
update reports, there is a requirement for a risk management plan (RMP) to be implemented. The 
following risk management measures for apixaban in the treatment and prevention of recurrent DVT 
and/or PE in adults were deemed acceptable and agreed by the Pharmacovigilance Risk 
Assessment Committee (PRAC). 
 
A physician educational pack containing a Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC), Prescriber 
Guide and Patient Alert Cards, shall be provided by the marketing authorisation holder prior to 
launch, targeting all physicians who are expected to prescribe/use apixaban. The pack is aimed at 
increasing the awareness of the potential risk of bleeding during treatment and to provide guidance 
on how to manage that risk. 


1.5 What are the (anticipated) indication(s) in the UK? For devices, provide the 


(anticipated) CE marking, including the indication for use.  


The new indication for Eliquis® (apixaban) in the UK is:  
 


 Treatment of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE), and prevention of 
recurrent DVT and PE in adults (see Section 4.4 [Eliquis® SPC] for haemodynamically 
unstable PE patients). 


 
Apixaban is also licensed for the indications mentioned above in question 1.3. 


1.6 Please provide details of all completed and ongoing studies from which additional 


evidence is likely to be available in the next 12 months for the indication being 


appraised. 


We do not anticipate any new studies relevant to the indication being appraised to become available 
within the next 12 months.  
 
There is an open-label, randomised, active-control (UFH/warfarin [INR 1.5–2.5]) 24-week study 
ongoing in Japan (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01780987) to evaluate the safety and efficacy of 
apixaban (10 mg bd for 1 week followed by 5 mg bd for 23 weeks) for the treatment of symptomatic 
VTE in the Japanese population. Data collection has just been completed. The results are anticipated 
to be published in an abstract in April 2015 at the Japanese Circulation Society 2015 Scientific 
congress. However this study is not directly relevant to the current submission because the target 
warfarin INR therapeutic range was 1.5–2.5 and it was conducted in a cohort of Japanese patients 
and therefore lacks validity for the population of England and Wales. 


1.7 If the technology has not been launched, please supply the anticipated date of 


availability in the UK. 


Apixaban 2.5 mg and 5 mg tablets are already available in the UK. Apixaban was launched in the 
indication being appraised in this submission in September 2014. 
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1.8 Does the technology have regulatory approval outside the UK? If so, please 


provide details. 


All the marketing authorisations in Question 1.3 were granted by the European Medicine Agency’s 
Centralised Procedure and are therefore applicable across the European member states. 
 
Eliquis® (apixaban) has also been granted marketing authorisation in the United States of America for 
these indications. 


1.9 Is the technology subject to any other form of health technology assessment in the 


UK? If so, what is the timescale for completion? 


Apixaban is undergoing health technology assessment by the Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) 
for the indication considered in this submission. The evidence dossier was submitted in September 
2014 and it is anticipated that advice will be issued in Q1 2015. 
 
Apixaban has already been appraised, with positive recommendations, by both NICE and SMC for its 
other licensed indications: 
 


 Prevention of venous thromboembolic events (VTE) in adult patients who have undergone 


elective hip or knee replacement surgery. 


 Prevention of stroke and systemic embolism in adult patients with non-valvular atrial 


fibrillation (NVAF), with one or more risk factors, such as prior stroke or transient ischaemic 


attack (TIA); age ≥ 75 years; hypertension; diabetes mellitus; symptomatic heart failure (New 


York Heart Association [NYHA] Class ≥ II). 


 


1.10 For pharmaceuticals, please complete the table below. If the unit cost of the 


pharmaceutical is not yet known, provide details of the anticipated unit cost, 


including the range of possible unit costs. 


 
The unit costs of the technology for the indication being appraised are outlined in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Unit costs of technology for the indication being appraised 


Pharmaceutical formulation  2.5 mg and 5 mg film-coated tablets 


Acquisition cost (excluding VAT) NHS list price £1.10 (2.5 mg or 5 mg) per tablet 


Method of administration Oral 


Doses  Treatment of DVT/PE  
10 mg bd for the first 7 days followed by 5 mg bd for at 
least 3 months 
Prevention of recurrent DVT/PE  
2.5 mg bd (following completion of 6 months of 
treatment) 


Average length of a course of treatment For treatment of VTE , NICE recommends at least 3 
months of treatment. The duration of overall therapy 
should be individualised after careful assessment of 
the treatment benefit against the risk of bleeding.(8) 


Average cost of a course of treatment Treatment of DVT/PE 
The cost of apixaban 10 mg bd for the first 7 days, 
followed by 5 mg bd for up to 6 months is: 
£415.80 for 6 months 
Prevention of recurrent DVT/PE  
The cost of apixaban (2.5 mg bd) for prevention of 
recurrent DVT/PE is: 
£818.40 for first 12 months (including treatment 
period) 
£803.00 for subsequent 12 months 


Anticipated average interval between 
courses of treatments 


Not applicable 


Anticipated number of repeat courses of 
treatments 


Not applicable 


Dose adjustments No dose adjustments are required for any patient 
subgroup. 


Bd: Twice daily; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; NHS: National Health Service; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VAT: Value added 
tax 


1.11 For devices, please provide the list price and average selling price. If the unit cost 


of the device is not yet known, provide details of the anticipated unit cost, 


including the range of possible unit costs.  


Not applicable. 


1.12 Are there additional tests or investigations needed for selection, or particular 


administration requirements for this technology? 


There are no further additional tests, investigations or administration requirements above and beyond 
routine clinical practice for the use of anticoagulants.(20) Prior to initiating apixaban, liver function 
testing should be performed.(20)  


1.13 Is there a need for monitoring of patients over and above usual clinical practice for 


this technology? 


There is no need for monitoring over and above usual clinical practice.  
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1.14 What other therapies, if any, are likely to be administered at the same time as the 


intervention as part of a course of treatment? 


No other therapies are required. 
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2 Context  


2.1 Please provide a brief overview of the disease or condition for which the 


technology is being used. Include details of the underlying course of the disease. 


VTE is a condition in which a blood clot (thrombus) forms in a vein. DVT and PE are manifestations 
of VTE with serious and potentially fatal outcomes.(22) A DVT most commonly occurs in the deep 
veins of the legs, and can cause a spectrum of symptoms such as cramping pain, redness and/or 
swelling of the leg, or have no symptoms at all.(23) A PE is caused when a thrombus detaches and 
travels to block the main pulmonary artery or one of its branches, which delivers de-oxygenated 
blood to the lungs. PEs can cause breathlessness, chest pain, and sudden death. 
 
Approximately two-thirds of patients with a VTE present with a DVT and one third present with a 
PE.(24) Up to 50% of patients with symptomatic DVT may have an asymptomatic PE and less than a 
third of patients with PE exhibit signs or symptoms of DVT.(25) When VTE is associated with an 
identifiable (and often reversible or transient) risk factor(s), such as surgery, trauma, or prolonged 
immobilisation, it is referred to as a provoked VTE.(23, 26). A VTE is considered unprovoked 
(idiopathic) if it occurs without a clearly identifiable provoking factor. 
 
In the UK, the incidence of people presenting with clinical symptoms of VTE each year is 2 in 1,000 
(7). The incidence of VTE varies with age – for people under 40 years the annual incidence of VTE is 
1 in 10,000, rising to 1 in 100 for those over 80 years (27). VTE is estimated to be responsible for 
25,000 hospital deaths annually in the UK (1). Mortality from VTE can be as high as 22% in the first 
year following an event (28), and PE is one of the most common preventable causes of death in 
hospitalised patients.(5) VTE is a major public health burden (29) and NICE Clinical Guideline 92 
recommends, as a key NHS priority, that all patients are assessed on admission to hospital to identify 
those who are at an increased risk of VTE.(23) 
 
An episode of DVT increases the risk of VTE recurrence.(30) The thrombus may dislodge from its 
site of origin and travel in the blood to obstruct another blood vessel, which is termed an 
‘embolism’.(23) If an essential blood vessel is blocked, this can be life-threatening. DVT may also 
result in poor venous circulation causing venous ulceration and/or development of post-thrombotic 
syndrome (PTS) which is characterised by chronic pain, swelling and skin changes; the prevalence of 
severe PTS has been reported as 8.1% amongst patients with DVT.(31) 
 
Following an episode of PE, the embolus may also increase blood flow resistance leading to chronic 
thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) which can eventually lead to heart failure.(32) The 
rate of CTEPH amongst patients with PE is reported to be 1.25% over a period of 2.1 years, as 
obtained from a prospective study that followed up 831 patients with PE.(33) 
 
Patients who experience a first episode of VTE have an increased risk of recurrence. The risk of 
recurrence decreases over time following the first event (being highest during the first 6 to 12 
months), however it never falls to zero.(34, 35) The reported cumulative incidence of recurrent VTE 
in patients not receiving any treatment is reported to be 11.0% after 1 year, 19.6% after 3 years, 
29.1% after 5 years, and 39.9% after 10 years.(3) Recurrent DVT is associated with a substantially 
higher likelihood of PTS (36), whilst PE predisposes patients to CTEPH (37), and recurrent PE is 
fatal in up to 9% of cases.(34) 
 
VTE and its recurrences and complications (PTS, CTEPH) are a prevalent and costly public health 
problem associated with high morbidity and mortality (Section 7.5.7).(29)  
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2.2 Please provide the number of patients covered by this particular therapeutic 


indication in the marketing authorisation and also including all therapeutic 


indications for the technology, or for which the technology is otherwise indicated, 


in England and Wales and provide the source of the data. 


2.2.1 Indication under review: the treatment of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary 
embolism (PE), and prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in adults 


It is estimated that there will be 58,392 incident patients in England and Wales who will begin 
treatment for VTE in 2015, rising to 60,045 in 2019 (see Section 8.1.1). 


2.2.2 Other indications not under consideration in this submission 


The number of patients covered by the other indications not under consideration in this submission 
were estimated in the relevant NICE technology appraisals, TA245 and TA275.(38, 39) The 
submission for TA245 estimated that in 2014–15 the number of eligible patients would be 98,459 
while the submission for TA275 estimated that in 2014 the number of eligible patients would be 
456,000. 


2.3 Please provide information about the life expectancy of people with the disease in 


England and Wales and provide the source of the data. 


PE is the primary cause of death in 10% of all hospitalised patients, with related annual mortality 
figures of 25,000 and 32,000 for DVT and PE respectively (1). The mortality figures for VTE exceed 
the pooled total deaths from acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), breast cancer, prostate 
cancer and transport accidents combined (1). Mortality from VTE can be as high as 22% in the year 
following the first event (28). Of those who sustain an acute event, a proportion will die immediately. 
Overall, approximately 6% of patients die within 30 days after their first DVT event, while 12% die 
within 30 days of a PE (24). 
 
VTE survivors, even when adequately treated, may go on to experience fatal or non-fatal recurrent 
episodes and/or may develop long-lasting and disabling sequelae (such as PTS and CTEPH). These 
complications, if they occur, usually develop within 2 years of the first VTE but may occur as much as 
10 years later. Furthermore, patients who develop DVT or PE may also have one or more specific 
conditions that are commonly recognised as risk factors for VTE (e.g. malignancy, chronic heart 
failure). Some of these conditions themselves can affect an individual’s life expectancy. 


2.4 Please give details of any relevant NICE guidance or protocols for the condition for 


which the technology is being used. Specify whether any specific subgroups were 


addressed. 


2.4.1 NICE Guidelines 


The NICE Clinical Guidelines, CG144 on the management of VTE, and CG92 on the prevention of 
VTE in patients admitted to hospital, are relevant to the treatment and prevention of VTE recurrence, 
with CG144 being the most relevant to this submission. NICE CG92 discusses pharmacological 
prophylaxis for VTE, but only includes guidance on anticoagulants for the prevention of VTE in 
elective knee and hip surgery, and was published prior to NICE guidance on any NOACs for the 
treatment and prevention of recurrent DVT and PE. Therefore, CG92 is not discussed further. 
 
NICE Clinical Guideline 144 (CG144, June 2012): Venous thromboembolic diseases: the 
management of venous thromboembolic diseases and the role of thrombophilia testing (8).  


This guideline gives best practice advice on the treatment and care of adults with VTE. It also gives 
recommendations for DVT and PE diagnostic investigations. The guideline was produced prior to the 
first NICE Technology Appraisal for the first factor Xa inhibitor, rivaroxaban, and therefore considers 
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only the older treatment options, i.e. low molecular weight heparin (LMWH), fondaparinux and vitamin 
K antagonists (VKAs).  


 The guideline recommends that patients presenting with confirmed proximal DVT or PE be 


offered a choice of LMWH, unfractionated heparin (UFH) or fondaparinux for at least 5 days 


or until the international normalised ratio (INR) is ≥2 for at least 24 hours. A VKA should be 


started concomitantly and continued for 3 months.  


 The guideline recommends reassessing the need for continued VKA treatment at 3 months, 


taking into account the risk of bleeding vs. the risk of recurrent VTE.  


 Where patients have idiopathic VTE, the guideline recommends extending treatment beyond 


3 months.  


 Although this guideline supports extending anticoagulant therapy in patients with idiopathic 


VTE, the exact treatment duration is not specified. 


 
Recommendations in NICE CG144 by patient subgroups and relevant considerations from the 


apixaban SPC (20) 


 The recommendation for treatment in patients with PE and haemodynamic instability includes 


UFH and other thrombolytic therapies. In the SPC, apixaban is not recommended as an 


alternative to UFH in patients with pulmonary embolism who are haemodynamically unstable 


or who receive thrombolysis or pulmonary embolectomy. 


 The recommendation for the treatment and prevention of recurrent DVT and PE in patients 


with active cancer is LMWH. This should be used for a duration of 6 months, at which point 


the risk/benefit ratio of continued anticoagulation is assessed. In the SPC, the efficacy and 


safety of apixaban in patients with active cancer is not established.  


 The treatment recommendations for patients with severe renal impairment or established 


renal failure (estimated glomerular filtration rate [eGFR] <30 ml/min/1.73 m2) includes UFH or 


LMWH. In the SPC, the limited clinical data indicate that apixaban plasma concentrations are 


increased in patients with severe renal impairment (creatinine clearance [CrCl] 15–


29 mL/min) which may lead to an increased bleeding risk. Therefore, apixaban should be 


used with caution in patients with severe renal impairment (CrCl 15–29 mL/min) and is not 


recommended in CrCl < 15ml/min. 


 The treatment recommendation for patients with an increased risk of bleeding is UFH. In the 


SPC, apixaban is to be used with caution in conditions with increased risk of haemorrhage. 


Apixaban should be discontinued if severe haemorrhage occurs and contra-indicated if there 


is active clinically significant bleeding.  


 


NICE Technology Appraisals 


The relevant NICE Single Technology Appraisals (STAs) of oral anticoagulants licensed for treatment 
and prevention of recurrence of DVT and/or PE include the following: 
 
Rivaroxaban 
NICE recommended rivaroxaban in the following two appraisals: 


 NICE TA287. Rivaroxaban for treating pulmonary embolism and preventing recurrent venous 


thromboembolism. June 2013.(40) 


 NICE TA261. Rivaroxaban for the treatment of deep vein thrombosis and prevention of 


recurrent deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism. July 2012.(41) 
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Dabigatran 
Dabigatran is currently being appraised by NICE for the treatment and secondary prevention of deep 
vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism.(12)  


2.4.2 Other Guidelines 


The following additional guidelines are relevant to this submission as they are also used or 
referenced in the UK for VTE management: 


 SIGN 122: Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network 122, Prevention and management of 


venous thromboembolism (2010).(42) 


 2014 ESC Guidelines on the diagnosis and management of acute pulmonary embolism (30) 


 ACCP: American College of Chest Physicians Antithrombotic therapy for VTE disease (9th 


Edition, 2012).(26) 


 
Of note, the ESC guidelines cover only PE, whereas the SIGN and ACCP guidelines cover both DVT 
and PE. As the published evidence base has rapidly developed over the time period covering the 
publication of these guidelines, there are some differences in the interventions that are 
recommended. The 2010 SIGN guidelines do not discuss NOAC use, the 2012 ACCP guidelines 
mention the paucity of data available for NOACs at the time of guideline preparation, whilst the 2014 
ESC guidelines recommend NOACs as alternatives to treatment with LMWH/VKA. Aspirin is not 
recommended as a sole prophylactic agent in the SIGN guidelines and is not mentioned in the ACCP 
guidelines; however, the ESC guidelines recommend the use of aspirin for patients who refuse or are 
unable to take anticoagulants. 


2.5 Please present the clinical pathway of care that depicts the context of the proposed 


use of the technology. Explain how the new technology may change the existing 


pathway. If a relevant NICE clinical guideline has been published, the response to 


this question should be consistent with the guideline and any differences should 


be explained.  


2.5.1 Current Pathway of Care 


The current pathway of care is described in NICE CG144.(8) Between suspicion and diagnosis of 
VTE parenteral anticoagulants are administered. Patients with a confirmed diagnosis of proximal 
DVT or PE may undergo a combination of pharmacological therapy, thrombolytic therapy and/or 
mechanical interventions. Pharmacological treatment is currently initiated in secondary care and may 
involve a hospital admission; however, with the NICE approval of the oral treatment, rivaroxaban, it is 
being increasingly managed in a primary care setting.(43) 
 
Currently, treatment with VKA (warfarin) is the recommended pharmacological therapy for treatment 
of VTE (CG144).(8) As a result of the delayed onset of action of VKA, which takes at least 5 days to 
achieve therapeutic levels, there is a sub-therapeutic gap bridged with a parenteral anticoagulant, 
such as LMWH (most commonly enoxaparin in England),(44) fondaparinux or UFH. Once therapeutic 
oral anticoagulation is achieved, parenteral therapy is discontinued and oral therapy with VKA 
continued for the remaining treatment period, the duration of which is dependent upon individual 
assessment of patient risk factors for VTE recurrence versus their risk of bleeding from the 
anticoagulant. Patients receiving a VKA initially require more frequent blood tests for INR monitoring 
and dose adjustments until their INR is within therapeutic range (INR of 2–3). 
 
NICE Clinical Guideline (CG144) recommends 3 months of treatment in those with a provoked VTE 
and assessment of the risk/benefit of continuing treatment/prevention at 3 months. Clinical experts at 
a recent advisory board meeting indicated that in routine practice, patients may receive between 3–6 
months of initial treatment because of the delay in stabilising patients on VKA, or there may be a 
delay in patients being seen by their GP or anticoagulation service.(9) Recent analysis using the 
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Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) database indicates that the time to discontinuation of 
anticoagulation after an acute VTE in UK routine practice is between 3 and 6 months (see Appendix 
13g, Section 10.32). VKAs should be offered “beyond 3 months to patients with unprovoked PE or 
unprovoked proximal DVT, if their risk of VTE recurrence is high and there is no increased risk of 
bleeding or major bleeding”.(8) The guideline does not specify the duration of treatment for 
preventing recurrent events. In clinical practice it is up to the clinician to evaluate the individual 
risk/benefit ratio of continuing anticoagulation or stopping treatment. 
 


2.5.2 Clinical Pathway for Apixaban 


Apixaban offers patients a simple oral treatment that is more convenient than LMWH/VKA. Apixaban 
eliminates the need for daily sub-cutaneous injections with LMWH and there is no requirement for 
patients to regularly attend hospitals or clinics for INR monitoring, or for the frequent dose 
adjustments required for VKAs.(45) Apixaban allows patients to be managed in primary care, offering 
potential savings on the inpatient stays associated with treatment with LMWH/VKA. 
 
Apixaban compared with rivaroxaban minimises the duration of high dose anticoagulation (7 days 
versus 21 days respectively). Compared to dabigatran, apixaban eliminates the need for LMWH 
injections before initiation of oral treatment. Additionally, apixaban offers a lower prophylactic dose 
(compared to rivaroxaban and dabigatran) beyond 6 months with a bleeding profile that is 
comparable with placebo. 
 
Over time, the use of apixaban could allow the NHS to make significant cost savings on the current 
infrastructure required for treating and monitoring patients on LMWH/VKA. 
 
A comparison of the proposed treatment pathway using apixaban and the current clinical pathway of 
care is described in Table 3 below.  
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Table 3: Impact of apixaban on the clinical treatment pathway for VTE treatment and prevention. 


Patient group Existing pathway  Clinical pathway for apixaban 


Treating DVT or 
PE 


Treatment with LMWH is started as soon as 
diagnosis is confirmed, alongside initiation 
of oral VKA within 24 hours, with the LMWH 
continued for at least 5 days or until INR ≥2 
for at least 24 hours, whichever is longer. 
INR monitoring to ensure warfarin is within 
therapeutic range.  
 
Rivaroxaban is an alternative treatment 
option (15 mg bd for 21 days, followed by 
20 mg od thereafter). 
 
Dabigatran is an alternative (150 mg bd) 
but, like VKA, also requires initial LMWH 
treatment for at least 5 days. 


Treatment with apixaban is started as 
soon as a diagnosis is made (10 mg bd 
for first 7 days, then 5 mg bd thereafter). 


Treatment should be for at least 3 months, 
according to risk/benefit. 


Treatment should be for at least 
3 months, according to risk/benefit. 


Preventing 
recurrent DVT 
and/or PE 


Treatment/prevention is continued, 
according to risk/benefit. Dosing schedule 
as above. Aspirin and no preventative 
therapy are also treatment options.  
 


Prevention of VTE recurrence is with a 
prophylactic dose of apixaban (2.5 mg 
bd) following completion of at least 
6 months of treatment. The duration of 
overall therapy can be individualised 
after careful assessment of the treatment 
benefit against the risk for bleeding. 


DVT: deep vein thrombosis; PE: pulmonary embolism; LMWH: low molecular weight heparin; VKA: vitamin K antagonist; 
INR: International Normalised Ratio; mg: milligram; od: once daily; bd: twice daily 


2.6 Please describe any issues relating to current clinical practice, including any 


variations or uncertainty about best practice. 


We describe the issues relating to the use of LMWHs, warfarin, rivaroxaban, dabigatran, aspirin and 
no preventative therapy and how these issues do not apply to a clinical pathway based around 
apixaban. 


2.6.1 Limitations of LMWH  


A summary of the limitations of LMWH is presented below: 


 There is a need for daily sub-cutaneous injection of LMWH concomitant with warfarin until 
therapeutic INR levels are achieved (46) or prior to commencing treatment with dabigatran. 
This approach often requires patient hospitalisation with an inpatient stay and a requirement 
for daily injections for at least 5 days. 


 If patients receive LMWH/VKA treatment as an outpatient, healthcare professionals’ time is 
needed to educate patients to enable them to inject themselves and self-monitor INR levels. 


 For patients requiring long term LMWH treatment there is a requirement for patient education 
to facilitate self-injection, daily injections for the duration of therapy, and frequent follow-up 
with healthcare professionals.  


 For patients who are unable to self-inject, there is requirement for daily visits by a healthcare 
professional such as a nurse or trained carer to administer the injections and time to educate 
their carer. 


 Risk of a potentially serious side effect, heparin-induced thrombocytopaenia (HIT). (46) The 
risk of medical patients developing HIT has been reported as up to 1%.(47) The mortality rate 
of HIT is approximately 20%, and approximately 10% of patients require amputations or suffer 
subsequent major morbidity.(48) 


 


Treatment using apixaban eliminates the need for LMWH use and associated limitations. 
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2.6.2 Limitations of VKA anticoagulants 


A summary of the limitations of VKA anticoagulants (specifically warfarin, the most commonly used 
VKA in UK) is presented below (49): 


 A slow onset of action, requiring the addition of a parenteral drug to ‘bridge’ until it reaches 


therapeutic effect (see limitations of LMWH above). 


 A narrow therapeutic window, outside of which the risk of thrombosis or bleed increases. 


 The need for frequent INR monitoring and subsequent dose adjustments to ensure warfarin 


remains within therapeutic range. Unpredictable pharmacokinetics, heavily influenced by 


food, drug and alcohol interactions, genetic polymorphisms, and concurrent illnesses, 


affecting therapeutic dose of warfarin. 


 The significant risk of bleeding associated with VKA therapy. Some patients who would 


otherwise benefit from long-term preventative therapy may stop treatment due to an 


unfavourable risk of bleeding. 


 


Apixaban has a rapid onset of action, eliminating the need for parenteral therapy, does not require 


monitoring or dose reduction and has a predictable pharmacokinetic profile with minimal drug 


interactions.  


2.6.3 Limitations of rivaroxaban 


A summary of the limitations of rivaroxaban are presented below: 


 A three week high dose period, that includes an additional health care professional visit to the 


treatment pathway (compared with the pathway for LMWH/warfarin).  


 Following diagnosis, the dosing schedule of rivaroxaban is initially twice daily for 3 weeks and 


subsequently once daily, requiring re-education of patients to a new treatment regimen. 


 It does not address the need for an oral anticoagulant therapy with a lower rate of bleeding 


compared with LMWH/warfarin – in clinical trials, rivaroxaban is associated with an equivalent 


risk of major or CRNM bleeding compared to LMWH/VKA for the treatment of DVT or PE 


(primary safety endpoint, pooled EINSTEIN PE and EINSTEIN DVT studies) whilst showing 


comparable efficacy. In patients for whom there was uncertainty in continuing therapy due to 


the bleeding risk associated with warfarin, rivaroxaban is associated with a significantly higher 


risk of major or CRNM bleeding compared to placebo for the long term prevention of DVT or 


PE (EINSTEIN-EXT study) whilst demonstrating superior efficacy to placebo.  


 
Apixaban has a requirement for 7 days of initial higher dose therapy compared to 21 days with 
rivaroxaban, similar to duration to the period of parenteral treatment with LMWH in the warfarin 
pathway (at least 5 days). Dosing of apixaban is consistently twice daily.  


2.6.4 Limitations of dabigatran 


A summary of the limitations of dabigatran are presented below: 


 Requires initial treatment with a parenteral anticoagulant (for example LMWH) for at least 5 


days prior to dabigatran initiation (see limitations of LMWH, outlined above) . 


 It does not address the need for an oral anticoagulant therapy with a lower rate of bleeding 


compared with LMWH/warfarin – in clinical trials, dabigatran is associated with an equivalent 


risk of major bleeding compared to LMWH/VKA for the treatment of DVT or PE (primary 


safety endpoint, RE-COVER studies) (50) whilst showing comparable efficacy. In patients for 


whom there was uncertainty in continuing therapy due to the bleeding risk associated with 


warfarin, dabigatran is associated with a significantly higher risk of major or CRNM bleeding 
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compared to placebo for the long term prevention of VTE (RE-SONATE study) whilst 


demonstrating superior efficacy to placebo.(51) 


 
Apixaban does not require parenteral anticoagulation therapy at initiation, eliminating the 
disadvantages associated with LMWH use.  


2.6.5 Limitations of aspirin 


A summary of the limitations of aspirin are presented below: 


 NICE (CG144) does not recommend aspirin as a treatment option for patients with DVT/PE 


 The authors of a recent pooled analysis (52) of two randomised clinical trials assessing the 


efficacy of aspirin for treatment of DVT/PE concluded “aspirin represents a reasonable 


treatment option only in patients who would otherwise not be receiving oral anticoagulation.”  


 Indirect comparison has demonstrated inferior efficacy of aspirin compared to other 


anticoagulant therapies for the prevention of VTE recurrence (see Section 6). 


 


There are no head to head data for apixaban versus aspirin; however indirect treatment comparison 


shows apixaban was associated with a significantly lower rate of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


and overall treatment discontinuation compared with aspirin, and there were no statistical differences 


for any of the other outcomes (Section 6.7.5.2). 


2.6.6 Current unmet need in long-term prevention (‘no treatment’) 


A summary of the limitations of no treatment is presented below:  


 The reported cumulative incidence of recurrent VTE in those not receiving any treatment is 


reported to be 11.0% after 1 year, 19.6% after 3 years, 29.1% after 5 years, and 39.9% after 


10 years.(53)  


 Recurrent DVT is associated with a substantially higher likelihood of PTS (32), whilst PE 


predisposes patients to CTEPH (33) and recurrent PE is fatal in up to 9% of cases.(30) 


 
The reasons for a patient not receiving pharmacological therapy may be associated with the 
limitations of alternative treatment already outlined. Furthermore, many patients do not receive 
continued treatment due to the risk of bleeding outweighing the benefit of prevention of recurrent 
VTE. In patients for whom there was uncertainty in continuing therapy due to the risk of bleeding 
associated with warfarin, apixaban demonstrated superior efficacy for the prevention of recurrent 
DVT/PE to placebo with a similar bleeding profile (AMPLIFY-EXT). 


2.6.7 Please identify the main comparator(s) and justify their selection. 


The final scope of the NICE appraisal of apixaban specifies the relevant comparator treatments: 
 


 Initial treatment with a LMWH or fondaparinux and continued vitamin K antagonist  


 Rivaroxaban  


 
For people for whom a vitamin K antagonist is unsuitable: 


 LMWH or fondaparinux alone  


 Rivaroxaban 


 
If evidence allows, the analysis should also consider people for whom the need for long term 
anticoagulation is uncertain and aspirin or no preventative treatment might be considered. 
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Population with DVT and/or PE for whom a VKA is suitable 
 
LMWH/warfarin 
When the apixaban clinical trial programme was designed, the standard of care for the treatment of 
VTE was LMWH/VKA; this is still reflective of current clinical practice and is recommended in CG144 
as outlined in Section 2.4.1.(8) Some patients who require long-term preventative anticoagulation, 
due to their continued risk of a recurrent VTE still, receive a VKA, often warfarin. 
 
Rivaroxaban 
Since the publication of CG144, rivaroxaban has been recommended by NICE for the treatment and 
prevention of recurrent DVT and /or PE in adults (TA261 and TA287, respectively).(40, 41) It is 
increasingly used in routine clinical practice as an alternative to LMWH/VKA and is included in the 
final scope for this appraisal. 
 
LMWH/dabigatran 
Dabigatran, with initial bridging by LMWH, is now licensed for the treatment and prevention of 
recurrent DVT and /or PE, and is currently being appraised by NICE for this indication (anticipated 
publication of guidance due in late 2014).(12) LMWH/dabigatran was acknowledged at the scoping 
meeting for the apixaban appraisal by the NICE Chair and VTE clinical experts as being a relevant 
comparator, but it was not included in the final scope. Based on the discussion with stakeholders at 
the NICE apixaban scoping meeting, we have included LMWH/dabigatran as a comparator for this 
appraisal. 
 
Aspirin 
CG144 does not recommend aspirin for the treatment or prevention of recurrent VTE; however, it is 
used in clinical practice as an alternative to no preventative therapy. Two trials (ASPIRE and 
WARFASA), and an individual-patient-data pooled analysis of these trials, were published after NICE 
CG144 was developed,(8) which demonstrated that there is some benefit of aspirin over placebo for 
the prevention of recurrences or reduction in major vascular events with no significant increase in risk 
of bleeds.(52, 54, 55) It was confirmed by the VTE clinical experts at the scoping meeting for this 
appraisal that aspirin is used in clinical practice and acknowledged that this new pooled analysis 
evidence may be included in future VTE guidelines.(30) 
 
No preventative therapy (placebo) 
Many patients discontinue treatment after 3–6 months due to the significant risk of bleeding 
associated with the currently available therapies (see Appendix 13g). An individual’s risk of bleeding 
is an important consideration in the decision to offer long-term anticoagulation. ‘No treatment’ (i.e. no 
preventative therapy) is represented by placebo in AMPLIFY-EXT, a pivotal apixaban clinical trial for 
the prevention of recurrent VTE, and is considered a valid relevant comparator for this appraisal.  
 
Fondaparinux/VKA  
We believe that fondaparinux is not a relevant comparator for this appraisal. In Section 4.2 of the 
NICE technology appraisals of rivaroxaban (TA287), the NICE Appraisal Committee stated that 
fondaparinux is rarely used and agreed that it was appropriate to consider only LMWH/VKA as a 
comparator for that appraisal.(40) Clinical experts at a recent BMS/Pfizer Advisory Board agreed that 
fondaparinux is not a relevant comparator for this appraisal.(9) 
 
Population with DVT and/or PE for whom a VKA is unsuitable 
 
People for whom a VKA may be unsuitable include, but are not limited to, cancer patients, 
intravenous (IV) drug users, pregnant women, patients allergic to warfarin or have exceptionally 
unstable warfarin control those with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or chronic alcoholism, as 
discussed at the apixaban NICE scoping meeting and as reported in local clinical protocols.(7, 56) 
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Apixaban has not been specifically studied in the population for whom a VKA is unsuitable. In its 
SPC, apixaban may be used in some sub-populations considered to be VKA-unsuitable e.g. patients 
allergic to warfarin as well as those with poor warfarin control. For other sub-populations who are 
unsuitable for VKA, for example, patients with HIV, IV drug users and patients with chronic 
alcoholism, the use of apixaban should be assessed with reference to the SPC, as to whether 
apixaban is suitable in these patients.  
 
Furthermore, there will be some patients who are unsuitable for VKA in whom apixaban may not be 
used or the evidence for efficacy and safety has not been established. For example, there is no 
evidence for the efficacy and safety of apixaban in pregnant women and therefore, apixaban is not 
recommended during pregnancy.(20) In addition, the apixaban SPC states that the efficacy and 
safety in patients with active cancer have not been established.(20) 
 
LMWH alone 
No evidence from the systematic review was identified on the use of LMWH monotherapy in a 
population with DVT and/or PE for whom a VKA is unsuitable. However, an exploratory analysis was 
carried out to estimate the relative cost-effectiveness of apixaban against LMWH for a population 
with DVT and/or PE for whom a VKA is suitable (Section 7.6).  
 
Fondaparinux alone  
We believe that fondaparinux is not a relevant comparator for this appraisal, as in Section 4.2 of the 
NICE technology appraisals of rivaroxaban (TA287), the NICE Appraisal Committee stated that 
fondaparinux is rarely used.(40) 
 
Rivaroxaban 


No evidence from the systematic review was identified on the use of rivaroxaban in patients for whom 
a vitamin K antagonist (warfarin) is unsuitable. The evidence for the relative efficacy and safety of 
rivaroxaban is only available for a population with DVT and/or PE for whom a VKA is suitable.  


2.7 Please list therapies that may be prescribed to manage adverse reactions 


associated with the technology being appraised.  


There is a risk of bleeding during any anticoagulant therapy, especially if the patient already has risk 
factors for bleeding. There is currently no established antidote to any of the NOACs. However, 
evidence from a phase 3 study of andexanet alfa, a potential universal Factor Xa inhibitor antidote, 
showed that  andexanet alfa immediately and significantly reversed the anticoagulation activity 
of apixaban meeting statistical significance for its primary and secondary endpoints.(57)  
 
Apixaban has a short half-life of approximately 12 hours and treatment may be discontinued if 
necessary. Overdose of apixaban may result in a higher risk of bleeding. The apixaban SPC (20) 
makes the following recommendations in the event of haemorrhagic complications: 
 


 Consult a coagulation expert in case of major bleeding. 


 Treatment must be discontinued and the source of bleeding investigated. The initiation of 
appropriate treatment, e.g. surgical haemostasis or the transfusion of fresh frozen plasma 
should be considered. 


 If life-threatening bleeding cannot be controlled by the above measures, administration of 
recombinant factor VIIa may be considered. However, there is currently no experience with 
the use of recombinant factor VIIa in patients receiving apixaban. Re-dosing of recombinant 
factor VIIa could be considered and titrated depending on improvement of bleeding. 


 In cases of an overdose or accidental ingestion, administration of activated charcoal may be 
useful. 
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2.8 Please identify the main resource use to the NHS associated with the technology 


being appraised. Describe the location of care, staff usage, administration costs, 


monitoring and tests. Provide details of data sources used to inform resource 


estimates and values. 


It is expected that, as the majority of VTE diagnoses occur in secondary care, apixaban will be 
initiated in secondary care with follow-up in primary care. However, it would be possible to manage 
patients in primary care if they were stable, and for a number of patients with DVTs, it may be 
appropriate to initiate apixaban therapy in primary care.(43) PE tends to require more secondary care 
involvement, due to the nature of the condition and diagnosis.  
 
Apixaban is an oral tablet which does not require blood INR monitoring, with a one-off liver function 
test being the only intervention required at initiation, which is in line with tests carried out at initiation 
of anticoagulants in routine clinical practice. Therefore the introduction of apixaban to the clinical 
pathway could reduce the use (and associated costs) of the following NHS resources: 


 Healthcare professionals’ time and cost: 
o administering injections; 


o educating patients/carers to administer injections; 


o counselling patients on VKA (warfarin); 


o home visits for INR monitoring/administering injections; 


o managing bleeds/treatment discontinuations; 


o diagnosing and initiating treatment for recurrent events. 


 Anticoagulation monitoring services (clinics in primary/secondary care) – involving frequent 
blood sampling, testing, interpreting results, informing patients of dose adjustments. 


 Inpatient admissions and duration of stay. 


2.9 Does the technology require additional infrastructure to be put in place?  


No additional infrastructure is required with the introduction of apixaban.
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3 Equality  


3.1 Identification of equality issues 


3.1.1 Please let us know if you think that this appraisal:  


 could exclude from full consideration any people protected by the equality legislation 


who fall within the patient population for which [the treatment(s)] is/are/will be licensed;  


 could lead to recommendations that have a different impact on people protected by 


the equality legislation than on the wider population, e.g. by making it more difficult in 


practice for a specific group to access the technology  


 could lead to recommendations that have any adverse impact on people with a 


particular disability or disabilities 


No equality issues are expected in this appraisal. 


3.1.2 How has the analysis addressed these issues? 


Not applicable  
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4 Innovation 


4.1 Discuss whether and how you consider the technology to be innovative in its 


potential to make a significant and substantial impact on health-related benefits, 


and whether and how the technology is a ‘step-change’ in the management of the 


condition. 


4.1.1 Innovation vs. LMWH/VKA 


 Apixaban is a single oral treatment without the need for parenteral therapy  


 Apixaban does not require laboratory INR monitoring or subsequent dose adjustments 


  Apixaban significantly reduces the risk of the composite of major or CRNM bleeding and 
major bleeding compared with LMWH/VKA. 


VKA is the standard of care for treating VTE and long-term prevention of recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death in patients in the UK. Apixaban does not require blood monitoring of INR levels or 
associated dose adjustments, nor does it have any known food or alcohol interactions or require 
bridging with initial parenteral LMWH. In the treatment of patients with VTE, apixaban significantly 
reduces the risk of the composite of major or CRNM and major bleeding compared to LMWH/VKA, 
whilst being non-inferior in outcomes of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (Section 6.7).(14) 
Collectively these advantages have the potential to deliver significant health-related and resource 
use benefits both to patients and the NHS over the current standard of care (VKA). 


4.1.2 Innovation vs. other NOACs 


 Apixaban requires only one week of higher initial dose of therapy versus rivaroxaban which 
requires 3 weeks 


 Apixaban does not require parenteral therapy compared to dabigatran  


 Apixaban provides comparable effectiveness in terms of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
compared to dabigatran and rivaroxaban, but has significantly lower rates of major or CRNM 
bleeding, potentially affording the NHS considerable resource-use savings and health gains 
for patients with VTE. 


As no direct head-to-head data are available comparing apixaban with other NOACs, network meta-
analyses for the treatment of DVT or PE and prevention of recurrent VTE have shown that apixaban 
is associated with a lower risk of the composite of major or CRNM bleeding than both rivaroxaban 
and dabigatran (Section 6.7), whilst not being statistically different in terms of the risk of recurrent 
VTE or VTE-related death. 


4.1.3 Innovation vs. ‘no treatment’ 


 Some patients who may benefit from long-term anticoagulation to prevent VTE recurrence 


currently receive no treatment, due to a high risk of bleeding. 


 Apixaban offers a step-change in treatment options by providing considerable benefit by 


reducing the risk of recurrent VTE and VTE-related death with a bleeding risk comparable to 


placebo. 


 
Apixaban has been shown to have a similar bleeding risk to placebo, but significantly reduces the risk 
of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death.(16) Therefore for those patients for whom the risk of 
bleeding, with continuing anticoagulation with current treatments (VKA, rivaroxaban, dabigatran), 
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may outweigh the potential clinical benefit, apixaban represents a step-change in the treatment 
options available. 


4.2 Discuss whether and how you consider that the use of the technology can result in 


any potential significant and substantial health-related benefits that are unlikely to 


be included in the quality-adjusted life year (QALY) calculation.  


The following benefits and disadvantages of the treatments considered in this appraisal may not be 


fully captured within the QALY calculation: 


 Ease of treatment administration of apixaban for patients, carers and health care 


professionals due to the simplicity of dosing, no requirement for regular injections, no need for 


INR monitoring or associated dose adjustments and minimal food and drug interactions. 


 Apixaban reduces the fear and anxiety associated with the risk and consequences of being 


out of INR range among patients on VKAs. 


4.3 Please identify the data you have used to make these judgements, to enable the 


Appraisal Committee to take account of these benefits. 


The following data were used to make these judgments presented in Section 4, demonstrating the 


innovative nature of apixaban: 


 The AMPLIFY trial (14) showed that in patients with VTE, apixaban significantly reduced the 


incidence of composite major and CRNM bleeding or major bleeding compared to 


LMWH/VKA, whilst being non-inferior in terms of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (further 


details in Section 6.5). 


 The AMPLIFY-EXT trial (16) showed that apixaban had a similar bleeding risk to placebo, but 


significantly reduced the risk of recurrent VTE or all cause death (further details in Section 


6.5). 


 A network meta-analysis of RCTs sourced from the systematic review in this submission 


demonstrated that apixaban has comparable efficacy against recurrent VTE or VTE-related 


death to dabigatran and rivaroxaban, but with significantly lower rates of major bleeding 


(further details in Section 6.7). 
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5 Statement of the decision problem  


 Final scope issued by NICE Decision problem addressed in the 
submission 


Rationale if different from the scope 


Population  People with deep vein thrombosis and/or 
pulmonary embolism 


No difference  Not applicable   


Intervention Apixaban No difference Not applicable 


Comparator(s)  Initial treatment with a low 
molecular weight heparin or 
fondaparinux and continued  


 Vitamin K antagonist  


 Rivaroxaban  


 
For people for whom a vitamin K antagonist 
is unsuitable:  


 Low weight molecular heparin or 
fondaparinux alone  


Rivaroxaban  


As stated with the following exceptions: 


 Fondaparinux/VKA, and 
fondaparinux alone were not 
included as comparators in this 
submission. 


 LMWH monotherapy is a relevant 
comparator for the submission. 
However, no relevant evidence 
was identified in people for whom 
VKA is unsuitable (not including 
cancer patients). 


LMWH/dabigatran was however 
considered a relevant comparator and is 
therefore included in this submission. 


 We believe that fondaparinux is not a relevant 
comparator for this appraisal, as in Section 4.2 
of the NICE technology appraisals of 
rivaroxaban (TA287), the NICE appraisal 
committee stated that fondaparinux is rarely 
used and accepted that it was not a relevant 
comparator.(40) 


 There is no evidence identified in the systematic 
review on the use of LMWH monotherapy and 
rivaroxaban relative to apixaban for treatment 
and prevention of DVT and/or PE in unsuitable 
for warfarin population (not including cancer 
patients). The efficacy and safety of apixaban is 
not established in patients with active cancer.  


 LMWH/dabigatran is now licensed for the 
treatment and prevention of recurrent DVT and 
/or PE, and is currently being appraised by NICE 
for this indication.(12) LMWH/dabigatran was 
acknowledged at the scoping meeting for the 
apixaban appraisal by the NICE Chair and VTE 
clinical experts as being a relevant comparator; 
however it was not included in the final scope. 
Based on the discussion with stakeholders at 
the scoping meeting, we have included 
LMWH/dabigatran as a comparator for this 
submission. 
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 Final scope issued by NICE Decision problem addressed in the 
submission 


Rationale if different from the scope 


Outcomes The outcome measures to be considered 
include:  


 Mortality 


 Venous thromboembolism 
recurrence 


 Complications following deep vein 
thrombosis or pulmonary embolism, 
including post thrombotic syndrome 
and chronic thromboembolic 
pulmonary hypertension 


 Adverse effects of treatment 
(particularly bleeding, including 
intracranial and gastrointestinal 
bleeding) 


 Health-related quality of life.  


No difference with the exception of post 
thrombotic syndrome, chronic 
thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension 
and health-related quality of life which 
were not addressed in the submission. 


 


 There were insufficient data on post thrombotic 
syndrome and chronic thromboembolic 
pulmonary hypertension from the included trials 
to allow for any analysis to be carried out. 
However these have been included in the 
economic model from the published literature.  


 Health-related quality of life was not measured 
in the AMPLIFY and AMPLFY-EXT trials nor in 
any of the other NOAC trials identified in the 
systematic review.  


Economic analysis The reference case stipulates that the cost 
effectiveness of treatments should be 
expressed in terms of incremental cost per 
quality-adjusted life year. 
 
The reference case stipulates that the time 
horizon for estimating clinical and cost 
effectiveness should be sufficiently long to 
reflect any differences in costs or outcomes 
between the technologies being compared. 
 
Costs will be considered from an NHS and 
Personal Social Services perspective. 


No difference  Not applicable 
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 Final scope issued by NICE Decision problem addressed in the 
submission 


Rationale if different from the scope 


Subgroups to be 
considered 


If evidence allows, subgroups will be 
considered by type of venous 
thromboembolism (pulmonary embolism or 
deep vein thrombosis). 
 
The analysis should consider both those 
who require a limited period of 
anticoagulation (3–6 months) and those 
who require long-term anticoagulation 
(usually lifelong). If evidence allows the 
analysis should also consider people for 
whom the need for long-term 
anticoagulation is uncertain and aspirin or 
no preventative treatment might be 
considered. 
 
If the evidence allows, the analysis should 
consider separately people with active 
cancer and include any effect on the 
person’s cancer or cancer treatment.  


No difference with the exception that a 
subgroup of patients with active cancer was 
not considered 


There were no trials in this specific population and 
the safety and efficacy of apixaban is not 
established in patients with active cancer.(20) 


Special 
considerations, 
including issues 
related to equity or 
equality  


Guidance will only be issued in accordance 
with the marketing authorisation. Where the 
wording of the therapeutic indication does 
not include specific treatment combinations 
guidance will be issued in the context of the 
evidence that has underpinned the 
marketing authorisation granted by the 
regulator. 
 


No difference Not applicable 
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Section B – Clinical and cost effectiveness 


6 Clinical evidence 


6.1 Identification of studies 


Two systematic reviews were carried out to identify clinical data from the literature in a population 
with DVT and/or PE in whom a VKA is suitable:   
 


 RCT evidence on the efficacy and safety of novel oral anticoagulants (NOACs) and relevant 
comparators in the treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE (DVT and/or PE)  


 


 Non-RCT evidence on the efficacy and safety of apixaban in the treatment and prevention of 
recurrent VTE (DVT and/or PE) 


 


The search strategies for the RCT and non-RCT evidence are provided in the Appendices, Sections 
10.2 and 10.21, respectively.  
 
Following the final NICE scope, additional systematic reviews were conducted to identify evidence 
specifically relating to patients in whom a VKA is unsuitable (not including patients with active cancer 
as the SPC for apixaban states that the efficacy of apixaban in this population has not been 
established); however, no relevant evidence was identified. Full details of the eligibility criteria, 
search strategy and results are contained in an Appendix 9, Section 10.22.  
 
The systematic review process adhered to the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) 
guidance for undertaking systematic reviews in health care and the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) reporting checklist to ensure transparency and a 
reproducible method of conducting and reporting data from systematic reviews.(58, 59) Flow charts 
of the study selection process (RCT and non-RCT evidence) are documented in Section 6.2.2.  
 
The electronic databases were searched from inception to 14th July 2014. No limitations to 
publication status (published, unpublished or on-going) were applied; however, only publications in 
English were included. Furthermore, only studies on human subjects were eligible for inclusion. 
 
The following electronic databases were searched: 


 Medline (OVID) 


 Medline In-Process Citations and Daily Update (OVID) 


 Embase (OVID)  


 The Cochrane Library, incorporating; 
o Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR)  
o Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE)  
o Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)  
o Health Technology Assessment Database (HTA)  
o NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHS EED)  


 
To retrieve further studies not identified through the electronic database search, reference lists of 
included articles were scanned, and searches for grey literature as well as completed and on-going 
trials, were also carried out.  
 
Furthermore, the following conference proceedings were searched (2011–2014): 


 American Society of Hematology (ASH) 


 International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) 
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 European Hematology Society (EHS) 


 European Society of Cardiology (ESC) 


 American College of Cardiology(ACC) 


 American Heart Association (AHA) 


6.2 Study selection  


6.2.1 Describe the inclusion and exclusion selection criteria, language restrictions and the 
study selection process. A justification should be provided to ensure that the 
rationale is transparent. A suggested format is provided below. 


The screening process (titles ± abstracts and full paper stages) for both RCT and non-RCT evidence 
involved two reviewers working independently. Any disagreements were resolved through the 
involvement of a third reviewer or through team discussion until a consensus was reached. The 
identified studies were initially assessed based on titles ± abstracts. Thereafter, full papers of the 
eligible studies were obtained and assessed further for inclusion/exclusion. The reasons for exclusion 
are documented in the Appendix, Section 10.3.  
 
The eligibility criteria for the systematic review of RCT evidence are outlined below (Table 4). 
 
Table 4: Eligibility criteria used in search strategy for clinical systematic review for RCTs 


Inclusion criteria Description 


Population Adult patients (≥18) with symptomatic objectively confirmed VTE (DVT and/or PE) 


Interventions Treatment: 


• Apixaban 
• Dabigatran 
• Rivaroxaban 
• LMWH/VKA (any allowed) 


Prevention: 


• Apixaban 
• Dabigatran 
• Rivaroxaban 
• VKA (any allowed) 
• Aspirin 
• Placebo 


Outcomes The following efficacy and safety outcomes were considered for inclusion: 


• Recurrent VTE (DVT and/or PE) 
• VTE-related death  
• Major bleeding  
• CRNM bleeding  
• Intracranial bleeding  
• Other major bleeding  
• Other deaths  
• Overall treatment discontinuation  
• All-cause mortality 
 


Study design Prospective, randomised clinical trials, with open-label or double-blind designs 


Trials on both VTE treatment and/or prevention of recurrence were included  


CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous 
thromboembolism 


 
The eligibility criteria for the systematic review of non-RCT evidence are outlined below (Table 5). 
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Table 5: Eligibility criteria used in search strategy for clinical systematic review for non-RCTs 


Inclusion criteria Description 


Population Adult patients (≥18) with symptomatic objectively confirmed VTE (DVT and/or PE) 


Interventions Apixaban 


Comparators Any allowed 


Outcomes The following efficacy and safety outcomes were considered for inclusion: 


• Recurrent VTE (PE/DVT) 
• VTE-related death  
• Major bleeding  
• CRNM bleeding  
• Intracranial bleeding  
• Other major bleeding  
• Other deaths  
• Overall treatment discontinuation  
• All-cause mortality 
 


Study design Study design was restricted to observational, non-randomised studies 


CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous 
thromboembolism 


6.2.2 A flow diagram of the numbers of studies included and excluded at each stage should 
be provided using a validated statement for reporting systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses such as the QUOROM statement flow diagram (www.consort-
statement.org/?o=1065). The total number of studies in the statement should equal 
the total number of studies listed in section 6.2.4. 


6.2.2.1 Study selection process for RCT evidence 


The electronic database search (Section 10.2, accessed July 14th 2014) identified 6,052 articles, of 
which 5,021 were screened (after de-duplication). In total, 4,966 publications were excluded on the 
basis of title ± abstract. On reapplication of the review inclusion criteria to the remaining 55 full-text 
papers, a further 39 were excluded. Therefore, 16 publications met the inclusion criteria and were 
included in the systematic review, of which six reported on treatment and prevention of recurrent 
VTE. Of the included studies, two investigated apixaban, AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT, and the 
remaining RCTs reported on comparator interventions.  
 
Furthermore, the conference searching (for both RCT and non-RCT evidence) yielded 4 additional 
articles; however, these data do not provide any new evidence from what is already presented in the 
primary publications of the relevant included articles. Therefore, data from these articles were not 
explicitly used to inform the NMA but rather acknowledged as supplementary/post hoc analyses in 
Section 6.2.4. 
 
The schematic for the study selection process for the RCT evidence is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Schematic for the systematic review of RCT evidence 


 
 
6.2.2.2 Study selection process for non-RCT evidence (apixaban) 


The electronic database search (Section 10.21, accessed July 14th 2014) identified 45 articles, of 
which 40 were screened (after de-duplication). In total, 40 articles were excluded on the basis of title 
± abstract. Therefore, no articles met the criteria for inclusion for non-RCT evidence on apixaban.  
 
The schematic for the study selection process of non-RCT evidence (apixaban) is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Schematic for systematic review of clinical evidence (non-RCT) 
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6.2.3 When data from a single RCT have been drawn from more than one source (for 
example, a poster and a published report) and/or when trials are linked (for 
example, an open-label extension to an RCT), this should be made clear. 


The data sources used for the identified RCTs are presented in Table 6, Section 6.2.4. 
 


Complete list of relevant RCTs 


6.2.4 Provide details of all RCTs that compare the intervention with other therapies 
(including placebo) in the relevant patient group. The list must be complete and 
will be validated by independent searches conducted by the Evidence Review 
Group. This should be presented in tabular form. A suggested format is presented 
below. 


The efficacy and safety of apixaban for the treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE has been 
compared to the relevant comparators of enoxaparin/warfarin (LMWH/VKA) and placebo in two 
phase III, randomised, double-blind, controlled trials (AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT, respectively): 
 


 The AMPLIFY trial compared apixaban to enoxaparin/warfarin for the treatment of VTE over a 
6 month period.  


 The AMPLIFY-EXT trial compared apixaban 2.5 mg and 5 mg with placebo for the prevention 
of recurrent VTE over a 12-month period. Only the comparative effectiveness of the 2.5 mg 
apixaban dose with placebo will be discussed in this submission as this is the licensed dose 
for this indication.(20) 


 
A summary of the two RCTs is provided in Table 6. No non-RCTs relevant to this submission were 
identified. 
 
Table 6: List of relevant RCTs 


Study 
acronym 


(Trial no.*) 


 


Description Intervention Comparator Population Primary 
study 
reference
s 


Secondary 
study 
references 


AMPLIFY 


(NCT00643201) 


 


Phase III, double 


blind, 


randomised 


Apixaban 


(10 mg bd for 7 


days, then 5 mg 


bd for 6 months) 


Enoxaparin 


(1 mg/kg bd SC 


) overlapping 


with and 


followed by 


warfarin (INR 2–


3) for 6 months 


Adult patients with 


symptomatic, proximal 


DVT or PE (with or without 


DVT). 


Agnelli et al., 


2013a (14) 


 


Agnelli et al. 2013a 


supplementary 


material (60) 


CSR (61) 


Liu et al. 2014 (15) 


Raskob et al. 


2014(62) 


 


AMPLIFY-EXT 


(NCT00633893) 


 


Phase III, double 


blind, 


randomised 


Apixaban 


(2.5 mg bd or 


5 mg bd for 12 


months) 


Placebo (12 


months)
1 


 


 


Adult patients with 


symptomatic, proximal 


DVT or PE (with or without 


DVT), who had been 


treated for 6 to 12 months 


with standard 


anticoagulant therapy or 


had completed AMPLIFY 


study, without recurrence. 


Agnelli et al., 


2013b (16) 


 


Agnelli et al. 2013b 


supplementary 


material (63) 


CSR (64) 


Liu et al. 2013 (17) 


*ClinicalTrials.gov identifier  
Bd: Twice daily; CSR: Clinical study report; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; INR: International normalised ratio; PE: Pulmonary 
embolism; RCT: Randomised controlled trial; SC: Subcutaneous (injection); VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
1
Placebo was considered an appropriate comparator since patients in this study were those who had already received 


anticoagulation therapy for 6 to 12 months but for whom there was uncertainty about the benefits and risks of continued 
therapy.  
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A phase 2 dose-finding study (CV185017, BOTTICELLI) supported the dose regimen of AMPLIFY. 
However, the doses in the study are not in line with the current licence of apixaban for the treatment 
of DVT and/or PE and are therefore not discussed as part of this submission. 
 


6.2.5 Please highlight which of the RCTs identified above compares the intervention directly 
with the appropriate comparator(s) with reference to the decision problem. If there 
are none, please state this. 


The AMPLIFY study (14) investigated apixaban vs. the active comparator enoxaparin/warfarin in 
patients with DVT and/or PE as specified in the decision problem. Enoxaparin is the most commonly 
used LMWH in England and Wales and warfarin is the most commonly used VKA; therefore this 
comparator can be considered representative of LMWH/VKA treatment, which is also considered the 
standard of care for the treatment of VTE.(9) Enoxaparin is considered representative of the LMWH 
class as used in the AMPLIFY trial.(65) 
 
AMPLIFY-EXT trial included patients with DVT and/or PE, as specified in the decision problem. The 
AMPLIFY-EXT study compared long-term apixaban treatment following 6–12 months of prior 
anticoagulation to placebo. The decision problem stated that if evidence allowed, a comparison 
should be performed to no preventative therapy for patients for whom the need for long-term 
anticoagulation is uncertain. As part of the inclusion criteria for AMPLIFY-EXT patients in whom the 
need for continued anticoagulation was identified were included but the suitability of continuing 
therapy was uncertain due to the risk of bleeding with the currently available treatments. Therefore 
AMPLIFY-EXT also provides a direct comparison of apixaban to the relevant comparator of ‘no 
preventative therapy’ in the appropriate patient population as specified in the decision problem. 
Furthermore, given the proportion of patients with recurrent VTE (fatal or non-fatal) in the placebo 
group was 8.8%, it is evident that these entry criteria identified patients with an apprecieable risk of 
recurrence.(16) 


6.2.6 When studies identified above have been excluded from further discussion, a 
justification should be provided to ensure that the rationale for doing so is 
transparent. For example, when studies have been identified but there is no access 
to the level of trial data required, this should be indicated. 


No relevant studies were excluded from further discussion. 
 


List of relevant non-RCTs 


6.2.7 Please provide details of any non-RCTs (for example experimental and observational 
data) that are considered relevant to the decision problem and a justification for 
their inclusion. Full details should be provided in section 6.8 and key details 
should be presented in a table; the following is a suggested format. 


No relevant non-RCTs were identified. 


6.3 Summary of methodology of relevant RCTs 


6.3.1 As a minimum, the summary should include information on the RCT(s) under the 
subheadings listed in this section. Items 2 to 14 of the CONSORT checklist should 
be provided, as well as a CONSORT flow diagram of patient numbers 
(www.consort-statement.org). It is expected that all key aspects of methodology 
will be in the public domain; if a manufacturer or sponsor wishes to submit 
aspects of the methodology in confidence, prior agreement must be requested 
from NICE. When there is more than one RCT, the information should be tabulated. 
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Methods 


6.3.2 Describe the RCT(s) design (for example, duration, degree and method of blinding, and 
randomisation) and interventions. Include details of length of follow-up and timing 
of assessments. The following tables provide a suggested format for when there is 
more than one RCT.  


The methodology used in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT are presented in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Summary of AMPLIFY (14) and AMPLIFY-EXT (16) trial design  


  AMPLIFY  


(NCT00643201; (14)) 


AMPLIFY-EXT  


(NCT00633893; (16)) 


Study 


objective 


The primary objective was to determine if apixaban 


was non-inferior to standard enoxaparin/warfarin 


therapy for the composite endpoint of adjudicated 


recurrent symptomatic VTE (non-fatal DVT or non-


fatal PE) or VTE-related death over 6 months of 


therapy. 


The primary objective was to determine if at least one 


of the apixaban dose regimens was superior to 


placebo for the composite endpoint of symptomatic, 


recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT or non-fatal PE) or all-


cause death in patients who had an objectively 


documented index event of a proximal, symptomatic 


DVT or symptomatic PE, who had completed 6 to 12 


months of anticoagulant therapy for the treatment of 


the index event, and had no objectively documented 


symptomatic recurrence of VTE after the index event. 


Location Multi-centre (N=358) in 28 countries, including 14 in 


Europe. There were no centres in the UK. 


Multi-centre (N=328) in 28 countries, including 14 in 


Europe. There were 7 centres in the UK. 


Design  Phase III, randomised, active controlled, parallel-


group, double-blind, triple-dummy study 


Phase III, randomised, parallel-group, double-blind, 


placebo-controlled study 


Duration of 


study 


6 months (plus 30-day follow-up) 12 months (plus 30-day follow-up) 


Method of 


randomisation 


Patients were randomised 1:1 to apixaban 5 mg bd or 


enoxaparin (1 mg/kg bd) /warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) 


therapy via an interactive voice-response system 


(IVRS). 


Randomisation was stratified by type of disease 


treated (symptomatic, proximal DVT only or 


symptomatic PE with or without DVT) at baseline. If a 


subject had both symptomatic proximal DVT and 


symptomatic PE, the subject was stratified to the 


symptomatic PE group. 


Patients were randomised 1:1:1 to apixaban 2.5 mg 


bd, apixaban 5 mg bd or placebo using the IVRS 


method.  


Randomisation was stratified according to the initial 


diagnosis (symptomatic, proximal DVT only or 


symptomatic PE with or without DVT) and 


participation or no participation in the AMPLIFY trial. If 


a subject had both symptomatic DVT and 


symptomatic PE, the subject was stratified to the 


symptomatic PE group. 


Method of 


blinding (care 


provider, 


patient and 


outcome 


assessor) 


Study medications were prepared using placebo that 


matched the active treatments. 


The study used blinded INR monitoring with a point-


of-care device that generated an encrypted code. The 


IVRS produced either an actual INR value (for 


patients assigned to warfarin) or a sham INR value 


(for patients receiving apixaban), depending on the 


code provided by the investigators. 


All outcomes were adjudicated by a blinded, 


independent adjudication committee. 


Study medications were prepared using placebo that 


matched the active treatments.  


Patients, investigators, members of any of the 


administrative and adjudicating committees, and the 


sponsors’ staff involved in the conduct of the study did 


not have access to individual subject treatment 


assignments. 


 


Intervention(s) 


(n = ) and 


comparator(s) 


(n = ) 


Apixaban 10 mg bd x 7 days, then 5 mg bd (n=2691) 


Enoxaparin 1 mg/kg bd SC/warfarin (INR 2-3) 


(n=2704) 


Enoxaparin was administered for at least 5 days and 


was discontinued when a blinded INR for warfarin of 


2.0 or more was achieved. The median duration of 


enoxaparin treatment was 6.5 days (interquartile 


range, 5.0 to 8.0). 


Apixaban 2.5 mg (n=840) bd 


Apixaban 5 mg (n=813) bd 


Placebo (n=829) 


Bd: Twice daily; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; CV: Cardiovascular; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; INR: International 
normalised ratio; IVRS: Interactive voice-response system; SC, subcutaneous 
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Participants 


6.3.3 Provide details of the eligibility criteria (inclusion and exclusion) for the trial. The 
following table provides a suggested format for the eligibility criteria for when 
there is more than one RCT. Highlight any differences between the trials. 


A full list of the eligibility criteria (inclusion and exclusion) is provided in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Eligibility criteria in the RCTs 


Study Acronym 


(Trial no.) 


Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


AMPLIFY 


(NCT00643201) (14, 60) 


Target Population 


 Patients who had an unprovoked index 


event or a provoked index event with a risk 


for recurrence 


 Patients who had acute, symptomatic, 


proximal DVT with evidence of proximal 


thrombosis that involved at least the 


popliteal vein or a more proximal vein, 


demonstrated by imaging with 


compression ultrasound, or ascending 


contrast venography 


Or 


 Patients who had acute symptomatic PE 


with evidence of thrombosis demonstrated 


by imaging showing: 


o An intraluminal filling defect in 


segmental or more proximal 


branches on spiral computed 


tomography scan, or  


o An intraluminal filling defect or a 


sudden cut-off of vessels more 


than 2.5 mm in diameter on the 


pulmonary angiogram, or  


o A perfusion defect of at least 75% 


of a segment with a local normal 


ventilation result (high-probability) 


on ventilation/perfusion lung scan 


 


 


 


Sex and Reproductive Status 


 Pregnancy or breastfeeding 


Target Disease Exceptions: 


 Less than 6 months of anticoagulation planned for the most recent DVT or PE (index event) 


 Thrombectomy, insertion of a caval filter, or use of a fibrinolytic agent to treat the concurrent 


episode of VTE 


 Active bleeding, or high risk for bleeding, contraindicating treatment with LMWH and a VKA 


 Patients with cancer who were treated for ≥6 months with LMWH therapy 


 Patients with contraindications according to the local prescribing information of enoxaparin 


or warfarin 


Medical History and Concurrent Diseases: 


 Patients with indications for long-term treatment with a VKA, such as: 


o Mechanical valve 


o Atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter with moderate to high risk of systemic 


thromboembolism 


 Active and clinically significant liver disease (e.g. hepatorenal syndrome) 


 Life expectancy <6 months 


 Bacterial endocarditis 


 Uncontrolled hypertension: systolic blood pressure (BP) >180 mm Hg or diastolic 


BP >100 mm Hg 


Physical and Laboratory Test Findings: 


 Platelet count <100,000/mm
3
 


 Haemoglobin <9 g/dL 


 Serum creatinine >2.5 mg/dL (221 µmol/L) 


 Calculated creatinine clearance <25 ml/min 


 Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) or Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) >2 times upper limit 


of normal (ULN) 
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Study Acronym 


(Trial no.) 


Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


Age and Sex 


 Men and women, aged 18 years or over 


 Women of childbearing potential must 


have been using an adequate method of 


contraception to avoid pregnancy 


throughout the study in such a manner 


that the risk of pregnancy was minimised 


 Total bilirubin >1.5 times ULN (unless an alternative causative factor was identified [e.g. 


Gilbert’s syndrome]) 


Allergies and Adverse Drug Reactions: 


 Heparin induced thrombocytopaenia 


 Allergic reaction to UFH, LMWH, fondaparinux or any VKA. 


Prohibited Treatments and/or Therapies: 


 DVT or PE treatment with more than 2 doses of fondaparinux or a LMWH that was labelled 


for once daily (od) dosing, or more than 3 doses of a LMWH that was labelled for twice daily 


(bd) dosing, or continuous infusion of UFH for more than 36 hours, before the first 


administration of study drug; and/or  


 DVT or PE treatment with more than 2 doses of oral VKA therapy before the first 


administration of study drug 


 Treatment with apixaban in a previous clinical trial 


 Patients who required acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) >165 mg/day at randomisation 


 Patients who required dual antiplatelet therapy (such as ASA plus clopidogrel or ASA plus 


ticlopidine) at randomisation. Patients who transitioned from dual antiplatelet therapy to 


monotherapy prior to randomisation were eligible for the trial 


AMPLIFY-EXT (NCT00633893) 


(16, 63) 


Target population: 


 Patients who had an objectively 


documented index event of symptomatic, 


proximal thrombosis, demonstrated by 


imaging with CUS, including grey-scale 


colour-coded Doppler, or ascending 


contrast venography 


 


 Symptomatic PE with evidence of 


thrombosis demonstrated by imaging as 


follows: 


 


 


Sex and Reproductive Status: 


 Pregnancy or breastfeeding 


Medical History and Concurrent Diseases: 


 Patients with a provoked index event without the existence of a persistent risk factor  


 More than 12 months of anticoagulation planned for the most recent DVT or PE (index 


event) 


 Patients with indications for long-term treatment with a VKA, such as: 


o Mechanical valve 


o Atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter with moderate to high risk of systemic 


thromboembolism 


o Multiple episodes of unprovoked DVT or PE 
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Study Acronym 


(Trial no.) 


Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


o An intraluminal filling defect in 


segmental or more proximal 


branches on a spiral CT scan; or 


o An intraluminal filling defect or a 


sudden cut-off of vessels more 


than 2.5 mm in diameter on the 


pulmonary angiogram; or 


o A perfusion defect of at least 75% 


of a segment with a local normal 


ventilation result (high-probability) 


on ventilation/perfusion lung scan 


 Had been treated for 6 to 12 months with 


standard anticoagulant therapy or had 


completed treatment with apixaban or 


enoxaparin and warfarin as participants in 


the AMPLIFY trial 


 Had not had a symptomatic recurrence 


during prior anticoagulant therapy 


 There was clinical equipoise about the 


continuation or cessation of anticoagulant 


therapy 


Age and sex: 


 Men and women, aged 18 years or over 


 Women of childbearing potential must 


have been using an adequate method of 


contraception to avoid pregnancy 


throughout the study in such a manner 


that the risk of pregnancy was minimised 


o Documented anti-phospholipid antibodies, AT III deficiency, protein C deficiency, 


protein S deficiency, homozygous factor V Leiden, or homozygous prothrombin 


gene mutation. 


o Patients with cancer who were treated indefinitely with anticoagulation therapy 


 Active and clinically significant liver disease (e.g. hepatorenal syndrome) 


 Life expectancy <12 months 


 Bacterial endocarditis 


 Uncontrolled hypertension: systolic blood pressure (BP) >180 mm Hg or diastolic BP >100 


mm Hg 


Physical and Laboratory Test Findings: 


 Platelet count <100,000/mm
3
 


 Haemoglobin <9 g/dL 


 Serum creatinine >2.5 mg/dL (221 µmol/L) 


 Calculated creatinine clearance <25 ml/min 


 Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) or Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) >2 times upper limit 


of normal (ULN) 


 Total bilirubin >1.5 times ULN (unless an alternative causative factor was identified [e.g. 


Gilbert’s syndrome]) 


Prohibited Treatments and/or Therapies: 


 Patients requiring acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) >165 mg/day at randomisation 


 Patients who required dual antiplatelet therapy (such as ASA plus clopidogrel or ASA plus 


ticlopidine) at randomisation. Patients who transitioned from dual antiplatelet therapy to 


monotherapy prior to randomisation were eligible for the trial 


 Patients who had used any oral direct factor Xa inhibitor, any oral direct thrombin inhibitor, 


or any investigational antithrombotic agent during the period between the onset of the index 


event to randomisation. Patients who participated in the AMPLIFY study could have 


participated in this study and were exempt from this exclusion 


ALT: Alanine aminotransferase; ASA: Acetylsalicylic acid; AST: Aspartate aminotransferase; AT: antithrombin; bd: Twice daily; BP: Blood pressure; CUS: Compression ultrasonography; 
DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; No.: Number; PE: Pulmonary Embolism; UFH: Unfractionated heparin; ULN: Upper limit of normal; VKA; Vitamin K 
Antagonist; VTE: Venous thromboembolism
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6.3.4 Describe the patient characteristics at baseline. Highlight any differences between 
study groups. The following table provides a suggested format for the presentation 
of baseline patient characteristics for when there is more than one RCT. 


Baseline demographic and disease characteristics of patients included in AMPLIFY are presented in 
Table 9. Overall, patient characteristics were similar between the apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin 
groups, with no clinically relevant differences in either demographic or disease characteristics. 
 
Table 9: Baseline demographic and disease characteristics of participants in the AMPLIFY RCT (14, 61) 


AMPLIFY (NCT00643201; (14, 61)) 
Apixaban 


(N=2691) 


Enoxaparin/warfarin 


(N=2704) 


Age, years 
Mean (SD) 


 
57.2 (16.0) 


 
56.7 (16.0) 


Gender, n (%) 
Male 


 
1569 (58.3) 


 
1598 (59.1) 


Race, n (%) 
White 
Black or African American 
American Indian or Alaska Native 
Asian 
Other race 
Not reported 


 
2218 (82.4) 


106 (3.9) 
6 (0.2) 


227 (8.4) 
89 (3.3) 
45 (1.7) 


 
2243 (83.0) 


98 (3.6) 
2 (<0.1) 
226 (8.4) 
85 (3.1) 
50 (1.8) 


Weight, kg 
Mean (SD) 


 
84.6 (19.8) 


 
84.6 (19.8) 


Weight distribution, n (%) 
≤60 kg  
>60 to <100 kg  
≥100 kg  
Data missing 


 
231 (8.6) 


1932 (71.8) 
522 (19.4) 


6 (0.2) 


 
245 (9.1) 


1936 (71.6) 
518 (19.2) 


5 (0.2) 


Creatinine clearance, n (%) 
≤30 ml/min 
>30 to ≤50 ml/min 
>50 to ≤80 ml/min 
>80 ml/min 
Data missing 


 
14 (0.5) 


161 (6.0) 
549 (20.4) 


1721 (64.0) 
246 (9.1) 


 
15 (0.6) 


148 (5.5) 
544 (20.1) 


1757 (65.0) 
240 (8.9) 


Qualifying diagnosis, n (%)*  
DVT  
PE 
PE with DVT 
Could not be evaluated 


 
1749 (65.0) 
678 (25.2) 
252 (9.4) 
12 (0.4) 


 
1783 (65.9) 
681 (25.2) 
225 (8.3) 
15 (0.6) 


VTE clinical presentation, n (%) 
Unprovoked  
Provoked with risk factor(s) 
Not reported 


2416 (89.8) 
272 (10.1) 


3 (0.1) 


2429 (89.8) 
272 (10.1) 


3 (0.1) 


Location of qualifying DVT, n (%) 
Popliteal vein  
Femoral vein 
Common femoral or iliac vein  
Distal vein 


 
426/1749 (24.4) 
570/1749 (32.6) 
753/1749 (43.1) 


0/1749 


 
441/1783 (24.7) 
585/1783 (32.8) 
754/1783 (42.3) 


3/1783 (0.2) 


Anatomic extent of qualifying PE, n (%) 
Limited 
Intermediate 
Extensive 
Not assessable 


 
79/930 (8.5) 


392/930 (42.2) 
357/930 (38.4) 
102/930 (11.0) 


 
89/906 (9.8) 


395/906 (43.6) 
326/906 (36.0) 
96/906 (10.6) 


Risk factors for recurrent VTE, n (%) 


Previous PE or proximal DVT 
Known thrombophilia 
Active cancer† 


 
463 (17.2) 


74 (2.8) 
66 (2.5) 


 
409 (15.1) 


59 (2.2) 
77 (2.9) 


*See Table 8 for information on diagnostic methods 
† Data are from the AMPLIFY clinical study report (61) 
DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; SD: Standard deviation; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Table 10 summarises the baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of patients included in 
AMPLIFY-EXT. Overall, patient characteristics were similar between both of the apixaban groups and 
the placebo group. 
 
Table 10: Baseline demographic and disease characteristics in the AMPLIFY-EXT RCT (16)  


AMPLIFY-EXT (NCT00633893; (16))  
Apixaban 
2.5 mg bd 
(N=840) 


Apixaban 
5 mg bd


ᵼ
 


(N=813) 


Placebo 


(N=829) 


Age, years 
Mean (SD) 


 
56.6 (15.3) 


 
56.4 (15.6) 


 
57.1 (15.2) 


Gender, n (%) 
Male 


 
487 (58.0) 


 
469 (57.7) 


 
468 (56.5) 


Weight, kg 
Mean (SD) 


 
85.7 (19.8) 


 
85.7 (19.1) 


 
84.7 (18.6) 


Weight distribution, n (%) 
≤60 kg  
>60 kg 
Data missing 


 
58 (6.9) 


780 (92.9) 
2 (0.2) 


 
59 (7.3) 


751 (92.4) 
3 (0.4) 


 
48 (5.8) 


778 (93.8) 
3 (0.4) 


Creatinine clearance, n (%) 
≤30 ml/min 
>30 to ≤50 ml/min 
>50 to ≤80 ml/min 
>80 ml/min 
Data missing 


 
1 (0.1) 
47 (5.6) 


174 (20.7) 
595 (70.8) 


23 (2.7) 


 
3 (0.4) 


41 (5.0) 
168 (20.7) 
580 (71.3) 


21 (2.6) 


 
2 (0.2) 
44 (5.3) 


194 (23.4) 
564 (68.0) 


25 (3.0) 


Qualifying diagnosis, n (%)* 
DVT  
PE 


 
544 (64.8) 
296 (35.2) 


 
527 (64.8) 
286 (35.2) 


 
551 (66.5) 
278 (33.5) 


VTE clinical presentation, n (%) 
Unprovoked  
Associated with transient or reversible risk factor  
Not reported 


 
783 (93.2) 


56 (6.7) 
1 (0.1) 


 
737 (90.7) 


76 (9.3) 
0 


 
755 (91.1) 


72 (8.7) 
2 (0.2) 


Risk factors for recurrent VTE, n (%) 
Active cancer  
Persistent or permanent immobilisation 
Previous DVT or PE 
Known prothrombotic genotype  
Use of antiplatelet agents 


 
15 (1.8) 
19 (2.3) 


99 (11.8) 
32 (3.8) 


120 (14.3) 


 
9 (1.1) 


29 (3.6) 
118 (14.5) 


26 (3.2) 
96 (11.8) 


 
18 (2.2) 
22 (2.7) 


99 (11.9) 
36 (4.3) 


107 (13.0) 


*See Table 8 for information on diagnostic methods 
Bd: Twice daily; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; SD: Standard deviation; VTE: Venous 
thromboembolism 
ᵼ
Unlicensed dose; only baseline characteristics and methodology are presented for this dose for completeness 
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Outcomes 


6.3.5 Provide details of the outcomes investigated and the measures used to assess those 
outcomes.  


Details of the primary and secondary outcomes investigated in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT are 
presented in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Primary and secondary outcomes in AMPLIFY (14, 61) and AMPLIFY-EXT (16) 


Trial (Trial no.) Primary outcome(s) Secondary outcome(s) Outcome measures Reliability/validity/
current use in 
clinical practice 


AMPLIFY 


(NCT00643201;  
(14, 61)) 


Efficacy 


Incidence of the adjudicated 
composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT 
or non-fatal PE) or VTE-
related death occurring at any 
time from randomisation until 
the end of the originally 
intended treatment period (6 
months). 
 
Safety 


Incidence during treatment 
period of adjudicated major 
bleeding. 


Efficacy 


Incidence of the following adjudicated events: 


 symptomatic non-fatal PE 


 symptomatic non-fatal DVT 


 composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE or all-
cause death 


 composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE or 
CV-related death 


 composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE, VTE-
related death or major bleeding 


 composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE, 
myocardial infarction, stroke, CV-related death, 
major bleeding, CRNM bleeding 


 VTE-related death 


 CV-related death 


 All-cause death 
 
Time to first occurrence of: 


 Adjudicated composite of recurrent 
symptomatic VTE and all-cause death 


 Adjudicated composite of recurrent 
symptomatic VTE and VTE-related death 


 
Safety 


Incidence of the following adjudicated events: 


 composite of major or CRNM bleeding  


 minor bleeding 


 composite of major, CRNM bleeding, or minor 
bleeding (total adjudicated bleeding) 


 CRNM bleeding 
 
 
 
 


PE was judged to occur where symptoms of PE 


were present along with one of the following 
findings: 


 Intraluminal filling defect  


 Sudden cut-off of vessels more than  
2.5 mm in diameter on the pulmonary 
angiogram 


 Perfusion defect of at least 75%  
 


DVT was judged to occur where symptoms of DVT 


were present along with one of the following 
findings: 


 Abnormal CUS 


 Intraluminal filling defect 
 
Bleeding was defined according to ISTH 


guidelines (66): 


 Major bleeding: 
o Clinically overt bleeding accompanied by 


a decrease in haemoglobin of ≥ 2 g/dL 
and/or transfusion of ≥ 2 units of packed 
red blood cells 


o Bleeding that occurred in a critical site 
o Bleeding that was fatal 


 


 CRNM bleeding – clinically overt bleeding that 
did not satisfy the criteria for major bleeding 
and that led to either: 
o Hospital admission 
o Physician guided medical or surgical 


treatment 
o A change in antithrombotic therapy 
 
 


An independent 
central adjudication 
committee including 
independent 
physicians with 
experience in 
vascular medicine 
and thrombosis 
reviewed and 
adjudicated outcomes 
in a blinded manner. 
 
Outcomes are 
clinically important 
and objective 
outcomes that are 
considered in clinical 
practice. 
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Trial (Trial no.) Primary outcome(s) Secondary outcome(s) Outcome measures Reliability/validity/
current use in 
clinical practice 


 
Time to first occurrence during treatment period of: 


 Adjudicated major bleeding 


 Adjudicated composite of major or CRNM 
bleeding 


Additional analyses 


 Incidence of the adjudicated composite of 
symptomatic, recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT or 
non-fatal PE) or VTE-related death occurring at 
any time from randomisation until the end of: 
o 7 days 
o 21 days 
o 3 months 


 Rate of all-cause hospitalisations  


 Time from randomisation to first hospitalisation 
 


 


 All acute clinically overt bleeding events not 
meeting criteria for major bleeding or clinically 
relevant non-major bleeding were classified 
as minor bleeding 


 
Hospitalisations were captured by dedicated case 
report forms. Patients were censored at death, 
loss to follow-up (<2.5% in all treatment arms), or 
end of study, whichever came first.  
 


 


AMPLIFY-EXT 


(NCT00633893; 
(16)) 


Efficacy 


Incidence of an adjudicated 
composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT 
or non-fatal PE) or all-cause 
death occurring at any time 
from randomisation until the 
end of the originally intended 
treatment period (6 months). 
 
Safety 


Incidence during treatment 
period of adjudicated major 
bleeding. 


Efficacy 


Incidence of the following adjudicated events: 


 Symptomatic non-fatal PE 


 Symptomatic non-fatal DVT 


 Composite of recurrent symptomatic recurrent 
VTE or VTE-related death 


 Composite of recurrent symptomatic VTE or 
CV-related death 


 VTE-related death 


 CV-related death 


 All-cause death 
 
Time to first occurrence of: 


 Adjudicated composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE or all-cause death 


 Adjudicated composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


 


As for AMPLIFY As for AMPLIFY 
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Trial (Trial no.) Primary outcome(s) Secondary outcome(s) Outcome measures Reliability/validity/
current use in 
clinical practice 


Safety 


Incidence during treatment period of: 


 Adjudicated composite of major and CRNM 
bleeding 


 Adjudicated minor bleeding 


 Adjudicated major, CRNM, or minor bleeding 
(total adjudicated bleeding) 
 


Time to first occurrence during treatment period of:  


 Adjudicated major bleed 


 Adjudicated composite of major and CRNM 
bleeding 


 
Additional analyses 


 Rate of all-cause hospitalisations  


 Time from randomisation to first hospitalisation 


AE: Adverse event; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; CUS: Compression ultrasonography; CV: Cardiovascular; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; ISTH: International Society on 
Thrombosis and Haemostasis; No.: Number; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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As the administration methods and titration requirements differed between study drugs in AMPLIFY, 
it was considered particularly important to monitor the compliance of patients in this study. A 
summary of the methodology and results relating to treatment compliance for both AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFY-EXT are summarised in Table 12. Treatment compliance with apixaban was comparable to 
the comparator arms in both studies. 
 
Table 12: Treatment compliance in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


Trial Method Results 


AMPLIFY (14, 61) 


NCT00643201 


Apixaban compliance was based on pill 


counts, and enoxaparin/placebo compliance 


was based on unused syringe counts. 


As warfarin dosage was individually titrated, 


INR and TTR were indicators of compliance 


as they were direct measurements of 


anticoagulation. 


''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' 


''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''' 


After exclusion of INR values during the 


first 15 days following randomisation and 


during study drug interruptions, patients in 


the enoxaparin/warfarin group had an INR 


in the therapeutic range (2.0 to 3.0) 61% 


of the time, above 3.0 for 16% of the time, 


and below 2.0 for 23% of the time.(14)  


AMPLIFY-EXT (16, 


64) 


NCT00633893 


Compliance was based on pill counts for all 


treatment arms. 


''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' 


''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


INR: International normalised ratio; TTR: Time in therapeutic range 


 


Statistical analysis and definition of study groups 


6.3.6 State the primary hypothesis or hypotheses under consideration and the statistical 
analysis used for testing hypotheses.  


The primary hypothesis of AMPLIFY tested whether apixaban was non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin 
for the primary efficacy endpoint of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death over 6 months of therapy. For 
AMPLIFY-EXT, the hypothesis tested whether apixaban was superior to placebo for the primary 
efficacy endpoint of recurrent VTE or all-cause death. Primary endpoints were selected for AMPLIFY 
and AMPLIFY-EXT in accordance with the Note for Guidance on Clinical Investigation of Medicinal 
Products for the Treatment of Venous Thromboembolic Disease.(67) Of these, recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death is the most important analysis for non-inferiority trials and recurrent VTE or all-
cause death is the most important analysis for superiority trials. 
 
For AMPLIFY, a hierarchical statistical testing order was followed for the efficacy and safety 
analyses: 


 Non-inferiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin was first tested for recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death.  


 If non-inferiority was demonstrated for both relative risk (RR) and risk difference (RD), then 
superiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin for major bleeding was tested. 


 If superiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin for major bleeding was 
demonstrated, then superiority of apixaban relative to control treatment for recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death was tested. 
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 If superiority of apixaban relative to enoxaparin/warfarin for recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death was demonstrated, then superiority of apixaban relative to control treatment for major 
bleeding/CRNM bleeding was tested. 


 
In AMPLIFY-EXT, hypotheses were tested using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) test and 
superiority over placebo was to be claimed if the Hochberg adjusted p-value was ≤0.05 and the 
relative risk was <1. For the primary efficacy analysis, in accordance with agreements with regulatory 
authorities, patients who were lost to follow-up were classified as having had a primary outcome 
event. For the analyses of the secondary outcomes and for the safety analyses, patients who were 
lost to follow-up were classified as not having had an outcome event. 
 
A full summary of the statistical methods used in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT are presented in 
Table 13. 
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Table 13. Summary of statistical analyses in AMPLIFY (14, 60) and AMPLIFY-EXT (16, 63) 


Study 
acronym 


(Trial No.) 


Hypothesis 
objective 


Statistical analysis Sample size, power 
calculation  


Data management, patient 
withdrawals 


AMPLIFY 


NCT00643201 


(14, 60) 


The primary objective 


was to determine if 


apixaban was non-


inferior to 


enoxaparin/warfarin 


(INR 2.0–3.0) for the 


composite endpoint of 


recurrent VTE or VTE-


related death. 


Secondary objectives 


were to determine if 


apixaban was superior 


to enoxaparin/warfarin 


for: 


 Major bleeding 


 Recurrent VTE 


or VTE-related 


death 


 Major bleeding 


or CRNM 


bleeding 


 


A hierarchical statistical testing order was followed for the 


efficacy and safety analyses. 


 Non-inferiority of apixaban relative to 


enoxaparin/warfarin was tested at a 1-sided α=0.025 


for recurrent VTE or VTE-related death.  


 If non-inferiority was demonstrated for both RR and 


RD, then superiority of apixaban relative to 


enoxaparin/warfarin for major bleeding was tested at a 


2-sided α=0.05. 


 If superiority of apixaban relative to 


enoxaparin/warfarin for major bleeding was 


demonstrated, then superiority of apixaban relative to 


control treatment for recurrent VTE or VTE-related 


death was tested at a 2-sided α=0.05. 


 If superiority of apixaban relative to 


enoxaparin/warfarin for recurrent VTE or VTE-related 


death was demonstrated, then superiority of apixaban 


relative to control treatment for major bleeding/CRNM 


bleeding was tested at a 2-sided α=0.05. 


 


Generally, continuous variables were summarised using mean 


and standard deviation and categorical variables were 


summarised using relative frequencies. Non-inferiority based on 


CIs was assessed for the primary endpoint only. The estimated 


RR and the 95% CI about the RR were provided using a 


stratified analysis.  


 


 


 


Using the method of Farrington 


and Manning (68) with the 


assumption of a 3% incidence of 


the primary efficacy outcome over 


6 months of therapy, a sample 


size of 4094 patients would have 


90% power for a 1-sided α 


=0.025 non-inferiority test 


assuming true RR of 1 (non-


inferiority margin of 1.8). The 


sample size was adjusted to 4816 


(2408 per group) to account for 


approximately 15% of patients 


discontinuing treatment early and 


continuing to complete all 


scheduled treatment visits up to 6 


months after randomisation. 
 


A provision by the steering 


committee increased the sample 


size up to 5400 after a protocol-


defined blinded review of the 


overall incidence of the primary 


efficacy outcome performed after 


80% of patients had been 


enrolled.  


 


All efficacy analyses included data 


for patients in the intention-to-treat 


population for whom the outcome 


status at 6 months was documented. 


All safety analyses included data 


obtained from patients during study 


treatment, defined as the time from 


the administration of the first dose 


until 48 hours after the last dose was 


administered. 


No imputation for missing data was 


planned for the primary efficacy 


analysis as the primary efficacy data 


set included only randomised 


patients with a non-missing primary 


endpoint. No imputation was carried 


out for missing data in secondary 


analysis. 
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Study 
acronym 


(Trial No.) 


Hypothesis 
objective 


Statistical analysis Sample size, power 
calculation  


Data management, patient 
withdrawals 


Statistical testing for non-inferiority was performed with the 


method of Farrington and Manning. Hypotheses tests of 


superiority for efficacy endpoints were based on the CMH test 


stratified by the qualifying diagnosis. 


 
Summaries of time-to-event data were displayed in graphical 
format using Kaplan-Meier estimates 


AMPLIFY-EXT 


NCT00633893 


(16, 63) 


The primary objective 


was to determine if 


apixaban was superior 


to placebo with 


respect to the primary 


efficacy outcome of 


the composite of 


recurrent VTE or all-


cause death. 


In general, continuous variables were summarised using mean 


and standard deviation and categorical variables were 


summarised using proportion of patients with an event. 


Descriptive statistics for binary endpoints included the 


proportion of patients with an event in each group with a 95% 


CI. The estimated relative risk and 95% CI about the relative 


risk were provided using a stratified analysis. 


Hypotheses were tested using the CMH test stratified by the 


qualifying diagnosis. 


The CMH statistic was used to test the hypothesis using the 


primary efficacy analysis set. Superiority over placebo was to 


be claimed for a dose if the Hochberg adjusted p-value was 


≤0.05 and the relative risk was <1. 


Summaries of time-to-event data were displayed in graphical 


format using Kaplan-Meier estimates 


Using the Hochberg multiple-


testing method (69) and with the 


assumption of a 6.8% incidence 


of the primary efficacy outcome in 


the placebo group at 12 months 


and a decrease in the primary 


outcome of 41% with apixaban as 


compared with placebo, 810 


patients were required in each 


group for the study to have 90% 


power to show the superiority of 


apixaban over placebo, at a two-


sided α =0.05. 


All efficacy analyses included data 


from the intention-to-treat population 


during the 12-month active study 


period. All safety analyses included 


data from patients during the time 


they were receiving treatment, which 


was defined as the time between 


administration of the first dose of a 


study drug and 48 hours after 


administration of the last dose. 


For the primary efficacy analysis 


patients who were lost to follow-up 


were classified as having had a 


primary outcome event. For the 


analyses of the secondary outcomes 


and for the safety analyses, patients 


who were lost to follow-up were 


classified as not having had an 


outcome event. 


 


CI: Confidence interval; CMH: Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; INR: International normalised ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; No.: Number; PE: 
Pulmonary embolism; RD: Risk difference (Risk difference is calculated as risk in the experimental group minus risk in the control group); RR: Relative risk; VTE: Venous 
thromboembolism
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6.3.7 Provide details of any subgroup analyses that were undertaken and specify the 
rationale and whether they were pre-planned or post-hoc. 


In both trials, the pre-planned subgroup analyses for the primary efficacy and safety endpoints for the 
subgroups of clinical interest are described in Table 14. Analyses were performed using the primary 
efficacy or safety data sets for each trial as described in Section 6.3.6. For AMPLIFY-EXT, the 
subgroup analyses specified for the primary safety endpoint (major bleeding) were analysed as a 
combination of major and CRNM bleeding due to the small number of adjudicated major bleeding 
events across the treatment arms. The combination of major and CRNM bleeding allowed for a 
comparison across sub-groups. 
 
No hypothesis testing was conducted on the subgroups. P-values for the test of interaction were 
calculated for each subgroup, although, due to the small sample sizes, the study was not powered to 
detect significance within these subgroups.  
 
Table 14: Pre-specified subgroups analysed in AMPLIFY (14) and AMPLIFY-EXT (16) 


 AMPLIFY Subgroups AMPLIFY-EXT Subgroups 


Index event PE (with or without DVT); DVT only PE (with or without DVT); DVT only  


Geographic region 
North America; Latin America; 


Europe; Asia/Pacific 
North America; Latin America; 


Europe; Asia/Pacific 


Age Category I 
<65 years; ≥65 to <75 years; ≥75 


years 
<65 years; ≥65 to <75 years; ≥75 


years 


Age Category II <75 years; ≥75 years - 


Gender Male; Female Male; Female 


Race 
White; Black or African American; 


Asian; Other 
White; Black or African American; 


Asian; Other 


Ethnicity Hispanic/Latino; Not Hispanic/Latino Hispanic/Latino; Not Hispanic/Latino 


Weight ≤60 kg; >60 kg to <100 kg; ≥100 kg ≤60 kg; >60 kg 


BMI Category I 
≤28 kg/m


2
; >28 kg/m


2 
to ≤33 kg/m


2
; 


>33 kg/m
2
 


≤28 kg/m
2
; >28 kg/m


2
 to ≤33 kg/m


2
; 


>33 kg/m
2
 


BMI Category II 
≤25 kg/m


2
; >25 to ≤30 kg/m


2
; >30 to 


≤35 kg/m
2
; >35 kg/m


2
 


- 


Level of renal function 


Category I 
Normal; Mild; Moderate/Severe Normal; Mild; Moderate/Severe 


Level of renal function 


Category II 
Normal; Mild; Moderate; Severe - 


Fragile/not fragile 


patients 


Fragile (those meeting at least two 
of age ≥80, creatinine clearance 
≥1.5 mg/dL, body weight ≤60 kg); 
Patients not meeting these criteria 


- 


Age, weight and 


serum creatinine 


criteria 


Patients meeting at least one of age 
≥75, creatinine clearance 


≤50 ml/min, body weight ≤50 kg; 
Patients not meeting these criteria 


- 


Cancer 
Active cancer at baseline; No active 


cancer at baseline 
- 


Centre TTR quartile Q1; Q2; Q3; Q4 - 


BMI: Body mass index; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; Q: Quartile; TTR: Time in therapeutic range 
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Participant flow  


6.3.8 Provide details of the numbers of patients who were eligible to enter the RCT(s), 
randomised, and allocated to each treatment. Provide details of, and the rationale 
for, patients who crossed over treatment groups and/or were lost to follow-up or 
withdrew from the RCT. This information should be presented as a CONSORT flow 
chart. 


The flow of participants enrolled in the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials are presented in Figure 3 


and Figure 4, respectively.  


 
Figure 3: AMPLIFY – Patient flow diagram (14) 


 
*Due to missing source documentation, 2 patients in the apixaban group and 3 patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin group 
were excluded from all analyses. 
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Figure 4: AMPLIFY-EXT – Patient flow diagram (16) 


 
*Due to missing source documentation, 2 patients in the 2.5 mg apixaban group and 2 patients in the  
5 mg group were excluded from all analyses. 


6.3.8.1 Discontinuation 


Patients treated with apixaban had a low discontinuation rate in both AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT. 
 
In AMPLIFY, the number of overall discontinuations between the apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin 
groups were comparable (14.0% vs. 15.3%, respectively; Figure 3). (14, 60) The most frequent 
reason for discontinuation was adverse events (AE); the proportion of patients in the intention-to-treat 
(ITT) population who discontinued due to AEs was lower in the apixaban treatment group (5.6%) 
compared with the enoxaparin/warfarin treatment group (6.7%).(14) The smaller proportion of 
patients who discontinued due to AEs in the apixaban group was largely due to fewer bleeding 
related AEs in the apixaban treatment group (0.7%) compared to the enoxaparin/warfarin treatment 
group (1.7%).(61)  
 
In AMPLIFY-EXT, apixaban had a lower rate of discontinuation during the intended treatment period 
than placebo (13.6% vs. 22.7%, respectively; Figure 4).(16, 64) The most frequent reason for 
discontinuation was AEs.(16) The proportion of patients in the ITT population who discontinued due 
to AEs was 7.7% in the apixaban 2.5 mg and 15.2% in the placebo group.(16, 64) The difference in 
discontinuation was primarily driven by higher numbers of recurrent VTE events in the placebo 
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groups compared to apixaban (0.6% and 6.9% due to DVT; and 0.5% and 2.2% patients due to PE in 
the apixaban 2.5 mg and placebo groups, respectively).(64) 
 
6.3.8.2 Analysed Populations 


In AMPLIFY, the efficacy evaluable population on which efficacy endpoints were analysed was 
defined as the ITT population (n=5395) for whom the outcome status at 6 months was documented 
(Figure 3).(14) The safety population (treated patients, n=5365) consisted of those patients who 
received at least one dose of the study medication.(14) A summary of the analysed populations are 
presented in Table 15, below. 
 
Table 15: Analysis population summary – AMPLIFY 


 


Apixaban 


(N=2691) 


Enoxaparin/warfarin  


(N=2704) 


Total 


(N=5395) 


ITT patients (n)*
 


2691 2704 5395 


Treated patients (n)** 2676 2689 5365 


Efficacy evaluable patients for primary 


endpoint (n)*** 
2609 2635 5244 


ITT, intention-to-treat 
*ITT population included all randomised patients and grouped patients by treatment allocation at randomisation 
**Treated population included patients who received at least one dose of study drug 
***Efficacy evaluable population included data for patients in the ITT population for whom the outcome status at 6 months 
was documented. Patients with missing endpoint information were excluded from the analysis. 


 
In AMPLIFY-EXT, all efficacy endpoints were analysed on the ITT population (n=2482; Table 16).(16) 
The safety population (treated patients, n=2477) consisted of those patients who received at least 
one dose of study medication.(16) As 2.5 mg apixaban is the licensed dose for long-term prevention 
of recurrent VTE therapy, the 5 mg arm is presented in Figure 4 for completeness, and is only 
discussed further in the submission in relation to safety outcomes in the Appendix, Section 10.30. 
 
Table 16: Analysis population summary – AMPLIFY-EXT 


 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 


(N=840) 


Apixaban 5 mg 


(N=813) 


Placebo 


(N=829) 


Total 


(N=2482) 


ITT patients (n)* 
 


840 813 829 2482 


Treated patients (n)** 840 811 826 2477 


ITT, intention-to-treat 
*ITT population included all randomised patients and grouped patients by treatment allocation at randomisation 
**Treated population included patients who received at least one dose of study drug 
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6.4 Critical appraisal of relevant RCTs 


6.4.1 Please provide as an Appendix a complete quality assessment for each RCT.  


A complete quality assessment for each RCT is provided in Appendix 3, Section 10.4. 
 


6.4.2 If there is more than one RCT, tabulate a summary of the responses applied to each of 
the critical appraisal criteria.  


Critical appraisals of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT were performed using the format provided in the 
NICE submission template which adhered to the CRD guidance.(58) Results are presented in Table 
17.The studies were of high quality based on the respective responses for each category thus 
indicating low risk of bias in study conduct and design. A complete quality assessment for each RCT 
is provided in Appendix 3, Section 10.4. 
 
Table 17: Quality assessment results for AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


Quality assessment 
AMPLIFY 


(NCT00643201) 


AMPLIFY-EXT 


(NCT00633893) 


Was randomisation 


carried out appropriately? 
Yes Yes 


Was the concealment of 


treatment allocation 


adequate? 


Yes Yes 


Were the groups similar at 


the outset of the study in 


terms of prognostic 


factors?  


Yes Yes 


Were the care providers, 


participants and outcome 


assessors blind to 


treatment allocation? 


Yes Yes 


Were there any 


unexpected imbalances in 


drop-outs between 


groups? 


No No 


Is there any evidence to 


suggest that the authors 


measured more outcomes 


than they reported? 


No No 


Did the analysis include 


an intention-to-treat 


analysis? If so, was this 


appropriate and were 


appropriate methods used 


to account for missing 


data? 


Yes Yes 
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6.5 Results of the relevant RCTs 


6.5.1 Provide the results for all relevant outcome measure(s) pertinent to the decision 
problem. Data from intention-to-treat analyses should be presented whenever 
possible and a definition of the included patients provided. If patients have been 
excluded from the analysis, the rationale for this should be given. If there is more 
than one RCT, tabulate the responses. 


AMPLIFY 


Summary of AMPLIFY Efficacy Results 


o Apixaban was non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin in reducing the risk of symptomatic, 


recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (RR 0.84, 95% CI 0.60, 1.18; p<0.001 for non-


inferiority).  


o The adjudicated composite secondary outcomes of recurrent VTE or all-cause death 


and of recurrent VTE or CV-related death was RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.61, 1.08 and RR 


0.80, 95% CI 0.57, 1.11 in the apixaban group compared to the enoxaparin/warfarin 


comparator, although the difference between groups did not reach statistical 


significance for superiority (p=0.16 and p=0.18, respectively).  


o Comparable overall discontinuation rates between apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin 


were observed in AMPLIFY (14.0% vs. 15.3%, respectively). 


o The efficacy of apixaban vs. enoxaparin/warfarin was maintained across all pre-


specified subgroups, including when patients were grouped by index event of DVT or 


PE (with or without DVT). 


o In a post-hoc analysis, the efficacy and safety results for apixaban and 


enoxaparin/warfarin at 3 months were consistent with those at 6 months.  


o Apixaban significantly reduced all-cause hospitalisations compared to 


enoxaparin/warfarin over 6 months (RR 0.81, 95% CI 0.65, 1.00; p=0.048) and 


increased the median time to first hospitalisation (63.0 days vs. 34.5 days) compared to 


enoxaparin/warfarin over 6 months. 


 
6.5.1.1 Study Drugs 


The median duration of enoxaparin treatment was 6.5 days (interquartile range, 5.0 to 8.0).(14) After 
exclusion of INR values during the first 15 days following randomisation and during study drug 
interruptions, as per protocol, patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin group had an INR in the therapeutic 
range (2.0 to 3.0) 61% of the time.(14) Time in the therapeutic range was not calculated for apixaban 
treated patients as the sham INR measurements were only conducted to preserve blinding. 
 
In AMPLIFY, the number of patients who prematurely discontinued treatment was comparable 
between apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin (14.0% vs. 15.3%, respectively). 
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6.5.1.2 Primary Efficacy Results 


The primary efficacy endpoint of the AMPLIFY study was an adjudicated composite of symptomatic, 
recurrent VTE (non-fatal DVT or non-fatal PE) or VTE-related death over 6 months of therapy.(14) 
For the efficacy evaluable population, apixaban demonstrated non-inferiority compared to 
enoxaparin/warfarin with a relative risk of 0.84 (95% CI 0.60, 1.18; p<0.001 for non-inferiority) (Table 
18). The Kaplan-Meier plot for the first event of recurrent VTE or VTE related death is presented in 
Figure 5. As the Kaplan-Meier plot has been plotted for the full ITT population, rather than the 
efficacy evaluable population, the results for the full ITT population are presented alongside the 
efficacy evaluable population in Table 18; similar results were obtained in the two populations. 
 
Table 18: Summary of primary efficacy outcome (AMPLIFY) (14, 61) 


 
Apixaban 


Enoxaparin/ 


warfarin  


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


p-value 


Primary outcome, n (%) recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 


Efficacy evaluable population
a 


59/2609 (2.3) 71/2635 (2.7) 0.84 (0.60, 1.18) 
<0.001


§ 


'''''''''''''''* 


ITT population
b
 '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; ITT: Intention-to-treat; VTE: Venous thromboembolism  
a
Efficacy evaluable population included data for patients in the ITT population for whom the outcome status at 6 months 


was documented. Patients with missing endpoint information were excluded from the analysis. 
b
ITT population included all randomised patients and grouped patients by treatment allocation at randomisation.  


§The p-value tests for non-inferiority with respect to the relative risk of the primary efficacy outcome.  
*The p-value tests for superiority with respect to the relative risk of the primary efficacy outcome, as a secondary analysis. 
 


Figure 5: Kaplan–Meier cumulative event rates for the first event of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
(AMPLIFY; ITT population)* (14) 


 


  
Conventional therapy refers to enoxaparin/warfarin 
ITT: intent to treat; VTE: venous thromboembolism 
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*Time to event analysis included data for patients in the ITT population. Patients lost to follow-up were not counted as 
having an event 
Inset shows the same data on an enlarged y-axis. 


 


 


 


6.5.1.3 Secondary Efficacy Results 


Results for all secondary efficacy outcomes were consistent with and support the results for the 
primary outcome (Table 19). Even though apixaban demonstrated non-inferiority on the primary 
efficacy outcome, it was not superior to enoxaparin/warfarin for recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
(RR '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' (Table 18).(14, 61) 
 
The adjudicated composite secondary outcomes of recurrent VTE or all-cause death and of recurrent 
VTE or CV-related death were not significantly different in the apixaban group compared to the 
enoxaparin/warfarin group (RR 0.82; 95% CI 0.61, 1.08; p=0.16 and RR 0.80; 95% CI 0.57, 1.11; 
p=0.18, respectively) (Table 19).  
 
Table 19: Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes (AMPLIFY, efficacy evaluable population) (14, 61) 


 


Apixaban 
N=2609 


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin N=2635 


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


Risk 
difference 


p-value
§
 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n/N (%)   


Non-fatal PE  27/2609 (1.0)  23/2635 (0.9) - - - 


Non-fatal DVT 20/2609 (0.8)  33/2635 (1.3) - - - 


Composite outcomes, n/N (%)   


Recurrent VTE or all-cause death 84/2609 (3.2) 104/2635 (3.9) 0.82 (0.61, 1.08) 
'''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''' 


0.16 


Recurrent VTE or CV-related death 61/2609 (2.3) 77/2635 (2.9) 0.80 (0.57, 1.11) 
'''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


0.18 


Recurrent VTE, VTE-related death or 
major bleeding


 73/2609 (2.8) 118/2635 (4.5) 0.62 (0.47, 0.83) 
'''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' 


0.001 


Recurrent VTE, CV-related death, MI, 
stroke, major bleeding or CRNM 
bleeding


a
  


'''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''' 


Death outcomes, n/N (%) 


VTE-related death
 


'''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' 
''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' 


'' 


CV-related death (including VTE-related 
death)


 '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


''' 


All-cause death
 


41''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 52'''''''''''' ''''''''''' 0.79 (0.53, 1.19) 
'''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


'' 


CI: Confidence interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; CV: Cardiovascular; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: 
Pulmonary Embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
The secondary efficacy outcomes included events that occurred at any time from randomisation until the end of the 
intended treatment period regardless of whether patients were receiving study medication (using the intention-to-treat 
principle). All efficacy analyses included data for patients in the intention-to-treat population for whom the outcome status 
(for each particular outcome) at 6 months was documented (efficacy evaluable population). Subjects with missing endpoint 
data were excluded from the analysis. As some patients had missing data for some outcomes but not others, the N 
numbers differ between the outcomes. 
a
Patients not in the efficacy evaluable population with a bleeding event that occurred during the treatment period were 


included in the analysis. 
§
The p-value tests for superiority with respect to the relative risk of the composite secondary efficacy outcomes. A p-value 


<0.05 indicates that there is a high probability of apixaban being superior to enoxaparin/warfarin for the respective outcome. 
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6.5.1.4 Subgroup Analyses 


Analyses for the primary efficacy endpoint were performed for a large number of subgroups, both 
pre-specified and post-hoc. Treatment by subgroup interactions with a p-value <0.10 were 
investigated further, although no clinically important observations were noted (Figure 6). 
 
''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
'''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' 
''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''' ''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '' '''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''' '''''''''' '''' 
''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Tabulated results for the primary efficacy outcome for all pre-specified subgroups are presented in 
the Appendices, Section 10.5. 
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Figure 6: Summary of the relative risk of the primary efficacy outcome according to pre-specified 
subgroups (AMPLIFY, efficacy evaluable population) (14, 61) 


 
Subgroups for the anatomical extent of index PE and DVT, and the use of LMWH/UFH subgroup analysis were investigated 
although they were not pre-specified  
''''''''''' ''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''' '''''''''''''' '''' '''''' 
''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 
BMI: Body mass index (category II); CI: Confidence interval; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: Low molecular weight 
heparin; PE: Pulmonary embolism; UFH: Unfractionated heparin; VTE: Venous thromboembolism  


6.5.1.5 Primary Efficacy Endpoint by Index Event Type 


The primary efficacy outcome of symptomatic, recurrent VTE or VTE-related death were consistent 
across DVT and PE subgroups. Among patients who had DVT at enrolment, the primary efficacy 
event occurred in 2.2% in the apixaban group and 2.7% in the enoxaparin/warfarin group ('''''''' ''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''') (Table 20).(14, 61) Similarly, among patients who had PE at enrolment, the 
primary efficacy outcome occurred in 2.3% patients in the apixaban group and in 2.6% patients 
receiving enoxaparin/warfarin (''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''') (Table 20).(14, 61)  
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Table 20: Summary of the primary efficacy outcome for DVT/PE subgroups indexed by type (AMPLIFY) 
(14, 61) 


 
Apixaban  


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin  


Relative risk (95% 
CI) 


Primary efficacy outcome: recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, n/N (%) 


PE (with or without DVT) subgroup 21/900 (2.3) 23/886 (2.6) ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


DVT subgroup 38/1698 (2.2) 47/1736 (2.7) '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
Efficacy evaluable population included data for patients in the ITT population for whom the outcome status at 6 months was 
documented. 
 


6.5.1.6 Secondary Efficacy Endpoints by Index Event Type 


Secondary efficacy endpoints were also stratified by index event and in all instances the outcomes 
were consistent across DVT and PE (with/without DVT) subgroups (Table 21). 
 
Table 21: Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes for DVT/PE subgroups indexed by type (AMPLIFY, 
efficacy evaluable) (61) 


 
Apixaban 


Enoxaparin/ 


warfarin 


Relative risk (95% 
CI) 


DVT 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n/N (%) 


 Non-fatal DVT ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


 Non-fatal PE ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 


Composite outcomes, n/N (%) 


Recurrent VTE or all-cause death '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


Recurrent VTE or CV-related death ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


Recurrent VTE, VTE-related death or 


major bleeding 
'''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


PE 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n/N (%) 


 Non-fatal DVT '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


 Non-fatal PE  '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 


Composite outcomes, n/N (%) 


Recurrent VTE or all-cause death ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


Recurrent VTE or CV-related death '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


Recurrent VTE, VTE-related death or 


major bleeding 
'''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; CV: Cardiovascular; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous 
thromboembolism 
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Subjects with missing endpoint data were excluded from the analysis. As some patients had missing data for some 
outcomes but not others, the N numbers differ between the outcomes. 
N, total number of evaluated patients in the respective groups 


 


6.5.1.7 Primary Efficacy Endpoint in Cancer Patients 


One of the pre-specified subgroups in AMPLIFY was on patients with active cancer at baseline; the 
results are presented in Table 22. Although the number of cancer patients was small, the results in 
this pre-specified, high risk subgroup are consistent with the overall AMPLIFY findings.(61) Additional 
studies are warranted to compare the efficacy and safety of apixaban and extended LMWH, the 
recommended therapy for VTE treatment in many cancer patients. 
 
Table 22: Subgroup results in the pre-specified group of patients with active cancer at baseline (61) 


 


Apixaban  
Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin  


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


Treatment 
interaction p 
value 


Primary efficacy outcome: recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, n/N (%) 


Active cancer at baseline '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


No active cancer at baseline '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


 


 
6.5.1.8 Post-hoc Analysis of Recurrent VTE or VTE-related Death Prior to 6 Months 


Post-hoc analyses were performed to compare the incidences of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
prior to 6 months to determine whether apixaban was non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin at these 
timepoints. As recurrent events tend to occur during the initial 3 weeks of treatment, the primary 
efficacy outcome was investigated at both 7 and 21 days.(62) Additionally, as the decision on 
whether to discontinue treatment could occur at 3 months [according to NICE CG144 (8)], the 3 
month timepoint was also analysed. 
 


Apixaban was non-inferior to enoxaparin/warfarin for recurrent VTE or VTE-related death at all early 
timepoints, including 3 months ('''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''') (Table 23). 
 
 
Table 23: Post-hoc analysis of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death at early timepoints (AMPLIFY, 
efficacy evaluable population) (62) 


 
Apixaban  


Enoxaparin/
warfarin  


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


p-value for non-
inferiority 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, n/N (%) 


7 days  18/2661 (0.68) 23/2676 (0.86) 0.79 (0.43, 1.46) 0.0033 


21 days 29/2652 (1.09) 35/2667 (1.31) 0.83 (0.51, 1.36) 0.0008 


3 months '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
Efficacy evaluable population included data for patients in the intention-to-treat population for whom the outcome status at 
the investigated timepoint was documented. 
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6.5.1.9 Hospitalisation 


The effects of apixaban vs. enoxaparin/warfarin on all-cause hospitalisations during the AMPLIFY 
trial were investigated.(15) The hospitalisation data are included in this section as they are relevant to 
both the comparative efficacy and comparative safety of the interventions. The results are based on 
analysis of the safety population (treated patients) as described in Section 6.3.8.2. 
 
Outcomes of interest were rates of all-cause hospitalisations and time from randomisation to the first 
hospitalisation (Table 24). Compared with enoxaparin/warfarin, apixaban was associated with a 
significant reduction in all-cause hospitalisations over 6 months (hazard ratio [HR] 0.81; 95% CI 0.65, 
1.00; p=0.048) and in the first 30 days after index VTE event (HR 0.68; 95% CI 0.49, 0.94; 
p=0.019).(15)  
 
Reductions in hospitalisations associated with apixaban compared to enoxaparin/warfarin were 
mainly due to fewer recurrent VTE events requiring hospitalisation '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
and bleeding events that required hospitalisation ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''  
 
Table 24: Summary of hospitalisation outcomes (AMPLIFY)(15) 


 


Apixaban 
N=2676 


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin 


N=2689 


Hazard ratio 
(95% CI) 


p-value 


Hospitalisation outcomes 


Number of patients hospitalised during 


intended 6 month treatment period 


153 190 0.81 


(0.65, 1.00) 


p=0.048 


Rate of hospitalisation per year 11.1% 13.8% - - 


Rate of hospitalisation in the first 30 days 


after VTE index event 


2.3% 3.4% 0.68 


(0.49, 0.94) 


p=0.019 


Median time to first hospitalisation (days) 63.0 34.5 - - 


CI: Confidence interval; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
Analysis is based on the safety population (those patients who received at least one dose of study medication) 
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AMPLIFY-EXT 


Summary of AMPLIFY-EXT Efficacy Results 


o Apixaban 2.5 mg was superior to placebo in preventing recurrent VTE or all-cause 


death (RR 0.33, 95% CI 0.22, 0.48; p<0.0001). 


o The incidence of the composite secondary outcomes of recurrent VTE or VTE-related 


death and of recurrent VTE or CV-related death were significantly reduced in the 


apixaban 2.5 mg arm compared to placebo RR 0.19, 95% CI 0.11, 0.33 and ''''''' ''''''''''''' 


'''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''', respectively; '''''''''''''''''''''''' for superiority for both outcomes).  


o Apixaban had a lower rate of overall discontinuation compared with placebo (13.6% vs. 


22.7%, respectively). 


o The efficacy of apixaban over placebo was maintained across all pre-specified 


subgroups, including when patients are grouped by index event of DVT or PE (with or 


without DVT). 


o Apixaban significantly reduced all-cause hospitalisations compared to placebo during 


the intended treatment period (p=0.030). 


 
6.5.1.10 Study Drugs 


A total of 19 patients in the placebo group (2.3%) and 13 patients in the 2.5 mg apixaban group 
(1.5%) were lost to follow-up and were counted as having had a primary efficacy event.(16) These 
patients are included in the summary of the primary efficacy outcome below (Table 25), although are 
not included in the time to event analysis (Figure 7). 
 
Apixaban had a lower rate of overall discontinuation compared with placebo in AMPLIFY-EXT (13.6% 
vs. 22.7%, respectively). 


 
6.5.1.11 Primary Efficacy Results 


In AMPLIFY-EXT, apixaban was superior to placebo in preventing symptomatic, recurrent VTE or all-
cause death over a 12-month treatment period (RR 0.33; 95% CI 0.22, 0.48; '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''') (Table 25).(16, 64) Time to event analysis of the primary efficacy outcome is presented 
in Figure 7. 
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Table 25: Summary of primary efficacy outcome at 12 months (AMPLIFY-EXT, ITT) (16, 64) 


 


Apixaban  
2.5 mg  


N=840 


Placebo 


N=829 
Relative risk (95% CI) 


Primary outcome, n (%) 


Recurrent VTE or all-cause death 32 (3.8) 96 (11.6) 
0.33 (0.22-0.48) 


'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
The primary endpoint included events that occurred at any time from randomisation until the end of the originally intended 
treatment period, regardless of whether patients were receiving study medication (using the intention-to-treat principle). The 
analysis included 19 patients in the placebo group and 13 patients in the apixaban group who were lost to follow-up and 
counted as having an event.  
§The p-value tests for superiority with respect to the relative risk of the primary efficacy outcome.  
Results for the primary outcome were imputed so that patients lost to follow-up were counted as having had a primary 
outcome event. 
 


Figure 7: Kaplan–Meier cumulative event rates for the first event of recurrent symptomatic VTE or all-
cause death over the intended treatment period (AMPLIFY-EXT, ITT)* (64) 


 


*Patients who were lost to follow-up were not included in this analysis. This explains the lower number of events than 
presented in Table 25, where the primary outcome were imputed so that patients lost to follow-up were imputed. 
 


6.5.1.12 Secondary Efficacy Results 


A statistically significant reduction in symptomatic, recurrent VTE or VTE-related death was observed 
for apixaban 2.5 mg compared to placebo (RR 0.19; 95% CI 0.11, 0.33; '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''') 
(Table 26).(16, 64) Event rates and time to event analyses of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death are 
presented in Figure 8.(64) The incidence of the composite outcome of recurrent VTE or CV-related 
death was also significantly reduced in the apixaban 2.5 mg arm compared to placebo (''''''' ''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''') (Table 26).(64)  
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Table 26: Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes (AMPLIFY-EXT, ITT) (16, 64) 


 


Apixaban 
2.5 mg N=840 


Placebo 


N=829 


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


Risk 
difference 


p-
value 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n (%) (16) 


Non-fatal PE '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' - - - 


Non-fatal DVT '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' - - - 


Composite outcomes, n (%) (16, 64) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 14 (1.7) 73 (8.8) 
0.19 (0.11-
0.33) 


'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''  


VTE or CV-related death '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''  


Non–VTE-related CV death, myocardial 


infarction, or stroke 
4 (0.5) 11 (1.3) 


0.36 (0.11-
1.12) 


- - 


VTE, VTE-related death, myocardial 


infarction, stroke, or cardiovascular disease–


related death 


18 (2.1) 83 (10.0) 
0.21 (0.13-
0.35) 


- - 


VTE, VTE-related death, myocardial 


infarction, stroke, cardiovascular disease–


related death, or major bleeding as outcome 


20 (2.4) 86 (10.4) 
0.23 (0.14-
0.37) 


- - 


Death outcomes, n (%)(64)
 


VTE-related death '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 


CV-related death '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 


All-cause death '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; CV: Cardiovascular; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous 
thromboembolism 
For the analyses of the secondary outcomes patients who were lost to follow-up were classified as not having had an 
outcome event. 
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Figure 8: Kaplan–Meier cumulative event rates for the first event of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
over the intended treatment period (AMPLIFY-EXT) (16) 


 
VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
'''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' 
'''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' 


 
6.5.1.13 Subgroup Analyses 


Pre-specified subgroup analyses were performed to investigate whether the efficacy profile of 
apixaban was markedly different within distinct subsets of patients, compared with that observed in 
the overall population. No clinically important observations were noted (Figure 9).(16, 64) Tabulated 
results for the primary efficacy composite outcome of recurrent VTE or all-cause death for all pre-
specified subgroups are presented in the Appendices, Section 10.6. 
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Figure 9: Summary of the relative risk of the primary efficacy composite outcome of recurrent VTE or 
all-cause death according to pre-specified subgroups (AMPLIFY-EXT, ITT) (16)


 
 


 
CI: Confidence interval; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism 
 
 


6.5.1.14 Primary Efficacy Outcome by Index Event Type 


Among patients who had DVT at enrolment, the primary efficacy outcome (recurrent VTE or all-cause 
death) occurred in 19 of 544 patients (3.5%) in the apixaban group and in 64 of 551 (11.6%) in the 
placebo group ('''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''') (Table 27).(16, 64) Similarly, among patients who had 
PE (with or without DVT) at enrolment, the primary efficacy outcome occurred in 13 of 296 patients 
(4.4%) in the apixaban group and in 32 of 278 patients (11.5%) in the placebo group (''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' 
''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''').(16, 64) 
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Table 27: Summary of the primary efficacy outcome for DVT/PE subgroups indexed by type (AMPLIFY-
EXT) (16, 64) 


 
Apixaban  Placebo  


Relative risk (95% 
CI) 


Primary efficacy outcome: recurrent VTE or all-cause death, n/N (%) 


PE (with or without DVT) subgroup 13/296 (4.4) 32/278 (11.5) 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


DVT subgroup 19/544 (3.5) 64/551 (11.6) 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
 


6.5.1.15 Secondary Efficacy Outcome by Index Event Type 


Secondary efficacy outcomes were also stratified by index event and in all instances the outcomes 
were consistent across DVT and PE subgroups (Table 28). 
 
Table 28: Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes for DVT/ PE subgroups indexed by type (AMPLIFY-
EXT, ITT) (64) 


 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 


(N=840) 


Placebo 


(N=829) 


DVT  N1=544 N1=551 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n (%)  


 Non-fatal PE 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


 Non-fatal DVT 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


Composite outcomes, n (%)  


Recurrent VTE or VTE-


related death 


'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


VTE or CV-related death 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


PE N1=296 N1=278 


Type of first recurrent VTE, n (%)  


 Non-fatal PE  
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


 Non-fatal DVT 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


Composite outcomes, n (%)  


Recurrent VTE or VTE-


related death 


'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


VTE or CV-related death 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CV: Cardiovascular; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
N1: Total number of evaluated patients in the respective groups 
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6.5.1.16 Hospitalisation 


The rate of all-cause hospitalisations and time from randomisation to the first hospitalisation during 
the AMPLIFY-EXT trial were investigated.(17) Compared with placebo, apixaban was associated with 
a significant reduction in all-cause hospitalisations (HR 0.65; 95% CI 0.44, 0.96; p=0.030) (Table 29) 
and increased the mean time to hospitalisation.(17) 
 
Table 29: Summary of hospitalisation outcomes (AMPLIFY-EXT)  


 


Apixaban 
N=840 


Placebo 
N=829 


Hazard ratio 
(95% CI) 


p-value 


Hospitalisation outcomes 


Number of patients hospitalised during 


intended 12 month treatment period 


42 62 
0.65 (0.44, 0.96) 


p=0.030 


Rate of hospitalisation per year 4.8% 7.5% - - 


Mean time to first hospitalisation (days) 196.9 153.7 - - 


CI: Confidence interval; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
Analysis performed on the ITT population 


 
Reductions in hospitalisations associated with apixaban compared to placebo was mainly due to 
fewer recurrent VTE events '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
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6.6 Meta-analysis  


 


6.6.1 If a meta-analysis is not considered appropriate, a rationale should be given and a 
qualitative overview provided. The overview should summarise the overall results 
of the individual studies with reference to their critical appraisal.  


A meta-analysis was deemed neither feasible nor appropriate to conduct as there are only two 
apixaban trials under review, both using different comparators (LMWH/warfarin and placebo) and 
investigating a different period in the treatment pathway.  
 


6.6.2 If any of the relevant RCTs listed in response to section 6.2.4 (Complete list of relevant 
RCTs) are excluded from the meta-analysis, the reasons for doing so should be 
explained. The impact that each exclusion has on the overall meta-analysis should 
be explored.  


Not applicable 
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6.7 Indirect and mixed treatment comparisons  


Overview of indirect comparisons 


In the absence of head-to-head RCT evidence, network meta-analyses were conducted to 


determine the relative efficacy and safety of apixaban compared to other anticoagulants for 


VTE in the treatment period and prevention of VTE recurrence (termed ‘prevention’) period. 


o In the treatment period (NMA 1): 


o There were no significant differences between therapies for the composite outcome of 


recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. 


o Apixaban demonstrated a significantly lower rate for the composite outcome of major or 


CRNM bleeding than dabigatran and rivaroxaban. 


o Apixaban also demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major bleeding vs. dabigatran, 


and of CRNM bleeding vs. rivaroxaban. 


o In the prevention period (NMA 2): 


o There were no significant differences in terms of the composite outcome of recurrent 


VTE or VTE-related death for apixaban 2.5 mg, dabigatran, rivaroxaban, or VKA. 


o Apixaban demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major or CRNM (composite) 


bleeding than dabigatran, rivaroxaban and VKA. 


o Apixaban also demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major bleeding and of CRNM 


bleeding compared to rivaroxaban and VKA. 


o Apixaban was associated with a significantly lower rate of recurrent VTE or VTE-related 


death and overall treatment discontinuation compared with aspirin and there were no 


statistical differences for any of the other outcomes. 


 


6.7.1 Describe the strategies used to retrieve relevant clinical data on the comparators and 
common references both from the published literature and from unpublished data. 
The methods used should be justified with reference to the decision problem. 
Sufficient detail should be provided to enable the methods to be reproduced, and 
the rationale for any inclusion and exclusion criteria used should be provided. 
Exact details of the search strategy used should be provided in section 10.4, 
Appendix 4. 


Please see Section 6.1 for the methods used to identify RCT and non-RCT evidence on the efficacy 
and safety of apixaban and relevant comparators for the treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE. 
Eligibility criteria and a flow diagram of included and excluded studies can be found in Section 6.2. 
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6.7.2 Provide a summary of the trials used to conduct the indirect comparison. A suggested 
format is presented below. Network diagrams may be an additional valuable form 
of presentation. 


Two network meta-analyses (NMAs) were conducted to assess the relative efficacy and safety of 
apixaban vs. relevant comparators for both the treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE: 
 


 NMA 1, which investigated the treatment period, assessed the relative efficacy and safety of 
anticoagulant therapy for the treatment of an initial VTE event.  
 


 NMA 2, which investigated the prevention of recurrent VTE (termed ‘prevention’) period, 
evaluated the relative efficacy and safety of extended anticoagulant treatment in patients who 
had already received prior treatment for an initial VTE event. 


 
No evidence was identified in a population with DVT and/or PE for whom a  VKA is unsuitable from 
the systematic review (Appendix 9, Section 10.22), therefore it was not possible to conduct an NMA 
in this population. 
 
6.7.2.1 NMA 1: Treatment Period – overview of trials 


NMA 1 was conducted based on prospective RCTs, with open-label and double-blind study designs, 
comparing NOACs with the current standard of care for VTE, i.e. anticoagulation with LMWH in 
combination with VKA. It is assumed in this analysis that the effectiveness of all LMWH are 
comparable. Although fondaparinux is licensed in this indication, it does not represent an appropriate 
comparator for this appraisal, as in NICE technology appraisal, TA287, (Section 4.2), the NICE 
committee for rivaroxaban TA287 stated that fondaparinux is rarely used and agreed that it was 
appropriate to consider only LMWH/VKA as a comparator for that appraisal.(11) Clinical experts at a 
recent BMS/Pfizer Advisory Board endorsed that fondaparinux is not a relevant comparator for this 
appraisal.(9)  
 
Five RCTs reported in six publications on three treatments were included in the NMA of the treatment 
period (Table 30). EINSTEIN-PE (70) and EINSTEIN-DVT (71) are represented by a pooled analysis 
in the table.(50) Most studies reported results at 6 months, with the exception of the rivaroxaban 
EINSTEIN trials, which reported results for patients at 3, 6 and 12 months of treatment. 
 
Table 30: RCTs included in NMA 1 (Treatment Period) 


Trial Treatment (as described in trial) Comparator (as described in trial) 
AMPLIFY (14) Apixaban 10 mg bd (initial 7 


days)/apixaban 5 mg bd 
Enoxaparin/warfarin 


RE-COVER (72) UFH or LMWH/dabigatran 
150 mg bd 


UFH or LMWH/warfarin  


RE-COVER II (73) UFH or LMWH/dabigatran 
150 mg bd 


UFH or LMWH/warfarin  


EINSTEIN DVT and 
PE pooled data set 
(50) 


Rivaroxaban 15 mg bd (initial 21 
days)/rivaroxaban 20 mg od 


Enoxaparin/VKA (INR 2.0–3.0) 


bd: Twice daily; INR: International normalised ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; od: once daily; UFH: 
Unfractionated heparin; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist Warfarin INR 2.0–3.0 


 
The EINSTEIN pooled analysis combined both EINSTEIN DVT and EINSTEIN PE trials, which were 
initially published separately. The pooled analysis was used in the primary and sensitivity analyses 
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as it applied to a general VTE population, rather than being specific to the primary VTE event of the 
patient. For RE-COVER and RE-COVER II, the primary analysis used trial-level data as both trials 
reported data based on a VTE population. For RE-COVER II, the data used were based on an 
abstract as the full publication was not available at the time of the analysis. Recently published 
pooled data for RE-COVER and RE-COVER II were used in a sensitivity analysis as there appeared 
to be some difference in the adjudication of events between the pooled analysis study and the RE-
COVER study.(51) The results of the quality assessment of AMPLIFY are presented in Section 10.4 
and those of all the other included trials are presented in Section 10.8.1. 
 
Analyses were conducted using the ITT population (randomised to receive treatment) for the efficacy 
outcomes (i.e. recurrent VTE or VTE-related death, non-fatal PE, DVT, VTE-related death, all cause 
death, and overall discontinuation) where possible. However, the majority of trials in the NMA 
reported on the modified ITT (mITT) (for example, where patients with no outcome data were 
excluded from the analysis) as per trial publications. Due to the difficulty in obtaining trial specific raw 
data on those ‘randomised to receive’ the respective interventions, the mITT was used for the 
majority of trials in the network. The ITT analysis provides less biased and consistent treatment 
effects derived from the NMA.(74) In contrast, the evaluation of the safety outcomes across all trials 
was based on the safety (per protocol) population which only considered patients who fully adhered 
to the clinical study protocol, and therefore, received ≥1 dose of the study drug during the intended 
treatment period. This approach is recommended for the analysis of safety outcomes in clinical trials 
because it provides a true biological effect of the treatment.(74) 
 
Comparisons between all treatments were made based on the network shown in Figure 10. This 
network represents all trials and will vary per outcome depending on the availability of data.  
 
Figure 10: Network diagram for the treatment period network 


 
 
bd: Twice daily; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; od: Once daily; UFH: Unfractionated heparin; VKA: Vitamin K 
antagonist 
*EINSTEIN pooled analysis was used for the treatment period NMA 


 
6.7.2.2 NMA 2: Prevention Period – overview of trials 


NMA 2 was conducted based on prospective, RCTs, with open-label and double-blind study designs, 
comparing NOACs (apixaban, dabigatran and rivaroxaban), aspirin, VKA and placebo. The included 
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trials required patients to have at least 3 months prior anticoagulation. Eleven RCTs (reported in ten 
publications) were included in the analysis of the prevention of recurrent VTE (Table 31).  
 
In the current prevention evidence network, low warfarin INR range is included as a treatment node 
(PREVENT (75) and ELATE (76) studies) as it provides an additional ’loop’ of evidence increasing 
the reliability of the treatment effect estimates from the NMA. Additionally, a recent study by Dequen 
et al. (77) exploring the impact of extending networks on the relative treatment effects of NOACs in 
recurrent VTE demonstrated that the precision of results increased by using a larger network of 
studies, suggesting that removing this treatment node from the network may reduce the reliability of 
the results obtained. 
 
Table 31: RCTs included in NMA 2 (Prevention Period) 


Trial Treatment (as described in the 


trial) 
Comparator (as described in the 


trial) 
AMPLIFY-EXT (16) Apixaban 2.5 mg bd/ 5 mg bd Placebo 


EINSTEIN-EXT (78) Rivaroxaban 20 mg od Placebo 


WARFASA (54) Aspirin 100 mg od Placebo 


RE-SONATE (79) Dabigatran 150 mg bd Placebo 


RE-MEDY (79) Dabigatran 150 mg bd Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) 


ASPIRE (55) Aspirin 100 mg od Placebo 


LAFIT (80) Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) Placebo 


ELATE (76) Warfarin (INR 1.5–1.9) Warfarin (INR 2.0–3.0) 


WODIT DVT (81) VKA continuation 
VKA discontinuation/ 
observation 


WODIT PE (82) VKA continuation 
VKA discontinuation/ 
observation 


PREVENT (75) Warfarin (INR 1.5–1.9) Placebo 
Bd: Twice daily; INR: International normalised ratio; od: Once daily; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 
Event data were captured so as to include all events occurring while patients were followed during the 
planned treatment period, as defined in the pre-specified protocol of each study. This was consistent 
with the approach adopted by Castellucci et al. (83) (who compared the efficacy and safety of various 
oral anticoagulants, including dabigatran, rivaroxaban, apixaban, VKA and aspirin, for the prevention 
of recurrent VTE) and was intended to minimise the level of bias in the network for trials that have 
extended follow-up periods as part of their trial design. The primary analyses used the outcome event 
data reported while patients were on treatment, with the exception of the ASPIRE and ELATE trials, 
where the outcome data were taken as that reported while the patients were in the follow-up period of 
the study, having stopped treatment because this was the pre-specified analysis plan of these trials.  
 
The results of the quality assessments of the trials in the prevention network are presented in Section 
10.8.2. The quality assessment of AMPLIFY-EXT is reported in Section 10.4. Comparisons between 
all treatments were made based on the network shown in Figure 11. This network represents all trials 
and varied per outcome depending on the availability of outcome data.  
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Figure 11: Network diagram for the prevention period network 


 
 
bd: Twice daily; INR: International normalised ratio; od: Once daily; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist  


 


6.7.3 For the selected trials, provide a summary of the data used in the analysis. 


The efficacy and safety outcomes analysed for NMA 1 and NMA 2 are described below. Data were 
extracted from the primary publications where available and from the clinical study reports (CSRs for 
AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT) where such data were not available from the primary publication. A full 
summary of the data used in NMA 1 and NMA 2 is presented in Section 10.9 and Section 10.10, 
respectively. Health-related quality of life (HRQL) outcomes were not measured in the trials identified, 
therefore a NMA for this outcome was not feasible.  
 
In both NMA 1 and NMA 2 when a study contained a zero observation (e.g. no patients had the 
event), by default, a continuity correction of 0.5 was applied in order to calculate the study relative 
risk (i.e.obtain non-infinite estimates of treatment effects and non-infinite variance). This practice is 
identified in Section 16.9.2 of the Cochrane Handbook and the NICE DSU Technical Support 
Document.(74, 84) 
 
6.7.3.1 NMA 1: Treatment Period – outcome data 


The availability of outcome data for the base case analysis as reported by each trial, is summarised 
in Table 32. A full summary of the data used in the NMA is presented in Section 10.9. 
 
The composite outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death consisted of the sum of non-fatal PE, 
DVT and VTE-related death outcomes. Results of the component outcomes have been presented in 
Section 10.9. 
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Table 32: Outcome data as reported by trials in the treatment period network (NMA 1) 


Outcome 
AMPLIFY 
(14) 


RE-COVER 
(72) 


RE-COVER II 
(73) 


EINSTEIN DVT/PE 
pooled (50) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related 
death* 


 





 





 





 





Non-fatal PE    


DVT    


VTE-related death    


Major or CRNM 
bleeding 


 





 





 





 





Major bleeding    


CRNM bleeding    


Intracranial bleeding    


Other major bleeding    


Other deaths 
(efficacy) 


 





 





 





 





Overall treatment 
discontinuation 


 





 





 





 





All-cause mortality     


= data reported; CRNM: clinically relevant non-major; DVT: deep vein thrombosis; PE: pulmonary embolism; VTE: venous 
thromboembolism 
*Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-
related death 


 
Data assumptions  
For several outcomes and analyses, assumptions were required to calculate outcome event data, as 
described below: 
 


 VTE-related death: Analysis of VTE-related death was based on efficacy outcome data. For 
the AMPLIFY and EINSTEIN DVT/EINSTEIN PE pooled analysis, it was calculated from the 
incidence of fatal PE, plus fatal events where PE could not be ruled out. For RE-COVER and 
RE-COVER II trials, it was taken as death related to VTE and death related to PE, 
respectively.  


 


 CRNM bleeding: This outcome was not directly reported in the RE-COVER and RE-COVER 
II trials. To obtain event data for this outcome from the trials, the reported ‘major bleeding’ 
outcome data were subtracted from the reported ‘major or CRNM bleeding’ data. 


 


 Major or CRNM bleeding: Event data for this outcome were not available for index DVT and 
index PE populations in some trials, such as AMPLIFY. Therefore, outcome data were 
calculated by adding the reported ‘major bleeding’ event data to the reported ‘CRNM 
bleeding’ event data. This was done for event data from all trials, where available. 


 


 Other major bleed: Event data for this outcome were calculated by subtracting intracranial 
bleeding events from major bleeding events. This was done for event data from all trials, 
where available. 


 


 Other deaths: Event data for this outcome were calculated by subtracting VTE or bleeding 
related deaths from all deaths. For the index DVT and index PE populations, this outcome 
was calculated by subtracting VTE and bleeding related deaths from all deaths. 


 


 All-cause mortality: The publication of pooled data from EINSTEIN DVT/ EINSTEIN PE did 
not report data on all-cause mortality. Therefore, in the analysis of this outcome, event data 
were taken directly from the EINSTEIN DVT and EINSTEIN PE publications. 
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Sensitivity analyses 
 
The following sensitivity analyses were conducted on NMA 1:  
 
Modified intention-to-treat analysis (mITT) 
The impact of using the modified ITT population on the treatment period network when analysing the 
efficacy outcomes from AMPLIFY was explored in a sensitivity analysis. The modified ITT population 
included a proportion of patients from the ITT population for whom the outcome status at 6 months 
was documented.(51) 
 
Pooled RE-COVER/RE-COVER II data set 
A sensitivity analysis was also conducted using published pooled data from the  
RE-COVER/RE-COVER II trials in place of the data from the individual trials that were used in the 
primary analysis, as there appeared to be some difference in the adjudication of events between the 
pooled analysis and the RE-COVER study.  
 
Excluding dabigatran studies - RE-COVER and RE-RE-COVER II 
A sensitivity analysis was conducted excluding dabigatran studies (RE-COVER and RE-COVER II).  
Dabigatran for the treatment and prevention of DVT and /or PE is currently being appraised by NICE 
with an anticipated published guidance date October 2014.(12) Additionally, it is used in routine 
clinical practice as an alternative to LMWH/warfarin, rivaroxaban and apixaban in other 
indications.(85, 86) Dabigatran, with initial therapy of LMWH, was not included as a comparator in the 
final scope. However, its inclusion reflected the consensus of stakeholders at the NICE apixaban 
scoping meeting for this appraisal.(7) 
 
6.7.3.2 NMA 2: Prevention Period – outcome data 


The availability of outcome data for the primary base case analysis for NMA 2 as reported by each 
trial is summarised in Table 33. A full summary of the data used in the NMA is contained in Section 
10.10.  
 
The composite outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death consisted of the sum of non-fatal PE, 
DVT and VTE-related death outcomes. The results of these component outcomes have been 
presented in Section 10.10. 
 
Data assumptions  
Analyses were conducted using the intention-to-treat population as defined in each publication for the 
VTE outcomes (i.e. recurrent VTE and VTE-related death, DVT and VTE-related death), all-cause 
mortality and overall treatment discontinuations, and for all the bleeding related outcomes (i.e. Major 
bleeding, Major and/or CRNM bleeding, CRNM) the safety population was used.  
 
For several outcomes and analyses, assumptions were required to calculate outcome event data, as 
described below: 
 


 VTE-related death: For AMPLIFY-EXT (16) and EINSTEIN-EXT (78), data were calculated 
from fatal PE plus unexplained death where PE could not be ruled out. For all other studies 
events were reported as death due to PE [PREVENT (75), ELATE (76), LAFIT (80), ASPIRE 
(55), and RE-SONATE (79) or due to VTE [WODIT DVT (81) and RE-MEDY (79)]. 


 


 CRNM bleeding: This outcome was not directly reported in the RE-MEDY or RE-SONATE 
trials (46). To obtain event data for this outcome, the reported ‘major bleeding’ outcome data 
were subtracted from the reported ‘major or CRNM bleeding’ data. 
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 Major or CRNM bleeding: This outcome was not directly reported in the ASPIRE study (55). 
Event data for this outcome was obtained from addition of the reported ‘major bleeding’ event 
data and reported ‘CRNM bleeding’ event data. 


 
Meta-regression 
Meta-regression is a statistical technique which can be used to relate the size of treatment effect 
from a meta-analysis to certain covariates. Potential covariates of interest for meta-regression in the 
current analysis included the percentage of patients with an unprovoked VTE, and the percentages 
of patient with an index DVT, an index PE, and an index DVT or PE. Please note that a meta-
regression was not performed due to insufficient reporting of the potential covariates across the trials 
in the network.  
 
Subgroup analyses 
Subgroup analyses were not explored in the prevention phase as there were too few studies 
reporting on appropriate patient subgroups (such as index DVT and index PE groups) within the 
evidence network. 
 
Sensitivity analyses 
The following sensitivity analyses were conducted on NMA 2:  
 
Intention-to-treat analysis (ITT)  
A conservative scenario was conducted to take into account all event data for randomised patients 
using the ITT principle with the aim of testing the robustness of the results of the primary efficacy 
outcomes against the missing data. This is in contrast to the base case NMA 2 which considered 
events that happened during the planned treatment period where patients received either study 
drugs, placebo or observation, which is based on the Castellucci et al approach.(83) 
 
ITT (excluding WODIT DVT/PE studies)  
A further sensitivity analysis using the ITT principle was undertaken, which excluded studies (WODIT 
DVT/PE) that had a significantly longer follow-up period (patients were off treatment) in which the 
majority of recurrent VTE and VTE related death events occurred.  
 
Base case (excluding dabigatran studies - RE-SONATE and RE-MEDY)  
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to explore the impact of excluding dabigatran from the 
prevention period network (exclusion of RE-SONATE and RE-MEDY) for the reasons outlined above 
in Section 6.7.3.1. 
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Table 33: Outcome data as reported by trials in the prevention period network (NMA 2) 


Outcome 
AMPLIFY 
-EXT (16) 


EINSTEIN- 
EXT (78) 


WARFASA 
(54) 


RE-SONATE 
(79) 


RE-MEDY 
(79) 


ASPIRE 
(55) 


LAFIT 
(80) 


ELATE 
(76) 


WODIT 
DVT (81) 


WODIT PE 
(82) 


PREVENT 
(75)  


Recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death 


  
‡
         


Non-fatal PE   
§
      


†
  


DVT   
¶
         


VTE-related death    
†††
     


†††
   


Major or CRNM 
bleeding 


     
††
      


Major bleeding           


CRNM bleeding    
§§
 


‡‡
      


Overall treatment 
discontinuation 


           


All-cause mortality   
¶¶
         


= data reported; =data not reported. CRNM, clinically relevant non-major; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; PE, pulmonary embolism; VTE, venous thromboembolism 
†
Data reported in Table 1 of publication for ‘non-fatal PE’. These data are for a mean follow-up of 37.8 months (continued therapy group) or 37.2 months (discontinued therapy group). 


However, data for inclusion in the analysis were restricted to those reported for the nine month treatment period only. 
‡Table 2 of the publication reports recurrent VTE events during the whole study follow-up in addition to events during treatment. The latter data have been used in the analysis.  
§Table 2 of the publication reports number of recurrent PE events during entire study follow-up, not restricted to on-treatment phase only.  
¶Table 2 of the publication reports number of recurrent DVT events during entire study follow-up, not restricted to on-treatment phase only.  
††Calculated from the addition of ‘major bleed’ and ‘CRNM bleed’ as reported in Table 2 of the publication.  
‡‡Calculated by subtracting major bleed from ‘major or CRNM bleeding’ as reported in Table 2 of the publication.  
§§Calculated by subtracting major bleed (n=2) from ‘major or CRNM bleeding’ (n=36) as reported in Table 3 of the publication.  


¶¶Table 2 of the publication reports number of deaths during entire study follow-up, not restricted to on-treatment phase only.  
†††Excluded in the analysis where trials with zero events in all treatment arms were excluded. 
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6.7.4 Please provide a clear description of the indirect/mixed treatment comparison 
methodology. Supply any programming language in a separate Appendix. 


The NMA was conducted under a Bayesian framework using the statistical software package 
WinBUGS. The full code used is detailed in an Appendix, Section 10.11. 


 
6.7.4.1 NMA 1: Treatment Period – methodology 


For the treatment period, the NMA was performed on trials of patients with an objectively confirmed 
symptomatic VTE (i.e. DVT and/or PE).  
 
Due to the small number of studies in the treatment period network, the base case NMA was 
restricted to a fixed-effect model. Section 9.6.5.1 of the Cochrane Systematic Review Handbook 
states that “typical advice” for producing “useful findings” from calculations investigating 
heterogeneity would be based on at least ten studies.(74)  


 
6.7.4.2 NMA 2: Prevention Period – methodology 


For the prevention period NMA, the primary analyses were performed on trials of patients who had 
received prior treatment for an acute VTE event; the analyses combined studies with varying 
baseline risks of recurrent VTE. There were only two outcomes (recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
and major bleeding) where event data were available from all the ten studies within the prevention 
network. Therefore, for these outcomes, both fixed-effect and random-effects meta-analyses were 
conducted, whereas the remaining outcomes were restricted to fixed-effects models only.  
  
Random-effects analyses were performed using both a vague/non-informative prior, and using an 
informative prior. The prior represents the prior probability distribution; a vague prior contains no 
information about the parameters of interest, whereas an informative prior expresses specific 
information about the parameter of interest, (which can be based on an accumulation of previous 
evidence). The informative prior was used to inform the estimation of the variance parameter in the 
random-effects analysis, as in sparse networks with little data it can be difficult to estimate the 
heterogeneity parameter using the data alone.(87) The variance prior used was that corresponding to 
objective events (all-cause mortality in the Cochrane review) and pharmacological vs. placebo 
comparisons:  
  


𝜎2~𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑟(−4.06, 1.452) 
 
Where 𝜎2 = between studies variance (heterogeneity parameter). 
 
6.7.4.3 Model Fit  


The model fit of the fixed-effect and random-effects models conducted for the recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death and major bleeding outcomes was compared using the deviance information criterion 
(DIC) for the prevention period NMA. In comparing models, the fixed-effect model was considered to 
be the model of choice unless the DIC of the random-effects model was at least 3–5 points lower 
than that of the fixed-effects model, thereby providing enough of an improvement in model fit to justify 
the additional complexity of a random-effects model.(88)  
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6.7.4.4 Interpretation of the NMA results  


The NMA results for each outcome (all are adverse outcomes) are presented as relative risks (RRs). 
These can be interpreted as follows:  
 


 A RR of 1 indicates that there was no difference in risk between the active and control arms  


 A RR<1 indicates that the treatment had a lower risk of the outcome than the comparator.  


 A RR>1 indicates that treatment had a higher risk of the outcome than the comparator.  
  
Statistical significance is referred to at the 5% level. 
 


6.7.5 Please present the results of the analysis.  


6.7.5.1 NMA 1: Treatment Period – results 


Key results of the base case analysis for apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, LMWH/dabigatran and 
rivaroxaban are presented in Table 34. The full results, including all comparisons not involving 
apixaban, are presented in the Appendices, see Section 10.12.  
 
Efficacy Outcomes 
There were no significant differences between apixaban and any of the other therapies in terms of 
the composite outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death: 


 Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA '''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran [RR 0.76; 95% CrI 0.46, 1.27] (89) 


 Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban [RR 0.93 95% CrI 0.59, 1.46] (89) 
 
There were no significant differences between apixaban and the relevant comparators for the 
additional efficacy outcomes of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related death. 
 
Safety Outcomes 
 
The relative risks for all the bleeding related outcomes were significantly reduced for apixaban in 
comparison to LMWH/VKA in the base case analysis, with the exception of intracranial bleeds which 
did not reach statistical significance: 


 Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, Major or CRNM bleeding [''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, Major bleeding [''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, CRNM bleeding '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 
 
Apixaban demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major or CRNM (composite) bleeding than 
dabigatran and rivaroxaban: 


 Apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran ''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban [RR 0.47; 95% CrI 0.36, 0.61] (89) 
 
Apixaban demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major bleeding vs. LMWH/dabigatran: 


 Apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran [RR 0.40; 95% CrI 0.19, 0.81] (89) 
 
Apixaban also demonstrated a significantly lower rate CRNM bleeding vs. rivaroxaban: 


 Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban [RR 0.47; 95% CrI 0.36, 0.62] (89) 
 
There were no significant differences in the incidence of CRNM bleeding when comparing apixaban 
with LMWH/dabigatran, and in major bleeding when comparing apixaban with rivaroxaban.  
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Table 34: Base case analysis for treatment period network (NMA 1) results – 6 month timepoint – fixed-
effect model (statistically significant results are shown in bold) 


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 
RR (95% CrI) (89) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 


RR (95% CrI) (89) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death* '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 0.76 (0.46, 1.27) 0.93 (0.59, 1.46) 


Major or CRNM 
bleeding '''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' 0.69 (0.51, 0.94) 0.47 (0.36, 0.61) 


Major bleeding '''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' 0.40 (0.19, 0.81) 0.55 (0.27, 1.09) 


CRNM bleeding ''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' 0.80 (0.57, 1.12) 0.47 (0.36, 0.62) 


Overall treatment 
discontinuation 
 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


All-cause mortality '''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 0.79 (0.44, 1.41) 0.82 (0.50, 1.34) 


CrI: Credible interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: Low molecular weight 
heparin; PE: Pulmonary embolism; RR: Relative risk; UFH: Unfractionated heparin; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
*VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related death 
 


 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Results of the sensitivity analysis for the primary efficacy outcome of recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death for the modified ITT population were consistent with the base case results reported; the 
results for the primary efficacy outcome are presented in Table 35. Results for the safety outcomes 
are not affected in this scenario as they were analysed on the safety population, but are presented 
again here for consistency. The data used and the results of the modified ITT population sensitivity 
analysis for the primary efficacy outcomes, including comparisons not involving apixaban, are 
presented in Section 10.13.  
 
The sensitivity analysis results for the primary efficacy outcome and the key safety outcomes of 
major bleeding, major or CRNM bleeding, and CRNM bleeding for the RE-COVER/RE-COVER II 
pooled analysis and for the exclusion of RE-COVER/RE-COVER II are also shown in Table 35. 
These analyses also demonstrated that the results were consistent with the primary base case 
analysis. The data used and results of the respective outcomes for this analysis are presented in 
Section 10.14. 
 
Table 35: Analysis for Modified ITT population and RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis. Sensitivity 
for treatment period network (NMA 1) results– 6 month timepoint – fixed-effect model (statistically 
significant results are shown in bold)  


Outcome 
Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban vs. 
rivaroxaban, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Modified ITT population 


Recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related 
death 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
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Major bleeding*  
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major and/or 
CRNM* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CRNM bleeding* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


RE-COVER/RE-COVER II pooled analysis 


Recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related 
death 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major or CRNM ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CRNM bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Exclusion of RE-COVER and RE-COVER II (Dabigatran studies) 


Recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related 
death 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major or CRNM ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CRNM bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


*Results do not change to base case, as safety population does not change under modified ITT assumptions 
CrI: Credible interval; LMWH, Low molecular weight heparin; VKA, Vitamin K antagonist; RR, Relative risk; VTE, Venous  
thromboembolism; CRNM, Clinically relevant non-major 
 


 
6.7.5.2 NMA 2: Prevention Period – results 


Both fixed-effect and random-effects meta-analyses were conducted for recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death and major bleeding outcomes as these were the only two outcomes where event data 
were available from all ten studies. The remaining outcomes were restricted to fixed-effect models 
due to the limited number of studies.(74) In all instances, the fixed-effect model was deemed to 
provide a better fit and was therefore used in the base case analysis (Table 36).
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Table 36: DIC and residual deviance model fit statistics 


Outcome 


DIC Total residual deviance 
Number of 
data points 
in analysis FE RE 


FE  


Mean / Median 


(95% CrI) 


RE  


Mean / Median 


(95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death '''''''''''  ''''''''''''  ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''  


Major bleed '''''''''''  ''''''''''''  ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''  
DIC: Deviance information criterion; FE: Fixed effect; RE: Random effects; VTE: Venous thromboembolism  
Random-effects models were conducted for the recurrent VTE or VTE-related death and major bleeding outcomes only, as the remaining outcomes were reported in a network of less than 
10 trials
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Results of the base case analysis for apixaban vs. comparators in the long-term prevention period 
are presented in Table 37. The full results, including all comparisons not involving apixaban, are 
presented in Section 10.15.  
 
Efficacy Outcomes 
There were no significant differences between treatments in terms of the composite outcome of 
recurrent VTE or VTE-related death for apixaban, dabigatran, rivaroxaban, or VKA: 


 Apixaban vs. dabigatran ['''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. VKA (INR 2.0–3.0) ''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
 
However, apixaban was associated with a significantly lower rate of recurrent VTE or VTE-related 
death (composite) compared with aspirin and placebo [''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' and ''''''' '''''''''''' 
'''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''', respectively). 
  
Safety Outcomes 
Apixaban demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major or CRNM (composite) bleeding than 
dabigatran, rivaroxaban and VKA: 


 Apixaban vs. dabigatran ''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''] 


 Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban ['''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. VKA (INR 2.0–3.0) ''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
  
Apixaban also demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major bleeding compared to rivaroxaban 
and VKA: 


 Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban ''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. VKA (INR 2.0–3.0) ''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
 


Apixaban also demonstrated a significantly lower rate of CRNM bleeding compared to rivaroxaban 
and VKA: 


 Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


 Apixaban vs. VKA (INR 2.0–3.0) '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
 
For both major bleeding and CRNM bleeding, there was no statistical difference between apixaban 
and dabigatran. There were no statistical differences for any of the safety outcomes between 
apixaban vs. aspirin and apixaban vs. placebo. However, the overall treatment discontinuation was 
significantly lower in the apixaban group compared to both comparators (Table 37). 
 
The results of the random-effects analyses were performed using both a vague prior and informative 
prior for the recurrent VTE or VTE-related death and major bleeding outcomes. In all cases, the 
results from the random-effects models were consistent with those of the fixed-effect models (Section 
10.16).  
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Table 37: Base case analysis for the prevention period NMA (NMA 2) – fixed-effect model (statistically significant results are shown in bold) 


Outcome 
Apixaban 2.5 mg bd vs. 
dabigatran 150 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI)  


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd vs. 
rivaroxaban 20 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd vs. 
VKA (INR 2.0–3.0), 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd vs. 
aspirin 100 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
vs. placebo, 
RR (95% CrI) 


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death* 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Recurrent VTE-related 
death 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major or CRNM 
bleeding 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CRNM bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Overall treatment 
discontinuation 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


All-cause mortality ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Bd: twice daily; CrI: Credible interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; INR: International normalised ratio; PE: Pulmonary  
embolism; od: once daily; RR: Relative risk; VTE: Venous thromboembolism; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist  
*Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death outcome is composed of the sum of the incidences of non-fatal PE, DVT and VTE-related death 
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The apixaban study AMPLIFY-EXT was powered for the composite efficacy endpoint (recurrent VTE 
or all cause death). Therefore when individual subcomponents of the composite are scrutinised, 
especially for the smallest component (recurrent PE), the play of chance due to under-powering is 
the most likely explanation for the difference, which is evidenced by the wider confidence intervals for 
these outcomes (e.g. non-fatal PE; apixaban vs. warfarin ''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''). 
Importantly, the VTE-related mortality outcome, which reflects PE (as DVT is not fatal, unless it leads 
to a PE), was not significantly different between apixaban and the other therapies. Heterogeneity 
within the network may also have contributed to this difference.  
 
Sensitivity Analysis  
The key results of the sensitivity analyses conducted on the prevention period NMA are summarised 
in Table 38. 
 
Intention-to-treat analysis (ITT)  
The results from the ITT analysis using all event data recorded over the entire study period were 
broadly similar to the base case analysis.(83) However, the primary efficacy outcome of recurrent 
VTE or VTE-related death was significantly lower for apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA in the 
current analysis (RR 0.49; 95% CrI 0.24, 0.95) (Table 38). This outcome differed from the base case 
analysis as the base case analysis utilised outcome data reported during the intended treatment 
period whereas the ITT analysis included data from both the treatment and the follow-up period. For 
example, for WODIT DVT, the intended follow-up period was at least 2 years.(77) Therefore in the 
sensitivity analysis, outcome data for VTE recurrence at 3 years were used compared with 9 months 
(on treatment in the base case analysis). There were no differences between the base case and ITT 
networks for any of the safety outcomes (all safety outcomes were based on the safety population); 
the safety outcomes are therefore only presented below for completion. The data used to inform the 
network and the corresponding results, including comparisons not involving apixaban, for the primary 
efficacy outcome in this sensitivity analysis are reported in Section 10.17. 
 
ITT scenario (excluding WODIT DVT and WODIT PE trials)  
Similar results to the base case analysis were observed from the ITT analysis where the WODIT DVT 
and WODIT PE trials were excluded. The results for the primary efficacy outcome in this analysis are 
reported in Table 38. The data used and the full results for the primary efficacy analysis are included 
in Section 10.18. 
 
Sensitivity analysis excluding Dabigatran trials (RE-MEDY and RE-SONATE) 
On the exclusion of RE-MEDY and RE-SONATE from the base case network, the impact of not 
including dabigatran as a comparator was explored. Results for the primary efficacy outcome and key 
safety outcomes (Major or CRNM bleeding, Major bleeding, CRNM bleeding) are reported in Table 
38. Due to the availability of data, some outcomes, such as CRNM bleeding and Major or CRNM 
bleeding for apixaban vs. VKA, were not possible. The results were largely similar to the base case 
analysis; however, the reduction in major bleeding for apixaban vs. VKA did not reach statistical 
significance. The data used to inform the network and the corresponding  results, including 
comparisons not involving apixaban, for the primary efficacy outcome and key safety outcomes in 
this sensitivity analysis are reported in Section 10.19.  
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Table 38: Sensitivity analysis for prevention period network (NMA 2) results – fixed-effect model (statistically significant results are shown in bold) 


Outcome 
Apixaban 2.5 mg bd vs. 
dabigatran 150 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd vs. 
rivaroxaban 20 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
vs. VKA (INR 2.0–3.0), 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
vs. aspirin 100 mg od, 


RR (95% CrI) 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
bd vs. placebo, 


RR (95% CrI) 


ITT main analysis   
Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death  


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major  bleeding 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major or CRNM 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CRNM bleeding 
 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


ITT analysis (exclusion of WODIT DVT and WODIT PE studies)   


Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major bleeding 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major or CRNM* 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CRNM bleeding* 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Exclusion of RE-MEDY and RE-SONATE (Dabigatran studies) 
Recurrent VTE or VTE-
related death 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major or CRNM 
bleeding 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Major bleeding 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CRNM bleeding 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Bd: twice daily; CrI: Credible interval; od: once daily; RR: Relative risk; VKA, Venous thromboembolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism  
*Lack of outcome data for major or CRNM bleeding and CRNM bleeding to allow for any analyses to be carried out 
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6.7.6 Please provide the statistical assessment of heterogeneity undertaken. The degree of, 
and the reasons for, heterogeneity should be explored as fully as possible. 


6.7.6.1 NMA 1: Treatment Period – assessment of heterogeneity 


The potential variability in the intervention effects of studies (heterogeneity) in NMA 1 were identified 
in line with the baseline characteristics of the included studies, these are discussed below.  
 
Potential sources of heterogeneity 
The baseline characteristics of the included studies were discussed at an advisory board (see 
Section 7.3.5) in order to ascertain whether there were imbalances in important effect modifiers that 
could potentially lead to biased indirect comparisons (Table 39).(9, 90) The main differences between 
the included studies are summarised below: 
 


Study designs 


 In terms of study design, the network included a mixture of open label (EINSTEIN DVT/PE 
pooled) and double blinded studies (AMPLIFY, RE-COVER and RE-COVER II). In general, 
double blind studies are less prone to bias compared with open-label studies because the 
knowledge of concealment of treatment and on the reporting of study outcomes is preserved. 
However, a double-blind design is not always feasible particularly, in anticoagulation 
trials.(91) This is because a double-dummy design is often required to ensure that double-
blinding is conserved and therefore, a certain number of tablets and/or injections would need 
to be taken by the patient. For example, in warfarin-controlled trials of the NOACs, it is 
essential to blind patients and investigators to INR values thus sham INR values need to be 
obtained from patients via a complicated algorithm which makes the recruitment of patients as 
well as administering of treatment challenging, hence the alternative is the open-label design. 
However, it was the view of the clinical experts consulted that the difference in RCT trial 
design would not bias the treatment effects derived from the NMA.(9)  


 
Unprovoked VTE 


 Of the studies that reported the proportion of patients with unprovoked VTE, AMPLIFY 
reported 89.8% of patients as having an unprovoked VTE, whereas EINSTEIN pooled 
analysis reported 63.5% of patients. AMPLIFY purposefully studied a greater proportion of 
patients with a higher risk of recurrence in line with American College of Chest Physicians 
(ACCP) recommendations for the treatment of DVT and PE.(92) It was the view of the clinical 
experts consulted that a difference in the proportion of unprovoked patients between trials 
would not affect the comparability of the results and if there was a difference, it would favour 
the study with a lower risk population.(9) 
 
Time on treatment 


 The EINSTEIN DVT and EINSTEIN PE trials had treatment periods ranging from 3, 6 or 12 
months whereas the remaining trials had fixed treatment duration of 6 months. The treatment 
duration of either 3, 6 or 12 months for patients in the EINSTEIN trials was determined by the 
treating physician before randomisation. This was used as a proxy measure because the 
intent for treatment was influenced by the initial assessment of the risk-benefit of 
anticoagulation for each patient. The data on the treatment effect used in the NMA for the 
EINSTEIN trials was based on the whole trial population rather the individual treatment 
subgroups. It was the view of the clinical experts consulted that on average the treatment 
effect would be equivalent to the other NOAC trials included in the NMA.(9)  
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Statistical assessment of heterogeneity 
The Cochrane Handbook suggests that a useful statistic for quantifying heterogeneity is the I2 


statistic.(74) The network contained broadly similar trials with minimal variance in study design and 
baseline characteristics. However, the I2 test for heterogeneity was not feasible to conduct due to the 
limited number of trials in the treatment period network. It is important to note that investigations of 
heterogeneity may be of questionable value when there are few studies in the network.(74)  
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Table 39: Patient characteristics for included studies in the treatment period network (NMA 1) 


Trial  Treatment  
Mean 
age (SD)  


Female, 
% 


Unprovoked 
VTE, % 


Unprovoked 
VTE (trial 
level), % 


Patients 
with 


active 
cancer, 


% 


Index 
DVT, 


% 


Index 
PE, 
% 


Index 
DVT/PE, % 


Time on 
treatment 


AMPLIFY 
(14, 61) 
 
Double-
blind RCT 


Apixaban 10 mg bd/ 
5 mg bd


†
  


 
(n=2,691) 


57.2 
(16.0) 


41.7  89.8 


89.8 


2.5  65.0 25.2 9.4 


6 months 
Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin INR 2.0-3.0


‡ 


 
(n=2,704) 


56.7 
(16.0) 


40.9  89.8 2.9 65.9 25.2 8.3 


RE-COVER 
(72) 
 
Double-
blind RCT 


UFH or 
LMWH/dabigatran 
150 mg bd


§
  


 
(n=1,274) 


55.0 
(15.8) 


42.0  NR 


NR 


5.0 69.1 21.2 9.5 


6 months 
UFH or 
LMWH/warfarin INR 
2.0-3.0


¶ 


 
(n=1,265) 


54.4 
(16.2) 


41.1 NR 4.5 68.6 21.4 9.8 


RE-COVER 
II (70) 
Double-
blind RCT 


UFH or 
LMWH/dabigatran 
150 mg bd


§§
  


 
(n=1,279) 


54.7 
(16.2) 


39.0 NR 


NR 


3.9 68.5 23.3 8.1 


6 months 
UFH or 
LMWH/warfarin INR 
2.0-3.0


¶¶ 


 
(n=1,289) 


55.1 
(16.3) 


39.8  NR 3.9 67.8 23.1 9.1 
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Trial  Treatment  
Mean 
age (SD)  


Female, 
% 


Unprovoked 
VTE, % 


Unprovoked 
VTE (trial 
level), % 


Patients 
with 


active 
cancer, 


% 


Index 
DVT, 


% 


Index 
PE, 
% 


Index 
DVT/PE, % 


Time on 
treatment 


EINSTEIN 
DVT/ 
EINSTEIN 
PE pooled 
analysis 
(50) 
 
Open-label 
RCTs 


Rivaroxaban 15 mg 
bd/ 20 mg od


††
  


 
(n=4,151) 


57.0 
(17.0) 


44.5  63.1 


63.5 


5.6 
NR 
(41.7


¶¶¶
) 


NR 
(58.3


¶¶¶
) 


NR 


3, 6 or 12 
months


†††
 


Enoxaparin/VKA INR 
2.0-3.0


‡‡  


 


(n=4,131) 


57.0 
(16.8) 


46.4  63.8 4.8 
NR 
(41.6


¶¶¶
) 


NR 
(58.4


¶¶¶
) 


NR 


bd, twice daily; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; NR, not reported; od, once daily; PE, pulmonary embolism; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SD, 
standard deviation; VKA, vitamin K antagonist; VTE, venous thromboembolism 
†
Patients received 10 mg apixaban twice daily for the first 7 days, followed by 5 mg twice daily for 6 months. 


‡
Patients received enoxaparin 1mg/kg every 12 hours for ≥5 days and warfarin (adjusted to INR 2.0–3.0) begun concomitantly and continued for 6 months. Enoxaparin was discontinued 


when the INR was 2.0–3.0. 
*Data are from the cancer case report forms as per the CSR (61) 
§
Patients received initial treatment with an approved parenteral anticoagulant (UFH, 11.3%; LMWH, 89.4%; fondaparinux, 3.9%) for a median of 6 days (interquartile range [IQR] 5–8) 


[continued for ≥5 days and until INR was 2.0–3.0] (single dummy phase). Patients then received dabigatran 150 mg twice daily for 6 months. 
¶
Patients received initial treatment with an approved parenteral anticoagulant (UFH, 13.0%; LMWH, 90.7%; fondaparinux, 2.8%) for a median of 6 days (IQR 5-8) [continued for ≥5 days 


and until INR was 2.0–3.0] (single dummy phase). Patients also received warfarin on the day of randomisation (adjusted to INR 2.0–3.0) for 6 months (double dummy phase). 
††


Patients received rivaroxaban 15 mg twice daily for 3 weeks, followed by 20 mg once daily. 
‡‡


Patients received enoxaparin 1mg/kg twice daily for ≥5 days and either warfarin or acenocoumarol (adjusted to INR 2.0–3.0), started ≤48 hours post randomisation. Enoxaparin was 
discontinued when the INR was ≥2.0 for ≥2 consecutive days. 
§§


Patients received initial treatment with an approved parenteral anticoagulant (UFH, 15.5%; LMWH, 88.5%; fondaparinux, 2.5%) for a mean of 6.8 days (SD 3.4) [continued for ≥5 days 
and until INR was 2.0–3.0] (single dummy phase). Patients then received dabigatran 150 mg twice daily for 6 months (double dummy phase). 
¶¶


Patients received initial treatment with an approved parenteral anticoagulant (UFH, 16.1%; LMWH, 89.1%; fondaparinux, 1.6%) for a median of 7.1 days (SD 3.7) [continued for ≥5 days 
and until INR was 2.0–3.0] (single dummy phase). Patients also received warfarin on the day of randomisation (adjusted to INR 2.0–3.0) for 6 months (double dummy phase). 
†††


The intended treatment duration (3, 6, or 12 months) was determined by the treating physician before randomisation. 
¶¶¶


Within the pooled analysis, 1,731/4,151 (41.7%) patients were from the EINSTEIN-DVT study and received rivaroxaban and 1,718/4,131 (41.6%) patients received enoxaparin/VKA. 
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6.7.6.2 NMA 2: Prevention Period – assessment of heterogeneity 


An overview of the baseline characteristics of the included trials is presented in Table 41. The 
baseline characteristics were discussed with clinical experts during a recent advisory consultation in 
order to ascertain whether there were imbalances in important effect modifiers that could lead to 
biased indirect comparisons.(9) There was a consensus that there were imbalances in these effect 
modifiers that could have an impact on the NMA results. However, the experts felt that it was still 
important to conduct the NMA to inform decision making. Overall, the differences between-study 
variables may result in issues in the reliability of results with respect to the NMA.(74) The impact of 
these differences have been explored through sensitivity analyses where possible.  
 


The potential sources of heterogeneity in NMA 2 and statistical assessment of these are discussed 
below. 
 
Potential sources of heterogeneity 
In contrast to NMA 1, additional potential sources of conceptual heterogeneity between the included 
studies were identified. These included the initial treatment duration,  study treatment duration, and 
the proportion of enrolled patients with active cancer. The main differences between the included 
studies are summarised below: 
 


 Study designs 
In terms of study design, the network included a mixture of open label and double-blind 
studies (Table 41). A summary of the discussion of the trial designs is presented in Section 
6.7.6.1. 


 


 Patient populations 
Of the studies that reported the proportion of patients with unprovoked VTE; AMPLIFY-EXT, 
WARFASA, LAFIT, ASPIRE, WODIT DVT, ELATE and PREVENT reported >90% of patients 
with unprovoked VTE (Table 41). EINSTEIN-EXT reported 73.7% of patients with unprovoked 
VTE. However, two studies (RE-SONATE and RE-MEDY) included in the network did not 
report on this parameter. Patients with an unprovoked VTE may have a higher risk of 
recurrence (9) which may result in variation in the baseline risk of VTE events between trials. 
It was the view of the clinical experts consulted that a difference in the proportion of 
unprovoked patients between trials would not affect the comparability of the results and if 
there was a difference, it would favour the study with a lower risk population (e.g. provoked 
patients).(9) 
 


 Patients with cancer  
Of the included studies, only 3 trials reported on the proportion of patients with active cancer 
at baseline. AMPLIFY-EXT (1.1–2.2%) and ASPIRE (2%) reported a lower proportion of 
patients with active cancer compared with EINSTEIN-EXT (4.4–4.7%) and RE-MEDY (4.1–
4.2%). Patients with active cancer are at an increased risk of developing VTE, particularly 
while receiving systemic chemotherapy.(93) All studies reported  a small proportion of 
patients with active cancer and therefore, no major impact on the NMA results are 
expected.(9) 
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 Clinical judgment regarding the need for continuation of therapy 
Differences across trials with respect to the clinical judgment regarding the need for 
continuation of therapy may have resulted in some heterogeneity of patient risk 
characteristics across the trials in the NMA.(9) Not all trial publications directly discussed the 
clinical judgment regarding the need for continuation in the design of the trial. The 
Inclusion/exclusion criteria with respect to a need for continuation of treatment of the trials is 
reported in Appendix 7.  
 


 Prior treatment duration  
Three months is the minimum time required to complete ‘initial treatment’ of VTE, with the 
decision to treat for longer periods/indefinitely influenced by the long-term risk of recurrence 
and the risk of bleeding.(94) Prior treatment duration of studies included in the NMA varied 
from a minimum of 3 months in the LAFIT, ELATE, WODIT DVT, WODIT PE, RE-MEDY and 
PREVENT trials, up to 6–18 months in the AMPLIFY- EXT, EINSTEIN-EXT, WARFASA and 
RE-SONATE trials and 24 months in the ASPIRE trial. The ASPIRE trial included 1% patients 
of patients receiving initial anticoagulation for ≤3 months in each arm however, the overall 
average duration of initial therapy was ≥6 months. This may suggest a potential variation in 
the baseline risk of VTE across trials attributable to differences in the timeframe since patients 
experienced an initial VTE event. 
 


 Study follow up  
The study follow up is discussed with respect to time on treatment and follow up duration as 
presented below.  
 
Time on treatment  
Differences were also noted in the prevention period between the trials particularly, time on 
treatment ranged from 6 months (RE-SONATE) to 37.2 months (ASPIRE). This suggests a 
potential variation in the absolute risk of VTE recurrence across trials. However, despite this 
difference, the experts consulted suggested the focus should not unduly be on aligning 
different treatment and follow up durations as this would not significantly impact the relative 
treatment effect.(9)  
 
Follow up duration  
Data used in the meta-analyses for NMA2 included all events that occurred after 
randomisation and while patients were followed or under observation during the planned 
intervention period (as per study protocol) with the exception of the ASPIRE (55) and ELATE 
(76)  RCTs. In the ASPIRE trial, patients were randomised to treatments for up to 4 years 
duration and therefore, data for events occurring after a median of 37.2 months were used in 
the analyses. In the ELATE trial, patients were randomised to treatments and followed over 


time (i.e. the investigators did not define a time point to stop the interventions) so the data 
available for the latest follow up period were used in the analyses. The data used in the 
analyses were collected from follow up durations ranging from 10 months to 37.2 months.  
 


 Definitions of outcomes 
There may be important differences between definitions used for a particular outcome or the 
frequency of or the test used for outcome assessment. However, a robust comparison 
between studies was limited by the degree of reporting in the publications. Therefore, all 
analyses conducted are discussed in line with the pre-specified definitions of outcomes in the 
respective trials.  
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Statistical assessment of heterogeneity 
The Cochrane Handbook (74) suggests that a useful statistic for quantifying heterogeneity is the I2 
statistic. Heterogeneity is dependent on more than one factor, and Cochrane suggests that 
specifying thresholds for the I2 statistic can be misleading. However, Cochrane does suggest a rough 
guide that could be used for the interpretation of the I2 statistics as follows: 


 0–40%: heterogeneity might not be important 


 30–60%: may represent moderate heterogeneity* 


 50–90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity* 


 75–100%: considerable heterogeneity* 
 


*The importance of the observed value of I
2
 depends on (i) magnitude and direction of effects and (ii) strength of evidence 


for heterogeneity (e.g. p value from the chi-squared test, or a confidence interval for I
2
). 


 


An assessment of heterogeneity was possible for the following outcomes only (direct treatment 
comparisons with ≥ 2 studies): 


 Recurrent VTE and VTE-related death [aspirin vs. placebo; warfarin INR 2.0–3.0 vs. placebo] 


 Major or CRNM bleed [aspirin vs. placebo] 


 Major bleed [aspirin vs. placebo; warfarin INR 2.0–3.0 vs. placebo] 


 CRNM bleed [aspirin vs. placebo] 


 Treatment discontinuations [aspirin vs. placebo] 
 
Although data for two studies (LAFIT and WODIT-DVT) were included in the treatment comparison of 
warfarin INR 2.0–3.0 vs. placebo for the outcome of VTE-related death, zero events were reported in 
both arms of the WODIT-DVT study and therefore an assessment of heterogeneity was not 
feasible.(80, 81) As indicated in Table 40, there was little heterogeneity in the treatment comparisons 
examined. The forest plots for each analysis are presented by outcome in Figure 12 to Figure 16. 
Despite conceptual heterogeneity identified above, this did not translate in to observable statistical 
heterogeneity 
 
Table 40: Summary of heterogeneity across studies included in the extended treatment network 


Outcome 
No. of studies 
(citation) 


I
2
% Forest Plot Summary 


Recurrent VTE and VTE-related death 


Aspirin vs. placebo/observation 2 (54, 55) 17% Figure 12 
Heterogeneity might 
not be important 


Warfarin INR 2.0–3.0 vs. 
placebo/observation 


2 (80, 81) 0% Figure 12 
Heterogeneity might 
not be important 


Major or CRNM bleed 


Aspirin vs. placebo/observation 2 (54, 55) 0% Figure 13 
Heterogeneity might 
not be important 


Major bleed 


Warfarin INR 2.0–3.0 vs. 
placebo/observation 


3 (80-82) 0% Figure 14 
Heterogeneity might 
not be important 


Aspirin vs. placebo/observation 2 (54, 55) 0% Figure 14 
Heterogeneity might 
not be important 


CRNM bleed 


Aspirin vs. placebo/observation 2 (54, 55) 0% Figure 15 
Heterogeneity might 
not be important 


Overall treatment discontinuation 


Aspirin vs. placebo/observation 2 (54, 55) 0% Figure 16 
Heterogeneity might 
not be important 


CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; VTE: Venous thromboembolism; INR: International normalised ratio 
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Figure 12: Forest plots – Recurrent VTE and VTE-related death 


 
 


Figure 13: Forest plot – Major or CRNM bleed 


 
CRNM, clinically relevant non-major 
 
 
 


Figure 14: Forest plots – Major bleed 
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Figure 15: Forest plot – CRNM bleed 


 
CRNM, clinically relevant non-major 


 
 
Figure 16: Forest plot – Overall treatment discontinuation 


 
 
The implications of between-study variability were explored through sensitivity analyses for a range 
of outcomes, where possible. The analyses demonstrated that the base case conclusions were 
broadly consistent regardless of changes to the network [excluding and/or including trials where 
applicable].  
 
Although the scope of a systematic review should limit heterogeneity, there is always the potential for 
treatment effect modifiers to be present in trials however, these may be unrecognised.(95) 
Additionally, the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) at the University of York conducted a 
review of the Castellucci network which was the same as our base case for the prevention period 
NMA.(96) The review concluded that although the reliability of the findings were moderate to low due 
to uncertainties inherent in the evidence base, the comparative effectiveness of apixaban compared 
to placebo or LMWH/VKA was likely to be reliable.(96) 
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Table 41: Baseline patient characteristics for included studies in the prevention period network (NMA 2) 


Trial 
Treatment (no. 
randomised) 


Mean 
age 
(SD) 


Female, 
% 


Unprovoked 
VTE by trial 


% 


Patients with 
active cancer, 


% 


Index 
DVT, % 


Index 
PE, % 


Index 
DVT/PE, 


% 


Prior treatment 
duration 


Time on 
treatment 


AMPLIFY-EXT 
(16)  


Double blind, 
superiority RCT 
Multinational


§
 


Apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
(n=840) 


56.6 
(15.3) 


42.0 


91.7
†
 


1.8 64.8 35.2 - 


6-12 months
‡
 12 months 


Apixaban 5 mg bd 
(n=813) 


56.4 
(15.6) 


42.3 1.1 64.8 35.2 - 


Placebo (n=829) 
57.1 


(15.2) 
43.5 2.2 66.5 33.5 - 


EINSTEIN-EXT 
(78)  


Open label, non-
inferiority RCT 
Multinational


‡‡
 


Rivaroxaban 20 mg od 
(n=602) 


58.2 
(15.6) 


41.2 


73.7
¶
 


4.7 64.1 35.9 - 


6-12 months 
8.7 


months
††


 


Placebo (n=595) 
58.4 


(16.0) 
42.9 4.4 60.0 40.0 - 


WARFASA (54)  


Double blind 
RCT 
Austria, Italy 


Aspirin 100 mg od 
(n=205) 


61.9 
(15.3) 


34.2 


100 


NR 59.5 40.5 - 


6-18 months 


24.0 
months


§§
 


Placebo (n=198) 
62.1 


(15.1) 
38.1 NR 65.9 34.1 - 


23.5 
months


§§
 


RE-SONATE 
(79) 


Double blind 
RCT 
Multinational


¶¶
 


Dabigatran 150 mg bd 
(n=681) 


56.1 
(15.5) 


44.1 


NR 


0* 63.3 26.9 6.9 


6-18 months 
6 


months
§§§


 


Placebo (n=662) 
55.5 


(15.1) 
45.0 0* 66.6 26.9 5.3 
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RE-MEDY (79) 


Double blind 
RCT 
Multinational


†††
 


Dabigatran 150 mg bd 
(n=1,430) 


55.4 
(15.0) 


39.1 


NR 


4.2 65.6 22.7 11.7 


3-12 months 
18 


months
‡‡‡


 


Warfarin INR 2.0-3.0 
(n=1,426) 


53.9 
(15.3) 


38.9 4.1 64.7 23.5 11.8 


ASPIRE (55) 


Double blind 
RCT 
Multinational


¶¶¶
 


 


Aspirin 100 mg od 
(n=411) 


55 
(16.0) 


45.0 


95
††††


 2 


57.4 27.3 14.4 


<3 months, 
1.1%; 


3 to <6 months, 
26.2%; 


6 to <12 months, 
63.8%; 


≥12 months, 
9.0% 


37.2 
months


§§
 


Placebo (n=411) 
54 


(15.8) 
46.2 56.5 29.0 13.6 


LAFIT (80) 


Double blind 
RCT 
Canada, USA 


Warfarin INR 2.0-3.0 
(n=79) 


59 (16) 31.6 
100


‡‡‡‡
 0


§§§§
 


75.9 24.1 - 
3 months 


10 
months


¶¶¶¶
 


Placebo (n=83) 58 (16) 47.0 73.5 26.5 - 


ELATE (76) 


Double blind 
RCT 
Canada, USA 


Warfarin INR 1.5-1.9 
(n=369) 


57 (16) 42.5 


100 NR
†††††


 


68.3 31.7 - 


≥3 months 
2.2 


years
‡‡‡‡‡


 
Warfarin INR 2.0-3.0 
(n=369) 


57 (16) 47.4 61.5 38.5 - 
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bd, twice daily; INR, international normalised ratio; od, once daily; NR, not reported in the publication; VKA, vitamin K antagonist; VTE, venous thromboembolism; DVT, deep vein 
thrombosis; PE, pulmonary embolism; od, once daily; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SD, standard deviation 
†
Apixaban 2.5 mg, 93.2%; 5 mg, 90.7%; placebo, 91.1% 


‡
Patients were eligible for inclusion if they had been treated for 6 to 12 months with standard anticoagulant therapy [12/2482 (0.5%) patients were treated <6 months and 34/2482 (1.4%) 


patients >12 months prior to randomisation]. 
§
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Israel, Italy, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Spain, UK, Ukraine, USA 


¶
Rivaroxaban, 73.1%; placebo, 74.2% 


††
Duration of treatment: (i) rivaroxaban-treated patients randomised to 6 month intended treatment, 181 days (IQR 177-183) [converted to 6.0 months]; (ii) rivaroxaban-treated patients 


randomised to 12 month intended treatment, 264 days (IQR 166-354) [converted to 8.7 months]; (iii) placebo-treated patients randomised to 12 month intended treatment, 265 days (IQR 
166-354) [converted to 8.7 months]. 
‡‡


Australia (n=129), Austria (n=57), Belgium (n=24), Brazil (n=14); China (n=31); Czech republic (n=62); Denmark (n=12); France (n=135); Germany (n=35); Hungary (n=56); India 
(n=19); Indonesia (n=2); Israel (n=46); Italy (n=76); Malaysia (n=5); Netherlands (n=96); Norway (n=17); Philippines (n=6); Poland (n=43); Singapore (n=19); South Africa (n=42); Spain 
(n=44); Sweden (n=123); Switzerland (n=5); Thailand (n=9); UK (n=7); USA (n=29). 
§§


Median duration 


WODIT DVT 
(81)


 
 


Open-label 
RCT 
Italy 


VKA 


continuation 
§§§§§


 
(n=134) 


66.8 
(6.7) 


45.5 


100
††††††


 NR
¶¶¶¶¶


 100
††††††


 


0 - 


3 months 
37 


months
‡‡‡‡


‡‡
 VKA discontinuation 


/observation
§§§§§


 
(n=133) 


67.7 
(7.3) 


38.8 0 - 


WODIT PE (82)  


Open-label RCT 


Italy 


VKA/ 


continuation*** 
(n=165) 


62.9 
(16.3) 


60.6 55.9 


NR
¶¶¶¶¶


 


0 44.8** 55.2 


3 months 
33.8 


months 
VKA discontinuation/ 


observation (n=161) 


61.0 
(15.5) 


58.4 56.5 0 44.7** 55.3 


PREVENT (75) 


Double blind 
RCT 
Canada, USA, 
Switzerland 


Warfarin INR 1.5-1.9 
(n=255) 


53 (NR) 47.1 
100 


 


NR
§§§§§§


 


NR NR NR 
6.5 months


§§
 


2.1 
years


¶¶¶¶¶¶
 


Placebo (n=253) 53 (NR) 47.4 NR NR NR 
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¶¶
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Estonia, Germany, Italy, Korea, Lithuania, Latvia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Russia, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, 


South Africa, Thailand, USA. 
†††


Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary India, Israel, Italy, 
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine, USA. 
‡‡‡


RE-MEDY was initially designed for 18 months of treatment. However, because of a lower than projected event rate, the protocol was amended to increase the sample size and 
extend the planned treatment period for patients already enrolled who consented to the extension, with the resulting planned study treatment ranging from 6 to 36 months. 
§§§


Patients were assessed at 15 and 30 days after randomisation, then monthly until day 180. 
¶¶¶


Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, India, Argentina 
††††


5% of patients had a prior provoked VTE, although inclusion criteria states enrolled patients “had had a first-ever unprovoked VTE”. 
‡‡‡‡


Eligible patients were restricted to those with a first episode of idiopathic VTE, defined as objectively confirmed, symptomatic DVT or PE that occurred in the absence of a major 
thrombogenic risk factor. 
§§§§


Presence of cancer in the previous five years was an exclusion criterion. In addition p.903 of the publication states that 9 of the enrolled patients were excluded prior to randomisation 
due to evidence of cancer since diagnosis suggesting that none of the randomised patients had a cancer diagnosis. 
¶¶¶¶


Mean duration of follow-up was 12 months for patients assigned to warfarin and 9 months for those assigned to placebo. 
†††††


Patients who had active cancer within the last 2 years were excluded as this was considered to be a major risk factor for thrombosis. 
‡‡‡‡‡


Mean duration of follow-up. The mean period during which patients received double-blind treatment was 2.1 years in the low-intensity-therapy group and 2.2 years in the 
conventional-intensity-therapy group. 
§§§§§


Patients had received three months of therapy with warfarin (97% of patients) or acenocoumarol prior to randomisation to continued treatment or discontinuation of treatment. 
¶¶¶¶¶


Although patients with known permanent or temporary risk factors were excluded from the study; systematic screening for thrombophilia and cancer was not performed. 
††††††


Patients with a first episode of symptomatic idiopathic proximal DVT were eligible for inclusion. 
‡‡‡‡‡‡


Publication reports mean follow-up: (i) patients randomised to continue therapy, 37.8 months; (ii) patients randomised to discontinue therapy, 37.2 months. Publication also reports 
an ITT analysis reporting the risk of recurrence during the first nine months of follow-up. 
§§§§§§


Patients were ineligible if they had a history of metastatic cancer. 
¶¶¶¶¶¶


Mean duration of follow-up. Maximum duration of treatment was 4.3 years. 
*Active cancer was an exclusion criterion. However, a single patient in the dabigatran arm and two patients in the placebo arm had active cancer and represented protocol violations. 
**Patients with a first episode of symptomatic, objectively confirmed PE were included in the study. This value is calculated using the percentage of patients with concomitant DVT which 
is reported in the publication. 
***Patients were randomised to continue treatment for 3 additional months (PE associated with transient risk factors, n=75) or an additional 9 months (idiopathic PE, n=90). The dose of 
warfarin or acenocumarol was adjusted to INR 2.0–3.0.
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6.7.7 If there is doubt about the relevance of a particular trial, please present separate 
sensitivity analyses in which these trials are excluded.  


Results of sensitivity analyses exploring the impact of excluding WODIT PE/DVT trials and RE-
SONATE/RE-MEDY trials are presented in Section 6.7.5.2 for the prevention period 
network (NMA 2). 
 
Exclusion of WODIT DVT/PE trials were investigated as these trials had a significantly longer follow-
up period (where patients were off treatment) than other trials, in which period the majority of 
recurrent VTE or VTE-related death events occurred.  
 
Exclusion of the dabigatran trials (RE-SONATE and RE-MEDY) was explored as dabigatran is not 
included as a comparator within the NICE final scope (Section 6.7.5.2).  


6.7.8 Please discuss any heterogeneity between results of pairwise comparisons and 
inconsistencies between the direct and indirect evidence on the technologies. 


Bucher tests for inconsistency were performed for each loop of the evidence network.(84) There was 
no statistical evidence of inconsistency identified in this analysis (Figure 17 and Figure 18).  
 
In addition to the statistical test for inconsistency, an informal assessment of inconsistency was made 
by comparing the point estimates of both direct and indirect evidence informing the same 
comparison. This confirmed that the evidence within the loops was also consistent (Figure 17 and 
Figure 18). 
 
Figure 17: Consistency within a closed loop – Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (Warfarin INR 2.0–
3.0, dabigatran and placebo/observation of VKA) 


 
INR: International normalised ratio; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; BD: Twice daily; OR: Odds ratio  
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Figure 18: Consistency within a closed loop – Recurrent VTE or VTE-related death (Warfarin INR 2.0–
3.0, warfarin INR 1.5-1.9 and placebo) 


 
 INR: International normalised ratio; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; BD: Twice daily; OR: Odds ratio  
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6.8 Non-RCT evidence 


6.8.1 If non-RCT evidence is considered (see section 6.2.7), please repeat the instructions 
specified in sections 6.1 to 6.5 for the identification, selection and methodology of 
the trials, and the presentation of results 


No non-RCT evidence was identified for apixaban in the indication under review. 
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6.9 Adverse events 


6.9.1 If any of the main trials are designed primarily to assess safety outcomes (for example, 
they are powered to detect significant differences between treatments with respect 
to the incidence of an adverse event). 


The search strategies as described previously in Section 6.1 were used to identify trials assessing 
adverse events. There were no additional trials identified. 


6.9.2 Please provide details of all important adverse events for each intervention group. For 
each group, give the number with the adverse event, the number in the group and 
the percentage with the event. Then present the relative risk and risk difference 
and associated 95% confidence intervals for each adverse event. A suggested 
format is shown below. 


AMPLIFY 


 


Summary  


o Apixaban was statistically superior to enoxaparin/warfarin with respect to the primary 


safety outcome of adjudicated major bleeding. 


o Major bleeding occurred in 15 patients in the apixaban group (0.6%), compared 


with 49 patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin group (1.8%) (RR 0.31; 95% CI 0.17, 


0.55; p<0.001, for superiority). 


o Apixaban had an improved bleeding risk profile compared to enoxaparin/warfarin and this 


was consistent across all bleeding related outcomes. 


o Composite of major or CRNM bleeding (RR 0.44; 95% CI 0.36, 0.55; p<0.001) 


o CRNM bleeding (RR 0.48; 95% CI 0.38, 0.60; ''''''''''''''''''''') 


o Gastrointestinal major bleeds (7 [0.3%] of apixaban patients vs. 18 [0.7%] of 


enoxaparin/warfarin patients)  


o The incidence of adverse events (AEs), serious adverse events (SAEs) and 


discontinuations due to AEs for apixaban were similar to that of enoxaparin/warfarin.  


o The overall safety profile of apixaban during treatment was consistent for patients 


stratified by their index event (DVT or PE). 
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6.9.2.1 Data sets analysed 


Safety endpoints and adverse events are reported for the treated population for apixaban (n=2676) 
and enoxaparin/warfarin (n=2689).  
 


6.9.2.2 Primary Safety Outcome 


Apixaban was superior to enoxaparin/warfarin for the primary safety outcome of adjudicated major 
bleeding during the treatment period (Table 42). Major bleeding occurred in 15 (0.6%) patients in the 
apixaban group, as compared with 49 (1.8%) patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin group (RR 0.31; 
95% CI 0.17, 0.55; p<0.001).(14, 61) A numerically higher incidence of fatal and non-fatal major 
bleeding at critical sites were also observed in the enoxaparin/warfarin treatment arm (Table 43).  
 
Table 42: Summary of primary safety outcome (AMPLIFY, treated patients) (14) 


 


Apixaban 
N=2676 


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin  


N=2689 


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


p-value (for 
superiority) 


 


Primary safety outcome, n (%) – safety population (treated patients) 


Major bleeding 15 (0.6) 49 (1.8) 0.31 (0.17-0.55) <0.001 


CI: Confidence interval 
All safety analyses included data obtained from patients during study treatment, defined as the time from the administration 
of the first dose until 48 hours after the last dose was administered. 
The definition of major bleeding was adapted from the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) 
definition (66) 
 


The cumulative event rate for the primary safety outcome is presented in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Kaplan–Meier cumulative event rates for the first episode of major bleeding (AMPLIFY, 
treated patients) (14) 


 
Conventional therapy refers to enoxaparin/warfarin. The inset shows the same data on an enlarged y-axis 
 


6.9.2.3 Location of Adjudicated Major Bleeding 


The frequencies of adjudicated major bleeding into critical sites for all anatomical locations were 
numerically lower in the apixaban group compared with the enoxaparin/warfarin group. Of particular 
note is the lower number of major gastrointestinal bleeds experienced by patients on apixaban (n=7, 
0.3%) compared with those on enoxaparin/warfarin (n=18, 0.7%) (Table 43).(60) 
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Table 43: Summary of major bleeding characteristics (AMPLIFY, treated subjects) (14) 


 Apixaban  
N=2676 


Enoxaparin/warfarin  
N=2689 


Bleeding characteristics, n (%) 


Major Bleeding 15 (0.6) 49 (1.8) 


Fatal bleeding (by primary site of bleeding) 1 (<0.1) 2 (0.1) 


Non-fatal major bleeding at critical site 


Intracranial 3 (0.1) 6 (0.2) 


Retroperitoneal 1 (<0.1) 3 (0.1) 


Intraocular 0 2 (0.1) 


Intra-articular 0 2 (0.1) 


Intrathoracic 0 1 (<0.1) 


Other non-fatal major bleeding 


Gastrointestinal 7 (0.3) 18 (0.7) 


Intramuscular bleeding 0  5 (0.2) 


Epistaxis 1 (<0.1) 1 (<0.1) 


Urogenital bleeding 1 (<0.1) 3 (0.1) 


Subcutaneous haematoma 1 (<0.1) 6 (0.2) 


 


 


6.9.2.4 Secondary Safety Outcomes 


In AMPLIFY, apixaban was associated with a statistically significant reduction in the rate of bleeding 
across all components of bleeding; major/CRNM bleeding, CRNM bleeding, minor bleeding, and total 
bleeding compared with enoxaparin/warfarin ('''''''''''''''''') (Table 44). The adjudicated composite of 
major/CRNM bleeding was observed in 115 patients (4.3%) in the apixaban group compared with 
261 patients (9.7%) in the enoxaparin/warfarin group (RR 0.44; 95% CI 0.36, 0.55; p<0.001). A 
summary of the event rates for the secondary safety outcomes are presented in ''''''''''''''''' '''''''.  
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Table 44: Summary of secondary safety outcomes (AMPLIFY, safety population) (14, 61) 


 
Apixaban N=2676 


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin N=2689 


Relative risk (95% 
CI) 


p-value 


 


Secondary safety outcomes, n (%) – safety population (treated patients) 


Major/CRNM bleeding 115 (4.3) 261 (9.7) 0.44 (0.36, 0.55) <0.001 


CRNM bleeding 103 (3.8) 215 (8.0) 0.48 (0.38, 0.60) ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''  


Minor bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''  


Total bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''  


CI: Confidence interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non major 
 


Figure 20: Summary of event rates for the secondary safety outcomes (AMPLIFY, safety population: 
Apixaban N=2676; Enoxaparin/warfarin N=2689) (61) 


 
CI: Confidence interval; CRNMB: Clinically relevant non-major bleeding; MB: Major bleeding 


6.9.2.5 Subgroup Analysis 


Analyses for the primary safety outcome were performed for a large number of subgroups, both pre-
specified and post-hoc (Figure 21). Treatment by subgroup interactions with a p-value <0.10 were 
investigated further; however, no clinically important observations were noted. Tabulated results for 
the primary safety outcome for all pre-specified subgroups are presented in the Appendices, Section 
10.26. 
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Figure 21: Relative risk of the primary safety outcome (adjudicated major bleeding) according to pre-
specified subgroups (AMPLIFY, safety population) (60) 


 


BMI: Body mass index; CI: Confidence interval; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; PE: 
Pulmonary embolism; UFH: Unfractionated heparin; NE, Not evaluable 
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6.9.2.6 Primary Safety Outcome by Index Event Type 


The primary safety outcome of adjudicated major bleeding during the treatment period was 
consistent across DVT and PE (with or without DVT) index event subgroups (Table 45). Among 
patients who had DVT at enrolment, major bleeding occurred in 11 of 1738 patients (0.6%) in the 
apixaban group and in 24 of 1773 (1.4%) in the enoxaparin/warfarin group.(14) Similarly, among 
patients who had PE(with or without DVT) at enrolment, major bleeding occurred in 4 of 928 patients 
(0.4%) in the apixaban group and in 25 of 902 patients (2.8%) in the enoxaparin/warfarin group.(14)  
 
Table 45: Summary of the primary safety outcome for DVT/PE subgroups indexed by event type 
(AMPLIFY, safety population) (14, 61) 


 
Apixaban  


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin  


Relative risk (95% 
CI) 


Primary safety outcome: Major bleeding, n/N (%) – treated patients 


PE (with or without DVT) subgroup 4/928 (0.4) 25/902 (2.8) ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


DVT subgroup 11/1738 (0.6) 24/1773 (1.4) ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism  


 
6.9.2.1 Safety Outcomes in Cancer Patients 


One of the pre-specified subgroups in AMPLIFY was on patients with active cancer at baseline; the 
safety results are presented in Table 22. Although the number of cancer patients was small, the 
results in this pre-specified, high risk subgroup are consistent with the overall AMPLIFY findings.(61) 
Additional studies are warranted to compare the efficacy and safety of apixaban and extended 
LMWH, the recommended therapy for VTE treatment in many cancer patients. 
 
Table 46: Safety results in the pre-specified subgroup of patients with active cancer at baseline 
(AMPLIFY, safety population) (61) 


 


Apixaban  
Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin  


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


Treatment 
interaction p 
value 


Primary safety outcome: major bleeding, n/N (%) 


Active cancer at baseline ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''' ''''''''''''''' 


No active cancer at baseline ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


 


6.9.2.2 Post-hoc Analysis of Major Bleeding and CRNM Bleeding at 3 Months 


A post-hoc analysis was performed to assess the time-dependent risk of the primary safety outcome 
of major bleeding and of CRNM bleeding at 3 months. At this early timepoint, apixaban resulted in a 
statistically significant lower risk of major bleeding compared with enoxaparin/warfarin (p=0.0001; 
Table 47).  
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Table 47: Post-hoc analysis of major and CRNM bleeding at 3 month timepoint (AMPLIFY, safety 
population) (97) 


 


Apixaban  


N=2676 


Enoxaparin/ 
warfarin  


N=2689 


Relative risk 
(95% CI) 


p-value 


 


Safety outcome, n (%) – treated patients 


Major bleeding at 3 months  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


CRNM bleeding at 3 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


CI: Confidence interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major 


 
6.9.2.3 Other Safety Outcomes 


The proportions of patients reporting AEs and SAEs were comparable in both treatment groups 
(Table 48). Overall, 1795 patients (67.1%) in the apixaban treatment group and 1923 patients 
(71.5%) in the enoxaparin/warfarin treatment group experienced at least one AE.(14) Additionally, 
417 patients (15.6%) in the apixaban treatment group and 410 patients (15.2%) in the 
enoxaparin/warfarin treatment group had at least one SAE.(14) 
 
Bleeding AEs were reported by fewer patients in the apixaban treatment group than in the 
enoxaparin/warfarin treatment group (415 patients [15.5%] vs. 695 patients [25.8%])) (Table 48).(14) 
'''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''  
 
'''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''' '''''''' '''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''' ''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
A similar proportion of patients discontinued due to an AE in the apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin 
groups (6.1% vs. 7.4%, respectively). Of these discontinuations, 0.7% were due to a bleeding-related 
event in the apixaban group compared with 1.7% in the enoxaparin/warfarin group. Deaths were 
recorded for '''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' in the apixaban treatment group and '''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' in the 
enoxaparin/warfarin treatment group, based on the safety population.(14, 61)  
 
Overall, no safety concerns were noted in the analysis of AEs, SAEs, discontinuations due to AEs, or 
the incidence of deaths.  
 
Table 48: Summary of adverse events during the treatment period (AMPLIFY, safety population) (14, 61) 


 


Apixaban  


N=2676 


Enoxaparin/warfarin  


N=2689 


Adverse events, n (%) – safety population (treated patients) 


AE 1795 (67.1) 1923 (71.5) 


SAE 417 (15.6) 410 (15.2) 
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Bleeding AE 415 (15.5) 695 (25.8) 


Discontinuations due to AE 162 (6.1) 199 (7.4) 


Deaths ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


AEs occurring in ≥5% of patients in 


either arm 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
AE: Adverse event; SAE: Serious adverse event 


Due to historical concern regarding hepatic safety of anticoagulant therapy, characterisation of the 
liver-related safety profile is an important aspect of an evaluation of novel oral anticoagulants.(98) 
There were no clinical concerns with the results of the liver safety assessments of apixaban for the 
treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE (Section 10.27).  
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AMPLIFY-EXT 


 
6.9.2.4 Data sets analysed 


Safety outcomes and adverse events are reported for the treated population for apixaban 2.5 mg bd 
(n=840) and placebo (n=826). Results of the primary and secondary safety outcomes for apixaban 
5 mg bd are presented in the Appendices, Section 10.30. 
 
6.9.2.5 Primary Safety Outcome 


The number of major bleeding events was low in both the apixaban and placebo groups, with 2 
events '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' in the apixaban 2.5 mg treatment group, and 4 events ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' in the placebo group (Table 49).(16, 64) The Hochberg 
adjusted p-value for superiority vs. placebo was ''''''''''''''''''' indicating that apixaban was not 
significantly different to placebo on the primary safety outcome. 
 


Summary  


o The number of major bleeding events (primary safety outcome) was low and similar 


across the apixaban 2.5 mg and placebo groups (2 patients [0.2%] in apixaban arm, 4 


patients [0.5%] in placebo arm; RR 0.49; 95% CI 0.09, 2.64; '''''''''''''''''''''). 


o There were no statistically significant differences between apixaban 2.5 mg and placebo 


in any adjudicated bleeding category. 


o Composite of major/CRNM bleeding (RR 1.20; 95% CI 0.69, 2.10; '''''''''''''''''''''''). 


o CRNM bleeding (RR 1.29; 95% CI 0.72, 2.33; ''''''''''''''''''''').  


o The safety profile of apixaban was similar to that of placebo based on the incidence of 


AEs and SAEs.  


o There was twice the rate of discontinuations due to AEs in the placebo group (16.2%) 


compared to apixaban 2.5 mg (8%), which was primarily driven by the higher rate of 


recurrent DVT and PE in the placebo group. 


o The overall safety profile during treatment was consistent for patients across all 


subgroups, including when split by their index event (DVT or PE). 
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Table 49: Summary of primary safety outcome (AMPLIFY-EXT, safety population) (16, 64)  


 


Apixaban 2.5 mg  


N=840 


Placebo 


N=826 
Relative risk (95% CI) 


p-value (for 
superiority) 


Primary safety outcome, n (%) – treated patients 


Major bleeding 2 (0.2) 4 (0.5) 0.49 (0.09-2.64) '''''''''''''''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence interval 
The definition of major bleeding was adapted from the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis definition.(66)  


6.9.2.6 Secondary Safety Outcomes 


The secondary adjudicated bleeding outcomes for apixaban were not significantly different from 
placebo across all bleeding outcomes; see Table 50 and Figure 22.(16, 64) The adjudicated 
composite of major/CRNM bleeding was low in both treatment arms, observed in 27 patients (3.2%) 
in the apixaban group and 22 patients (2.7%) in the placebo group (RR 1.20; 95% CI 0.69, 2.10; 
p=0.5148). Event rates for all secondary safety outcomes are presented in ''''''''''''''' ''''''.  
 


Table 50: Summary of secondary safety outcomes (AMPLIFY-EXT, safety population) (16, 64) 


 


Apixaban 2.5 mg 
N=840 


Placebo 


N=826 
Relative risk (95% CI) p-value 


Secondary safety outcomes, n (%) – treated patients 


Major/CRNM bleeding 27 (3.2) 22 (2.7)  1.20 (0.69, 2.10) '''''''''''  


CRNM bleeding 25 (3.0) 19 (2.3) 1.29 (0.72, 2.33) 
'''''''''''  


Minor bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  '''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  '''''''''''  


Total bleeding ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  '''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  '''''''''''  


CI: Confidence interval; CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major 
*Hochberg adjusted p-value for superiority  
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Figure 22: Kaplan–Meier cumulative event rates for the first episode of the composite of major or CRNM 
bleeding (AMPLIFY-EXT, safety population) (16)  


  
''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
''''''''' ''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major bleeding 


'''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''' 


CRNMB: Clinically relevant non-major bleeding; MB: Major bleeding 
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6.9.2.7 Subgroup Analysis 


Subgroup analyses specified for the primary safety outcome (major bleeding) were conducted on the 
secondary safety outcome of the composite of major or CRNM bleeding due to the small number of 
adjudicated major bleeding events (6 events) across the 2 treatment arms. Therefore, the 
combination of major or CRNM bleeding allowed for a more robust comparison across subgroups.  
 
Analysis of the results showed that there were no clinically important differences between apixaban 
2.5 mg and placebo for the composite safety outcome of major/CRNM bleeding for any of the 
subgroups investigated (Figure 24) (Section 10.28). 
 
Figure 24: Summary of the relative safety for the composite outcome of major/CRNM bleeding across 
pre-specified subgroups (AMPLIFY-EXT, safety population) (16)  


 
 
CI: Confidence interval; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism 
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6.9.2.8 Other Safety Outcomes 


The proportion of patients reporting AEs was similar across the treatment groups (Table 51). Overall, 
596 patients (71.0%) in the apixaban 2.5 mg treatment group and 606 patients (73.4%) in the 
placebo group experienced at least 1 AE.(16) SAEs were reported in a numerically greater proportion 
of patients in the placebo group compared to the apixaban 2.5 mg treatment group (19.1% of patients 
in the placebo group and 13.3% of patients in the apixaban 2.5 mg treatment group), although no 
statistical tests were performed on these outcomes.(16) Vascular disorders (DVT, and venous 
thrombosis) accounted for the higher incidences of SAEs in the placebo group. ''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
'''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' (Table 51).  
 
'''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''' 
''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Discontinuations due to AEs were higher in the placebo group than in the apixaban treatment group 
(134 patients [16.2%] in the placebo group, and 67 patients [8.0%] in the apixaban 2.5 mg treatment 
group).(16) The difference in discontinuation was primarily driven by higher numbers of recurrent VTE 
events in the placebo groups compared to apixaban '''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' 
'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' '''''''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''.(16, 64)  


 


Deaths (from any cause) were reported for 7 patients (0.8%) in the apixaban 2.5 mg treatment group 
and 14 patients (1.7%) in the placebo group.(16)  


 


Overall, no new safety concerns were noted in the analysis of AEs, SAEs, discontinuations due to 
AEs, or the incidence of deaths. Furthermore, results of the liver safety assessments did not highlight 
any safety concerns associated with apixaban for the treatment and prevention of recurrent VTE 
(Section 10.29).  
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Table 51: Summary of adverse events during the treatment period (AMPLIFY-EXT, safety population) 
(16)  


 


Apixaban 2.5 mg  


N=840 


Placebo 


N=826 


Adverse events, n (%) – treated patients 


AE 596 (71.0) 606 (73.4) 


SAE 112 (13.3) 158 (19.1) 


Discontinuations due to AE 67 (8.0) 134 (16.2) 


AEs occurring in ≥5% of patients in 


either arm 
  


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Adverse events, n/N (%) – ITT population 


Deaths, through to end of intended 


treatment period 
7/840 (0.8) 14/829 (1.7) 


AE: Adverse event; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; ITT: intention-to-treat; SAE: Serious adverse event 


6.9.3 Give a brief overview of the safety of the technology in relation to the decision 
problem.  


Bleeding 


In the treatment phase (AMPLIFY), apixaban was statistically superior to enoxaparin/warfarin with 
respect to the primary safety outcome of the incidence of major bleeding. In addition, apixaban was 
associated with a significant reduction compared to enoxaparin/warfarin in the secondary bleeding 
outcomes of the incidence of CRNM bleeding and the composite of major or CRNM bleeding.(14)  
 


For long-term prevention of VTE recurrence (AMPLIFY-EXT), the incidence of all bleeding endpoints 
was low and similar for apixaban and placebo.(16)  
 
Other AEs 


The overall safety profile of apixaban was similar to that of enoxaparin/warfarin over the first 6 
months of treatment, based on the incidence of deaths, AEs, SAEs, and AEs leading to 
discontinuation.(14) For long-term preventation of VTE recurrence, AE event rates for apixaban were 
similar to placebo, while SAEs, discontinuations due to AEs and deaths were more common for 
placebo than for apixaban.(16)  
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6.10 Interpretation of clinical evidence  


6.10.1 Please provide a statement of principal findings from the clinical evidence highlighting 
the clinical benefit and harms from the technology.  


Overall statement: Apixaban is similarly effective as LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran for the treatment of VTE and long-term prevention of recurrent VTE, and 
causes fewer major or CRNM bleeds. Apixaban is superior to placebo in the prevention of 
recurrent VTE or all-cause mortality and has a similar safety profile to placebo. 
 
Apixaban has been studied in two phase III, double-blind, randomised controlled trials, AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFY-EXT. AMPLIFY compared apixaban with LMWH (enoxaparin)/warfarin over 6 months in 
5,395 patients with confirmed symptomatic DVT or  PE. AMPLIFY-EXT investigated apixaban 2.5 mg 
and 5 mg or placebo for the prevention of recurrent VTE in 2,482 patients who had previously 
received anticoagulation for 6 to 12 months for the treatment of DVT and/or PE.  
 
AMPLIFY demonstrated that, for the treatment of DVT or PE: 


 Apixaban was non-inferior compared to enoxaparin/warfarin at preventing the primary 
outcome of recurrent symptomatic VTE or VTE-related death (RR 0.84; 95% confidence 
interval [CI], 0.60, 1.18; p<0.001). 


 The adjudicated composite secondary outcomes of recurrent VTE or all-cause death and of 
recurrent VTE or CV-related death was RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.61, 1.08 and RR 0.80, 95% CI 
0.57, 1.11 in the apixaban group compared to the enoxaparin/warfarin comparator, although 
the difference between groups did not reach statistical significance for superiority (p=0.16 and 
p=0.18, respectively). 


 Apixaban was statistically superior to enoxaparin/warfarin with respect to the primary safety 
outcome of adjudicated major bleeding. 


o Major bleeding occurred in 15 patients in the apixaban group (0.6%), compared with 
49 patients in the enoxaparin/warfarin group (1.8%) (RR 0.31; 95% CI 0.17, 0.55; 
p<0.001, for superiority). 


 Apixaban had an improved bleeding risk profile compared to enoxaparin/warfarin, which was 
consistent across all bleeding related outcomes. 


o Composite of major or CRNM bleeding (RR 0.44; 95% CI 0.36, 0.55; p<0.001) 
o CRNM bleeding (RR 0.48; 95% CI 0.38, 0.60; p<0.0001) 
o Gastrointestinal major bleeds (7 [0.3%] of apixaban patients vs. 18 [0.7%] of 


enoxaparin/warfarin patients)  


 The event rate of adverse events (AEs), serious adverse events (SAEs) and discontinuations 
due to AEs for apixaban was similar to that of enoxaparin/warfarin. '''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' 
'''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 


 Comparable overall discontinuation rates between apixaban and enoxaparin/warfarin were 
observed in AMPLIFY (14.0% vs. 15.3%, respectively). 


 Apixaban significantly reduced all-cause hospitalisations during the 6 month intended 
treatment period, compared to enoxaparin/warfarin (p=0.048). 
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AMPLIFY-EXT showed that in patients receiving treatment for the prevention of recurrent VTE: 


 Apixaban 2.5 mg was superior to placebo in preventing the primary outcome of recurrent VTE 
or all-cause death (RR 0.33; 95% CI 0.22, 0.48; p<0.0001). 


 The incidence of the composite secondary outcomes of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
and of recurrent VTE or CV-related death were significantly reduced in the apixaban 2.5 mg 
arm compared to placebo RR 0.19, 95% CI 0.11, 0.33 and ''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''', 
respectively; '''''''''''''''''''''''' for superiority for both outcomes). 


 The number of major bleeding events (primary safety outcome) was low and similar across 
the apixaban 2.5 mg and placebo groups (2 patients [0.2%] in apixaban arm, 4 patients 
[0.5%] in placebo arm; RR 0.49; 95% CI 0.09, 2.64; p=0.3925). 


 There were no statistically significant differences between apixaban 2.5 mg and placebo in 
any adjudicated bleeding category. 


o Composite of major/CRNM bleeding (RR 1.20; 95% CI 0.69, 2.10; p=0.5148). 
o CRNM bleeds (RR 1.29; 95% CI 0.72, 2.33; p=0.3932). 


 The safety profile of apixaban was similar to that of placebo based on the incidence of AEs 
and SAEs. ''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


 Apixaban 2.5 mg had a lower rate of overall discontinuation compared to placebo (13.6% vs. 
22.7%, respectively), which was primarily driven by the higher rate of recurrent DVT and PE 
in the placebo group. 


 Apixaban significantly reduced all-cause hospitalisations during the 12 month intended 
treatment period, compared to placebo (p=0.030). 


 
In both AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT, the primary efficacy and safety results were consistent across 
all pre-specified subgroups, including when patients were grouped by their index event, DVT or PE 
(with or without DVT). 
 
In the absence of head-to-head RCT evidence, network meta-analyses were conducted to determine 
the relative efficacy and safety of apixaban compared to other NOACs for VTE in the treatment and 
prevention periods, and additionally to VKA and aspirin in the prevention period. 
 
In the treatment period (NMA 1): 


 There were no significant differences between therapies for the composite outcome of 
recurrent VTE or VTE-related death. 


 Apixaban demonstrated a significantly lower rate for the composite outcome of major or 
CRNM bleeding than dabigatran and rivaroxaban. 


 Apixaban also demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major bleeding vs. dabigatran, and of 
CRNM bleeding vs. rivaroxaban. 


 
In the prevention period (NMA 2): 


 There were no significant differences in terms of the composite outcome of recurrent VTE or 
VTE-related death for apixaban 2.5 mg, dabigatran, rivaroxaban, or VKA. 


 Apixaban demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major or CRNM (composite) bleeding 
than dabigatran, rivaroxaban and VKA. 


 Apixaban also demonstrated a significantly lower rate of major bleeding and of CRNM 
bleeding compared to rivaroxaban and VKA. 


 Apixaban was associated with a significantly lower rate of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death 
compared with aspirin and there were no statistical differences for any of the other outcomes. 
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6.10.2 Please provide a summary of the strengths and limitations of the clinical-evidence 
base of the intervention.  


The clinical evidence base consisted of two RCTs (AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY EXT) and, in the 


absence of head-to-head studies against the comparators, two NMAs were conducted. 


 


Strengths of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


The strengths of both these studies included the minimisation of bias with the randomised, double-


blind design, identical follow-up of all patients, and independent adjudication of all outcome events. 


The execution of the studies was rigorous, with minimal loss to follow-up, few patients withdrawing 


consent and good adherence to study medication. Discontinuations of study medication were low 


with few discontinuations due to adverse events. 


 


AMPLIFY 


The results of the study are likely to be applicable to the general UK population with VTE; 


demographics from the Clinical Practice Research Database (CPRD) study are summarised in 


Appendix 9f.(44) The efficacy and safety results were maintained across subgroups (see Sections 


6.5.1.4 and 6.9.2.5) including a post-hoc analysis at 3 months (see Sections 6.5.1.8 and 6.9.2.1). 


AMPLIFY demonstrated efficacy and safety of apixaban at both 3 and 6 months which is consistent 


with current clinical practice. 


 


For the comparator arm patients on warfarin were generally well managed. The proportion of time 


that patients’ INR was in the target therapeutic range (TTR, INR of 2-3) was 61% which was similar 


to the benchmark reported in a recent systematic review and meta-analysis by Erkens et al (99) (see 


Section 6.10.4). 


 


The efficacy and safety results were maintained across index event, DVT and PE (see Section 


6.5.1.4 and 6.9.2.5). 


 


AMPLIFY-EXT 


The results of the study are likely to be applicable to the general UK population due to the broad 


spectrum of patients recruited and given that a proportion of the patients were from 7 UK centres. 


Patients enrolled in this study were those who had already had 6–12 months of anticoagulation 


therapy and for whom there was uncertainty about the benefits and risks of continued 


anticoagulation. AMPLIFY-EXT used placebo as a comparator in patients with ongoing risk of VTE 


who may currently receive ‘no treatment’ due to their risk of bleeding. The results of this study 


provided evidence to support the continued use of apixaban for long term prevention of VTE 


recurrence. In circumstances where warfarin is discontinued, the risk of recurrent VTE is estimated to 


be 6% to 10% per year in patients without reversible risk factors.(54, 71, 100, 101) Therefore, given 


that the proportion of patients with recurrent thromboembolism (fatal or non-fatal) in the placebo 


group was 8.8%, it is evident that the study entry criteria identified patients with an appreciable risk of 


recurrence. 
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The efficacy and safety results were maintained across a broad range of subgroups including when 


grouped by index event, DVT and PE (see Sections 6.5.1.13 and 6.9.2.7). 


 


Limitations of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


In AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT, patients with active cancer requiring 6 months or more of LMWH 


were excluded from the studies and therefore only a small percentage of patients with active cancer 


were included and treated with apixaban (2.9% in AMPLIFY, 1.8% in AMPLIFY-EXT [2.5 mg arm]). 


The efficacy and safety of apixaban is not established in patients with active cancer. 


 


Another limitation was that it was not possible to derive health-related quality of life (HRQL) from 


either AMPLIFY or AMPLIFY-EXT as the studies did not report on HRQL outcome measures. 


 


AMPLIFY 


Dosing of enoxaparin (1 mg/kg bd) was a US licensed dose. Although this is different to the UK 


licensed dose for treatment (1.5 mg/kg od), Merli et al. (102) suggests this difference in dosing does 


not affect outcomes and has been used in other recent trials of anticoagulants.(70, 71) NICE has 


previous accepted that differences in dosage did not appear to be clinically significant during the 


rivaroxaban appraisal.(16) 


 


AMPLIFY-EXT 


In AMPLIFY-EXT the patients were treated for only 12 months. However the trial duration was 


sufficiently long enough to power the study for the primary outcomes. A subgroup of patients was 


treated for up to 18 months. 


 


Strengths and limitations of the NMAs 


The strengths and limitations of both the treatment and prevention period NMAs are presented 


below. 


 


Strengths 


The NMAs were based on prospective RCTs, with either open-label or double-blind study designs. 


Additionally, the studies across both NMA 1 (treatment period) and NMA 2 (prevention period) were 


relatively similar in terms of the population, interventions, outcomes and study designs allowing for 


meaningful comparisons to be made between treatments. 


 


The NMAs were based on both direct and indirect comparisons of differences between randomised 


treatment allocations and thus biases inherent with naïve comparisons of outcomes in individual 


arms were minimised. Therefore, the NMAs give more precise estimates of treatment effect and 


reflect the full range of estimates from the literature, taking account of inconsistencies and 


heterogeneity. This is a practice endorsed by the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and 


Outcomes Research (ISPOR) for the purpose of using indirect and direct evidence for decision 


making.(103)  


 


The NMAs were restricted to fixed-effects models predominantly due to the small number of studies 


(particularly NMA1). Treatment effects were estimated directly from the trial data and therefore, 
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meaningful conclusions can be drawn from the analysis. Furthermore, Section 9.6.5.1 of the 


Cochrane Systematic Review Handbook states that “typical advice” for producing “useful findings” 


from calculations investigating heterogeneity should be based on a sufficient number of studies.(74)  


 


Pairwise indirect comparisons using the Bucher method (104) for outcomes where an NMA was not 


possible were conducted for the subgroup index event analysis, preserving the strength of the 


randomised trials. 


 


Limitations  


For the treatment period NMA (NMA 1), assessment of heterogeneity was not possible due to the 


limited number of studies.(74) However, the studies included in the NMA were broadly similar in 


terms of the population, outcomes and study design. 


 


For the prevention period NMA (NMA 2), conceptual heterogeneity within the network was identified 


(Section 6.7.6). However, this was investigated through sensitivity analyses where appropriate, with a 


general trend of comparable results across sensitivity analysis on a range of outcomes. Furthermore 


tests of inconsistency and heterogeneity were undertaken and did not demonstrate any apparent 


statistical biases within the network. 


 


Additionally it was not possible to derive health-related quality of life (HRQL) from the NMA as neither 


the apixaban studies nor any of the relative comparator studies included HRQL outcome measures. 


 


6.10.3 Please provide a brief statement of the relevance of the evidence base to the decision 
problem. Include a discussion of the relevance of the outcomes assessed in 
clinical trials to the clinical benefits experienced by patients in practice. 


Relevance of the evidence base to the decision problem 
 


Population with DVT and/or PE for whom a VKA is suitable 


Both AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials included patients with DVT and/or PE, as specified in the 


decision problem. The proportion of the DVT and/or PE in the trials was consistent with that seen in 


the UK clinical population.(44) The outcomes of the trials in terms of efficacy and safety were 


consistent by index DVT or PE (with or without DVT) events. Additionally, AMPLIFY provides 


evidence of the clinical efficacy and safety of apixaban compared with LMWH/VKA, which is the 


current standard of care for VTE. 


 


Population with DVT and/or PE in whom a VKA is unsuitable 


AMPLIFY was a randomised controlled trial against LWMH/VKA and therefore it did not include 


patients who were unsuitable for VKA treatment as an explicit inclusion/exclusion criteria. AMPLIFY-


EXT included patients who had 6–12 months previous anticoagulation treatment, primarily with 


warfarin, or were included from the AMPLIFY trial. Moreover for those patients who did not receive 


warfarin previously it was not recorded whether they were unsuitable for warfarin treatment. No 


evidence was found in the systematic review (see Section 6.7.2) for patients in an ‘unsuitable for 


VKA’ population not including active cancer patients. The safety and efficacy of apixaban is not 


established in patients with active cancer. The NMA did, however, provide estimates of the relative 
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treatment effect for comparators (for example rivaroxaban) that would be considered for patients who 


were unsuitable for VKA. 


 


Population listed under ‘other considerations’ 


Data from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT allowed for subgroup analysis by index event type, DVT or 


PE (with or without DVT), to be carried out on both efficacy and safety outcomes. 


 


In patients for whom the benefit/risk of long-term anticoagulation is uncertain, AMPLIFY-EXT 


provides direct evidence for longer-term apixaban use versus placebo (which is representative of ‘no 


preventative treatment’). Furthermore, NMA 2 allowed for the indirect comparison of apixaban with 


aspirin for the long-term prevention period for patients in whom the benefit/risk of anticoagulation is 


uncertain. 


 


Relevance of outcomes to patients in practice 


The objective of anticoagulation therapy in patients with DVTs and/or PEs is to treat the original 


thrombus and to prevent recurrence, whilst reducing death related to VTE. In addition, it is important 


to maximise efficacy whilst minimising the risks to patients in terms of bleeding. 


 


In line with the decision problem and routine clinical practice, AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT 


investigated outcomes of clinical relevance to patients in practice including death, VTE recurrence, 


complications associated with VTE, and adverse events associated with treatment, specifically 


bleeding.  


 


Bleeding is a serious and costly complication of anticoagulation, leading to under-treatment and an 


increased risk of recurrent VTE (10, 105). AMPLIFY demonstrated a lower rate of bleeding 


(composite of major or CRNM as well as major bleeding) compared to warfarin whilst maintaining 


comparable efficacy. AMPLIFY-EXT demonstrated a comparable rate of bleeding (composite of 


major or CRNM as well as major bleeding) compared to placebo whilst significantly reducing the rate 


of recurrent VTE. 


 


Hospitalisation of VTE patients has important resource implications for the NHS.(4) Apixaban as an 


oral therapy, does not require INR monitoring or dose adjustments and removes the need for patients 


to receive parenteral LMWH treatment in hospital, inpatient stays to stabilise treatment, and clinic 


visits for blood monitoring . Furthermore, in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT, apixaban significantly 


reduced all cause hospitalisation compared with warfarin and placebo and increased time to first 


hospitalisation. 
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6.10.4 Identify any factors that may influence the external validity of study results to patients 
in routine clinical practice; for example, how the technology was used in the trial, 
issues relating to the conduct of the trial compared with clinical practice, or the 
choice of eligible patients. State any criteria that would be used in clinical practice 
to select patients for whom treatment would be suitable based on the evidence 
submitted. What proportion of the evidence base is for the dose(s) given in the 
SPC? 


The factors that may influence the external validity include trial and licensed dosing, time in 


therapeutic range, patients eligible for treatment, demographics of the trial population, enoxaparin 


regime, and treatment compliance. 


 


Baseline characteristics of the trial population 


Detailed summaries of the baseline characteristics of the trial populations in AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-


EXT are presented in Section 6.3.4.  


 


For broader generalisability, the mean age (±SD) at baseline of patients enrolled in both with 


AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT was 57 (±16) years which is in line with the clinical presentation of 


VTE.(44) Additionally, the trials comprised two-thirds DVT patients and one-third PE patients which is 


similar to the distribution found in the UK general population; demographics from the CPRD study are 


summarised in Appendix 9f.  


 


Patients eligible for treatment 


Apixaban is licensed for the use in patients with DVT/PE and has few contraindications.(20) The 


AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials evaluated adult patients with confirmed VTE with the exception of 


those with active bleeding or at high risk of bleeding with LMWH or a VKA, renal impairment 


(creatinine clearance <25 mL/min) or who had received thrombectomy, insertion of vena cava filter or 


fibronolytic agent for the current episode of thrombosis. 


 


In the apixaban SPC,(20) caution is recommended in patients with CrCl 15–29 ml/min; it is not 


recommended in patients with CrCl <15 ml/min; and it is contraindicated in patients with active 


clinically significant bleeding. Apixaban is not recommended as an alternative to UFH in patients with 


pulmonary embolism who are haemodynamically unstable or who receive thrombolysis or pulmonary 


embolectomy. Caution is also recommended in patients with mild or moderate hepatic impairment 


and it is not recommended in patients with severe hepatic impairment. 


 


Although the AMPLIFY trials included a small number of patients with active cancer, patients who 


required LMWH for 6 months or more were excluded and the apixaban SPC states that the safety 


and efficacy of apixaban has not been established in patients with active cancer. 


 


Therefore, the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trial regimen and the apixaban SPC (20) is in line with 


the NICE clinical guideline on the treatment and management of patients with VTE in England and 


Wales.(8) 
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Apixaban Dosing 


The dosing of apixaban in the AMPLIFY trial is consistent with the dosing regimen for the treatment 


of DVT and PE in the SPC: 10 mg bd for first 7 days followed by 5 mg bd. For longer term prevention 


of recurrent VTE, AMPLIFY-EXT provides data for the licensed dose of 2.5 mg bd dose after at least 


6 months of treatment. 


 


INR control in AMPLIFY 


Guidelines from the National Patient Safety Agency and the Scottish Executive Health department 


recommend a TTR of at least 60%, which was accepted by the NICE Appraisal Committee in 


TA287(40).   For patients receiving warfarin in the AMPLIFY trial, the TTR was on average 60.9%. As 


such, the TTR in AMPLIFY was within the range expected in UK clinical practice. Furthermore, 


warfarin control was consistent with other relevant VTE clinical trials that reported a TTR of 58% 


(EINSTEIN DVT), 60% (RE-COVER), and 62.7% (EINSTEIN PE) studies.(70-72) 


 


Placebo comparator in AMPLIFY-EXT 


NICE CG144 supports extending anticoagulant therapy in some patients until the risk of recurrent 


VTE no longer outweighs the risk of bleeding, or until the patient wishes to stop treatment (even if the 


patient’s risk of recurrence outweighs the increased risk of bleeding).(8) The increased risk of 


bleeding with currently available anticoagulants is a barrier to therapy and some patients may not 


routinely receive any pharmacological therapy, so there remains an unmet medical need for a 


treatment option in this patient population. 


 


At the time of the AMPLIFY-EXT trial, VKA (warfarin) was the only available anticoagulant for the 


treatment of recurrent VTE beyond the initial 6–12 months. Patients enrolled in AMPLIFY-EXT faced 


uncertainty as to whether to continue treatment with warfarin or stop treatment due to the risk of 


bleeding. Clinicians in England and Wales are presented with a similar dilemma in assessing the 


benefit of continued anticoagulant treatment against the risk of bleeding. Therefore, placebo (‘no 


treatment’) was considered the appropriate comparator in AMPLIFY-EXT and hence these data are 


applicable to the UK population with recurrent VTE. The rate of recurrent VTE in the placebo group of 


AMPLIFY-EXT (8.8%) confirms that these patients were at a continued risk of recurrent VTE.    


 


Compliance 


Treatment compliance in AMPLIFY was ''''''''''% for apixaban 5 mg and in AMPLIFY-EXT was ''''''''''% 


for apixaban 2.5 mg. The high levels of treatment compliance are discussed in Section 6.3.5 and 


reflect the simple and convenient dosing of apixaban, which could be expected to improve patient 


adherence to treatment. High levels of compliance also confirm that these were well-conducted trials. 
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7 Cost effectiveness 


7.1 Published cost-effectiveness evaluations 


Summary of Cost-Effectiveness Results 


o A Markov state transition model was used to assess the clinical and economic implications of 
the treatment of an index VTE and the prevention of recurrent VTE with apixaban compared 
to the current standard of care (LMWH/VKA) and other NOACs from a UK National Health 
Service (NHS) and Personal Social Services (PSS) perspective. 


o In the base case, apixaban was cost-effective versus LMWH/VKA for the 6-month treatment 
duration, with an ICER of £2,406 per QALY gained. Apixaban was dominant (more effective, 
less costly) compared to rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran for the 6-month treatment 
duration. 


o In addition, over a 3-month treatment duration, apixaban was shown to be dominant 
vs. all comparators (LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran). 


o For the lifelong treatment duration, apixaban was cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban 
and LMWH/dabigatran with ICERs of £16,676, £809 and £5,058 per QALY gained, 
respectively. 


o In the incremental analysis rivaroxaban was dominated by LMWH/VKA, 
LMWH/dabigatran was extendedly dominated by apixaban and apixaban had an ICER 
of £16,676 per QALY gained compared to LWMH/VKA. 


o In a conservative scenario where lifelong treatment with apixaban was compared with 6 
months of treatment with LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment, apixaban had an ICER of 
£17,917 per QALY gained. 


o Apixaban is therefore cost-effective at a willingness-to-pay (WTP) of £20,000 per QALY 
gained for patients who would benefit from lifelong anticoagulation, but who are currently not 
being treated. It is likely that these are patients at risk of recurrent VTE who have a high 
unmet need.  


o In a scenario where lifelong treatment with apixaban was compared with 6 months of 
treatment with LMWH/VKA followed by lifelong treatment with aspirin, apixaban had an ICER 
of £22,595 per QALY gained. 


o The model is robust to changes in the model parameters, as varied in the deterministic 
sensitivity analysis. The main drivers of the cost-effectiveness model were the : 


o Relative risks of major bleed for patients on LMWH/VKA for the lifelong treatment 
duration and for rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran for the 6-month and lifelong 
treatment durations;  


o Relative risks of treatment discontinuation for rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran for the 
lifelong treatment duration 


o Relative risks of recurrent VTE for patients on LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban or 
LMWH/dabigatran for the 6-month treatment duration; and  


o Risk of major bleed for patients treated with apixaban for the 6-month and lifelong 
treatment durations. 
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o The probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) showed that for the 6-month treatment duration 
there was a 100% probability that apixaban would be cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA, an 85% 
probability vs. rivaroxaban and a 98% probability vs. LMWH/dabigatran at a WTP threshold of 
£20,000 per QALY. 


o For the lifelong treatment duration there was a 54%, 96% and 86% probability that apixaban 
would be cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran, respectively at a 
WTP threshold of £20,000 per QALY.  


 
 


Identification of studies 


7.1.1 Describe the strategies used to retrieve relevant cost-effectiveness studies from the 
published literature and from unpublished data held by the manufacturer or 
sponsor. The methods used should be justified with reference to the decision 
problem. Sufficient detail should be provided to enable the methods to be 
reproduced, and the rationale for any inclusion and exclusion criteria used should 
be provided. The search strategy used should be provided as in Section 10.10, 
appendix 10. 


 
An update of the existing systematic review conducted for the rivaroxaban NICE submission was 
carried out to identify published economic evaluations.(11) Full details of the methodology used to 
update the existing systematic review are presented in Appendix 10. 
 
The existing rivaroxaban systematic review was conducted on 25th October 2012 and the review 
update was carried out on 15th July 2014.  
 
The following databases were searched from 25th October 2012 to15th July 2014: 


 MEDLINE(Ovid ) 


 MEDLINE In-Process Citations and Daily Update (Ovid) 


 EMBASE (Ovid) 


 EconLit (EBSCO) 


 The Cochrane Library (incorporating the NHS Economic Evaluations Database (NHS EED) 
and the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) database) 


 
In order to retrieve literature not identified through the electronic database search, reference lists of 
included papers were scanned and searches for grey literature and completed and on-going studies 
were also carried out. Furthermore, the NICE website was searched for manufacturer and Evidence 
Review Group (ERG) economic models for potentially relevant literature.  
 
The inclusion and exclusion criteria used to identify potentially relevant articles in the review update 
are summarised in Table 52. These are the same eligibility criteria used in the exisiting rivaroxaban 
systematic review. 
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Table 52: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the economic evaluation reviews 


Category Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria Rationale 


Study type Relevant economic study 
design: 


 Cost-utility analysis 


 Cost-benefit analysis 


 Cost-effectiveness 
analysis 


 Cost-consequence 
analysis 


 Comparative cost 
analysis. 


- The review aimed to 
identify all types of relevant 
economic evaluations. 


These criteria were the 
same as those used in the 
previous rivaroxaban NICE 
submission. 


Outcomes  Costs 


 Quality adjusted life 
years (QALYs) 


 Incremental costs and 
QALYs 


 Any other measure of 
effectiveness reported 
together with costs. 


- The objective was to 
include studies reporting on 
costs or QALYs. QALYs 
are the preferred clinical 
outcome of economic 
evaluations under the NICE 
reference case 


Population Patients with suspected or 
confirmed PE or DVT. 


- This is the patient 
population under 
consideration for this 
appraisal. 


Interventions  Any pharmaceutical for the 
treatment of VTE. 


 


 


- Devices or other non-
pharmaceutical 
interventions were not 
relevant to this appraisal. 


VTE is the indication under 
review in this appraisal. 


Publication type -  Unpublished reports 


 Abstract-only studies at 
full paper screening  


 Letters 


 Editorials 


 Reviews of economic 
evaluations (although 
reference lists of these 
will be checked). 


Primary study articles 
reporting on the relevant 
data were required. 


Language - Non-English language 
articles. 


- 


 
 
The existing rivaroxaban systematic review identified 7 cost-effectiveness studies, over half of which 
(4 studies) were conducted in the USA. One study was conducted from a Canadian healthcare 
perspective, and the remaining two studies were conducted in Italy and Germany. No UK-based 
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studies, nor any pertaining to apixaban, were identified in this review. Details of the 7 studies 
included in the exisiting rivaroxaban review are presented in Appendix 14, Section 10.33. 
 
The electronic database search identified 2,017 articles while grey literature searching yielded 4 
additional potentially relevant articles (Figure 25). Following deduplication and date restriction (25th 
October 2012 to 15th July 2014), 1,573 articles were screened based on title ± abstract. On the 
reapplication of the inclusion criteria, 1,452 title ± abstracts were excluded. Therefore 121 full text 
papers were further screened for inclusion, of which 109 were excluded. Therefore,12 economic 
studies in VTE were included in the updated systematic review (Figure 25). However, none of the 
economic evaluations evaluated apixaban. 
 
Of the 12 economic studies that were identified in the the systematic review, 3 studies were UK cost 
utility studies that evaluated currently available pharmacological interventions in an active comparator 
setting and reported an ICER, and therefore were deemed relevant to this submission. A summary of 
the UK studies and quality assessment is presented in Table 83 and Table 85 to Table 87 in the 
Appendices, Section 10.33. A brief description of the 9 non-UK studies is also provided in Table 84. 
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Figure 25: PRISMA flow diagram of number of journal articles identified and included at each stage of 
the cost-effectiveness review update 
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Description of identified studies 


7.1.2 Provide a brief overview of each study, stating the aims, methods, results and 
relevance to decision-making in England and Wales. Each study’s results should 
be interpreted in light of a critical appraisal of its methodology. When studies have 
been identified and not included, justification for this should be provided. If more 
than one study is identified, please present in a table as suggested below.  


No studies were identified that were directly relevant to the decision problem (i.e. evaluated 
apixaban) as described in Section 5. Summaries of the results from the exisiting rivaroxaban NICE 
submission and the UK cost-utility studies identified in the updated systematic review are provided in 
Table 82 and Table 83 in the Appendices, Section 10.33. The most informative models identified 
were the two rivaroxaban models that were presented in the manufacturer submissions for TA261 
(rivaroxaban for treatment of DVT) and TA287 (rivaroxaban for the treatment of PE).(18, 19) The 
other UK cost-utility study identified by the updated systematic review was only published in poster 
format and was therefore less informative due to the insufficient reporting on the relevant data.(106) 


7.1.3 Please provide a complete quality assessment for each cost-effectiveness study 
identified.  


A quality assessment was performed for the UK cost-utility studies included in the updated 
systematic review using an evaluation form adapted from the British Medical Journal Economic 
Evaluation Working Party Quality Assurance. Results for the UK studies are presented in Table 85 to 
Table 87  Appendix 15, Section 10.34. The quality of the reports for the two rivaroxaban models 
produced for the NICE technology appraisal was high; therefore a low risk of bias in the results was 
expected. Although the dabigatran model reported in Wolowacz et al. (2013) was only available as a 
congress poster, sufficient data were reported to allow for a meaningful quality assessment to be 
carried out. 


7.2 De novo analysis 


Patients 


7.2.1 What patient group(s) is(are) included in the economic evaluation? Do they reflect the 
licensed indication/CE marking or the population from the trials in Sections 1.3 and 
6.3.3, respectively? If not, how and why are there differences? What are the 
implications of this for the relevance of the evidence base to the specification of 
the decision problem? For example, the population in the economic model is more 
restrictive than that described in the (draft) SPC/IFU and included in the trials.  


The base case population used in the economic evaluation reflected the population apixaban is 
licensed for; patients who require anticoagulation for treatment of an index VTE event up to 6 months 
and subsequent lifelong therapy for the prevention of recurrent VTE events.(20) This also reflects 
CG144 for the management of VTE in the UK. Baseline characteristics for patients in the base case 
analysis are shown in Table 53 and are based on the trial population of the AMPLIFY study, which 
was considered to be broadly applicable and generalisable to the VTE population in the UK.  
A sensitivity analysis using data from the UK CPRD, formerly the General Practice Research 
Database (GPRD) was also conducted. (Section 7.6). There are some limitations associated with 
using the CPRD data. The data contains only patients in general practice and includes all instances 
of VTE (including post-surgical patients, patients with active cancer, and patients where no defined 
diagnosis criteria are presented). Accordingly, the AMPLIFY data was used in preference to the 
CPRD data in the basecase. Nevertheless, patient characteristics were broadly similar between 
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AMPLIFY and the CPRD analysis (Appendix 13f, Section 10.31) with the main differences being a 
higher mean age in CPRD than in AMPLIFY (64.66 years versus 56.9 years) and a slightly higher 
proportion of female patients (51.52% versus 41.29% respectively). 
 
Table 53: Patient characteristics employed in base case analysis 


 Value/Mean 


Female ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Mean age (years) ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Weight (kg) 84.6
b 


Source: 
a
AMPLIFY clinical study report, Table 14.1.2.1.1 p16 (61); 


b
 AMPLIFY (14) 


              
 


 
Two subgroup analyses were carried out as part of the sensitivity analyses to investigate patients 
with index DVT and index PE, respectively, as requested in the NICE scope (see Section 5).  
 


Model structure 


7.2.2 Please provide a diagrammatical representation of the model you have chosen. 
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Figure 26: Model diagram 


 
CRNMbleed; clinically relevant non-major bleed; CTEPH, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; IC, intracranial; MajBleed, major bleed; PE, 
pulmonary embolism; RecDVT, recurrent deep vein thrombosis; RecPE, recurrent pulmonary embolism; RecVTE, recurrent venous thromboembolism; TxDiscontinue, treatment 
discontinuation; VTE, venous thromboembolism; VTEdie, death from venous thromboembolis
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7.2.3 Please justify the chosen structure in line with the clinical pathway of care identified 
in Section 2.5. 


A Markov state transition model was developed in Microsoft Excel® to assess the clinical and 
economic implications of treatment of an index VTE and the prevention of VTE recurrence after an 
initial event with apixaban as compared to treatment with the current standard of care 
(LMWH/VKA) as well as rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran in the basecase. The model structure 
was developed based on models from the literature and models previously accepted by NICE for 
this disease area.(18, 19, 106) 
 
Thirteen health states were included in the model (Figure 26). These were index PE, index DVT, 
recurrent PE, recurrent DVT, CTEPH, intracranial (IC) bleed, non-IC major bleed, CRNM bleed, PE 
off treatment, DVT off treatment and death (Figure 26). PE second-line treatment and DVT second-
line treatment health states were used in a sensitivity analysis . PTS was not modelled as a health 
state, but as an accrual of costs and utility decrements in the background.  The model considered 
first index DVT or PE as separate health states to recurrent DVT or PE events that occur 
subsequently.  
 
The model is consistent with the clinical pathway of care identified in Section 2.5. A Markov model 
was considered appropriate for modelling VTE as it is a chronic condition and patients’ health 
status may change over time. This was also consistent with the approach adopted in the 
rivaroxaban HTA submissions.(40, 41) Furthermore VTE can be defined by a set of mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive health states. The relevance of the health states included in the model 
was validated by clinical experts.(9, 107)  
 
A lifelong time horizon was used to fully capture the long-term consequences of VTE. This was 
defined at the point where 99.9% of the patients die and the maximum age allowed in the model 
was 100 years. A 3-month cycle length was chosen because it was considered sufficiently long to 
capture the implications of a VTE event fully and sufficiently short to include only a single event 
within a cycle. This approach is consistent with previous models for rivaroxaban.(40, 41, 108) It 
also reflects treatment durations recommended in clinical practice and NICE CG144.(8) Only one 
event was allowed to occur within each cycle due to the Markov structure. 
 
The model time horizon is distinct from the allowed durations of treatment in the model, with 
treatment durations being divided into treatment and prevention periods but the analysis being run 
with a lifetime time horizon in all cases. The therapy periods included in the base case were: 


 Treatment – 6-month VTE treatment duration (3 months investigated in scenario analysis) 


 Prevention – Treatment of VTE beyond 6 months that continues lifelong (in the economic 


section ‘lifelong treatment duration ’ has been used to describe this therapy period) 


 
These treatment durations were chosen on the basis of NICE CG144, which recommends that 
patients with a first episode of DVT or PE should receive anticoagulation for at least 3 months, with 
patients at a high risk of VTE recurrence being considered for long-term treatment.(8) However, in 
clinical practice, as per the advice of clinical experts at a recent advisory board meeting, patients 
may receive between 3–6 months of treatment because of the delay in stabilising patients on 
warfarin or because there may be a delay in patients being seen by their GP or anticoagulation 
service. Therefore, these experts supported the choice of a 6-month treatment duration for the 
base case.(9) A 6-month treatment duration was also used in the base case as the majority of 
NOAC trials report at this time point.(14, 70, 72, 73, 109) However, as some patients may only 
require 3 months of treatment, the cost-effectiveness of apixaban at 3 months of treatment, was 
assessed as a scenario analysis.(9, 22)  
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7.2.4 Please define what the health states in the model are meant to capture. 


The Markov model included the following 13 health states: 
 
Table 54: Markov model health states 


Health state Description 


Index PE Patients who enter the model having experienced an index PE event or who 


entered with an index DVT event and subsequently experienced a recurrent 


symptomatic PE event. 


Index DVT Patients who enter the model having experienced an index DVT event 


Recurrent PE Patients who experience a non-fatal recurrent symptomatic PE enter this state 


for one cycle length before moving to the index PE health state. 


Recurrent DVT Patients who experience a non-fatal recurrent symptomatic DVT enter this 


state for one cycle length before moving back to the index VTE health state 


they were in before the recurrent event. 


CTEPH Patients who experience non-fatal CTEPH transition to a semi-absorbing post 


CTEPH health state and remain in this state unless they die. 


IC bleed Patients who experience a non-fatal IC bleed transition to a semi-absorbing 


post IC bleed health state and remain in this state unless they die. 


Non-IC major bleed Patients who experience a non-fatal non-IC major bleed transition to this 


transient health state, where they incur a disutility and acute care costs. 


Patients remaining on their current anticoagulation return to the index VTE 


health state. Patients discontinuing treatment transition to either the second-


line VTE health state (sensitivity analysis) or the off treatment VTE health 


state (base case analysis). 


CRNM bleed Patients who experience a CRNM bleed transition to this transient health 


state, incurring a disutility and acute care costs. Patients transition back to the 


index VTE health state. 


PE second-line 


treatment 


In the base case, patients who discontinue first-line treatment move directly to 


the off treatment health states. 


In sensitivity analyses patients who discontinue first-line treatment are able to 


move to the second-line treatment health states. The events modelled in the 


second-line treatment health states are identical to those in the first-line 


health states. 


DVT second-line 


treatment 


PE off treatment Patients originating from the index PE health state enter this health state after 


permanently discontinuing treatment. The events modelled in this health state 


are identical to the first- and second-line treatment health states without the 


option for further treatment switching. 


DVT off treatment Patients originating from the index DVT health state enter this health state 


after permanently discontinuing treatment. The events modelled in this health 


state are identical to the first- and second-line treatment health states without 


the option for further treatment switching. 


Death Patients enter the death state due to background mortality, death due to a 


recurrent symptomatic VTE event, fatal major bleeding, or fatal CTEPH. 


CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH: Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT: 
Deep vein thrombosis; IC: Intracranial; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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7.2.5 How does the model structure capture the main aspects of the condition for patients 
and clinicians as identified in section 2 (Context)? What was the underlying 
disease progression implemented in the model? Or what treatment was assumed 
to reflect underlying disease progression? Please cross-reference to section 2.1. 


VTE is a condition in which a blood clot (thrombus) forms in a vein. DVT (clot formation in the lower 
limb) and PE (clot formation in the lung) are manifestations of the same disease with serious and 
potentially fatal outcomes such as CTEPH and PTS (see Section 2.1). Anticoagulation is 
associated with both a reduction in recurrent VTEs and the potential for an increased bleeding risk 
compared to no treatment. The model structure captures both the man aspects of the condition 
and adverse events arising from the use of anticoagulation. 
 
In the model, PE and DVT were considered using separate health states due to the different risks 
of events, such as CTEPH and PTS, associated with these states.(36, 37) Patients entered the 
model having experienced either an index PE ('''''''''''''''') or index DVT ('''''''''''''''').(61) These 
proportions were derived from the AMPLIFY CSR, with patients experiencing both PE and DVT 
included in the index PE group as this is the more severe event.(61) At each cycle in the model, 
patients were at risk of experiencing a recurrent DVT or PE event, IC bleed, non-IC major bleed, 
CRNM bleed, CTEPH, treatment discontinuation or other death. A constant proportion of patients 
were assumed to experience PTS within the DVT health states due to limitations with the Markov 
structure. 
 
Recurrent DVT or PE 


In the model, recurrent VTE events were divided into VTE-related death, non-fatal recurrent PE, or 
non-fatal recurrent DVT due to the different effects on mortality, costs, and utilities.  
 
Recurrent VTE events other than VTE-related death were modelled as tunnel states.2 Patients who 
survived a non-fatal recurrent PE or who experienced a recurrent DVT after an initial PE 
transitioned to one of the “index PE” health states (including PE-related mortality, risk of CTEPH) 
after the cycle ended.(107) Patients who experienced a non-fatal recurrent DVT transitioned to one 
of the “index DVT” health states after the cycle ended (Figure 26).  
 
Upon the occurrence of a recurrent PE or recurrent DVT in the model, it was assumed that patients 
would receive 6 months of treatment with LMWH/VKA, beyond the intended treatment duration of 
the currently assigned treatment, as has been implemented in previous models.(18, 19) This 
change affected only costs and utilities, because the Markov structure did not alter subsequent 
transition risks. After 6 months, patients returned to the index state and continued treatment for the 
remainder of the model treatment period. 
 
IC and non-IC bleeding 


Major bleeding events in the model could be fatal or non-fatal. Patients experiencing a non-fatal 
major bleed transitioned to either the semi-absorbing “non-fatal IC bleed” state or the transient 
“non-fatal non-IC major bleed” state.  
 
It was assumed that patients who experienced an IC bleed discontinued anticoagulant treatment 
permanently; this assumption was based on previous submissions and validated with clinical 
experts.(9, 18, 19, 107)  
 


                                            
 
2
 When an event is modelled as a tunnel state, the model processes the event in such a way that: 1) An event cost is 


applied based on a per-episode basis (ie., a one-time fixed cost); 2) A utility decrement is applied for a user-defined 
duration; and 3) Patients cycle back to their previous health state after the event is processed (ie., the model assumes no 
impact on subsequent event risks and the treatment that follows). 
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Patients who survived a non-IC major bleed stayed on their current anticoagulant or discontinued 
treatment in proportions based on data from AMPLIFY.(14) Those who stayed on their current 
anticoagulant moved back to the index VTE health states and continued treatment for the 
remainder of their intended treatment duration. Those discontinuing treatment moved to the “VTE 
No treatment” health state in the base case. In scenario analyses, patients could also move to the 
“VTE second-line treatment” health states after discontinuing first-line treatment (Section 7.7.9). 
 
CRNM bleeding 


Being less severe than an IC or non-IC bleed, a CRNM bleed was not considered to affect the 
patient’s risk of mortality. All patients experiencing CRNM bleeds experienced a disutility for 2 days 
and incurred acute costs of care. It was assumed that a CRNM bleed did not affect discontinuation 
and that patients remained on their current anticoagulant for the remainder of their intended 
treatment duration after a 2 day interruption of treatment (verified by expert opinion).(9, 110) These 
patients would no longer incur anticoagulant costs, administration costs, and monitoring costs, nor 
would they receive a utility decrement for being on an anticoagulant during the period of 
interruption. 
 
CTEPH 


Only patients in the PE health state were exposed to the risk of CTEPH.(36, 37) Upon the 
occurrence of CTEPH, patients transitioned to the semi-absorbing “post-CTEPH” health state, in 
which they were assigned expected costs, a utility decrement, and the higher mortality rates 
associated with patients with CTEPH or a history of CTEPH.(18, 19, 111-113) 
 
PTS 


PTS was modelled as a function of recurrent DVT (rather than as a separate health state) for 
patients in the “PE treatment” health states and for all patients in the DVT health states.(18, 19) 
The model accounted only for severe PTS, as it was found that mild or moderate PTS had little 
effect on patients’ costs and utilities.(53, 114)  
 
Given the limitations of a Markov structure, a time-varying incidence of PTS could not be applied, 
nor could the incidence of PTS be dependent on previous clinical events experienced. Instead, a 
simplified approach was used where it was assumed that a constant proportion of patients would 
experience PTS within the DVT health states, similar to the approach used in previous rivaroxaban 
submissions.(18, 19)  To take into account patients in the PE health states who experienced DVT, 
the total number of recurrent DVTs experienced within the PE health states was used after 
subtracting transition risks due to death from the cumulative total in each cycle as these patients 
leave the VTE health states. Similarly, the total number of recurrent PEs experienced within the 
DVT health states was considered to take into account patients who transitioned to the PE states 
with a history of DVT. PTS costs and utility decrements were applied to the cumulative proportion 
of patients in DVT health states or with DVT within the PE health states in each cycle. 
 
Treatment Discontinuation 


Treatment discontinuation unrelated to recurrent VTE and bleeding events (‘other’ treatment 
discontinuation) was modelled explicitly. In the base case, patients who discontinued treatment for 
reasons other than recurrent VTE or bleeding moved permanently to the “VTE No treatment” 
health state, and their risks were updated accordingly. In a scenario analysis patients could also 
move to the “VTE second-line treatment” health states where they received VKA after 
discontinuing first-line treatment. 
 
The “VTE No treatment” health state was segregated into patients with an index PE and patients 
with an index DVT. In the no treatment health states, events were modelled identically to those in 
the VTE first-line and second-line treatment health states, but with no further switching to different 
treatment health states. If a patient on no treatment experienced a VTE, they were modelled to 
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receive 6 months of LMWH/VKA therapy, which affects costs and utilities only and not future event 
risks. The untreated risk of recurrent VTE in these health states was independent of prior 
treatment.  


7.2.6 Please provide a table containing the following information and any additional 
features of the model not previously reported. A suggested format is presented 
below. 


Table 55: Key features of analysis 


Factor Chosen values Justification Reference 


Time horizon Lifelong The model time horizon includes both the index event 


being treated as well as long-term prevention of a 


recurrent event. A lifetime time horizon was chosen to 


consider the long-term consequences of treatment 


given that lifelong treatment is appropriate for a 


proportion of patients with VTE, and based on the 


NICE reference case. 


NICE reference 


case (115) 


Cycle length 3 months A 3-month cycle length was chosen because it was 


considered sufficiently long to capture fully the 


implications of a VTE event and sufficiently short to 


include only a single event within a cycle, and for 


consistency with previous models for rivaroxaban. 


NICE TA261 and 


NICE TA287 (18, 


19) 


Half-cycle 


correction 


Yes The model used the life-table approach to account for 


half-cycle corrections where state membership at the 


end of each cycle x (Lx) was accounted for as 


follows: 


; 


Barendregt 2014 


(116) 


Were health 


effects measured 


in QALYs; if not, 


what was used? 


QALY The NICE reference case states that the preferred 


form of health effects is in terms of quality-adjusted 


life years (QALYs). 


NICE reference 


case (115) 


Discount of 3.5% 


for utilities and 


costs 


3.5% The annual discount rate recommended in the NICE 


reference case for both costs and benefits is 3.5%. 


NICE reference 


case (115) 


Perspective 


(NHS/PSS) 


UK NHS and PSS 


perspective 


NICE reference case NICE reference 


case (115) 


NHS, National Health Service; PSS, Personal social services; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years; VTE: Venous 
thromboembolism 


Technology  


7.2.7 Are the intervention and comparator(s) implemented in the model as per their 
marketing authorisations/CE marking and doses as stated in sections 1.3 and 
1.5? If not, how and why are there differences? What are the implications of this 
for the relevance of the evidence base to the specified decision problem? 


Apixaban was compared against the following: 


 6-month treatment duration (base case) – LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 


LMWH/dabigatran.  


 Lifelong treatment duration (base case) – LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, LMWH/dabigatran.  


 
In addition, lifelong treatment with apixaban was compared against treatment with LMWH/VKA for 
6 months followed by no treatment. 
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Aspirin was considered as a comparator in a scenario analysis for the prevention period after 
treatment with LMWH/VKA for 6 months. Scenario analyses were also conducted comparing 
apixaban against LMWH monotherapy for the 6-month and lifelong treamtment durations, as well 
as for lifelong apixaban versus LMWH monotherapy for 6 months followed by no treatment. 
 
Apixaban and other comparators are included in the model according to their UK marketing 
authorisations and doses (Section 7.5.5, Table 69). 
 
Enoxaparin is the most widely used LMWH in England and Wales for VTE treatment and was used 
as the parenteral therapy for both VKA and dabigatran in the model. The recommended dose for 
enoxaparin (1.5 mg/kg) in the UK was used in the economic evaluation. This is a lower dose than 
was used in the AMPLIFY trial (2 mg/kg). The UK dose has a lower drug acquisition and treatment 
administration cost and is therefore a conservative assumption.  
 


7.2.8 Please note that the following question refers to clinical continuation rules and not 
patient access schemes. Has a treatment continuation rule been assumed? If the 
rule is not stated in the (draft) SPC/IFU, this should be presented as a separate 
scenario by considering it as an additional treatment strategy alongside the 
base-case interventions and comparators. Consideration should be given to the 
following. 


 The costs and health consequences of factors as a result of implementing the 


continuation rule (for example, any additional monitoring required). 


 The robustness and plausibility of the endpoint on which the rule is based. 


 Whether the ‘response’ criteria defined in the rule can be reasonably 


achieved. 


 The appropriateness and robustness of the time at which response is 


measured. 


 Whether the rule can be incorporated into routine clinical practice. 


 Whether the rule is likely to predict those patients for whom the technology is 


particularly cost effective. 


 Issues with respect to withdrawal of treatment from non-responders and other 


equity considerations.  


No explicit treatment continuation rules are recommended in CG144 for VTE recurrences or 
bleeding.(8) No continuation rules are therefore considered in the model.  
 
The model considers two base case scenarios reflecting the need for anticoagulation up to 6 
months or for lifelong treatment based on clinical judgement and recommendations as in CG144 
(see Section 2.4.1). 
 
The model considers treatment discontinuation due to non-fatal IC bleeds, non-fatal non-IC bleeds, 
recurrent VTE or other reasons. 


7.3 Clinical parameters and variables 


7.3.1 Please demonstrate how the clinical data were implemented into the model.  


Risks of clinical events for patients treated with apixaban or LMWH/VKA in the first 6 months were 
derived from AMPLIFY, and for patients treated with apixaban or no treatment after this period 
from AMPLIFY-EXT.(14, 16) In the base case analysis, absolute risks derived from AMPLIFY and 
AMPLIFY-EXT were used. Risks for all efficacy endpoints were based on the ITT subjects, while all 
risks for safety endpoints (bleeding) were based on treated subjects (Section 6.5). 
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Event rates for other NOACs were based on the NMA, which carried out indirect comparisons 
between apixaban and rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran, as well as VKA and aspirin for the 
prevention period (See Section 6.7). 
 
Relative risks for efficacy and adverse events from the NMA were used in the economic model for 
comparators and were applied to the absolute event risks from the trials (Section 6.7.5). 
 


7.3.2 Demonstrate how the transition probabilities were calculated from the clinical data. If 
appropriate, provide the transition matrix, details of the transformation of clinical 
outcomes or other details here. 


The clinical event rates in the model were obtained from the apixaban clinical trials (i.e., AMPLIFY 
and AMPLIFY-EXT) and the network meta-analysis presented in Section 7.3.6.  Risks of recurrent 
VTE, major bleeding and CRNM bleeds up to six months were taken from AMPLIFY and risks of 
recurrent VTE beyond six months were taken from AMPLIFY-EXT. These risks were expressed in 
time-dependent three-month intervals and were applied directly into the three-month model cycles. 
Six-month rates for treatment discontinuation up to six months were taken from AMPLIFY, while 
twelve-month rates for treatment discontinuation, CRNM bleeds and major bleeds beyond six 
months were taken from AMPLIFY-EXT. Rates were converted into three-month risks (model cycle 
length) using the following formula where r denotes the rate and t denotes time: 
 
Risk per cycle = 1- e-(rt) 
 
Note that for six-month rates derived from AMPLIFY, t was equal to three months (model cycle 
length) divided by six months (duration of AMPLIFY trial). For twelve-month rates derived from 
AMPLIFY-EXT, t was equal to three months divided by twelve months (duration of AMPLIFY-EXT 
trial). Using the formula above, rates were converted into three-month probabilities. Table 94 in the 
appendices, Section 10.37, presents specific details on how each type of input was obtained as 
well as transformations applied. 
 
The probability of experiencing an event for treatments other than those in the apixaban clinical 
trials were calculated by multiplying the risk of event with apixaban by the relative risk of each 
respective treatment versus apixaban. Relative risks were obtained from the network meta-
analysis.  
 
All risks are time-dependent (from time-point of the index VTE) and treatment dependent. Table 95 
in Appendix 19a presents an example of the transition probabilities by cycle for a patient with index 
PE on treatment. Please note that this example does not show how patients can transition to the 
index PE health state from the index DVT health state for the purposes of simplicity.  
 


7.3.3 Is there evidence that (transition) probabilities should vary over time for the 
condition or disease? If so, has this been included in the evaluation? If there is 
evidence that this is the case, but it has not been included, provide an 
explanation of why it has been excluded. 


Risks of recurrent VTE and VTE-related death gradually decrease over time.(34, 35) This was 
captured in the model through incorporating time-dependent risks derived from secondary analysis 
of AMPLIFY for apixaban and LMWH/VKA for 6 months and AMPLIFY-EXT for apixaban and no 
treatment from 6 to 18 months.(97, 117) The relative risks for other comparators were taken from 
the NMAs 1 and 2. For apixaban, the risk of recurrent VTE and VTE-related death beyond 18 
months was derived by applying the relative risk for apixaban versus placebo from AMPLIFY-EXT, 
and for other comparators using relative risks derived from NMA 2.   
 
In the lifelong duration scenario, the risk of recurrent VTE and VTE-related death for no treatment 
after 18 months,  was derived from a prospective cohort study of 1,626 VTE patients over 10 
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years.(3) Note for the treatment duration scenario, data from AMPLIFY-EXT was not used; 
however, data were used from the prospective cohort to model the risk of recurrent VTE for 
patients not on treatment. 
 
In the model, risks of major and CRNM bleeds vary over time for the first six months, as is evident 
from secondary analysis of AMPLIFY,(97) but are time-independent after 6 months due to the 
small number of events observed in AMPLIFY-EXT. In the base case, risks of bleeding events 
were unadjusted for ageing. This was a conservative assumption given that the risk of bleeding is 
lower for apixaban compared to other comparators, and would be expected to increase with 
age,(118) thus magnifying the reduced bleeding risk with apixaban. However, bleeding risks were 
adjusted over time to take into account the increased risks with aging in a scenario analysis. 
Bleeding risks (major bleed, CRNM bleed) were increased by a factor of 1.97 per decade,(118) 
similar to adjustments made to the risks of bleeding in earlier models assessing anticoagulants in 
other indications.(39, 110, 119) The adjustments were made after a period of 18 months from the 
index event (ie., beyond the period for which trial data were available). 
 
A constant risk of CTEPH was applied in the model following a PE event and was validated by a 
clinical expert.(37, 107) The model also assumes a constant prevalence of severe PTS of 8.1% 
(95% CI: 5.8%–10.4%) amongst patients with DVT.(31) This assumption is a simplified approach 
similar to that used in the rivaroxaban model, based on the cumulative risk and is likely to 
underestimate the risk in the first 5 years but overestimate it thereafter. 
 


7.3.4 Were intermediate outcome measures linked to final outcomes (for example, was a 
change in a surrogate outcome linked to a final clinical outcome)? If so, how was 
this relationship estimated, what sources of evidence were used, and what other 
evidence is there to support it? 


Intermediate outcome measures were not used in the model. 
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7.3.5 If clinical experts assessed the applicability of values available or estimated any 
values, please provide the following details3: 


 the criteria for selecting the experts 


 the number of experts approached 


 the number of experts who participated 


 declaration of potential conflict(s) of interest from each expert or medical 


specialist whose opinion was sought 


 the background information provided and its consistency with the totality of 


the evidence provided in the submission 


 the method used to collect the opinions 


 the medium used to collect opinions (for example, was information gathered 


by direct interview, telephone interview or self-administered questionnaire?)  


 the questions asked 


 whether iteration was used in the collation of opinions and if so, how it was 


used (for example, the Delphi technique).  


Expert opinion was sought to inform and validate assumptions and to gain feedback on the clinical 
validity of the structure of the model. An advisory board was held with three medical experts (a 
haematologist, a cardiologist and a GP) and three health economists to reach a consensus on 
inputs and assumptions used in the model.(9) All experts received honoraria to attend the advisory 
board. Criteria for selecting clinical experts included being a practising clinician in the disease area 
and being familiar with HTA methods, including NMAs and economic modelling. 
 
Expert opinion was also sought from a consultant in vascular medicine during the development of 
the NMA and economic model in the form of telephone and direct interviews.(107) 
 
The clinical experts agreed that the model structure had clinical validity and was appropriate and 
generalisable to VTE. 
 


Summary of selected values 


7.3.6 Please provide a list of all variables included in the cost-effectiveness analysis, 
detailing the values used, range (distribution) and source. Provide cross-
references to other parts of the submission. Please present in a table, as 
suggested below. 


Index PE and DVT 


In the base case analysis, the risks of recurrent VTE and bleeding events were the same for both 
PE and DVT health states, as the AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT trials showed no significant 
differences between the two subgroups.(14, 16) This allowed effects from the whole population to 
be included in the study, and increased the power of the analysis. Scenario analyses varying the 
risks of recurrent VTE and bleeding events were performed (see Section 7.6.1). The PE and DVT 
health states are compared in Table 56. 
 


                                            
 
3
 Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing submissions to 


the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory 
Committee. 
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Table 56: Comparison of health states relating to PE and DVT (base case) 


Category Index PE and Recurrent PE Index DVT and Recurrent DVT 


VTE  At risk of recurrent VTE (either DVT or PE)
* 


Bleeds  At risk of bleeds 


CTEPH  At risk of CTEPH No risk of CTEPH 


PTS  No risk of PTS (excluding those with a 


recurrent DVT post-PE) 


At risk of PTS  


Category Recurrent PE Recurrent DVT 


Mortality  Long-term effect of PE on mortality 


applied using increased hazard ratios for 


death, excluding mortality due to the 


modelled events 


Long-term effect of DVT on mortality 


applied using increased hazard ratios 


for death, excluding mortality due to 


the modelled events 


Quality of life  PE-associated utility DVT-associated utility 


Resource use (costs)  Treatment, monitoring, and routine care 


costs associated with PE 


Treatment, monitoring, and routine 


care costs associated with DVT 


*
Index VTE events are divided into DVT or PE. Patients experiencing DVT or PE are tracked separately after 
the event. 


CTEPH: Chronic Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension; DVT: Deep Vein Thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary 
Embolism; PTS: Post-Thrombotic Syndrome; VTE: Venous Thromboembolism 


 
Recurrent VTE and VTE-related death 


Different risks of recurrent VTE and VTE-related death were applied to the model for the first 6 
months of treatment and treatment beyond 6 months (Table 57). The risks of these events were 
calculated by partitioning the risk of the composite recurrent VTE and VTE-related death endpoint 
according to the distribution of the individual events. In the base case analysis, these risks were 
derived from the apixaban and LMWH/VKA arms in AMPLIFY for the first 6 months of treatment, 
and from the apixaban and placebo arms in AMPLIFY-EXT for treatment beyond 6 months. 
Baseline risks of recurrent VTE for other comparators in the model were derived by applying 
relative risks (RRs) (ie., vs. apixaban) obtained from the NMA, as displayed in Table 58. 
  
Table 57: Absolute risk of recurrent VTE and VTE-related death 


6-month treatment duration Apixaban LMWH/VKA 


0–3 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


3–6 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY data.(97)  


Lifelong treatment duration Apixaban Placebo 


6–9 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


9–12 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


12–15 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
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15–18 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '  


Time-dependent risks were computed using the ITT principle. 


LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist  


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY-EXT data.(117)  


 
Table 58: Relative risks of recurrent VTE or VTE-related death based on the NMA 


 6-month treatment duration Lifelong treatment duration 


 RR vs. apixaban 95% CI RR vs. apixaban 95% CI 


LMWH/VKA ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Rivaroxaban 1.08
†
 0.69-1.69


†
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


LMWH/dabigatran 1.31
†
 0.79-2.16


†
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


No treatment* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Aspirin* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


CI: Confidence Interval; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; RR: Relative Risk; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist  


*6-month relative risk used only for second-line treatment 


Source:  


a) NMA for treatment period (Section 6.7.5). The treatment network NMA was assumed to be generalisable to the 
6 month timepoint, as most trials reported results at 6 months. Only the rivaroxaban EINSTEIN trials reported 
results for patients who had received 3, 6 or 12 months treatment. 


b) NMA for prevention period (Section 6.7.5). The prevention network NMA was assumed to be generalisable to 
the lifelong treatment duration. 


†Cohen et al. 2014 {Cohen, Presented at European Society of Cardiology Congress 2014`, 2nd September`, 
presentation no. 6037 #687} 


 


Distribution of recurrent VTE events (base case) 


In the base case analysis, it was assumed that the distribution of patients across recurrent VTEs 
and VTE-related death was equal for the different treatments, based on insufficient evidence to 
demonstrate differences between treatments and consistency with previous models.(18, 19) Expert 
opinion was that there was no reason to believe the distributions of recurrent VTE would be 
different as a result of using a different anticoagulant.(9, 107) Scenario analyses were carried out 
to evaluate differing treatment effects on the distribution of recurrent VTE events. The distribution 
of recurrent VTEs and VTE-related death was based on pooled estimates from the apixaban and 
LMWH/VKA arms of AMPLIFY for the first 6 months of treatment and pooled estimates from the 
apixaban and placebo arms of AMPLIFY-EXT for treatment beyond 6 months (Table 59). The 
estimates from an earlier systematic review of RCTs were not used due to the lack of validity in the 
attribution of cause of death in some of the studies included in this NMA.(120) This is consistent 
with the approach followed in the rivaroxaban DVT model (TA261).(18) 
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Table 59: Distribution of recurrent PE, recurrent DVT and VTE-related death 


 VTE-related death Non-fatal recurrent PE Non-fatal recurrent DVT 


 N % N % N % 


0–6 months
a
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  '''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  '''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


>6 months
b
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  '''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


DVT: Deep Vein Thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary Embolism; VTE: Venous Thromboembolism 


Source:  


a) Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY data (pooled apixaban and LMWH/VKA).(97) 
b) Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY-EXT data.(117) 


 
Major bleeding 


Risks for major bleeds were specific to each anticoagulant treatment. The risks of major bleeding 
were time-dependent for the first 6 months within the analysis, but were not time-dependent for the 
prevention period in the model due to the small number of events observed. Baseline risks for 
apixaban and LMWH/VKA for the first 6 months of treatment were derived from AMPLIFY, and 
from AMPLIFY-EXT for apixaban and placebo (no treatment) beyond 6 months (Table 60).  
 
Table 60: Event rates of major bleeding 


6-month treatment duration Apixaban  LMWH/VKA 


Event rate (95% CI)   


0–3 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


3–6 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY data.(97) 


Lifelong treatment duration Apixaban Placebo 


>6 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Time-dependent risks were computed using the safety population, including data from patients during study treatment 
(time from the administration of the first dose until 48 hours after the last dose was administered) 


CI: Confidence Interval; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY-EXT data.(117)  


 
Baseline risks of major bleeding for other comparators in the model were derived by applying RRs 
(vs. apixaban) obtained from the NMA as displayed in Table 61. 
 
Table 61: Relative risks of major bleeding as based on the NMA* 


 6-month treatment duration
a
 Lifelong treatment duration


b
 


 RR vs. apixaban (95% CI) RR vs. apixaban (95% CI) 


LMWH/VKA ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Rivaroxaban 1.83
† 


0.92-3.76
†
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


LMWH/dabigatran 2.51
†
 1.23-5.34


†
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


No treatment* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
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Aspirin* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


CI: Confidence Interval; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; RR: Relative Risk; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 


*6-month relative risk used only for second-line treatment 


Source:  


a) NMA for treatment period (Section 6.7.5). The treatment network NMA was assumed to be generalisable to the 
6 month timepoint, as most trials reported results at 6 months. Only the rivaroxaban EINSTEIN trials reported 
results for patients who had received 3, 6 or 12 months treatment. 


b) NMA for prevention period (Section 6.7.5). The prevention network NMA was assumed to be generalisable to 
the lifelong treatment duration. 


†Cohen et al. 2014 {Cohen, Presented at European Society of Cardiology Congress 2014`, 2nd September`, 
presentation no. 6037 #687} 


 


Nature of major bleeding events 


In the base case analysis, the case-fatality rate associated with major bleeding events and the 
nature of non-fatal events (IC or non-IC) was assumed to be independent of treatment and based 
on a pooled analysis of randomised trials of patients who received anticoagulant therapy for a 
minimum of 6 months.(121) This study was used due to the small number of events observed in 
each trial (hence AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT could not be used alone), and on expert advice that 
the nature of the major bleed event was not expected to vary by treatment.(9, 107)  
 
In the base case analysis it was assumed that 13.46% (118/877) of major bleeds would be fatal 
and, of the remaining non-fatal bleeds, 13.97% (106/759) would be IC bleeds.(121) The proportion 
of non-IC major bleeds was calculated as the remainder of non-fatal major bleeds that were not IC 
bleeds. 
 


CRNM bleeding 


The risks for CRNM bleeds were specific to each anticoagulant treatment and were time-
dependent for the first 6 months of the model. Table 62 describes these time-dependent risks for 
apixaban and LMWH/VKA used for the first 6 months of treatment and the risks for apixaban and 
placebo used beyond the first 6 months of treatment; these latter risks were not time-dependent 
due to the small number of events observed.  
 
Table 62: Absolute risk of CRNM bleeding 


6-month treatment duration Apixaban  LMWH/VKA 


0–3 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


3–6 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Time-dependent risks were computed using a modified ITT population, including data from patients during 
study treatment (time from the administration of the first dose until 48 hours after the last dose was 
administered) 


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY data.(97) 


Lifelong treatment duration Apixaban Placebo 


>6 months ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
 


LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY-EXT data.(117) 
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Baseline risks of CRNM bleeding for other comparators in the model were derived by applying RRs 
(ie., vs. apixaban) obtained from the NMA as displayed in Table 63. 
  
Table 63: Relative risks of CRNM bleeding based on the NMA 


 6-month treatment duration
a
 Lifelong treatment duration


b
 


 RR (95% CI) RR  (95% CI) 


LMWH/VKA ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Rivaroxaban 2.12
† 


1.62-2.80
†
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


LMWH/dabigatran 1.25
†
 0.89-1.75


†
 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


No treatment* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Aspirin* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


CI: Confidence Interval; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; RR: Relative Risk; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 


*6-month relative risk used only for second-line treatment 


Source:  


a) NMA for treatment period (Section 6.7.5). The treatment network NMA was assumed to be generalisable to the 
6 month timepoint, as most trials reported results at 6 months. Only the rivaroxaban EINSTEIN trials reported 
results for patients who had received 3, 6 or 12 months treatment. 


b) NMA for prevention period (Section 6.7.5). The prevention network NMA was assumed to be generalisable to 
the lifelong treatment duration. 


†Cohen et al. 2014 {Cohen, Presented at European Society of Cardiology Congress 2014`, 2nd September`, 
presentation no. 6037 #687} 


 
CTEPH  


The risk of CTEPH was assumed to be equal across treatments as no evidence was otherwise 
identified, with any differences among treatments produced by the model arising from different 
numbers of patients experiencing PE or changes in life expectancy (and thus the duration for which 
patients are at risk of CTEPH). The rate of CTEPH amongst patients with PE was 1.25% (95% CI 
0.03% to 2.46%) expressed over a period of 2.1 years, as obtained from a prospective study that 
followed up 320 patients with PE.(33) The same source was identified by a systematic review 
carried out in the NICE rivaroxaban submissions.(18, 19)  
 
The per-cycle probability of CTEPH was calculated as follows: 
 
Risk of CTEPH =1-(1-Rate of CTEPH within 2.1 years (1.25%))*(number of years in cycle (0.25) / (2.1 years))=0.1496% 


 


Severe PTS  


For patients starting in the DVT health states or in the PE health states having experienced a DVT, 
a constant risk of developing severe PTS was applied as obtained from a prospective study, 
identified in a systematic review carried out in the NICE rivaroxaban submissions.(18, 19, 31) 
Similarly to CTEPH, the risk of PTS was the same for all treatments as there is no evidence to 
assume otherwise, and any differences among treatments from the model resulted from different 
numbers of patients experiencing DVT events in the PE health states or from changes in life 
expectancy that would alter the exposure to the risk of PTS. 
 
It has been reported that the incidence of PTS varies over time, with the source study reporting 
that the cumulative incidence of PTS was 2.7% after 1 year and 8.1% after 5 years in 528 
patients.(31) However, given the limitations of using a Markov structure, the model assumed a 
constant prevalence of severe PTS of 8.1% (95% CI: 5.8%–10.4%) amongst patients with DVT. 
This figure is applied to the number of patients who are alive and who are in the index DVT health 
state and to those patients in the index PE health state who have had a recurrent DVT or have 
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transitioned from the index DVT health state due to recurrent PE. In order to calculate the 
proportion of patients in the PE health state who would be exposed to the risk of PTS the sum of 
recurrent PE events within the DVT health state (ie. those who transitioned from the DVT health 
state) plus the sum of recurrent DVT events within the PE health state is multiplied by the 
proportion of patients alive. This approach is subject to double-counting, potentially overestimating 
the number of patients with PTS as patients could have multiple DVT recurrences. This 
assumption was used as the Markov structure did not allow for tracking and was considered to be 
unfavourable to treatments with longer life-expectancy and higher risk of recurrence. 
 
 


Treatment discontinuation  


Treatment discontinuation after bleeding events 


After the occurrence of a CRNM bleed, all patients interrupted treatment for 2 days, while after 
occurrence of an IC bleed, all patients discontinued treatment permanently. This assumption was 
based on expert opinion and previous NICE submission.(9, 18, 19, 107) 
 
On the occurrence of a non-IC major bleed, '''''''''''''''''''' of patients discontinued treatment 
permanently whilst the remainder interrupted treatment for a duration of 14 days. The proportion 
discontinuing was based upon AMPLIFY secondary analysis of pooled discontinuation due to non-
IC major bleeds for apixaban and VKA.(97) The duration of interruption was informed by clinical 
experts.(9, 107)  
 
“Post-CTEPH” and “Post-IC” bleed health states 


“Post-CTEPH” and “post-IC” bleed health states were semi-absorbing states, with patients entering 
these states only able to transition to the death state. The choice to model these health states as 
semi-absorbing was based on the fact that these conditions are considered to be more severe than 
the VTE health states with respect to mortality, costs, and disutilities.(11, 18, 19, 41, 122, 123) 
Patients in these states were assigned expected costs, utility, and survival associated with patients 
with a history of these diseases/events.These values implicitly accounted for future health 
problems, so no further events (other than death) were recorded for these patients. Increased 
mortality in these health states was implemented by applying a constant (time-independent) HR to 
mortality.  
 
Other treatment discontinuation 


In the base case, the event rate for treatment discontinuation unrelated to the modelled events was 
obtained from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT for apixaban and LMWH/VKA (Table 64). 
Discontinuation unrelated to modelled events was not reported in detail in the other trials for the 
other comparators, therefore the treatment effect on overall treatment discontinuation from the 
NMA was used for these comparators (Table 65). As there were no significant differences between 
the rates for the different treatments, the risk of discontinuation unrelated to modelled events was 
set equal to apixaban for all treatments in a sensitivity analysis. A further sensitivity analysis was 
performed where the risk of ‘other’ treatment discontinuation was set to zero for all treatments (see 
Section 7.6.1). 
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Table 64: Event rates of other treatment discontinuation 


6-month treatment 
duration 


Apixaban LMWH/VKA RR (95% CI) 


0–6 months event rate 


(95% CI) 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY data.(97)   


Lifelong treatment 
duration 


Apixaban 


>6 months event rate 


(95% CI) 
''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CI: Confidence Interval; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


Source: Secondary analysis of AMPLIFY-EXT data.(117)  


 


Baseline risks of other treatment discontinuation for other comparators in the model were derived 
by applying RRs (vs. apixaban) obtained from the NMA for all-cause discontinuation as shown in 
Table 65.  
 
Table 65: Relative risks of overall treatment discontinuation from the NMA 


 6-month treatment duration
a
 Lifelong treatment duration


b
 


 RR 95% CI RR  95% CI 


LMWH/VKA ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Rivaroxaban ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


LMWH/Dabigatran ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


Aspirin* ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


CI, Confidence interval, LMWH, Low molecular weight heparin, NMA, Network meta-analysis, RR, Relative risk, VKA, 
Vitamin K antagonist 


*6-month relative risk used only for second-line treatment 


Source:  


a) Network meta-analysis of acute studies (Section 6.7.5) 
b) Network meta-analysis of extended studies (Section 6.7.5) 


 
 


Risk of recurrent VTE post treatment discontinuation 


Risks of recurrent VTE events for patients in the “no treatment” health states were based on real-
world data and were time-dependent.(31)  
 
For the lifelong treatment duration, the risk of recurrent VTE used in patients discontinuing for the 
period of 6–18 months was based on the placebo arm from AMPLIFY-EXT to enable a fair 
comparison between the treatment arms evaluated in the model (see Table 57).  
 
The risks beyond the end of AMPLIFY-EXT or in the treatment duration scenario beyond the end of 
AMPLIFY were based on a prospective cohort study,(31) identified as the most appropriate source 
in systematic reviews conducted in the NICE rivaroxaban submissions,(18, 19) following 1,626 
VTE patients over 10 years after treatment cessation.(3) The study reported the cumulative 
incidence of recurrent VTE as 11.0% (95% CI, 9.5–12.5) after 1 year, 19.6% (17.5–21.7) after 3 
years, 29.1% (26.3–31.9) after 5 years, and 39.9% (35.4–44.4) after 10 years.(3)  
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The absolute difference between the cumulative incidences at each time point was used to 
calculate a per-cycle probability of the risk of recurrent VTE after treatment discontinuation for each 
time point in the model. Please see Appendix 19, Section 10.37, for information on how these 
calculations were performed. 
  
Risk of bleeding events post treatment discontinuation 


Risks of bleeding events for patients in the “no treatment” health states were based on the placebo 
arm of AMPLIFY-EXT (see Table 60), due to the absence of long-term real-world studies to inform 
bleeding risks on untreated patients with prior VTE. In one sensitivity analysis, the risk of major 
bleeding for “no treatment” and apixaban was set equal. In another sensitivity analysis, the risks of 
major bleeds were adjusted over time to reflect an increase in risk due to ageing (see Section 7.6.1 
below).(118)  
 
Other deaths 


In the model, “other deaths” represented deaths from causes unrelated to VTE recurrences, VTE 
complications, or bleeding. In the base case analyses, other deaths were modelled as age- and 
sex-dependent background general mortality rates based on data from the Office of National 
Statistics (ONS) 2010-2012.(124) The background mortality rates were adjusted by a hazard ratio 
to reflect excess mortality associated with patients diagnosed with VTE. The hazard ratio was 
derived by adjusting survival rates from a study of VTE patients by Flinterman et al. (125) to 
exclude death due to VTE or bleeding events and comparing these with a control population from 
the same study, representing general population survival. The resulting estimated hazard ratio was 
4.41 (3.63–5.36). Mortality due to VTE and bleeding events were excluded to avoid double-
counting since this was considered explicitly in the model. In the base case analysis, the risk of 
other death was assumed to be equal across treatments, consistent with earlier models and based 
on advice from clinical experts who suggested that mortality benefits observed from anticoagulant 
treatment would be a result of reducing recurrent VTE or bleeding events.(9, 18, 19, 41, 107, 126)  
In a scenario analysis, different risks associated with other mortality were tested (Section 7.7.9). 
 
Excess Mortality in Patients Experiencing IC bleeds and CTEPH 


Patients entering the non-fatal IC bleed and CTEPH semi-absorbing health states were modelled 
as having a higher risk of mortality. Excess mortality in patients in these states was expressed as 
the excess mortality relative to patients with VTE who did not experience any events. For patients 
experiencing an IC bleed, an HR of 2.6 (2.2–3.0) was used. This estimate was based on the 
observed excess mortality in patients with VTE receiving conventional anticoagulation who had 
experienced a major bleed versus patients with VTE who had not bled at a 3-month follow-up of 
patients in the large RIETE registry (n=29,903), a multicentre registry of patients with VTE.(112) 
This estimate excludes initial fatal events from the cohort of patients who had bled and was 
adjusted for baseline characteristics. .  
 
For patients with CTEPH, an HR for mortality of 1.3 (0.98–1.73) was assumed, in relation to 
patients with PE who had not experienced any events and who had a median follow-up of 3.8 
years.(113) This estimate was calculated for patients with chronic pulmonary disease from a large 
retrospective analysis of 1023 patients with PE who were followed up for 3.8 years and was 
preferred to the constant probability of mortality approach which was assumed in earlier 
models.(18, 19) If  a constant risk of mortality equivalent to 9.5% annually had been assumed as in 
earlier models,(127) this would suggest that, after the age of 72, patients would benefit from being 
in the CTEPH state, as they would have a lower mortality than the overall VTE population at that 
age (estimated by applying the HR of VTE to general population UK life-tables).  
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7.3.7 Are costs and clinical outcomes extrapolated beyond the trial follow-up period(s)? If 
so, what are the assumptions that underpin this extrapolation and how are they 
justified? In particular, what assumption was used about the longer term 
difference in effectiveness between the intervention and its comparator? For the 
extrapolation of clinical outcomes, please present graphs of any curve fittings to 
Kaplan–Meier plots.  


Time-dependent relative risks of recurrent VTE events for apixaban and no treatment in the model 
were available from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT up to 18 months. Beyond this point a constant 
risk was applied for the remainder of the model time horizon, based on a large prospective cohort 
study by Prandoni et al. which followed 1,626 VTE patients over 10 years.(3) The relative risk of 
apixaban versus placebo from AMPLIFY-EXT and versus other comparators from the NMA were 
applied to this risk to derive the risk of recurrent VTE beyond 18 months. The relative effect 
observed from AMPLIFY-EXT and the NMA were assumed to continue in the model, on the basis 
that there were no long-term data to suggest otherwise.  Relative risks and event rates derived 
from AMPLIFY-EXT for major bleeding, CRNM bleeding and other treatment discontinuation were 
applied as constant rates from 6 months until the end of the model time horizon, on the assumption 
that the number of events occurring beyond 6 months would be small, based on the available 
clinical trial data.(16, 54, 55, 75, 76, 78-82) 
 


7.3.8 Provide a list of all assumptions in the de novo economic model and a justification 
for each assumption. 


A summary of the assumptions made in the economic analysis is presented in Table 66. 
 
Table 66: Assumptions in the economic analysis 


Assumption Rationale 


As a result of the Markovian assumption, we did 


not track or model any further VTE recurrences 


after IC bleeds, nor did we account for an 


increased risk of additional recurrent VTEs once 


patients experienced a recurrent event. 


These assumptions are likely to be unfavourable to apixaban given 


the reductions observed in recurrent VTE events seen with 


apixaban treatment. Had we modelled additional exposure to the 


risk of a recurrent VTE after an IC bleed and/or an increased risk of 


recurrent VTE following a first recurrence, this would result in a 


larger reduction in events for patients treated with apixaban and 


more favourable results, given the relative bleeding effect for 


apixaban when compared to other therapies. 


We did not account for permanent treatment 


changes following a recurrent VTE. We also 


assumed that mortality due to causes unrelated 


with VTE were independent of treatment. 


This assumption was necessary due to the Markovian assumption 


which restricts the ability to track a patient’s history following a 


recurrent VTE event. There is evidence to suggest patients who 


experience a recurrent VTE would remain on treatment for their 


remaining lifetime.(128, 129)  


In our analysis, we assumed that the nature of 


recurrent VTEs (the distribution among non-fatal 


PE, non-fatal DVT, and VTE-related death) and 


major bleeding events (case-fatality of major 


bleeds as well as the proportion of non-fatal 


bleeds that were intracranial) were independent of 


treatment. 


This assumption is similar to that used in earlier models (108, 125, 


130, 131) and is appropriate given that the trials were not 


sufficiently powered to determine differences in the individual end-


points.(14, 16) This assumption was tested in a scenario analysis 


(Section 7.6.1). 
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Assumption Rationale 


The distribution of recurrent VTE events was 


obtained from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT by 


pooling the two arms included in each trial 


This is consistent with the approach used in earlier models,(11, 18, 


19, 41, 125, 131) and whilst the distribution of recurrent events 


could have been informed by an earlier meta-analysis,(120) use of 


data from AMPLIFY was considered to be more suitable and 


reflective of the population due to lack of validity in the attribution of 


cause of death in some of the studies included in the meta-analysis. 


This was also supported by clinical experts.(9, 107) This 


assumption was tested in a scenario analysis using data from the 


NMA (Section 7.6.1). 


The distribution of recurrent VTE events was 


assumed to be constant in the acute period and 


constant in the extended period based on the 


observed data. 


This approach is similar to that utilized in earlier models.(18, 19) 


Though the distribution of recurrent VTE events may vary over time, 


the trial data were not sufficiently powered to detect such 


differences. In addition, the earlier meta-analyses published by 


Carrier et al. suggested negligible differences in the distribution of 


recurrent events between patients treated for 3 or 6 months.(120)  


For the nature of major bleeding events, data from 


the literature was used, although an inherent 


limitation is that the source used is not specific to 


a VTE population.  


AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT were not used due to the fact that the 


number of events observed was small. Furthermore, the source 


study found that the indication for oral anticoagulant therapy had a 


limited influence on the proportion of major bleeds that are 


intracranial or fatal; this finding was backed up by clinical opinion.(9, 


107, 121) However alternative estimates for the proportion of fatal 


and non-intracranial bleeding events based on the VTE population 


were tested in scenario analysis. 


It was assumed that the risk of bleeding did not 


increase due to ageing. 


This was a conservative assumption that favours the other 


comparators over apixaban, due to the lower risk of bleeding 


associated with apixaban. This assumption was tested in a scenario 


analysis by including an adjustment factor for ageing. 


The risk of treatment discontinuation beyond that 


attributed to VTE and bleeding events (“other” 


treatment discontinuation) was assumed to 


remain constant over time. 


This was consistent with the previous rivaroxaban submissions.(18, 
19) To test the impact of this assumption the risk of treatment 
discontinuation was set to 0 in scenario analysis.  
 


 


Overall treatment discontinuation was used as a 


proxy for “other” treatment discontinuation for 


comparators, potentially resulting in double-


counting 


This was due to the lack of head-to-head data for comparators for 


this outcome. This was tested in scenario analysis by setting the 


risk of other treatment discontinuation to be equal for al treatments 


Utilities were derived from a number of different 


sources, and some values may not be specific to 


a UK population. 


This was a result of insufficient data in the published literature. 


Alternative utility estimates derived from a standard gamble were 


tested in scenario analysis 


We assumed the same utility decrement would 


apply to patients treated with NOACs as that 


observed in patients treated with aspirin. 


A conservative assumption was made in the absence of relevant 
evidence that NOACs are associated with a small utility decrement 
equivalent to that reported for aspirin (132). This approach was 
taken in the previous submission to NICE for apixaban for non-
valvular atrial fibrillation(133), but was not taken in the previous 
rivaroxaban NICE submissions for DVT and PE.(18, 19)  A scenario 
was examined where no disutility was applied for all treatments.  


It was assumed that the cost of LMWH for the 


LMWH/VKA and LMWH/dabigatran arms would 


be equivalent to the recommended UK 


enoxaparin dose of 1.5 mg/kg, whereas in 


AMPLIFY a dose of 2 mg/kg was used. 


The UK dose has a lower drug acquisition and treatment 


administration cost and is therefore a conservative assumption. A 


weighted average of LMWH treatment costs was used in a 


sensitivity analysis based on market share data. 
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Assumption Rationale 


We assumed the continuation of relative 


treatment effects from the NMA past the trial 


endpoints. 


This assumption was made on the basis that there is a lack of long-


term evidence beyond the trial endpoints to model these effects. 


INR monitoring visits were assumed to be 


undertaken in primary care in 66.45% of cases, 


with the remainder (33.55%) undertaken in 


secondary care This distribution was tested in 


scenario analysis by setting monitoring to 100% 


for each setting. 


Based on a national survey that included 78 Primary Care Trusts 


(PCTs) in England, three local health boards in Wales, and health 


board in Scotland, and validated by clinical experts as being 


reasonable.(9, 18, 19) 


It was assumed that 50% of the first INR 


monitoring visits conducted in primary care were 


delivered by a GP with the remainder delivered by 


a nurse. 


This was similar to assumptions used in earlier NICE 


submissions.(18, 19) 


It was assumed that 6 monitoring visits would be 


required in the first 3 months followed by 3 visits 


every 3 months.(134)  


This is a more conservative rate than that used in the previous 


rivaroxaban NICE technology appraisals, where patients were 


assumed to require 9 visits in the first three months followed by 5 


visits every 3 months.(18, 19) 


DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; IC: Intracranial; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; NMA: Network meta-analysis; 


NOAC: Novel oral anticoagulant; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 


 


7.4 Measurement and valuation of health effects 


Patient experience  


7.4.1 Please outline the aspects of the condition that most affect patients’ quality of life.  


The aspects of the condition deemed most likely to affect the patient are as follows: 


 The occurrence of VTE has been shown to have a negative impact on the quality of life of 
patients across physical, social and psychological domains.(135, 136) In particular, PE is 
considered to have a greater impact on quality of life than DVT.(137)  


 Long-term morbidity can arise due to the development of CTEPH after a PE.(111) 


 Similarly, the occurrence of PTS is a significant determinant of quality of life in DVT 
patients.(138) 
 


7.4.2 Please describe how a patient’s HRQL is likely to change over the course of the 
condition. 


On the occurrence of a PE or DVT, patients would experience a decrease in HRQL, expected to 
last for 30 days as symptoms of the event are commonly resolved within a period of less than 2 
months.(139)  
 
In addition to utility decrements associated with the index VTE event itself, a small treatment 
dependent decrease in HRQL for VKA, aspirin or NOACs would also be expected due to reasons 
such as the inconvenience of taking medication.(39) This would persist for the duration of 
treatment.(132)  
 
Finally, the occurrence of adverse events such as CTEPH, PTS, or bleeding as a result of 
anticoagulation would also be expected to adversely affect a patient’s HRQL. Non-IC major bleeds 
and CRNM bleeds would cause a temporary reduction in HRQL,(9, 110) as they are not associated 
with long-term consequences, whereas the adverse effects of PTS, CTEPH, and IC major bleeds 
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are expected to last for the remainder of a patient’s lifetime due to the severity of these 
events.(111, 138, 140) 
 


HRQL data derived from clinical trials  


7.4.3 If HRQL data were collected in the clinical trials identified in section 6 (Clinical 
evidence), please comment on whether the HRQL data are consistent with the 
reference case. The following are suggested elements for consideration, but the 
list is not exhaustive. 


 Method of elicitation. 


 Method of valuation. 


 Point when measurements were made. 


 Consistency with reference case. 


 Appropriateness for cost-effectiveness analysis. 


 Results with confidence intervals. 


No HRQL data were collected in the clinical trials. 
 


Mapping  


7.4.4 If mapping was used to transform any of the utilities or quality-of-life data in clinical 
trials, please provide the following information. 


 Which tool was mapped from and onto what other tool? For example, SF-36 to 


EQ-5D.  


 Details of the methodology used. 


 Details of validation of the mapping technique. 


No mapping was conducted. 
 


HRQL studies  


7.4.5 Please provide a systematic search of HRQL data. Consider published and 
unpublished studies, including any original research commissioned for this 
technology. Provide the rationale for terms used in the search strategy and any 
inclusion and exclusion criteria used. The search strategy used should be 
provided in appendix 16.  


An update was carried out to the existing systematic review conducted for the rivaroxaban NICE 
submission to identify potentially relevant studies reporting utilities.(11) Full details of the 
methodology used to update the rivaroxaban systematic review are provided in Appendix 16, 
Section 10.35.  
 
The exisiting systematic review for HRQL studies used in the rivaroxaban appraisal was conducted 
on 1st May 2012 and the update was conducted on the 15th July 2014. 
 
The following databases were searched  1st May 2012 to 15th July 2014: 


 MEDLINE (Ovid) 


 MEDLINE In-Process Citations and Daly Update (Ovid) 


 EMBASE (Ovid) 


 EconLit (EBSCO) 
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 Cochrane Library (incorporating the NHS Economic Evaluations Database (NHS EED), and 
the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) database) 


 
In order to retrieve further literature not identified through the electronic database search, reference 
lists of included papers were scanned and searches for grey literature, completed and on-going 
studies were also carried out. A separate search for conferences was not carried out because the 
pre-specified conferences were identified through the electronic database search. Furthernore, the 
NICE website was searched for manufacturer and Evidence Review Group (ERG) economic 
models for potentially relevant literature.  
 
The inclusion and exclusion criteria used to identify relevant articles in the review update are 
summarised in Table 88 in the appendices Section 10.35.6. These are the same eligibility criteria 
applied in the existing rivaroxaban systematic review for the NICE submission 
 
The existing rivaroxaban systematic conducted by Bayer identified 7 studies reporting relevant 
utility values. Full details of the 7 studies included in the existing rivaroxaban systematic review are 
presented in Table 89 in Appendix 16, Section 10.35. 
 
The electronic database search identified 951 articles, while grey literature searching yielded 4 
additional potentially relevant articles (Figure 27). Following deduplication and date restriction (1st 
May 2012 to 15th July 2014), 696 articles were screened based on title ± abstract.  
 
On the reapplication of the inclusion criteria, 564 title ± abstracts were excluded. Therefore 132 full 
text papers were further screened for inclusion, of which 114 were excluded. Therefore, 18 studies 
were included in the updated systematic review. The list of all included studies is presented in 
Table 90 in the Appendices, Section 10.35. 
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Figure 27: PRISMA flow diagram of number of journal articles identified and included at each stage of 
the Health Utilities Review Update 
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7.4.6 Provide details of the studies in which HRQL is measured. Include the following, but 
note that the list is not exhaustive.  


 Population in which health effects were measured.  


 Information on recruitment.  


 Interventions and comparators. 


 Sample size. 


 Response rates.  


 Description of health states. 


 Adverse events. 


 Appropriateness of health states given condition and treatment pathway. 


 Method of elicitation. 


 Method of valuation. 


 Mapping. 


 Uncertainty around values. 


 Consistency with reference case. 


 Appropriateness for cost-effectiveness analysis. 


 Results with confidence intervals. 


 Appropriateness of the study for cost-effectiveness analysis. 


Details of the 7 utility studies identified by the existing rivaroxaban systematic review performed by 
Bayer are presented in Table 89 in Appendix 16, Section 10.35. The EQ-5D, SG, and TTO were 
used to elicit utility values in 2 studies each, whereas the CAMPHOR scores and utility index was 
used in 1 study. 


 


Among the 18 studies assessing health utilities identified in the updated systematic review , a range 
of elicitation methods were used. Utilities were derived using the EuroQol 5 Dimension (EQ-5D) in 6 
studies, the Standard Gamble (SG) in 6 studies, the Time Trade-Off (TTO) in 5 studies and the 
Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) in 3 study. The two NICE rivaroxaban appraisals identified reported 
utilities derived using all four methods of elicitation described above and the method of elicitation was 
not reported in 3 studies. Table 90 in the Appendix 16, Section 10.35. provides a summary of the 
studies reporting utilities identified by the updated systematic review.  
 
Of the additional 6 studies that reported EQ-5D utility values, the preferred method in the NICE 
reference case, 


- 4 reported utilities derived from Norwegian populations.(141-144) Three of these reported 
from the CaVenT RCT, but did not provide utilities relevant to the model health states. The 
other study was a small case control study (N=208 PE cases, 114 matched controls), but was 
only available in abstract form and so the quality of the study, methods and relevance to the 
population with PE in the model were unclear.  


- 1 was a multi-national study by Ghofrani et al. (26 countries) and reported on CTEPH; this 
was used in the economic model for the CTEPH health state. (111) 


- 1 was a secondary source (108) that reported on a post-IC bleed utility of 0.69, which was 
extracted from a study of stroke patients by Xie et al.(145) The study used EQ-5D United 
States preference based weights.   
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7.4.7  Please highlight any key differences between the values derived from the literature 
search and those reported in or mapped from the clinical trials. 


No HRQL data were collected in any of the included clinical trials. 
 


Adverse events 


7.4.8 Please describe how adverse events have an impact on HRQL. 


Bleeding events are the main adverse events related to anticoagulation. Three types of bleeding 
events were considered in the model: major IC bleed, major non-IC bleed and CRNM bleed. On the 
occurrence of fatal major bleeds, patients transitioned to the “Death” health state and were assigned 
a utility of 0. Patients experiencing a non-fatal IC bleed were assigned an updated utility value for a 
period of 91 days.(137, 140) On the occurrence of a non-fatal non-IC major bleed or a CRNM bleed, 
utility decrements were applied additively to the baseline utility for durations specific to each event. 
All patients experiencing CRNM bleeds experienced a disutility for 2 days,(110) (146) and patients 
with a non-IC major bleed were assigned a utility decrement for 30 days.(9, 137) 
 
Patients were also at risk of developing CTEPH or PTS. Patients who died as a result of CTEPH 
transitioned to the “Death” health state and were assigned a utility of 0. Those who survived were 
assigned an updated utility value for their remaining lifetime.(111) Patients developing PTS were 
assigned an associated utility decrement throughout the model.(114) 
 
 


Quality-of-life data used in cost-effectiveness analysis  


7.4.9 Please summarise the values you have chosen for your cost-effectiveness analysis in 
the following table, referencing values obtained in sections 7.4.3 to 7.4.8. Justify 
the choice of utility values, giving consideration to the reference case. 


The utility values used in the cost-effectiveness analysis are summarised in Table 67. Utilities were 
updated upon the occurrence of an IC bleed and CTEPH, which result in permanent health state 
changes. Utility decrements were applied additively to the baseline utility upon the occurrence of a 
PE, DVT, non-IC major bleed, CRNM bleed, or severe PTS for durations specific to each transient 
event. These duration inputs were based on the literature, and for non-IC bleeds on expert opinion 
(Table 67). The use of age-specific utilities was explored in a sensitivity analysis (Section 7.6.1). 
 
Baseline utility 
A baseline utility was applied to all patients, based on a UK population-average score from Kind et al. 
(Table 67).(147) This study was reported by NICE as a landmark national EQ-5D survey, and was 
used in the present model for consistency with the previous rivaroxaban NICE submissions.(18, 19) 
In scenario analysis the baseline utility was also varied by age (Section 7.6.1). 
 
PE and DVT 
Utility decrements associated with PE and DVT were derived from a study by Locadia et al., in line 
with the previous rivaroxaban NICE submissions.(18, 19, 137) A study by Hogg et al. was also 
identified in the systematic review, however as this study used the standard gamble method to elicit 
utility values, whereas the Locadia et al. study used the time trade-off method, which is preferred in 
the NICE methods guide (115), the Locadia utility was used in the base case, and utilities from Hogg 
are tested within a scenario analysis (Section 7.6.1). 
 
 
IC bleeds 
Changes in quality of life associated with IC bleeds were modelled using updated utility values 
derived from studies by Locadia et al. (137) and Pickard et al.(140) This approach was similar to that 
used in the rivaroxaban NICE submissions and the conservative approach employed by the ERG in 
TA287,(18, 19) and was replicated as these studies were identified as the best available evidence for 
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utilities associated with IC bleeds. Pickard et al. was preferred to Xie et al. (145) for the post-acute IC 
bleeds due to the use of UK rather than USA preference based weights.   
 
Major non-IC bleeds 
Locadia et al. was selected in line with previous rivaroxaban NICE submissions (18, 19, 137), on the 
basis that in the absence of EQ-5D values, utility values derived through time trade off are deemed 
more suitable than those by other means such as standard gamble.(115) 
 
CRNM bleeds 
A utility decrement associated with CRNM bleeds was obtained from a study by Sullivan et al. 
identified through grey literature searches outside of the systematic review update.(146) While this 
study was not specific to patients with VTE, EQ-5D was used as the method of elicitation, as 
preferred by NICE (115), and no alternative studies were identified. 
 
CTEPH 
A utility value for CTEPH was derived from the Ghofrani et al. study by averaging the utilities reported 
for the riociguat and placebo arms.(111) This study was considered the most suitable for modelling 
this health state as it used the EQ-5D method of elicitation, which is preferred by NICE.(115) 
 
Severe PTS 
The model considered only severe forms of PTS, therefore the utility decrement described by Lenert 
et al. was the most appropriate value identified.(19, 114) While the Enden et al. study reported utility 
values for both mild and severe PTS, these were derived from patients with venous ulcers rather than 
in patients with VTE or PTS specifically.(142) 
 
Anticoagulation 
Utility decrements associated with use of VKA and aspirin were obtained from a study by Gage et al., 
which was the only study identified that provided a disutility for aspirin as well as VKA.(132) In the 
absence of relevant evidence, use of NOACs was assumed to have the same impact on quality of life 
as aspirin. This is a more conservative assumption than has been used in previous models where 
only warfarin disutilities have been applied.(11, 41) A scenario was examined where no disutility was 
applied for all treatments (Section 7.6.1). 
 
While the Marchetti 2001 study was also identified by the systematic review as providing a treatment-
related disutility for warfarin (148) and has been used in previous rivaroxaban submissions,(18, 19) 
the disutility reported by Gage et al. was used as it was more conservative, giving a smaller 
difference between warfarin and the other comparators. 
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Table 67: Summary of quality of life values for the cost-effectiveness analysis 


Utility scores for baseline, 
IC bleed, and CTEPH  


Utility 
score 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


Baseline Utility 0.8224 EQ-5D Kind et al. 1998 


(147)  


(NICE 


TA261(18); 


NICE TA287 


(19)) 


- - 


IC Bleed 


Acute care period 0.33 TTO Locadia et al. 


2004 (137) 


(NICE 


TA261(18); 


NICE TA287 


(19)) 


91 days Locadia et 


al. 2004 


(137) 


Post-acute care 0.61 EQ-5D Pickard et al. 


2004 (140) 


NICE TA287 


(19)) 


Beyond 91 


days 


CTEPH 


Acute care period 0.65 EQ-5D Ghofrani et al. 


2013 (111) 


30 days Ghofrani et 


al. 2013 


(111) Post-acute care 0.65 Beyond 30 


days 


Utility decrements 
associated with clinical 
events and use of ACs 


Utility 
decrement 


Utility 
measurement 


Source Duration Source 


PE
 


-0.32 TTO Locadia et al. 


2004 


(137)(NICE 


TA261(18); 


NICE TA287 


(19)) 


30 days Hogg et al. 


2013 (139) 


DVT
 


-0.11 


Bleeding 


Major non-IC bleed
 


-0.30 TTO Locadia et al. 


2004 (137) 


(NICE 


TA261(18); 


NICE TA287 


(19)) 


30 days Expert 


opinion (9) 


CRNM bleed
 


-0.0054 EQ-5D Sullivan et al. 


2011 (146) 


2 days Dorian et al. 


2014 (110) 


Severe PTS
 


-0.07 SG Lenert et al. 


1997 (114) 


(NICE 


TA261(18); 


NICE TA287 


(19)) 


Throughout Lenert et al. 


1997 (114) 
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Anticoagulation 


Apixaban
 


-0.002 TTO Gage et al. 1996 


(132) 


Whilst on 


treatment 


Gage et al. 


1996 (132) 


Rivaroxaban -0.002 


LMWH/dabigatran -0.002 


LMWH/VKA -0.013 


Aspirin -0.002 


AC: Anticoagulant; CRNM: Clinically Relevant Non-Major; CTEPH: Chronic Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension; 
DVT: Deep Vein Thrombosis; IC: Intracranial; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; PE: Pulmonary Embolism; PTS: 
Post-Thrombotic Syndrome; SG: Standard gamble; TTO: Time trade-off; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 
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7.4.10 If clinical experts assessed the applicability of values available or estimated any 
values, please provide the following detailsiv: 


 the criteria for selecting the experts 


 the number of experts approached 


 the number of experts who participated 


 declaration of potential conflict(s) of interest from each expert or medical 


specialist whose opinion was sought 


 the background information provided and its consistency with the totality of the 


evidence provided in the submission 


 the method used to collect the opinions 


 the medium used to collect opinions (for example, was information gathered by 


direct interview, telephone interview or self-administered questionnaire?)  


 the questions asked 


 whether iteration was used in the collation of opinions and if so, how it was 


used (for example, the Delphi technique).  


Expert opinion was sought to inform and validate assumptions and to gain feedback on the clinical 
validity of the structure of the model. An advisory board was held with three medical experts (a 
haematologist, a cardiologist and a GP) and three health economists to reach a consensus on inputs 
and assumptions used in the model.(9) All experts received honoraria to attend the advisory board. 
Criteria for selecting clinical experts included being a practicing clinician in the disease area and 
being familiar with HTA methods including NMAs and economic modelling. 
 
Expert opinion was also sought from a consultant in vascular medicine during the development of the 
NMA and economic model in the form of telephone and direct interviews.(107) 
 
Utilities were taken from the literature identified through the Quality of Life and Health Utilities 
systematic review. The clinical experts agreed that the chosen utilities had face validity. 


                                            
 
iv
 Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing submissions to 


the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory 
Committee. 
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7.4.11 Please define what a patient experiences in the health states in terms of HRQL. Is it 
constant or does it cover potential variances? 


The utility scores and decrements associated with each health state are presented in Section 7.4.9, 
Table 67. 
 
The utility values are subject to variation between patients, for example due to differences in age. 
This is accounted for by varying the utility scores and decrements in the deterministic sensitivity 
analysis (Section 7.6.2), PSA (Section 7.6.3), and scenario analyses (Section 7.6.1). 
 


7.4.12 Were any health effects identified in the literature or clinical trials excluded from the 
analysis? If so, why were they excluded?  


A list of utility values identified in the systematic review, and their reasons for inclusion or exclusion 
are summarised in Section 7.4.6. 
 


7.4.13 If appropriate, what was the baseline quality of life assumed in the analysis if different 
from health states? Were quality-of-life events taken from this baseline?  


A baseline utility of 0.825 was applied to all patients, based on a population-average score from Kind 
et al.(147) The baseline utility was updated on the occurrence of an IC bleed or CTEPH, and utility 
decrements were applied to the baseline utility upon the occurrence of a PE, DVT, non-IC major 
bleed, CRNM bleed, or severe PTS for durations specific to each event (Section 7.4.9, Table 67). 
 


7.4.14 Please clarify whether HRQL is assumed to be constant over time. If not, provide 
details of how HRQL changes with time. 


HRQL was assumed to vary as patients experienced different events within the model, as described 
in Section 7.4.9, Table 67. Within each health state, HRQL was assumed to be constant over time. 
 


7.4.15 Have the values in sections 7.4.3 to 7.4.8 been amended? If so, please describe how 
and why they have been altered and the methodology.  


No further amendments have been undertaken. 
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7.5 Resource identification, measurement and valuation 


NHS costs 


7.5.1 Please describe how the clinical management of the condition is currently costed in 
the NHS in terms of reference costs and the payment by results (PbR) tariff. 
Provide the relevant Healthcare Resource Groups (HRG) and PbR codes and justify 
their selection. Please consider in reference to section 2. 


Clinical management of VTE is conducted across both primary and secondary care. Patients receive 
initial treatment for a VTE, treatment-related bleed or CTEPH in hospital, while longer term 
monitoring and post-acute care is more frequently conducted in primary care.  
 
Hospital costs were calculated using 2012/2013 NHS reference costs where relevant HRG procedure 
codes were available.(149) Unit costs associated with primary care were calculated from the 
Personal Social Services Research Unit (PSSRU) 2013.(150) Where costs could not be identified 
from these sources, such as for post-acute care of IC bleeds, unit costs were obtained from the 
published literature. 
 


7.5.2 Please describe whether NHS reference costs or PbR tariffs are appropriate for costing 
the intervention being appraised. 


Where possible, UK National Reference costs were used. If UK NHS reference costs were not 
available, other sources were used as stated in Section 7.5.1. 
 
Scenario analysis was carried out using PbR tariffs in place of NHS reference costs. 
 


Resource identification, measurement and valuation studies 


7.5.3 Please provide a systematic search of relevant resource data for the UK. Include a 
search strategy and inclusion criteria, and consider published and unpublished 
studies. The search strategy used should be provided as in appendix 17. If the 
systematic search yields limited UK-specific data, the search strategy may be 
extended to capture data from non-UK sources. Please give the following details of 
included studies: 


 country of study 


 date of study 


 applicability to UK clinical practice  


 cost valuations used in study 


 costs for use in economic analysis  


 technology costs. 


An update of the existing systematic review for costs and resource use conducted for the rivaroxaban 
NICE submission was carried out to identify potentially identify relevant studies reporting costs and 
resource use.(11) Full details of the methodology used to update the existing systematic review are 
presented Appendix 17, Section 10.36. 
 
The existing rivaroxaban systematic review review was conducted on 3rd October 2012. The review 
update was conducted on the 15th July 2014.  
 
The following databases were searched from 3rd October 2012 to 15th July 2014:: 


 MEDLINE (Ovid)  
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 MEDLINE In-Process Citations and Daily Update (Ovid)  


 EMBASE electronic (Ovid)  


 EconLit (EBSCO)  


 Cochrane Library (incorporating the NHS Economic Evaluations Database (NHS EED), and 
the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) database) 


 
In order to retrieve further literature not identified through the electronic database search, reference 
lists of included papers were scanned and searches for grey literature were carried out. A separate 
search for conferences was not carried out because the pre-specified conferences were identified 
through the electronic database search. Furthermore, the NICE website was searched for 
manufacturer and Evidence Review Group (ERG) economic models for potentially relevant literature.  
 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria used to identify potentially relevant articles in the review update are 
summarised in Table 91 in the appendices Section 10.36.6. These are the same eligibility criteria that 
were applied in the exisiting rivaroxaban systematic review. 
 
The electronic database search identified 1,547 articles while grey literature searching yielded 4 
additional potentially relevant articles (Figure 27). Following deduplication and date restriction (3rd 
October 2012 to 15th July 2014),1,311 were screened based on title ± abstract. On the reapplication 
of the inclusion criteria, 1,145 title ± abstracts were excluded and therefore166 full text papers were 
further screened for inclusion, of which 140 were excluded. Therefore, 26 studies were included in 
the updated systematic review. Of the included studies, only two UK based studes were found to be 
relevant, the rivaroxaban NICE submissions.(18, 19) The list of all included studies is presented in 
Table 93 in the Appendices, Section 10.36. 
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Figure 28: PRISMA flow diagram of number of journal articles identified and included at each stage of 
the Cost and Resource Use Review Update 


 
 
 
 


7.5.4 If clinical experts assessed the applicability of values available or estimated any 
values, please provide the following detailsv: 


 the criteria for selecting the experts 


                                            
 
v
 Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing submissions to 


the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory 
Committee. 
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 the number of experts approached 


 the number of experts who participated 


 declaration of potential conflict(s) of interest from each expert or medical 


specialist whose opinion was sought 


 the background information provided and its consistency with the totality of the 


evidence provided in the submission 


 the method used to collect the opinions 


 the medium used to collect opinions (for example, was information gathered by 


direct interview, telephone interview or self-administered questionnaire?)  


 the questions asked 


 whether iteration was used in the collation of opinions and if so, how it was 


used (for example, the Delphi technique).  


Expert opinion was sought to inform and validate assumptions and to gain feedback on the clinical 
validity of the structure of the model. An advisory board was held with three medical experts (a 
haematologist, a cardiologist and a GP) and three health economists to reach a consensus on inputs 
and assumptions used in the model.(9) All experts received honoraria to attend the advisory board. 
Criteria for selecting clinical experts included being a practicing clinician in the disease area and 
being familiar with HTA methods such as evidence synthesis including NMAs and economic 
modelling. 
 
Expert opinion was also sought from a consultant in vascular medicine during the development of the 
NMA and economic model in the form of telephone and direct interviews.(107) 
 
Costs and resource use associated with anticoagulation, VTE and VTE-related death, as well as 
adverse events were validated by the clinical experts as a sufficient representation of clinical 
practice. In particular, experts were asked to validate costs and resource use associated with LMWH 
therapy, INR monitoring, CTEPH, PTS, treatment interruption following a CRNM bleed, treatment 
patterns following a recurrent VTE. 


 


Intervention and comparators’ costs  


7.5.5 Please summarise the cost of each treatment in the following table. Cross-reference to 
other sections of the submission; for example, drugs costs should be cross-
referenced to sections 1.10 and 1.11. Provide a rationale for the choice of values 
used in the cost-effectiveness model discussed in section 7.2.2.  


Drug acquisition costs for were obtained from the British National Formulary (BNF) and the electronic 
Market Information Tool (eMIT) as detailed in Table 68.(151-153)  
 
Table 68: Drug acquisition costs 


Therapy Detail Price per Unit 


LMWH
a 


Enoxaparin sodium 300 mg/1 ml solution for injection pre-filled syringes £21.33 


VKA
b 


VKA 6 mg (calculated VKA 1 mg pack size 28 + 5 mg pack size 28) £0.009 


Apixaban
a 


Apixaban 2.5 mg tablets £1.10 


Apixaban 5 mg tablets £1.10 
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Rivaroxaban
a 


Rivaroxaban 15 mg tablets £2.10 


Rivaroxaban 20 mg tablets £2.10 


Dabigatran
a 


Dabigatran 150 mg tablets £1.10 


Aspirin
b 


Aspirin 75 mg gastro-resistant tablets (pack size 56) £0.004 


LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


Source:  


a) BNF September 2014.(151)  


b) eMIT February 2014.(152) 


 
In the NOAC trials, the dose of enoxaparin assigned to patients was 1 mg/kg bd.(14, 73, 109) 
However, the SPC approved by the European Medicines Agency recommends a dose of 1.5 mg/kg 
qd.(154) The approved European dose was used to cost LMWH in the model. Since the European 
licensed dose leads to a lower cost for LMWH, this assumption is considered to be conservative. The 
administration schedule for each treatment regimen was obtained from the respective summary of 
product characteristics (SPC) as detailed in Table 69. For prevention, treatment was assumed to 
continue indefinitely until discontinuation or death. The induction length for LMWH was obtained from 
secondary analysis of the AMPLIFY trial and was 7.64 days for LMWH/warfarin.(97) The LMWH 
induction for dabigatran was 5 days in the model based on dabigatran’s SPC and, unlike warfarin, 
there is no need to remain on LMWH until TTR is in range. 
 
The BNF suggests a loading dose of warfarin of 5–10 mg and maintenance doses of 3–9 mg to 
achieve an INR between 2 and 3, as prescribed in the trials.(14, 73, 109) As a conservative 
assumption, an average daily dose of 6 mg was used as the mid-point of the maintenance dose 
range and toward the lower end of the loading dose range, similar to assumptions used in earlier 
NICE submissions.(11, 41)  


 
Conservatively, no costs were assumed for “no treatment”. 
 
Table 69: Administration schedule 


Treatment 
arm 


Treatment  Induction Dose Induction 
Length 


Maintenance 
Dose 


Maintenance 
Length 


Prevention 
Dose (daily) 


LMWH/VKA LMWH
a
 1.5 mg/kg od  


(120 mg syringe) 


7.64 days - - - 


Warfarin
b
 6 mg 5 days 6 mg (1 mg & 


5 mg tablets) 


- 6 mg 


Apixaban Apixaban
c
 10 mg bd 7 days 5 mg bd 6 months 2.5 mg bd 


Rivaroxaba


n 


Rivaroxaban
d
 15 mg bd 21 days 20 mg od - 20 mg od 


LMWH/ 


dabigatran 


LMWH
a 


1.5 mg/kg od  


(120 mg syringe) 


5 days - - - 


Dabigatran
e
 -  - 150 mg bd - 150 mg bd 


LMWH/VKA 


followed by 


no 


treatment 


LMWH
a
 1.5 mg/kg od  


(120 mg syringe) 


7.64 days - - - 


Warfarin
b
 6 mg 5 days 6 mg (1 mg & 


5 mg tablets) 


6 months - 
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Aspirin LMWH
a
 1.5 mg/kg od  


(120 mg syringe) 


7.64 days - - - 


Warfarin
b
 6 mg 5 days 6 mg (1 mg & 


5 mg tablets) 


6 months - 


Aspirin
f
 - - - - 100 mg od 


bd: Twice daily; LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; od: Once daily; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 


Sources: 
a) Clexane SPC 2013 (154) 
b) Warfarin SPC 2014 (155) 
c) Eliquis SPC 2014 (20)  
d) Xarelto SPC 2014 (156) 
e) Pradaxa SPC 2014 (157) 
f) Aspirin SPC 2013 (158) 


 


Based on the drug acquisition costs and recommended daily doses, the daily price for each drug in 
each treatment phase was calculated (Table 70).  
 
Table 70: Daily drug costs 


Treatment Detail Daily Price 
Induction 


Daily Price 
Maintenance 


Daily Price 
Prevention 


LMWH/VKA
a,b 


1 x 1 mg and 1 x 5 mg VKA 


Enoxaparin sodium 300 mg/1 ml solution for 


injection pre-filled syringes (7.64 days 


induction) 


LMWH: £9.02 


VKA: £0.009 


VKA: £0.009 VKA: £0.009 


Apixaban
a 


4 x 5 mg (induction) 


2 x 5 mg (maintenance) 


2 x 2.5 mg (maintenance and prevention) 


£4.40 £2.20 £2.20 


Rivaroxaban
a 


2 x 15 mg (induction) 


1 x 20 mg (maintenance and prevention) 


£4.20 £2.10 £2.10 


LMWH/dabigatran
a 


22 x 150 mg dabigatran (maintenance and 


prevention) 


Enoxaparin sodium 300 mg/1 ml solution for 


injection pre-filled syringes (5 days) 


LMWH: £9.02 Dabigatran: 


£2.20 


Dabigatran: £2.20 


Aspirin
b 


1.33 x 75 mg - - £0.005 


LMWH: Low Molecular Weight Heparin; VKA: Vitamin K Antagonist 
Source:  


a) BNF September 2014.(151)  


b) eMIT February 2014.(152) 


 
Administration and monitoring costs of LMWH/VKA 


Unit costs associated with administering LMWH are outlined in Table 71. It was assumed that 92% of 
patients taking LMWH would self-inject and the remainder would require administration of the 
injection by health professionals, based on previous assumptions from the rivaroxaban NICE 
submissions.(18, 19) All patients initiating LMWH were assigned a one-off training cost, calculated by 
assuming half an hour spent with a nurse at a GP practice based on the average time per contact 
from the PSSRU and consistent with the rivaroxaban NICE submissions.(11, 18, 19, 41, 150) For the 
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proportion of patients who required professional administration of the injection, a cost equivalent to 
15.5 minutes contact with a nurse at a GP practice was applied, the average per surgery 
consultation.(150) Administration costs were applied only to the proportion of patients treated as 
outpatients for the index and recurrent events to avoid double-counting (assuming that administration 
costs for inpatients would be included in their hospital charges). The same administration 
assumptions were also used for the LMWH induction of dabigatran in the model.  
 
Table 71: Unit costs and resource use associated with LMWH administration 


Item % patients Unit cost Rationale 


One-off training cost 100% £17.00 30 minute nurse visit at GP 


practice at £34 per hour
a
 


Professional administration 


of LMWH injection 


8%
b
 £8.78 15.5 minute contact with a 


nurse at a GP practice
a
 


Sources: 
a) PSSRU Unit Costs of Health and Social Care 2013 (150) 
b) NICE TA261 – Rivaroxaban for the treatment of deep vein thrombosis and prevention of recurrent deep vein 


thrombosis and pulmonary embolism 2012 (41) 


 
Unit costs associated with INR monitoring during treatment with VKA are given in Table 72. Service 
codes used to cost secondary care monitoring visits are given in Table 97 and Table 98 in the 
appendices, Section 10.38. 
 
Table 72: Unit costs associated with INR monitoring 


Item Unit cost Rationale 


First visit in secondary care £21.55 NHS reference costs weighted by 


consultant-led and non-consultant-


led activity
a Subsequent visit in secondary care £24.96 


GP visit in primary care £37.00 Cost per patient contact with GP 


lasting 11.7 minutes
b 


Nurse visit in primary care £8.78 15.5 minute contact with a nurse at a 


GP practice
b 


INR test in primary care £3.23 Cost used in NICE TA261, inflated to 


2012/2013 costs using PSSRU 


inflation indices
b,c 


Sources: 
a) NHS reference costs 2012/2013, Outpatient procedures; 324 Anticoagulant Service (149) 
b) PSSRU Unit Costs of Health and Social Care 2013 (150) 
c) NICE TA261 – Rivaroxaban for the treatment of deep vein thrombosis and prevention of recurrent deep vein 


thrombosis and pulmonary embolism 2012 (41) 


 
Resource use related to INR monitoring visits is summarised in Table 73. INR monitoring visits were 
assumed to be undertaken in primary care in 66.45% of cases, with the remainder (33.55%) 
undertaken in secondary care based on a national survey that included 78 Primary Care Trusts 
(PCTs) in England, three local health boards in Wales, and health board in Scotland, and validated 
by clinical experts as being reasonable.(9, 18, 19) This distribution was tested in scenario analysis by 
setting monitoring to 100% for each setting. 
 
It was assumed that 50% of the first INR monitoring visits conducted in primary care were delivered 
by a GP with the remainder delivered by a nurse, similar to assumptions used in earlier NICE 
submissions.(18, 19) For subsequent INR monitoring visits, a 25/75% distribution between GPs and 
nurses was assumed.(134) 
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It was assumed that 6 monitoring visits would be required in the first 3 months followed by 3 visits 
every 3 months.(134) This is a more conservative rate than that used in the previous rivaroxaban 
NICE technology appraisals, where patients were assumed to require 9 visits in the first three months 
followed by 5 visits every 3 months.(18, 19) The resulting annual cost of monitoring in the first year of 
the model was therefore £319.19, and in subsequent years the cost was £252.52. 
 
Table 73: Resource use associated with INR monitoring 


Resource use First visit Subsequent visit 


Number of visits in first 3 months
 


1
a 


5
a 


Number of visits per 3 months thereafter
 


0
a 


3
a 


Proportion of monitoring visits in secondary 


care
 


33.55%
b,c 


33.55%
b,c 


Proportion of monitoring visits in primary 


care 


66.45%
b,c 


66.45%
b,c 


Proportion with GP 50%
b,c 


25%
a 


Proportion with nurse 50%
b,c 


75%
a 


Sources: 
a) Copley et al. 2013 (134) 
b) NICE TA261 – Rivaroxaban for the treatment of deep vein thrombosis and prevention of recurrent deep vein 


thrombosis and pulmonary embolism (18) 
c) NICE TA287 – Rivaroxaban for treating pulmonary embolism and preventing recurrent venous 


thromboembolism (19) 


 


Health-state costs 


7.5.6 Please summarise, if appropriate, the costs included in each health state. Cross-
reference to other sections of the submission for the resource costs. Provide a 
rationale for the choice of values used in the cost-effectiveness model. The health 
states should refer to the states in section 7.2.4. 


Treatment of VTE 


As per the rivaroxaban NICE submissions, VTE events were assumed to be treated in outpatient 
settings for 69% of DVT patients and 17% of PE patients, the remainder being treated in an inpatient 
setting.(18, 19) These estimates were maintained in the base case analysis but varied in the 
probabilistic and scenario analysis.  
 
The cost of inpatient treatment was obtained from 2012/2013 NHS reference costs as detailed in 
Table 74.(149) Service codes used to derive these costs are presented in Table 99 and Table 100 of 
Appendix 19, Section 10.38. 


 
Table 74: Inpatient treatment costs of VTE 


Acute Inpatient Cost National 
Average 
Unit Cost 


Lower 
Quartile 
Unit Cost 


Upper 
Quartile Unit 
Cost 


PE
 


£1,525.72
a 


£1,141.53 £1,787.63 


DVT
 


£747.18
b 


£536.69 £883.28 


DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; PE: Pulmonary embolism 


Source: National Schedule of Reference Costs Year: 2012-13 (149) 


a) Codes DZ09D-DZ09H. Includes all short-stay, long-stay, average elective and non-elective 
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activities, day cases, regular day or night admissions. Procedures in outpatients were excluded 
as outpatient cost is counted separately. 


b) Codes QZ20A-QZ20E. Includes all short-stay, long-stay, average elective and non-elective 
activities, day cases, regular day or night admissions. Procedures in outpatients and directly 
accessed services were excluded as outpatient cost is counted separately. 


 
Treatment of a DVT event in an outpatient setting was assumed to comprise of one Doppler 
ultrasound, a D-dimer test, and one emergency room admission (total £194.93). Treatment of a PE 
event in an outpatient setting was assumed to comprise a computer tomography pulmonary 
angiogram (CTPA), a chest X-ray, one echocardiogram, a D-dimer test, and one emergency room 
admission (total £323.94). These resource use estimates associated with outpatient treatments were 
obtained from earlier economic evaluations based on NICE clinical guideline 92.(18, 19, 23) The unit 
costs for each of these tests are displayed in Table 75. The cost of a D-dimer test was obtained from 
rivaroxaban NICE submission TA287 (£13.11).(40)  
 
Table 75: Unit costs for items associated with outpatient treatment 


Resource Use Item Currency 
Code 


Currency Description National 
Average 
Unit Cost 


Lower 
Quartile 
Unit Cost 


Upper 
Quartile 
Unit Cost 


Doppler ultrasound RA24Z Ultrasound Scan, 20 minutes 


and over 


£64.94 £45.69 £72.59 


CT angiography RA08A Computerised Tomography 


Scan, one area, no contrast, 19 


years and over 


£89.71 £66.24 £105.88 


Echocardiogram RA60A Simple Echocardiogram, 19 


years and over 


£75.96 £58.46 £87.50 


Chest X-ray DAPF Direct Access Plain Film £28.28 £22.00 £34.59 


D-Dimer test
a 


- - £13.11 £9.18 £17.04 


Emergency admission 180 Accident & Emergency £116.88 £55.61 £150.14 


Source (for all except D-Dimer test): National Schedule of Reference Costs Year : 2012-13 - All NHS trusts and NHS 
foundation trusts - HRG Data(149) 
a) National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE), Pulmonary embolism (acute treatment, VTE prevention) - rivaroxaban: 


evaluation report; 02 - Submission from the technology manufacturer – Bayer; 19 April 2013. TA287 (11, 41) Inflated to 
2012/2013 costs using the PSSRU inflation indices.(150)  
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Adverse-event costs 


7.5.7 Please summarise the costs for each adverse event listed in section 6.9 (Adverse 
events). These should include the costs of therapies identified in sections 2.7 and 
2.8. Cross-reference to other sections of the submission for the resource costs. 
Provide a rationale for the choice of values used in the cost-effectiveness model 
discussed in section 7.2.2.  


In addition to drug acquisition, routine care, and monitoring costs, the model accrued costs 
associated with the incidence of bleeding events (Table 76). Acute care costs for each of the events 
were obtained from NHS Reference Costs 2012/2013 (Appendix 19, Section 10.38; Table 101 to 
Table 105).(149) The acute cost of CTEPH in the base case was assumed to include the cost of a 
chest x-ray, lung function test, walk test, ECG, echocardiogram, blood tests, CT lung can and right-
heart catheter study.(159) In addition, the cost for pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA) was applied for 
9.6% of patients, validated by expert opinion.(160, 161) The calculations performed to derive the 
acute cost of CTEPH are explained in Appendix 19, Section 10.38. 
 
Table 76: Acute event costs per episode  


 Cost Lower Interval Upper Interval 


Semi-absorbing health states 


IC bleed
a 


£2,589.48 £1,689.11 £3,154.86 


CTEPH
a,b 


£1,251.46 £1,009.08 £1,426.56 


Transient health states 


Non-IC major bleed
c 


£1,064.08 £802.21 £1,239.77 


CRNM bleed
d 


£137.81 £119.17 £152.66 


Fatal events 


Fatal major bleed
a 


£2,589.48 £1,689.11 £3,154.86 


Fatal CTEPH
e 


£1,251.46 £1,009.08 £1,426.56 


VTE-related death
f
  £1,525.72 £1,141.53 £1,787.63 


CRNM: Clinically Relevant Non-Major; CTEPH: Chronic Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension; IC: Intracranial; 
VTE: Venous Thromboembolism  
Source: National Schedule of Reference Costs Year 2012-2013 (149) 


a. Codes AA23C-AA23G. Elective, non-elective, regular day or night admissions, day cases 
b. Codes DAPF, DZ45Z, DZ32Z, EA47Z, RA60A, DAPS05, RA10Z, EA36H, REHABL1-3 admitted patient 


care and other 
c. Codes FZ38G-H, FZ38J-N, FZ38P, FZ24G-H and FZ24J 
d. Code VB07Z 
e. Assumed to be the same as CTEPH 
f. Assumed to be the same as non-fatal pulmonary embolism event (Table 74) 


 
For the semi-absorbing health states of non-fatal IC bleeds and CTEPH, patients accumulated 
maintenance costs following the acute care period until death (Table 77). Two different maintenance 
costs were specified for IC bleed, one for the first 3 months after the acute event and one for 
subsequent 3-month periods.  
 
For patients experiencing an IC bleed, it was assumed that the maintenance costs for the first 3 
months after the acute care period would reflect 14 days of stroke rehabilitation as obtained from 
NHS Reference Costs 2012/2013.(149) This assumption is consistent with earlier submissions as 
advised by experts.(18, 19, 161) Following the 3-month period after the initial IC bleed, the 
maintenance and rehabilitation cost was obtained from a population-based study using OXVASC that 
assessed the costs of post-stroke events at 5 years (Table 77).(128) Costs included accident and 
emergency visits, emergency transport, outpatient care visits, day case admissions, and 
hospitalisations.  
 
The cost of management of patients with CTEPH was taken from NICE CG92 and inflated using 
PSSRU indices (Appendix 19, Section 10.38; Table 96).(18, 19, 23) In the rivaroxaban NICE 
submission TA261, the cost of severe PTS was assumed to comprise three vascular surgery 
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outpatient visits in the first year of the model and two GP visits annually thereafter.(162) In the 
present model, both DVT and PE are included, with PTS having the potential to occur in PE patients 
who have a recurrent DVT. Due to the limitations of the memoryless Markov structure, it was not 
possible to track the first year of PTS in PE patients experiencing recurrent DVT. Furthermore, the 
model results were robust to varying the cost of PTS in one-way sensitivity analyses.  
 
Table 77: Maintenance costs 


 Mean Cost Lower Interval Upper Interval 


First 3-month cycle following acute care 


IC bleed
a 


£4,692.13 £3,914.32 £5,565.39 


CTEPH
b 


 £4,232.34 £2,962.64 £5,502.04 


Long term (per 3-month cycle) 


IC bleed
c 


£680.53 £478.64 £905.58 


CTEPH
d 


 £4,232.34 £2,962.64 £5,502.04 


PTS
e 


£188.92 £132.24 £245.60 


CTEPH: Chronic Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension; IC: Intracranial; PTS: Post-Thrombotic Syndrome 


Source:  


a) National Schedule of Reference Costs Year 2012-2013; VC04Z, RH Assumed 14 days of stroke rehabilitation 
similarly to TA261.(149) 


b) Advised by experts that the long term maintenance costs would be also be applied  in the first 3 months, NICE 
CG92 inflated using PSSRU indices.(23, 161) 


c) Luengo Fernandez et al 2012.(128), inflated using PSSRU indices and an exchange rate of 0.64 to convert from 
US dollars.(150) 


d) NICE CG92 inflated using PSSRU indices.(23)  
e) NICE CG92, as advised by experts.(23, 161) 


 


Miscellaneous costs 


7.5.8 Please describe any additional costs that have not been covered anywhere else 


(for example, PSS costs). If none, please state.  


No additional costs were included in the model. 
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7.6 Sensitivity analysis 


7.6.1 Has the uncertainty around structural assumptions been investigated? Provide details 
of how this was investigated, including a description of the alternative scenarios in 
the analysis.  


Scenario analysis was conducted to determine the effect of structural and input assumptions not 
included in the one-way sensitivity analysis. The inputs for all scenario analyses can be found in 
Appendix 20a, Section 10.39. The following scenarios were tested: 


1. Use of PbR tariffs in place of NHS reference costs 


2. Age-varying baseline utilities 


3. Inclusion of adjustment factors due to ageing for increased baseline bleeding risk over time 


4. Extending current treatment duration for 6 months on occurrence of recurrent VTE instead of 


receiving 6 months treatment with LMWH/VKA 


5. Treatment dependent distributions of recurrent VTE (VTE-related death, non-fatal PE and 


DVT) fatal major bleeding and non-fatal IC and other cause mortality based on NMA data  


6. Background mortality set equal to general population  


7. Inclusion of VKA as a second-line treatment option (see below for further details) 


8. Only inpatient treatment of VTE  


9. Only outpatient treatment of VTE  


10. Utility decrement for all treatments set equal to VKA  


11. Alternative set of utility values for PE, DVT, IC and non IC major bleeds (standard gamble, 


Hogg et al 2013 (139)) 


12. Setting treatment discontinuation to be 0 across all treatments  


13. Setting treatment discontinuation to be equal across all treatments 


14. Inclusion of anticoagulant cost and utility decrement for patients who experience recurrent 


VTE for a period of 13 years (average life expectancy in model; affects costs and utilities only; 


see below for further details)  


15. Higher baseline risk of recurrent VTE for no treatment (see below for further details) 


16. Lower baseline risk of recurrent VTE for no treatment (see below for further details) 


17. INR monitoring costs set equal to TA261/TA281 and previous rivaroxaban SMC submissions 


(more frequent INR monitoring visits)  


18. INR monitoring assumed to be 100% in primary care 


19. INR monitoring assumed to be 100% in secondary care 


20. Lower INR monitoring resource use (4 visits on initiation, 1 visit subsequently) 


21. All non-consultant led monitoring takes place in secondary care 


22. Treatment period pooled RE-COVER I and II data NMA  


23. Prevention period ITT analysis using NMA data 


24. Prevention period ITT analysis using NMA data excluding WODIT DVT and PE studies  


25. Prevention period NMA analysis excluding dabigatran 


26. Treatment duration of 3 months (see below for further details) 


27. Treatment duration of 18 months (see below for further details) 


28. Baseline demographics from the CPRD study (see below for further details) 


29. Excluding the cost of LMWH 


30. Dalteparin unit cost for LMWH 


31. Alternative distribution of fatal major bleeds and non-fatal IC bleeds 


32. Alternative distribution of recurrent VTE events 


33. Major bleeding rates set equal for apixaban and placebo for the extended period 


34. LMWH monotherapy as a comparator (see below for further details) 
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35. LMWH/VKA followed by aspirin as a comparator  


36. Inclusion of renal function test for dabigatran 


 
VTE second-line treatment 


Upon discontinuation of first-line treatment, the base case analysis assumed permanent 
discontinuation of treatment. However, in scenario analyses, the model allowed for patients to be 
treated with second-line treatment. 
 
The VTE second-line treatment health states were segregated into patients with index PE and 
patients with index DVT. These health states are modelled identically to the first-line health states, 
with the exception that patients discontinuing second-line treatment would receive no further 
treatment. When patients received second-line treatment, the efficacy of the chosen second-line drug 
was assumed to be the same as the efficacy observed with the drug when used as first-line 
treatment. 
 
Additional anticoagulant costs and utility decrements for a period of 13 years for patients 
experiencing recurrent VTE 
 
There have been suggestions that patients who experience a recurrent VTE would remain on 
treatment for their remaining lifetime.(128, 129) We therefore examined a scenario in which any 
patients experiencing a VTE event would be assigned 13 years of treatment costs (average life-
expectancy in the model). The assigned treatment costs would reflect the treatment patients were on 
at the time of the recurrent VTE event. That is, patients on apixaban would receive costs for 13 years 
of apixaban whereas patients experiencing a recurrent VTE event whilst on LMWH/VKA would 
receive costs for 13 years of LMWH/VKA. It is important to note that this scenario is prone to 
imprecise estimates as a simplistic calculation was employed in assigning additional costs to each 
recurrent event based on treatment. For example, this scenario would result in a patient who 
experiences a VTE event at age 99 receiving 13 years of additional anticoagulation costs. 
Furthermore neither discounting nor the additional benefit received from anticoagulant treatment is 
considered. 


 
Higher and lower baseline risk of recurrent VTE for no treatment  


The risk of recurrent VTE in AMPLIFY-EXT reflects the risk in patients where the benefits of 
continued anticoagulation is uncertain. As patients at high risk of recurrent VTE were explicitly 
excluded, a scenario was examined where the risk of recurrent VTE was higher than that observed in 
AMPLIFY-EXT. A scenario examining patients at lower risk of recurrence was also carried out for 
completeness.  
 
This analysis was conducted by increasing/decreasing the risks of recurrent VTE for the placebo arm 
beyond the first 6 months of treatment and calculating apixaban risks based on the relative treatment 
effect observed in AMPLIFY-EXT. 
 
3-month treatment duration 


A scenario analysis was carried out using 3-month data for apixaban and LWMH/warfarin with the 6-
month treatment period NMA RR for comparators. (Section 6.7.5). 
 
18-month treatment duration 


A scenario analysis was carried out over an 18-month treatment duration to reflect the minimum 
combined trial length of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT. 
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CPRD analysis 


We included a scenario using patient characteristics reported in a cohort study of VTE treatment 
patients from the UK CPRD. As discussed previously in Section 7.2.1, there are a number of 
limitations with using these data in that only patients from general practice are included and VTE 
events are not characterised by cause, for example post-surgical VTE.  
 
Demographics from the CPRD study are summarised in Appendix 13f, Section 10.31. 
 
LMWH/VKA followed by aspirin as a comparator 
 
An exploratory scenario comparing lifelong apixaban with 6 months of treatment with LMWH/VKA 
followed by aspirin was carried out as aspirin is used in clinical practice as an alternative to no 
preventative therapy.(30) 
 
LMWH monotherapy as a comparator 
 
No evidence from the systematic review was identified on the use of LMWH monotherapy in a 
population with DVT and/or PE for whom a VKA is unsuitable. However, a recent NMA has been 
published that presents relative efficacy for apixaban versus LMWH monotherapy in a population for 
whom a VKA is suitable.(163) An exploratory analysis was therefore carried out to estimate the 
relative cost-effectiveness of apixaban against LMWH for a population with DVT and/or PE for whom 
a VKA is suitable. 
 


7.6.2 Which variables were subject to deterministic sensitivity analysis? How were they 
varied and what was the rationale for this? If any parameters or variables listed in 
section 7.3.6 (Summary of selected values) were omitted from sensitivity analysis, 
please provide the rationale. 


Univariate deterministic sensitivity analysis was performed where each parameter was varied 
according to the 95% confidence intervals and standard deviations where applicable while holding all 
other parameters constant. Unit costs of treatment were not varied, as these are fixed inputs. The 
results are defined in terms of incremental cost per QALY gained or incremental costs and QALYs 
where dominance was observed. 
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7.6.3 Was PSA undertaken? If not, why not? If it was, the distributions and their sources 
should be clearly stated if different from those in section 7.3.6, including the 
derivation and value of ‘priors’. If any parameters or variables were omitted from 
sensitivity analysis, please provide the rationale for the omission(s). 


PSA was carried out to test the variability in outcomes due to statistical uncertainty in the model 
inputs. For the base case the PSA was run for 2,000 replications where repeated samples were 
drawn from probability distributions to determine an empirical distribution for costs and QALYs to 
construct a range of cost-effectiveness ratios. Event rates, relative risks, costs and utilities were 
varied simultaneously and independently of each other from replication to replication by sampling 
from probability distributions to generate cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs). The 
number of simulations was chosen by running the probabilistic analysis over 10,000 simulations and 
examining where the CEACs converged to a constant value. Time horizon, population 
characteristics, model settings and treatment unit costs were kept constant.  
 
A number of probability distributions were employed including the beta, log-normal, gamma, and 
Dirichlet distributions (Appendix 20b, Table 111). Gamma or beta distributions were used for event 
rates. Probabilities used to describe the distribution of patients amongst a number of different 
components (e.g. distribution of patients who experienced recurrent VTE by the proportions that were 
VTE-related death, non-fatal PE and DVT) were varied using a Dirichlet distribution. Other 
probabilities were varied using a beta distribution. Relative risks were varied using a log-normal 
distribution, gamma or log-normal distributions were used for costs, and a beta distribution was used 
for utilities. Where data was missing, which was only the case for some unit costs, a 30% variation 
from the mean was assumed and a gamma distribution used.  
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7.7 Results 


Clinical outcomes from the model 


7.7.1 For the outcomes highlighted in the decision problem (see section 5), please provide 
the corresponding outcomes from the model and compare them with clinically 
important outcomes such as those reported in clinical trials. Discuss reasons for 
any differences between modelled and observed results (for example, adjustment 
for cross-over). Please use the following table format for each comparator with 
relevant outcomes included. 


Predictive validity was checked by comparing key outcomes to the source data (Table 78). In 
performing this, the model was set to the settings of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT (ie., number of 
patients, duration of follow-up) and the key event rates were compared.  
 
Event counts and relative risks were comparable to the outcomes reported from the trials, with the 
exception of all-cause mortality and treatment discontinuation. Data to inform case fatality was 
neither treatment dependent nor based on trial data for major bleeding events. The number of deaths 
predicted for the VKA arm matched those observed in the trial, thus providing validation to current 
inputs used to model mortality. A slightly higher number of deaths was observed in the apixaban arm. 
When evaluating all-cause mortality excluding events modelled in AMPLIFY, apixaban had a benefit 
vs. VKA in the trial beyond the mortality benefit observed due to reduction in VTE and bleeding 
events. This is not included when assuming the same background mortality resulting in a less 
favourable but conservative model prediction for apixaban. Treatment discontinuation reported in the 
model was that related to discontinuation due to non-IC major bleeds and discontinuation unrelated 
to the events modelled. The lower number of discontinuations observed can be attributed to patients 
discontinuing treatment on the occurrence of VTE or CRNM bleeds in the trial, whereas in the model 
we allowed for these patients to remain on treatment. 
 
Table 78: Summary of model results compared with clinical data 


 AMPLIFY Model Results 


 Apixaban VKA RR Apixaban VKA RR 


Recurrent VTE 


and VTE-related 


death  


59 71 0.84 60 72 0.84 


Major bleeds  15 49 0.31 15 49 0.31 


CRNM bleed  103 215 0.48 102 213 0.48 


Treatment 


discontinuation 


162 199 0.82 131 150 0.87 


All- cause death 41 52 0.79 46 53 0.87 


Model settings:  


 Number of patients in each treatment group: Apixaban (N = 2691), VKA (N = 2704) 


 Treatment duration and time horizon = 6 months 


 AMPLIFY-EXT Model Results 


 Apixaban Placebo RR Apixaban  Placebo RR 


Recurrent VTE 


and VTE-related 


death 


14 73 0.19 13 72 0.19 


Major bleeds 2 4 0.49 2 4 0.51 
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CRNM bleeds 25 19 1.29 24 19 1.30 


Recurrent VTE or 


death from any 


cause 


32 96 0.33 32 91 0.36 


Model settings:  


 Number of patients in each treatment group = Apixaban 2.5 mg (N = 804), placebo (N = 829) 


 Treatment duration and time horizon = 12 months 


7.7.2 Please provide (if appropriate) the proportion of the cohort in the health state over time 
(Markov trace) for each state, supplying one for each comparator.  


Markov traces summarising the proportion of patients in the cohort in each health state over time are 
presented in Appendix 21, Section 10.41. 
 


7.7.3 Please provide details of how the model assumes QALYs accrued over time. For 
example, Markov traces can be used to demonstrate QALYs accrued in each health 
state over time. 


A summary of QALYs accrued in each health state across the model time horizon is presented in 
Appendix 22, Section 10.42. 
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7.7.4 Please indicate the life years and QALYs accrued for each clinical outcome listed for 
each comparator. For outcomes that are a combination of other states, please 
present disaggregated results. For example: 


Costs and QALYs for each health state/clinical outcome are presented in the Appendices, Sections 
10.43 and 10.44. 


7.7.5 Please provide details of the disaggregated incremental QALYs and costs by health 
state, and of resource use predicted by the model by category of cost. Suggested 
formats are presented below.  


Disaggregated QALYs – 6-month treatment duration and lifelong treatment duration 


Disaggregated incremental QALY gains for 6-month and lifelong treatment duration by health state 
are presented in the Appendices, Section 10.43. 


 
Disaggregated Costs – 6-month treatment duration and lifelong treatment duration 


Disaggregated incremental costs by health state are presented in the Appendices, Section 10.44. 


 


Base-case analysis 


7.7.6 Please present your results in the following table. List interventions and comparator(s) 
from least to most expensive and present ICERs in comparison with baseline 
(usually standard care) and then incremental analysis ranking technologies in 
terms of dominance and extended dominance.  


Base case results – 6-month treatment duration 


The numbers of clinical events occurring in the model per 1,000 patients for the 6-month treatment 
duration are presented in Table 79 below. 
 
Table 79: Number of clinical events predicted among 1,000 patients with index VTE over a 6 month 
treatment duration 


Number of Events 
(Total Population) Apixaban LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Recurrent VTE and VTE related death 


VTE-related death 74 74 74 75 


Non-fatal recurrent PE 152 153 152 154 


Non-fatal recurrent DVT 376 376 376 377 


Total 601 603 602 606 


Major bleeds 


Fatal 9 11 10 10 


Non-fatal IC bleeds 8 10 9 9 


Non-fatal non-IC major 
bleeds 50 59 53 56 


Total 67 79 72 75 


Clinically relevant non-
major bleed 332 372 374 340 


Chronic thromboembolic 
pulmonary hypertension 32 32 32 32 
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Number of Events 
(Total Population) Apixaban LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Other treatment discontinuation 


Event related (non-fatal 
non-IC major bleeding) 2 6 3 4 


Other treatment 
discontinuation 47 50 43 55 


Total 49 56 46 59 


Death 


Event related (acute) 83 85 83 85 


Long-term event related 
(death due to CTEPH, IC 
bleed absorbing health 
states) 40 41 40 41 


Background death 878 874 876 874 


Total 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 


CTEPH: Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: Low molecular weight 
heparin; IC: Intracranial; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 


  


ICERs resulting from the costs and health outcomes at six months presented above are summarised 
in Table 80 for LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran versus apixaban. Results from 
incremental analysis are presented in Table 81.  
 
Apixaban was cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA for the 6-month treatment duration, with an ICER of 
£2,406 per QALY gained. Apixaban was dominant vs. rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran for this 
treatment duration. 
 
The economic results are consistent with NMA 1 (Section 6.7.5.1) demonstrating that apixaban has 
comparable efficacy to alternative therapies, but with a lower bleeding risk for patients treated for a 6-
month duration (Table 79). Apixaban was associated with lower total costs compared to rivaroxaban 
due to a shorter initiation period (7 days vs. 21 days) and dabigatran which requires initial parenteral 
anticoagulant injections. In patients treated with LMWH/VKA, the high cost of LMWH and the cost of 
VKA monitoring are the main contributors to the cost of treatment vs. apixaban. 
 
Table 80: Base case results – 6-month treatment duration 


Technologies Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
LYG 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
LYG 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 


apixaban 
versus 
comparator 


(LYG) 


ICER (£) 


apixaban 
versus 
comparator 


(QALYs) 


Apixaban £5,034.96 10.323 8.422 - - - - - 


LMWH/VKA £4,954.94 10.292 8.389 £80.02 0.031 0.033 £2,570 £2,406 


Rivaroxaban £5,069.16 10.311 8.412 -£34.20 0.012 0.010 Dominant Dominant 


LMWH/ 


dabigatran 
£5,100.37 10.293 8.396 -£65.41 0.030 0.026 Dominant Dominant 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; LYG: Life years gained; QALYs: Quality-adjusted 
life years; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 
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Table 81: Base case incremental analysis – 6-month treatment duration 


Technologies Total costs 
(£) 


Total QALYs Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Comparator 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Incremental 
analysis 


LMWH/VKA £4,954.94 8.389 - - - - 


Apixaban £5,034.96 8.422 £80.02 0.033 £2,405.53 £2,405.53 


Rivaroxaban £5,069.16 8.412 £114.22 0.023 £5,016.99 Dominated 


LMWH/ 


dabigatran 
£5,100.37 8.396 £145.43 0.007 £19,782.46 Dominated 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALYs: Quality-adjusted life years; 
VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 
Base case results – Lifelong treatment duration 


The numbers of clinical events occurring in the model per 1,000 patients for the lifelong treatment 
duration are presented in Table 82 below. 
 
Table 82: Number of clinical events predicted among 1,000 patients with index VTE over a lifelong 
treatment duration 


Number of Events (Total 
Population) Apixaban LMWH/ VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/ dabigatran 


Recurrent VTE and VTE related death 


VTE-related death 37 38 42 39 


Non-fatal recurrent PE 76 78 86 79 


Non-fatal recurrent DVT 183 184 208 186 


Total 296 299 336 304 


Major bleeds 


Fatal 7 22 67 15 


Non-fatal IC bleeds 6 20 61 14 


Non-fatal non-IC major bleeds 38 123 373 83 


Total 51 166 500 112 


Clinically relevant non-
major bleed 396 949 756 615 


Chronic thromboembolic 
pulmonary hypertension 30 29 27 29 


Other treatment discontinuation 


Event related (non-fatal non-
IC major bleeding) 9 52 183 31 


Other treatment 
discontinuation 554 598 479 606 


Total 563 650 662 637 


Death 


Event related (acute) 44 60 110 54 
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Number of Events (Total 
Population) Apixaban LMWH/ VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/ dabigatran 


Long-term event related 
(death due to CTEPH, IC 
bleed absorbing health states) 36 49 88 43 


Background death 920 891 803 903 


Total 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 


CTEPH: Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: Low molecular weight 
heparin; IC: Intracranial; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 


 
ICERs resulting from the costs and health outcomes for the lifelong treatment duration are 
summarised in Table 83 for LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran versus apixaban. 
Results from incremental analysis are presented in Table 84.   
 
For the lifelong treatment duration, apixaban was cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA, with an ICER of 
£16,676 per QALY gained. Apixaban was cost-effective vs. rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran with 
ICERs of £809 and £5,058 per QALY gained, respectively. Acquisition and administration costs were 
lower for rivaroxaban than for either LMWH/dabigatran or apixaban as a result of the higher rate of 
treatment discontinuation seen for this intervention (Table 82 and Appendix Section 10.44, Table 146 
and Table 147). 
 
Although there are numerical differences in NMA 2 (Section 6.7.5.2) in favour of warfarin and 
dabigatran for VTE or VTE related death, these are reversed once a holistic approach to modelling is 
used over life time treatment duration. As demonstrated in NMA 2 patients treated with apixaban 
have a lower risk of bleeding and so fewer patients are projected to discontinue treatment in 
comparison to other anticoagulants. Consequently patients remain on treatment for a longer period of 
time gaining the prevention benefit against recurrent VTE, which in turn results in a reduced number 
of VTE events over a lifetime time-horizon compared to the other therapies. However patients treated 
with apixaban incur additional costs compared to the other therapies due to the longer time on 
treatment.  
 
Table 83: Base case results – Lifelong treatment duration 


Technologies Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
LYG 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
LYG 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 


apixaban 
versus 
comparator 


(LYG) 


ICER (£) 


apixaban 
versus 
comparator 


(QALYs) 


Apixaban £9,497.37 10.635 8.673 - - - - - 


LMWH/VKA £6,136.28 10.481 8.472 £3,361.09 0.154 0.201 £21,803 £16,676 


Rivaroxaban £9,013.16 9.981 8.075 £484.21 0.654 0.598 £741 £809 


LMWH/ 


dabigatran 
£9,083.28 10.544 8.591 £414.09 0.091 0.082 £4,540 £5,058 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; LYG: Life years gained; QALYs: Quality-adjusted 
life years; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 
Table 84: Base case incremental analysis – Lifelong treatment duration 


Technologies Total costs 
(£) 


Total QALYs Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Comparator 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Incremental 
analysis 


LMWH/VKA £6,136.28 8.472 - - - - 
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Technologies Total costs 
(£) 


Total QALYs Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Comparator 
vs. 
LMWH/VKA 


Incremental 
analysis 


Rivaroxaban £9,013.16 8.075 £2,876.88 -0.397 Dominated Dominated 


LMWH/ 


dabigatran 
£9,083.28 8.591 £2,947.00 0.120 £24,621.57 


Extendedly 


dominated 


Apixaban £9,497.37 8.673 £3,361.09 0.202 £16,675.53 £16,675.53 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALYs: Quality-adjusted life years; 
VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 
In the comparison against LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment, apixaban had an ICER of £17,917 
per QALY gained (Table 85). This was a conservative analysis as patients in the LMWH/VKA arm 
received treatment only for the first 6 months whereas in the apixaban arm, patients received lifelong 
treatment. Thus anticoagulation and administration costs, as well as the rate of treatment duration 
are substantially lower for the comparator arm than for apixaban. Nevertheless this scenario 
demonstrated that apixaban is cost-effective at a willingness to pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY 
gained and may be a beneficial treatment for a subgroup of patients that would benefit from lifelong 
anticoagulation, but who may not currently be receiving treatment, for example, due to bleeding risk. 
These patients currently have no therapeutic option and therefore a higher willingness to pay may be 
appropriate. 
 
Table 85: Deterministic results, apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA for 6 months followed by no treatment – 
Lifelong treatment duration 


Technologies Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
LYG 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
LYG 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 


apixaban 
versus 
comparator 


(LYG) 


ICER (£) 


apixaban 
versus 
comparator 


(QALYs) 


LMWH/VKA/no 


treatment 
£4,891.62 10.323 8.416 £4,605.75 0.312 0.257 £14,733 £17,917 


Apixaban £9,497.37 10.635 8.673 - - - - - 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; LYG: Life years gained; QALYs: Quality-adjusted 
life years; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 
 


Sensitivity analyses 


7.7.7 Please present results of deterministic sensitivity analysis. Consider the use of 
tornado diagrams.  


Univariate sensitivity analysis – 6-month treatment duration 


Univariate deterministic sensitivity analysis was performed by varying each parameter according to 
the 95% confidence intervals and standard deviations where applicable, while holding all other 
parameters constant. Tornado diagrams for apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran are presented below. 
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Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA 


Incremental costs for apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA varied between £62 and £98 whilst incremental QALYs varied between 0.015 and 0.043.The ICER of 
apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA varied between £1,628 and £5,330 per QALY gained, indicating that the results are robust to changes in the parameters. 
 
Figure 29: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental cost per QALY gained vs. LMWH/VKA (index VTE, 6-
Month treatment duration) 


 
LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban 


Incremental costs for apixaban vs. rivaroxaban varied between -£68 and -£13 whilst incremental QALYs varied between -0.005 and 0.059. The ICER of 
apixaban vs. rivaroxaban varied between being dominant and less costly, less effective.  
 
Apixaban was less costly than rivaroxaban in all scenarios, and only one scenario resulted in apixaban being less effective than rivaroxaban in terms of 
QALY gains; reducing the relative risk of recurrent VTE for rivaroxaban vs. apixaban to 0.69 (1.08 in the base case). 
 
Figure 30: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental costs vs. rivaroxaban (index VTE, 6-month treatment 
duration) 


 
CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH: Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Figure 31: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental QALYs vs. rivaroxaban (index VTE, 6-month treatment 
duration) 


  
DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran 


Incremental costs for apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran varied between -£114 and -£43 whilst incremental QALYs varied between 0.005 and 0.059. The 
ICER of apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran was dominant and for all scenarios. 
 
Figure 32: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental costs vs. LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 6-month 
treatment duration) 


 
PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Figure 33: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental QALYs vs. LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 6-month 
treatment duration) 


 
DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Univariate sensitivity analysis – Lifelong treatment duration 


Univariate deterministic sensitivity analysis was performed by varying each parameter according to the 95% confidence intervals and standard 
deviations where applicable, while holding all other parameters constant. Tornado diagrams for apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, 


LMWH/dabigatran and LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment are presented below. 


Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA 


Incremental costs for apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA varied between £2,133 and £4,230 whilst incremental QALYs varied between 0.086 and 0.989. The 
ICER of apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA varied between £2,157 and £41,394 per QALY gained.  
 
Three scenarios resulted in an ICER above £30,000 per QALY gained: 


 Reducing the relative risk of major bleeding for LMWH/VKA vs. apixaban to 1.09 (7.7 in the base case) 


 Setting the risk of major bleeding for apixaban to 0, thereby causing no differences between the two drugs in major bleeding outcomes despite 
evidence of a significant difference in the NMA 


 Reducing the baseline utility value of patients entering the model to 0.385; the lower confidence interval of the utility value which is well below 
the average utility value found for even a population of 90-year olds, thereby decreasing QALY gains substantially. 


 
Three further scenarios resulted in an ICER above £20,000 per QALY gained: 


 Increasing the discount factor for QALYs to 6% 


 Increasing the starting age to 70, subsequently decreasing life expectancy and QALY gains 


 Decreasing the discount factor of costs to 0% 
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Figure 34: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental cost per QALY gained vs. LMWH/VKA (index VTE, 
lifelong treatment duration) 


 
GP: General practitioner; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Apixaban vs. rivaroxaban 


Incremental costs for apixaban vs. rivaroxaban varied between -£41 and £1,059 whilst incremental QALYs varied between 0.013 and 2.278. The 
ICER of apixaban vs. rivaroxaban varied between being dominant and £23,333 per QALY gained.  
 
Only one scenario resulted in an ICER above £20,000 per QALY gained: setting the risk of major bleeding for apixaban to 0, thereby resulting in no 
differences between the two drugs in major bleeding outcomes despite evidence of there being a significant difference from the NMA. 
 
Figure 35: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental cost per QALY gained vs. rivaroxaban (index VTE, 
lifelong treatment duration) 


 
CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; CTEPH: Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; EC: Extracranial; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran 


Incremental costs for apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran varied between -£157 and £1,035 whilst incremental QALYs varied between 0.013 and 0.989. 
The ICER of apixaban vs. LMWH/dabigatran varied between being dominant and £32,320 per QALY gained.  
 
Only one scenario resulted in an ICER above £20,000 per QALY gained: reducing the relative risk of major bleeding for dabigatran versus apixaban 
to 0.55 (4.21 in the base case). 
 
Figure 36: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental cost per QALY gained vs. LMWH/dabigatran (index 
VTE, lifelong treatment duration) 


 
CRNM: Clinically relevant non-major; VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment 


Incremental costs for apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment varied between £2,999 and £5,715 whilst incremental QALYs varied 
between 0.106 and 0.401. The ICER for apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment varied between £12,149 and £42,745 per QALY gained. 


The ICER for apixaban versus LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment remained under £30,000 for the majority of cases, and in only one case when 
the baseline utility value is changed to a value well below the population average, does the ICER rise above £30,000. 
 
Figure 37: Tornado diagram illustrating results from univariate sensitivity analysis for incremental cost per QALY gained vs. LMWH/VKA followed by no 
treatment (index VTE, lifelong treatment duration) 


 
CTEPH: Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; PE: Pulmonary embolism; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist; 
VTE: Venous thromboembolism 
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7.7.8 Please present the results of a PSA, and include scatter plots and cost-effectiveness 
acceptability curves.  


Probabilistic sensitivity analyses – 6-month treatment duration 


The incremental outcomes in terms of QALYs gained are plotted against incremental costs for 
apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran on cost-effectiveness planes below.  
 
In the comparison to LMWH/VKA, 100% of runs resulted in an ICER of less than £20,000 per QALY. 
In comparison to rivaroxaban, approximately 85% of the runs in the analysis resulted in apixaban 
being dominant and having an ICER of less than £20,000 per QALY. In comparison to 
LMWH/dabigatran, apixaban was dominant and had an ICER of less than £20,000 per QALY gained 
in approximately 98% of simulations.  
 
The proportion of simulations in which apixaban was cost-effective at a threshold of £20,000 per 
QALY gained was the same as the proportion at a cost-effectiveness threshold of £30,000 per QALY 
gained. 
 
Figure 38: Probabilistic analysis - Results on the cost-effectiveness plane, apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, 
cost per QALY, index VTE, 6-month treatment duration 


 
QALY: Quality adjusted life year 
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Figure 39: Probabilistic analysis - Results on the cost-effectiveness plane, apixaban vs. rivaroxaban, 
cost per QALY, 6-month treatment duration index VTE 


 
QALY: Quality adjusted life year 


 
Figure 40: Probabilistic analysis - Results on the cost-effectiveness plane, apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, cost per QALY, index VTE, 6-month treatment duration 


 
QALY: Quality adjusted life year 


 
The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC) highlights that apixaban is the optimal treatment 
choice at a willingness to pay above £3,000 per QALY compared to LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran. 
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Figure 41: Multi-way cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, index VTE, 6-month treatment duration 


 
LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALY: Quality adjusted life year; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 


 
Probabilistic sensitivity analyses – Lifelong treatment duration 


The incremental outcomes in terms of QALYs gained are plotted against incremental costs for 
apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran on cost-effectiveness planes below.  
 
In the comparison to LMWH/VKA, approximately 54% and 77% of the runs in the analysis resulted in 
apixaban having an ICER of less than £20,000 and £30,000 per QALY, respectively (Figure 42; 
Figure 45).  
 
In the comparison to rivaroxaban, approximately 96% and 98% of runs resulted in an ICER of less 
than £20,000 and £30,000 per QALY, respectively (Figure 43; Figure 45).  
  
In the comparison to LMWH/dabigatran, approximately 86% and 89% of runs resulted in an ICER of 
less than £20,000 and £30,000 per QALY, respectively (Figure 44; Figure 45). 
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Figure 42: Probabilistic analysis - results on the cost-effectiveness plane, apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, 
cost per QALY, index VTE, lifelong treatment duration 


 
QALY: Quality adjusted life year 


 
Figure 43: Probabilistic analysis - Results on the cost-effectiveness plane, apixaban vs. rivaroxaban, 
cost per QALY, lifelong treatment duration index VTE 


 
QALY: Quality adjusted life year 
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Figure 44: Probabilistic analysis - Results on the cost-effectiveness plane, apixaban vs. 
LMWH/dabigatran, cost per QALY, index VTE, lifelong treatment duration 


 
QALY: Quality adjusted life year 


  
The CEAC highlights that apixaban is the optimal treatment choice at a willingness to pay above 
£16,000 per QALY compared to LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran. 
 
Figure 45: Multi-way cost-effectiveness acceptability curve, index VTE, lifelong treatment duration 


 
LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALY: Quality adjusted life year; VKA: Vitamin K antagonist 
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7.7.9 Please present the results of scenario analysis. Include details of structural sensitivity 
analysis 


Scenario analysis – 3-month treatment duration 


For the 3-month treatment duration, apixaban was dominant vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran. 
 
Table 86: Deterministic results, apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran (index 
VTE, 3-month treatment duration) 


 LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/ dabigatran 


Incremental QALYs 0.031 0.010 0.023 


Incremental costs -£49 -£42 -£66 


ICER (£ per QALY gained) Dominant Dominant Dominant 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; QALY, quality adjusted life years; VKA, 
vitamin K antagonist 
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Scenario analyses – 6-month treatment duration 


In comparison to LMWH/VKA, apixaban was dominant for the scenario using higher INR monitoring costs. In all other scenarios, apixaban was cost-


effective with an ICER that ranged from £1,485 to £4,796 per QALY gained. Apixaban was dominant compared to rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran 


for all scenarios tested. 


 


Table 87: Scenario analysis apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban, and LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 6-month treatment duration) 


  


  


LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER 


Base case £80 0.033 £2,406 -£34 0.010 Dominant -£65 0.026 Dominant 


Anticoagulant dependent distribution of VTE, bleeding and other 


death 
£115 0.043 £2,689 £0 0.022 Dominant -£7 0.042 Dominant 


Adjustment factors for bleeding £80 0.033 £2,428 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£65 0.026 Dominant 


Background mortality set to equal general population £67 0.045 £1,485 -£40 0.015 Dominant -£79 0.037 Dominant 


Utility decrement for all treatments set equal to VKA £80 0.028 £2,855 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£65 0.026 Dominant 


Utility values by Hogg et al 2013 £80 0.038 £2,095 -£34 0.012 Dominant -£65 0.029 Dominant 


Set treatment discontinuation to be equal amongst treatments £80 0.033 £2,402 -£33 0.011 Dominant -£67 0.026 Dominant 


Set treatment discontinuation to 0 £84 0.033 £2,525 -£34 0.011 Dominant -£67 0.026 Dominant 


Extend treatment lifelong on VTE recurrence (costs and utilities 


added only) 
£75 0.034 £2,223 -£36 0.011 Dominant -£78 0.027 Dominant 


Extend duration of current treatment £82 0.033 £2,464 -£35 0.01 Dominant -£67 0.026 Dominant 


Higher baseline risk of recurrent VTE for placebo £82 0.033 £2,508 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£64 0.025 Dominant 


Lower baseline risk of recurrent VTE for placebo £80 0.033 £2,375 -£34 0.011 Dominant -£66 0.026 Dominant 


Exclude cost of LMWH £158 0.033 £4,749 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£11 0.026 Dominant 
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LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER 


INR monitoring costs set equal to TA261/TA287 higher limit  -£20 0.033 Dominant -£34 0.01 Dominant -£66 0.026 Dominant 


Only inpatient treatment of VTE  £91 0.033 £2,726 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£56 0.026 Dominant 


Only outpatient treatment of VTE  £70 0.031 £2,262 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£75 0.022 Dominant 


Alternative distribution of recurrent VTE events £80 0.033 £2,406 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£65 0.026 Dominant 


Alternative distribution of fatal major bleeds and non-fatal IC bleeds £96 0.025 £3,835 -£28 0.007 Dominant -£55 0.02 Dominant 


PbR tariffs £71 0.033 £2,147 -£37 0.01 Dominant -£72 0.026 Dominant 


Age varying utilities £80 0.032 £2,505 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£65 0.025 Dominant 


VKA as a second-line treatment £79 0.033 £2,379 -£34 0.011 Dominant -£66 0.026 Dominant 


All monitoring conducted in primary care £94 0.033 £2,813 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£65 0.026 Dominant 


All monitoring conducted in secondary care £53 0.033 £1,598 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£66 0.026 Dominant 


Lower monitoring resource use (4 visits on initiation, 1 subsequent) £160 0.033 £4,796 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£65 0.026 Dominant 


All non-consultant led monitoring in secondary care £96 0.033 £2,880 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£65 0.026 Dominant 


Dalteparin unit cost £84 0.033 £2,528 -£34 0.01 Dominant -£63 0.026 Dominant 


CPRD population characteristics £89 0.027 £3,328 -£31 0.008 Dominant -£57 0.02 Dominant 


Placebo risk for major bleeding same as apixaban £80 0.033 £2,388 -£34 0.011 Dominant -£66 0.026 Dominant 


RE-COVER pooled NMA £79 0.034 £2,352 -£34 0.010 Dominant -£63 0.025 Dominant 


Acute period: Exclude dabigatran £79 0.034 £2,317 -£34 0.010 Dominant - - - 


Inclusion of renal function test for dabigatran - - - - - - -£74 0.026 Dominant 
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LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER Incr. 
Costs 


Incr. 
QALYs 


ICER 


CPRD: Clinical Practice Research Datalink; IC, Intracranial; ICER, Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; INR: International normalised ratio; LMWH, Low molecular weight heparin; NMA: 
Network meta-analysis; PbR: Payment by Results; QALY, Quality-adjusted life-year; VKA, Vitamin K antagonist; VTE, Venous thromboembolism; Incr., Incremental 


 
Scenario analysis – 18-month treatment duration 


For the 18-month treatment duration scenario analysis, apixaban was cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA with an ICER of £8,823 per QALY gained and 
dominant vs. rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran.  
 
Table 88: Deterministic results, apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, 18-month treatment duration) 


 LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/ dabigatran 


Incremental QALYs 0.058 0.137 0.032 


Incremental costs £511 -£244 -£67 


ICER (£ per QALY gained) £8,823 Dominant Dominant 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; QALY, quality adjusted life years; VKA, vitamin K antagonist 
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Scenario analyses – Lifelong treatment duration 


In scenario analyses comparing apixaban to LMWH/VKA over a lifelong treatment duration, ICERs ranged from £11,949 to £25,999 per QALY gained. 
Apixaban was cost-effective compared to LMWH/VKA at a willingness to pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained for all but three scenarios: 


 Setting utility decrements for all treatments to equal those of VKA 


 Using a lower distribution of fatal bleeds and non-fatal IC bleeds compared to the base case 


 Using lower INR monitoring resource use estimates (4 visits on initiation and 1 visit subsequently) 
 
In comparison to rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran, apixaban was dominant or cost-effective at a £20,000 per QALY gained threshold for all 
scenarios. 
 
Table 89: Scenario analysis apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran (index VTE, lifelong treatment duration) 


  


  


LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


Base Case   £3,361 0.202 £16,676 £484 0.598 £809 £414 0.082 £5,058 


Anticoagulant dependent distribution of VTE 


bleeding and other death 
£3,563 0.21 £16,967 £925 0.343 £2,694 £678 0.128 £5,314 


Adjustment factors for bleeding £3,268 0.233 £14,020 £433 0.682 £635 £391 0.1 £3,909 


Background mortality set to equal general 


population 
£4,219 0.324 £13,042 £724 1.023 £708 £674 0.147 £4,586 


Utility decrement for all treatments set equal to 


VKA 
£3,361 0.129 £25,999 £484 0.575 £842 £414 0.073 £5,665 


Utility values by Hogg et al 2013 £3,361 0.233 £14,435 £484 0.725 £668 £414 0.098 £4,210 


Set treatment discontinuation to be equal 


amongst treatments 
£3,190 0.203 £15,713 £35 0.637 £55 -£55 0.071 Dominant 


Set treatment discontinuation to 0 £5,226 0.298 £17,552 £831 0.899 £925 £20 0.097 £206 


Extend duration of current treatment £3,362 0.202 £16,664 £484 0.598 £808 £413 0.082 £5,043 
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LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


Higher baseline risk of recurrent VTE for no 


treatment 
£3,347 0.196 £17,110 £460 0.609 £755 £406 0.078 £5,200 


Lower baseline risk for recurrent VTE for no 


treatment 
£3,365 0.204 £16,492 £492 0.595 £826 £416 0.083 £4,989 


Exclude cost of LMWH £3,439 0.202 £17,061 £486 0.598 £813 £468 0.082 £5,719 


INR monitoring costs set equal to TA261/TA287 


higher limit  
£2,408 0.202 £11,949 £482 0.598 £806 £414 0.082 £5,055 


Only inpatient treatment of VTE  £3,373 0.202 £16,732 £476 0.598 £795 £423 0.082 £5,171 


Only outpatient treatment of VTE  £3,365 0.201 £16,703 £496 0.592 £838 £409 0.079 £5,192 


Alternative distribution of recurrent VTE events £3,361 0.202 £16,676 £484 0.598 £809 £414 0.082 £5,058 


Alternative distribution of fatal major bleeds and 


non-fatal IC bleeds 
£3,469 0.144 £24,038 £854 0.371 £2,303 £462 0.051 £8,999 


PbR tariffs £3,300 0.202 £16,374 £240 0.598 £401 £381 0.082 £4,649 


Age varying utilities £3,361 0.192 £17,466 £484 0.561 £864 £414 0.077 £5,401 


VKA as a second line treatment £3,144 0.204 £15,436 £169 0.601 £281 £235 0.083 £2,817 


All monitoring conducted in primary care £3,495 0.202 £17,339 £484 0.598 £810 £414 0.082 £5,058 


All monitoring conducted in secondary care £3,096 0.202 £15,361 £484 0.598 £809 £414 0.082 £5,057 


Prevention period: ITT analysis £3,269 0.273 £11,971 £482 0.599 £805 £376 0.131 £2,870 


Prevention period: ITT exclusion of WODIT £3,267 0.260 £12,555 £479 0.609 £786 £404 0.114 £3,538 


Prevention period: Exclude dabigatran £3,356 0.205 £16,346 £468 0.646 £724 - - - 
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LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


Lower monitoring resource use (4 visits on 


initiation, 1 subsequent) 
£4,293 0.202 £21,301 £485 0.598 £811 £414 0.082 £5,060 


All non-consultant led monitoring in secondary 


care 
£3,481 0.202 £17,271 £485 0.598 £810 £414 0.082 £5,059 


Dalteparin unit cost £3,365 0.202 £16,696 £484 0.598 £810 £417 0.082 £5,091 


CPRD population characteristics £2,744 0.141 £19,458 £285 0.385 £741 £264 0.052 £5,054 


Placebo risk for major bleeding same as apixaban £3,367 0.199 £16,896 £492 0.595 £828 £419 0.08 £5,236 


Inclusion of renal function test for dabigatran  - - - - - - £405 0.082 £4,951 


CPRD: Clinical Practice Research Datalink; IC, Intracranial; ICER, Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; INR: International normalised ratio; ITT: Intention-to-treat; LMWH, Low molecular 
weight heparin; PbR: Payment by Results; QALY, Quality-adjusted life-year; VKA, Vitamin K antagonist; VTE, Venous thromboembolism 
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Scenario analyses – Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA/no treatment, lifelong treatment duration 


For scenarios in which lifelong treatment with apixaban was compared to 6-month treatment with 
LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment, ICERs ranged from £11,902 to £24,927 per QALY gained 
(Table 90).  
 
Table 90: Scenario analysis apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA for 6 months followed by no treatment (index VTE, 
lifelong treatment duration) 


 Incremental Costs Incremental QALYs ICER 


Base Case   £4,606 0.257 £17,917 


Anticoagulant dependent distribution of 


VTE bleeding and other death 
£4,804 0.217 £22,125 


Adjustment factors for bleeding £4,580 0.261 £17,518 


Background mortality set to equal 


general population 
£5,616 0.456 £12,324 


Utility decrement for all treatments set 


equal to VKA 
£4,606 0.185 £24,927 


Utility values by Hogg et al 2013 £4,606 0.264 £17,461 


Set treatment discontinuation to be 


equal amongst treatments 
£4,605 0.258 £17,883 


Set treatment discontinuation to 0 £7,559 0.34 £22,213 


Extend duration of current treatment £4,609 0.257 £17,918 


Higher baseline risk of recurrent VTE 


for no treatment 
£4,419 0.371 £11,902 


Lower baseline risk for recurrent VTE 


for no treatment 
£4,684 0.209 £22,361 


Exclude cost of LMWH £4,701 0.257 £18,286 


INR monitoring costs set equal to 


TA261/TA287 higher limit  
£4,493 0.257 £17,478 


Only inpatient treatment of VTE  £4,550 0.257 £17,700 


Only outpatient treatment of VTE  £4,667 0.19 £24,542 


Alternative distribution of recurrent VTE 


events 
£4,606 0.257 £17,917 


Alternative distribution of fatal major 


bleeds and non-fatal IC bleeds 
£4,641 0.241 £19,251 


PbR tariffs £4,551 0.257 £17,705 


Age varying utilities £4,606 0.243 £18,929 


VKA as a second line treatment £5,454 0.239 £22,793 


All monitoring conducted in primary 


care 
£4,621 0.257 £17,977 


All monitoring conducted in secondary £4,575 0.257 £17,800 
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care 


Prevention period: ITT analysis £4,595 0.262 £17,533 


Prevention period: ITT exclusion of 


WODIT 
£4,595 0.262 £17,561 


Prevention period: Exclude dabigatran £ 4,606 0.257 £ 17,937 


Lower monitoring resource use (4 visits 


on initiation, 1 subsequent) 
£4,694 0.257 £18,261 


All non-consultant led monitoring in 


secondary care 
£4,624 0.257 £17,988 


Dalteparin unit cost £4,611 0.257 £17,937 


CPRD population characteristics £3,817 0.167 £22,832 


Placebo risk for major bleeding same 


as apixaban 
£4,648 0.238 £19,490 


CPRD: Clinical Practice Research Datalink; IC, Intracranial; ICER, Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; INR: International 


normalised ratio; ITT: Intention-to-treat; LMWH, Low molecular weight heparin; PbR: Payment by Results; QALY, Quality-


adjusted life-year; VKA, Vitamin K antagonist; VTE, Venous thromboembolism 


 


Scenario analyses – Apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA/aspirin, lifelong treatment duration 


For the scenario versus LMWH/VKA for 6 months followed by aspirin for lifelong treatment, apixaban 


had incremental costs of £4,663, and an incremental gain of 0.206 QALYs, giving an ICER of 


£22,595 per QALY gained (Table 91). 


Table 91: Scenario analysis apixaban vs. LMWH/VKA for 6 months followed by aspirin (index VTE, 
lifelong treatment duration) 


 Total Costs Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


Aspirin followed by LMWH/VKA £4,835 8.467 £4,663 0.206 £22,595 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALY: Quality adjusted life year; VKA: 
Vitamin K antagonist 


 


Scenario analyses – Apixaban vs. LMWH monotherapy, 6-month treatment duration 


For the scenario versus LMWH monotherapy for 6 months, apixaban was dominant with incremental 


costs of -£1,473, and an incremental gain of 0.024 QALYs (Table 92). 


Table 92: Scenario analysis apixaban vs. LMWH monotherapy (index VTE, 6-month treatment duration) 


 Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


LMWH monotherapy as a comparator -£1,473 0.024 Dominant 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALY: Quality adjusted life year 


 


Scenario analyses – Apixaban vs. LMWH monotherapy, lifelong treatment duration 
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Apixaban was dominant in the scenario comparing lifelong apixaban versus lifelong LMWH 


monotherapy and apixaban was cost-effective versus LMWH monotherapy for 6 months followed by 


no treatment, with an ICER of £12,318 per QALY gained (Table 93). 


Table 93: Scenario analysis apixaban vs. LMWH monotherapy (index VTE, 6-month treatment duration) 


 Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


Lifelong LMWH monotherapy -£19,270 0.092 Dominant 


6-month LMWH monotherapy followed by no treatment £3,052 0.248 £12,318 


ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH: Low molecular weight heparin; QALY: Quality adjusted life year 


7.7.10 What were the main findings of each of the sensitivity analyses? 


Results from the sensitivity analyses indicate that the model results and conclusions are robust to 
changes in the model inputs. 
 
In deterministic sensitivity analysis, for a 6-month treatment duration the ICERs for apixaban vs. 
LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran did not exceed a willingness to pay threshold of 
£20,000 for any parameters. For a lifelong treatment duration, the ICER showed more variation. The 
changes in parameters that produced an ICER over £30,000 included reducing the baseline utility for 
the population, and removing the differences in major bleeding between apixaban and comparators 
despite evidence of differences from the NMAs.  
 
Results from the PSA suggest that for the 6-month and lifelong treatment durations, apixaban had 
the highest probability of being cost-effective compared to LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran at willingness to pay thresholds of £3,000 and £16,000 per QALY gained, 
respectively. 
 
For all scenario analyses conducted with a treatment duration of 3, 6 or 18 months, apixaban was 
dominant or cost-effective at a willingness to pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained compared to 
LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran.  
 
For scenario analyses conducted with a lifelong treatment duration, apixaban was cost-effective at a 
willingness to pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY gained vs. LMWH/VKA in all but three scenarios: 
one in which utility decrements for all treatments were set to equal those of VKA, one using a 
treatment dependent distribution of fatal bleeds and non-fatal IC bleeds and one using lower INR 
monitoring resource use. Apixaban was dominant or cost-effective at a willingness to pay threshold of 
£20,000 per QALY gained in all other scenarios compared to LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and 
LMWH/dabigatran. 
 


7.7.11 What are the key drivers of the cost-effectiveness results? 


From the deterministic sensitivity analysis, the cost-effectiveness of apixaban was most sensitive to 
the following parameters: 


 The relative risks of major bleeding for patients treated with rivaroxaban or LMWH/dabigatran 
for both the 6-month and lifelong treatment durations and for LMWH/VKA for the lifelong 
treatment duration 


 The rate of major bleeds for patients treated with apixaban for 0-3 months, and for the lifelong 
treatment duration 


 The relative risks of recurrent VTE for patients treated with LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban or 
LMWH/dabigatran for the 6-month treatment duration  


 Baseline utility value and starting age for the 6-month and lifelong treatment durations 
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 The relative risks of treatment discontinuation for patients treated with rivaroxaban or 
LMWH/dabigatran for the lifelong treatment duration 


 
The model is driven by the risks of major bleeds as this is the most important differentiation between 
apixaban and the other anticoagulants (see Section 6.7.5). This indicates that the model is reflecting 
important clinical differences between the therapies and is not being driven by illogical parameters. 


7.8 Validation 


7.8.1 Please describe the methods used to validate and quality assure the model. Provide 
references to the results produced and cross-reference to evidence identified in 
the clinical, quality of life and resources sections.  


Face validity 


Face validity of the model was established by presenting the initial model concept, the Markov 
diagram, and final model structure to KOLs in an advisory board format.(9) The purpose of the review 
was to ensure that all models were designed correctly and rigorously from the perspective of clinical 
face validity as well as modelling standpoints. Technical accuracy was determined by performing 
extreme-value sensitivity analyses to check for logical consistency. Upon the completion of the 
model, a comprehensive and rigorous quality check was performed by two independent external 
experts, which included validating the logical structure of the model, mathematical formulas and 
sequences of calculations, and the values of numbers supplied as model inputs.  


Predictive validity 


Predictive validity was checked by comparing key outcomes to the source data. In performing this, 
the model was set to the settings of AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT (ie., number of patients, duration of 
follow-up) and the key event rates were compared. The results from the predictive validation against 
the AMPLIFY and the AMPLIFY-EXT trials are shown in Section 7.7.1. 


7.9 Subgroup analysis 


7.9.1 Please specify whether analysis of subgroups was undertaken and how these 
subgroups were identified. Were they identified on the basis of an a priori 
expectation of differential clinical or cost effectiveness because of known, 
biologically plausible, mechanisms, social characteristics or other clearly justified 
factors? Cross-reference the response to section 6.3.7. 


Deterministic results assessed two subgroups: patients with index PE, and patients with index DVT.  
 


7.9.2 Please clearly define the characteristics of patients in the subgroup. 


The model structure and majority of inputs (costs, utilities, risk of PTS, risk of CTEPH) remained 
unaltered for the PE and DVT subgroups, however the baseline risks of recurrent VTE, bleeding and 
discontinuation events were altered to reflect the PE and DVT populations specifically. The relative 
risks were adjusted where data permitted for the treatment period. If treatment effects for NOACs 
were not available, the same treatment effects observed in the overall population were used. Data 
from the overall population were used beyond the first 6 months of treatment (both risks and RRs). 
Inputs used in the subgroup analyses are presented in Appendix 19. 
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7.9.3 Please describe how the statistical analysis was undertaken. 


A full set of analysis was not conducted for the subgroups as the primary population of interest was 
overall patients with VTE and because AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT were not powered to account 
for these subgroups. The model accounted for both index and DVT in the base case by considering a 
proportion of VTE events to be PEs and the remaining proportion DVTs, based on the trial data.  
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7.9.4 What were the results of the subgroup analysis/analyses, if conducted? Please present results in a similar table as in section 7.7.6 
(Base-case analysis). 


Base case results for the index PE and index DVT subgroups are presented in Table 94 and Table 95 below for the 6-month treatment duration, and in 
Table 96 and Table 97 for the lifelong treatment duration, respectively. 
 
For the 6-month treatment duration, apixaban had ICERs of £1,713 and £3,350 per QALY gained vs. LMWH/VKA for the index PE and index DVT 
subgroups, respectively. Apixaban was dominant vs. LMWH/dabigatran for both subgroups and vs. rivaroxaban in the index PE subgroup. In the DVT 
subgroup, apixaban was less costly and equally effective compared to rivaroxaban. 
 
For the lifelong treatment duration, apixaban was cost-effective vs. LMWH/VKA, rivaroxaban and LMWH/dabigatran at a willingness to pay threshold of 
£20,000 per QALY gained for both subgroups. In the conservative comparison of lifelong treatment with apixaban vs. 6 months of treatment with 
LMWH/VKA followed by no treatment, apixaban had ICERs of £17,691 and £18,018 per QALY gained, respectively, for the index PE and DVT 
subgroups. 
 
Table 94: Base case results – 6-month treatment duration (index PE) 


 Apixaban LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Total QALYs 8.390 8.341 8.359 8.381 


Total costs £9,632.23 £9,548.76 £9,659.95 £9,667.35 


Incremental QALYs (apixaban vs. comparator) - 0.049 0.031 0.009 


Incremental costs (apixaban vs. comparator) - £83 -£28 -£35 


ICER (£ per QALY gained) (apixaban vs. comparator) - £1,713 Dominant Dominant 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; QALY, quality adjusted life years; VKA, vitamin K antagonist 
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Table 95: Base case results – 6-month treatment duration (index DVT) 


 Apixaban LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran 


Total QALYs 8.431 8.405 8.431 8.396 


Total costs £2,640.80 £2,555.17 £2,656.15 £2,736.76 


Incremental QALYs (apixaban vs. comparator) - 0.026 0.000 0.035 


Incremental costs (apixaban vs. comparator) - £86 -£15 -£96 


ICER (£ per QALY gained) (apixaban vs. comparator) - £3,350 Less costly, equally effective Dominant 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; QALY, quality adjusted life years; VKA, vitamin K antagonist 


 
Table 96: Base case results – Lifelong treatment duration (index PE) 


 Apixaban LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran LMWH/VKA/no 
treatment 


Total QALYs 8.635 8.423 8.045 8.572 8.635 


Total costs £14,244.65 £10,920.08 £13,311.71 £13,804.35 £14,244.65 


Incremental QALYs (apixaban vs. comparator) - 0.212 0.590 0.063 0.267 


Incremental costs (apixaban vs. comparator) - £3,325 £933 £440 £4,728 


ICER (£ per QALY gained) (apixaban vs. comparator) - £15,661 £1,582 £7,022 £17,691 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; QALY, quality adjusted life years; VKA, vitamin K antagonist 
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Table 97: Base case results – Lifelong treatment duration (index DVT) 


 Apixaban LMWH/VKA Rivaroxaban LMWH/dabigatran LMWH/VKA/no 
treatment 


Total QALYs 8.684 8.488 8.096 8.593 8.684 


Total costs £7,014.54 £3,631.35 £6,601.63 £6,629.72 £7,014.54 


Incremental QALYs (apixaban vs. comparator) - 0.196 0.588 0.092 0.252 


Incremental costs (apixaban vs. comparator) - £3,383 £413 £4,197 £4,539 


ICER (£ per QALY gained) (apixaban vs. comparator) - £17,257 £702 £7,005 £18,018 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; QALY, quality adjusted life years; VKA, vitamin K antagonist 







 


 


7.9.5 Were any obvious subgroups not considered? If so, which ones, and why were they 
not considered? Please refer to the subgroups identified in the decision problem in 
section 5. 


The decision problem identified patients with active cancer as a separate population (Section 5). As 
the efficacy and safety of apixaban is not established for the treatment of patients with active cancer, 
these patients were not considered in a separate subgroup analysis.(20) An exploratory analysis was 
performed to compare apixaban with LMWH monotherapy (commonly used for cancer patients) in 
the VKA suitable population (Section 7.6).  


7.10 Interpretation of economic evidence  


7.10.1 Are the results from this economic evaluation consistent with the published economic 
literature? If not, why do the results from this evaluation differ, and why should the 
results in the submission be given more credence than those in the published 
literature? 


The systematic review discussed in Section 7.1 did not identify any economic evaluations which 
estimated the cost-effectiveness or cost-utility of apixaban in VTE.  
 
The present model was designed with a similar structure to earlier cost-effectiveness analyses 
modelling VTE, bleeding events and the impact of anticoagulant treatment over different treatment 
durations.(18, 19)  
 


7.10.2 Is the economic evaluation relevant to all groups of patients who could potentially use 
the technology as identified in the decision problem in section 5? 


The economic evaluation is relevant to all patients that could potentially use the technology as 
identified in the decision problem. 
 


7.10.3 What are the main strengths and weaknesses of the evaluation? How might these 
affect the interpretation of the results? 


The main strengths of the evaluation are: 


 The extensive sensitivity and subgroup analyses that provide an overall picture of the impact 
of apixaban’s entry into the market across different treatment durations and patient groups.  


 The use of conservative inputs (18, 19) that favoured other comparators, notably LMWH/VKA; 
for example an increased risk of bleeding over time and with age, or less frequent INR 
monitoring visits than assumed in earlier submissions and recommended by the NICE 
Appraisal Committee.(164, 165) Had the same monitoring assumptions been used in the 
present model, apixaban would be dominant vs. LMWH/VKA for the 6-month treatment 
duration and the ICER for the lifelong treatment duration would be £11,797 per QALY.  


 The mortality estimates used in this analysis improve upon earlier models that assumed that 
patients with VTE, who do not experience any other events, will follow the mortality patterns 
of the general population.(18, 19, 108, 130) This assumption is at odds to evidence from 
retrospective studies.(31, 93, 125) In addition, earlier models assumed no long-term impact of 
IC bleeds on mortality, only an acute impact. (18, 19, 108, 130) This assumption is again at 
odds to long-term population-based studies that suggest a longer term impact on mortality for 
IC bleeds.(123) Therefore, the present model accounted for the long-term impact on mortality 
after IC bleeds occurred as well as increased mortality in VTE patients who did not 
experience any other events, thus providing more accurate model of the costs and QALYs 
likely to be incurred over a lifetime horizon.  


 







 


 


The main weaknesses of the evaluation are: 


 There was some uncertainty in the NMA for the prevention period due to heterogeneity 
between included studies; there were large confidence intervals for some comparisons, such 
as the comparison of apixaban versus rivaroxaban for major bleeding. Nevertheless, when 
testing alternative NMA networks in scenario analyses apixaban remained robustly cost-
effective regardless of the NMA network chosen. 


 Estimates of increased mortality in the model did not exclude mortality due to CTEPH or non-
IC major bleeds and thus may have double-counted these events; however, as the number of 
these events was small the impact was therefore considered negligible. Scenario analyses 
that set the background mortality of VTE patients to be equal to that of the general population 
resulted in more favourable results for apixaban across all comparisons and treatments, with 
higher QALY gains and cost savings in cases in which apixaban was dominant and lower 
ICERs when apixaban was cost-effective. Consequently, any bias associated with this 
assumption is unfavourable to apixaban. 


 Clinical evidence from AMPLIFY and AMPLIFY-EXT indicates that there are differences in 
rates of hospitalisation in favour of apixaban compared to LMWH, VKA, and placebo (no 
treatment). This evaluation has not specifically included these differences to avoid double-
counting hospitalisations associated with clinical events in the model and therefore this may 
be a bias against apixaban. 


 


7.10.4 What further analyses could be undertaken to enhance the robustness/completeness 
of the results? 


Earlier evidence review groups have suggested that an area of uncertainty with regards to the 
economic value of NOACs is bleed reversal.(128, 166) In the present analysis we did not include a 
cost for bleed reversal as there is currently no approved bleed reversal agent for NOACs. The cost of 
reversal could be reflected as an increased acute event cost for major bleeds associated with the 
NOACs compared to LMWH/VKA, aspirin or no treatment. Due to apixaban’s favourable bleeding 
profile, inclusion of bleed reversal costs would be expected to result in more favourable results for 
apixaban compared to the other NOACs; therefore, inclusion of such attributes would not alter the 
conclusions of the present analyses. 







 


 


Section C – Implementation 


8 Assessment of factors relevant to the NHS and other 


parties  


8.1.1 How many patients are eligible for treatment in England and Wales? Present results for 
the full marketing authorisation/CE marking and for any subgroups considered. 
Also present results for the subsequent 5 years. 


The number of patients eligible for treatment with apixaban is estimated based on the population of 
England and Wales and epidemiological data from published studies. 
 
Table 98 below outlines the eligible population from 2015 to 2019 for treatment and prevention of 
VTE. 
 
Table 98: Eligible patient population 


 
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 


Reference 
Sources 


Population of 
England 


54,613,417 55,019,793 55,414,470 55,811,753 56,198,276 


2012-based 
National 
Population 
Projections. 
Published by 
the Office for 
National 
Statistics 
(167) 


Population of 
Wales 


3,107,165 3,119,426 3,131,869 3,144,270 3,156,630 


Total Population 57,720,582 58,139,219 58,546,339 58,956,023 59,354,906 Calculated 


Annual 
incidence of 
VTE per 10,000 


13.2 13.2 13.2 13.2 13.2 
13.2(6) per 
10,000  


Incidence 75,903 76,453 76,988 77,527 78,052 Calculated 


Percentage 
incident events 
that are fatal 
prior to 
treatment 


21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 21.5% 
AMPLIFY 
Secondary 
analysis (97)  


Percentage 
contraindicated 
for 
anticoagulant 
therapy 


2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 


NICE costing 
template for 
rivaroxaban 
in DVT (168) 


Patients starting 
treatment 


58,392 58,815 59,227 59,642 60,045 Calculated 


 







 


 


8.1.2 What assumption(s) were made about current treatment options and uptake of 
technologies? 


Table 99 outlines the current treatment options for VTE and their projected market share over 5 
years.(169) Table 100 illustrates the projected 5-year uptake of apixaban for the treatment and 
prevention of VTE in England and Wales across this group of patients.  
 
Table 99: Projected market share without apixaban (169) 


  Apixaban Rivaroxaban LMWH-dabigatran LMWH-warfarin 


2015 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2016 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2017 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2018 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2019 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


 
Table 100: Projected market share with apixaban (169) 


  Apixaban Rivaroxaban LMWH-dabigatran LMWH-warfarin 


2015 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2016 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2017 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2018 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


2019 ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''  


 
Table 101 outlines the assumptions made around treatment duration. For those patients assigned 
lifelong treatment it was assumed that 14.46% would discontinue annually from all causes. This was 
calculated from the all-cause discontinuation from the 2.5 mg apixaban arm of AMPLIFY-EXT (114 
out of 840) and the background mortality rate for England and Wales weighted by the ratio of male to 
female in the AMPLIFY study.(16, 64) No disease-specific mortality from recurrence was modelled, 
which is a conservative assumption in this budget impact model. The market share inputs apply to 
newly incident patients only. Prevalent patients are assumed to not switch treatment, and thus are 
not eligible for apixaban. 
 
Table 101: Assumed treatment durations 


 
3 months 6 months Lifetime 


Apixaban 41.5% 43.5% 15% 


Rivaroxaban 41.5% 43.5% 15% 


LMWH-dabigatran 41.5% 43.5% 15% 


LMWH-warfarin 41.5% 43.5% 15% 


 


8.1.3 What assumption(s) were made about market share (when relevant)?  


See Section 8.1.2 above. 
 







 


 


8.1.4 In addition to technology costs, please consider other significant costs associated with 
treatment that may be of interest to commissioners (for example, procedure codes 
and programme budget planning). 


The cost of INR monitoring was assumed to be £24.59 for the first visit and £21.04 per visit 
thereafter, with 6 visits in the first three months and monthly visits thereafter (Section 7.5.6). Table 
102 presents the results of applying these costs to the patient numbers estimated. 
 
Table 102: Costs of INR monitoring with and without apixaban 


 
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 


Without Apixaban  £  8,815,277   £  9,981,792   £ 10,896,015   £ 11,631,853   £ 12,276,644  


With Apixaban  £  8,329,575   £  9,200,327   £  9,781,516   £ 10,266,517   £ 10,652,080  


Total net cost with 
Apixaban -£     485,702  -£     781,465  -£  1,114,500  -£  1,365,336  -£  1,624,564  


 
The cost of training on LMWH administration was assumed to be £17 for each patient treated. The 
cost of administering LMWH for those unable to self-administer was assumed to be £8.78 per dose 
(and thus per day). It was assumed that 8% of patients would be unable to self-administer (Section 
7.5.6).  
 
Table 103 presents the results of applying these costs to the patient numbers estimated. 
 
Table 103: Costs of training and administration for LMWH treatment with and without apixaban 


  2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 


Without Apixaban  £  1,094,817   £  1,103,489   £  1,077,860   £  1,057,492   £  1,047,616  


With Apixaban  £  1,069,020   £  1,012,436   £     955,431   £     917,183   £     888,426  


Total net cost with 
Apixaban -£       25,797  -£       91,054  -£     122,429  -£     140,308  -£     159,190  


 


8.1.5 What unit costs were assumed? How were these calculated? If unit costs used in 
health economic modelling were not based on national reference costs or the PbR 
tariff, which HRGs reflected activity?  


The unit costs assumed in the budget impact calculations, which are the same as those assumed in 
Section 7.5, are presented in Table 104 (induction), Table 105 (concomitant LMWH), Table 106 (up 
to 6 months) and Table 107 (after 6 months). The total treatment costs with and without apixaban are 
presented in Table 108. 
 
Table 104: Unit costs assumed in budget impact calculations (induction) 


 
Unit size Unit cost 


Induction 
Dose 


Induction 
Length 


Apixaban 5 mg £1.10* 2 × 5 mg bd 7 


Rivaroxaban 15 mg £2.10
†
 15 mg bd 21 


LMWH-dabigatran
#
 N/A N/A N/A N/A 


LMWH-warfarin 6 mg
‡
 £0.009


# 
6 mg od


‡
 7.64 


*BMS/Pfizer 
†
Electronic Drug Tariff, August 2014, Department of Health by the NHS Business Services Authority, NHS Prescription 


Services, http://www.ppa.org.uk/ppa/edt_intro.htm (170) 
#
The dose of dabigatran does not change during the concomitant LMWH induction period


 


#
 eMIT February 2014.(152) 


‡
Assumed average warfarin dose 







 


 


Table 105: Unit costs assumed in budget impact calculations (concomitant LMWH) 


 
Concomitant LMWH Length (days) Concomitant LMWH Cost (per day) 


Apixaban N/A N/A 


Rivaroxaban N/A N/A 


LMWH-dabigatran 5 £9.77* 


LMWH-warfarin 7.64 £9.77* 


*enoxaparin pre-filled syringe 120 mg; Electronic Drug Tariff, August 2014, Department of Health by the NHS Business 
Services Authority, NHS Prescription Services, http://www.ppa.org.uk/ppa/edt_intro.htm (170) 


 
Table 106: Unit costs assumed in budget impact calculations (up to 6 months) 


 
Unit size Unit cost Dose 


Apixaban 5 mg £1.10* 5 mg bd 


Rivaroxaban 20 mg £2.10† 20 mg od 


LMWH-dabigatran 150 mg £1.10† 150 mg bd 


LMWH-warfarin 6 mg £0.009
#
 6 mg od‡ 


*BMS/Pfizer 
†Electronic Drug Tariff, August 2014, Department of Health by the NHS Business Services Authority, NHS Prescription 
Services, http://www.ppa.org.uk/ppa/edt_intro.htm (170) 
#
 eMIT February 2014.(152) 


‡Assumed average warfarin dose 


 
Table 107: Unit costs assumed in budget impact calculations (after 6 months) 


 
Unit size Unit cost Dose 


Apixaban 2.5 mg £1.10* 2.5 mg bd 


Rivaroxaban 20 mg £2.10
†
 20 mg od 


LMWH-dabigatran 150 mg £1.10
†
 150 mg bd 


LMWH-warfarin 6 mg £0.009
#
 6 mg od


‡
 


*BMS/Pfizer 
†Electronic Drug Tariff, August 2014, Department of Health by the NHS Business Services Authority, NHS Prescription 
Services, http://www.ppa.org.uk/ppa/edt_intro.htm (170) 
#
 eMIT February 2014.(152) 


‡Assumed average warfarin dose 


 
Table 108: Treatment costs with and without apixaban 


 
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 


Without apixaban 


Apixaban  N/A   N/A   N/A   N/A   N/A  


Rivaroxaban  £  3,054,841   £  4,445,635   £  5,844,577   £  7,183,094   £  8,340,462  


LMWH-dabigatran  £  1,395,510   £  2,084,369   £  2,768,162   £  3,428,980   £  4,056,769  


LMWH-warfarin  £  3,345,418   £  3,224,352   £  3,112,838   £  3,021,457   £  2,966,737  


Total  £  7,795,769   £  9,754,356   £ 11,725,576   £ 13,633,532   £ 15,363,967  


With apixaban 


Apixaban  £  1,267,859   £  2,241,503   £  3,432,428   £  4,479,655   £  5,578,026  


Rivaroxaban  £  2,886,707   £  4,099,520   £  5,245,583   £  6,332,398   £  7,219,925  


LMWH-dabigatran  £  1,318,383   £  1,921,870   £  2,483,661   £  3,021,007   £  3,510,980  


LMWH-warfarin  £  3,161,093   £  2,958,846   £  2,761,009   £  2,623,014   £  2,519,034  


Total  £  8,634,041   £ 11,221,739   £ 13,922,682   £ 16,456,075   £ 18,827,965  


Total net cost with apixaban 







 


 


  £     838,272   £  1,467,383   £  2,197,105   £  2,822,543   £  3,463,998  


8.1.6 Were there any estimates of resource savings? If so, what were they? 


Resource savings associated with INR monitoring costs and LMWH training and administration were 
identified and detailed in Section 8.1.4. 
 


8.1.7 What is the estimated annual budget impact for the NHS in England and Wales? 


 
 
Table 109 presents budget impact estimates for 2015 to 2019. Apixaban is estimated to be 
associated with a budget impact of £326,773 in the first year, rising to £1,680,244 in 2019. 
 
Table 109: Budget impact 


 
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 


Total 
(cumulative) 


Treatment  £     635,344   £  1,169,676   £  1,797,392   £  2,363,057   £  2,941,733   £    8,907,202  


INR Monitoring -£     485,702  -£     781,465  -£  1,114,500  -£  1,365,336  -£  1,624,564  -£    5,371,568  


Training and 
administration 
(LMWH) -£       25,797  -£       91,054  -£     122,429  -£     140,308  -£     159,190  -£       538,777  


Annual Net  £     326,773   £     594,864   £     960,177   £  1,316,899   £  1,680,244   £    4,878,956  


 


8.1.8 Are there any other opportunities for resource savings or redirection of resources that 
it has not been possible to quantify? 


The budget impact model conservatively underestimates the cost savings with apixaban, as it does 
not account for the savings from events avoided through the reduced incidence of bleeding 
associated with apixaban. 
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